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CONTINUING THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO
WAIVE THE TRADE ACT FREEDOM OF EMIGRATION PROVISIONS
THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1979
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, at 10 a.m., in room 3302, Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Hon. Abraham Ribicoff (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Ribicoff, Moynihan, Bradley, Danforth, Heinz,
and Dole.
[The press release announcing this hearing follows:]
[Pross Releas)
FINANCE SUBOOMMITE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

ING THE Pe~miNV's AuTHoRrT

To WAIV rT

To HOLD

HEmNGS ON CONTInU-

TRADE AcT FREEDOM OF EMIGRA-

TION PROVISIONS

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D., Conn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee on
International Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the Subcommittee will hold public hearings on continuing the President's authority to
waive the application of subsection (a) and (b) of section 402, the Freedom of
Emigration provision, of the Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618). The hearings
will be held at 10:00 A.M., Thursday, July 19, 1979, in Room 3302 of the Dirksen
Senate Office Building.
Chairman Ribicoff noted that on June 1, 1979, President Carter transmitted to the
Congress his recommendation, under section 402(dX5) of the Trade Act, that the
waiver authority be extended 12 months to July 3, 1980. This recommendation was
based on his determination under section 402(dX5) of the Trade Act that the extension of the waiver authority will substantially promote the objectives of freedom of
emigration in general and, in particular, in the cases of the Socialist Republic of
Romania and the Hungarian People's Republic.
The Socialist Republic of Romania and the Hungarian People's Republic are the
only nonmarket economy countries which have been granted nondiscriminatory, or
most-favored-nation trade treatment under the authority -of the Trade Act of 1974,
Chairman Ribicoff said. He noted that the granting of most-favored-nation trade
treatment was conditioned on compliance with the freedom of emigration provisions
of that law but that the law permitted the President to waive the emigration
conditions subject to Congressional Review.
The Chairman said that the President's recommendation on June 1, 1979, set in
motion a schedule of procedures by which the Congress may either terminate, by
adoption of a simple resolution in either House, or permit by inaction the extension
of the authority by which the President may waive the freedom of emigration
condition on most-favored-nation treatment. Congressional action to terminate MFN
treatment, if anymust occur before September 1, 1979, he said. After that date, if
Congress has taken no action, the waiver authority is automatically extended until
July 3, 1980.
Requests to testify.--Chairman Ribicoff advised that witnesses desiring to testify
during these hearings must make their request to testify to Michael Stern, Staff
(1)
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Director, Committee on Finance, Room 222 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington D.C., 20510 not later than Friday, July 18, 1979. Witnesses will be notified as
soon as possible a/ter this date as to whether they will be scheduled to appear. If for
some reason the witness is unable to appear at the time scheduled, he may file a
written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a personal appearance.
Consolidated testimony.--Chairman Ribicoff also stated that the Subcommittee
urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general interest
to consolidate the testimony and designate a-single spokesman to present the
common viewpoint orally to the Subcommittee. This procedure will enable the
Subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain.
Chairman Ribicoff urged very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort to
consolidate and coordinate their statements.
Legislative ReorganizationAct.-In this respect, he observed that the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1946 requires all witnesses appearing before the Committees
of Congress "to file in advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and
to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argument."
Chairman Ribicoff stated that in light of this statute and in view of the large
number of witnesses who desire to appear before the Subcommittee and the limited
time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify must
comply with the following rules:
1. All witnesses must include with their written statements a summary of the
principal points included in the statement.
2. The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size) and at
least 100 copies must be submitted to the Subcommittee in Room 2227 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building not later than the close of business on Wednesday,
July 18, 1979.
3. Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcommittee, but
are to confine their 5-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points included
in the statement.
4. Not more than 5 minutes will be allowed for the oral summary.
Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to testify.
Written statements.-Witnesses who are not scheduled to make an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their views to the Subcommittee, are urged to
prepare a written statement for submission and inclusion in the printed record of
the hearings. These written statements should be submitted to Michael Stern, Staff
Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building not
later than Thursday, August 2, 1979.

Senator RIBfcmj. The committee will be in order.
This morning the Subcommittee on International Trade will hear
testimony on extending for 1 more year the President's authority
to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under the Trade
Act. This extension would continue MFN for Romania and Hungary until July 2, 1980. It would also permit the President to waive
the freedom of emigration requirements for new countries.
We have a long list of witnesses. In addition, the Senate will
have votes during the morning and afternoon. To make sure that
we can hear all of the witnesses, we must strictly enforce the time
limits of oral testimony.
All of your statements will go in the record. Furthermore, I
think there is not a new witness before us. I have heard all of you
time and time again. I don't think you have a new argument. If
you have one, I would be glad to listen to it. But your full statements go in, and we are going to have to confime the testimony.
At the request of both Senator Jackson and Senator Javits, if
there is no objection I would like to put their statements in the
record at this point.
[The statements of Senator Jackson and Senator Javits follow:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR HENRY M. JACKsON

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity to give this committee my views on
further extension of our present trading relationship with Romania.
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As I have emphasized on many occasions, the United States has an important
stake in the continued existence of a Romania capable of an independent role in key
foreign policy matters. Last fall I visited Bucharest where I had frank talks with
President Ceausescu and other leading Romanian officials on a broad range of
foreign policy issues, in many of which we share a mutual concern. Clearly, the
United States wants to encourage Romania-and other East European countrieseffectively to assert its legitimate right to greater freedom when facing Soviet
pressures and overwhelming Soviet military power.
In this context, it is in the Romanian and United States interest that sources of
tension between our two countries be handled and resolved responsibly and amicably.
As my colleagues are aware, in its concern for international human rights the
Congress has attached special importance to the right to emigrate. That right is a
central element of historic international human rights agreements: the UN Declaration of Human Rights, the UN Covenants and the Helsinki Final Act. Respect by a
government for the right to emigrate is possible without causing fundamen.0
changes in the internal structure of many states which today do not respect the
right of their citizens to leave. It is not interference in the internal affairs of
another country to ask that the right to free emigration, which has been affirmed in
international law, be respected.
The experience with Romania evidences the value to all parties of a constructive
approach to U.S. law conditioning MFN and credits to non-market countries on the
relaxation of restrictions on emigration. Romania chose cooperation with us in this
matter-a result that has advanced the cause of personal liberty for those wishing
to leave Romania, most often to be reunited with their families, and advanced the
economic progress of the Romanian people.
In looking at the record of the last 12 months, the number of Romanians who
have been able to emigrate to the United States has increased over the previous 12
months. The total number of Romanians emigrating this past 12 months, including
the large number going to the Federal Republic of Germany, compares favorably
with the total for the previous 12 months.
On the other hand, there are some unsatisfactory and troubling aspects to the
record:
First: The already lengthy process for applying for emigration has been further
complicated by additional steps and additional reviews. These complications are
added to the intimidation, the job loss, the threats of demotion and the other
pressures which have been familiar in so many cases.
7Wo: There are too many, unsolved cases of individuals or families who are caught
in one or another stage of the application process--some of them dating back to the
time of the signing of the Trade Agreement. In my own office files, I have the
names of over 500 individuals or families (some 1,552 persons) who have not yet
been able to emigrate to j
relatives in the United States-among them cases of
extreme hardship which should be given urgent processing.
Thre" The figures on Romanian emigration to Israel are particularly disturbing.
The total number of such emigrants for the first six months of 179 is at a
substantially lower annual rate than last year. Sometimes we are told this is
because of a decline in applications. But even with current discouragements to those
who might wish to apply, there are hundreds of individuals seeking to emigrate to
Israel who either have been unable to obtain application forms, or who have applied
but been turned down, or who have received no answer, or who have been approved
by the Romanian authorities but receive no passport.
Four: There is a special category of-emigration cases which is of new concernChristians, particularly of the Baptist and Pentacostal congregations, who in attempting to practice their faith according to their own consciences, are being
harassed and persecuted in one way or another. To practice their faith in greater
freedom, some are deciding to emigrate. I believe they should be allowed to do so.
Some of us have discussed with the Romanian officials over a period of time the
disappointing aspects of their emigration practice. We have told them we expected
them to do better, and that we knew they could do better. Recently, American
Jewish leaders and Romanian authorities discussed the poor record of Romanian
Jewish emigration. In the course of those discussions, the Romanian government
provided a number of assurances that, if lived up to, could remove many of the
problems of Jewish emigration.
I said last year that the further extension of MFN and economic credits for
Romania will continue to be a realistic reflection of our mutual interests "only so
long as Romania sincerely lives up to its pledge of the humanitarian treatment of
emigration cases."
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What is now important is that the Romanian government honor in good faith its
new assurances to remove impediments to Romanian Jewish emigration,
What is important now is that the Romanian government simplify its routines for
handling all emigration applications, make a strenuous effort to resolve outstanding
cases and let those people go unscarred by the final petty harassments which too
often occur in even expeditiously handled cases.
Holding these views, and after thorough consideration of the record, Mr. Chairman, I shall not oppose in the Senate extension of the waiver for one year as
requested
President Carter. But
amyear-until
publicly reserving
my position
regarding
any
furtherbyextensions-beyond
this Ione
the assurances
and pledges
by
Romanian authorities for improved emigration practices and results have been in
fact implemented.
U.S. SENATE,

Washington, D.C., July 17, 1979.

Hon. ABRAHAM RinroorF,

Chairman, Subcommittee on International Trade,
US. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR ABE: I have been giving a great deal of thought over the past few weeks to
the President's request for a renewal of his waiver authority to grant Most Favored
Nation status to the Socialist Republic of Romania for an additional twelve month
period. I have not been satisfied with the Romanian Government's compliance with
the objectives of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment over the past nine months, particularly the requirement of an application for the privilege of applying to emigrate.
Nonetheless, on balance, and based on (1) assurances given by various representatives of the Romanian Government and (2) the desirability of giving the Romanian
Government another chance to right its practices, I feel the President's request
should be supported.
Accordingly, I have already joined most of my Senate colleagues on the Helsinki
Commission in conveying to Chairman Vanik our qualified support for MFN renewal at this time. I would appreciate it very much if you would accept this statement
of my views for insertion in the record of the hearings on this matter scheduled to
be held by your committee on July 19th. I am also taking the liberty of forwarding a
copy of this letter to each member of your subcommittee.
Sincerely,
JACOB K. JAvrrs,

US. Senator.

Senator RIBIcon. Senator Heinz, do you have an opening statement?
Senator HwIz. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much.
Let me say I welcome this hearing today and the opportunity it
provides to look more closely at the Romanian human rights and
emigration practices in the context of the Jackson-Vanik amendment to the 1974 Trade Act.
I want to say at the outset that I have had for some time serious
reservations about the further extension of most-favored-nation status to Romania and have twice written the President explaining
my concerns in detail. In the past, many Senators have not opposed
further MFN extension in the hope it would lead to genuine rather
than cosmetic improvements on Romania's policies in emigration
and human rights.
Unfortunately, this seems not to have been the case. Emigration
to Israel is down. The 1979 rate is currently less than half that of
1978, which itself was a reduction over the previous year. The
application process for emigration, always hazardous, has become
an endlessly frustrating mine-field as layer is piled upon layer of
bureaucracy in an effort to intimidate people and discourage them
from leaving the country.
The Romanian Government appears to be following an overt
policy of suppressing and assimilating ethnic and linguistic minor-
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ities, particularly the 2.5 million Hungarians. In the past, MFN
extensions have been approved largely on the basis of administration assurances that progress will be forthcoming. Coincidentally,
some progress does always seem to be made in the 2 months before
the hearing.
Whether the promise is made or kept, however, is another story.
Before last year's hearing, the Romanian Government indicated
that nine people convicted in trials in the 1960's would be amnestied and their fines reduced. Today I am told that this has actually
happened to only one or possibly two of the cases. Hardly an
impressive record.
Mr. Chairman, in general it has been my view that we should
involve ourselves in the affairs of other countries only with the
greatest reluctance. At the same time, however, it is clear that we
must stand up for our own principles and beliefs when confronted
with practices that contradict them. The Jackson-Vanik amendment provides such an opportunity and we are obligated to take it
seriously.
If the Romanian Government's actions have been inconsistent

with either the letter or the spirit of Jackson-Vanik, we should
deny the extension or satisfy ourselves that there will be immediate permanent improvements in the situation. From what I have
learned thus far, I am not yet convinced that MFN should be
extended. But I hope that this hearing will present an opportunity
to examine all of my c ncerns carefully.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBicoFF. Thank you very much, Senator Heinz. I can
assure you, Senator Heinz, that your sentiments are reflected to a
great degree by many other Members of the U.S. Senate who have
talked with me and have expressed your concerns, so it is not just
yourself. This is a problem which bothers many Members of the
U.S. Senate.
The first group of witnesses will be Mr. Matthew Nimetz of the
State Department, Mr. Frank Weil of the Commerce Department,
Mr. Gary Hufbauer of Treasury, and Mr. Stephen Lande of the
Special Trade Representative's Office.
Gentlemen, you may proceed as you wish.
STATEMENT OF HON. MATTHEW NIMETZ, COUNSELOR OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. NIMErz. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My name is
Matthew Nimetz. I am counselor of the Department of State.
I have a statement for the record. I would like very briefly to go
over the highlights of it.
We are pleased to have this opportunity to testify before you, Mr.
Chairman, on behalf of further extension of the President's waiver
authority of section 402 of the Trade Act, including the authority
to continue the waivers permitting most-favored-nation tariff treatment for Romania and Hungary.
Before addressing the two countries in particular, I would like to
comment very briefly on our relations with Eastern Europe. In
recent years, increasing diversity has come to characterize Eastern
Europe. All of the Warsaw Pact member states remain loyal to
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basic Communist ideological tenets and most of the Soviet foreign
Policy positions. But they do differ to some degree in some areas.
Our general policy has been to seek improved relations between
the United States and those nations of Eastern Europe which
reciprocate a desire for improved relations. Our relations with
Romania and Hungary have evolved signficantly during the past
decade. Establishment of nondiscriminatory trade relations with
Romania in 1975 and with Hungary in 1978 were watersheds in
our relations with those two countries.
A continuation of MFN tariff treatment constitutes a sound basis
for further progress. On the other hand, were this basis to be
removed, our relations with these countries would deteriorate rapidly and significantly.
Let me make a few comments with respect to Romania. Our
paramount interest in keeping this close relationship is based upon
Romania's considerable independence on foreign policy issues. Over
the years, Romania has not shrunk from expressing openly and
forcefully points of view which differ from those of its Warsaw Pact
allies.
In my prepared statement I list some of the areas in which quite
recently Romania has undertaken an independent foreign policy.
Since last year's hearings, we have had continued high level contacts with Romania, including a visit here by the foreign minister
last fall, Secretary Blumenthal's talks in Bucharest in December,
'Secretary Kreps' delegation there in April of this year.
In early May I headed a delegation which held comprehensive
discussions in Bucharest on the Helsinki Final Act. We spent 2
days discussing all aspects of the Helsinki Final Act, including its
humanitarian aspects. Obviously, as Senator Heinz mentioned, and
as you yourself mentioned, Mr. Chairman, the practices in Romania do not conform with ours or with what we would consider to be
full implementation of the Helsinki Final Act.
However, despite fundamental differences in the social, economic, and political value systems of our two countries, we have had
very intense discussions which have been held in the spirit of
cooperation and understanding. And our experience convinces us
that Romania's efforts to work with us are serious and that we do
have a degree of influence, to which MFN to some extent contributes.
I would like now to turn to the specific question of emigration,
since that is the focal point of section 402, of the Trade Act. As a
matter of government policy, Romania does not encourage emigration. This is based both upon national pride and upon the need of
national development which requires that citizens remain and
work in Romania and contribute to their well-being and eventual
prosperity.
However, the Government of Romania has continued to maintain
it will cooperate in settlement of cases involving reunification of
divided families in a humanitarian manner. We have provided, Mr.
Chairman, statistics for you and your subcommittee on Romania's
emigration performance.
With respect to emigration to the United States, there has been
a continual increase in the period of MFN, and in 1978, a further
substantial increase in overall emigration, an increase of 38 per-
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cent between 1977 and 1978. However, Romanian emigration procedures continue to be an issue of concern to us.
Individuals applying for permanent departure remain subject to
bureaucratic delays and cumbersome requirements. We have emphasized to the Government of Romania the importance of simplifying the requirements to be met by prospective emigrants and the
advantage of taking expeditous action. We are hopeful these expressions and our continual dialog with them on this problem will
lead to some positive results in the future.
We continue to make clear to the Romanians that we are interested in emigration from Romania to Israel. Unfortunately, the
statistics for 1978 indicate a decline from 1,330 in 1977 to 1,144 in
1978. This trend has continued over the first 6 months of 1979. In
recent weeks, however, the Romanian Government has approved
the departure of 125 persons, and these cases will be reflected in
future emigration statistics.
However, the numbers of emigrants to Israel have been declining, and the reasons are complex. The community is declining. We
don't-know what the actual figure is but we estimate it to be
between 40,000 and 50,000 people. We note that of the 400,000 to
450,000 Romanian Jews who survived World War 1I, about 90
percent have emigrated already to Israel. So we are dealing with
the remaining 10 or 15 percent.
Romanian officials have assured us that except for a small number of exceptional cases, all Romanian Jews who wish to emigrate
will be permitted to do so. The U.S. Government recently encouraged representatives of the Romanian Government and American
Jewish organizations to meet and discuss emigration to Israel.
These discussions were fruitful and led to clarification of the Romanian Government's attitude toward Jewish emigration.
We note that as a result of these discussions, the president of
B'nai B'rith International, on behalf of the Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations, submitted written testimony
to the House Subcommittee on Trade giving unqualified endorsement to renewal of MFN.
I will not comment extensively on United States-Romanian trade
and economic relations. My colleague will do so. i will just note
that in 1978, our total trade with Romania grew by almost 35
percent to an aggregate of $664 million.
With respect to Hungary, I will make a few comments on our
general relationship. Following the return of the Crown of Saint
Stephen to the Hungarian people in January of 1978 and the
extension of MFN later last year, our relations with Hungary have
continued to improve and broaden. Our emphasis now is on economic and trade matters. Hungary has indicated serious interest in
expanding its trade relations with the United States and is thereby
diversifying its economic ties with the United States.
This interest was reiterated just this 'Week by Hungarian Deputy
Prime Minister Huszar in talks with the State, Treasury, and
Commerce Department officials. We are responding to this expression with interest.
Let me address Hungarian emigration practices. It is also true in
the case of Hungary that they
not actively encourage emigration. However, our experience has verified that approximately 90
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percent of applicants for emigration for purposes of reunification
with relatives are approved without undue difficulty.
Difficult cases are usually resolved as well. There is no particular problem concerning Jewish emigrants, and the numbers are
rather small. In 1978 we issued 125 immigrant visas. In terms of
problem cases, we have had 36 problem cases over the last 4 years.
here are about 8 cases involving 14 individuals which are underdiscussion now.
Let me turn to our economic relations. I will just mention briefly
that the trade agreement came into effect last year. It is too early
to tell how it will evolve, but the initial results are quite encouraging. Our exports to Hungary in 1978 totaled $98 million. Their
exports to us were $68 million, and trade turnover of $166 million
in 1978 was up 32 percent over 1977.
Our embassy in Budapest tells us there is a great deal of interest
in Hungary by American businessmen. Dow Chemical has now
received permission to open to the first U.S. business office in
Budapest, and a major bank will open an office in Budapest this
summer. There has been a surge of requests for business visas both
ways, and the Hungarians have received permission to open a
commercial office in Chicago.
We have also signed an agreement to avoid double taxation.
These steps, I think, will facilitate trade between the two countries.
The trade agreement, therefore, constitutes a new chapter in
United States-Hungarian business relations, but considerable learning by both sides has to take place in business relations.
We have had one important dispute in the field of chemical
patents. A number of U.S. chemical firms have raised serious complaints concerning the business practices of Hungarian chemical
enterprises involving certain products manufactured by U.S. companies. In June, within the framework of our new Joint Economic
and Trade Committee under Assistant Secretary Weil, we held
talks in Budapest on this problem and we believe these talks and
subsequent talks are leading to progress toward resolution of this
issue.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that both the Romanian
and Hungarian performance, overall, justifies an extension of the
President's authority to waive section 402 of the Trade Act and to
continue in effect the waivers for Romania and Hungary.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nimetz follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. MATrHEw NIMErz, COUNSEWR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Chairman: I am pleased to have this opportunity today to testify on behalf of
further extension of the President's waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade
Act, including his authority to continue the waivers permitting most-favored-nation
(MFN) tariff treatment for Romania and Hungary. The President's waiver authority
has proven to be a valuable device for the promotion of U.S. interests, including our
interest in freedom of emigration. It has permitted us to broaden our relations with
Romania and Hungary.
I am particularly gratified to have this opportunity to appear before you since I
visited Bucharest and Budapest in May as the leader of a U.S. delegation which
conducted extensive consultations with the Romanian and Hungarian Governments
on the implementation of the Helsinki Final Act. These consultations covered the
range of issues addressed by the Final Act including military security matters, trade
and economic cooperation, and the reunification of divided families and other
human rights questions. I personally regard the development of our relations with
Romania and Hungary as very important to U.S. interests in Eastern Europe.
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Before dressing the two countries in particular, I would like to review briefly
theeneral policy considerations on which our relations With Eastern Europe are
In recent years, increasing diversity has come to characterize Eastern Europe. All
the Warsaw Pact member states remain loyal to basic Commnist ideological tenets
and most to Soviet foreign policy positions. But they differ in the patterns of their
cultural and social development, in the nuances of their foreign policies, in how
they order their economies, and in the amount of personal, religious and intellectual
freedom allowed to their citizens. In recognition of these divergences, our general
policy is to seek improved relations between the United States and those nations of
Eastern Europe which reciprocate a desire for improved relations. We believe that
better relations based on principles of mutual advantage will strengthen beneficial
ties between East and West, promote the goals of the Helsinki Final Act, and thus
contribute to greater respect for human rights and to better living conditions for
persons in Eastern Europe.
I would like to emphasize that our efforts to improve relations with Eastern
Europe do not imply our approval of the Communist political systems in the
countries there. We continue to have profound disagreements with the governments
of Eastern Europe over many questions of political freedom and basic human and
social values. However, it is important to recognize that the expansion of relations
permits us to discuss differences more candidly with their governments. In recent
years we have been able to conduct more open and productive exchanges on many
topics, including human rights, trade, security and confidence building measures,
and other issues embraced by the Helsinki Final Act.
Our relations with Romania and Hungary have evolved significantly during this
decade, to the advantage of our nations and peoples. The two countries follow
dissimilar domestic and foreign policies. The establishment of nondiscriminatory
trade relations with Romania in 1975 and with Hunga in 1978 was a watershed in
our relations with both countries. Continuation of MFN tariff treatment constitutes
a sound basis for further progress. Were this basis to be removed, our relations with
these countries would deteriorate rapidly and significantly.
ROMANIA

We continue to believe that it is in our interest to maintain and develop further
the good relations which we have with Romania. These relations were strenghened
by the meeting in 1978 between President Carter and President Ceausescu when the
two Presidents agreed to maintain a continuing dialogue on a variety of bilateral
and multilateral issues. Our paramount interest in keeping this close relationship is
based on Romania's considerable independence on foreign policy issues. Over the
years, Romania has not shrunk from expressing o
and orcefully points of view
which differ from those of its Warsaw Pact allies. 0hie I believe Romania's posture
is well known, I would like to point out some of the more noteworthy developments
which have occurred over the past year, specifically since last year's MFN hearings.
In August 1978 Romania hosted Chinese Party Chairman and Prime Minister
Hua Guofeng, thus further strengthening its ties with China.
In last November, at the Moscow Warsaw Pact Summit Meeting, Romania opposed initiatives which concerned increased military expenditures, consolidation of
the Warsaw Pact command structure, and maintenance of a united front against
China.
In several speeches in Bucharest upon his return from the Summit Meeting,
President Ceausescu made public Romania's stand on the controversial issues and
indicated that under no circumstances would Romania permit its military to take
orders from other countries.
Romania strongly condemned Vietnam's invasion of Kampuchea, stressing that
no country should infringe upon the territorial sovereignty of another.
Alone among Warsaw Pact countries, Romania supported the Israeli-Egyptian
peace treaty and U.S. efforts in that area.
Romania continued its efforts to play a constructive role in the Middle East by
attempting to bring together countries with differing points of view.
Economically, Romania continued to broaden its ties with the non-communist
world. Since 1974 more than half its trade has been with non-communist partners
and this proportion has continued to grow.
Romania, as one of the most determined supporters of the concept of European
security and cooperation, continued to play an important role in preparations for
the Madrid CSCE review meeting in 1980.
Since last year's hearings on the extension of MFN status to Roma)ia, high-level
contacts included a visit here last Fall by Foreign Minister Andrei and Secretary
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Blumenthal's talks in Bucharest in December. In April 1979 Secretary Kreps led the
U.S. delegation to a meeting of the Joint U.S.-Romanian Economic Commission
which reviewed bilateral economic and trade relations. In early May, as I indicated
earlier, we held comprehensive discussions in Bucharest with Romanian officials on
the entire spectrum of issues covered by the Helsinki Final Act. In these discussions, which were candid in the best sense of the word, we were able to cover many
humanitarian facets of the Final Act of concern to the American public. Within this
framework we encouraged, for example, furtherance of the right of individuals to
practice their religion and urged that attention be paid to difficulties reportedly
facing churches which suffered earthquake damage.
We also stressed the rights of national minorities to equality before the law and
their full opportunity for the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms. In this regard we had a useful discussion of the situation of ethnic Hungarians and other nationalities in Romania and the importance of their continuing
access to bilingual education and cultural expression. Of direct relevance to today's
subject we also had extensive discussions of the Basket Three provisions meant 'to
facilitate freer movement and contact" and especially those sections of the Final Act
dealing with family reunification. I will report on facts related to this latter area in
greater detail in a few monents.
Obviously the practices in Romania do not conform with ours or with what we
would consider to be full implementation of the Helsinki Final Act. However, I am
pleased to report that, despite fundamental differences in the social, economic and
political value systems of our two countries, all of these discussions were carried out
in a spirit of cooperation and understanding, with both sides indicating a willingness to exchange ideas and to consider constructive criticisms in an attempt to find
practical solutions to our problems and enlarge the areas of-nutual understanding.
Our dialogue on these various human rights questions will continue in both a
bilateral and CSCE context. Overall, our experience convinces us that Romania's
efforts in these fields are serious and that together we have built a solid bilateral
relationship in which MFN plays a very useful and important role.
I would like to turn now to the specific question of emigration from Romania. As
a matter of government policy, Romania does not encourage emigration. This is
based both on national pride and on the needs of national development, which
require that citizens remain and work in Romania, thus contributing to the country s well-being and eventual prosperity. However, the Government of Romania has
continued to maintain that, consistent with its undertakings in the Helsinki Final
Act and with various bilateral commitments, it will cooperate in the settlement of
cases involving reunification of divided families in a humanitarian manner. Mr. Chairman, we have provided statistics for you and your Subcommittee which
enable us to assess Romanian emigration performance. As reflected in those statistics, emigration from Romania to the United States has continued to increase
during the period in which the waiver has been in effect, rising from 407 in 1974 to
1240 in 1977. In 1978, a further substantial increase in overall emigration occurred.
Emigration to the United States rose from 1240 in 1977 to 1706 in 1978, and
increase of nearly 38 percent. According to the records of our Embassy in Bucharest, 1585 persons received visas for permanent departure for the United States
during the period July 1978-June 1979. This figure represents an increase of 30
percent compared with the same previous period.
It should be noted that a considerable number of those who have been allowed to
emigrate from Romania are persons who are not qualified to receive immigration
visas for direct travel to the United States because they do not have immediate
relatives in the U.S. who can file petitions on their behalf. These people are assisted
by our Embassy in traveling to a third country from which they are then processed
for entry into the United States as refugees.
We presented our most recent divided families Representation List to the Romanian Foreign Ministry in June. Out of a total of 241 cases, including 563 persons,
less than 20 percent have been on the List over a year. Of the 58 outstanding
requests for marriage approvals, six cases are over a year old. We have been less
successful with respect to cases involving dual nationality, i.e., persons who have
valid claims to U.S. citizenship and wish to emigrate. However, examining all of the
pending cases, our Embassy estimates that if the present rate of approval continues
through the remainder of 1979, as many as three-fifths or more of the cases
included in our Lists should be solved this year.
Romanian emigration procedures continue to be an issue of concern for us.
Individuals applying for permanent departure remain subject to bureaucratic delays
and cumbersome requirements. We have emphasized to the Government of Romania
the importance of simplifying the requirements to be met by prospective emigrants,
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the advantage of taking expeditious action on emigration requests, and our concerns
about reports of economic retaliation and social pressures on those who wish to
leave Romania. We are hopeful that our expressions of concern, as well as those of
other governments, with regard to procedures will have a positive impact on future
Romanian actions in this area.
We continue to make clear to Romanian authorities that we are interested in
emigration from Romania to Israel. Unfortunately, statistics for 1978 indicate a
decline in the emigration of Romanian Jews to Israel, from 1330 in 1977 to 1144 in
1978. This trend continued over the first six months of 1979. In recent weeks,
however, the Romanian Government has approved the departure of 125 persons.
These approvals will be reflected in the statistics for the coming months. The
factors determining trends in emigration to Israel, remain complex. While it is
generally acknowledged that the remaining Romanian Jewish community is small
and has a high proportion of aged persons, its exact size is not known, although we
estimate it to be in the area of 40-50,000. Nevertheless, regardless of what the
actual figure is, it continues to be difficult if not impossible to determine how many
Romanians of Jewish origin would depart if they could. Romanian officials have
repeatedly assured us that, except for a small number of exceptional cases, all
Romanian Jews who wish to emigrate will be permitted to do so. We note that of
the approximately 450,000 Romanian Jews who survived World War II, 400,000, or
roughly 90 percent, have already emigrated to Israel. Although the largest movement to Israel took place soon after the War, since 1971 nearly 20,000 Romanian
Jews have emigrated there. We are not aware of any policy to forbid specifically the
emigration of those who remain. On the other hand, Romania does not encourage
emigration by any Romanian citizens and the application procedures are far from
simple. In the final analysis, we believe that an acceptable level of emigration from
Romania to Israel is principally the concern of the two countries involved, although
we will continue to keep this matter before the Romanian Government, making
clear the interest of this Government in improved performance. Towards this end,
the United States Government recently encouraged representatives of the Romanian Government and American Jewish organizations to meet to discuss emigration
to Israel. These discussions were fruitful and led to clarification of the Romanian
Government's attitude toward Jewish emigration. We note that as a result of these
discussions the President of B'nia B'rith International, on behalf of the Conference
of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, submitted written testimony
to the House Trade Subcommittee giving an unqualified endorsement to renewal of
MFN.
Emigration to the Federal Republic of Germany continues to increase. In 1978
over 11,000 Romanians of German extraction emigrated to the Federal Republic.
There is also limited but continuing emigration from Romania to other Western
countries, including Canada, Italy and France. These numbers are not large in
comparison to those going to the United States, the FRG, and Israel, but indicate an
effort on the part of the Romanian authorities to be forthcoming in the solution of
what they consider to be humanitarian cases.
United States-Romanian trade and economic relations have continued to expand
under the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement, which was renewed in 1978 for another
three-year period. In 1978, our total trade with Romania grew by almost thirty-five
percent. U.S. exports reached $317.4 million and were characterized by a large
increase in manufactured goods exports in addition to an increase in our traditionally strong agricultural exports. U.S. imports totaled $346.6 million with increases in
a variety of categories including light manufactures and oil products. Figures for
the first five months of 1979 continue to show an upward trend in two-way trade
with U.S. exports exceeding imports by $82 million.
HUNGARY

Following the return of the Crown of Saint Stephen to the Hungarian people in
January 1978, our relations with Hungary have continued to improve and broaden.
We anticipated that the Crown's return and the mutual extension of MFN tarriff
treatment would be the capstone of a gradual, significant improvement in relations
which had occurred since the late 1960's. We have not been disappointed. Post-war
relations of distrust and hostility have been replaced by an atmosphere of mutual
respect, candid and forth iht discussions and an ability to deal with each other in a
businesslike way on a wide variety of issues including topical international ones.
In the process of consolidating and building upon our relations with Hungary, the
emphasis now is on economic and trade matters. Hungary has indicated serious
interest in expanding its trade relations with the United States and is thereby
diversifying its economic ties with the West. This interest was reiterated just this
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week by Hungarian Deputy Prime Minister Huszar in talks with officials at the
State, Commerce and Treasury Departments. We should be and are-responding to
these expressions of interest.
The dialogue that we are developing with Hungary, however, has gone beyond
economic and trade matters. We have just about reached agreement on a comprehensive program document to implement fully our 1977 Cultural and Scientific
-Exchanges Agreement. In May we conducted another in a series of comprehensive
bilateral reviews of implementation of all aspects of the Final Act of the Conference
on Security and Cooperation in Europe. Speaker O'Neill and a distinguished group
of Congressmen met with First Secretary Janos Kadar and other Hungarian leaders
in Budapest in April. We continue to be able to discuss humanitarian and emigration problem cases productively with the Hungarian Government at various levels.
Let me now address Hungarian emigration practices in some detail. It is true that
Hungary has a labor shortage and does not encourage emigration. It is also true
that Hungary's emigration law is ostensibly restrictive. However, our experience
has verified that approximately 90 percent of applications for emigration for purposes of reunification with close relatives are approved without undue difficulty.
With reapplications and some persistence, problem cases usually are favorably
resolved, even if only after some time. We have no evidence of official sanctions
applied against persons seeking to emigrate. Emigration and passport fees are
modest, totaling about $75 per adult applicant. There is no particular problem
concerning Jewish emigration. Demand to emigrate from Hungary appears modest,
probably attributable to the country's moderately high standard of living and relatively relaxed internal conditions. The Hungarian Govenment has indicated that in
1978 less than 2,000 Hungarians applied to emigrate, with intended destinations
divided evenly betwen the East and West. According to Hungarian figures, 90
percent of applications overall were approved and 92 percent of those for persons
seeking to go to the United States. (The U.S. Embassy in Budapest issued 125
immigrant visas in 1978.) The Hungarian Government noted in passing that in 1979
more persons returned for residence from thQ US to Hungary than the other way
around. (The returnees are mostly retired persons.)
In the last four years, we have discussed 36 problem emigration cases with the
-Hungarian Government. The great majority of these have been favorably resolved.
When MFN went into effect for Hungary last July, seven problem cases were
outstanding. Five have subsequently been favorably resolved. Of course, the number
of problem cases outstanding at any one time varies since, as older cases are
resolved, new ones come up. At present, there are 8 cases involving 14 individuals
under discussion between our two governments. Most of these cases date from
earlier this year. We have indications that some of these cases will be favorably
resolved in the near future.
I would also like to note Hungary's positive record in the field of travel. Some 4.6
million Hungarians (out of a population of 10.6 million) travel abroad annually.
Most go to other Eastern countries, but some 355,000 annually visit the West. The
average Hungarian perceives that he can visit the West if he wishes, at least
occasionally. This perception undoubtedly plays a role in reducing overall demand
to emigrate. Hungary welcomes foreign visitors. Some 17,000,000 currently visit or
transit the country annually.
Let me turn now to United States-Hungarian economic relations. The signing of
the Trade Agreement in 1978 represented a major step forward in this area. Although it is still too early to draw long-term conclusions about its effects, the iWtial
results are encouraging. U.S. exports to Hungar in 1978 totaled $98 million while
Hungarian exports to the U.S. were $68 million. Notably, the 1978 trade turnover of
$166 million was up 32 percent from 1977's $126 million. We expect that agricultural products, particularly corn, soybeans and cotton, will continue to dominate U.S.
exports to Hungary. However, sales of U.S. manufactured products such as agricultural and data processing equipment are expected to continue to grow. Hungary's
exports to the US. are diversified. They include food products, pharmaceuticals, and
various manufactured products and parts.
There already is clear evidence that the Agreement is having a favorable influence on U.S. commercial interests in Hungary. Since signing of the Agreement, Dow
Chemical has received permission to open the first U.S. business office in Budapest,
and the National City Bank of Minneapolis has informed us it will open an office in
Budapest this summer. Our Embassy. in Budapest has observed a substantial increase in Hungarian business inquiries and in issuance of visas to Hungarian
businessmen. Both U.S. and Hungarian business sources have reported to the Embassy that the surge in interest on both sides is in large measure due to the Trade
Agreement. Late last year, within the framework of the Trade Agreement, the
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Hungarians received permission to open a governmen ocommercial office in Chicago.
The office is expected to open this summer. In February 1979 the U.S. and Hungary
signed an agreement to avoid double taxation which has since been ratified by the
Senate. This agreement will further facilitate arrangements for firms doing business
in each other's countries.
Hungary ran a large hard currency deficit in 1978 and is trying to correct that
situation this year by imposing economic constraints designed to reduce imports.
Nevertheless, during the first four months of 1979, U.S. exports to Hungary were
somewhat above U.S. exports for the same period of 1978. Hungarian exports to the
U.S. were $7 million higher in the first four months of 1979 than in the same period
of 1978.
The Trade Agreement constitutes a new chapter in United States-Hungarian
business relations. Considerable learning by both sides is still occurring as to each
other's trading practices, possibilities, and style. One important dispute did arise in
the field of chemical patents. A number of U.S. chemical firms have raised serious
complaints concerning the business practices of Hungarian chemical enterprises
involving certain products manufactured by the U.S. companies. We have stressed
to the Hungarian Government the importance of resolving these problems in a
timely and mutualy satisfactory manner. In June, within the framework of our new
Joint Economic and Trade Committee, we held government-to-government talks in
Budapest on this problem, which also served as a means for the U.S. companies and
Hungarian enterprises to resume their direct discussions. We believe that these
talks, which produced an Agreed Minute between the two governments reaffirming
earlier commitments for the protection of industrial property rights, have led to
substantial progress toward resolution of this issue. In the final analysis, settlement
of these problems will depend upon the success of the negotiations between the U.S.
and Hungarian firms. We are pleased that these direct negotiations are continuing.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe that both the Romanian and Hungarian
performance, overall, justify an extension of the President's authority to waive
tion 402 of the Trade Act and to continue in effect the waivers for Romania and
Hungary. Our ability to continue to develop broad and meaningful contacts with
these countries depends to a significant extent on the continuation of MFN. We
believe that we can best serve the interests of those who wish to emigrate by
maintaining open and close dialogue with the leaders of these two countries. We
also serve our own interests by virtue of the expanded trade and economic relations
made possible by the continuation of the provisions of our bilateral trade agreements with Romania and Hungary.
In view of these factors, Mr. Chairman, the Administration strongly recommends
the extension of the President's authority to waive Section 402 of the Trade Act to
continue in effect the waivers for Romania and Hungary, and to permit the extension of future waivers to other countries as circumstances permit.
Romanian immigration to the United States-Monthly totals
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Senator RBlIcon. On this question of problems between the U.S.
chemical companies and the Hungarians, it seems to me that this
has been on the table for a long, long time, and I cannot understand why it has not been resolved. We discussed this issue of
patents and infringements by the Hungarians at the last meeting
we had of this committee last year. A group of us discussed this in
Budapest with the highest levels last year. It has been discussed by
the Hungarian-American Joint Economic and Commercial Committee, all without success. I do not know how we can talk about
expanding international trade if we don't live up to the rules of the
game.
Now, it-seems to me, Mr. Weil, that the Commerce Department
should prepare a written report so the Congress will be properly
informed concerning the infringement of rights of American companies. That is the first phase.
Second, it seems to me that there should be an opportunity for
section 301 proceedings to be initiated with SDR. S6 I don't know
how we can talk about expansion to the Hungarians when this
important issue keeps simmering on the back burner and nothing
happens even though there are assurances to our committee that
something will happen.
Do any of the four of you want to comment on that particular
problem.
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK A. WEIL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF COMMERCE FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Mr. WEIL. Mr. Chairman, that would be the major thrust of what
I would like to add to what Mr. Nimetz said. We have a statement
of some 18 pages with tables which I would like to submit for the
record.
I would like to endorse the conclusion that Mr. Nimetz proposed
that the waiver be extended to section 402.
On the question that you just raised, Mr. Chairman, of trying to
go forward in both Romania and Hungary as well as the other
countries subject to section 402, I think that there are pros and
cons to the question of whether renewal from the point of view of
trade is to the advantage of the United States.
I recognize the problems with respect to the Hungarian agricultural chemical patent issue. That is a complicated issue and we will
address it as you suggest, with an analytical paper for the committee's assistance. It is not a simple matter and there are elements of
consideration on both sides of the Atlantic.
On the other hand, Mr. Chairman, if we were at this point to
deny renewal, in my opinion this would be disruptive to overall
business efforts to expand trade in both countries. If we were to
deny the extension of the waiver at this point, it would be inconsistent with our effort to remove trade barriers in general and it
would put U.S. firms in general at a disadvantage not only with
Hungary and Romania but with other Eastern European countries
where our Western European and Japanese competitors do not
have such barriers.
While we must continue as we have to make aggressive efforts,
with the Hungarians in particular, with regard to the issue you
have mentioned, Mr. Chairman, I think we must be careful at the
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same time that we do not take an action which would have an
unintended consequence.
Very briefly, I would like to point out that I endorse what Mr.
Nimetz said. In both Hungary and Romania, despite the problems
you refer to, we are making progress across the board, and I think
our major objective on the trade side should be to continue that
progress at the same time as continuing to keep pressure on trade
partners to live up to the rules.
In fact, our Hungarian friends were in Washington this week.
We signed a minute flowing out of the meetings we had in June,
and while I think all of the details in connection with some of the
concerns of the American companies have not yet been concluded,
progress is real. And we must not allow, on the one hand, this
earing, and any extension of the waiver to allow our efforts to
flag. On the other hand, I think it would be a great mistake, Mr.
Chairman, if we denied extension of the waiver because that would
almost for sure lock in the behavior we are trying to overcome.
I would like to confine my statement, Mr. Chairman, to what has
been submitted for the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wel follows:]
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK

A. WwL,

ASSISTANT SECRErARY OF COMMERCE FOR

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before this subcommittee today to speak in

support of the Administration's request to extend the waiver authority for Romania
and Hungary under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974. Extension of the waiver
will result in the continuation of most-favored-nation tariff treatment for Romania
and Hungary for 12 months, thereby demonstrating our continuing support for the
development of trade between the U.S. and these two countries. Furthermore,
through these actions we help to sustain the development of close ties between
Romania and Hungary and the West.
We shall present the Department's views on the current status of our trade
relations with Romania and Hungary as well as the effect which the granting of
MFN tariff treatment has had on our two-way trade.
At this point, I wish to state for the record that the Department of Commerce
fully endorses the views on emigration regarding both Romania and Hungary
expressed here today by my colleague from the Department of State.
UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE TRENDS

Two-way trade with Romania reached a record high of $664.0 million in 1978
continuing the steady and impressive growth rate that has characterized our trade
since 1970 (see Table 1). Of last year's total, $317.4 million was U.S. exports and
$346.6 million was U.S. imports. Total trade for the first five months of this year is

$327.3 million and may reach $800 million by the end of this year. U.S. exports for
five months are at $204.9 million, which is $80.6 million ahead of last year's rate for
the same period. The U.S. trade surplus for this five month period is $82.5 million.
Romania went from Column H tariff treatment to nondiscriminatory tariff treatment in August of 1975, and then, with respect to a limited number of commodities,
to preferential tariff status under GSP commencing in January 1976. An examination of our trade figures (see Table 1) indicates that both imports and exports have
followed smooth upward growth paths throughout the 1970's, apart from abovetrend deviations in both series in 1974 and a slowing of trade growth in 1977. While
1978 saw a U.S. deficit for the first time, trade figures for the first 5 months of 1979
indicate a strong surge of U.S. exports to Romania and we anticipate that if this
trend continues, year-end figures will likely show a U.S. surplus.
We are particularly encouraged by the growth of U.S. manufactured goods exports to Romania which nearly doubled from $61 million in 1977 to $119 million in
1978. Principal growth items were: rolling mill equipment, grinding machines, computer parts, oil and gas separation equipment, office machinery and industrial
furnace parts (see Table 2). Agricultural trade, which fluctuates from year to year,
recovered in 1978 ($149 million) from a slow year in 1977 ($118 million). The 1978
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figure comprised 47% of total U.S. exports to Romania and consisted primarily of
cattlehides, soybeans, corn and cotton.
STATUS O TRADE RELATIONS WITH ROMANIA
The expansion of our commercial relations in recent years can be attributed, in
part, to the efforts of both governments to create a viable framework and favorable
atmosphere for the development of trade and economic cooperation.
The United States has taken a number of steps designed to expand U.S. exports to
Romania. Since November 1971, Romania has been eligible for trade financing
programs of the Export-Import Bank of the United States (except for a short period
of suspended activity from January 1975 to August 1975). As of April 30, 1979,
Eximbank's total exposure in Romania was $98.7 million of which $82.4 million
were outstanding direct loans. Eximbank's programs have supported $290 million
worth of U.S. exports to Romania, including $124.9 million since the implementation of the Trade Agreement.
Similarly, the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) plays an important role in the
export of U.S. agricultural commodities to Romania. Since 1970, Romania has used
CCC credit programs to purchase a total of $240 million worth of U.S. agricultural
products.
Romania has made continuing efforts to integrate its economy into the world
economic system and to make its foreign trade system responsive to Western business needs. Romania is currently a member of the General Agreement on Traiffs
and Trade (GAIT), the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank
(IBRD). Participation in these and other international economic organizations has
helped to facilitate Romania's efforts to diversify its trade outside of the COMECON
countries. In 1978 approximately 60 percent of Romania's trade was with nonCOMECON nations.
Romania has also passed progressive legislation which allows foreign equity ownership in joint companies with Romanian partners and which permits U.S. and
other Western firms to open representational offices in Romania. At present 18 U.S.
firms or their European subsidiaries have representational offices in Romania.
Our two governments have taken important measures to expand trade and improve economic relations. First, the Joint American-Romanian Economic Commission has met annually to review our bilateral economic and commercial relations
and discuss and resolve trade problems. Since its founding in 1973, the Commission's
work has been supported by numerous experts meetings, working groups, and
working level visits by trade officials of both countries.
The Commission met last in Bucharest in April 1979 and was co-chaired by
Secretary of Commerce Kreps and Romanian Deputy Prime Minister Burtica, who
along with governmental specialists from both sides, discussed in detail a wide
range of issues affecting our economic/commercial relations. These include current
trade levels and the potential for future trade, financial matters, the exchange of
economic information and data, the importance of adequate business facilities and
services for each other's firms and commercial personnel, the development of cooperation activities such as joint ventures and cooperation in third markets, and the
importance of contract fulfillment. At the time of the Commission meeting five
commercial agreements were signed, valued in total at more than $35 million:
Grotnes Machine Works of Chicago, Illinois to sell the Romanians technology,
equipment and technical assistance for manufacturing auto wheel rims;
Marsuda-Rodgers of Los Angeles, California to buy and distribute Romanian
automotive components including auto wheel rims;
General Electric to cooperate with the Romanians in the production of variable
speed turbines;
UOP, Inc. of Des Plaines, Illinois to sell the Romanians specialized instrumentation and equipment for the petrochemical industry; and
Seatrain Lines, Inc. to cooperate with the Romanians in containerized shipping
between the two countries.
Second, since 1969, our two countries have maintained a continuing dialogue on a
broad range of political, economic, scientific and cultural issues. This has been
especially true regarding economic and commercial matters through the frequent
visits to both countries by high-level government officials and working level commercial delegations, as well as by U.S. Congressional leaders concerned with trade
issues. The most significant recent high level visit occurred on April 12-17, 1978,
when
Romanian President Ceausescu visited the U.S. Economic issues were a major
t
opic during President Ceausescu's talks with President Carter, other U.S. Government officials and Members of Congress. During the visit, Presidents Carter and
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Ceausescu reaffirmed their commitment to continued impro' cement of U.S.-Romanian economic and commercial relations.
Third, in the last several years the U.S. and Romania have negotiated and signed
a number of bilateral agreements which have broaden the foundation of our trade
relations. The most important of these is the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement
which was signed in 1975 and renewed last year for a three year period. As a result
of this agreement MFN was extended to Romania. Other important agreements
include agricultural protocols, a maritime agreement, an income tax convention, a
fisheries agreement, an air-worthiness agreement, and a long term agreement on
economic, industrial and technical cooperation.
Fourth, both governments strongly support the work of the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council which is facilitating increased contact between U.S. firms and Romanian companies and economic organizations and is helping to develop further our
trade relations. The Council met on July 16-17 in Washington. We look forward to
the Council's important and continuing efforts to expand commerce between our
two countries.
EFET OF MFN AND OSP TREATMENT ON UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE

The principal effect of granting MFN and GSP to Romania has been a rapid
growth and development in our trade. Total trade turnover has more than doubled
since 1975 to $664 million last year. The United States has become Romania's
second leading trade partner in the West, behind West Germany.
While imports from Romania outpaced U.S. exports in 1978 and resulted in a
small U.S. deficit, our overall trade relationship is healthy and growing. Through
the first four months of 1979 a strong U.S. export performance may indicate a
geater willingness to buy from U.S. firms now that two way trade has been brought
into near equilibrium during recent years.
In 1978, three of the top four Romanian exports to the U.S. (fuel oil, gasoline and
naphtha, and canned ham and pork), accounting for 43.3 percent of total exports,
were unaffected by MFN tariff status. On the other hand, some of the top twenty
U.S. imports, such as textiles, footwear, steel pipe, and steel bearings (see Table 3)
were affected by the lower MFN tariff rates and are in areas where U.S. industry is
sensitive to foreign imports. Romania, however, accounts for an extremely small
percentage of total U.S. imports in any of these categories. For instance, footwear
from Romania in 1978 totaled only 1.3 percent of the total value of U.S. footwear
imports. Also, textile products were only 1.1 percent, steel bearings were 1.8 percent, and steel pipe imports were only .9 percent of total respective U.S. imports.
When market disruption questions concerning certain types of textiles and footwear have arisen during the last several years, they have been resolved through
either informal consultations or bilateral agreements by which Romania's exports
were either restrained or established at mutually agreed upon levels.
Romania, as a developing country, has been eligible for GSP status since 1976 and
has made increasing use of this program. Last year Romania exported to the U.S.
approximately $ million in products which were eligible for GSP. However, only
four of the top twenty U.S. imports from Romania benefitted from GSP treatment:
furniture, organic chemicals, cheese, and machine tools.
UNrrED STAT8S-HUNGARIAN TRADE TRENDS

Two-way trade with Hungary reached a record high of $166 million in 1478
continuing the steady and impressive growth rate that has characterized our trade
over the past several years (see Table 4). Of last year's total trade some $97 million
or 8 percent was U.S. exports. Total trade for the first 5 months of this year is
$76.8 million and may exceed $200 million by the end of this year. The U.S. has run
a favorable trade balance with Hungary for over a decade with the exception of
1974. This trend is expected to continue.
STATUS OF TRADE
RELATIONS WITH HUNGARY
I

Since signing the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement both countries have worked
to establish a firm foundation for our economic relations and to create a favorable
climate for the development of trade and cooperation between our countries.
In the past year the United States has taken a number of steps to expand U.S.
export to Hungary. In August 1978, President Carter made a national interest
determination to accord Hungary U.S. Export-Import Bank facilities. Eximbank is
currently concluding an operational agreement with the Hungarian Government
and it is expected that the first Eximbank backed credits will be extended by the
end of this year. These Eximbank programs will help U.S. firms compete more
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effectively against other Western countries wishing to market their products in
Hungry.
Similarly, the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) has begun to play an important role in the export of U.S. agricultural commodities to Hungary. It used $5
million in CCC credits for the purchase of soybeans during 1978. Thus far in fiscal
year 1979 the use of CCC credits has risen to a total of $42 million, of which $38.1
million has been used for soybean meal. The remainder is to be used for cotton.
Working together our two governments have taken important measures to facilitate trade and expand our economic relations. The United States-Hungarian Joint
Economic and Commercial Committee was established and held its first session in
March. The Committee., which I co-chair, was formed to review bilateral economic
and commercial relations and to discuss and resolve trade problems. The Committee
provides a valuable link between our two governments in the commercial field. Just
recently the Committee mechanism was used to represent the interests of the U.S.
agricultural chemicals industry to the Hungarian Government with regard to the
protection of industrial property rights (see below). Furthermore, our two countries
have maintained a continuing dialogue on a broad range of political, economic,
scientific and cultural issues. This has been especially true regarding economic and
commercial matters through the frequent visits to both countries by high level
government officials and working level commercial delegations, as well as by U.S.
Congressional leaders concerned with trade issues.
During the past year, our governments have negotiated and signed other bilateral
agreements which continue to broaden the foundation for the development of our
trade relations. In late 1978, Hungary became the first developed country to sign a
tariff agreement with the U.S. under the Multilateral Trade negotiations (MTN)
framework. In February 1979, the U.S.-Hungarian Income Tax Convention was
signed in Washington. This Convention facilitates the expansion of bilateral trade
and investment through provisions designed to avoid double taxation.
In the private sector we have supported the work of the Hungarian-U.S. Economic
Council in facilitiating increased contact between U.S. firms and Hungarian enterprises and economic organizations. The Council last met in Chicago in October 1978.
We anticipate the Council will continue to make an important contribution to the
expion of commerce between our two countries.
To date two U.S. companies have been given permission to open representation
offices in Hungary to facilitate sales of U.S. goods and services and cooperation
activities. In the near future other firms are expected to show interest in opening
offices in Budapest. Still other American firms are engaged in trade and cooperation
activities in which they are establishing a commercial presenc. jf one form or
another in Hungary. Many firms are negotiating sales, coopration or joint venture
agreements from which we expected substantially more U.S.-Hungarian trade to
develop. Among the major commercial arrangements concluded during the past
year are:
The Picker Corporation will cooperate with Hungary in the production of medical
diagnostic equipment. Picker will supply the components which will be assembed in
Hungary.
Pfizer Medical Systems has concluded a three-year agreement with Hungary
under which Pfizer will license production in Hungary of computerized X-ray tomograghs.p
Eaton Corporation of Cleveland has a $300 million, 10-year cooperation agreement
with Hungary whereby Eaton will purchase and distribute Hungarian axles in the
U.S. and worldwide, and expects to sell Eaton transmissions and other automotive
components to Hungary.
Medimpex, the Hungarian Trading Company for pharmaceuticals, has established
a wholly-owned susidiary in New York to market pharmaceuticals in the U.S.
Action Industries has established a joint venture in New Jersey with the Hungarians to manufacture lightbulbs for the U.S. market. This is the first production joint
venture in the U.S. involving an Eastern European count ry.
Production of Levi-Strauss blue jeans has begun at aHungarian plant under a
five-year cooperation agreement under which Levi-Strauss will buy back 60 percent
of the plant's production for sale in Western Europe.
Also, to further develop business with the U.S., the Government of Hungary is
opening a branch of its Commercial Office in Chicago.
Certain
business
the protection
of industrial
property
rightsHungarian
of foreign firms
are practices
of concernregarding
to us. Pror
to the hearings
on the Trade
.Agreement last summer, we became aware of the problems of the U.S. companies in
the agricultural chemical industry and began monitoring, with the National Agricultural Chnemicals Association's (NACA) assistance, the U.S. firms' progress in
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solving their patent problems. In October 1978, several members of the NACA
approached the Commerce Department seeking our assistance in their attempts to
reach a commercial solution with the Hungarian chemical manufacturers. At that
time the companies asked that we discuss the issue with the Hungarian Government. Shortly thereafter we made our first approach to Hungarian officials and
urged a prompt resolution of the problem.
In June we convened a meeting of an Ad Hoc Working Group of the U.S.Hungarian Joint Economic and Commercial Committee to discuss the issue. We
sought a clear understanding that we would only tolerate a trading relationship
where fair and ethical commercial relations are the norm. Specifically, we discussed
two concerns: (1) the Hungarian shipment of products to third countries infringing
industrial, property rights of American firms in third countries, and (2) "national
treatment in Hungary regarding the protection of industrial property of our firms.
The meeting also provided a forum for both countries' firms and enterprises to sit
down privately and start talking again with the backing of each governement.
In the meeting we reached a written understanding which would lay the groundwork for resolving the problems of U.S. companies. The Agreed Minute that we
initialed reaffirms the commitment to the principles of the Paris Convention and
Article V of the Trade Agreement. It emphasizes our agreement to cooperate in
promoting the effective protection of and respect for industrial property throughout
the world, and concludes with a mutual commitment to the national treatment
concept.
In the subsequent meetings, the U.S. companies were able to use the Agreed
Minute as a support for their negotiating positions. Originally one company made
apparent progress in developing its Hungarian business. Others expressed guarded
optimism and noted "cracks in the door" previously closed to them during their
private discussions with the Hungarian enterprises. We were encouraged by these
initial results. However, subsequent negotiations have failed to resolve the basic
third counry market issues and we remain concerned about this question. We will
continue to utilize this new agreed Government framework to press the Hungarian
Government to join with us in demanding strict adherence to the principles it
contains.
In conclusion, that we have successfully drawn on the Trade Agreement to have
frank and serious discussions with the Hungarians. Both governments committed
themselves to resolve these disputes and to develop commercial cooperation. Our
commercial relations with Hungary are maturing and the extension of MFN treatment should be continued. I might add that we are proud of this example of
industry/Government cooperation in facing a serious problem of U.S. business.
EFFECT OF MFN ON UNITED ETATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE

To date the most important effect of MFN has been to normalize U.S.-Hungarian
trade relations and to lay the foundation for future growth. Although total trade
increased by $40 million in 1978, MFN status was in effect for only the last six
months, and it is still too soon to assess the impact of MFN on U.S.-Hungarian
trade.
Preliminary indications, based on first quarter information for 1979 point to a rise
in U.S. manufactured goods exports ($18.6 million compared with only $7.2 million
during the same period in 1978.). We expect overall trade to increase substantially
in 1979 and that a U.S. trade surplus with Hungary will be maintained.
CONCLUSION

Extension of the waiver authority for Romania and Hungary under Section 402 of
the Trade Act is in our national interest. It permits the continuation of MFN for
these two countries and is an important element of both the U.S.-Romania Trade
Agreement and the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement to remain in force. The
waiver is also needed to continue both the Eximbank financing and CCC credit
programs for Romania and Hungary. Thus, extension of the waiver authority will
accelerate the development of U.S.-Romanian and U.S.-Hungarian economic and
commercial relations and support the expansion of economic cooperation between
our countries on a firm and enduring basis.
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TABLE 1.-UNITED STATES-ROMANIAN TRADE, 1912-78
(Inmiions
ofdollars
Jauto
1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1978

1971
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U.S. exports ........................

69.1

116.5

'277.1

189.3

249.0

259.4

317.4

204.7

Agricultural .................
Manufactured .............

45.7
18.5

73.8
31.7

156.5
2108.5

101.1
57.6

171.6
49.2

188.3
61.0

148.5
118.9

137.7
33.4

Other ..........................

4.9 ...................................

U.S. imports .... ...... 29.2
2-way trade .........................
98.3
Trade balance ...................... +39.9

55.6 4130.5
172.1
407.6
+ 60.9 + 146.6

..................................................................................

133.0
322.3
+56.3

198.8
447.8
+ 51.0

233.3
492.7
+26.1

346.6
664.0
- 29.2

122.9
327.6
+ 81.8

1Unusually
high
1974 export
figure
isattribuable
tograin
and
aircraft
sales,

parts.
and
aircraft
'cudes $47.8 milli o nonmilitary
' Includes
$53.6
million
ofcoal.
IImports ofpetroleum
products
rose
from$158 million
in1973
to$80.2
mit
m in 1974.
They
remained
atabout
the$80-$90 million
lee from
1974-78.

TABLE 2.-1978 TOP 20 U.S. EXPORTS TOROMANIA
[Inmifirm a! dolan]
1976

1. Cattle hides ....................................................................
2. Soybeans ........................................................................
3. Coal ................................................................................
4.Corn ..............................
5. Rolling mill equipment ....................................................
6. Grinding machines ..........................................................
7. Cotton ............................................................................
8. Phosphate rock ...............................................................
9. Grain sorghums ..............................................................
10. Soybean oil cake .............................................................
11.Oil and gas separation equipment ...................................
12. Office machinery and computer parts .............................
13. Machine tool parts ..........................................................
14. Measurement instruments ...............................................
15. Steel plate, tinned .......................
16. Chemical woodpulp .........................................................
17. Computer peripherals ......................................................
18. Molding and forming machine parts ...............................
19. Industrial furnance parts.................................................
20. Diesel engine parts ........................................................

2qtl

26.6
45.3
10.7
7.5
0
0.2
0
6.8
18.1
17.7
0.1
2.9
1.9
6.7
12.8
9.4
0.5
0
1

1977

26.7
38.6
53.6
15.8
1.7
1.7
12.2
14.9
5.1
9.
0.2
4.1
0.1
6.8
6.1
11.2
2.3
0
1.3
1.2

1978

52.2
40.8
32.4
22.7
18.4
16.0
13.5
11.0
9.8
8.6
8.3
8.3
8.3
5.9
5.9
5.3
3.8
3.3
2.9
2.9

My19

17.7
57.0
21.0
43.5
0.2
0.0
3.8
5.3
0.0
14.5
0.0
3.5
1
1.3
0.5
3.0
1.5
0.2
1.4
0.3

Subtotal ...................................................................

168.7

213.0

280.3

174.7

Total U.S. exports to Romania ..................................

249.0

259.4

317.4

204.7
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TABLE 3-1918 TOP 20 U.S. IMPORTS FROM ROMANIA
[nmilorn
ofdoIar]

1. Fuel oi ..........................................................................
2. Gasoline ..........................................................................
3. Footwear ........................................................................
4. Canned ham and pork ....................................................
5. Steel plate and sheet .....................................................
6. Women's gids' outerwear ...............................................
7. Knit shirts ......................................................................
8. Iron and steel tubes and pipes .......................................
9. Furniture .........................................................................
10. Knit outerwear ................................................................
11. Miscelleanous glassware .................................................
12. Tractors ..........................................................................
13. Carpets ...........................................................................
14. Aluminum sheets and plates ...........................................
15. Organic chemicals ...........................................................
16. Bal Iearings..................................................................
17. Ordinary glass ................................................................
18. Men's, boys' outerwear ...................................................

19. Cheese ...........................................................................

20. Machine tools .................................................................
Subtotal .......................... .......-

-to

May179

79.3
2.6
17.8
13.0
1.3
2.8
3.7
0.2
4.1
3.5
4.4
2.8
1.7
1.2
4.6
0.7
4.7
0.3

55.3
18.5
20.4
14.8
4.5
7.4
5.6
6.8
6.7
4.9
5.2
7.4
4.1
0.9
3.3
4.2
0.9
1.0

48.6
44.8
35.2
21.5
14.6
13.2
12.2
11.4
11.3
10.4
8.9
8.1
7.5
7.2
7.2
6.9
5.2
4.2

0.0
23.0
10.2
7.1
1
3.4
2.7
2.1
3.3
3.0
3.5
3.0
3.2
4.5
1.2
2.9
2.3
1.5

1.4
4-.8

3.1
177.3

3.5
285.8

1.3
79.7

198.8

233.3

346.6

.
.

.

1978

1977

1916

2.3

1.7

Total U.S. imports from Romania .............................

3.9

1.5

122.9

TABLE 4.-UNITED STATES-HUNGARIAN TRADE, 1973-78
(inmillions
ofdolan]
1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1

9

32.8

56.2

76.1

63.0

79.7

97.7

39.0

Agricultural ..................................
Manufactured ............
Other ..........................................

20.6
. 1 2.1
0.1

37.1
17.9
1.2

40.5
35.3
0.4

22.4
40.0
0.6

33.9
44.8
1.0

52.7
442
0.8

13.3
25.4
0.3

U.S. imports .........................................
2-way trade ..........................................
Trade balance .......................................

16.4
49.2
+ 16.4

178.4
131.6
- 19.2

34.6
110.6
+41.4

49.0
112.0
+ 14.0

46.6
126.3
+33.1

68.5
166.2
+ 29.2

38.1
77.1
+0.9

U.S. exports .........................................

1974exprt rigi isatttUltle to$506 muon of-Wcoins.
'unus ay high

TABLE 5.-1978 TOP U.S. EXPORTS TO HUNGARY
ofdolu]
( M ons
1916

1. Soybean oil, cake and meal ............................................

2.Agricultural an dary n dd

....................................

3. Con ...............................................................................
4. Concentrated superphosphate ........................................

14.5
1.6

0.4

13.6

1977

12.3
11.1
8.6
8.5

1918

32.4
12.9
12.4
5.8

"a, 79

7.6

1.4

0.4
8.6
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TABLE S.-1978 TOP U.S. EXPORTS TOHUNGRY--Continued
N manofdam]
1976

1977

1978

5.5
3.5
0.9
1.4
1.9
1
0.5
0.3
0.2

6.0
4.3
2.3
1.5
2.6
0.2
2.9
0.7
0.5

5.5
4.2
2.7
2.4
1.5
1.4
1.2
1.1
1.1

1.6
3.0
1.0
1.0
0.3
0.8
0.0
0.4
0.2

,

0.8

0.7

,

Subtotal ....................................................................

44.3

62.3

85.3

26.3

Total U.S. exports to Hungary ...............................

63.0

79.7

97.7

39.0

5.Tractor and motor vehicle parts .....................................
6. Cattle hides ...................................................................
7. Measuring and controlling instruments ...........................
8. Glass ..............................
9. Com puter parts ...............................................................
10. Corticosterolds and other analgesic drugs inbulk...........
11. Live cattle .......................................................................
12. Antibiotic drugs ..............................................................
13. Parts of construction and mining machinery ..................
14. Machine tool parts ..........................................................

79

TABLE 6.-1978 TOP 20 U.S. IMPORTS FROM HUNGARY
[inmie ofdahs]

1916

1.Canned ham and pork .............................
2. Footwear' .................................................
3. Tractor and motor vehicle parts ................
4. Lightbulbs ' ..............................................
5. Opium alkaloids and compounds' .............
6. Rubber tires' .......................................
7. Paprika .....................................................
8. Manual typewriters ...................................
9. Cheese' ......................
10. Bacon, uncanned .....................................
11. Glass .......................
12. Men's and boy's outerwear' .....................
13. Organic chemicals .....................................

14. Glassware' ....................
15. Wine' .......................................................
16. Corn seed I................................................
17. Machinery for assembly of electric discharge lamps' .............................................
18. Air matresses and related articles' ...........
19. Whiskbrooms .............................................
20. Parts for data poesing machine ..........

1977

19.8
0.5
6.7

1978

20.0
1.9
4.0

1 9

26.4
6.4
5.7

7.9
1.0
8.1

15
-

3.9

4.1

5.6

3.5

16

0.5
2.3
0.6
0.1
0.2
0
0.8
0.1

3.8
1.8
1.3
0.3
0.4
0
0.5
0.3

3.7
2.8
1.6
1.6
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.8

0.8
1.5
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
0.3
0.8

38
6
25
38
53
33

0.8

1.6

-

0.8
0.5
1.0

0.7
0.5
0.1

0.7
0.7
0.7

0.3
0.4
0.6

37
70
76

0
0.5
0.4
0

0
0.3
0.4
0.1

0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5

0
0.1
0.2
0.2

30
19
30

2'

,Mlod
faMW ub
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you two gentlemen want to add something

special before we ask general questions?
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STATEMENT OF STEPHEN L. LANDE, ASSISTANT SPECIAL
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRE.
SENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
Mr. LANDE. Under your guidance, Mr. Chairman, I have reviewed my statement and can confirm that a large part of it was
said last year, and therefore I will simply insert it for the record.
The only new element in the statement concerns the fact that we
have reached agreements with Romania and Hungary in the context of the multilateral trade negotiations. On a bilateral basis, the
United States actively negotiated with Hungary and Romania within the framework of the MTN. We concluded a bilateral agreement
last fall in Budapest with Hungary, and I believe you were there
for the signature of the agreement which is designed to reduce
existing tariff barriers between the two countries.
The agreement provides for duty reduction on two-way trade,
currently valued at an estimated $30 million. Hungary also responded favorably to various nontariff measure requests of the
United States, tabled in the multilateral trade negotiations. Of
particular signficance is the Hungarian decision to eliminate its
quota on imports of consumer goods over the next 5 years.
In March of this year, the United States and Romania reached a
bilateral agreement on tariff concessions to be offered to Romania
by the United States. These concessions cover some $9 million in
1976 trade. Romania has provided reciprocity for U.S. tariff concession in the form of responses to U.S. nontariff requests tabled in
the MTN.
These responses should facilitate increased opportunities for U.S.
exports to Romania as well as to simplify some of the problems
U.S. businessmen currently face in concluding business transactions with Romanian authorities.
Both Romania and Hungary have signed the protocol finalizing
the negotiations of the nontariff measure codes, and we expect both
Romania and Hungary to adhere to a large number of the codes
concluded in the multilateral trade negotiations.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lande follows:]
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN L. LANDS, ASSISTANT SPECIAL TRADE REPRESENTATIVE,
OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEuOrTIIONs

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: It is a pleasure for me to
testify before this Subcommittee this morning in support of the President's request
to extend the emigration waiver authority for Hungary and Romania under Section
402 of the Trade Act of 1974. We share the views expressed by the Departments of
State, Commerce, and Treasury with respect to freedom of emigration and the trade
benefits accruing from our bilateral trade agreements with Hungary and Romania.
We believe the extension of the specific waivers for Hungary and Romania will
allow the United States to continue to expand and improve the bilateral economic
and political relationships which have been established with these countries.
Today I would like to focus very briefly on a few trade issues concerning Hungary
and Romania.
United States trade with Hungary and Romania has seen a marked increase in
recent years. With respect to Hungary, two-way trade has increased by more than
50 percent since 1975. In 1978, total two-way trade reached a record level of $166.2
million, an increase of 32 percent over the 1977 level. $97 million, or 58 percent of
this total was accounted for by U.S. exports. For the first five months of 1979 total
trade has reached $76.8 million and may well exceed $200 million by the end of the
year.
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The U.S. has enjoyed a favorable trade balance with Hungary for over a decade
with the exception of 1974. Although it is still too early to accurately measure the
increase in our two-way trade as a result of the entry into force of the U.S.Hungarian Trade Agreement and the reciprocol extension of most-favored-nation
(MFN) status last July, two-way trade for the first five months of 1979 has risen 22
percent over the comparable pre-MFN period in 1978. It is expected that this
increase will continue throughout 1979 and the U.S. will continue to enjoy a
favorable balance in its trade with Hungary.
In the case of Romania, total two-way trade has also risen at a steady rate of
growth. Total two-way trade has grown from $64.5 million in 1971 to $664 million in
1978, an increase of nearly tenfold. Since Romania received MFN status in 1975,
two-way trade has more than doubled from $332 million. Total trade for the first
four months of 1979 is $225.6 million and may reach $800 million by the end of the
year.
While the U.S. experienced a deficit ($292.2 million) in 1978 for the first time in
its trade relationship with Romania, the U.S. is currently running a trade surplus of
$82.5 million with Romania though the first five months of 1979. U.S. exports are
up nearly $81 million as compared to the same period a year ago.
As I pointed out last year in testimony on this same subject, the development of
our bilateral trade with Hungary and Romania has paralled the development of
closer political ties and, in addition to the tangible commercial benefits derived, has
helped cement improved political relations. As Hungary and Romania have expanded their economic dealings with the United States (and other Western nations for
that matter), they have placed an increasing degree of importance on maintaining
improved political relations with the United States. The greater the integration of
Hungary and Romania into the international trading system, the greater their
interest in improving relations with the United State across the board. A fundamental premise in approaching expanded trade relations with Hungary and Romania
therefore is that, quite apart from the commercial benefits involved, there are
important political benefits from encouraging fuller participation in-and reliance
upon-the international trading system.
An excellent example of the acceptance by Hungary and Romania of an increased
role in the international economic system and their desire for the increased trade
benefits resulting from that role is the participation of both countries in the recently concluded Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN). Hungary has
participated actively in the negotiation of several of the nontariff measure codes
contained in the final MTN package and is expected to formally adhere to a number
of them when they are opened for signature. Romania, although not participating
actively in the negotiation of the codes, has associated herself with a number of the
codes and is currently studying them with regard to formal adherence.
On a bilateral basis, the United States actively negotiated with Hungary and
Romania within the framework of the MTN and successfuly concluded agreements
which should strenhen U.S. trade relations with both nations, as well as expand
opportunities for U.S. exporters to do business in both countries. Last fall, the
United States and Hungary concluded a bilateral agreement on tariff matters
designed to reduce existing tariff barriers between the two countries. The agreement, as currently constituted, provides for duty reductions on two-way trade currently valued at an estimated $30 million. Hungary has also responded favorably to
U.S. non-tariff measure (NTM) requests tabled ih the MTN. Of particular signify.
cance is Hungary's decision to eliminate its quota on imports of consumer goods in
its next 5 year plan.
In March of this year, the United States and Romania reached a bilateral agreement on tariff concessions to be offered Romania by the United States. These
concessions cover some $9 million in 1976 trade. Romania has provided reciprocity
for U.S. tariff concessions in the form of responses to U.S. nontariff measure
requests tabled in the MTN. Though difficult to quantify in trade terms, these
nontariff concessions should have a very positive effect on U.S.-Romanian trade.
They should facilitate increased opportunities for U.S. exports to Romania as well
as simplify some of the problems U.S. businessmen currently face in concluding
business transactions with Romanian authorities.
In conclusion, I should emphasize that the extension of MFN treatment to Hungary and Romania was the result of a carefully considered policy. A major premise on
which this policy was based-that the integration of Hungary and Romania into the
world trading system creates an interest in improving relations with the West and
that expanded trade will bring tangible benefits to U.S. commercial interestsremain valid. The prospects for both fuller participation by Hungary and Romania
in the international trading system and for the satisfactory development of trade
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omrtunities
good, as evidenced by the active participation of Hungary and
mania in the re
MTN.
Failure to continue the extension of MFN to Hungary and Romania would deliver
a major setback to these policy ohbtives. For these reasons, the Office of the
Special Trade Representative strongly urges the continued extension of the waiver
authority of Section 402(c)() of the Wade Act of 1974.

STATEMENT OF GARY C. HUFBAUER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SEC.

RETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR TRADE AND INVESTMENT
POLICY
Mr. HUFBAUER. Senator, I can be the soul of brevity. The Treasu Department warmly endorses the extension of the waiver.
I would note that on Tuesday, July 17, the Export-Import Bank
signed an agreement in Budapest that will open the way to Eximbank loans for Hungary.
I will be pleased to answer questions.
- [The prepared statement of Mr. Hufbauer follows:]
C. HunAui , DzuTY AsswrANT SEcRARY oF TRESuaY
FOR TRADE AND hNv=TMuwr PoucY
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to join in support of the President's request to extend
the emigration waiver authority for Romania and Hungary under Section 402 of the
Trade Act of 1974. The Department of the Treasury endorses the President's determination that further extension of the emigration waiver authority for Romania
and Hungary will substantially promote the objectives of Section 402. The waiver
authority permitted us to sign bilateral trade agreements with Romania and Hungary in April 1975 and March 1978, respectively, thereby laying the basis for growing
trade and closer relations. Continuation of this authority will provide a basis for
future expansion and improvement of bilateral relations with other countries, subject to the provisions of Section 402.
Extension of the waiver is necessary for Romania and Hungary to continue using
official U.S. Government financing for imports from the Uited States. Officialysupported export trade finance has been one of the mechanisms used by governments to encourage exports, particularly in this era of aggressive export competition
among the industrialized countries. In the absence of the waiver, the Export-Import
Bank would be unable to make loans or guarantees, and U.S. exporters would thus
operate at a competitive disadvantage. Commodity Credit Corration (CCC) credits,
which have been instrumental in increasing U.S. agricultural exports, particularly
to Romania, also cannot be extended without the waiver. Both forms of financing
greatly benefit U.S. exporters, and ultimately the United States' balance-of-payments position.
To be able to earn hard currency, Romanian and Hungarian exporters must have
access to Western markets. If the United States does not continue to facilitate
access to U.S. markets through most-favored-nation tariff treatment for Romanian
and Hungarian products, the U.S. may lose potential exports to these countries. The
President's waiver will enable us to continue extending MFN, thereby enhancing
the ability of Romania and Hungary to earn hard currency, which they can use to
purchase American goods.
SrA=MZNT By GARY

ROMANIA

When Secretary Blumenthal, acting at the request of President Carter, visited
Romania last December, he underscored the importance which our two nations
attribute to closer U.S.-Romanian ties. We believe that is in our national interest to
encourage Romania's independent policy orientation through further expansion of
bilateral relations. Extension of the waver for Romania will foster improved relations and promote the objectives of Section 402 of the Trade Act.
The expansion of our commercial relations in recent years can be attributed to
the efforts of both governments to construct a viable framework and favorable
atmosphere in which trade and economic cooperation can develop. The U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement is one joint effort which has contributed substantiall, to the
growth of bilateral trade. Total trade turnover has grown from $322 million in 1975,
which was four times the value of trade in 1970, to a record $664 million last year.
The U.S. maintained a positive trade balance during the years prior to 1978, and
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recent data reveal a U.S. trade Furplus of $82.5 million for the first five months of
1979.
Aided by official fimancing, American exports to Romania for the first five months
of this year are $80.6 million ahead of the same period in 1978. The Commodity
Credit Corporation (CCC) has extended $110 million in credits in fiscal year 197,
compared to only $23 million in 1978. Eximbank exposure in Romania (as of March
31, 1979) is about $100 million. The few instances of threatened market disruption
from Romanian imports have been resolved.
We are aware of Congressional concern regarding a Romanian decree which sets
arbitrary limits on compensation for confiscation of U.S. property in Romania. The
Administration shares these concerns. We are pleased to note that two cases involving this decree were effectively resolved earlier this year with the payment of
compensation to American claimants. The U.S. Government has presented five
additional cases to the Government of Romania and has received assurances that
processing of these and the one outstanding case will continue.
HUNGARY

The Administration vigorously supports the expansion of American-Hungarian
economic and commercial contacts, which have been facilitated by the bilateral
trade agreement. We believe that these contacts will serve to encourage an independent Hungarian foreign and economic policy. In February of this year, Secretary
Blumenthal and the Hungarian Finance Minister signed a bilateral tax treaty
which, having been ratified by the Senate, will enter into force once the countries
notify each other that the treaty has been approved. The tax convention will
encourage further economic and cultural exchanges by clarifying tax rules, reducing
taxes at source, avoiding double taxation, and providing for administrative cooperation in implementing the treaty.
The notable increase in total U.S.-Hungarian trade over the past decade illustrates the potential for mutually beneficial economic and commercial cooperation.
U.S.-Hungarian trade turnover was a mere $11 million in 1967. Trade has increased
steadily since that time (with the exception of 1975), and reached a high of $166
million in 1978. Throughout this period of expanding trade, the United States has
consistently sustained a positive annual trade balance.
Last summer, the Treasury Department initiated an investigation under the
Antidumping Act of lightbulbs imported from Hungary and allegedly sold in the
U.S. at less than fair value. The International Trade Commission determined in
September that there was no reasonable indication of injury, or potential injury, in
the United States caused by these Hungarian imports. Consequently, the Treasury
terminated its investigation. Since that time, Action Industries, the U.S. importer of
Hungarian lightbulbs, has begun to manufacture lightbulbe domestically in a joint
venture production arrangement. The operation is the first production joint venture
in the United States with participation by an East European firm.
Although Hungary is more self-sufficient in agriculture than other East European
countries, CCC credits are playing an increasingly important role in our bilateral
trade. In fical year 1979, $42 million in CCC credits were made available to
Hungary to finance agricultural sales, principally of soybean meal and cotton. These
credits could encourage Hungary to purchase other U.S. agricultural commodities.
Eximbank is hopeful that it can commence financing Hungarian industrial projects
later this year.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe that a one-year extension of the Presidential waiver fo r both Romania and Hungary will serve our national interest.

Senator RIBICOFF. I have met with a group of Hungarians from
the State of Connecticut who are deeply concerned with the problems of the Hungarian minority in Romania, and there are so
many problems that they raised that I think are worthy of a
response. I think the same questions were raised last year and
nothing much has happened in a year.
I would like to find out from you especially, Mr. Nimetz, the
following: Why cannot churches in the United States send money
directly to churches in Romania? Does going through the government impede money from reaching the churches?
Mr. NIMErZ. Mr. Chairman, this is something we have looked
into. We have had a dialog with the American-Hungarian organiza-
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tions, and I personally, when I went to Bucharest in May, discussed
with the Romanian authorities this question of churches. We have
also sent members of our Embassy not only to talk to the Romanians but to actually go to various churches and talk to the parish
priests.
The question arises from earthquake dam-"e and funds sent.
What we have found is, in most cases, the fund which came from
abroad were delivered to the church authority. Repair of the
churches has gone forward, and we have been in contact with both
church authorities and Romanian authorities to continue to look
into this. But we have not seen any diversion of the funds and we
have, in fact, seen considerable repair of churches in Romania,
including the Hungarian churches.
Now, this is of concern to American Hungarians. It is something
our Embassy is attuned to. And, as I have said, I understand we
have actually photographed some of the churches to show that the
damage is being repaired.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have copies of those photographs?
Mr. NIMTrZ. I can get some for you. I will have to check with our

Embassy.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would like to see those photographs, and I
think a panel of people from the Hungarian-American community
of Connecticut and the Human Rights Commission of the United
Church of Christ and the Human Rights Commission of the World
Reform Presbyterian Alliance of North America ought to take a
look at that. They have questions.
They cannot make an ascertainment. Last year I asked George
Vest to get this information, and I would certainly feel you should
make this available to the committee so that we can show these. If
there is a proper assurance, I think the Hungarian community
should take a look at it.
Mr. NiMErz. We consider this a legitimate matter of interest to
American organizations. I should add the religious communities in
Romania under a Communist form of government do not have the
type of freedoms we have, and there is governmental supervision of
religious organizations.
Senator RiicoFF. Are they being treated the same as Romanian
religious organizations or is there a prejudice against them because
they are a Hungarian minority?
Mr. NIMrrz. No; this is something of concern to us. Our assessment is that the Romanian Orthodox Church, which is the traditional largest church in Romania, may have slightly favored treatment, but we have seen no evidence of outright discrimination
against Hungarian Catholics or Hungarian Protestant organizations. There are approved religious organizations and there are
certain organizations that are not approved. Of course, they have
more difficulty.
Senator RiBICOFF. Are educational opportunities for ethnic Hungarians the same as educational opportunities for all Romanians?
Mr. NIMmrZ. Our assessment is that in general, people have the
same opportunity. The problem is whether Hungarian language
opportunities are equivalent. And although there are Hungarian
language schools and Hungarian language universities, it is fair to
say that certainly in advanced work it is not possible to do the
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same thing in the Hungarian language that you can do in the
Romanian language.
In the Helsinki Final Act there is a provision about the right of
national minorities to cultural identity, and this is something that
in the context of the Helsinki Final Act we have raised with the
Romanians. On the other hand, as you know, Senator, bilingual
education is a difficult matter even in this country. A member of
the other House asked me whether there were any medical schools
in Romania teaching medicine in the Hungarian language. Well, I
was not sure that there were many medical schools in the United
States that teach medicine in other languages, although we have
many linguistic minorities here.
Romania is a poor country and it is not always possible to do
things
in a bilingual way.This is something we monitor, and the
concerns of the American-Hungarian community about their colleagues and friends in Romania are of interest to us and we will
continue to have a dialog with the Romanians about this matter.
Senator RIBICOFF. But are there efforts to suppress the Hungarian language? After all, in Transylvania you have 2.5 million Hungarians. What is the total population of Romania?
Mr. NiMrrz. 20 million.
Senator RIaicon. 20 million. Well, you have got a little more
than 10 percent in just one section of the country, Transylvania,
and I would imagine that must be the overwhelmingly dominant
language and ethnic group in that section of the country.
Is the Hungarian language allowed to be used completely in
Transylvania?
Mr. NiME-Z. People from our Embassy have traveled extensively

in Transylvania and I have read their reports. There is open use of
Hungarian. In fact, I was in a city, Brasov, and I just went into the
bookstore to look around myself. I didn't have any guide, and there
was a Romanian section, a Hungarian section, and a German section. There are niany Germans in certain cities there. And Hungarian is used widely.
There are problems, though. We have had some complaints by
Hungarians that what they tend to get are Romanian books translated into Hungarian rather than books from Hungary, for example, of more traditional Hungarian literature. There are questions
whether, at the highest levels in government, at the highest levels
in the professions, the Hungarian language is as prevalent or
whether there is some subtle discrimination.
There are other problems, Mr. Chairman. A new factory is set
up. New people come in. Some of them speak Romanian and some
of them speak Hungarian. The language tends to be Romanian. It
is the national language. It is the language of the overwhelming
majority of the people. I think this is something which is of interest to us. We don't see any evidence of an attempt to eradicate the
Hungarian language or culture. What we do see is a nationalist
government trying to keep the unity of the country and promote
the use of one language.
This is not something that we consider to be a denial of human
rights. We think if a country has a language, as our country does,
it is a matter of national policy whether you want people to be
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educated in one language without, of course, being offensive to the
minority interests.
Senator RlisconF. Let me ask you the final question. Does a
Hungarian minority have a means of representing its grievances to
the central government, and what is the status of the Hungarian
Nationalities Workers Council?
Mr. Nimrrz. I can give you a response to that. In most of the
Hungarian organizations, in their parliament, in their party structure, they tend to keep the percentages in terms of nationality
pretty much in accordance with the population, and they always
point that out to us.
You will find a certain percentage Hungarian and a certain
percentage German speaking, and then others such as Jews. But it
is a Communist system, as you know, and they do not have organizations, independent organizations that can go and lobby and push.
It is done within a rather structured system where there is control
from the top.
It is not a democratic system where a lot of groups argue and
move around and try to get the best for themselves. It is a structured Communist system.
Senator RirncoF. But do the Hungarian representatives in their
governmental bodies have the right to talk with the executive
branch, so to speak, when there are grievances?
Mr. Nimrz. Oh, yes. There are and have been Hungarians in the
cabinet, and, I think, at the highest levels of the Communist Party.
I do not think there is a problem of Hungarians being excluded.
The question raised by the Hungarians that we talk to here is: Are
the Romanian Hungarians being allowed to have their culture
flourish?
Transylvania was a home for Hungarians for 800 or 900 years,
and they feel that that is a part of their heritage. And it is, I think,
more a cultural problem than a problem of discrimination.
Senator RIBicon. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEiNz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Nimetz, as I think you are well aware from your remarks on
page 9 of your statment, Romanian-Jewish migration to Israel has
plunged dramatically from a rate of some 250 to 350 monthly in
the early 1970's to a mere 50 monthly this year.
Now, administration spokesmen have always told this committee
that they were transmitting their concern to Bucharest. My question, Mr. Nimetz, is: Is there no way in which the United States
might improve the situation by a firmer hand in Bucharest? After
all, the Jackson-Vanik amendment was not intended to apply to
only would be emigrants to the United States.
Mr. Nimz. You are right. This is something always on the top
of our agenda. As I mentioned, we have had intensive discussions
with Romanians on this, and the Jewish organizations themselves
have had extensive discussions over the last month with Romanian
authorities. On the basis of those discussions, Romanians have
clarified their policy toward Jewish emigration and the procedures
they are going to use. This has satisfied the major Jewish organizations.
In the House several weeks ago, on the basis of those discussions,
they testified in favor. Let me tell you our problem. The United
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States of America does not control emigration to third countries, to
Israel, for example. With respect to people who want to emigrate to
this country, we have certain procedures. We know who they are.
We develop a list. We go in and present a list.
The Israeli Government has relations with Romania, as you
know. Romania is the only Warsaw Pact country that has a relationship with Israel and a good relationship. Emigration to Israel is
a third country situation, so it is not easy'for us to interfere. That
is problem No. 1. Problem No. 2 is we do not know what is the
desire of the Romanian Jewish community.
I mentioned in my statement that after the war there were about
450,000 Jews left in Romania. About 400,000 of them have gone to
Israel, so you are dealing with the last 10 percent. Now, there are
about 40,000 Jews, 40,000 to 50,000, left in Romania. About half of
them, we estimate, are over 65. They have lived in Romania all
their lives. They have pensions. They probably do not speak Hebrew. They may not want to go.
We do not know how many want to go, and this is one of the
problems that the Jewish organizations have discussed with the
Romanian authorities. We have received from the Romanian authorities assurances that if there are any Jews who want to emigrate to Israel, they can go. And they always ask us: Do you know
of any? We don't have the names of any, and this is one of the
problems.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Nimetz, the problem with your answer to me
is that on the one hand, there has been a spurt of Romanian
migration to the States, while there has been a reduction to a
trickle to Israel. That change remains unexplained by what you
have just said.
Mr. NIMcrz. You know, the greatest spurt has been to the Federal Republic of Germany. There are now 11,000 Romanian Germans
leaving every year to Germany. There were none before. People
like to emigrate to the United States. There are family relationships. Some of these are Jews.
I don't know the percentage of Jews who emigrate to the United
States, and I would not say there were a lot, but if a Jew in
Romania or a Catholic or Protestant has a relative in the United
States, they might prefer to come here. So we have been very
actively pursuing this. As the number of Jews declines in Romania,
there are bound to be a reduction in the number emigrating.
If you go from 450,000 to 40,000 and you still have 1,000 or 2,000
a year leaving, eventually there are probably some Romanian Jews
who will stay for family reasons. They like Romania. They have
good jobs. They are Communist, perhaps. So I think we are dealing
with a problem, but a problem that has to be handled sensitively
over the next 3 or 4 years to resolve this problem. I think it is a
resolvable problem.
And without denigrating these open hearings, it is something
that has to be worked at in a very sensitive way between Romanians, the Israelis, private organizations, and our help, which has
been considerable.
Senator HEINz. Well, putting aside statistics for a moment, our
information is-and I think it is the same as yours as I read your
testimony on page 8-that since the last congressional hearings,
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Bucharest has indeed introduced further emigration obstacles. And,
one result is that the agony of separated families continues both in
the United States and in Israel.
Now, in light of what I take to be the admission in your statement that individuals applying for permanent departure remain
subject to bureaucratic delays and cumbersome requirements, indeed I think we both know the requirements have been increased
rather than decreased, how do you reconcile these fimdings? Aren't
they indeed a fundamental violation of section 402; and does that,
in fact, not conflict directly with the President's recommendation
for renewal of MFN?
Mr. NiMcm. That is an important question, Senator. I did not
mean to imply and I do not mean in the last year that the procedures have worsened. I don't think they have particularly improved. But I don't think there has been a conscious toughening of
the procedures.
What section 402 says is the President can ask for a waiver if he
thinks that it will help lead to an amelioration of the situation. If
we could come in here and say Romanian emigration were open,
we wouldn't need the waiver. We could go ahead and give it to
them on a full-time basis, as I understand the Jackson-Vanik
amendment.
That is not the case. This is a Communist country. It is a tough
country to live in. It is a very bureaucratic country, Senator. It is
not only emigration which is subject to bureaucracy. Everything in
Romanian life is exceedingly bureaucratic. Moving from one area
to another, getting jobs, education. It is a bureaucratic Communist
country.
Now, emigration is subject to the same thing. We have not noted
a particular harshness, frankly. We don't get reports of people
being imprisoned, people being beaten or things like that. But if a
family wants to emigrate, it takes a long time. They have to make
a lot of applications. They have to sell their property. They have to
do things about their job.
And there are occasional social pressures. You know, someone
might be removed from a high-level job to a low-level job once they
announce they want to leave. Someone in the university might not
be readmitted. There are reports of things like this, and we take up
these cases with the Romanian Government. We go in there and
argue case by case, month by month. It is a process.
I would love to be able to come up and testify that things are
very, very different in Romania. I would say we have had more
success with emigration to the United States, and on these other
countries, I think we have more likelihood of improved procedures
and a general flexibility with MFN than without it.
That is the basis of the waiver, that there is a chance of making
forward motion.
Mr. HEINz. But you don't disagree with the fact that over the
last year or year and a half, emigration procedures have become
more cumbersome and more difficult.
Mr. NIMu-rz. No, I do disagree. The assessment of our Embassy,
and they deal with it day to day, is that they have not noticed a
particular toughening. They say it depends, region by region, case
by case. I can go back and check on that with our people, the
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Embassy, the people who deal with these people day to day. But I
have not noticed myself any conscious toughening of their procedures in the last year.
That is not to say that they are any better.
Senator HEINZ. Now, Mr. Nimetz, several times you have mentioned, as indeed Ambassador Bogdan did when I met with him
earlier this week, the meeting that took place between Jewish
groups and the Romanians. What can you tell us about that meeting that apparently has led B'nai B'rith to testify in the affirmative for extending MFN?
Mr. NIMmTZ. I think it would be best for the Jewish organizations
and others to give you their assessment. We have talked to them
and talked to the Romanian authorities. One of the main problems
in emigration to Israel has been the absence of a list. You know,
when someone wants to emigrate to the United States, if you or
one of your constituents asks for our help, you send a note to the
State Department and we put the name on a list. We try to contact
that person in Romania and say we have received this letter from
Senator Heinz and there is an interest in emigration. So we usually have a list.
This is not true in the case of Israel, and the Jewish organizations have talked to the Romanians about various procedures by
which lists can be developed of people who want to leave.
Senator HEINZ. Excuse me, Mr. Nimetz. Let me interrupt you.
Senator Dole must go back to another hearing and he must also go
and vote. Out of courtesy to him, let me ask Senator Dole to
proceed at this time with his questions. I am sorry. We will come
back to this one.
Senator DoLE. Thank you. Many of the questions I have been
concerned about have been asked by Senator Heinz, particularly
with reference to the application procedure. As I understand it,
now, the applicant is told to complete a preliminary request form
followed by an appearance before a committee, which, we understand, might be designed to intimidate the applicant as well as
discourage the applicant from even applying.
It is only after these steps have been fulfilled that a decision is
made as to whether or not the applicant will be allowed to receive
the application form. Now, that would indicate to me, as Senator
Heinz has pointed out, that there has been some tightening up of
the procedure.
As a member of the Committee on Security and Cooperation, we
have been addressing this area. We think it is very important that
there be a dialog with the authorities in Bucharest in an effort to
simplify these application procedures. I am certain the State Department is continuing such a dialog.
Maybe, as you suggest, some Romanian Jews are older and many
don't want to leave, but we understand there are some who would
like to leave. It seems to me that the Romanian authorities might
consider granting Jews who have been refused permission to leave
repatriation status, the same thing they have done, as you have
pointed out, in the case of repatriation to homeland status to
Germans. They are leaving at a rate, as you have indicated, of
11,000 a year.
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I think there are some good things to look at, also. I support the
1-year extension on the theory that it gives us an opportunity to
work with the Government to improve the conditions that we are
told exist.
If you have different information, I would appreciate hearing
your opinion.
Mr. NiMrz. I know you have been interested in this for a long
time and have written to us about it. The information you have
given is basically accurate. With respect to Jewish emigration, I
think the point I was trying to make is we don't know whether
people want to leave or not. It is an older population, and most of
the people who actively wanted to leave for Israel have left.
The fact that those remaining are older does not mean they do
not want to go, but it does not mean they do want to go. It is hard
for us to know the answer to that question. And it is one which is
obviously being pursued, as you know. On the procedures, our
sense is that you describe them accurately, to my knowledge. You
have to go to a committee to get the application form, and that
committee may try to discourage you.
Now, that process of discouraging applicants is a form of social
pressure, but it is also a very nationalistic country. If someone says
I am going to leave Romania, the neighbors get together and say:
You are going to leave Romania? Why do you want to leave? We
have talked to the Romanians, and asked why don't you follow
some other procedures? Then you get into another country's bureaucratic structure, which is very difficult for another country to
influence, especially a country like the United States which is a
liberal democracy trying to discuss with a-Communist country how
their Communist bureaucracy should operate in this area.
All I can say is that it is something we keep working on. We
think, and I guess from what you said that you agree, that with
annual renewals, we have a better chance of making progress here
than otherwise.
Senator DoLm. We hear of additional problems from other groups.
Article XXX of the Romanian Constitution proclaims that "Freedom of conscience is guaranteed to all citizens of the Social Republic of Romania." But we are informed that a so-called neo-Protestant group, which includes Adventists, Baptists, Pentacostalists,
and reform Baptists, have been subjected to increased harassment
since 1970. They have been dismissed, at least we are told, from
their jobs or had their salaries withheld for several months for
baptizing their children, with or without prior permission from the
Ministry of Cults, or holding prayer meetings at times other than
those proposed by the local inspector of cults. That runs counter to
everything we adhere to in our country.
There is the further problem of treatment of Hungarian minorities in Romania. We need to continue to press the Romanian
Government in these areas as well.
Still, as I said, I believe we should permit the waiver to continue.
We see some hopeful signs. Emigration figures to this country have
risen. I guess they are up to what, 1,735 in 1978, or maybe even
higher? And that is an increase of-Mr. NIMrrz. Thirty-eight percent, I think I testified.
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Senator DoLE. I will make my statement a part of the record. It
is perhaps not Earth shaking, but it indicates some of the concerns
expressed to me as an individual Senator, and also as a member of
the CSCE, you have appeared before the CSCE, and which we
appreciate.
[The prepared statement of Senator Dole follows:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE
In acknowledging the President's recommendation to Congress that waiver of the
Jackson-Vanik 'Freedom of Emigration" legislation be renewed, I should like to
share with you my views on this issue.
Is there indeed cause to believe that substantial progress has been made, and that
adequate assurances for future emigration have been given by the Romanian Government, that would justify a renewal of the waiver?
Romanlan emigration figures appear to have increased as a whole. Yet, a careful
scrutiny reveals a highly selective, tightly controlled process combined, internally,
with the continuous imposition of ever more complicated emigration procedures,
and individual repression and harassment. Emigration figures do not include the
major proportion of persons urgently seeking reunion with relatives in the U.S. The
decline in emigration visa permits for Israel since the early 1970's shows a selective
and antihuman rights nature. These figures have declined from 4,000 in 1973 to
1,139 in 1978. This is partially due to the application procedure, which compels an
applicant to complete a preliminary request form, followed by an appearance before
a committee, a procedure designed to intimidate the applicant, as well as discourage
him from applying. It is only after these steps have been fulfilled that a decision is
made as to whether or not the applicant will be allowed to even receive the
application form. In most cases, a long waiting period for the applicant ends with a
refusal to give him an application form and the refusal must be appealed. During
the waiting period, the authorities do not sit idly by, they engage in a campaign of
harassment and persecution of the applicant who is frequently dismissed from his
job, losing the means to support himself. '
The many appeals my office receives and processes regularly from people in
Romania who are denied permission to emigrate contradicts allegations by the
Romanian Government that declines in emigration figures are due to lack of desire
or the age structure of the Romanian Jewish community.
Oppression against minorities in Romania is not limited to Jews. Religious persecution is directed against groups such as Baptists and orthodox minorities. Ethnic
Hungarians are subject to repression as well. Even though article 30 of the Romanian Constitution proclaims that "freedom of conscience is guaranteed to all citizens
of the Socialist Republic of Romania", a group known as neo-protestant, which
include Adventists, Baptists, Pentecostalists, and Reformed Adventists have been
subjected to increased official harassment since 1970. They have been dismissed
from their jobs or had their salaries withheld for several months, for baptizing their
children with or without prior permission from the Ministry of Cults, or for holding
prayer meetings at times other than those proposed by the local inspector of cults.
Romania has ratified international treaties and covenants guaranteeing the rights
of national minorities. However, in reality, the Hngran minority, as a case in
point, is deprived of full enjoyment of their rights and subjected to official discrimination that restrict Hungarian language education in Romania and is designed, in
general, to discourage the retention of Hungarian cultural heritage within the
Romanian Republic.
Are we then to deny a renewal of the most favored nation status to Romania on
such grounds? I think not. As Mencken once wrote: "All complex problems can be
solved by simple solutions * * ' which are always wrong".
The fact is that emigration figures to the United States have risen from 890 in
1975 to 1,735 in 1978. That number is expected to rise in 1979. This is an encouraging sgn which we must carefully avoid jeopardizing. Trade has been on the increase
between the two nations. Should this translate into higher standards of living for
the Romanian people in Romania, the benefits could be far reaching.
Retention of an annual congressional review of the situation will continue to
afford the United States the opportunity to re-examine the situation carefully for
signs of progress. Should the situation deteriorate in the future, the option to deny
renewal of the MFN status would remain open to us. There is no doubt that trade
restrictions can act in favor of those they are designed to help. But when encouraging signs are shown, we must weigh the facts, recognizing the negative points of the
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situation, while acknowledging the positive developments, in~order to reach a balanced judgment.
In summary, and bearing in mind the reservations and concerns that I have
expressed, it is my feeling that we should support the President's request for an
extension of his waiver authority for another year. However, before concluding, I
should like to propose that the following steps be taken:
1. Initiate comprehensive new discussions with Bucharest on the subject of emigration, dealing specifically with simplication of emigration procedures, reunion of
family reunification.
2. Request Romanian Government to consider granting Jews who have been
refused permission to emigrate a "repatriation status" modeled after the "repatriation to homeland" status applied to ethnic Germans in Romania, which has allowed them to emigrate to West Germany at the rate of 11,000 annually.
Such action would ensure some measure of guarantee that the Romanian Government will meet the concerns of the Jackson-Vanik amendment.

Senator DoLE. I think that the best course is the one proposed by
the administration. I would hope there might be some focus on
trying to approve the procedures, as I know there will be, and
maybe some look at repatriation status if, in fact, there, are Romanian Jews who would like to be a part of it.
Certainly, as you suggest, as the numbers go down, you cannot
maintain the same annual rate of outflow.
Mr. NiMrrz. I agree with just about everything you said, Senator.
I will comment briefly on the points you have made on religious
freedom in Romania. We had an ecumenical church group of Romanian religious leaders here a few weeks ago. In some respects,
the religious life there is fairly open. In some respects, I say. In
other words, the churches do get repaired. There is publishing. The
Jewish community has a vibrant synagogue and cultural life. In
the Romanian Orthodox Church, I asked the bishop how many
seminaries there were. They do have seminaries and religious education.
So people can worship and within limits pursue their religious
beliefs. On the other hand, only religious organizations that are
approved by what they call the Ministry of Cults can function.
Therefore, Senator, if you decided that you wanted to establish a
religion, you could not set up a church or have prayer meetings or
organized religion.
I don't want to speak for the Romanians, but I suppose they
would say everyone is free to think what they want, but if you
organize a religion, you have got to come in and make application.
Some of what you describe as the neo-Protestant, or at least the
less traditional Protestant churches have had trouble in Romania
recently as they proselytize and try to gain converts. So this is
something that is not encouraged by the Romanians at all.
Senator DoLE. I must go over and vote. We will recess for a
minute or two. Senator Ribicoff will return, as will Senator Heinz.
I am engaged in a windfall profits tax hearing, which doesn't have
a lot to do with this, I don't believe, but I will not be able to come
back.
I appreciate your indulgence, and we will be in communication
on trying to keep appropriate-maybe pressure is not the right
word, but dialog. Thank you.
[Brief recess.]
Senator Rmiscon'. The committee will resume.
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I understand that of the administration panel, there are some
questions Senator Bradley would like to ask. Would you mind
ste pping aside until he returns?
We will go to the next witness in order to save time. Mr. Birnbaum, please. You may proceed, sir.
STATEMENT OF JACOB BIRNBAUM, NATIONAL DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN JEWRY
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I express my appreciation for your unfailing courtesy and helpfulness over the past years and for the helpfulness of your staff in
the wide-ranging discussions I have had with them these past
months.
I was quite concerned about many aspects of Mr. Nimetz's testimony. I felt that in tte light of my daily experience with the pleas
and the letters and the phone calls I received from citizens of
Romania and their relatives and friends, that many of these remarks were academic and, in fact, there had been an introduction
of new immigration obstacles in the past year, as there have been
every year since 1975, since these hearings were held.
To my knowledge, there have been at least two important obstacles since the last hearings. And second, they have maintained this
whole situation of the prolonged separation of families in Israel
and the United States. This, to me, is the crux of the matter. Not
even the statistics. This is the fundamental violation of the Jackson amendment, of section 402 which we are talking about today.
I would regard the rise in emigration to the United States, even
though it has been relatively great this last year, as something
cosmetic. As I said, it didn't really deal with the basic agony of the
separation of families. This increase is basically to please Washington and was certainly more than offset by the decline of the flow to
Israel, though Israel far outranks the United States in terms of
family reunion needs.
This is very ironic. Israel has a very heavy Romanian Jewish
population. The rate for the first 5 months of 1979 was down to 50
a month compared to 250 to 350 a month for the years 1972, 1973,
and 1974. The Romanian contention that this unnatural decline is
due to the aging and shrinking of the Jewish community is an
absurd falsehood, a falsehood which is still given wide credence in
official Washington and was repeated by Mr. Nimetz again today.
The Romanian Jewish community, in my estimate, approaches
70,000, and I am prepared to discuss why, if I am asked. Of that
70,000 there may well be an emigration potential of 40,000. Since
the first extension of MFN to Romania in 1975, the President and
Congress have, on the whole, been satisfied with vague undertaking and assurances of goodwill, of Romanian goodwill.
The time has now come for Bucharest to supply Washington with
written assurances as the Hungarians did before they received
MFN. Understandings with a group of Jewish organizations are not
enough for Congress to accept without further probing and continuing congressional pressures on the Romanians are required to insure that they will keep their word until next summer.
These written assurances should include: One, intention to comply with the requirements of section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act;
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two, recognition of a simple letter of intent to emigrate as the first
step in simplifying emigration procedures; three, immediate steps
to release long-separated families, at least 500 by the end of September, leading to a reversion to the 250 to 350 monthly emigration to Israel of the early 1970's; four, granting amnesty to several
dozen former "scapegoat" prisoners from the 1960 trials as promised last summer, thus giving these people the option to emigrate.
In order to work out these matters, the President should immediately initiate intensive discussions with Bucharest over several
months, if necessary, concluding with a public exchange of letters
such as that which preceded the granting of MFN to the. Hungarians. There were extensive, prolonged United States-Hungarian
discussions lasting for well over 1 year before the Hungarians
received MFN, and it was capped by this exchange of letters.
Why should the Romanians be any different, particularly after
this very doubtful record over the last 4 years. Probably the single
most effective action by the administration would be the establishment of a more extensive monitoring system centered in the
American Embassy in Bucharest itself. This should include wouldbe emigrants to Israel for as long as required.
Washington is far away, so the monitoring should be centered in
Bucharest. But Washington needs to expand its review process and
action on the basis of that review process. That review should take
place on a monthly or quarterly basis. I would suggest that possibly
a Senator from the committee should be appointed and working, of
course, in coordination with the chairman, would take action on a
monthly or quarterly basis as decided, as long as the present unstable situation, unsatisfactory situation, persists.
The would-be emigrant to Israel faces two difficulties: The likelihood of being turned away at the police station, where the long,
tortuous process begins, and the inability of the Israeli Embassy to
intervene on his behalf. If, however, an Israeli repatriation list
were established at the American Embassy in Bucharest, in Washington, and, of course, in Tel Aviv, he would obtain immediate
international recognition of the application and, second, a certain
protection from intimidation.
Mr. Chairman, at present we permit the Romanians to make us
sweat for a few individuals. With a change in perspective and the
same effort, we could achieve the principle.
Senator Rieicon'. Mr. Birnbaum, your time has expired.
Mr. BIRNBAUM. I am about to finish, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Risicom. I am trying to put a limit on everyone. As you
can see, this is going to be the sort of day in which some people
will not be able to testify.
Mr. BXRNBAUM. My essential thesis this morning is that the

President and Congress need to find an effective way of signaling
the Romanians that they intend to be vigilant as never before to
insure that the coming months will mark the commencement of
visible progress, (a) to humanize emigration procedures, (b) to terminate the endless agony of the mass of separated families.
When the Romanians get the message '-hat we really mean what
we say, these and other human rights problems will diminish perceptibly.
Thank you.
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Senator RIBicoFF. Are there any questions of Mr. Birnbaum?
No response.]
Senator RiIrcoFF. Thank you, Mr. Birnbaum. We are aware of
these problems you raise, and my staff has been in touch with you
and will continue to be available with you to work these things out.
There is another vote, gentlemen. We will stand in recess. I
think Senator Bradley and Senator Heinz have some more questions of the Government witnesses, so when Senator Heinz and
Senator Bradley return from the vote, we will go back to the
Government witnesses.
Senator BRADLEY. Fine, Mr. Chairman. I would like to ask Mr.

Birnbaum one question. How do you arrive at your estimate that
there are now 70,000 members of the Jewish community in Romania and that 40,000 are prospective emigrants, in contrast to the
claim of the chief rabbi of Romania who says that there are 37,000
members in the community?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Now, unfortunately, the chief rabbi gives different estimates at least twice if not three or four times a year. Last
week he spoke of 38,000. Last year he spoke of 37,000. The previous
year he spoke of about 25,000. In 1976 he spoke of 48,000. My point
is that in 1975 and 1976, the record of these hearings will show
that everyone, including Romanian spokesmen, spoke of a Jewish
community of between 75,000 and 100,000.
All of a sudden, in the last 2 years, Romanian spokesmen began
to speak of a third of that range. They spoke in terms of 20,000 to
37,000, and sometimes less. And the reason is obvious. The reason
is political. And it is clear that it is impossible that suddenly,
within a year, there could be a drop of from 75,000 to one-third of
that number.
In any case, my experience tells me that although there are a
considerable number of elderly people in the community, sure, that
is correct, but there are a considerable number of people who are
young and who wish to leave, and even some of the elderly who
may not be so persistent in their desire to leave would leave if
given the opportunity.
I have plenty of correspondence to back up this fact, and I will
submit a selection of this correspondence with my testimony.
Senator BRADLEY. To justify the 70,000 figure?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. I am sorry.
Senator BRADELY. To justify the 70,000 figure?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. No. In response to the idea that the majority of

the Jewish community is old and do not want to leave. The justification is that we should still be near the figure of 75,000. So I am
saying that taking away emigration and deaths, the figure would
still be near 70,000.
I have one other point. On May 13, a Romanian spokesman
spoke to the Jewish Week of New York, which is a very respected
paper, and.spoke casually about the Jewish community of 60,000.
He spoke casually. I have the clipping in my files right here. And
this is certainly, again, very different from what they have been
saying, about 25,000, and the higher range, which is 37,000.
Senator BRADLEY. Would you care to comment at all on understandings reached between a group of Jewish organizations and the
Romanian diplomat, Cornelius Bogdan?
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Mr. BIRNBAUM. Since 1975, the administration and Congress
have accepted general understandings and vague assurances, but
the record has been extremely spotty. Will an understanding
reached between nongovernmental and a governmental group have
better success?
It is with this record in mind that I urge the utmost caution in
the understandings between the group of Jewish organizations and
Mr. Bogdan. I hope with all of my heart that it will work out, but I
must point out so far that the effect of the letter has been, once
again, to allay growing congressional concerns at a time when our
work of years had created a unique opportunity to extract, hopefully, a substantially more effective compliance from Bucharest than
the understandings mentioned in Mr. Spitzer's letter about understandings with Mr. Bogdan.
In our opinion, the greatest hope for making these understandings work is for Congress to maintain its vigilance, its pressures on
Bucharest, and insure the operations of adequate systems of monitoring over the coming months. Such pressure in hearings, though
improved in recent years, needs much strengthening. We believe
the time has come for Congress to make plain to the President that
Bucharest will be required to furnish written assurances.
Certainly, if Members of Congress do not find a real way of
communicating their concern and vigilance to the Romanians in
the coming month, whatever promise this accord has is in danger
of being reduced to the point of meaninglessness.
As I said, one of the after effects of this accord has been to allay
the concern of Members of Congress. Ironically, if the ultimate
result is to block vigilant congressional action, it is likely to result
in the failure of this much-touted accord. I feel, therefore, it is time
for Congress to assert itself and not leave the matter to a few
Jewish organizations.
Senator BADLEY. So you don't pt~t much faith in the understandings?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Let me put it to you this way. By itself I do not
think it will stand. I think its only chance is if it is backed up by
vigilant congressional action over the coming months, because our
experience has been that between congressional hearings, things
just flop out. Things just ease off, and the Romanians fail to
comply with the act.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Riicon. I think in all fairness at this time I should
read a letter from Mr. Jack Spitzer, president of B'nai B'rith
International.
DEAR SENATOR RiBiooFF: I am pleased to submit written testimony on behalf of
the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, which gives
an unqualified endorsement to another extension of the most-favored-nation status
for Romania on the strength of understandings between the Conference of Presidents and the Romanian Government.
Those understandings were reached after intensive discussions with officials in
the Romanian Government and a delegation headed by Alfred Moses, the National
President of the Jewish Committee, acting 5n behalf of the Conference of Presidents.
I would like to take this opportunity to say, Mr. Chairman, that the Romanian
Government has made an honest and diligent effort to satisfy our concerns on
Jewish emigration. We have been assured that it is willing to make the same effort
to resolve any other human rights questions brought to its attention by the Execu-
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tive Branch of the United States Government, the Congress or responsible private
organizations.
Sincerely,
JACK J. Sprrm .

This does not call in question Mr. Birnbaum's testimony. He is
deeply sincere and interested in this problem. But I think in all
fairness the letter from Mr. Jack Spitzer should go in the record.
Senator Heinz, I think you had a question.
Senator HEINZ. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I note, Mr. Birnbaum, and I hope everyone else does, the
four very specific suggestions you have made for our Government
to obtain in the way of written assurances on the first and second
pages of your summary, your most helpful summary of your testimony. I think those are obviously very well-thought-out and good
suggestions.
I also note that in your testimony you suggested that possibly the
most effective action by the administration would be the establishment of a solid monitoring system centered in the American Embassy in Bucharest. Exactly how would that monitoring and review
process take place? How would it be an improvement over what
now exists? What particular capacity should it have?
Mr. BIRNBAUM. Well, let me first pay tribute to the work of the
staff of the American Embassy in Romania. It is very solid. In
earlier years, in the early seventies, they worked extremely hard
and they became overloaded. And then their staff could not function to their full extent. They were cut in staff, I believe, and they
did their very, very best to monitor the process.
Now, in recent years they have begun to monitor the process in a
much more systematic way, and reports have come to Washington
in a much more systematic way on a weekly basis. They have been
reaching the committees on a weekly basis. I must say I can
express an increased satisfaction on this aspect.
However, I am not too happy about the question of Israel, and I
feel that the essential thing is to see whether we cannot include a
much closer monitoring of would-be Israeli emigrants.
Now, as I have said before, the Israeli emigrant is more or less
helpless because the Israeli Embassy is not in a position, for a
number of reasons, to intervene on his behalf. So that very often
he tries to turn to the American Embassy. In the past, my experience in the middle seventies, there were people who listened to
him, at least, and unofficially assisted, purely in an unofficial
capacity.
Don't think that this is the case anymore, and I would like to
suggest that with our famous human rights record, that we institutionalize this a bit. And as long as this business with the Israeli
Embassy continues, that we set up an Israel repatriation list which
can be administered by a nongovernmental humanitarian organization. Whether it is International Rescue Committee or someone
else is of no great concern, but under the general auspices of the
American Government. It would not be easy but I think it could be
done.
It certainly is essential, and it is not without precedent in terms
of activities by members of staffs, American diplomatic personnel
in other parts of the world.
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As far as what goes on here, I think that a tightening of coordination between the Senators of this committee and other interested
parties, as in the House and, of course, the State Department,
would be very, very helpful. And I repeat my suggestion that a
special Senator should, for the time being, work in close cooperation with the chairman, handle the review on a monthly or quarterly basis of the Romanian human rights situation.
Senator HEINz. Thank you, Mr. Birnbaum.

Senator RIelcolF. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Birnbaum follows:]
SUMMARY OF STATZZNT By JACOB BIRNbAUM, NATIONAL DIRCrOR, CENTER FOR
RUSSIAN AND EAsT EUROPEAN JZWEY

Senate should urge President to:
I. Request immediate written assurances from Bucharest of compliance with
Jackson amendment.
II. Initiate prolonged discussions with Bucharest, with final exchange of letters.
III. Introduce solid monitoring in Bucharest and expand review/action processes
in Washington.
IV. Simplify Jewish emigration by creation of 'Israel repatriation' list.
Since the last hearing, Bucharest has continued its fundamental violation of the
Jackson Amendment and, of course, the Helsinki Accords, by1. Introducing further important emigration obstacles.
2. Maintaining the prolonged separation of families in Israel and U.S.
A cosmetic rise in emigration to the U.S. to please Washington was more than
offset by the remorseless decline of the flow to Israel, though Israel far outranks the
U.S. in terms of family reunion needs. The rate for- the first 5 months of 1973 was
down to 50 a month compared with 250-350 a month for the years 1972-73-74.
The Romanian contention that this unnatural decline is due to the aging and
shrinking of the Jewish community is an absurd falsehood, unfortunately still given
wide credence in official Washington. Romanian Jewish emigration potential may
well be 40,000 of approximately 70,000.
Since the first extension of MFN to Romania in 1975, the President and Congress
have, on the whole, been satisfied with vague undertakings and assurances of
Romanian goodwill. The time has now come for Bucharest to supply Washington
with written assurances (as the Hungarians did before they received MFN). Understandings with a group of Jewish organizations are not enough for Congress to
accept without further probing, and continuing Congressional pressures on the
Romanians are required to ensure that they will keep their word until next summer.
These written assurances should include:
1. Intention to comply with the requirements of section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act.
2. Recognition of a simple letter of intent to emigrate as the first step in simplifying emigration procedures.
SImmediate steps to release long separated families, at least 500 by the end of
September, leading to a reversion to the 250-350 monthly emigration to Israel of the
early 1970s.
4. Grant amnesty to several dozen former "scapegoat" prisoners from the 1960s
trials, as promised last summer, thus giving them the option to emigrate.
In order to work out these matters, the President should immediately initiate
intensive discussions with Bucharest over several months, if necessary, concluding
with apublic exchange of letters, such as that which preceded the granting of MFN
to the Hungarians.
Probably the single most effective action by the Administration would be the
establishment of a solid monitoring system centered in the American Embassy in
Bucharest itself. This should include would-be emigrants to Israel as long as required. Distant Washington needs to expand its review/action facilities on a monthly basis, operating in the Committee under the supervision of a specially appointed
senator, coordinating with the Chairman.
The would-be emigrant to Israel faces two difficulties-the likelihood of being
turned away at the police station where the long, tortuous process begins, and the
inability of the Israeli Embassy to intervene on his behalf. If, however, an "Israeli
repatriation" list were established at the American Embassy in Bucharest, in Washington and of course in Tel Aviv, he would obtain-
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a. immediate international recognition of his application.
b. a certain protection from intimidation.
Mr. Chairman, this is the fifth year that the Congressional Trade Subcommittees
are considering the President's recommendation to grant Romania an extension of
the waiver of the human rights provisions of the 1974 Trade Act. Section 402, which
contains the Jackson-Vanik legIslation, places particular emphasis on emigration
performance of non-market countries but, as a concession to practical politics,
provision was made for annual waiver, despite imperfect performance, on the understanding that progress toward the goal had been made in the previous year and
verifiable assurances given for the future. Unfortunately, we have neither in regard
to Romania.
On the contrary, obstacles to emigration, far from decreasing, multiply year by
year. 1978 saw the introduction of another major complication. In my testimony to
this Committee on September 8, 1976, 1 described the intimidating process required
to reach a waiting list for the application form. Then came a preliminary application form with its own difficulties of attainment. This process has now become
complete by the establishment of a full-scale waiting list to be merely considered for
the preliminary form.
On the eve of the House hearings, we had confirmation of the recent introduction
of another emigration obstacle. A letter from a recent Romanian emigrant stated: "I
want to inform you that the most newest point added to the Romanian emigration
system is to give somebody who receives a negative answer the possibility to appeal
to the authority only after half a year".
I will not repeat here the more detailed breakdowns of emigration obstacles and
accompanying harassments reported in earlier testimonies of July 12, 1978, July 27,
1977 and September 8, 1976, but they all add up to continuous, cumulative and
calculated violations of the spirit and letter of Section 402.
As a result, the basic critical problems of family separation remain both in the
U.S. and Israel. This might not, at first sight, be apparent in U.S. statistics which
show a 1978 increase of 416 and probably represent Bucharest's bid to obtain a five
year or at least a three year waiver extension. Unfortunately, much of this statistical ballast did not represent genuine family reunion cases. According to reports,
these included quite a number of doubtful types who commenced their careers in
the West by causing trouble to the Austrian authorities in the Treiskirchen transit
camp.
It is ironic that the U.S., with a far smaller Romanian family reunion base than
Israel, now outstrips Israel in the numbers of its Romanian imgats but then
Bucharest has no particular need to please Tel Aviv in the late 1 W0iThe Romanian flow to Israel therefore continues to plunge. Indeed, the first five months of
1979 saw only 251 immigrants, compared with last year's already low 457. Thus, this
year's total points to only 600, compared with 1978's 1,139 which was almost 200
lower than 1977's 1,334. This in turn was a steep drop from the approximately 2,000
annually of 1975-76. These latter figures, however, represented a halving from the
approximate annual Jewish outflow of 4,000 in 1973-74.
To sum up, in just over half a decade, we see a drop from an annual rate of 4,000
to 600. Thus, my forecast of an intensive Romanian effort to reduce Jewish emigration "to a trickle" is proving more correct than even I believed possible-unless
serious measures are taken to reverse the trend.
Even those persons in Washington who have hitherto placed some credence in
Bucharest's assertions that the Romanian Jewish community is aging and dwindling
surely cannot believe that the process has accelerated so suddenly and rapidly in
the last couple of years. The 1975-76 hearings of the Trade Committee indicate that
everyone, including the Romanians, assumed the number of Romanian Jews to be
over 76,000. Suddenly, the Romanians began to speak in terms of 21,000 to 37,00,
mostly "aged persons satisfied to live on their pensions" and so "this issue has
finally been resolved".
Curiously enough, a Romanian spokesman recently visiting the New York office
of the Jewish Week explicitly mentioned a Jewish population of 60,000 (issue of May
13, 1979).
Yet despite these absurd falsehoods, I continue to hear the same line in the State
Department, the Congress and the National Security Council: "Basically, we're
dealing with a few thousand old Romanian Jews who should be left to die peacefully
in Bucharest and a few small towns. We cannot make a human rights issue of
everything!"
My own information does not come from tainted sources but derives from personal channels and from letters of relatives, mostly from Israel (see appendix for
samples). Everything points massively to one conclusion-a substantial proportion of
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Romania's a approximately 70,000 Jews would leave if they could; over 40,000 in the
coming decade would be quite possible, in my opinion.
In case it should be thought that this is a Jewish problem, examine the records of
the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, as Documents of Dissent,
1978; of Amnesty International, Romanian Report, 1978; and above all Radio Free
Europe's voluminous weekly digest of smuggled letters from Romania.
An article in the Jerusalem Post of February 13, 1979 entitled "Intellectuals
Fleeing Romania" points out that intellectuals, artists, scientists, professional people have "an added sense of desperation at the way events are moving in Romania
as its image in the West impl'oves. Until recently, they had hoped the West would
pressure Ceausescu to liberalize his",ime"
A critical sentence of the Presiden 'Rrecbmmendation to extend the waiver reads,
"1978 saw a dramatic increaq in Ovefq/l emigration from Romania." An examination of the figures will surely how a mcalculation here.
1971
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Romanian migration to:
U.S ....................................................................................................
Israd .................................................................................................

1,240
1,334

1,656
1.139

Total ............................................................................................

2,574

2,795

An increase of 221 over 2,574, approximately 8.5 percent, is hardly dramatic.
The movement of Romania's ethnic Germans cannot be legitimately included in
these figures, and, in their testimonies of earlier years, Administration spokesmen
have not done so because this is a movement of "repatriation to the Homeland",
facilitated by "arrangements" and "understandings", involving extensive West German loan guarantees and unpublicized but well known ransom payments. (See
Frankfurter Allgemeine, Jan. 10, 1978 and the Washington West German Press
Office release, Jan. 8, 1978, both referring to the Schmitt-Ceausescu meeting.) Clear
reference was made to "the reunion of families and the resettlement of ethnic
Germans at the present rate" (approximately 1,000 a month). Variations in these
figures from month to month or even year to year are certainly not significant as
they represent an Weed amount whether approximate or precise. In 1977, for
example, the Romanians appear to have fallen behind somewhat; in 1978, they
reached their full quota.
A comment on the term "repatriation" in relation to East European Jews exiting
to Israel: It should be understood that in the post-World War 11 period, most East
European governments, including the Soviet Union's and the Romanians', have
always considered the Jews a special case for repatriation and have so presented
their departure to the rest of the population.
Unfortunately, Israel's ability to protect Romanian Jews is modest indeed. In
terms of supporting would-be emigrants to Israel, the U.S. Administration is not
usually prepared to make other than the most generalized representations to Bucharest. We believe that the Administration should find ways of indicating to the
Romanian authorities U.S. willingness to support the special status of any Romanian Jew who manages to get formal word to the American Consul in Bucharest or,
via a relative or friend, to the Administration or Congress in Washington, that he or
she wishes to renounce Romanian citizenship in favor of a status eventually entitling to "repatriation to Israel". Some such formula might help sidestep delicate
problems involving possible Romanian charges of the Israel Embassy in Bucharest
fostering emigration within the Jewish community.
Mr. Chairman, the past year has been particularly revealing of the Romanian
authorities' casual contempt of solemn commitments, publicly made, both the U.S.
Administration and to the Congress. I refer to the Romanian Government's Amnesty Decree No. 131 of June 8, 1978, whose contents were delivered with much fanfare
last June to the American Embassy and Senator Abraham Ribicoff, chairman of the
Senate Trade Subcommittee. Well-timed to achieve international publicity before
last year's Congressional hearings, the Decree forgave the penalties of nine (originally ten) victims of the Romanian economic scapegoat" trials of the early 1960s as
follows: Adalbert Rosinger, Benjamin Schwartz, Alexandru Rado, Gheorghe Manheim, Mikah Crainic, Paul Stefanescu, Sidonia Grigorescu, Alexandru Costin, Angelo Khimsbrunner.
These people were no longer to pay one third of meager pensions or stipends in
perpetuity, and thus have the possibility of emigrating. However, only Rosinger was
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amnestied and subsequently emigrated. Despite repeated representations there has
been no progress on the others, with the possible exception, just resulting from
enormous efforts, of Manheim.
In addition, last summer in Bucharest, word was spread among visiting Jewish
leaders from abroad that the remainder of the former Jewish prisoners would be
favorably considered for amnesty "before the end of 1978". Needless to say, absolutely nothing has happened.
Mr. Chairman, year by year, Bucharest's contemptuous violations of the letter
and spirit of Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act, not to speak of the Helsinki Accords,
continues to multiply and encroach on the credibility and integrity of the U.S.
Administration and Congress. Yet Romanian embassy personnel have had some
success in Washington because they are persistent, ubiquitous and bland. They
know that diplomats and members of Congress have an enormous number of preoccupations and are liable to forget Romanian human rights failings between annual
hearings. Personal visits from His Excellency the Ambassador himself persuade
many well-meaning members of Congress that they can be more effective by keeping quiet and intervening as needed because they believe they have "developed a
special personal relationship with the Ambassador himself." Thus, the Romanians
have in the past managed to neutralize many different powerful individuals and
groups and prevented the con.. -ted action which will obtain genuine results from
Bucharest.
Clearly, Congressional action in regard to the Romanians has been fragmentary,
disjointed, uncoordinated. With the Trade Committees in the lead, we are hopeful
that an important process of mutual consultation and coordination could be effected
within the House and within the Senate, and jointly.
This year, there is one huge additional consideration for the Trade Committees. If
they are thinking of granting MFN and associated privileges to the USSR, they will
wig to show that the waiver works, and indeed works well as regards Romania. At
the moment it is still working but poorly for the lack of effective direction and
coordination, and its usefulness diminishes every year as a result of its current
manner of operation.
Every year at this time the question is raised, "What has happened between the
annual hearings?" I have long advocated the development of more comprehensive
monitoring and review procedures in Congress and by the Administration as essential to the operation of the Jackson-Vanik legislation. Until we gain more control of
the situation, I advocate greater allocation of staff time under the supervision of a
specially appointed Committee member who would make a monthly review of
progress in coordination with the Chairman, with action hopefully flowing from the
reviews.
But Washington is far from the scene of the action in Romania itself. Probably
the single most effective action by the Administration would be the establishment of
a more solid monitoring system cent, red in the American Embassy in Bucharest to
cover would-be emigrants to Israel as well as the U.S. as long as the Israeli Embassy
remains unable to do this.
The would-be emigrant to Israel faces two basic difficulties-the likelihood of
being turned away at the police station where the long and tortuous application
begins and the inability of the Israeli Embassy to intervene on his behalf. If,
however, an "Israeli repatriation" list were established under the immediate control
of American Embassy personnel in Bucharest or under general American protection
but in the hands of a non-government humanitarian group, the situation of the
would-be emigrant could be transformed. By registering himself on such a list or a
relative or friend registering him in Washington or Tel Aviv, he would obtain (a)
immediate international recognition of his desire to join his relatives; and (b) a
certain protection from intimidation.
Thus, a simple letter of intent to emigrate would have the effect of circumnavigating, at least in part, the formidable emigration procedures and establish his credentials as a full applicant who has taken the first recognized public step.
Above all, Congress should call on the President and the Department of State to
initiate new U.S.-Romanian discussions on the model, in part, of the U.S.-Hungarian
discussions of 1977/8. In recommending the granting of MFN to Hungary, the
President wrote words which could relate well to Romania: "For well over a year,
U.S. officials have had regular conversations with Hungarian officials about Hungarian emigration law, policy and practice and about the resolution of individual
cases." These culminated in an exchange of letters between Hungarian Foreign
Minister Puja and the U.S. Ambassador Kaiser on March 15th. Puja promised
"concerning cases of emigration" that Hungary would "act in accordance with the
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letter and spirit of the Helsinki Final Act and deal with them promptly, conscientiously and with goodwill."
I have not been informed of the scope of the discussions recently conducted by
U.S. officials in Bucharest, but would doubt that they were of the range, intensity
and certainly not of the duration the circumstances require. Nor did they have the
type of strong Congressional backing we are looking forward to.
The type of U.S.-Romanian discussions suggested above should, in our opinion,
include the following:.
(1) Simplification of emigration procedures and cessation of attendant harassments such as job loss.
(2) Reunion of long separated families.
(3) Reversion to the 1973/4 rates of "repatriation" to Israel of 3-400 monthly.
Our agreement to support continued extension of MFN depends on early, solid
evidence of improved emigration performance by the Romanians, not merely in
rates of migration to the U.S., but in evident indications that procedures will be
humanized and the torture of family separation resolved. Critical to our support
would be written assurances.
Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act calls for formal assurances. As I pointed out in
my testimony of 1978, at the first hearings in 1975, then Assistant Secretary of
State Arthur Hartman told the Committee, "We believe the undertakings reached
*..fully satisfy the letter and spirit of the Trade Act." Asked what assurances the
President had received, he made no direct reply but urged us "to assess Romanian
emigration practices by deeds in the coming weeks and months." In short, he hoped
that sufficiently improved performance would take the place of the required assurances. It is not surprising that the Chairman complained of being asked to "act with
a blindfold".
The reality of the period since 1975 has been that, while the Romanians made
some cosmetic improvements in migration rates to the U.S. to make a show in
Washington, they reduced the flow to Israel to a trickle, though Israel is the main
area of family reunion. Above all, they violated the spirit and letter of the Helsinki
Accords and the Jackson Amendment througha. the year by year multiplication of emigration obstacles.
b. prolongation of the agony of masses of separated families.
It is with this record in mind that I urge the utmost caution in regards to the
"understandings" between a group of Jewish organizations discussed in Mr. Jack
Spitzer's letter to Rep. Charles Vanik wherein he looks forward to the problem of
Jewish emigration from Romania being "resolved once and for all". I hope with all
my heart that this will be so, but must point out that so far, the effect of the letter
has been once again to allay growing Congressional concerns at a time when our
work ofyears had created a unique opportunity to extract, hopefully, a substantially
more effective compliance from Bucharest than the understandings mentioned in
the letter. Ir our opinion, the greatest hope for making these understandings work
is for Congress to maintain its vigilance, its pressures on Bucharest, and insure the
operation of adequate systems of monitoring over the coming months, Such vigilance and pressure between hearings, though improved in recent years, needs much
strengthening. In the light of our above discussions of earlier understandings since
1975, we believe the time has come for Congress to make plain to the President that
Bucharest finally be required to furnish written assurances which should include:
(1) Intention to comply with the requirements of Section 402.
(2) Recognition of a simple letter of intent to emigrate as the first step of
formal application, with a commitment to simplify procedures.
(3) Immediate steps to release long separated families, at least 500 by the end
of September, leading to a reversion to the 260-350 monthly emigration rate to
Israel of the early 1970's.
(4) Grant amnesty to several dozen former scapegoatt" prisoners of the 1960s
trials, as promised last summer, thus giving them the option to emigrate.
APPENDnS
I. MAMiA.S ON

FoRMn "SCAPEGOAT"

PRsoNRs

1. Excerpted document of interrogations, trial and punishment.
2. Copy of June 8, 1978 Amnesty Decree 131 as forwarded to Senator Ribicoff.
3. List of 30 former prisoners.
4. The tragic case of Anna Blum.
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Former "scapegoat"prisoners
Our campaign of recent years on their behalf resulted in the Amnesty Decree of
June 8, 1978 discussed in the testimony but still not implemented by Bucharest. To
my 1978 testimonies I appended a vivid document smuggled out from one of these
people. Herewith are extracts from another document indicating some of the elements which made up the "scapegoat" trials of the early 1970s for which they are
still being punished, the background of anti-semitism which resulted in Jews alone
being singled out and a type of justice in which the prisoner was held incommunicado, without access to family or lawyer, for 3 years, heavy prison sentences and
fanciful
fines concocted for presumed damages to the State.
"During
my interrogations, one of my inquisitors told me bluntly, 'It would have
been much better had Hitler finished off all you Jews."'
My interrogations lasted three years and there was no question of my seeing
anyone during this period ... neither my lawyer or knowing anything about my
family.
During the first two years I was beaten almost daily because of my constant
refusal of accepting the charges I had been faced with.
During the trial I first in three years was able to see-in the hall-my wife,
without of course being able to speak to her. The whole (trial) set-up, the President
of the military court, the Prosecutor and the defending lawyer himself, all served as
the tractable tools of the Security (Romanian equivalent of the KGB). During the
trial I was only once able to speak to my lawyer, in the presence of two interrogators, for one hour.
When calculating the so-called 'debts', the Security experts used all possible false
trickeries, inflating them enormously ... using as terms the rates of 100 lei=1
dollar, and that happened
in 1964."
.
U.S. SENATE,
COMMrmI

ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,

Washington, D.C, September *9, 1978.

Rabbi JACOB BIRNBAUM,
New York, N Y.
DEAR RABBI BIRNBAUM: Per our conversation on September 27, I attach a copy of
the list of Romanians amnestied by Decree No. 131 on June 8, 1978. The list was
given to
Senator Ribicoff by the Romanian Embassy.
Sincerely,
ARTHUR H.
Housz,
Legislative Assistant to
Senator Ribicoff.
DECREE NO. 131, JUNE 8, 1978

List of persons
Rosinger, Adalbert; Schwartz, Benjamin; Rado, Alexandru; Menheim, Gheorghe
Crainic, Mihai Stefd.nescu, Paul Grigorescu, Sidonia Costin, Alexandru, and Khirnbsbruner, Angelo.
List of some Jewish former prisoners in Romania
* Abraham, Ghidali, Alexandru, Radu; * Blum, Anna; Costin, Alexandru; Crainic,
Mihai; * Donath, Paul; Edelstein, Sami; * Fabish, Sara; * Fleischer, Nathan; Gelber,
Aron; * Ghinsbrunner, Angelo; Grif,'riu, Sidonia; Itic (Ungar), Avrum N; * Jacob,
Josif; Leibovich, Mendel; Manhaim, George; * Morsky, Bernat; * Pal, Parischeva;
*Reichman, Isidor; * Rubinger, Herman; Saiovici, Martin; * Scheener, Ottilia;
Schwartz, Benjamin; * Simon, Isidor; Stefanescu, Paul; Suzin, Micu; Usher, David;
Weiss, Nissim David; $ Weiler, Viorica; and Wulich, Milea.
* If we have been advised that an individual wants to emigrate, an asterisk has
been placed next to his name. The absence of an asterisk does not mean the person
wants to remain in Rumania; it merely means we do not have specific information
whether he wants to emigrate or remain in Rumania.
KIRYAT TIVON, ISRAEL.

DEAR SIR: For many years I have been trying to obtain the emigration of my
niece, Mrs. Ana Blum of Bucharest, 52 Pops Soare Street, to Israel.
About 20 years ago, she was falsely condemned for illegal economic sabotageaccording to Romanian law-to 20 years in prison, and after 7 years in jail, she was
released. Since then, I have written to Jewish and non-Jewish organizations all over
the world and also directly to the Romanian authorities to obtain her emigration,
but in vain.
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Mrs. Blum today is almost 65 years old, totally alone with no relatives in Romania and even her husband abandoned her during her stay in jail. Her only living
relatives are her aunt who needs her help she is in bad health and I, both of us in
Israel, and both of us ready to help her, if she comes here.
May I ask you as a human being to exert your influence upon the Romanian
authorities to obtain the emigration of Mrs. Blum. It will really be a great humanitarian feat if you could obtain this.
I thank you.
Respectfully yours,
SHAUL Gurm.

II. SELECTED Lgrrzns FROM WOULD-Bi EMoRANTs ILLuSrRAImo EMIGRATION
OBSTACLES

1. 14-year separation for 95-year-old, Imberg letter.
2. Government persecution and social pressures, Weiner letter re Cernes Banner.
3. Job loss and demotion, Marmor letter re George and Illana Stefanescu.
4. Long wait, Lazar Faibish re Manoil Faibish.
5. Numerous appeals, Wallenstein letter re Babus family.
6. New emigration obstacle, 6 months' wait after every refusal: Cristescu letter.
KIRYAT YOVEL, JERUSALEM,
September 8, 1978.
DEAR SIR: We appeal to you in our despair, hoping to receive your immediate help
in the reunion of our family.
Our name is Imberg. David and Sara. We are 94 and 81 years old, and we prapy to
God for enough strength till we can be united with our only son who has remained
in Romania. Imes our age mean nothing to those in power? Don't they understand
that for us every day is a year ? Those 14 years of yearning have wrung not only
our tears but also our strength.
Our son Yosef Imberg was born 42 years ago is a textile engineer working in the
factory 'BEga'. His wife Mariana was born 37 years ago and works in a hospital.
They have two children: Arondin, 11, and Maura, 3. They live 1900 Gh. Lazar St.,
Apt 12, No. 27, Timisoara.
His wife's parent's Wolf, Bura (81 years old) and wife Tica (61 years old) also have
filed an application to leave.
We must emphasize that our son, daughter in law and her parents do not hold
any state secrets. They never had any police records and they have fulfilled their
obligations to their workplaces and to the State. They are not asking for privileges
from anyone.
Their only desire is to emigrate in order to be united with family
DAVID and SARA IMBERG.
ASHDOD, ISRARL,
June 27, 1979.
Mr. CYRUS ABBE,
Center for Russian and East EuropeanJewry,
New York, N.Y.
DEAR MR. ABBE: Further to my last letter to you, I am sorry to inform you that
we have heard from people who are Rumanians that the requests for the entry into
this country by the above has been refused.
This is causing them no end of pains, as they are so afraid of losing their jobs and
livelihood.
The young doctor is sent from one job to another, one village to another, just
because of his wish to come into this country.
We are depending very much on your kind help to assist these people to come
here. The sooner the better for their sakes.
Trusting you can do something for these poor people, and thanking you,
Yours very gratefully in anticipation,
L. WiENER.
HAIFA, ISRAEL,
January24, 1979.
DEAR SIR: The undersigned, Maria Marmor (born Rafael), herewith requests your
help in the immigration problem of my only brother.
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My brother, Dr. Rafael-Stefanescu Gheorghe, is living in 114 Aleea Vergulin St.,
Bucharest, Romania, with his wife and two sons. He has registered to immigrate to
Israel about 18 months ago, naturally together with his above mentioned members
of his family. The request has been refused, and both, he a M.D. for internal
diseases, she a M.D. gynecologist, were dismissed from their jobs for good. He was
his professor's senior assistant at the prestigious Cantacuzino Hospial in Bucharest.
In order to earn their living, my brother has no choice but to work by day as a
sports-doctor of a sports club and by night he is being on duty on ambulances. His
wife, Dr. Ileana Stefanescu, lost her position also and has taken up a sewing job to
help ends meet.
These problems are well known to you. I would only like to add to more circumstances that shed a tragic light on my brother's unhappy fate.
After the Second-World-War he was expelled from Communist Romania's medical
facilities because of his middle-class Jewish origin. His parents died shortly, and as
an ophan he supported himself working as a nurse. Only many years ateards
could he attend university again, but was obliged to register as a freshman, notwithstanding his earlier studies. Nevertheless, due to his single-mindedness and perseverance, he became not only a M.D., but the assistant of a well-known professor in a
well-known hospital of the Romanian capital. Registering for immigration to Israel
put an abrupt end to his promising career.
Consequently, I desperately request your help in urging and facilitating a positive
reply of the Romanian authorities for my brother and his family.
Thanking you in advance for your help, please let us have as early as possible
your information about the possibilities in this matter.
Yours faithfully,
MARMOR MARIA.

DEAR SIR: I am a Jewish student and me and my mother-we want to come to the
U.S.A., where we have all our family. My father died in 1971 and since then we are
alone. Mother is 60, and it's very difficult for us, being alone here.
We made our first applications on June 27, 1978. Those were applications for the
main application (for the "big" important ones). After four months, on October 10th,
we had a first negative answer. So, we are not even able to get the applications to
fill them.
I also have problems at the University, because I don't have a scholarship any
more and I was told very clearly that if I don't get a pass soon, I won't be allowed to
continue my studies.
Mother isn't quite well, all this tension makes her nervous and she has awful
headaches. We have a very little pension, but now especially, without the scholarshp, it is getting harder for us.
Pease, help us to be together with all our relatives. We are all alone here and we
are very afraid of all the consequences of our applications to go to the U.S.A. We do
hope that you will help us and we thank you very much.
Your gratefully,
FLORENrINA RAMNICEANU.

FEBRUARY 10, 1979.
DEAR SIR: Please help my brother and his wife to emigrate from Rumania to

Israel.
My brother's name is Faibish Manoil, 44 years old, and his wife Faibish Doina, 39
years old. They are living in Bucharest, 111 Dorobanti Road block 9A apartment
227. His telephone number is 90-79-63-19.
He is a civil engineer working at Bucharest's townhall, and his wife is a roads
engineer also working at Bucharest's townhall.
He submitted the application for emigration to Israel first in the year 1974 and he
received a negative answer. After this answer he made an appeal to the ministry of
internal affairs of Rumania. The answer was also negative, and the situation has
been repeated six times during the last three years, until 1977 when he went in
audience at the ministry. There they told him that he cannot receive the emigration
visa.
In the end of 1977 he submitted a new application as he was told to do by the
ministry, and this time the answer was positive. This was in the summer of 1978
when he submitted the forms for obtaining a passport. After a few months, precisely
in October 1978, they didn't give him the emigration visa, in contradiction to the
usual procedure.
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My other brother Faibish Avram and me, Faibish Lazar, we came to Israel with
our families, and our brother is staying there in Rumania isolated. That's why he
was very sick in the last few months.
I live in Israel, Haifa 35, Sha'ar Ha'alia Street, and my telephone number is 0451-09-64.
Yours sincerely,
FAmISH LAzAR.

HAIFA, ISRAZI,
February 22, 1979.

DwAR SIR: I have a cousin in Romania and he cannot get permit to emigrate to
Israel. In July 1978 he and his family asked the local authorities for emigration. A
few months later, in December 1978, the special committee which analyzes the
problems of emigrations called him to clarify the reasons for the request. In January, 1979, his request was rejected.
The personal data of the family is as follows:
Goldemberg, Benjamin: Born ,January 16, 1935 in Rumania. Profession: accountant. Parents: Mother only (77 years old).
Goldemberg, Musa: (Maiden name Josefon) born August 31, 1936 in Rumania.
Profession: electrical engineer. No parents, 7nothers or sisters.
Children: Goldemberg, Paula: Born January 31, 1961 in Rumania. Occupation:
student.
Goldemberg, Magda: Born February 9, 1964 in Rumania. Occupation: student.
Their address in Rumania is: Soseaua Oinac 48, Bloc H3, Sc. B., Apartment 22,
Giurgiu, Judetul lfov.
Please give your personal attention to this case in order to bring about a positive
solution.
Sincerely yours,
SILVIU Wrrno.

Lisuz, ILL., March 27, 1979.

DwA Si: I am a Romanian born American citizen, deeply concerned about the
fate of a family of close friends living in Bucharest, Romania.
Two years ago they requested a visa to emigrate to the United States. They were
denied even the application forms to file their petition. Over a period of one year
they made three appeals to the Governmental Commission for Passports sAnd Visas
(GCPV), after which they were finally allowed to file their request for emigration.
Their request was repeatedly denied, even though they have made 13 appeals so far,
have had an interview with the authorities of the GCPV and another one with a
representative of the Council of Ministers.
Our friends have distant relatives in the U.S. as well as many friends. This,
combined with the fact that they have college education and are fluent in English
gave them the confidence to try to start a free life in this country, free of ideological
pressure, harassment and fear.
The fact that the Romanian government is one of the signatories of both the
Helsinki and the Belgrade Agreements led them to believe that that government
ackowledges the freedom to emigrate as a basic human right.
They have been subjected to frequent harassment, exposed to public ostracism by
being called to explain their "unpatriotic behavior" in public meetings and being
called on the phone at all hours of the day and night, ostensibly to reconfirm their
decision.
All this led to a state of terror, fear and exasperation due to which a member of
this family had a nervous breakdown requiring medical treatment for several
months.
In their messages to us there is a note of urgency and borderline despair as well
as an anguished bewilderment that a country which denies its citizens the most
basic human rights seems to enjoy special treatment from the U.S. Government
through most favored nation status.
We, together with their many other friends in this country are ready to offer any
guarantee of financial support in their new life here.
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We appeal to you to intervene through the Romanian Embassy in Washington,
D.C., in order to relay to the Romanian Government our fervent plea to grant them
exit visas.
Sincerely,
GREGORY D. WALLENSTN.
PERSONAL DATA

Mihai Babus-Born, December 25, 1941.
Address: 23 Blvd. Ion Sulea, sc. 3, No. 104 Bucharest, Romania. Telephone: No.
486868.
Occupation: Technician-Central Pharmaceutical Office.
Education: B.A.-Economics; 2-year Technical School.
Irina Babus (nee Anghelovici)-wife-Born November 7, 1944.
Address: Same as above
Occupation: English teacher-Industrial School No. 5.
Education: M.A.-English.
Henriette Anghelovici-Mother, March 28, 1914.
Address: Same as above.
Occupation: Retired.
Education: High school graduate.
History of request:
July 1977-request for large application form submitted-denied 3 times (2
months apart).
January 1978-new request submitted--denied twice.
June 1978-large application submitted-denied 10/30/78. Appealed oncedenied. Personal interview-11/13/78-Government Commission. Denied 1/15/
79. Ten additional appeals filed.
May 6, 1i( -- Scheduled for personal interview with representative of Council
of Ministers.
JERUSALM, IsRAEL,
June 4, 1979.
DEA SIR: I am a new immigrant in Israel from Romania. My immigration has
influenced my brother and he has decided to emigrate to Israel, too. But he has got
problems.
His name is Stefan Varga. He was born March 22, 1949, and lives at Teodosie
Rudeanu 3, block 1-C, Sec. 2, 3rd floor, apt. 53, Bucharest, Romania. His phone is
582348.
He is married to a woman with no citizenship, Manica Varga, formerly lliopoulous, which implies that she can leave Romania whenever she wishes, without any
special problem.
My brother is a systems analyst.
On July 11, 1978, he completed and handed in the so-caled "anexa-3", a request
for the form for the request for a passport (please do not smile). On September 14th,
he handed in his papers requesting a passport. On January 5, 1979, he was refused
for the first time. On January 18th he appealed, and on March 14th was received
for an interview at the governmental commission for visas and passports in Bucharest, Calea Rahovei 18. He was told to make a new try during the summer.
On March 25th he received a negative answer, and on May 18th had a new
interview, about which I have no information.
I want, sadly to inform you that the newest point added to the Romanian emigration system is to give an applicant who has received a negative answer, the possibility to apply again only after half year.
Respectfully yours,
ECATKRINA CaIMMSCU.

III. CONGREIONAL ACTION RE MFN oR ROMANIA
1. Jacob Birnbaum's review.
2. Representative Schulze's letter in support of House Resolution (of Disapproval)
No. 317.
3. Letters to Representatives Vanik by Representatives Dodd, Gilnan, Rosenthal,
Weiss, Green, & to President by Senators Javits, Heinz, Leahy, Packwood, Bayh,
expressing concern about the human rights situation in Romania.
4. Extract from July 13 report of Ways and Means Committee urging increased
U.S. support and monitoring for Rmanian emigration to Israel.
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Review
In response to the President's June 1979 recommendation for further extension of
MFN trading status to Romania, Representative Schulze introduced a Resolution of
Disapproval (H.R. 317) on June 14 and Congressional letters expressing concern
about the Human Rights situation in Romania were initiated by Representatives
Dodd, Gilman, Rosenthal, Weiss, Green to Representative Vanik (June 20) and by
Senators
-Javits, letter
Heinz,with
Leahy,
Packwood, warned
Bayh (June
29) to Romanian
the President.
The
performRepresentatives
45 signatories
that unless
ance improved, the signatories would have "grave difficulty in supporting further
MFN extensions." The Senator's letter with 18 signatures including that of Sen.
Church urged the President to obtain firm commitments from the Romanians in the
fuure and tighten up monitoring procedures.
On June 10, 1979, the Subcommittee on Trade reported H.R. 317 unfavorably to
the Ways & Means Committee. In previous years there had been no controversy, not
even discussion. Now there was heavy debate and a significant minority vote of 7
against 13. The members of House Ways & Means had been less exposed to the issue
and the vote was 26 to 10, with Mr. Downey changing his vote (June 12). On July 25,
H.R. 317 was debated on the floor of the House, with 126 voting for and 271 against.
One major factor has been omitted from the discussion so far-the impact on the
many congressmen, who had serious reservations about Romanian practices, of the
reported 'understandings" between some American Jewish leaders and Romania's
former Ambassador Corneliu Bogdan. Though there was no report of WRITTEN
ASSURANCES by any Romanian official to the Jewish leaders, to the numerous
members of Congress whom these officials have been giving their annual soothing
assurances or to the Administration, many of these Congressmen felt that, despite
the record, an attempt should be made to make the agreement work in the coming
year. They put the Romanians on notice however that they would monitor the
situation carefully.
An important result of this year's ferment in the House is the firm language on
Human Rights in Romania that appers in the concluding passages of the majority
Report (June 13) of the Ways & Means Committee as well as the strongly worded
minority Report which contains the following barbed "question to the people of the
Bnai Brith. If the Romanians have not kept the public assurances made to the U.S.
government, how can we assume they will keep those private assurances made as a
last desperate bid to assure renewal of MFN?"
Here is an important extract from the majority report on Romanian emigration to
Israel:
"The Committee expects the Department of State to take a greater initiative in
monitoring Romanian emigration to Israel, in making representations to the Romanian government at regular intervals concerning persons who wish to emigrate to
Israel, and in reporting to this Committee more comprehensive and detailed statistics with respect to those persons who have applied for emigration visas to Israel
and those who have finally been approved. It is further expected that the Department of State will make a concerted effort to assist in the fulfillment of the
assurances given to the American Jewish leadership by the Romanian government,
and that the Committee will be kept informed of progress in this area."
We look forward to similarly firm language in the Senate Finance Committee's
Report.
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KIHARD T. SCHULZE

WAYSAN'1M

tongr%% of the ?niteb atateg
WaOIN|tm. .C 20515
Nasse .1 tpreletdaie*
June 28, 1979
Dear Colleague:
If you believe that the Helsinki Accords and the Jackson-Vanik
emigration provisions are more than mere words then I invite you
to join me in a humanitarian effort.
This effort would include your co-sponsorship and support of
a Disapproval Resolution which I have introduced. This Resolution
is in response to the President's June 1st announcement of his
intention to utilize the waiver authority of Section 402 of the
Trade Act of 1974 in order to extend for an additional year MFN
status for Romania.
In short, I oppose extending MFN to Romania for the following
reasons:
(1) For the past four years, we have routinely granted FN
extensions to Romania without debating the rmerits of
this issue on the House floor. It is time we send a
clear signal to Romania or any other Communist country
that violations of human rights and
desiring MHFN
refusal to allow emigration will not be tolerated;
(2) Instead of reducing emigration obstacles, Romania had
institutionalized them and recently added a third step
in the emigration process. Individuals desiring to
emigrate must now get on a waiting list in order to
receive a preliminary application form. Not only
does the level of harassment increase at each stage
but these obstacles are blatant violations of the
Helsinki Final Act and certainly do not help
facilitate emigration.
(3) Romania continues to harshly treat the 2.5 million
Hungarians residing in Romania and has accelerated
t1,9deculturalization of its ethnic minorities. This

process has included elimination of Hungarian schools,
classes, bilingual road signs in Hungarian communities,
aMd any voice in their government. In addition, there
are very limited employment opportunities for
Flsu:arans and their cities are now governed by nonYungarian speaki-ng. Romanian mayors.

(4)

Emigration to Israel is still
declining significantly
from a yearly high of 4,000 people prior to MFN to less
than 1,200 in 1978 to only 251 thus far this year.

(5) onmania continues to operate forced labor camps including
the ongoing construction on the Black Sea-Danube Canal.

At these facilities, prisioners of conscience and

religious believers are many times injected with large
quantities of drugs or are subjected to electro-shock
treatments as a means of political re-education.
For these reasons, I urge you to reaffirm your support of human
rights and join me in support of this Disapproval Resolution. If you
should desire to co-sponsor this Resolution, please contact

farry Burroughs of my staff at 5-5761.
sincerely,

RICHARD T. SCU
Member of Cong

s
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June 20, 1979

Congrtim of tbe MnIteb htate
*ouot of Rkcprelzmtatibes
WfasbIngt

. WT(. -20515

Dear Co1league:
)I are writing to ask you to co-sign a letter to our colleague fr m
*Sdo, uharles Vnic, uqin him to pay careful &ttentionto the long
-reoord-of hmun rights violations in iarenia when tim SL
asittee on
Trade of the tays and Moans Omnittee holds hoarings on reneving Pbst
Fared Nation trade status for mania.
As you way be aware, President Carter has reommended further exteisians
of the waiver on Freedom of Emigration provisions of the 1974 Trade Act for
H.ngary and ZPcmnia. Mhile ve do not question rungrayrs fulfillont of her
promises, we continue tb be very disturbed about
mania's reoor on
emigration and her treabment of ethnic Wimrities.
Ile not neoessarily
opposing wN treatment for Rtmania, -- feel that nwhers of the Ha.me
should express their concerns over Rmiira's policies directly to Mr.
Vanik before his Subcumduttee holds hearings.
If you would like to cc-sign the following letter to Mr. Vanik, plOase
call Hassan at 5-2076 or EIi- at 5-2601.

Go, Caxl
rY.

S.WrLLrM

!4::::5

TED NEMM, W

Sincerely,
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July 11, 1979

Hun. Charles A. Vanik
Chairman
Suboatmittee on Trade
233 Cannon House Office Buildirqg
WMshington, D.C. 20515
Dear Qmgressman Vanik"
We are deeply omner ed about the terms of the President's June 1
reoomnendatlons to Omgress adocating further extensions of the
waiver of rmber 402 (the Freedom of migration legislation) of the
1974 trade act for Rumania and Hungary. We do not question
Hunary's fulfillment of her promises but continue to be disturbed
by RFmania' s performance on emigration and her treatmt of ethnic
minorities.
During the past four years, many of us have oorcurred with the

President's recmrrdation in the hope of genu . rather than cosmetic
improvement in Icmania's perfomnoe. Cur attitude, however, is
changing as evidence continues to accuaUlate of ever new emigration

obstacles,

A"LAMM

tbt content with a lernthy process requiring a prelimirary

application form for the application form itself, Fbmanian authorities

during the past year have futher complicated matters by introducir

a waiting list for the preliminary fcm - in short,there is now a
three step process All this accompanied by the row familiar pressures,
intimidatio , threats of job loss and demotion, even occasional
military conscription.

It is therefore not suprising that critical problems of family

separations contin e as before even as regards the US, despite an

increase of 416 immigrants. This is a carefully calculated balance
of the statistics, designed to impress Washington, without resolving
the real problem of family reunion.
The same holds true to a much greater extent for Romanian migrations
to Israel with its much larger family reunion potential. with no need
to please Israel,
omanian imigration has plunged fron an annual 4000

-W06
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in 1973/4 to less than 1200 in 1978. Further drastic curtailments
are projected for 1979 as only 190 Ptomanians came to Israel in the
first four months.
Further a solemn promise made before last year's Congressional
hearings to Assistant Secretary of State George Vest and Senator
Abraham Ribicoff to waive the penalties on a group of former
prisoners has not, with one exception, been kept at all.

Moreover, -any complaints have reached us of the Piznanian government's
efforts to denationalize its minorities, particularly the 2.5 million
Hungarians. Through various repressive measures, these people suffer

major cultural deprivation as well as political and social discrimination.
11tse practices resulted in one of the courageous acts of civil dissent
in our times - the extraordinary series of protest letters by Karoly
Kiraly, a former high ranking Cmunist official.

Amnesty International recently documented a devasting report of
human rights violations in rrania, including descriptions of
psychiatric detention centers and labor cams. tough the JacksonVanik amendment makes specific mention of emigration, we do not believe
that it excludes other human rights areas of concern to our colleagues
in Congress.
TO sum up,
1) ever-increasing ocmplexities of emigration procedures plus harrassment
2) major problems of separated families
3) drastic curtailment of Romanian emigration to Israel
4) accelerated dckulturalization of ethnic minorities
5) international unorvering of psychiatric detention and forced labor
centers
6) constant reports of religious harrassment for most religious
denominations, particularly for groups such as Pentacostals
and Witnesses
all constitute massive violation of the spirit and letter of the
*Freedom of Emigration" legislation of the 1974 Trade Act and the
Helsinki accords.

Mr. Chairman, without solid evidence from the Rumanian government
that it intends to take early steps to:
a) simplify emigration procedures and cease harrassnent
b) reunite long separated families as immediate sign of good will

c) revert to the 1973/4 rates of emigration to Israel of 3/400 monthly
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d) halt minority cultural deprivation and discrimination
e) terminate the enforced psychiatric and labor centers
f) greater freedom= of religious life
v
uld have grave difficulty in suq:orting further MM extensions
this year or in future years.
W. Chairman, we. believe that your ommittee should consider and
reconsider these facts fore closely than eve before and suggest
to the President and the Departuet of State that they reopen intensive
discussions with Bucharest on the "'ingarian nodel', hopefully
resulting in equally satisfactory outx e. Before being granted
the waiver last year, Hungary not only gave assurances of compliance
but fair evidence of such.
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Dear Colleague:
We are writing to ask you to join us in a letter to the
President expressing concern over his recommendation that
Romania's most favored nation trade status be extended for an
additional year, pursuant to section 402 of the Trade Act of
1974, the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.
As the attached letter indicates, the President's recommendation is particularly disturbing in light of decreased
Romanian emigration to Israel, increased bureaucratic obstacles
to such emigration imposed by the government, and the government's continuing harassment of its Hungarian minority.
The Senate Finance Committee will soon consider the MFN
extension. We believe that the Administration should make a
determined effort before the Committee acts to obtain additional
assurances from Romania about its emigration and human rights
policies, and we are sending the attached letter to the President
to urge him to take such an initiative. If you are interested
in signing it, please contact Bill Reinsch in Senator Heinz'
office (x46324) by Friday, July 13th.
Sincerely,
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The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr.

President:

We are writing to express our concern about your recommendation to continue the extension of most favored nation
treatment to Romania.
During the past four years, many of us have not opposed MFN
status in the hope of genuiir3 rather than cosmetic improvement
in Romania's emigration policies.
Our attitude, however, is
sharply affected as evidence continues to accumulate of growing
obstacles to emigration.
Nrt content with a lengthy process
requiring a preliminary application form for the application
form itself,
Romanian authorities during the past year have
further complicated matters by introducing a waiting list
for
the preliminary form.
This means there is now a three step
process which is also accompanied by the now familiar pressures,
intimidations, threats of job loss and demotion and even
occasional military conscription.
The result of these pressures has been an appreciable drop
in the number of Jews allowed to emigrate to Israel, declining
from 4,000 in 1973 to approximately 1200 in 1978.
The total for
the first four months of 1979 was only 190, a substantially
lower annual rate than last year.
Complaints have also reached us of the Romanian government's
efforts to destroy the cultural identities of its minorities,
particularly the 2.5 million Hungarians. Through various repressive measures, these people suffer major cultural deprivation as
well as political
and social discrimination.
These practices
have resulted in one of the courageous acts of civil dissent in
our times -- the extraordinary series of protest letters by
Karoly airaly, a former high ranking Communist official.
We
believe these actions constitute violations of the spirit and
letter of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the 1974 Trade Act
and the Helsinki Accords. it would be difficult
for us to
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continue to support further extension of MFN status without
solid evidence from the Romanian government that it intends
to take early steps to simplify emigration procedures and
cease harrassment; reunite long separated families; return
to at least the 1973-4 rates of emigration to Israel of 3-400
monthly; halt minority cultural deprivation and discrimination;
and provide greater freedom of religious life.
Mr. President, we urge you promptly to reopen discussions
with the Romanian government to obtain some firm commitments to
take these actions and to establish more effective State
Department monitoring procedures both in Bucharest and here in
Washington.
Sincerely,

Jo
Pl.
n
Heinz

Patrick J/ Leahy

Daniel Patrick Mbyn'ih'an

yn
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Bob Packwood
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Senator RIBICOFF. The Administration will return for some questions by Senp',ir Heinz, and there are some written questions from
Senator Brac - y which we will submit to you for your response.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
QUESTiONs ASKED BY SENATOR BRADLEY DURING

MFN

HEARINGS IN JULY

1979

ROMANIA

Question. On what basis does the State Department recommend that the waiver of
section 402 with respect to any nonmarket economy will promote freedom of emigration?
Answer. There is little question that since the granting of MFN, emigration from
Romania to the United States had increased considerably (from 407 in 1974 to 1,706
in 1978). Nevertheless, Romania's emigration policy remains restrictive. Prospective
emigrants still suffer a degree of harassment and encounter difficulties in gaining
permission to leave the country. Romanian leaders are aware of our serious concerns, both with respect to the number of those allowed to emigrate and with the
cumbersome procedures. They have indicated their willingness to consider carefully
all cases involving divided families.
Question. Given that the Department's own figures show a serious drop in Jewish
immigration to Israel since 1974 and that it is aware of prescreening practices over
the last year, how can it justify the waiver on the basis that it will promote freedom
of emigration? What specific reasons do you have to believe that extending MFN will
promote free emigration when the extension of MFN has not done so, at least with
respect to Jewish emigration to Israel, in the past?
Answer. It is true that Jewish emigration to Israel has declined since 1974. We
have discussed this at great length with Romanian officials. We have impressed
upon the Romanians the need not only for continuing to approve applications for
emigration to Israel but also for simplifying the application procedures in order to
insure that all Romanian Jews who wish to emigrate have the opportunity to do so. We
believe that since Romania values highly the improved trade and overall relations
which go with the granting of MFN, it is in this context that we can most effectively present our humanitarian concern with respect to emigraton. By extending MFN
we are in a better position to continue the dialogue which we initiated with
Romanian officials in 1975.
Question. On June 27, I wrote to the Romanian Ambassador to the U.S. (Ionescu)
expressing my concern at the complication of emigration procedures and the drop in
the level of emigration for Romanian Jews to Israel. I know that several of my
colleagues, including Senator Heinz and Packwood, have written to the President on
this subject. To date, I have received no reply from the Romanians, and I wonder
whether they have given any formal assurances to the Administration. I would
certainly appreciate hearing from the Romanians on this matter, particularly since
I am pleased that there has been significantly growth in trade between our two
countries since 1975 and I hope that commercial relations will continue to grow to
our mutual benefit. My feeling generally is that Romania has demonstrated an
independence and willingness to expand relations with the U.S. that should be
reciprocated. Therefore, reports about obstacles to emigration are particularly discouraging to me.
Answer. Romanian officials have repeatedly stated that the Romanian Government will review all cases involving reunification of families including cases involving Romanian Jews who wish to join their families in Israel. They have indicated
their willingness to do so in the context of their commitment to the full implementation of CSCE as well as their desire to be responsive to Administration and Congressional concerns. In addition, Romanian officials have expressed their willingness to
discuss the issue of Romanian Jewish emigration to Israel with leaders of the
American-Jewish organizations.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, have you any questions for Mr.
Nimetz?
[Senator Ribicoff nods negatively.]
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Nimetz, I will try to keep my questions brief.
There are really two questions, and hopefully you can keep your
answers brief, too. We have many more people from whom we
want to hear.
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The first was: What specifics that you did not get into earlier can
you give us about the understanding, the meeting between the
Romanian officials and the Jewish organizations?
The second question is: What kinds of government-to-government
assurances can we get? Mr. Birnbaum has suggested several concrete steps here, written assurances from the Romanians on intention to comply with the requirements of 402; recognition of a
simple letter of intent to emigrate as the first step in simplifying
emigration procedures; immediate steps to release long-separated
families, at least 500 by the end of September; the granting of
amnesty to -several dozen former scapegoat prisoners that was
promised last summer and, except in one or two instances, is still
to be forthcoming. I mentioned that in my opening statement, as
you will recall.
Therefore, what kinds of assurances on the record can you get?
Now, let me suggest that this is not only of importance with
respect to Romania but it is going to be precedental, necessarily so,
with regard to any interest the Administration has in seeking
MFN treatment for the Soviet Union. I think there is a very strong
sentiment among many of my colleagues that they would want to
have some very definite assurances from the Soviet Union, and not
verbal assurances second hand, that they are going to be complying
much more positively with the Helsinki Agreement were the Administration to seek MFN status from the Soviet Union.
So I hope you will be able to respond in the light of what I think
is an important beginning.
Mr. NiMrrz. As I mentioned, I would like to answer for the
record some of the specific things that Mr. Birnbaum raised. In
general I think that, as you know, MFN for Romania was the first
approved under Jackson-Vanik and was accomplished in the prior
administration before I came to Washington. I was not involved in
it.
However, the Romanians have at meetings on high levels reiterated their commitment that emigration cases would be resolved in
a humanitarian way, particularly when it involves divided families.
Our experience has been that in the cases of emigration to the
United States, when we come in with a name, a family, with very
few exceptions they eventually get passports. An exit permit is
issued for that person.
There are some security areas where there has not been that
much cooperation. As I mentioned, the procedures are cumbersome. There are all sorts of problems. But we feel that they have
maintained that general commitment.
Now, the philosophy of Jackson-Vanik goes beyond emigration to
the United States, the generalized philosophy. Therefore, we feel
quite properly we can raise the general issue of emigration. Actual
emigration from Romania has gone up significantly in the last few
years, mostly due to large German emigration to the Federal Republic of Germany.
In the Hungarian case, which I personally was involved in, we
did get a letter. We just negotiated it differently and had an
exchange of letters. We gave them an assurance that we would
treat emigration cases under the Helsinki Final Act in that spirit,
and they gave us a similar letter. I think every country that would
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fall within Jackson-Vanik would have to be treated in its own
terms. It is a very sensitive issue with each country.
They feel it is their domestic policy, and therefore I cannot make
predictions about what other countries might do. I think we can
continue to work with the Romanians on specific cases. I think we
can continue to talk to them about procedures, and I think we can
continue to talk to them about the general problem of emigration.
I am not particularly confident of what, if anything, we could get
in writing. They are a very'nationalistic country. They are very
sensitive to sovereignty, and mostly sensitive to infringements of
sovereignty from other countries, and not only from the United
States. But it is a general philosophy, and I am not sure that is the
most productive way to go.

Senator HEINZ. What assurances did the Jewish groups get? And
were they or were they not in writing?
Mr. NIMETz. I don't think there was any exchange of documents.
I am a bit reluctant to go into those discussions.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I can understand Mr. Nimetz'
problem. He may want us to discuss this in a closed session.
Mr. NiMirz. I would be glad to informally. The reason I am
reluctant, I tell you quite frankly, is there were intensive discussions between the Jewish organizations and the Romanian Government in which the organizations got assurances that they felt
would improve the situation on Jewish emigration to Israel. We
were aware of these, and both the Romanians and the organizations kept us well informed.
Senator HEINZ. I guess the fundamental question I have, and we
will clear the room, I guess, if necessary to protect any confidential
information, is what kind of assurances were American Jewish
groups able to get that our U.S. Government was not able to get?
Mr. NIMroZ. The type of assurances that they were interested in
had to do with procedures that would make it easier for lists to be
developed.
Senator HEINZ. I understand in general they got beneficial
things. I also understand that for very good reasons you are reluctant to discuss these in open session. If the chairman wants to, we
can go into a closed session and clear the room and find out what it
is you know so that we can protect the confidentiality.
You are, in a sense, a third party here.
Mr. NIMEZr. Right.

Senator HEINZ. And I appreciate that. I do not wish you to
divulge something in open session that you don't want to divulge.
That is not my purpose. But it is the pleasure of the Chair.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Heinz, I would certainly do everything
to accommodate you on this. If you would like that to be done, it
will be done. We could ask Mr. Nimetz to submit this in writing so
that you could see it personally and any other member of the

committee could see it personally.
Senator HEINZ. I think that is a good suggestion.
Senator RIBicoFF. And I would be more than pleased to suggest
to Mr. Spitzer that he arrange a mutually convenient appointment
to discuss this matter personally, if you would like that. I could do
either one or the other. But I would accede to whatever your

preference is.
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Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I would be satisfied with your
first suggestion.
Senator RiBicoIw. So would you submit in writing, on a confidential basis to the committee, to Mr. Cassidy, who will make it
available to whichever Senator might like to see it. And if Senator
Heinz would like to talk with Mr. Spitzer personally, Mr. Cassidy
would be pleased to arrange a mutually convenient appointment.
Senator HEINZ. That is more than adequate. Thank you very
much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. May I just take one moment here?
Senator RIBICOFF. You certainly can.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Since these exchanges will take place in
camera, the public does not have the opportunity to express its
thanks, and I would like, while you are still here in public, Mr.
Nimetz, to thank you for what you have done in these causes in
2Y2 years. It has been exemplary. No one could have been more
personally devoted, more effective, and when necessary, more inconspicuous.
It has been said of Washington that it is a place where a committed man or woman can achieve almost anything if he or she is
willing to have other persons take the credit, and I think that is
part of the achievement of Matthew Nimetz.
Mr. NIMErz. I am very grateful for your statement, especially
now that report cards are being written on all of us. [General
laughter.]
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, on that I have found it is frequently very embarrassing to ask people if they have been asked to
resign or if they have gotten a report card. If they say no, it means
that they are somewhere below middle level. So I just urge the
committee members and my colleagues not to ask. It is embarrassing either way.
Senator RIBICOFF. For the benefit of the witnesses, let me tell you
the schedule. We are running way behind schedule. This morning
we will finish with Mr. Jack Early and his group, and Mr. Milton
Rosenthal and his group. Then we will recess until 2 o'clock, at
which time Senator Moynihan has graciously agreed to chair the
remainder of the panels.
So those of you who want to leave are free to do so, to return at
2 o'clock.
Are there any more questions of the administration?
[No response.]
Senator'RIBicoF. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Mr. Jack Early and the group with him.
Mr. Early, you may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF JACK D. EARLY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
NICHOLAS L. REDING, VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGING DI.
RECTOR, MONSANTO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS CO.; ROBERT
McLELLAN, VICE PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, FMC CORP.; JAMES JERSILD, PATENT ATTORNEY, DuPONT; LLOYD L. MAHONE, DIRECTOR, PATENT DEPARTMENT, STAUFFER CHEMICAL CO.; AND JEREMIAH J.
KENNEY, JR., DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RELATIONS, UNION CARBIDE CORP.
Dr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am Jack Early, president of the National Agricultural
Chemicals Association, which is an association of some 120 member
companies that produce, formulate and manufacture virtually all
of the agricultural chemicals sold in the United States. A significant amount of these materials, of course, are shipped to satisfy
the needs of farmers throughout the world.
I have with me this morning representatives from five of our
member companies that I would like to quickly introduce to you,
Mr. Chairman. I have Mr. Nick Reding, the vice president with
Monsanto Co.; Mr. Bob McLellan, vice president with FMC Corp.;
Mr. James Jersild, patent counsel for DuPont Co.; Mr. Lloyd Mahone, director of the patent department with Stauffer Chemical
Co.; Mr. Jerry Kenney, who is the Washington representative of
Union Carbide.
I have an abbreviated oral statement I would like to make, Mr.
Chairman. Following this oral statement, two of our member companies, Monsanto and FMC, would like to add a brief oral statement also to express some personal experiences these companies
have had relative to the situation we would like to discuss this
morning.
I also have a written statement we would like to submit for the
record, with your permission.
Senator RIBICOFF. All of your written statements will go in the
record as if read, and you proceed within your 10-minute allotted
time.
Dr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As indicated in your hearing notice, when your committee approved the Hungarian-American Trade Agreement 1 year ago, it
properly indicated its concern about certain Hungarian practices.
These included the practice of practically denying American agricultural firms access to the Hungarian patent system equal to that
provided similar Hungarian firms.
At the same time, the Hungarian producers, safe in their local
enclave, duplicated high technology American agricultural chemicals. protected around the world by patents. They were selling
these duplicate products in third countries in violation of American
industrial property rights and in a manner such that the American
firms found it practically impossible to stop this unfair trade practice.
Your committee, noting the Trade Agreement requirements concerning respect for industrial property rights of firms of the other
country and the provision for national treatment regarding proper-
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ty right protection, stated that they expected this course of action
to cease under the new agreement.
We understand that as late as last fall, you, Mr. Chairman, with
other Members of Congress, including Speaker O'Neill, raised this
issue with high Hungarian officials during a visit to Budapest and
were assured that the matter would be looked into and set right.
We appreciate the committee's holding this hearing now to determine what progress has been made in ending unfair practices. A
few months ago, we would have had to have reported to you that
the situation had grown worse during the months following your
meetings with the Hungarians. However, with your- expressed interest and the diligent work of the Commerce and State Departments, especially Assistant Secretary Frank Weil and Deputy Assistant Secretary Kempton Jenkins, who were ably assisted by
Ambassador Philip Kaiser, events seemed to take a positive turn in
late May of this year.
Through these efforts, trade practices in this area were apparently focused on for the first time by those in high levels in the
Hungarian Government to be concerned about broader trade interests of that nation. The Hungarians quickly agreed to a meeting of
an ad hoc group of the Hungarian-American Joint Economic and
Commercial Committee to consider this matter. The Hungarian
delegation was led by Deputy Trade Minister Istvan Torok, who
evidenced a sincere desire to resolve the problem in a fair and
reasonable manner.
He indicated that Hungary has a broad trade interest which is
served by maintaining a reputation as a responsible trading nation
and that narrow trade problems should be resolved so as not to
color that reputation. His views on the importance of protecting
Hungary's image were reiterated personally when Ambassador
Kaiser and Mr. Jenkins called on him during this particular visit.
The meeting of the ad hoc working group, which began on June
11, 1979, resulted in an Agreed Minute committing both governments to providing equal patent protection for local and foreign
nationals, and discouraging industrial property right violations,
including violations in third countries. All this was done in the
interest of maintaining and improving commercial relations of the
two countries.
In the weeks following the June meeting, some NACA companies
have been holding private meetings with the Hungarian agricultural chemicals industry concerning specific products where there
have been problems. These meetings have tested whether the Hungarian producers of agricultural chemicals will fully live up to the
standards apparently agreed to by their ministry of trade. While
some of these companies are here today and will report their
experiences, let me say for NACA that we are presently discouraged.
The Hungarian producers have failed to exhibit an adequate
appreciation for what is required by the letter and spirit of the
Trade Agreement and Agreed Minute of the respective governments. In several important instances, negotiations initially appeared to go forward only to have fundamental points settled earlier reraised.
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Some of our members believe that the enterprises are stalling,
giving the appearance of negotiating while not agreeing to stop
their illicit activity, only to escape the scrutiny of this committee.
We are convinced that the continued attention of this committee
and the Congress will contribute importantly to a satisfactory resolution of these problems. For these reasons NACA recommends
that this committee continue to express its concern about these
trade practices. We recommend that this committee direct the
Commerce Department and the Trade Executive to submit a detailed written report on the status of this issue by November 15,
1979. This will enable Congress to be currently informed should it
conclude that additional action is appropriate.
Senator RIxCOFF. You were here this morning when I talked to
the Commerce representatives.
Dr. EARLY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBicoFF. I requested that that be done. I pointed out the
route of section 301, the STR, can be taken. It is a matter of
concern to this committee, and this is another example of why we
desperately need a coordinated, reorganized Trade Department in
this government. And we hope that, beginning on Monday, we will
start hearings on that.
I undertstand two of you gentlemen want to make a comment.
Dr. EARLY. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We would like you to hear a
statement from a couple of our companies. First, Mr. McLellan.
Mr. MCLELLAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
Robert McLellan, vice president, international and government affairs, FMC Corp. I am also a former U.S. Assistant Secretary of
Commerce. So I look at these things from both a business and
governmental point of view.
FMC is a Fortune 100 company, with annual revenues of approximately $3 billion. Twenty-nine percent of these revenues are
derived from our international activities, approximately two-thirds
of that generally comprised of exports. One of our most promising
products for export is a carbofuran, generic term, insecticide and
nematicide, which FMC sells under the trademark "Furadan,"
which has a broad spectrum of application to vegetable and grain
crops.
Over the years the, market for carbofuran has grown steadily so
that it is a major agricultural insecticide for which FMC has developed markets in many countries at substantial investment of both
money and human resources.
In 1977 FMC became aware of the fact that the Hungarian
trading company Chemolimpex was engaged in sales of, or attempting to sell, carbofuran in a number of countries where FMC holds
patents. Among these were Brazil, Spain, Taiwan and India. Recognizing that this represented an illegal challenge which had to be
met, representatives of our company held negotiations with the
Hungarians in late 1978 and in February and June of 1979 in
Budapest, and in Chicago on July 2.
The Hungarians, incidentally, promised us on July 2nd a reply to
an agreed draft to an agreement by July 16, but we have not heard
from them.
In these discussions, FMC called the attention of the Hungarian
companies not only to their infringing exports but also to certain
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instances of counterfeiting of FMC product. I would like to show
the committee and submit as part of the record a photograph of
Hungarian origin carbofuran purchased in Spain in a container
stenciled "Furadan," but with the Hungarian trademark "Chinufur
5G" also attached on the side. This is a blatant attempt to trade on
the FMC trademark as well as our patented technology
Other efforts have been made to pass off the Hungarian product
as FMC's product. In India, FMC obtained copies of an import
license filed with the Indian Government. This license contained a
false declaration of origin, stating that the product was made in
the United States when it was not. I would also like to submit
copies of this certificate of origin to the committee for its records.
Because of this pattern of conduct and because private discussions have led nowhere, FMC joined in the formulation of the
NACA subcommittee Mr. Early referred to a few moments ago.
The subcommittee requested the assistance of the State and Commerce Departments in seeking a solution through government
channels to the unfair business practice.
As you know from Mr. Early's statement, a goverment-level
agreement was worked out in Budapest in June. But despite the
language contained in paragraph 4 of the Agreed Minute, discussions held by FMC representatives with representatives of the
Hungarian countries in Budapest and Chicago have not produced a
satisfactory result.
The Hungarians indicated they might cease their infringing exports if FMC purchased a large portion of the Hungarian capacity
to produce a product, namely, a minimum of 200 tons of technical
product per year. We have and we will continue to resist these
efforts to build a capability to produce Western proprietary products and then coerce Western firms into buying the capacity created in this matter.
Accordingly, I must report to this committee today that as far as
FMC's product is concerned, the Hungarians are continuing their
deliberate, well-orchestrated efforts to produce our product and sell
it in foreign markets where we own patents. A serious issue of
principle is at stake here. Your committee has just concluded consideration of the MTN negotiations which will hopefully create a
more equitable basis on which world trade will expand in the years
to come.
As we enter this new era, the United States must make it clear
that we expect non-market economy countries to play by these
same new rules and to observe fair business practices. The Hungarian chemical industry should not be allowed to continue to profit
for another year from the unfair and illegal practices my colleagues and I have described. The United States should make it
clear now that the resulting continued loss of jobs and damage to
our trade position will not be tolerated and that a country which
engages in these practices will not receive most-favored-nation
treatment for its products entering the United States.
This committee s report of a year ago concluded with this statement, and I am quoting:
The committee will carefully monitor this problem during the life of the agreement and will again review it at the time for renewal and recommend further
action if neceary.
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I have reluctantly concluded in the light of my company's experience that appropriate action at this time would be a suspension of
MFN treatment for Hungary until this important trade question is
resolved.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Do you have something new to add?
Mr. REDING. Mr. Chairman, I am Nicholas L. Reding, group vice
president of Monsanto and managing director of Monsanto Agricultural Products Co. I am here also to report on what we consider a
serious example of patent piracy and international trade extortion.
Mr. McLellan mentioned the Hungarian enterprises, including
their trade organization, Chemolimpex, which in the case of Monsanto, have also counterfeited one of our most promising new innovations in agricultural chemicals, and they are demanding we hand
them essentially the Hungarian market as well as a share of
international markets.
Simply stated, they are attempting to steal the fruits of our U.S.
innovation.
Senator RIBICOFF. How much loss of export business do you feel
that they are pirating that our patents have involved?
Mr. REDING. I think it is likely, Mr. Chairman, that today we are
seeing the tip of the iceberg, so to speak. I think they have picked
promising products that add to their industrial base. Where there
is a high value and while there is a definite loss today, I think
what is at stake is probably all future technology of our industry if
the precedent continues.
Senator RIBICOFF. Are there any other countries pirating your
patents? I mean I am talking about the industry as a whole.
Mr. REDING. I would say not to this extent, Mr. Chairman. As an
example, with our particular case where we have a problem, this
new innovation, which is a herbicide called Roundup, we have the
broadest coverage in that product of any Monsanto product worldwide. I would say today in only Hurgary do we feel under existing
country patent laws are we being treated unfairly today.
Senator RIICOFF. Hungary is the single country?
Mr. REDING. Yes. That doesn't mean that there have not been
occasional minor encroachments in other areas, but I would say
this is clearly the most severe one. And I would like to say that,
having faced this problem, I think that last year this committee did
influence the Hungarian Government to focus on the problem as a
potential stumbling block.
Thanks to your involvement and also thanks to the direct personal involvement of Mr. Frank Weil, Mr. Kempton Jenkins of
Commerce, and Ambassador Phillip Kaiser, the government had a
meeting on the problem held in June, which I attended. It seemed
to be a great success. The Minute that was negotiated would have
clearly solved the problem if it were followed.
The question now is whether that Minute will, in fact, be followed.
Senator RIBICOFF. I was assured you had come to an agreement.
What went wrong and when?
Mr. REDING. Of course, the meeting was held in June. I can tell
you from our standpoint, while, in effect, if the Minute were followed, there was nothing to be negotiated. But in fact, recognizing
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that there were facilities producing in Hungary today, and recognizing that it is rather difficult to shut down such facilities, in
Monsanto's case we immediately, under the urging of our government, began negotiations to solve the present problem.
As of July 6, we thought we had an agreement. In fact, the
Hungarians were in St. Louis. Essentially, we thought we had
negotiated an agreement. We submitted that agreement to the
Hungarians. A team of our people went to Budapest on July 11
expecting to sign the agreement. They were confronted with a
totally new agreement, and on the last day they were there, the
Hungarians immediately insisted that we now allow them to export and share in our international markets, which we had made a
condition precedent that we would not allow from the first day that
we met.
I would like to say that while that has been very frustrating for
us and we do not seem to be making any progress and it causes us
to question the validity of the Hungarians as trading partners, not
to speak of their reliability as negotiators, at the same time, I have
as a positive point been very impressed with what our government
and our industry have been able to try to do together.
Ambassador Phillip Kaiser is right now this morning talking
with our people and with the Hungarians to try to resolve this
issue. I think that the example of the Ad Hoc Committee in Budapest was very positive. There was a good example of industry and
government working together.
I think your proposal about a foreign trade organization would
substantially foster that sort of cooperation. I think it is very
important. But the fact is right now we have not solved our problem. We have to question whether we will be able to solve that
problem, whether we will be able to avoid future encroachments.
I support Dr. Early's suggestion. I think our industry does. I
think this committee should actively monitor and pursue the conduct of the Hungarians, both within FMN and the Agreed Minute
in Budapest.
Senator RIBICOFF. I would say this committee takes a very dim
view of the Hungarian situation. I had been assured by the executive branch here, and Ambassador Kaiser in his trip home a month
or so ago visited with me and told me that he was very optimistic
that a definitive agreement was going to be reached satisfactory to
the American chemical industry. And certainly, on behalf of the
committee, I know we are deeply disappointed with the Hungarians' attitude.
Mr. McLEu.AN. I would like to make a comment there, Mr.
Chairman, which is that the agreed government-to-government
minute, as Mr. Reding said, was a perfectly good effort. It was a
very proper first step. The problem we have encountered is the
Hungarian companies, not the government. The companies have
taken the position, I believe, and this is my personal opinion, that
they are only going to have to accommodate this to the extent that
they are-I have to say-forced or caused to accommodate it.
The government officials have told us that they will certainly try
to cause their companies to be responsive but that they do not
control them. Therefore, it seems to me that we are only going to
get action from the Hungarian chemical companies in contrast to
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the government if, indeed, we lay down some conditions which
make it worth their while to accommodate the government agreement.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I think that the importance of what is involved here really is
very hard to overstate. We have been talking, concentrating in this
committee now for a long time on the whole problem of international trade and what we can do to boost America's position, and
certainly agricultural chemicals are a very important and will be
an increasingly more important and more promising aspect of our
American export policy.
Now, what is involved, though, is something more than just one
segment of our exports, in my opinion. I just returned from a trip
to the Middle East during the 4th of July recess, Israel, Jordan,
Egypt. And it is absolutely clear to me, just from that trip, that one
of the most meaningful things that the United States can do to
shore up the peace process is to try to put the economy of Egypt on
a more healthy basis.
In talking to President Sadat, his comment was that what we
need is American private sector involvement, especially in agriculture. Now, how are you going to get American private sector involvement, especially in agriculture, if Hungary is busily stealing
American ingenuity and selling it for itself?
If we are going to get private sector involvement in improving
the situation and the economy of the rest of the world, particularly
at a time when the population around the world is exploding and
there is difficulty figuring out how we are going to feed the people,
if American private sector ingenuity is going to be involved in this,
I don't understand how we are going to do it unless we can offer
them some sense that there is going to be a return. That is the way
our system works. Yet, there can be no meaningful return if whatever you make is going to be stolen by somebody else.
Now, my understanding is, and correct me if I am wrong, that
recourse on a company-to-company basis, recourse against a Hungarian company, is futile. It is an empty pocket insofar as they are
concerned. Isn't that correct?

Mr. REDING. That is correct.

Senator DANFORTH. So the only chance that we have is for the
Hungarian Government to assume responsibility. It is a Socialist,
Communist country. It is not like America. Their government may
assume responsibility. Am I wrong?
Dr. EARLY. I think that is correct. And for the first time, a few
weeks ago we had this government and the Hungarian Government on a government-to-government basis. That was not an easy
thing to resolve, to get to, but we got to that point because we
firmly believe that is the only way to resolve this issue, government-to-government.
Senator DANFORTH. But we are back to square one, right?
Mr. MCLELLAN. Exactly.

Dr. EARLY. Yes.

Senator DANFORTH. When you come right down to it, we have
one ultimate weapon in our arsenal, and that is withdrawal of
most-favored-nation status. I don't see any other remedy, do you?
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Mr. McLELLAN. I would add we ought to take a careful look at
those export credits, the agreement initialed last Tuesday in Budapest, because that is something we can do.
Senator DANFORTH. All right. But would America come crashing
down if we withdrew most-favored-nation status from Hungary?
Would people be selling apples in the street if we withdrew mostfavored-nation status? [General laughter.]
I mean we don't want to do it, I am sure, but it certainly would
not be the end of the world. And if that is the only tool available to
us, is that an irresponsible suggestion?
Dr. EARLY. I think we could only comment on our own particular
interest's viewpoint here, and I don't really think we want to get
into all of the other trading situations that might involve all U.S.
trade. It is certainly no big problem for our industry, and I can
only speak for our industry here this morning.
Mr. McLELLAN. I would just add, Senator Danforth, as I said in
my testimony, FMC would recommend it.
Senator DANFORTH. Would what?
Mr. McLELLAN. Would recommend. In my prepared statement, I
came to the conclusion that I would reluctantly recommend that
the committee suspend MFN treatment.
Senator DANFORTH. Last year we had in our report languagevery strong language-on the situation in Hungary, and the result
of that has been nothing. Right?
[Mr. McLellan nods affirmatively.]
[Dr. Early nods affirmatively.]
[Mr. Mahone nods affirmatively.]
Dr. EARLY. The issues have not been resolved yet.
Senator DANFORTH. Do you have the feeling they are stringing
you along?
Mr. REDING. Absolutely.
Mr. McLELLAN. Clearly.
Mr. REDING. I think they are playing a time game. They may be
delaying until after this hearing is up, to think that perhaps the
pressure is off, or perhaps they did not have the intent of seriously
negotiating all the way along.
Senator DANFORTH. When a Communist country starts saying
there is a difference between this company and the government,
isn't that, to use the President's word, "baloney"? [General laughter.]
Isn't that true? I mean it is not like the United States.
Dr. EARLY. We agree with that, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. I would myself be willing to consider a possibility of withdrawing most-favored-nation status from Hungary. I
would just not like to see us continuously have this matter as a
subject for report language. So all I am doing right now is expressing my concern. But I really am expressing my concern not only as
a Senator from a State which happens to be heavily into agribusiness, particularly the world headquarters for Monsanto, but also I
do feel that the participation of the United States in trying to
improve the situation in the rest of the world, not only for the
humanitarian benefits but also for the benefit of stabilizing the
rest of the world, is going to depend upon our involvement. Maybe
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more seriously and importantly than any other industry, it will
depend upon your involvement.
Therefore, I think it is important to give you the sort of incentive
and the sort of insurance that is necessary for you to be able to do
business.
Mr. REDING. Senator Danforth, I agree with precisely what you
are saying. I think this sort of activity has a cooling effect on our
innovative interests. Of course, that is our lifeblood and it is the
lifeblood of agricultural productivity. I would hope, personally, that
this matter would not have to go so far as to withdraw MFN.
Certainly our economy would not come crashing down, in my
personal view. I would hope it would not come to that, but certainly that is perhaps the point where we are. I find it very difficult to
believe that for what appears to be an attractive sector of the
Hungarian economy because it generates the hard currency and
adds to their industrial base, that for that relatively minor sort of
business, that they would risk the benefits of MFN.
But perhaps we still have not clearly gotten the message across
to them, and that is why I feel that we have to continue to have a
strong government-to-government effort; that it could well come to
the point that MFN is at stake.
Senator DANFORTH. You know, when I returned from the Middle
East, I talked to a person who is said to be one of the leading
experts on increasing agricultural productivity in Egypt, and I said,
well, isn't the way to do this is to expand irrigation? And he said
even without touching irrigation we can maybe double or triple
agricultural productivity in Egypt. Here is a country with a terrible economic situation. We could maybe double or triple agricultural productivity in Egypt just by making better use of what they
have now. That is what you do. That is the genius of American
agricultural productivity, what you do.
So I really think that it is a matter of serious concern not just
from the standpoint of your particular businesses but from the
standpoint of what is going on in this world.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Heinz?

Senator HEINZ. No question, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, gentlemen. We are
aware of your problem. I think you have a very sympathetic committee and I think you have an activist committee here, and we are
not going to let this thing slide.
Dr. EARLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McLELLAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]
STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS ASSOCIATION
Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I am Jack D. Earl, President of
the National Agricultural Chemicals Association, and association of some 1.20 companies which produce, formulate and sell most of the agricultural chemicals used in
the United States and which export their products worldwide. Forty of these member companies are engaged in extensive and costly research and development to
meet the needs of the world's farmers for safe and effective herbicides, insecticides,
fungicides and plant growth regulators.
I have an abbreviated oral statement and a more detailed written one which I
would like to submit for the record. Following my testimony some of our member
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companies will have brief individual company statements to present to the Committee.
As indicated in your hearing notice, when your Committee approved the Hungarian-American trade agreement a year ago, it properly indicated its concern about
certain Hungarian practices. These included the practice of practically denying the
American agricultural chemical firms access to the Hungarian patent system equal
to that provided similar Hungarian firms. At the same time the Hungarian producers, safe in their local enclave, duplicated high technology American agricultural
chemicals, protected around the world by patents. They were selling these duplicate
products in third countries in violation of American industrial property rights and
in a manner such that American firms found it practically impossible to stop this
unfair trade practice.
Your Committee, noting the trade agreement requirements concerning respect for
industrial property rights of firms of the other country and the provision for
national treatment regarding property right protection, stated that they expected
this course of conduct to cease under the then new agreement.
We understand that as late as last fall, Chairman Ribicoff and other members of
Congress including Speaker O'Neill raised this issue with high Hungarian officials
during a visit to Budapest and were assured that the matter would be looked into
and set right.
We appreciate the Committee's holding this hearing now to determine what
progress has been made in ending unfair practices. A few months ago we would
have had to report to you that the situation had grown worse during the months
following your meetings with the Hungarians. However, with your expressed interest and the diligent work of the Commerce and State Departments, especially
Assistant Secretary Frank Weil and Deputy Assistant Secretary Kempton Jenkins,
ably assisted by Ambassador Philip Kaiser, events appeared to take a positive turn
in late May of this year. Through these efforts trade practices in this area were
apparently focused on for the first time by those high enough in the Hungarian
government to be concerned about broader trade interests of that nation. The
Hungarians quickly agreed to a meeting of an Ad Hoc group of the HungarianAmerican Joint Economic and Commercial Committee to consider this matter.
The Hungarian delegation was led by Deputy Trade Minister Istvan Torok, who
evidenced a sincere desire to resolve the problem in a fair and reasonable manner.
He indicated that Hungary has broad trade interests which are served by maintaining a reputation as a responsible trading nation and that narrow trade problems
should be resolved so as not to color that reputation. His views on the importance of
protecting Hungary's image were reiterated personally when Ambassador Kaiser
and Mr. Jenkins called on him during this visit.
The meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group, which began June 11, 1979, resulted
in an Agreed Minute committing both governments to providing equal patent protection for local and foreign nationals and discouraging industrial property right
violations, including violations in third countries. All this was done in the interest
of maintaining and improving commercial relations of the two countries.
In the weeks following the June meeting, some NACA companies have been
holding private meetings with the Hungarian agricultural chemicals industry concerning specific products where there have been problems. These meetings have
tested whether the Hungarian producers of agricultural chemicals will fully live up
to the standards apparently agreed to by their ministry of trade. While some of
these companies are here today and will report their experiences, let me say for
NACA that we are presently discouraged. The Hungarian producers have failed to
exhibit an adequate appreciation for what is required by the letter and spirit of the
Trade Agreement and Agreed Minute of the respective governments. In several
important instances, negotiations initially appeared to go forward only to have
fundamental points settled earlier reraised. Some of our members believe that the
enterprises are stalling-giving the appearance of negotiating while not agreeing to
stop their illicit activity-only to escape the scrutiny of this Committee.
We are convinced that the continued attention of this Committee and the Congress will contribute importantly to a satisfactory resolution of these problems. For
these reasons NACA recommends that this Committee continue to express its
concern about these trade practices. We recommend that this Committee direct the
Commerce Department andthe Trade Executive to submit a detailed written report
on the status of this issue by November 15, 1979. This will enable Congress to be
currently informed should it conclude that additional action is appropriate.
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STATEMENT
1. DEVELOPMENT OF AN UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICE

In recent years Hungary has mounted an increasing effort to improve its balance
of trade and produce hard currency to facilitate trade with the West. The Financial
Times reported on March 21, 1979, that:
"The Hungarian Government has decided ..
to undertake an all-out effort to
increase sales to hard currency markets by 10 to 11 percent on the 1978 figures.
Faced with a rapidly growing trade gap with the West, the Government has now
singled out the improvement of external trade balance as the single most important
task on the trade front this year."
In an effort to find a short-cut to these objectives, a deliberate and conscious
decision has been taken to copy western technology and engage in production of
some of the most promising new products being produced in the U.S. and Western
Europe.
In examining those industries with the most potential to generate substantial new
exports, the agricultural chemical industry has emerged as among the most promising for the Hungarians, who pride themselves in having perhaps the most sophisticated chemical industry in Eastern Europe. A Hungarian research institute is
investing many man-hours in examining new Western patented technology in order
to select those products which appear to have the most promise for generating the
hard currency exports they desire. In order to keep open the possibility of production of these new chemicals in Hungary, selected patents in the pesticide/plant
growth regulator area have not been issued to Western companies who attempt to
register new patents in Hungary. Once production capacity on a promising new
chemical was achieved in Hungary, sales were made into areas where there is
relatively little protection available for patents, or through third party brokers in
third countries, allegedly for transshipment to LDC's where no patent protection
exists, accompanied by a disclaimer as to any resulting patent infringements. The
counterfeit products often do not reach the LDC, but are sold in the broker's
country in violation of local American owned patents. Frequently, these distributors
are "judgment proof" in that they do not have sufficient assets to make a patent
infringement suit against them worthwhile.
The product catalogue published by Chemolimpex, the Hungarian export trading
organization for agricultural chemicals, is filled with U.S.-origin agricultural chemical technology. In many instances in the catalogue, the Hungarian products identify
the counterpart U.S. patented product which has been copied. While some of these
products are also consumed domestically or sold into countries where there is no
conflicting patent held by the relevant U.S. firm, many of these new high-technology products are sold, with patent disclaimers, into markets where there are existing patents. Sales are often in small quantities and are difficult to detect. Even
where detected, patent infringement litigation is at best lengthy, complex, and
expensive; at worst, patents of any kind are quite difficult to enforce in some
countries. Consequently, resolving this problem through patent litigation by each
company and in each country where there is an infringing sale, does not represent a
satisfactory solution to this practice. Knowing this, the Hungarians apparently
calculated that the U.S. firms have no satisfactory remedy.
II. EFFECT ON THE UNITED STATES

Because United States producers have a clear, but declining, technological lead
over foreign producers of agricultural chemicals, the effects of systematic copying of
Western patented inventions and infringing sales of products into the export market
impact U.S. chemical producers with particular severity. Export dollars and obs are
at stake. The members of NACA estimate conservatively that about $150 million in
exports and several thousand jobs are threatened in connection with sales of prod-

ucts which the Hungarians are currently exporting in violation of existing U.S.-held
patents. Extension of this practice of new products under development by the
member companies and known to the Hungarians would produce figures many
times these which in an case are expected to increase 500 percent by 1983. Development of a new pesticide, fungicide or herbicide requires not only a very large
investment but protracted development and registration time. It has been estimated
that development of the average new agricultural chemical requires 8 to 10 years
and an investment of between $13 and $20 million. Our scientists must investigate
an average of 10,000 compounds to find one which is promising and environmentally
safe. Because these substances must go through a lengthy testi
and registration
procedure in virtually every country where it is offered for s2e, the life of the
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relevant patent is frequently more than half over before the product reaches the
market place. Prolonged patent litigation can spin out a dispute over a patent up to
and beyond the end of the life of the patent. This is particularly disadvantageous to
the patentee where, as is frequently the case, there are no provisions for stopping
infringement during litigation. Clearly the loss of incentive to develop such products
is subtantial if foreign producers are allowed to copy this technology and profit from
it at the expense of U.S. companies which cannot then recapture their R. and D.
expenses. The result is not only a chilling effect on the development of new U.S.
technology needed for the domestic market but also a long-term deleterious effect on
the U.S. balance of trade.
I11. AMERICAN COMPANIES SEEK COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS

Some American companies have individually tried to negotiate settlement of this
situation with the Hungarian chemical industry. Some have offered to license
Hungarian production on a reasonable basis and to give up any chance of selling
into the Hungarian market. However, the Hungarians demanded substantial payments-that their "excess" capacity be purchased at close to retail prices by the
American company and then marketed as its own. These demands have been
refused. Any settlement which approves such payments, however small, invites
further demands in the future. Moreover, new demands concerning future products
are encouraged.
From an industry point of view, single company settlements involving existing
impacted products are unsatisfactory in combating this course of action which
amounts to an unfair trade practice. Companies can be threatened with being
singled out for a concentrated attack in order to extract the highest payment. They
can be played one against the other and whipsawed. Further, currently unaffected
companies must determine future R. & D. efforts with the knowledge that, if they
succeed, they may be next.
In order to find a remedy which would produce relief from these illicit trade
practices for all members of the industry, a special committee of the National
Agricultural Chemicals Association has been formed. This issue no longer affects
only one or two companies but the U.S. agricultural chemical industry as a whole
and only a government-to-government agreement would provide a solution which
would respond to the needs of all members of the Committee.
IV. THE HUNGARIAN-AMERICAN

TRADE AGREEMENT

Some months ago the United States and Hungary began to take dramatic steps to
improve their relationships, especially in the commercial area. In March 1978, the
U.S. and Hungary entered into the Trade Agreement which extended most favored
nation (MFN) treatment to Hungary. The Agreement was sent to Congress where it
was considered and approved by the House Subcommittee on International Trade.
At about this time member companies of NACA began to discuss individual experiences with certain Hungarian entities. The pattern of behavior described in Section
I of this Statement became clearly discernible. Not only were several member
companies of NACA directly and adversely affected, but other companies in NACA
realized the implications for them and, indeed, for our whole industry. However, our
companies were hopeful, first, because negotiations were going on seeking commercial resolutions and because the then pending Trade Agreement was expected to
usher in a new era of mature, responsible commercial relations between our countries.
Industry was particularly hopeful because the Trade Agreement contained provisions: (1) calling for national treatment in the protection of industrial property
rights-meaning we could obtain the same patent protection in Hungary which
Hungarian agricultural chemical companies were obtaining; (2) reaffirming commitments made with respect to industrial property rights-which would preclude unfair trade practices involving a course of action designed to systematically violate
industrial property rights across a whole American industry; and (3) committing the
governments to take appropriate measures to secure favorable conditions for the
continuous, long-term development of trade relations between firms, enterprises and
companies of the two countries.
Notwithstanding our hope for a fair resolution of these problems, NACA felt it
was necessary to call this matter to the attention of the Senate Subcommittee on
International Trade which was then considering the Hungarian Trade Agreement
(the House having acted on the Trade Agreement prior to our recognition of this as
an industry-wide problem).
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The Senate International Trade Subcommittee saw in the course of conduct
NACA outlined to them unfair trade practices which were in their view contrary to
the Trade Agreement. In the Report (No. 95-949) on the extension of MFN treatment to Hungary the Senate Committee on Finance Stated:
"Notwithstanding the committee's favorable report of the resolution, the committee is particularly concerned about the full and faithful execution of that part of the
trade agreement relating to industrial property rights. The committee has been
informed by the American agricultural chemicals industry of certain past practices
of firms and agencies in Hungary which will not be in accord with the spirit, if not
the letter, of the agreement. These include the granting of patents to Hungarian
firms while denying or failing to act on the applications of American firms. Furthermore, the committee understands Hungarian firms are selling agricultural chemicals protected by American owned patents in third countries, countries where the
American chemical companies have patent protection, in a manner such that
American firms find it practically impossible to protect their industrial property
rights. The committee expects that such practices will no longer take place under
this new, mutual undertaking by the Government of Hungary and that of the
United States. The committee willcarefully monitor this problem during the life of
the agreement and will again review it at the time for renewal and recommend
further action, if necessary."
V. IMPROPER TRADE PRACTICES CONTINUE

In the months following the approval by Congess of the Trade Agreement the
improper trade practices of the Hungarian agricultural chemical industry-and their
export arm grew worse. In late 1978 and early 1979, new sales were discovered in
several countries violating American patent rights held in the respective countries.
Some sales occurred during a period when assurances had been given that they had
ceased. Increased demands for payments in order to stop market disruptions were
received. Commercial negotiations were stalled. During this period both Chairman
Ribicoff and a House delegation led by Speaker O'Neill raised this situation with
high Hungarian officials during trips to Budapest. They received assurances that
the matter would be looked into and set right. Our Embassy in Budapest and
Commerce officials also tried to resolve the matter fairly. This notwithstanding, the
situation had deteriorated to such a point in the spring of 1979 that NACA requested the State and Commerce Departments to call a special meeting of the Hungarian-American Joint Economic and Commercial Committee. This Committee, set up
under the Trade Agreement to improve trade relations, was uniquely suited to
confront this deteriorating trade problem on a gove.-nment-to-government basis.
VI. MEETING OF THE HUNGARIAN-AMERICAN JOINT ECONOMIC AND COMMERCIAL

COMMrrTEE-JUNE 11-13, 1979

A U.S. Delegation led by Frank Wel, Assistant Secretary of Commerce, and
Kempton Jenkins, his Deputy for East-West Trade, ably assisted by Ambassador
Kaiser, forcefully presented the problems of the American agricultural chemical
industry to the Joint Committee. A large NACA delegation assisted in this presentation. Deputy Trade Minister Istvan Torok, leading a high level Hungarian Delegation, evidenced a sincere desire'to resolve the problem in a fair and reasonable
manner. He indicated that Hungary has broad trade interests which are served by
maintaining a reputation as a responsible trading nation and that narrow trade
problems should be resolved so as not to color that reputation. His views on the
importance of protecting Hungary 's image were reiterated by the Minister of Foreign Trade personally when Ambassador Kaiser and Mr. Jenkins called on him
during this visit.
The meeting of the Joint Committee resulted in the initially
of an Agreed
Minute which should lead to a cessation of the trade practices wlich NA CA has
obited to. The most relevant portions of the Agreed Minute are as follows:
goth sides confirmed their commitment to Article V of the Trade Agreement and
to the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, as revised at
Stockholm on July 14, 1967. They reaffirmed their desire and objective to cooperate
in promoting the effective protection of and respect for intellectual property
throughout the world for their mutual benefit.
Each side agrees that, in keeping with the spirit of the harmonious and cordial
relations signified by the Trade Agreement, the companies of both sides are obliged
to respect in their activities the relevant laws and regulations on industrial property rights, held by the nationals or residents of the other side (including in third
countries) and not assist others to infringe those rights. The parties encourage the
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companies involved to resolve any disputes involving these issues through negotiations and other normal internationally recognized procedures including arbitration
in the spirit of this Minute.
Each side reaffirmed its commitment to provide nationals of the other country all
the rights as regards the protection of industrial property that it provides its own
nationals.
VII. FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPERTY RIGHTS PROVISIONS OF THE TRADE
AGREEMENT AND THE AGREED MINUTE OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE
While NACA was encouraged by the agreements between the U.S. and Hungarian
governments, the Hungarian agricultural chemical industry and its export trading
arm have demonstrated a reluctance to conform to them and cease their unfair
trade practices. Following the government-to-government agreements, NACA member companies conducted discussions with Hungarian industry representatives.
Early indications were that there was no real change in attitude, however later
negotiations appeared to be making progress. After a number of frustrating meetings some NACA companies have come to the conclusion that the Hungarian
producers are not negotiating in good faith. Important points that appeared to be
settled have been reraised at the 11th hour. For example, in one case a very
comprehensive agreement was made contingent at the last minute on a "side letter'
stating that infringing Hungarian export sales shall be permitted-one of two
fundamental illicit practices initially complained of. Some of our member companies
believe the Hungarian producers are merely trying to give the impression they are
working on agreements which will commit them to end their unfair trade practices
so that the Congress and our government will not take any action and will continue
to extend trade benefits to Hungary.
VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
For the reasons stated above and because of the Subcommittee's oversight responsibilities over the operation of the Trade Agreement with Hungary, NACA recommends, that the Subcommittee in its Report on this legislation:
Note the existence of a serious problem concerning industrial property rights
regarding agricultural chemicals;
Note the development of a new government-to-government relationship which
will monitor any progress in resolving the problem;
Declare its continuing interest in seeing this impediment to trade resolved in
a fair and reasonable manner;
Note the lack of intermediate remedies available to American companies in
dealing with non-market economies, especially in third countries;
State its desire to receive further information on resolution of the problem so
that it can undertake any further action which appears to be necessary; and
To facilitate this, that it request the Commerce Department and Trade xecutive report to it on the progress or lack thereof in this area by November 15,
1979.
STATEMENT BY

N. L.

REDING, VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGING DIRECTOR,

MONSANTO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS CO., ST. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am Nicholas L. Reding, a Group
Vice President of Monsanto Company and Managing Director of Monsanto Agricultural Products Company. I am here today to report on a serious example of patent
piracy and international trade extortion. I believe this situation demands that the
Committee, the Congress, and the Government understand what may be in store for
U.S. industries and our innovative capacity in the years ahead. What we are
witnessing on the part of the Hungarian chemical enterprises is an illicit effort to
obtain a snare of our international markets in agricultural chemicals.
These enterprises and their trade organization, Chemolimpex, have combined in
Hungary to market products in disregard of international patent practices. They are
trying to do this by manipulating their patent system to deny us patent protection
in Hungary while extending it to their own enterprises. They are counterfeiting
Monsanto's most important recent innovation in agricultural chemicals, and they
are demanding that we hand them the Hungarian market as well as a share of our
international business. Simply stated, they are attempting to steal the fruits of U.S.
innovation and they are threatening to continue this practice unless we accede to
their demands. Either way they profit unfairly and we lose.
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Mr. Chairman, I would like to go back for just a moment to explain how this
situation evolved and why we are asking this Committee to take a strong position
on the benefits that Most Favored Nation status confers upon the People's Republic
of Hungary. Monsanto is a highly innovative and technologically based corporation
headquartered in St. Louis, Missouri with markets and plants located throughout
the world. The Monsanto Agricultural Products Company has been a world-wide
leader in the discovery, development, and marketing of agricultural chemicals
which have contributed to the increase in agricultural productivity around the
globe. It can take up to ten years of research and more than twenty million dollars
to develop a new agricultural chemical before the first sale. The Monsanto product I
am talking about today, Roundup herbicide, in fact represents the culmination of
more than twenty years of research and it alone was subjected to some two million
tests to determine its effectiveness, its safety, and its harmony with the environment.
In the early stages of the development of our international markets for this
unique and environmentally safe product, we discovered that certain chemical
companies in Hungary had copied the product and were attempting to obtain for
themselves a share of the market in violation of Monsanto patent rights. However,
this problem goes beyond discriminatory treatment of patent applications and infringement of existing patents. It threatens all future technology of our industry,
and perhaps others. That technology is the life blood of our industry and of increased agricultural productivity. In fact, our world-wide patent coverage with
Roundup is the most extensive of any Monsanto product. And today under existing
country patent laws only in Hungary do we feel we are being treated unfairly.
Last year this Committee influenced the Hungarian government to focus on this
problem as a potential major stumbling block to U.S.-Hungarian trade relations.
Thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, and thanks to the direct and forceful involvement
of Mr. Frank Weil and Mr. Kempton .Jenkins of the Commerce Department and
Ambassador Phillip Kaiser, the government-to-government meeting on this problem
held in Budapest in June, which I attended, seemed to be a success. The joint
minutes of that meeting clearly established a basis for eliminating present problems
and future threats to my industry. I want to commend the involvement of our
government on this issue. In fact, I want to emphasize this as an excellent example
of government and industry working together to protect our country's interests and
make it clear that our government's involvement was absolutely the key to creating
a favorable atmosphere for ultimate solutions. In fact, Mr. Chairman, your proposal
for the establishment of a foreign trade department could be very important in
assuring such ongoing cooperation.
At the urging of our government, Monsanto has made every effort to negotiate
amicably with the involved Hungarian parties. We had indeed reached agreement
with the Hungarians which would allow them to manufacture their internal needs
for this product, something not required by the spirit of the agreed minute but
recognizing the existence of Hungarian facilities. This agreement seemed secure as
late as last Friday in Budapest. However, at the last minute, the Hungarian parties
came back to the bargaining table and demanded that Monsanto, as an additional
condition for signing that agreement, allow them access to our international markets for Roundup, thus trying to accomplish once again what they had been attempting to gain all along, and a condition that we had clearly ruled out in all
earlier negotiations. Unfortunately, this is the same kind of illicit trade practice
which Hungary has used successfully with other companies and with other products.
If we agree to buying our way out of this problem, we feel it would establish a
dangerous precedent, since this goes far beyond our lost sales of Roundup. In fact, it
could easily happen again-with future inventions. We can only assume that this
was a last minute effort in advance of this hearing or that negotiations had not
been conducted in good faith. In any case, we must now be skeptical of resolving our
problem and must question the viability of Hungary as a trading partner.
It is obvious that allowing the Hungarians to succeed in their course of action will
have a chilling effect on innovation generally. If Hungary can flout accepted practices of international trade and simultaneously enjoy the benefits of MFN, what is
to stop them-or any other country-from doing this repeatedly in the years ahead?
The end result for the United States will be the loss of American exports and jobs,
and worse, a decline in innovation itself. We cannot allow this to happen; our
agricultural technology is undoubtedly essential asset of our industry and our
country-and it must be protected. We are clearly back to the need for an ongoing
government-to-government effort.
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In closing, I think I represent industry when I endorse the proposal Jack Early
made to you. You will have our full co',peration in helping you to monitor the
performance of Hungary under the Trade Agreement in the area of property rights.
Thank you.
TESTIMONY BY ROBERT McLLAN, VICE PRESIDENT, FMC CORP.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I am Robert McLellan, Vice
President International and Government affairs of FMC Corporation. I am also a
former U.S. Assistant Secretary of Commerce. FMC is a Fortune 100 company with
annual revenues of approximately $3 billion. Twenty-nine percent of these revenues
are derived from our international activities, approximately two-thirds of that generally are comprised of exports. One of our most promising products for export is a
.arbofuran generic term insecticide and nematicide, which FMC sells under the
trademark 'Furadan", which has a broad spectrum of application to vegetable and
grain crops. Furadan was discovered by FMC at its research laboratories in 1963.
After a period of elaborate scientific and biological development in the United
States it was registered with the Federal Government for use on a number of
economically important crops. Over the years the market for carbofuran has grown
steadily so that it is a major agricultural insecticide for which FMC has developed
markets in many countries at substantial investment of both money and human
resources.
In 1977 FMC became aware of the fact that the Hungarian trading company
Chemolimpex was engaged in sales of, or attempting to sell, carbofuran in a number
of countries where FlVIC holds patents. Among these were Brazil, Spain, Taiwan and
India. Recognizing that this represented an illegal challenge which had to be met,
Representatives of our company held negotiations with the Hungarians in late 1978

and in February and June of

i97 9 in Budapest and

in Chicago on July 2. In these

discussions FMC called the attention of the Hungarian companies not only to their
infringing exports but also to certain instances of counterfeiting of FMC product. I
would like to show the Committee and submit as part of the record a photograph of
Hungarian origin carbofuran purchased in Spain in a container stenciled "Furadan', but with the Hungarian trademark "Chinufur 5G" also attached on the side.
This is a blatant attempt to trade on the FMC trademark as well as our patented
technology. Other efforts have been made to pass off the Hungarian product as
FMC's product. In India FMC obtained copies of an import license filed with the
Indian government. This license contained a false declaration of origin, stating that
the product was made in the United States, when it was not. I would also like to
submit copies of this certificate of origin to the Committee for its records.
We have reached the conclusion that the Government of Hungary and its chemical companies have determined that a way to develop the Hungarian chemical
industry rapidly so as to maximize exports into hard currency countries is to study
the patents of western chemical companies, in particular U.S. companies, and copy
these products. Attempts by the western inventors of these products to register
patents in Hungary are opposed, giving the Hungarians a smtuary at home in
which to manufacture the infringing products. These products are then shipped into
countries where the western producer is then put to the time-consuming burden of
attempting to secure patent enforcement in the local courts.
Because of this pattern of conduct and because private discussions had led nowhere, FMC joined in the formation of the NACA Subcommittee to which Dr. Early
referred a few moments ago. The Subcommittee requested the assistance of the
State and Commerce Departments in seeking a solution through Government channels to this unfair business practice. We called the attention of those Departments
to the paragraph in the Report released by this Committee at the time the Committee considered the Hungarian Trade agreement last year which took note of the
fact that:
".... Hungarian firms are selling agricultural chemicals protected by American
owned patents in third countries, countries where the American chemical companies have patent protection, in a manner such that the American firms find it
practically impossible to protect their industrial property rights. The committee
expects that such practices will no longer take place under this new, mutual
undertaking by the Government of Hungary and that of the United States."
It was NACA's position that these practices not only were continuing but in fact
were growing steadily worse and that accordingly there was a substantial question
under the Trade Agreement as to whether most-favored-nation treatment for Hungary should be continued. The State and Commerce Departments agreed to create
an Ad Hoc Working Group on Trade Facilitation of the U.S.-Hungarian Joint
Economic and Commercial Committee to address the problem. This working group
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convened in Budapest on June 11 of this year with the participation of industry
representatives including myself. Assistant Secretary of Commerce Frank Weil and
Deputy Assistant Secretary Kempton Jenkins, as well as Ambassador Philip Kaiser,
were extremely helpful in working out a favorable general formulation contained in
an Agreed Minute. Despite the language contained in paragraph 4 of the Agreed
Minute, discussions held by FMC representatives with representatives of the Hungarian companies in Budapest and Chicago have not gone well. The Hungarians
indicated that they might cease their infringing exports if FMC purchased a large
portion of the Hungarian capacity to produce the product, namely a minimum of
200 tons of technical product per year. We have and will continue to resist these
efforts to build a capability to produce western proprietary products and then coerce
western firms into buying the capacity created in this manner.
Accordingly, I must report to this Committee today that, as far as FMC's product
iwconcerned, the Hungarians are continuing their deliberate and well-orchestrated
effort to produce our product and sell it into foreign markets where we hold patents,
A serious issue of principle is at stake here. Your Committee has just concluded
consideration of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations which will hopefully create a
more equitable basis on which world trade will expand in the years to come. As we
enter this new era, the United States must make it clear that we expect non-market
economy countries to play by these same new rules and to observe fair business
practices. The Hungarian chemical industry should not be allowed to continue to
profit for another year from the unfair and illegal practices my colleagues and I
have described. The United States should make it clear now that the resulting
continued loss of jobs and damage to our trade position will not be tolerated and
that a country which engages in these practices will not receive most-favored-nation
treatment for its products entering the United States. The paragraph in the Committee Report I referred to earlier concluded with the following sentence:
. The committee will carefully monitor this problem during the life of the
agreement and will again review it at the time for renewal and recommend further
action, if necessary."
I have reluctantly concluded in the light of my Company's experience that appropriate action at thii time would be suspension of most-favored-nation treatment for
Hungary until this important trade question is resolved.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Rosenthal and his group.
You may proceed, Mr. Rosenthal.
STATEMENT OF MIL TON F. ROSENTHAL, CHAIRMAN, ENGELHARD MINERALS & CHEMICALS CORP., AND CHAIRMAN OF
THE U.S. SECTION OF THE ROMANIAN-UNITED STATES ECONOMIC COUNCIL
Mr. ROSENTHAL. Mr. Chairman, as I think the committee is
aware, I am the Chairman of the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council
and the chairman of Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals Corp. I am
appearing here on the extension of MFN for Romania.
I have prepared a written statement, but it is filed with the
committee and there is no need for me to repeat its content. I
think I can be rather brief in my oral comments. This week there
was a series of meetings in Washington representing the sixth
plenum of the Romanian-United States Economic Council. It was
attended by approximately 60-odd American businessmen and approximately 40 Romanian business people.
I would like to report to you that the proceedings took place in
an atmosphere which was completely cooperative. We also had
uite a number of Government representatives who were present.
n behalf of the American business community that is interested
in doing business with Romania, I think I can assure the committee that the Romanian market is available for American business
interests to penetrate and to market their services and products in.
As far as the pressing problem of emigration that has been
raised, I would say that I have personally been in contact with
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leading Romanian authorities on this subject in recent days, as
well as with American Jewish leaders, to discuss these matters. I
have received assurances on both sides that these matters have
been amicably resolved between the two groups to their mutual
satisfaction, and that from now on the methodology that they will
follow should be in order.
Therefore, I feel comfortable with recommending strongly to this
committee that MFN again be extended to the Romanians.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rosenthal follows:]
STATEMENT OF THE U.S. SECTION OF THE ROMANIAN-UNITED STATES ECONOMIC

COUNCIL By MILTON

F.

ROSENTHAL

I am Milton F. Rosenthal, chairman of Engeihard Minerals and Chemicals Corporation, and chairman of the U.S. Section of the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council.
With me today is Donald J. Hasfurther, executive secretary of the Council. It is a
privilege to appear before this subcommittee to support the President's request for
an extension of the waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.
I am testifying today on behalf of the American membership of the RomanianU.S. Economic Council, a list of which I am submitting with this statement. They
are senior executives of firms and trade associations representing a broad cross
section of American industry committed to improving commercial relatiors with
Romania.
Nearly four years have passed since the Congress first approved the Section 402
waiver or Romania. During this period, U.S.-Romanian trade has recorded substantial yearly increases. Two-way trade for 1978 amounted to a record $664 million, a
figure more than double the amount of four years ago. Four-month figures for this
year suggest that 1979 shall witness a continuing expansion of bilateral trade. These
figures also suggest that the United States shall again have a surplus balance of
trade with Romania in 1979.
American business has realized substantive benefits from Romania in the period
since the Congress first approved the Section 402 waiver. American firms are
currently guaranteed treatment on no less favorable terms than are accorded to
firms of other foreign countries in establishing offices, including the obtaining of
office and housing accommodations and the hiring of personnel. American firms
have been granted increasing latitude in establishing contact with producers and
end-users. In addition, Romania has been increasingly forthcoming in providing the
information required to enable American firms to make informed and responsible
business decisions.
Moreover, Romania has conscientiously complied with the letter and the spirit of
U.S. fair trade measures. In cases where it has appeared that Romanian exports
might be contributing to market disruption in the United States, the Romanians
have promptly consulted with our Government, as required by the present trade
agreement. The Romanians, to their credit, have voluntarily limited exports of a
number of potentially disruptive commodities, most notably work shoes and sheet
glass.
This spirit of cooperation has also been evident during our Council activities. A
year ago at the Council's fifth plenary session in Romania, President Ceausescu
personally met with the members of the U.S. Section to review our bilateral economic relations. During this meeting the President listened very intently to our
concerns, and, in turn, outlined those problems facing Romanian businessmen operating in the U.S. market.
Earlier this week, the Romanian-U.S. Economic Council held its sixth plenum
here in Washington. The session was a constructive one in terms of addressing the
issues which affect business representatives of our two countries. The U.S. Section
also used the occasion of the Council's plenary session to impress on the Romanian
delegates the depth of concern of the U.S. Congress in regard to the waiver renewal
extension.

We are aware that there has been a great deal of inquiry expressed this year over
the declining trend in Romanian emigration, particularly with regard to Jewish
emigration to Israel. I have personally been in contact with Romanian authorities,
as well as with American Jewish leaders, to discuss these concerns. I am of the
understanding that the reservations of the Jewish community have been satisfied,
and that the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations has
endorsed the extension of most-favored-nation tariff treatment to Romania for an.
other year.
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In light of this endorsement and the benefits that continue to accrue to the
American business community and the American people from the extension of mostfavored-nation tariff treatment to Romania, the U.S. Section of the Romanian-U.S.
Economic Council urges this subcommittee to approve the President's waiver request.
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today. I will be happy to
answer any questions you may wish to address to me.

Senator RIBICOFF. Is there anything, gentlemen, you want to
add? I understand the situation. You have been before me a number of times.
Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. Chairman, if you are prepared to shift from
the Romanian Council to the Hungarian Council, I am prepared to
speak to that.
Senator RIBICOFF. Yes; go ahead.
STATEMENT OF ARTHUR T. DOWNEY, PARTNER, SUTHERLAND,
ASBILL & BRENNAN, ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD HAS.
FURTHER, DIRECTOR FOR EAST-WEST TRADE, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. DOWNEY. I am Arthur Downey and I am here today on
behalf of the Hungarian-United States Economic Council, the counterpart organization to the one Mr. Rosenthal is representing. You
have a prepared statement for the record. I will be very brief also.
Senator RIBICOFF. Your statements will go into the record in
their entirety.
Mr. DOWNEY. Your inquiry expresses a concern about the human
rights situation in Hungary as well as the operation under the
trade agreement. It is our view that the American business community operating with respect to Hungary feels very comfortable
about the human rights situation there.
We feel comfortable in assuring you that there seems to be no
serious problems there. With respect to the business climate and
the operation of trade under the trade agreement, I think it is our
conclusion on the basis of a broad spectrum of American companies
interested in this trade that the relationship is excellent.
The problem that you have been very much, and correctly, concerned about concerning one sector is a serious problem. There are
a variety of ways in which this can be dealt with. You have
identified section 301 as one opportunity, an appropriate one. Hungary is a member of GATT.
Also, the Hungarian-United States Economic Council has a
conciliation procedure available which has not been resorted to. We
would hope this would be solved. We share your concern but we do
not believe the trade agreement and MFN should be held in jeopardy as a result of this issue.
We feel the trade agreement provides the basis on which American enterprise can involve itself in the Hungarian economy, which
is in our strong national interest as that economy continues to
move much closer to Adam Smith than to Karl Marx.
Senator RIBICOFF. I think the problem presented by the American chemical industry is a serious one, andI would strongly recommend that you talk to your Hungarian friends and point out that
they are in serious jeopardy of losing MFN by the continuing
infringement of patent rights and failing to live up to the normal
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understanding of the trade relationship between one nation and
the other.
Mr. DOWNEY. I might note at this time last year when you were
first considering this agreement, there was another problem you
addressed with equal seriousness. It involved potential dumping in
this country of Hungarian lightbulbs. The matter is gone now. You
don't hear about it because it was dealt with in the quasi-judicial
process through the Treasury Department, the ITC, and so on. It
has been resolved. It has been handled and adjudicated.
If this chemical issue is not resolved through diplomatic and
other channels, there are opportunities to have it similarly adjudicated. But I think the Hungarian-United States Economic Council
is very much aware of the seriousness both on the part of our own
membership and your own concern. This has been communicated
to the Hungarians.

Senator RIBICOFF. Gentlemen, thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Downey follows:]
STATEMENT OF THE U.S. SECTION OF THE HUNGARIAN-UNITED STATES ECONOMIC
COUNCIL BY ARTHUR T. DOWNEY

Mr. Chairman, I am Arthur T. Downey, partner in the Washington law firm of
Sutherland, Asbill and Brennan, and a member of the U.S. Section of the Hungarian-U.S. Economic Council, on whose behalf I am testifying today. With me is
Donald Hasfurther, executive secretary of the Council. It is an honor to appear
before this subcommittee in support of the President's recommendation to extend
the waiver authority under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974.
The Hungarian-U.S. Economic Council was established in March, 1975, by an
agreementt signed by the chambers of commerce of the United States and Hungary.
The American membership of this bilateral council is comprised of executives of
business firms actively involved in trade with Hungary. While encompassing diverse
individual interests, the U.S. Section is united in the goal of improving commercial
relations between the United States and Hungary. To this end, we have consistently
supported the normalization of trade relations with Hungary, including the mutual
extension of most-favored-nation tariff treatment.
In the year since the finalization of the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement we
have witnessed a positive growth in our commercial relations with the Hungarians.
Trade has increased in a modest yet stable fashion. More importantly, the climate
in which business is conducted between our two countries has improved substantially.
Within our Council activities we have observed an increased interest on the part
of the Hungarian and American business communities in expanding trade with one
another. At the joint plenum of the Economic Council held in Chicago last October,
we were host to the largest Hungarian commercial delegation to ever visit the
United States. Our discussions at that session were candid and constructive, and
further substantiated the Hungarians' desire to strengthen their commercial ties
with the United States.
Since the conclusion of the trade agreement, the Dow Chemical Company and
National City Bank of Minneapolis have received accreditation to open representation offices in Budapest. We expect that other American companies will also be
opening offices in Budapest in the future. Hungary's visibility among the U.S.
business community will also increase with the establishment of a Hungarian
commercial office in Chicago.
Another positive development in U.S.-Hungarian commercial relations was the
recent establishment of the Joint U.S.-Hungarian Economic and Commercial Committee. This intergovernmental committee, together with our own Economic Council, will provide important forums for the expansion of trade and the resolution of
commercial problems between our two countries.
In this regard, we are greatly encouraged by reports of substantial progress made
by the Economic and Commercial Committee toward the resolution of a patent
dispute between American and Hungarian agricultural chemical producers. We
believe this development is illustrative of the sincere desire on the part of our two
governments to resolve all problems affecting our trade relations.
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We are also encouraged by the recent Senate approval of an agreement for the
avoidance of double taxation between the United States and Hungary. This tax
convention should serve as a further stimulus for expanded commercial cooperation
between companies in the United States and Hungary.
Recently Hungary became the first industrialized country to sign within the
framework of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations an agreement with the United
States further reducing Hungarian tariff rates on American imports. Another encouraging development has been Hungary's agreement to drop the quotas on imports of consumer goods from the United States.
Through these and other initiatives, the United States and Hungary have succeeded in establishing a firm foundation for the continued expansion of our bilateral
commercial relations. It is now up to American business to take advantage of this
foundation by exploiting the numerous trade opportunities in the Hungarian market.
The United States currently ranks only ninth among Hungary's Western trade
partners. The Hungarians have stated on numerous occasions that they would like
to see a greater percentage of their trade fall to the United States. Such a development, however, will require a lot of hard work and aggressive marketing on the
part of American firms. Moreover, it is dependent on the continuation of a normalized trading relationship with Hungary.
Unlike many of the other Eastern European countries, Hungary has an effective
tariff system. The Hungarian tariff is far more than a bookkeeping mechanism;
Hungarian firms must absorb the duty on imports from abroad. Without mostfavored-nation tariff treatment, U.S. companies would be at a distinct disadvantage
in marketing their goods in Hungary. As such, denial of MFN to Hungary would
constitute a negative step in a period when our country is making a concerted effort
to expand its exports abroad.
I will be happy to answer any questions you may wish to address to me.
Thank you.

The committee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at 2 p.m. the same day.]
AFrER RECESS

[The committee reconvened at 2 p.m., Hon. Daniel Moynihan
presiding.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. A pleasant good afternoon to our guests.
We will resume now the testimony on extending for one more
year the President's authority to waive the Freedom of Emigration
requirements under the Trade Act. This extension would continue
most-favored-nation treatment for Romania and Hungary until
July 2, 1980.
We have a long list of witnesses and, as you know, we only made
our way halfway through our panels this morning.
The first of these is Mr. L.Aszl6 Hfimos, who is chairman of the
Committee for Human Rights in Romania.
Mr. H~mos, we welcome you to this committee. Am I correct in
thinking this is your first appearance?
Mr. HAMos. This is my fourth appearance.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am not correct, but we nonetheless welcome you for that purpose, and your colleague, if you would have
the kindness to introduce him.
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STATEMENT OF LASZLO HAMOS, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIA, ACCOMPANIED BY BULCSU
VERESS, POLITICAL COORDINATORt OF THE COMMITTEE FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIA
Mr. HAMos. We have a prepared statement which we would like
to submit for the record, and I would only summarize a few of
those points.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. But first, Mr. HAmos, would you be
good enough to introduce your associate?
Mr. HAMos. Yes. I am accompanied by Dr. Bulcsf Veress, who
will assist in any questions you may have.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Doctor, good afternoon to you.
Mr. HAMOS. Mr. Chairman, Senator Moynihan, I am testifying on
behalf of the Committee for Human Rights in Romania, which is a
nationwide organization of Hungarian Americans headquartered in
New York City-and it is therefore gratifying to testify under your
chairmanship.
Mr. Chairman, this is the fourth time in so many years that we
are appearing before this subcommittee in defense of the human
rights of Romania's national minorities. On each of those past four
occasions, we have submitted a detailed, well-documented, factual
body of evidence on the oppression of the 2.5 million Hungarians in
Romania.
If one examines, however, the actual impact of our efforts before
this subcommittee, it becomes clear that instead of the slightest
improvement, the plight of those minorities has steadily deteriorated. I would point out only some of the areas where this is the case.
The destruction of the Hungarian school system in Romania
continues unabated. After the forced merging of one of Europe's
oldest universities, the Bolyai University of Cluj-Kolozsvbr-into
a Romanian counterpart, Hungarian instruction has been cut back
to about 5 percent of its original level. The latest measure introduced only this year prohibits students from majoring in a subject
related to Hungarian studies unless they can also pass an entrance
examination in Romanian studies.
There is no improvement in other areas as well. Romanian, for
example, is the only language allowed to be used in any official
communication. Bilingual signs are absent even in the majority of
purely Hungarian areas. Archives and relics confiscated a number
of years ago from Hungarian churches continue to languish and rot
in warehouses inaccessible to scholars.
The government's monopoly over the labor and housing markets
is used to break up ethnic Hungarian communities. Minority
churches and clergymen are constantly harassed, especially if, as
happens in many villages where the Hungarian school has been
closed, they dare to educate children to read and write their own
native language.
Contacts with relatives from abroad are interfered with on a
wide scale. Books and periodicals from Hungary are confiscated at
border crossings even if their only content is Hungarian nursery
rhymes. The courageous dissident in Romania of Hungarian origin,
Kdroly Kir~ly, who sacrificed his high position in the party and
spoke out against the oppression of his fellow nationals, is being
held under constant police surveillance. There are signs that his
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health is deteriorating due to the campaign of intimidation against
him over the past 2 years.
All these and other measures violate not only the simplest standards of human decency but the Helsinki Final Act and numerous
other national agreements signed and ratified by Romania.
Mr. Chairman, we must conclude that the voice of reason, tact,
and sensitivity which have been employed in discussions with Romanian officials is a voice they simply do not understand. This may
be because these Romanian officials have grown and thrived in an
environment where deception and dishonesty ard the prized qualities, and straightforward sincerity leads only to self-destruction.
Every year the Romanian Government tries to rescue its MFN
status by issuing empty promises it never intends to fulfill. It is
unfortunate that this year one of the most respected social organizations in the United States has fallen prey to the same tactic. As
a result, that organization suddenly reversed its position on MFN
in total disregard of those groups which have labored hard and
long on this issue and helped create the pressure which led the
Romanian Government to offer the deal in the first place.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Himos, which is the organization?
Mr. HAMos. There was testimony earlier about this question
citing B'nai B'rith and the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. HAMos. In sum, Mr. Chairman, it is our considered opinion
that after 4 years of trampling on human rights, the Romanian
Government has earned a resolution of disapproval. Adoption of
such a resolution is the only action which may force the Romanian
Government to begin dealing with the United States in a straightforward and reasonable manner.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I thank you, sir. Now, the Hungarian population is about 10 percent, is it?
Mr. HAMos. It comprises approximately 10 percent. The Romanian Government maintains it is less than that, and one of the
problems is it uses various methods to falsify census statistics. It
claims that there are only 1.7 million Hungarians, whereas the
true figure is closer to 2.5 million.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That was my understanding. What is the
history here? To what extent is the oppression of the Hungarians,
which clearly is a very standard sort of Stalinist insistence upon a
language, the one language-closing the universities to limit the
access to universities, changing the nature of universities, trying to
displace an intellectual class-to what extent does this carry over
from the prewar regime?
Mr. VERESS. The prewa:k regime certainly oppressed the minorities, too, including the Hungarian minority. I even concede that
when the area belonged to Hungary prior to World War I, there
was pressure on Romanians to assimilate. We would betray our
own convictions if we denied this. But I have to point out that
those governments never had the means.
Senator MOYNIHAN. They were not totalitarian governments.
Mr. VERESS. That is right. And for instance, they did not have a
monopoly on education. So the Romanian churches, or before that
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period the Hungarian churches, could maintain their own schools.
N one interfered with that. Of course, the subject and the language of the education was Hungarian.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, that is a difference. Those regimes were
monarchical in Romania. They were 19th century and they were
not very efficient. Their spiritual attainments might not have been
any higher than their successes. But their actual capacity to oppress was also more circumscribed than the modern totalitarian
state. It is the difference between Batista's Cuba and Castro's Cuba.
Mr. HAMOS. That is a very good example.
Senator MOYNIHAN. In Batista's Cuba, you could go to jail for a
lot of things but not for writing poetry. It escaped the notice of the
regime; and the nature of chamber music really didn't very much
bother them. But what you have in Romania is a minority under
totalitarianism, and I think that is a very important point for our
understanding of this phenomenon. It is a qualitative change.
What does the Government of Hungar do?
Mr. HAMOS. It cannot do very much.As you are probably aware,
Hungarian foreign policy is made in Moscow, and the Soviet Union
has minority problems of its own. Therefore, it does not look kindly
on such issues being raised among its satellite countries. So the
Hungarian Government's hands are tied in this whole matter.
Moreover, books and periodicals which could be imported into
Romania from Hungary are curtailed by the Romanian Government.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So the Hungarian Government is passive on
political and ideological grounds?
Mr. HAMos. The Hungarian Government. Yes, it is passive, and
the Romanian Government blocks any effort that the Hur garian
Government may attempt to assist in the situation.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, this is a fundamental problem for
Marxism, as you gentlemen know, the assumption that the nationality question was an epiphenomenon of late capitalist decline, a
subject which Rosa Luxembourg touched on. Yet, these Communist
and totalitarian nations continue to find that the most destabilizing phenomenon we have is ethnic, and they cannot explain it.
The Marxist doctrine does not allow it, so in many ways they
become more rigid. They become hysterical, almost, as people
whose very central precious belief is being challenged. I don't know
and I certainly don't want to speak in any way unfriendly about
Mr. Kirily, but I should think as a student he probably thought it
was a pretty outmoded concept when he was a young Marxist.
I don t know. I mean I wouldn't be surprised.
Mr. VEREss. He certainly played according to the rules. He was,
of course, a member of the party leadership, and for a very long
time he believed in those ideas. But when it constantly conflicted
with his everyday experiences, then his national feelings proved to
be stronger. But in the first period, he obeyed the rules of the
Communist Party. He wrote letters to the top party officials, most
importantly to the man who is now the Prime Minister, Mr. Verdet.
He, as one brother-in-law of Mr. Ceausescu replaced another
brother-in-law of his in leading the government. That was just last
May. When Mr. Kirfly wrote to him, he referred not to Western
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ideas, not to Western standards, not to those bourgeois documents
like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which, of course,
reflects bourgeois conceptions, but to the Leninist principles.
Only after he got disappointed because he didn't get any answer
or what he got in answer was an interrogation by the party disciplinary committee did he consent to the sending out of his letters
to the West. So that was the first time that he, so to speak, broke
the rules.
Senator MoYNuiAN. Fascinating. Let me say that you have in the
Senator from New York someone who is deeply interested in that.
The Helsinki Accords were signed, and if we are not going to insist
upon them, what have we to look for in the SALT process or in any
other contractual endeavor with these governments. When these
governments commit themselves, they must understand that the
United States will take the commitment as a bourgeois commitment. That, at least, is the view of the Senator from New York.
I thank you for the clarity of your testimony and your answers.
Mr. HAmos. We thank you, Senator Moynihan, for your interest
in the issue. We know that you have professional and academic
expertise on ethnicity and questions related to national minorities.
It is particularly a pleasure to hear that you are taking an interest
in this situation.
Senator MoyNnui.
You can count on it. And I will look forward
to seeing you between hearings.
Mr. H-AMos. Thank you very much.
Mr. Vmwss. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator MoYNmAmR. Doctor, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. H mos follows:]
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STATEMEmT BY THx Comsrrm FOR HUMAN RIoHTS IN Roi Ni SupPuinwuiro m
ORAL TEInMONY OF LASZL HAmoS, ON BwHAL OF T COMMITTEE FOR HuMAN

RIoHs m RROMANI

FOREWORD
The state of Rumania contains an immense minority
population consisting of 2.5 million Hungarians, 400,000
Germans and sizeable numbers of Ukrainians, Jews, Serbs,
Greeks, Turks and others. The Hungarians alone comprise
the largest national minority in Europe. Most of these
peoples live in Transylvania which is one of Europe's most
significant multi-ethnic regions. Were enlightened 20th
Century standards applied, Transylvania could be a model for
the coexistence of diverse nationalities in an atmosphere of
mutual tolerance and understanding. However, under the rule
of Rumania's current dictator Nicolas Ceausescu, nothing could
be further from the truth.
For the past two decades this enormous minority population
has been the object of a carefully planned, systematic and
aggressive campaign of forceful assimilation -- a campaign
which amounts to cultural genocide. This outrage must be borne
in addition to the usual intolerance and terror which affects
the life of every citizen of a Communist state, regardless of
ethnic origin.
Alarmed at the arrogant brutality of this campaign, young
Hungarian-Americans gathered in February 1976 to form the

Committee for Human Rights in Rumania, an organization which

soon won support by all major associations of the approximately
one million Hungarians in America. The Committee's objective
is to alert the public opinion and political leadership of the
United States to the gross discrimination and human rights
violations against national minorities in Rumania.
This is the fourth occasion on which the Committee for Human
Rights in Rumania is submitting testimony to this Subcommittee
on the continuation of Rumania's most-favored-nation status.
Thus far, the Subcommittee has greeted our pleas on behalf of
Rumania's minorities with almost complete indifference. We are
encouraged, however, by the fact that since last year the world
press and public opinion have awakened to the severe plight of
these minorities. Month ater month, dozens of articles and
news reports have appeared in the most respected newspapers,
providing ample evidence of the existence and gravity of this
problem.,
Grandiloquent or perfunctory lip service to the issue of
human rights, or even resolutions and pieces of legislation
prove ineffective if not put into practice -- when concrete

opportunities arise -- by holding the transgressors accountable
for their actions.

If the reference in Section 402 to Othe

continued dedication of the United States to fundamental human
rights' has any meaning at all, this Subcommittee should stop

giving encouragement to the Rumanian regime and ignoring the
issue here presented.
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STATEMENT
The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania respectfully
requests that the United States Senate,
using the authority granted by section 402(d)(5) of the Trade
Act of 1974, adopt a resolution disapproving the extension of
the President's authority to waive the application of section
402(a) and (b) with respect to Rumania.
Our request is based on two grounds:
1. The President's message of June 1, 1979 recommending
extension of the above waiver authority is seriously
deficient in fulfilling the requirements of section
402(d) (5) of the Trade Act.
2. The Rumanian Government continuously and flagrantly
violates norms of international law in its treatment of
national minorities, which violations, according to the
proper interpretation of section 402 of the Trade Act,
mandate at least a temporary suspension of the Trade
benefits accorded to Rumania.

THE RELEVANCE OF THE MINORITY QUESTION TO THE JACKSON-VANIK
AMENDMENT
The chief obstacle facing us at the hearings conducted by
this Subcommittee during the past three years has been an effort
to restrict the human rights concerns of the Trade Act to as
narrow a field as possible. Some Members of Congress have
argued that the only right which the Jackson-Vanik Amendment
intends to promote is freedom of emigration. There are some
who have remained oblivious even to this right.
But the fact the the Amendment was intended to cover far
more than simply one particular human right is obvious from its
text. Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 clearly states its
objectives in the first half-sentence: "To assure the continued
dedication of the United States to fundamental human rights..."
The section then defines the means for achieving these objectives
as follows: nonmarket-economy countries are required to allow
free emigration as a condition for the extension of trade benefits.
The distinction between the means (requirement of free emigration)
and the ends (fundamental huma-nrights) is unmistakable.
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This interpretation of the purpose of the Amendment is
supported by grammatical evidence as well. The authentic
language of the Trade Act uses the plural "objectives of this
section" wherever such reference is made. Of the phrases
"fundamental human rights" and "freedom of emigration", only
the former is plural. The expression "objectives of this
section" clearly refers back to the plural antecedent in the
section, which is "fundamental human rights".
Even if it rejects this interpretation, the Subcommittee
cannot validly defend its refusal to examine a broader range
of human rights with the claim that it is merely following the
letter of the law, which strictly limits its mandate. If that
claim were true, the only business of these Hearings would be
to determine whether the continuation of the waiver will
substantially promote the objectives of section 402. Nevertheless,
and perhaps with good reason, the Subcommittee interprets its
mandate far more broadly, as any observer of these Hearings will
attest. It receives testimony on political, economic and financial
questions which fall completely outside the scope of section 402.
The Administration, business, trade union and private witnesses
who testify about such questions are given serious consideration,
and cross-examined in areas wholly irrelevant to section 402. The
Subcommittee, therefore, would be acting entirely within its
rights in examining a broader range of human rights, beyond the
right to emigrate -- especially since section 402 begins with
the words, quoted above:
"To assure the continued dedication
of the United States to fundamental human rights..."
ON THE RIGHT OF FREE EMIGRATION
The United States is a nation of immigrants. The right of
free emigration is held in very high esteem here. There is even
a tendency to regard it as the most important of all human rights,
the one which can be substituted for all others. The latter view,
in our opinion, is severely distorted. We contend that the right
to emigrate is merely a right of last resort; it is an escape
chute to be used when all other measures to uphold human rights
have failed. When people reach the point of clamoring to
emigrate en masse from their homeland, there is clear evidence
that deeper problems are to blame.
It should be noted here that the right of Jewish people
to emigrate to Israel is unique in character and rationale.
While they too are most often escaping persecution and undoubtedly
experience difficulties in adjusting to a new environment, they
still leave with the joyful idea of returning to their ancient
homeland.
The situation of the national minorities in Rumania is
entirely different. Hungarians have lived in this area of
Eastern Europe for eleven centuries; this region is their
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homeland. Instead of allowing or urging or forcing them to
leave, they should be aided in their struggle to use their own
language, maintain their own culture, practice their own religion
-- in short to gain some protection against discrimination and
gross violations against their human rights.
Certainly, Rumania's burning human rights problem cannot
be successfully tackled through the simple device of easing
restrictions on emigration. Even for the remaining Jewish
population, estimated between 50,000 and 100,000, this measure
would provide only a partial solution. Those who wish to
might be permitted to leave for Israel, but those who elect to
stay are also entitled to protection of their cultural and
religious rights.
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE OF JUNE 1, 1979 DOES NOT FULFILL THE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE TRADE ACT.
In light of the above interpretation, the President's
recommendation of June 1, 1979 falls far short of satisfying
the requirements of section (d) (5)(C).
Specifically, the
message nowhere shows the manner in which the proposed waiver
will substantially promote the objectives of section 402 with
respect to Rumania.
Even if the objectives of the section were restricted
solely to the right of free emigration, the message fails to
substantiate its claim. The rate of emigration from Rumania
has remained clearly unsatisfactory according to Jewish
organizations who monitor it closely. Moreover, Rumania's
capricious behavior in the field of human rights during the
past twelve months shows that the only lesson which the
Rumanians learned from last year's extension of the waiver
authority was that neither the Administration nor Congress
takes the objectives of section 402 very seriously.
In sum we maintain that the shortcomings of the President's
recommendation in fulfilling the statutory requirements are
serious enough to warrant its disapproval by the Senate.
CONTINUED CAMPAIGN OF HARASSMENT AND INTIMIDATION AGAINST
YAROLY XIRALY
Since the Summer of 1978, instead of taking measures to
improve the country's human rights record, the Rumanian
government has waged a campaign of pressure and intimidation
against Karoly Kirily, a former high-ranking Party member who
has become a fearless internal opponent of minority oppression.
The official reaction to Kirily's moderate and reasonable
efforts is highly indicative of the government's overall
treatment of national minori:ies. Before turning to a point-
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by-point description of that treatment, a brief review of
the Kiraly case is in order.
During the Summer and Fall of 1977, Kiroly Kirily, a
prominent Hungarian in the Rumanian Communist Party and,
until 1972, an alternate member of its Politburo, wrote
three letters to top Party leaders, describing government
efforts to denationalize and forcefully assimilate the country's
Hungarian minority of 2.5 million. Kiraly cited a host of
--4Ucsriminatory and oppressive measures: the refusal to grant
national minorities a representative voice in government, the
implementation of "restrictive quotas" denying employment
opportunities to minority workers, the forced assimilation
of schools and classes offering instruction in the minority
languages, the "naming of non-Hungarian speaking, Rumanian,
mayors" in cities "inhabited predominantly by Hungarians",
the prohibition on use of minority languages in public institutions
and administrative offices, and a variety of restrictions on
_____minority cultural expression.
In one of his letters, Kiraly also assailed the "violence
and torture" used against minority inhabitants and recalled
that "the harassment of Jen6 Szikszai, the eminent professor
from Brass6, drove him to commit suicide."
(Szikszai was one
of the scores who fell victim to a brutal and bloody government
effort carried out in the Spring of 1977; its aim was to silence
Hungarian intellectuals in Rumania by "exposing" them as members
of a nationalistic and chauvinist conspiracy detrimental to -the
interests of the Rumanian state.)
Kirily's only remaining position in the government bureaucracy
at the time he wrote his letters was that of Vice P--esident of
the Hungarian Nationality Workers Council. In Marc.: 1978 he was
deprived of that position as well. in the past, he had held
various positions as First Party Secretary in Covasna County and
head of the People's Council there, member of the Party Central
Committee and alternate member of the Politburo, member of the
Grand National Assembly (parliament) and member of the Council
of State, nominally the supreme body of state power in Rumania.
At one of the high points in his career, in 1970, he was a
member of the delegation which accompanied President Ceausescu
to the Lenin Centenary Celebrations held in Moscow. His last
post at the head of the Hungarian population's highest political
organ gave him an excellent vantage point from which to assess
the extent ot minority oppression and the window-dressing nature
of his own organization, which is supposed to represent the
ihteriets of the Hungarian minority.
Kiraly wrote his first letter, dated June 2, 1977, to
Ilie Verdet, the Politburo member responsible for ideological
matters and, among others, for nationality policies. (Since
that time -- on March 29, 1979 -- Verdet has been elevated to
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the position of Prime Minister.) In the letter, he outlined
the shallowness of his organization's activities, charged
the government with hypocrisy in its official pronouncements
that "the nationality question has been solved" and presented
his own recommendations in 12 points.
Having failed to receive any response for several months,
Kirily'followed up with letters to two top Party leaders. The
first was sent in August to Jinos Fazekas, another Politburo
member, and the second on September 10 to Jinos Vincze, a member
of the Central Committee. The tone of these subsequent letters
was more bitter and the charges contained in them embraced the
government's entire policy toward national minorities.
In early October, Kirily was summoned to Bucharest.
Instead of dealing seriously with the constructive proposals
he had included in his letters, the Party leaders subjected
him to intensive, police-style interrogations. He was accused
of having no faith in the Party leadership and was pressed to
reveal the names of his "collaborators". Finally realizing
the futility of his well-meaning and constructive criticism,
he consented to the publication of his letters in the Western
media.
During the last week of January 1978, reports of Kiraly's
protest appeared in major newspapers throughout the world. Never
in recent memory had this issue received such concentrated attention.
The reaction of the Rumanian regime was predictable and swift.
Instead of implementing long overdue reforms, it initiated a new
campaign of terror. For several weeks Kirily's home town resembled
an armed camp, with plainclothesmen, armed militiamen and armored
cars stationed on every street. Kiraly himself was threatened
with death and with the killing of his infant child. He was pressured to disavow his letters and denounce them as "fabrications
of the CIA and Radio Free Europe". Kirily held his ground with
great courage and refused to withdraw his protest. As a result,
he was exiled in February from his home town of Tirgu Mures
(Hungarian Marosvisirhely) to the small town of Caransebes (Hungarian
Kargnsebes). Despite strict instructions to the contrary, on
March 1, 1978 he granted an interview to three Western correspondents
during which he reiterated his protest, supplementing it with
further details about the reaction of the regime. In return, the
Rumanian secret police prohibited Kiraly from receiving any further
visitors.
In October 1978, after threatening that he would apply to
emigrate, Kiraly was allowed to return to his home town. He has
lived there since then, under close police surveillance. According
to his own account, he is constantly harassed and intimidated by
the authorities. He has been isolated from his friends, who are
themselves subjected to severe interrogations about him and
threatened against trying to approach him. He is thus a virtual
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prisoner in his own house. Once last Fall, the window of the
car iiiwhich he was riding was shattered by a gunshot. Though
probably not an assassination attempt (Western interest in
his case is still too intense) it was undoubtedly another effort
to further intimidate him.
Unfortunately, the isolation and harassment, but especially
his anxiety over the safety of his wife and small child, are
taking their toll: according to his latest medical reports,
Kiraly's health has deteriorated significantly. The Rumanian
government, not feeling sufficiently secure to eliminate Kiraly
outright, is slowly nudging him toward a "natural death". Kiraly,
in the meantime, remains steadfast in refusing to compromise
or abandon his principles. "I don't care if they make salami
out of me, I still won't give up my thankless struggle," he
wrote in a letter three months ago. "But let them truly solve
the problems and then I will be ready to write even a hundred
articles withdrawing my protest". Realizing the seriousness
of his position, Kirily ends his letter with the chilling comment
that if the authorities in Bucharest find it impossible to spare
his life, "all I ask is that they allow my family, my relatives
and my friends to go on living".
Kiroly Kiraly, an individual of rare personal courage, has
sacrificed his career and risked his well-being and perhaps his
life, to express the plight of his 2.5 million fellow Hungarians
in Rumania. Having spent many years in positions which enabled
him to closely observe the Rumanian system, there can be no
doubt about the authenticity of his charges. The persistent
effort to ignore the issues he raised and to concentrate instead
on silencing the source of protest serve as further damning
evidence of the Rumanian government's callous and brutal disregard
for human rights.
(Attached to this testimony, in the Appendix, are translations
of Kir~ly's letters to Party leaders (pages A-1 to A-20) as well
as selected articles about him from the world press.)
Since the Kirgly protest, other knowledgeablee and highranking sources within Rumania have also verified the existence
of severe minority oppression. On April 24, 1978, the existence
of three further protest documents written by prominent members
of the Hungarian minority was revealed to Western journalists.
First, a 7,000 word memorandum, including 18 separate demands for
improved minority rights, had been prepared by Lajos Takacs,
professor of international law, candidate member of the Party
Central Committee and -- as was Kirily before his removal in
March -- Vice President of the Hungarian Nationality Workers
Council. IFor a translation of the 18 demands by Professor
Takics, see Appendix, page A-21.) Another protest, focusing
on curtailment of Hungarian-language opportunities, had been
sent by Andras Sut6, the best-known writer of the Hungarian
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minority and also a candidate member of the Central Committee.
Finally, it was reported that Jinos Fazekas, who as Deputy
Prime Minister is the highest-ranking Hungarian minority
official in Rumania, had also issued a personal appeal calling
for improvements in nationality policies.
THE TRUE NATURE OF THE CEAUSESCU REGIME VERSUS ITS "PUBLIC
RELATIONS" ZMAGE
During Rumanian President Nicolae Ceausescu's state visit
in the United States (April 11-17, 1978) protest demonstrations
were numerous and often large in scale. Hungarian-Americans
by the thousands publicly expressed their anger at the cultural
genocide of their brethren in Rumania and Ceausescu had to
face the demonstrators wherever he went. Unaccustomed to such
freely permitted displays, the Rumanian dictator suffered
occasional fits of anger. It is characteristic of his personality
and style that in referring to the peaceful demonstrators, he
delclared to New York City Mayor Edward I. Koch: "If your
security can't take care of these crowds, then our security will"
Appendix, page A-30). Welcome, New York, to the concept of
human rights as enjoyed by citizens of Rumania!
Faced with mounting protests -- from both internal and
Western sources -- since returning home, Ceausescu has reverted
to his standard cure-all: more propaganda. But, as Karoly
Kirily has noted, the flowery verbiage is merely a device used
to cover up gross deficiencies (Appendix, page A-14): "these
beautiful speeches, incorporating so many sound principles,
were not made for our sake, but to serve the purposes of
propaganda, especially propaganda directed abroad.. .the chasm
between theory and practice is vast and in reality while one
thing is said, entirely different things are done."
Why has Ceausescu chosen to generate massive, new doses of
propaganda instead of implementing even the most minimal reforms?
Though simple, the answer is saddening: thus far, such propaganda
has proved more effective. Until recently, the impact of sly
misinformation, designed to cover up vast deficiencies, has had
a remarkable effect in disarming the American media and many
Members of Congress. According to an American scholar of
Rumanian origin (Vladimir Socor, "The Limits of National Independence
in the Soviet Bloc: Rumania's Foreign Policy Reconsidered", Orbis,
Fall 1976, p. 729):
The phraseology of independence has also been
ingeniously manipulated by Bucharest leaders
to modify the image of their regime abroad.
The endeavor has proven largely successful,
as the pretense has often been accepted at
face value. In lieu of substantiation by
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actual policies, the nationalistic rhetoric,
along with leaks and "confidences" elaborately
disseminated by Bucharest to the Western press,
officials and ranking visitors, have been
accepted as evidence of an independent foreign
policy. Thus rhetoric and a sustained policy
of misinformation have combined to erase the
satellite image and build the new image of a
"national Communist" regime striving for
independence from Moscow. As a result the
West has afforded Bucharest, through exchanges
of official visits and favorable publicity, an
international respectability unprecedented for
a communist government. The regime has succeeded
in eliciting international and particularly
Western acceptance as a substitute for the internal
legitimacy eluding it.
Nicolae Ceausescu of course has not renounced a single tenet
from the worn-out and disgraceful book of Marxism-Leni~ism. He
operates an old-fashioned Stalinist dictatorship, maintaining all
the usual paraphernalia, including an omnipresent secret police
and an insanely promoted personality cult. By placing his wife
on the ruling Politburo and at least a dozen other family members
in leading positions of political power, Ceausescu has broken all
records for nepotism, even in the Communist wocld. (See Appendix,
p. A-37.)
Ceausescu's most elaborate public relations myth -- his
"independent" foreign policy -- deserves further attention here.
Mr. Ceausescu is not independent, he simply has a longer leash
than the other East European puppets. As Rumania is "landlocked"
by other Communist countries, the Soviet Union could safely
withdraw its troops in the late 1950's with no danger of losing
Rumania to the West. The absence of Soviet troops gives Ceausescu.
some room to maneuver. But he knows how far he can go, and Leonid
Brezhnev knows that he knows. Rumania's "independence", therefore,
is due to geographic and political factors over which it has
little control, rather than to any real tendencies toward
liberalization. Continuously, and with remarkable success,
President Ceausescu has employed a scheme of making Rumania's
"independence" appear to be the result of his own valiant
efforts, rather than the given geo-political situation, thus
pulling the wool over Western eyes.
Together with all Hungarian-Americans, we are deeply
concerned for the restoration of freedom and independence for
all the peoples of Eastern Europe. We would most certainly
welcome genuine independence for any of these countries as a
development beneficial to the entire area. But we condemn
with equal force the notion of granting the Rumanian regime
license to trample on human.rights as a reward for propagating
the wholly unfounded myth of independence.
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MZNORZTY OPPRESSZON ZS A MATTER OF Z TERNATZONAL

CONCERN PER $.

As a consequence of the rearrangement of East Central
Europe's borders following World War I, there are now 2.5
million Hungarians and 400,000 Germans living in Rumania.
Specifically these nationalities are concentrated in the region
known as Transylvania, of whose population they form about forty
percent.
Rumania's national minorities are, of course, subjected to
the same general suppression of freedoms as all the other
inhabitants of that country. Their situation however is made
much more grave by the additional burden of a systematic and
increasingly aggressive campaign of forceful assimilation
amounting to cultural genocide.
Due to the presence of sizeable indigenous minority
populations within its borders, Rumania is one of those
countries to which Article 27 of the United Nations Covenant
of Civil and Political Rights applies. Despite ratification
of this Covenant by Rumania, its minority policies stand in
clear violation of Article 27, which provides:
In those States in which ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging
to such minorities shall not be denied the right
in community with the other members of their group,
to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice
their own religion, or to use their own language.
Other international agreements which are regularly violated
by Rumania in its treatment of national minorities are the
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discriminatiqn and the UNESCO Convention against
Discrimination in Education, both signed and ratified by Rumania.
Measures used to oppress nationalities in Rumania also
violate those provisions of the Helsinki Agreement which
prohibit discrimination on the basis of national origin and
provide for the positive support of regional cultures and
national minorities.
As a matter of course, human rights violations are a subject
of international concern; when the expression "human rights" is
uttered, it automatically falls within the framework of international
law. Moreover, through its own ratification of the agreements
mentioned above, Rumania has rendered itself further accountable
to international scrutiny.
Rumania's treatment of its national minorities, therefore,
can in no way be construed as a matter of purely internal concern
to that country. The United States has every legal basis to insist
on the restoration of fundamental rights to the minority populations
of Rumania.
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Before turning to the individual elements of Rumania's
abusive minority policies, it must be pointed out that those
elements cannot be properly viewed as distinct or isolated
infractions. They form instead, the interrelated components
of a well-planned-and systematically executed campaign to
eliminate Rumania's national minorities through forcefully
assimilating them into the dominant nationality. The whole
then, is equal to far more than the sum of its parts. The
proper term for a program of this nature is cultural genocide.
This expression is by no means an exaggeration. In 1948,
the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide formulated a
draft definition of the concept of cultural genocide (U.N.
Doc. E/447). Regardless of the fact that the final text of
the Convention of the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime
of Genocide did not incorporate this definition, the Rumanian
Government is not absolved of the fact that its behavior
exactly corresponds to several elements of the definition.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OPPRESSION
OF MINORiTIES IN RUMANIA
With respect to a proper investigation of discriminatic in
Rumania, lofty guarantees of minority rights in the Rumanian
Constitution serve to obscure more than they enlighten, since
they are not observed. Section 22 for instance prescribes that
In territorial-administrative units also
inhabited by population of non-Rumanian
nationality, all the bodies and institutions
shall use in speech and in writing the
language of the nationality concerned and
shall appoint officials from its ranks
or from among other citizens who know
the language and way of life of the
local population.
The sole difficulty with the above section is that it is
completely disregarded: the language used in public administration
and the courts is exclusively Rumanian.

The failure to observe constitutional and other legal
guarantees is one characteristic feature of minority oppression
in Rumania. Another major component is the absolute refusal
to allow the minorities any role even vaguely resembling the
conditions for self-determination, autonomy or independent
decision-making. Although there are officials of minority
extraction at every governmental level, they are permitted
no meaningful voice in representing their own ethnic groups.
The Hungarian Nationality Workers Council was established
in 1968 as the only body capable of serving the interests of
the Hungarian minority. But the very text creating this Council
exposes it as an instrument of the State, acting to undermine
minority interests. The Council's stated purpose is
*to assist the Party and the State, on both
the central and local levels, in mobilizing
the nationalities to assume their responsibilities in the building of socialism, in
researching particular questions concerning
the respective populations and in implementing
the nationality policies of the Party.*
Karoly Kir&ly, Vice President of the Council for 10 years
(until his removal in March 1978), furnished ample evidence of
the Council's abject ineffectiveness. In his letters to Party
leaders, Kirhly charged that the Council's activities "have
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declined to zero" (Appendix, p. A-li), repeatedly, but to no
avail, he called upon the government to "guarantee the proper
organizational framework" (Appendix, pp. AS-A6) as a precondition
to treating minorities in a humane fashion.
But let us look further into this matter. We find that
Hungarians are proportionately represented, but only in those
State and Party organs which are not allowed to exercise any
real power, such as the showcase "Grand Assembly" (Rumania's
excuse for a parliament) and the 500 member Party Central
Committee. Hungarians are virtually excluded from any body
which is granted an effective role in matters affecting their
own interests. Of the seven secretaries of the Party Central
Committee (the holders of real power aside from Ceausescu),
not one is of minority origin. The Secretary for Nationalities
in the Party Central Committee cannot speak any minority language,
only Rumanian. The entire Department of Culture contains only
a "Bureau" of Nationalities, which is expected to serve all the
cultural needs of all the minorities. Its chief activity is the
exercise of censorship over the cultural life of the minorities.
On the county level, the ineffectual People's Councils and
Party Committees by and large do maintain proportional representation.
But where the real power lies, within respectively, the 7-11 member
Executive Commrttees and Party *Bureaus", Hungarians are grossly
underrepresented. Indeed, in several heavily Hungarian populated
counties such as Bhnit, Arad and Maramures (Hungarian M&ramaros),
they are completely excluded from the Party "Bureaus". "In the
same way", K~roly Kiraly pointed out, "it is nothing new that in
cities where the majority of the population is Hungarian -- such
as Nagyvfrad, Marosvisgrhely, Szovita, etc. -- Rumanians who speak
no Hungarian are being appointed as mayors" (Appendix, p. A-15).
-

Another ingenious method for compelling minorities to
assimilate can be found in the structure of cultural instibutions
in Rumania. Independent minority institutions even at the lowest
levels, have been virtually eliminated. The Hungarian university
in Cluj (Hungarian Kolozsvar), for example, was made a section
of its Rumanian counterpart; Hungarian schools have been merged
into Rumanian schools as sections; four out of the six formerly
independent Hungarian theaters are now just sections of Rumanian
theaters; and so on.
The purpose of such arrangements is to deny
the existence of a distinct Hungarian nationality, culture or
language.
Even the expression "national minority" is not tolerated
in official publications.
The minorities are referred to in
official documents as "co-inhabiting nationalities", thereby
implying their dependent status vis-a-vis the Rumanians who are,
by implication, the only legitimate inhabitants.
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A further characteristic of minority discrimination is
the official policy that this problem simply does not exist.
In Rumania, "there is continuous repetition of the proposition
that the nationality question in our country has been finally,
once and for all, solved" (Khroly Kirfly, Appendix, p. A-9).
While some discussion, and even occasional concessions are
allowed concerning other social, economic and political questions,
the situation of the minorities is a forbidden subject (ibid.,
p. A-5).
Still less is it permitted to propose any improvement
in this area. The only task is to combat "nationalism" (meaning,
of course, minority nationalism) and to neutralize the "troublemakers". According to Kfroly Kirhly, who has himself experienced
the dire consequences of such "troublemaking", Ounpardonably
extreme methods of intimidation are employed against those who
dare to ask for permission to speak in the interest of having
the nationality question handled legally and in accordance with
the Constitution" (ibid., p. A-11). In this way, any demand
or complaint concerning minority conditions is wholly ignored,
or, in Kir~ly's words, "killed by persistent silence" (Appendix,
p. A- 27),

Coupled with this official disregard is another
feature: the absence of any effective, legal remedy
abuse. Section 247 of Rumania's Criminal Code which
discrimination on the basis, inter alia, of national
is never enforced in criminal trials.

general
against
forbids
origin,

This deficiency clearly violates the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights which states (Article 2, Section 3):
Each State party to the present Covenant
undertakes:
(a) to ensure that any person whose rights
and freedoms as herein recognized are
violated shall have an effective remedy
notwithstanding that the violation has been
committed by persons acting in an official
capacity;
(b) to ensure that any person claiming such
a remedy shall have his right thereto
determined by competent judicial, administrative
or legislative authorities, or by any other
competent authority provided for by the legal
system of the State, and to develop the
possibilities of judicial remedy;
(c) to ensure that the competent authorities
shall enforce such remedies when granted.
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It would, ot course, constitute a patent contradiction
for the Rumanian regime to observe these provisions and to
prosecute officials under Section 247 of the Criminal Code;
such officials would have to be punished for faithfully
executing the policies of the Rumanian Party and State.
In turning now to the list of individual human rights
violations against minorities in Rumania, it is advisable
to ponder not only the substance of the given violation, but
also to examine the manner-in which it fits into the comprehensive
pattern of minority oppression, interacting with and serving
to reinforce the other elements of this reprehensible campaign.
Three sources will be heavily cited in the discussion
which follows. The first is a 16,000 word document, containing
a wealth of data on the oppression of minorities, which was
smuggled from Rumania to a London Sunday Times correspondent
and reported in an article entitled "Rumania's Oppressed
MinorityO (April 17, 19-77, p. 8). Whenever information from
this docuo:ent is used below, its origin will be noted as "London
Sunday '- es Report".
The second source consists of the three letters written by
K~roly KirAly to top Party leaders (see pp. 3-7 above) whose
full texts are included in the Appendix to this testimohy (pp.
A-1 to A-20).
Finally, the 27 page memo::andum prepared by Lajos Takhcs,
professor of international law, candidate member of the Party
Central Committee and Vice President of the Hungarian Nationality
Workers Council, represents a valuable new collection of evidence
on minority oppression. Included in the Appendix is a translation
of his 18 separate demands for improvements in minority conditions
(pp. A-21 to A-22) and one of the Western news reports describing
his protest (p. A-31).
The document itself will be cited below
as "Takhcs Memorandum".
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SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF THE OPPRESSION
OF MINORITIES IN RUMANIA
1. DISCRZMZNATION IN ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATION
Official Rumanian statistics indicate that of all pupils
attending preschool institutions in Rumania, the proportion of
those allowed to be educated in Hungarian dropped by over 50
percent from 14.4% in 1956 to 6.3% in 1978. The same proportion
for primary and secondary school students fell from 9.5% to
5.4%, and for high school students from 8.0% to 3.5%. The
total decline in the above categories was from 10.0% to 5.3%.
The percentage of students attending Hungarian vocational
school dropped from 6.1% in 1956 to 1.5% by 1975. These percentages
and the figures used to compute them are shown in the table and'
Qraph which follow. (The sources for both are Rumanian government
propaganda booklets: The Hungarian Nationality in Romania, Bucharest,
1976, pp. 15-17; and A Living Reality in Romania Today; Full Harmony
and Equality Between the Romanian People and the Coinhabiting
Nationalities, p. 15.)

Preschool Education
All Students
In Hungarian Classes
% in Hungarian Classes

1955/1956

1974/1975

1977/1978

275,433
39,669
14.4%

770,016
52,765
6.8%

837,884
52,580
6.3%

1,603,025
152,234
9.5%

2,882,109
160,939
5.6%

3,145,046
170,945
5.4%

129,135
10,370
8.0%

344,585
19,050
5.5%

813,732
29,028
3.5%

123,920
7,585
6.1%

615,876
8,974
1.5%

Primary and Secondary
Education
All Students
In Hungarian Classes
% in Hungarian Classes
High School of
-General Culture
All Students
In Hungarian Classes
% in Hungarian Classes
Vocational Education
All Students
In Hungarian Classes
% in Hungarian Classes

N/A
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR HUNGARIAN- LANGUAGE EDUCATION
AT THE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL LEVELS
IN RUMANIA*
15%
14%

rK

PERCENT OF TOTAL STUDENTS
ATTENDING HUNGARIAN-LANGUAGE..

130/0

12 01o

Preschool Classes

11 0/0

8%

100/0

OFFICIAL HUNGARIAN PERCENT OF
-- o TOTAL POPULATION OF RI.M4NIA

90/0

70%
60/0
50/0
40%

Primary and Secondary Schools

",
Vocational Schools

High Schools of General Culture

30/6
2%
1/0
I
m

I

1955-56
*SOURCES.

II

1966

I

II

II

1974-75
1977-78

The Hungarian Nationalty in Rumania (Bucharest,
House. 1976 ). pp 8,15 -17.

Rumania: Meridtane Pubhshing

A Living Reality in Romania Today. Full Harmony and. Equalty Between the
Romanian People and the Coinhabiting Nationalities (Bucharest, Rumania,
1978 ). P. 15.
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These official Rumanian statistics indicate that while 23
years ago the number of students allowed to attend Hungarian
classes was roughly proportionate to the size of the Hungarian
population, the above figures show an alarming decline.
Attendance in Hungarian classes has fallen in each category
far below the levels which even the official population statistics
would warrant.
How has this drastic result come about? The process by
which the Rumanian government eliminates Hungarian schools
began in 1959. Since that year, independent Hungarian schools
have been systematically attached to Rumanian schools as mere
sections, which sections, in turn, have been gradually phased
out. The process of totally eliminating these Hungarian sections
was legitimized by enactment of the clearly discriminatory
Decree/Law 278 (May 11, 1973).
This unprecedented piece of legalized discrimination
required the presence of a minimum quota of 25 students at
the grade school level and 36 students at the high school
level in order to maintain or establish a class in one of the
minority languges. (Prior to the issuance of this Decree,
the quota had been 15 students.) If a given Hungarian community
contained, for example, 24 Hungarian students for a given
elementary school class, these children were forced to complete
their studies in the Rumanian language. As most villages in
Transylvania have only between 500 and 1000 inhabitants, the
number of Hungarian students very often fell short of the
required quota, and the Hungarian classes had to be terminated.
Once a school was thus forced to become Rumanian, use of
the Hungarian language was forbidden even during recess.
What made this Decree still more offensive was that the
provisions applicable to Hungarians and other minorities did not
apply to Rumanian sections or classes in areas inhabited
predominantly by Hungarians. In such towns or villages, a
Rumanian section had to be maintained regardless of demand (i.e.
even if a given Hungarian village contained only one Rumanian
student). The wording of Decree/Law 278 made this requirement
perfectly clear:
In those communities where schools function
in the language of the coinhabiting
nationalities, Rumanian language sections
or classes shall be organized regardless
of the number of students.
In 1973, after the issuance of Decree/Law 278, Hungarian
sections and schools were eliminated in many villages. Parents
attempted to compensate for the loss by arranging at their
own expense for rented buses to take their children to the
nearest village which still had a Hungarian school. This
practice, especially widespread in the counties of Harghita

50-437 0 - 80 - 8
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(Hungarian Hargita) and Salaj (Hungarian Szilagy), was soon
recognized and summarily terminated by the State citing the
pretext of a "gas shortage".
Ap students were prevented from being bused to nearby
Hungarian schools, the sole remaining alternative would have been
to send them away to live at the nearest Hungarian boarding school.
The State, however, allowed boarding facilities for Rumanian
schools only. This example illustrates the manner in which assorted
discriminatory techniques are cleverly intertwined. Their effect
is absolute: in the many heavily Hungarian populated, but small
communities where the number of Hungarian children fell short of
the required quota, those children were left with no other option
but to attend a Rumanian school. The school may have been located
within the community or, if the community was too small, it may
have been a boarding school in a larger town, but in either case
the State made certain that is was a Rumanian school.
On December 21, 1978, a new Law on Education and Instruction
was enacted (see Buletinul Oficial No. 113, December 26, 1978),
which technically supersedes Decree/Law 278 cited qbove. The
new law, however, not only fails to address or rectify the
discriminatory practices instituted under Decree/Law 278, but in
actuality facilitates a continued worsening of the situation.
Devoting less than 2% of its text to the education of minority
children, the law is confined to general and repetitive provisions
and does not detail the conditions under which children can study
in their native tongue. In practical terms, therefore, the prior
discriminatory rules of Decree/Law 278 have been allowed to remain
in full effect -- as modified perhaps by the cobweb of secret
administrative and Party directives which exist parallel to and
often supplant the published regulations. According to latest
reports, the elimination of Hungarian sections and classes continues
unabated up to the present time.
Even in the remaining Hungarian schools and sections, not
just the Rumanian language, but the sub)ects of literature,
geography and history must also be taught in Rumanian. In
many Hungarian sections, there are so many Rumanian-language
courses that the section is Hungarian in name only. This is
especially the case in Hungarian vocational and technical
school, where only Hungarian literature and physical education
are actually taught in Hungarian.
Moreover, even in Hungarian classes, textbooks are not
necessarily written in Hungarian, as revealed in a speech
by L~szl6 Lrincz, Secretary of the Ministry of Education (see
transcripts of The Joint Plenary Session of the Hungarian and German
Nationality Workers Councils, Bucharest, March 13-14, 1978 (p.67).
According to this speech, textbooks are considered appropriate
for use in Hungarian classes even though they may contain only
a glossary in Hungarian, but are otherwise written completely
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in Rumanian. Under such circumstances, to what degree can a
nominally Hungarian class actually conduct studies in Hungarian?
The lack of Hungarian-language classes has been reported
by the respectable Swiss daily Neue Ztrcher Zeitung (in that
newspaper's comprehensive survey: "Rumania's Controversial
Minority Policy," April 8/9, 1977, p. 3):
In technical high schools, if a Hungarian
student is to advance, he must take mostly
those courses offered only in Rumanian.
There is no possibility whatsoever of
obtaining a higher education in the
technical fields in Hungarian.
In trade schools, only the simpler trades are taught in
Hungarian. Thus, studies in Rumanian are necessary for
advancement into the more highly developed technical fields
such as electronics, information technology, medical technology,
and industrial chemistry. In 1973-74, for example, of the
174 first year classes entering the trade schools in Cluj
(Kolozs) county, only two (1) were Hungarian, one in textile
manufacturing, and the other in the construction industry. Such
was the case in-a county where, as noted above, even according
to official Rumanian statistics 26.1% of the population is
Hungarian. (London Sunday Times Report.)
Matters have taken a sharp turn for the worse since the
Fall of 1976 when a drive was initiated to reorganize Rumania's
entire educational system, placing greater emphasis on technical
and vocational training, and reducing the number of high schools,
or lyceums, which provide instruction in the liberal arts. As
an outgrowth of this drive, Hungarian lyceums which had been in
continuous existence for the past 300-400 years in such cities
as Oradea (Nagyvhrad), Cluj (Kolozsvhr), Tirgu Mures (Marosv~s~rhely), Odorheiul-Secuiesc (Sz~kelyudvarhely) and Tirgu Secuiesc
(K6zdiv&s~rhely) have been summarily eliminated, while the language
of instruction is almost exclusively Rumanian.
The impact of. this drive was already felt during the 1976-77
academic year: of the 34,738 total number of Hungarian secondary
school students, 15,591 were constrained to attend trade schools
in which the technical subjects were taught in Rumanian only
(Takics Memorandum, p. 11). And, as KfIroly Kirily pointed out,
the situation has deteriorated despite official pledges to the
contrary (Appendix, p. A-15):
We were promised new secondary vocational and
technical schools in which studies were to be
conducted in the languages of the nationalities,
but in reality we have witnessed a decline in
the number of these schools. Each year there
are fewer and fewer of them. Children cannot
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study in their native tongue; compulsory
instruction in the Rumanian language has
been introduced even at the kindergarten
level.
Finally, through discriminatory admissions policies, the
State makes it difficult for graduates of Hungarian schools or
sections to enter the next higher educational level. Naturally,
the Hungarian-language courses at these levels are rapidly
eliminated, their existence being predicated upon the number
of Hungarians who enter them. The Rumanian State, in the
meantime, alleges that it is due to lack of popular demand
that such courses are closed. Thus, as in the many illustrations
above, the vicious discriminatory cycle is complete and the
outcome for the Hungarian minority is devastating.
2. DISCRIMINATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher education has a great historic tradition in
Transylvania. The Bolyai University of Cluj (Kolozsv~r),
for instance, can be traced to the Jesuit academy founded by
the Hungarian prince Istv~n B~thory in 1581.
On March 5, 1959, the Bolyai University was forced to
merge with the Rumanian Babes University. In his book
Minorities Under Communism, Robert R. King calls the elimination
of this Hungarian institution "the most serious blow to
intellectuals among the Hungarian minority" (p. 153). Three
professors, including the celebrated writer Lszlo Szabddi,
committed suicide out of despair at this arbitrary act. Today,
many view it as the first major step in the current campa*.gn
of cultural genocide, sanctioned at the outset by Moscow in
retaliation for the 1956 revolt in Hungary. Incidentally, both
Szab~di and Nicolae Ceausescu were present at the dinner where
the merger of the two universities was celebrated in the name
of brotherhood and equality. Ceausescu, secretary to the
then dictator Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, had been sent to head
the campaign to intimidate the Hungarian professors in
order to force them to accept the crippling of their university.
During the dinner, Szab6di questioned the motives of the
Government in ordering the merger. The result was an intensive
harassment of Szab4di by the secret police, which finally drove
him to commit suicide a few weeks later. It is characteristic
that the document of unification, which lists the existing
faculties of the two universities at the time of the merger,
has been concealed over since, so as to hide any official
evidence of the extent to which the Hungarian faculties have
been eliminated. King further states that after the merger
"the 'Rumanianization' of the unified university was gradually
carried out" (p. 154). He cites numerous examples of this
ruthless process (ibid.):
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Although at first there was an attempt to
give Hungarians adequate representation in
the administration of the merged university,
gradually Rumanians have come to play an
increasingly dominant administrative role.
When the merger was announced the rector was
Rumanian but two of the three prorectors were
Hungarian. By 1967 the number of prorectorships
had been increased to five, but three were
Rumanian. Also, seven of the eight deacons
of the university and 61 percent of the teaching
faculty were Rumanian.
Present conditions at this allegedly bilingual university
are dismal. In the 1976-77 academic year, of all the students
(approximately 6,000) only 8% (480 students) have the
opportunity to attend Hungarian classes. (London Sunday Times
Report.) Typical of the lack of Hungarian-language courses is
the situation in the University's Department of Chemistry. Only
6 of the 32 courses are taught in Hungarian, but 5 of those 6
are ideological courses (Marxism-Leninism, etc.) and the sixth
is Organic Chemistry. (London Sunday Times Report.)
The latest measure, introduced in 1979, makes it mandatory to
combine a major in any subject belonging in the field of Hungarian
studies with the appropriate subject in Rumanian studies. Henceforth,
applicants who wish to study Hungarian history, literature or
linguistics will not be admitted unless they can also pass an
entrance examination in the Rumanian counterpart to those subjects.
The following list, taken from the Takacs Memorandum (pp.15-16),
provides an indication of the fate of the Hungarian section at
this university since the merger two decades ago:
-In 1958-59, the year of the merger, there weie45 Rumanian
and 36 Hungarian instructors on the faculty of Chemistry.
In the 1976-77 academic year, we find 63 Rumanian and only
14 Hungarian instructors. During the intervening 20 years,
37 young Rumanian instructors were hired, in contrast to
only one Hungarian.
'In 1958-59, there were 18 Rumanian and 15 Hungarian
instructors on the faculty of Law. in 1977-78, 23
Rumanians and 4 Hungarians remained. In the interim,
8 Rumanian instructors and I Hungarian were hired.
,In contrast to the 23 Rumanian and 15 Hungarian instructors
on the faculty of Economics at the time of the merger,
today we find that the number of instructors has grown to
the unusually large number of 95, of whom only 19 are Hungarian.
-In 1959, the entire staff of the Mathematics Department
numbered 50, of whom 19 were from the Bolyai University.
In this department today we find 65 instructors, of whom
14 are Hungarian. Of the 33 instructors hired since the
merger, only 3 had been Hungarian.
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*In the History department (at the faculty of History
and Philosophy), of the 43 instructors at the time of
the merger, 14 were from the Bolyai University. Currently,
27 instructors are left from the time of the merger, of
whom 7 are Hungarian. Since the merger, not one Hungarian
teacher has been hired. The youngest Hungarian instructor
is 49 years old. Of the 7 Hungarians, not one has been
named full professor and not one has been given a full
pension.
*The situation is similar in the other departments of
the University.
There is no guarantee of course, that even the remaining
Hungarian faculty members indicated above actually teach
Hungarian-language classes. -But clearly, as their numbers
decline, eventhe possibility of such classes withers away.
A meaningful indicator of the total volume of Hungarianlanguage education which occurs at the University can be
computed by multiplying the number of Hungarian courses by
the number of students attending those courses. In recent
semesters, the resulting figure has fluctuated between 5% and
10% of the comparable figure at the time of the merger. (London
Sunday Times Report.)
Why is the elimination of the Bolyai University considered
such an outrageous measure? The reason lies in the fact that
the Hungarian minority in Rumania forms an immense population,
the largest national minority in Europe. One third of all
the countries in the world have fewer inhabitants than there
are Hungarians in Rumania. It is grossly discriminatory that
this population of 2.5 million is not allowed to maintain a
single university of its own.
In addition to this University, all other Hungarian
institutions of higher education have been systematically
curtailed or eliminated. King writes that "at the time Babes
and 3olyai Universities were merged, the Dr. Petru Groza
Agricultural Institute in Cluj was 'reorganized', and separate
language instruction was dropped" (p. 154). Actually, according
to Tak&cs (p. 16), "Hungarian-language instruction was completely
eliminated" at this Institute. "Currently, of the 205 faculty
members employed there, only 16 are Hungarian -- all of them
left over from the old institute -- and during the past 20
years, not one Hungarian teacher has been appointed" (ibid.).
Of course, since studies can only be conducted in the Rumanian
language, even these remaining Hungarians cannot teach in their
native tongue.
According to King, "The Hungarian medical school in Tirgu
Mures has also undergone a process 9f 'Rumanianization'" (p. 154).
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The number of cases is endless. In 1976 a Rumanian rector was
appointed to head the Hungarian Teachers College in Tirgu Mures
(Marosv&shrhely) for the first time in the history of the school
(London Sunday Times Report). Based on past experience, there
can be no mistake as to the meaning of this measure for the
future of this prestigious college. Indeed, during the
time which has elapsed since this appointment, existing courses
of instruction in the Hungarian language and literature, Hungarian
music, and Rumanian-Hungarian literature have been completely
eliminated.
Kiroly KirAly wrote about the fate of institutions of
higher education in the following manner (Appendix, p. A-15):
In 1976 a decision was born to eliminate
Hungarian institutions of higher education.
After the "Bolyai" University in Kolozsvhr
came the Institute of Medicine and Pharmacology at Marosvishrhely, and then, by special
order from above, a Rumanian section was
established at the Istv&n Szentgy6rgyi
School for the Dramatic Arts, thereby
liquidating in effect the last "island" of
higher education in a nationality tongue.
Parallel to the disappearance of opportunities to study in
Hungarian, there has been a catastrophic drop over the past two
decades in the proportion of Hungarian students attending any
institution of higher education. This decline can only be
explained by discriminatory admissions policies. In the 195758 academic year, at all institutions of higher education, there
were 4,082 Hungarian students studying in their native tongue,
and between 1,000 and 1,500 studying in Rumanian. At that time,
therefore, there were approximately 5,500 Hungarian students
out of a total student population of 51,094. Less than 20 years
later, during the 1974-75 academic year, the total number of
Hungarians attending institutions of higher education was 6,188,
while the total number of Rumanians had grown to 108,750. Thus,
while the number of all students in higher education more than
doubled during that period, the number of Hungarian students rose
by only about 600, or a mere 10%. (Takics Memorandum, p. 17.)
One final comment on this topic seems appropriate. The
severe restriction on those subjects which can be taught in
Hungarian is not without serious impact on the lower levels
of education. As indicated earlier, the various elements of
discrimination in Rumania cannot be isolated, for they act
to reinforce one another. Thus, the fact that the number
of subjects which can be pursued in Hungarian beyond high
school is relentlessly declining undoubtedly serves to
pressure aspiring Hungarian students to begin studying those
subjects in Rumanian during their earlier years of schooling.
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3.

DZISSOLUTZON OF COMPACT MZNORZTY COMMUNZTZES AND DZSPERSION
OF ETHNIC PROPESSZONALS

le a Communist dictatorship, the Rumanian Goverinment has
almost complete control over its labor and housing markets.
This control is used to break up homogeneous ethnic Hungarian
communities.
The systematic denationalization of Hungarian cities
has been noted in the Financial Times of London ("Transylvania's
Ethnic Strains," April 2, 1975). The case of Cluj, Rumania's
second largest city, is described as follows:
Over the past 15 years, Romanians have been
settled in this formerly almost entirely
Hungarian city whereas Hungarians from the
surrounding area have been banned with the
result that Romanians now make up 65 per cent
of the population.
In Rumania, citizens are not permitted to resettle into
another city without official approval. At the same time,
it is government policy to prevent the minority populations
of cities from growing. Accordingly, while Hungarians find
it almost impossible to move into the major cities of
Transylvania, the influx of Rumanians is not only permitted,
but encouraged through offers of favorable housing opportunities
and other benefits.
Industrialization, which as in all Communist states is
government-planned, is used as a tool to achieve the same
purpose. Earlier some of the most heavily Hungarian populated
counties were 4mong the most industrially underdeveloped.
Hungarians seeking industrial employment were thus constrained
to move to Rumanian areas or to commute long distances.
Presently, with industrialization reaching into such counties
as Covasna (Koviszna, 74.4% Hungarian) and Harghita (Hargita,
88.1% Hungarian), instead of employing the local population,
the new factories are staffed mostly by Rumanian settlers
imported by the government from outside areas.
It has been alleged that the reason for the decline in
the Hungarian percentage of some Transylvanian cities is that
their "hinterland" was much more Rumanian that Hungarian and
"that upward mobility has favored the lesser developed Rumanian
masses". This hypothesis is disproved by such cities as
Miercurea Ciuc (Csikszereda) where in the past 10 years, as
a consequence of industrialization, the percentage of Hungarians
has fallen from 90% to 70%. This city happens to lie in the
heart of a region which is purely Hungarian.
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Another example of this policy is the manner in which
workers have been hired at the new AZOMURES chemical factory
in Tirgu Mures (Marosvhshrhely). This city lies at the
center of an area surrounded by a 60% majority of Hungarian
inhabitants. Despite this fact, 90% of the workers in the
AZOMURES plant are Rumanian.
(London Sunday Times Report.)
A Decree issued in 1976 limits the opportunity for
workers to commute. Thus, Hungarian workers who had been
able to live in their native communities because they were
willing to commute long distances must now either move to
their place of employment (usually to Rumanian communities)
or face the loss of their jobs. (London Sunday Times Report.)
The breakup of Hungarian communities is further
accomplished through the routine assignment of Hungarian
graduates of universities and trade schools-to jobs outside
their native communities. Even though President Ceausescu
himself, speaking on March 14, 1978 before a joint plenary
session of the Hungarian and German Nationality Workers
Councils (Transcript, p. 14), cited this practice as a
"deficiency" in Rumania's nationality policies, it continues
unaltered to the present day.
The stated policy of the Rumanian Government, that graduates
with the highest grades are given first choice of where to work,
cannot account for the extent to which Hungarians are sent into
Rumanian areas and Rumanians into Hungarian districts. As a
result, these Hungarians are cut off from their ethnic roots,
and their children have no opportunity to attend Hungarian
schools. More importantly, however, the Hungarian minority
is deprived of doctors, lawyers, and other professionals who
speak their own language. A frequently heard complaint,
especially among the elderly in rural areas, is that they cannot
communicate with the local doctor. Obviously, the otherwise
sensible practice of rewarding top graduates with first choice
in place of employment could still be applied effectively with
the simple modification that Hungarian graduates be allowed to
choose from among Hungarian areas and Rumanian graduates from
among Rumanian regions.
The fact that Rumanian graduates are also sent into
Hungarian districts does not make this policy any less
discriminatory. On the contrary, although Hungarians are
required to speak Rumanian in the Rumanian areas to which
they have been sent, Rumanian professionals do not have to
speak Hungarian in Hungarian areas. Consequently, the local
population must either accomodate to the language of the
Rumanian professionals foisted on them, or suffer the
consequences. The discriminatory nature of this policy is
clear. It is also intimately tied to the Government's policy
on minority schools. The sending of Rumanians into Hungarian
areas paves the way for the elimination of Hungarian schools,
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since the children of these Rumanians are educated in newly
created Rumanian sections. The Hungarian sections are then
phased out as shown above.
Clearly, the Ceausescu regime, which appeals to nationalistic
chauvinism as a source of legitimacy and power, does not easily
tolerate compact masses of another nationality.. Dissolution
of communities is an effective way to disrupt the life and
weaken the identity of ethnic groups.
4.

LACK OF BILINGUALISM

The Rumanian Government's policy of referring to Rumania
as a "unitary national state" is well known. But while that
condition might be the desire or the aim of the Government,
it is also true that Rumana-is currentT' multi-ethnic,
especially in the region of Transylvania. The presence
of several million inhabitants comprising large national
minority groups is an undeniable fact which has well-defined
consequences according to the rules of international law
applicable to such minorities.
In contravention of these rules and Article 22 of the
Rumanian Constitution quoted earlier, Rumanian is the official
language spoken everywhere in Rumania; it is the exclusive
language at all levels of government bureaucracy. Use of the
native tongue has been completely eliminated from all areas of
official activity. We challenge the Rumanian government, for
example, to produce evidence of a single statement made in
Hungarian during any meeting of a Party or local governmental
organ in such heavily Hungarian localities as Oradea (Nagyvirad),
Satu Mare (Szatmir), Bihorea (Bihar), Timisoara (TemesvAr) or
Cluj (KolozsvAr). As Kiroly Kirbly pointed out (Appendix, pp.
A-15 to A-16):
Use of the native tongue is severely
restricted at meetings of the Party,
the Young Communists League, the trade
unions, and in the various workers
Councils; indeed, use of the native
tongue is prohibited even at meetings
of the Nationality Workers Councils.
(Emphasis added.)
The lack of bilingualism is further evidenced by the fact
that traffic safety signs and bureaucratic forms are all in
Rumanian. Moreover, as Kirgly writes (Appendix, p. A-16):
Signs identifying institutions, localities
and so on in the native tongue of the local
inhabitants have almost completely disappeared. In 1971 when I was First Party
Secretary in Koviszna County, we posted
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bilingual Rumanian and'Hungarian signs
there, in accordance with a decree of
the County Peoples Council. But their
existence was shortlived. The signs
were simply removed, and by 1975, not
a single locality was identified in
Hungarian.
In addition, there is an increasing tendency to appoint
Rumanian personnel to all positions which involve contact
with the public in Mungarian areas. In Tirgu Mures (Marosvhshrhely), for instance (which as already noted is still
70-75% Hungarian) the Rumanian mayor does not even speak
Hungarian and postal service personnel are almost exclusively
Rumanian. (See also Kiroly Kirhly's statement on this subject
in Appendix, p. A-15.)
In this regard, the author of the Neue Zrcher Zeitung
article cited above made the following observation:
In Cluj whose population is still 45%
Hungarian-speaking, signs in that language
are clearly forbidden. Only Hungarian
theater billboards and announcements in
churches visited by Hungarians are in
Hungarian.
According to Article 109 of the Rumanian Constitution,
judicial proceedings throughout the country must be conducted
in the Rumanian language. The only right a Hungarian
defendant or litigant has before the court of his own native
community is to be provided with an interpreter. This "right",
however, is no more than the right granted to any foreigner
brought to trial in Rumania.
In the technical professions, due to the absence of
bilingual instruction noted above, use of the Hungarian
language is simply impossible. It is also impossible to
find a menu in Hungarian in the restaurants of Cluj (Kolozsvar)
where a large percentage of the population is Hungarian.
Postcards depicting Hungarian historical monuments bear
descriptive texts in four or five languages, none of them
Hungarian.
The lack of bilingualism is made all the more severe by
the overt and subtle forms of intimidation which are employed
to eliminate the use of the native tongue at all levels of
society. Kiroly Kirily pointed to this problem when he wrote
(Appendix, pp. A-7 and A-16):
In some cases, first secretaries, first
vice-presidents, county secretaries in
municipalities and cities and vicepresidents in the Peoples Councils,
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though of nationality origin themselves,
use only the Rumanian language in their
contacts with workers of nationality
origin, letting them know in this way
that perhaps someone prohibited them
from using the native tongue...
Nationalities cannot use their native
tongues even in State offices; after
all, most of the officials are Rumanians
who do not speak the nationality's
language, either because they do not
know it or because they refuse to use it.
(Emphases added.)
Due to this complete absence of any degree of bilingualism
and the chauvinism encouraged by governmental policies, members
of minorities are often forced to endure derision and threats
for using their mother tongue, even in private conversations
at public places. It seems fitting to conclude here with the
experience of a recent visitor, a well-known writer, to
Transylvania. In the predominantly Hungarian village of Sic
(Szdk), he found only one Hungarian sign. It hangs on the wall
of the village tavern and declares: "It is forbidden to sing
in Hungarian."
5. CURTAILMENT OF CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES
In view of the already discussed decline in Hungarian
educational opportunities and the increasing denationalization
of Hungarian commuunities, it is hardly surprising that the
same policy of curtailment and elimination permeates every
aspect of.minorLty cultural life as well.
As noted last year
by The Times of London ("Party Officials Join Fight for Hungarians'
Rights," April 25, 1978, p. 9):
The Hungarians, who hitherto had their
old cultural institutions have gradually
been losing them as the policy of enforced
assimilation by the Rumanian state gained
momentum over the past 10 years or so.
The following are only some examples of this discrimipatory
process:
*No independent Hungarian writers, artists, or musicians
association may exist in Rumania today despite the rich, living
heritage of Transylvanian Hungarian creators in those areas.
Even in the field of literature, where language is obviously
of supreme importance, Hungarians can only belong to the Rumanian
Writers Association as individuals. They are not permitted to
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pass even resolutions of their own. Their only right is to make
proposals to the entire body. Their leaders are not elected,
but appointed by the Rumanians. Out of "courtesy" to the
manian officials, Hungarian writers are not able
attending
to hold meetings or carry on discussions in their own mother
tongue. In this way, Hungarian poets and authors are forced
to discuss their literary work in another language: Rumanian.
Contacts --

even informal --

with literary associations in

Hungary are strictly forbidden. Though only a fraction of
their work is allowed to appear in Rumania, Hungarian writers
are prohibited from publishing any original material in Hungary.
-The volume of Hungarian-language books published in Rumania
is clearly insufficient. According to official government
statistics 2,423,000 copies were published in 1977, meaning only
one book per Hungarian for the entire year. And, of course,
this figure includes an inordinately heavy share of translations
from the Rumanian language, including such "gems" as the collected
works of Nicolae Ceausescu. In the period from 1970 to 1977,
of the 19 publishers who published anything in Hungarian, 12
did not exceed 10 titles each. During that seven year period,
Akaddmia Publishers issued only 1 work in Hungarian, Medicalia
published 4, Minerva published 1, and the Tourist and Sport
Publisher issued 1. Eight of these publishers do not employ
a single Hungarian editor, while the other four employ one each.
As a result of these conditions, there is a severe shortage of
Hungarian books of a technical nature and of Hungarian children's
books. (Tak~cs Memorandum, p. 19.)
,The number of Hungarian-language newspapers, frequency of
publication and number of pages have all been forciby curtailed
in the past years under the pretext of a "paper shortage". Rumanian
newspapers were also curtailed, but their allocations were soon
reinstated while those of the Hungarian newspapers were not. Six
Hungarian newspapers formerly published daily are now allowed to
appear only weekly. There is no journal on drama or music or the
other arts in Hungarian, even though the demand for these items is
high. Nor are there any technical, medical and other professional
journals in the minority languages. All Hungarian high school and
university student newspapers have been terminated. Even the
children's periodical J6barht has been forced to merge with its
Rumanian counterpart Cutezatorul and can publish only translations
of articles which appear in the latter. Those publications which
do exist are used by the State to further undermine the national
identity of the minorities. Newspapers, magazines and literary
publications in Hungarian do not serve the political, economic or
cultural/spiritual needs of the Hungarian minority. Literary
magazines, for example, are to a great extent devoted to the
translated works of Rumanian authors and to the activities of the
Communist Party.
To counter the charge of discrimination in this field, it
could be argued that all publications, including those in the
Rumanian language are filled with official propaganda. But of
all the Communist-ruled countries, Rumania appeals the most to
national chauvinism as a source of popular support. The
Ceausescu regime, intoxicated with delusions of its own grandeur,
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treats the mere existence of minorities as anathema. Official
Rumanian propaganda, therefore, is not only Communist, but
especially chauvinistic in nature. It serves the interests
of a chauvinistic dictatorship bent on robbing its minority
populations of their national identity. Thus even when applied
equally to both Hungarians and Rumanians, it is inevitably
discriminatory against the former.
-Book imports from Hungary are severely restricted by
Rumanian regulations which tie their number to the volume of
books Hungary imports from Rumania. Because obviously more
Hungarian literature is produced in Hungary than in Rumania,
and the publication of Hungarian-language books in Rumania
is kept at an artificially low level, this linkage works as
an effective obstacle to the importationof literary products
from Hungary. In this way, for example, the most widely known
novel by one of the greatest contemporary writers in Hungary,
L~szlo N~meth, published in 1948, was not distributed in Rumania
until 1967. The restriction on literary imports from Hungary
applies equally to classical literature, specialized scientific
and technical texts, and phonograph records, even those
containing only folk and gypsy music. Subscriptions to
periodicals published in Hungary can be obtained only with
official permission and only if they do not exceed a numerical
quota (London Sunday Times Report).
Eighty to ninety percent
of such requests are rejected, including those of schools,
libraries and institutions as well as individuals (ibid.).
The policy of restricting materials from Hungary also
applies to private individuals (Rumanian citizens as well as
foreign visitors) who enter Rumania with personal belongings.
The following typical border incident was recently reported by
an American news correspondent (Eric Bourne, "After 20 Years of
Silent Protests,-Transylvanians in Romania Are Calling Loudly
for Their Rights," The Christian Science Monitor, May 25, 1978,
p. 15):
Scene: The border crossing on the main
highway from Hungary into northwestern
Romania.
Awaiting Customs clearance, a coachload
of Romanian citizens of Hungarian origin.
They are returning home to the Hungarian
minority region of Transylvania in Romania
after visiting relatives in Hungary.
On one side of the border the Hungarian
guard waves them on quickly. But on the
other side the Romanians take longer.
Passengers' suitcases and parcels are all
meticulously checked -- not for luxury
items, but for Hungarian books and newspapers, which are invariably confiscated.
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A girl is relieved of several volumes
of a Hungarian encyclopedia. Near
tears, she explains they are for her
studies, but to no avail...
These arbitrary Romanian restrictions
on the import of Hungarian publications
are a major cause of increasing
resentment among the 2 million ethnic
Hungarians living in Romanian Transylvania.
*Twenty years ago there were six independent Hungarian
theaters in Transylvania. Today only two of them exist, one
in Cluj (Kolozsvfir) and the other in Sfintul Gheorghe (Sepsiszentgy6rgy). The remaining four have been merged into Rumanian
theaters (except that of Timisoara (Temesvir) which was merged
with the German one) where the management and service personnel
are exclusively Rumanian.
The purpose of the mergers was to suffocate a flourishing
institution, the Hungarian theater. A good case in point is
the process which occurred in Tirgu Mures (Marosvfs~rhely).
This predominantly Hungarian city (70-75%) is the cultural
center of a totally Hungarian rural hinterland (90-95%). Though
there appeared to be no need for a Rumanian theater, one was
created and forcefully merged with the Hungarian theater. A
Rumanian director who does not speak a word of Hungarian was
appointed to head the new theater (Karoly Kir~ly, Appendix, p.
A-15). As expected, Rumanian performances played before
an almost completely empty house while Hungarian performances
were almost always sold out. The result is that season tickets
can now be bought only for the combination of Rumanian and
Hungarian performances. Hungarian theater-goers are thereby
forced to subsidize the Rumanian performances and, consequently,
the gradual suffocation of their own theater section.
Coincidentally, the city's Istvan Szentgyorgyi Hungarian
School for the Dramatic Arts was merged into a newly created
Rumanian counterpart. As Kirily writes (Appendix, p. A-15):
"just to eliminate any remaining doubt concerning the latter
move, of the six Hungarian graduates of the School for the
Dramatic Arts, only one was appointed to a Hungarian theater,
while the remaining five -- whether they liked it or not -were placed in Rumanian theaters." The locality in question,
Tirgu Mures (Marosv~sarhely), has never had a Rumanian theatrical
tradition, and the Rumanian drama instructors who teach in the new
school commute regularly from Bucharest. Clearly, the only purpose
of this merger was to provide the means for gradually eliminating a
vital Hungarian institution. Even the Rumanian theatrical elite
was outraged at this measure.
For many years Hungarian theaters in Rumania fulfilled
an important mission by touring the Hungarian-inhabited
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countryside performing plays for the people in small towns
and villages. In recent years, however, the government has
begun to interfere with this practice as well. It has, for
instance, restricted the amount of gasoline allocated to the
Hungarian Theater of Cluj (Kolozsvhr) and in 1975 it confiscated
the Theater's truck. Many outlying localities thus lost the
opportunity to benefit from the Theater's performances.
(London
Sunday Times Report.)
• Twelve years ago the Hungarian Folk Institute of Cluj
(Kolozsvhr) was closed without explanation. At about the
same time the Sz6kely Folk Ensemble was also eliminated.
A so-called Maros Folk Ensemble was created in its place, which
performs considerably more Rumanian than Hungarian numbers.
Moreover, an internal (unofficial, but strictly enforced) Party
directive prohibits any further hiring of Hungarians by this
ensemble. The same directive applies to the Hungarian Philharmonic
Orchestra in Tirgu Mures (Marosvhs~rhely). These cases are
mentioned only as examples of the manner in which allegedly
Hungarian groups are forced to conduct their activities.
-Despite a potential audience numbering in the millions,
films in Rumania cannot be made in Hungarian. There are no
facilities for the training of theatrical directors, drama
critics, art critics, or music critics in Hungarian. Requests
for permission to study in these professions in Hungary are
routinely denied.
-Fortunately, the inadequacy of Hungarian-language broadcast
programming in Rumania is partly offset by the invaluable
services of Radio Free Europe and the Voice of America.
Nevertheless the situation falls far short of expectations:
The present 3 hours of television programming a week in a
language that is the mother tongue of 2.5 million people is
grossly inadequate. Adding to this insufficiency, television
program schedules were rearranged in January 1974 so that even
these scant 3 hours are now broadcast during a time period
(Monday, late afternoon) when the majority of potential viewers
are still at work. The situation with respect to radio
programming is no less deplorable. It is outrageous and highly
discriminatory for example, that Radio Tirgu Mures (Marosvassrhely),
whose broadcast area has a Hungarian population of more than 90%,
transmits only 2 hours daily in Hungarian.
*Finally, it is revealing to examine the supply of books in
public libraries. According to recent data the volumes in
these libraries are predominantly in the Rumanian language
even in entirely Hungarian communities. Two examples are the
library located in the Kalotaszeg region (close to 100%
Hungarian populated) where out of 30,000 books only 5,471
(18.2%) were in Hungarian, and the library of Rimetea (Torock6,
93.1% Hungarian populated) where out of 7,531 books only
3,228 (42.9%) were in Hungarian. (London Sunday Times Report.)
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6.

FALSIFICATZON OF POPULATION STATISTICS

Rumanian statistics consistently understate the size of
the Hungarian minority in Rumania. Based on a census taken
in 1910, the Hungarian population within the region which
later formed the Rumanian state was placed at 1.6 million.
According to the 1966 Rumanian census, despite the passage of
56 years, the number was still the same.
This strange result might be explained by internal
inconsistencies in those Rumanian statistics which deal with
the growth rate of the Hungarian minority. The last three
censi in Rumania have produced the following published statistics:
TOTAL POPULATION
EXCLUDING HUNGARIANS

HUNGARIANS

1956
1966

15,901,775
17,483,571

1,587,675
1,619,592

Growth Rate, 1956-1966
1977
Growth Rate, 1966-1977

9.9%
19,852,542
13.5%

2.0%
1,706,874
5.4%

According to these figures, between 1956 and 1966, the
non-Hungarian population of Rumania grew by 9.9%, at a rate
almost five times greater than the alleged Hungarian growth
rate of 2.0%. Similarly, between 1966 and 1977, the total
population of Rumania, excluding Hungarians, supposedly grew by
13.5%, while the growth rate of Hungarians was only 5.4%. In
reality, aside from statistical juggling, there is no circumstance
which can be cited to justify such vast differences in growth rates.
Furthermore, there are demographic statistics on Hungarians
which suggest a significantly larger Hungarian population than
that which is officially reported. According to official Rumanian
sources (e.g. The Hungarian Nationality in Romania, Bucharest,
1976,- pp. 23-24), there are about 1.5 million active Hungarian
churchgoers in Rumania. This number represents 92.6% of the
Hungarian population shown in the same booklet. The magnitude
of this percentage, however, is clearly absurd given the well-known pressures in Communist countries against practicing one's
religion. The comparable percentage for the United States where
freedom of worship is fully protected, is only 62.9%. Taking
the given 1.5 million Hungarian churchgoers and applying 62.9%,
a figure probably still an exaggeration for a Communist country,
the size of the Hungarian population would be approximately 2.4
million.
During his 1976 visit in the United States, a high-ranking
official from Rumania provided a still more astonishing example
of the internal inconsistencies in Rumanian statistics. Seeking
to prove the vast freedom of worship for minorities in Rumania,
he quoted the results of a new survey to determine the number
of Hungarians belonging to each of six religious denominations.

50-437 0 -

80 -

9
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When added up, however, the six figures totaled 1,724,000 or
17,126 more Hungarian churchgoers than the entire Hungarian
populatio-naccording to the Rumanian census take-n a year later
The Rumanian regime uses several techniques to underrepresent
the size of the Hungarian minority. One method is to eliminate
two ancient Hungarian groups from population
data on Hungarians:
the Csang6s and the Sz6kelys. The Cs~ng6 s number about 250,000
and are the only major group of Hungarians who lived under Rumanian
sovereignty even before the Rumanian annexation of Transylvania.
They have comprised a minority amidst Rumanians for centuries,
living in Moldavia outside the Carpathian basin. They are never
counted as Hungarians despite the fact that they have preserved
their distinctive Hungarian language, culture and Roman Catholic
faith. Their statistical annihilation as Hungarians is only part
of the Government's campaign against them. In 1958, for example,
they still had 72 schools. Today they have none (London Sunday
Times Report). Further, not only Hungarians from Hungary but
Transylvanian Hungarians as well are discouraged through
intimidation from visiting the Csing6 region. Recently, a
Transylvanian Hungarian ethno-musicologist, the widely respected
Zoltin Kall6s, was imprisoned on false charges of homosexuality
while he was engaged in researching the folk music of the Csang6s.
The Sz4kelys (sometimes called Szeklers in English) on
the other hand, are an autochthonous population of Transylvania.
They are often, though not always counted separately from
Hungariansirnspite of their being proudly Hungarian and indeed,
the most resistant to the inroads of forceful Rumanianization.
In any case, the distinction between Szekelys and other Hungarians
is of purely historic interest and is no more or no less significant
than, for example, the distinction between Normans and other
Frenchmen, Prussians and other Germans, or Highland and Lowland
Scots. According to an English historian "they differ, in their
own eyes, from the other Magyars only in being more Magyar than
they" (C.A. Macartney, Hungary and Her Successors, Oxford
University Press, 1968, p. 255). The Rumanian policy of playing
up this distinction and completely excluding the 250,000 Cs~ng6s,
can have no other end than to reduce the significance of the
Hungarian population to which all Hungarians, Sz6kely, Csing6
or otherwise, equally belong.
Another sly tactic involves the demographic questionnaire
used to compile census data (most recently, in January 1977).
The form contains three spaces requiring identification as to
"citizenship", "nationality" and "mother tongue", in that order.
The census taker is instructed not to complete the "nationality"
blank, as if he had forgotten to pose that question. As
"citizenship" is obviously Rumanian, where "mother tongue" is
Hungarian, the blank is later filled in as follows: "Nationality:
Hungarian-speaking Rumanian". The result statistically, is one
less member of the Hungarian nationality and one more Rumanian.
This artificial distinction between nationality and mother tongue,
together with the "correction" of census returns, thus serves
the dual purposes of understating the size of the Hungarian
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population and increasing the number of Rumanians. This practice
was uncovere-by the International Commission of Jurists ("The
Hungarian Minority Problem in Rumania." Bulletin of the International Commission of Jurists, No. 17, December 1963, p. 41):
The Rumanian National Statistical Office
carried out a census in 1956 and it was
emphasized that the civil servants carrying
6ut the census were obliged to call attention
in each case to the basic difference between
nationality, i.e., ethnic origin, and mothertongue. All persons registered had to state
to which national ethnic group they belonged.
The distinction between national group and
mother-tongue and the obligation to state before
officials one's national group drive a wedge
between a people and its culture and this
indeed is reflected in the figures given by
the census.
For every thousand people of
declared Hungarian origin there were one
thousand and forty-two giving Hungarian as
their mother-tongue. It is difficult to
believe that Hungarian, difficult and almost
unrelated to other languages, is the mothertongue of any but Hungarians, and yet 4.2%
of the Hungarian minority group shrank from
stating that they were Hungarian. The reasonable
conclusion to be drawn from this is that in
their eyes it was better not to declare oneself
to be Hungarian.
7. CONFISCATION OF CHURCH ARCHIVES
In 1948 the United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Genocide
accepted the following definition as one of the ways by which
the crime of cultural genocide may be committee (United Nations
Document E/447):
...systematic destruction of historical or
religious monuments or their diversion to
alien uses, destruction or dispersion of
documents and objects of historical, artistic,
or religious value and of objects used in
religious worship.
As noted earlier, regardless of the fact that the final
text of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide did not incorporate the above language,
Rumania's recent behavior exactly corresponds with this
definition.
Act No. 63 of November 2, 1974 on the protection of the
national cultural Treasury and Decree/Law 207 (1974) (amending
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Decree/Law 472 (1971) on the National Archives) are major
tools used to eradicate the history of the Hungarian cultural
institutions. Under the above laws, the government summarily
nationalized all "documents, official and private correspondence,
memoirs, manuscripts, maps, films, slides, photos, soundrecordings, diaries, manifestos, posters, sketches, drawings,
engravings, imprints, seals and like material" over 30 years
old, from the possession of religious and cultural institutions
or private citizens. The pretext was the "protection" of
these documents but the real intent soon became obvious from
the crude and summary manner by which the regulations were
enforced.
The Swiss daily Neue Zircher Zeitung ("Bureaucratic
Chicanery Against the Churches in Rumania", February 1/2,
1975, p. 6) reported this outrage in the following manner:
The intent behind the nationalization of the
ecclesiastical archives is to sever the religious
communities from their historical roots. A church
without a past /tradition/ has no future, especially
one which represents a religious and national minority.
The first victim of these warlike designs against
the religious and cultural minorities by the Rumanian
regime was the Hungarian Reformed Church in the northeast districts of Oradea, Satumare, Baia-Mare and
Zalau. Here, in the mother country of the Reformation
in Transylvania, appeared officials from the State
Archive, assisted by an authorized agent from the
Department of Culture add a representative from
the episcopate, who seized the archives of
approximately two-hundred church communities and
deaneries. The material was -- in many cases
without receipt -- loaded onto trucks and carted
away. The historical order of the archives has
become completely disrupted in the process -- one
method of "reserving" and "protecting" historical
materials -- rendering scientific research for the
next decades impossible. The Rumanian government
has openly embarked on an escalated campaign
against the Reformed Church and the Hungarian
nationality /minority/...
It would be much easier and simpler, from a
scientific point of view, if the church archives
were to keep the originals and were to hand out
copies to the state. In this way the claimed
scientific concern by the state w)uld be amply
maintained, and the articles would remain in
the archives, instead of being transported away
to distant, unknown and possibly inaccessible
locations.
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The Archive Decree affects the Roman-Catholic,
the Hungarian Reformed and the German Lutheran
churches considerably more than the Rumanian
Orthodox Church because the latter, as all
Eastern churches, primarily cultivates the
liturgy, and relies much less on a written,
firmly established historical tradition.
Especially the two "reformed" churches /i.e.,
the Reformed and Lutheran/ have been preserving
in their archives the tradition of their religious
and linguistic individuality, dating back to the
time of the Reformation.
These church archives had for centuries been inventoried
by the churches themselves. The archives were generally in
excellent order and condition but more importantly, they were
accessible to researchers. The immense archive of the Roman
Catholic episcopate of Oradea (Nagyvhrad), for example, was
housed in a building built in the 18th century and equipped
expressly for that purpose. The archive is now stored in a
warehouse of the castle in that city, inaccessible to scholars.
Similarly, as a consquence of neglect and outright mistreatment
by the authorities, the archive of the Roman Catholic episcopate
of Satu Mare (Szatmhrn6meti) has been almost completely destroyed.
The archives of the Roman Catholic lyceum of Oradea (Nagyvirad),
and of the Reformed Church Colleges of Orastie (Szhszvhros),
Sighetul Marmatiei (Miramarossziget), and Satu Mare (Szatmirn6meti)
have also suffered severe deterioration. (Takacs Memorandum, p. 20.)
For the past 26 years Rumania has maintained absolutely no
facilities for the professional training of archivists, not even
in Rumanian. (During the "legislative debate" surrounding the
passage of Act No. 63, Ceausescu himself was astonished to learn
this fact.)
The few archivists extant in Rumania are not expert
in ancient Slavic, ancient Greek, Hungarian and Latin, the
languages in which the documents were written. The richest
Hungarian collection in the country, the Battyaneum Library in
Alba Iulia (Gyulafeh6rvir), does not employ a single Hungarian
expert (Tak~cs Memorandum, p. 21).
The ae., ve-mentioned outrages form part of a systematic
effort to re-write Rumanian history in order to suppress the
significance of the indigenous Hungarian culture. Another
means for achieving the same objective was reported by the
Financial Times ("Transylvania's Ethnic Strains," April 2, 1975):
A favourite device is to 'facelift' the tombs
and crypts of famous Hungarian families in the
medieval Hgzsongard cemetery in Cluj by
allotting them to recently dead Rumanians. In
this way, the ethnic composition of the former
population, now dead, is restructured favourably.
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8.

BARASSNENT OF CHURCHES

The multinational region of Transylvania has a long
heritage of religious freedom. It was in Transylvania that
freedom of religion was written into law for the first time
in history, in 1568 at the Diet of Torda. Significantly,
this momentous event occurred at a time when elsewhere in
Europe wars of religious intolerance were raging.
The Rumanian State, through its Ministry of Cults,
exercises a policy of total interference in ecclesiastical
matters regardless of their administrative, social, or
theological nature. No decision can be implemented by the
churches unless it is thoroughly reviewed and approved by
the Ministry of Cults. For instance, any social or religious
gathering, with the exception of Sunday worship, must be
approved by the State. The same condition applies to the
right of churches to use their material resources. State
approval of such use has been known to take years. Moreover,
Protestant congregations are denied the ancient and traditional
right to elect their own ministers and persbyters. They may
only propose candidates, since the State has reserved the right
of selection for itself. Religious instruction is also subject
to debilitating government intrusion. While the State does
approve religion classes to be held during certain prescribed
hours, school authorities are instructed to organize compulsory
school activities at precisely the same hours. Non-attendance
at such activities results in official reprimand of not only
the "delinquent" child but the parents as well.
It should be emphasized that these restrictions harm
especially the minority populations. Religious affiliation
generally corresponds with nationality in Rumania. The
Church then is the only remaining institution which could
fulfill the minorities' needs and permit them to nurture
their ethnic heritage. In this sense, therefore, "harassment
of churches" assumes a far greater meaning for minorities than
only the curtailment of religious freedoms. Hungarian ministers,
for instance, are subjected to severe interrogation, if -- as
frequently occurs in the many communities which have no Hungarian
school -- they teach children in their native tongue.
By paying one third of the salaries of clergymen, the
State claims the right to their complete and faithful
cooperation. If the situation calls for it, they can be
forced at any time to become part of the Communist propaganda
machinery -- both at home and abroad. It is no accident, for
example, that on June 4, 1976, a five-member delegation of
church leaders was herded on three days' notice to the United
States to promote the Rumanian Government at various educational
and theological institutions. Nor is it accidental that since
that time, several other church leaders have been sent on
similar public relations missions to American legislators and
politicians.
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Forced isolation harms minority churches which have
sister communities in the West and which are dependent to a
great extent on donations from abroad to support their
charitable work. Aside from limitations on their travel,
clergymen are forbidden to receive gifts from abroad and to
correspond-with relatives, friends or institutions in noncommunist countries.
Freedom to publish theological books, periodicals, and
other religious material is extremely limited. The propaganda
booklet The Hungarian Nationality in Romania, distributed
in 1976 6-the "Romanian Library" in New York is able to
list only five theological books published in Hungarian in
the last quarter-century (p. 25).
For the 700,000 members
of the Hungarian Reformed Church (p. 23), only one bimonthly
publication can be circulated in a mere 1000 copies (p. 43).
Furthermore, church libraries are forbidden to lend any books,
even though they were acquired through the donations of the
very same parishioners who might wish to borrow them.
The Hungarian Protestant Theological Institute of Cluj
(Kolozsvar) came into being in 1949 as a result of forced
unification of the independent Presbyterian and Unitarian
Theological Institutes. This institute is indeed, as the
above-mentioned propaganda booklet claims, "a unique
institute" (p. 24): Through this forced unification, both
the Presbyterian and Unitarian Churches were deprived of
their ancient tradition of self-determination which had
included the training of their own ministers. The curriculum
of the Protestant Theological Institute is now carefully
designed and supervised by the Ministry of Cults. Examinations,
which are all oral, are chaired by an Inspector from the
Ministry of Cults to insure that future clegymen of the
Hungarian minority keep in line with State policy.
Verification of the statements above and further details
concerning the situation of minority churches in Rumania can
be provided by several high-ranking American Protestant
church leaders who have taken a direct interest in that situation.
9.

BANS ON PRIVATE LODGING

Decree/Law 225 (1974) prohibits the accomodation of
non-Rumanian citizens in private homes with the exception
of closest relatives. The punishment for disobeying this
law is a draconic fine of 15,000 leis (about $1,200) which
is imposed on the unfortunate host. The law was ostensibly
created for the protection of the hotel industry and applied
to all visitors. The discriminatory character of the law
becomes obvious, however, in light of the fact that it is
the 2.5 million Hungarians who have the greatest number
of relatives and potential visitors abroad -- among the 10.5
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million Hungarians in neighboring Hungary alone, not to mention
the several million Hungarians in the West who have escaped
Rumania's intolerant atmosphere since World War I. Indeed
it is difficult to find a Hungarian family in Rumania without
relatives or close friends living in either Hungary or the
West. Due to the extreme scarcity of hotel facilities in
rural Transylvania, the generally modest means of these
would-be visitors, and especially the threat of harassment
and intimidation for even the most innocent failure to obey
the unreasonable and selectively enforced provisions of this
law, visits are often rendered a practical impossibility.
A Neue archer Zeitung reporter (April 3/4, 1977, p. 4),
finding this law to be obviously discriminatory against
Hungarians, interpreted its existence as resulting-from a
fear inherent in Rumanian internal policy "which sees in any
visitor from Hungary, a country which by Communist standards
is less orthodox, a carrier of the dangerous bacteria of
freedom". One wonders at the true extent of oppression in
Rumania, where visits even by citizens of a "fellow socialist
country" are subject to official obstruction.
Claims concerning the alleged non-discriminatory nature
of Rumania's restrictions on foreign visitors have become
especially untenable since the issuance of Decree/Law 372
(November 8, 1976) amending Decree/Law 225. According to
its text, one of the express purposes of the new Decree
is to encourage and advance the enrichment of the "Rumanian
language and culture", unmistakably excluding a similar desire
for minority languages or cultures. Moreover, the lifting
of visiting restrictions and the elimination of currency
exchange requirements apply only to visitors of "Rumanian
oric;in"; there have been reports that at border crossings
this vague category is strictly interpreted to include only
those of Rumanian nationality as determined by the name and
birthplace appearing on travel documents or according to
similar unwritten and arbitrary criteria.
10.

FALSIFICATION OF HISTORY

The Rumanian Government is obviously annoyed by the fact
that for many centuries before the first arrival of Rumanians
in the region of present-day Rumania, several other nationalities
(today's national minorities) had already inhabited that area.
Nevertheless, in order to prove the Rumanians' historical
"precedence" in the area, the government -- through its
academic mercenaries -- has utilized an unproven theory
based largely on pseudo-scientific speculation. According
to this theory the Rumanians are descendants of the ancient
Dacians, a people whose last proven presence in the area
predates the appearance of Rumanians there by nine centuries.
Although this theory has little credence in the eyes of any
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serious non-Rumanian scholar, according to a Neue Zircher
Zeitung reporter (April 3/4, 1977, p. 3), it has been elevated
totl
level of State ideology.
At this point it should be noted that arguments concerning
the historical priority of peoples living many centuries ago
have no relevance whatsoever to the rules of international law
governing the treatment of national minorities; still less can
such arguments be used as an excuse for the oppression of
3.5 million minority individuals. The only reason for dealing
with this theory is to point out the sinister goal which its
promotion serves in Rumania today.
The theory does not stop at the assertion of Rumanian
priority. Rumania's historians today stigmatize minority
groups as "intruders" who upset the social and ctrltural
order of the "original inhabitants", the Rumanians. In many
cases, textbooks, travel guides and other literature actually
re-christen Hungarian historical figures and make them into
Rumanian national heroes having no connection with the Hungarian
people. The same materials contain an almost absolute silence
on the centuries of Transylvania's Hungarian history.
In this way, the dynamism and superiority of the Rumanian
,people becomes "historically proven", while national minority
inhabitants, lacking historical or cultural roots of comparable
brilliance, are considered no more than second-class citizens.
One devastating practical effect of this process in Rumania
today is that minority children are taught that the cultural
richness of the area is solely the result of Rumanian creativity,
thereby making those children ashamed of their ethnic identity.
The remaining schools which still educate children in
Hungarian must use official textbooks which teach these children
that their nationality has no past in the area. Without a past,
by implication, this nationality can have no future -- unless,
of course, it assimilates into the resplendent Rumanian people.
The notion of Rumanian superiority thus provides a
convenient "scholarly" justification for implementing the
massive campaign of forced assimilation against minorities,
involving the vast array of discriminatory measures noted above.
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CONCLUSION
The Committee for Human Rights in Rumania was organized
in the simple belief that Congress intends to enforce section
402 of the Trade Act. Further hope has been evoked in us by
the new emphasis on the role of human rights in our foreign
policy and by the fact that Congress has repeatedly endorsed
this policy -- at least verbally.
Adherence to existing international law and full restoration
of minority institutions is all we demand of the Rumanian
government. We believe these demands to be fair and reasonable.
The Rumanian Trade Agreement provides the United States with
strong leverage to promote such noble objectives. It should be
utilized to its full extent.
The indifference with which our requests have been met by
the respective Congressional committees thus far has created
widespread feelings of disillusionment and frustration in the
Hungarian-American community. The survival of Hungarians in
Rumania is the single issue of deepest and most urgent concern
to Hungarians in America today. In light of the contemptuous
manner in which Congress has avoided any meaningful action on
this legitimate and real concern, Hungarian-Americans feel that
they have been treated as second-class citizens. Moreover,
every Hungarian knows that his small nation has made vast
contributions to the scientific and cultural achievements of the
United States. Their desire for our government's support is
thus wholly justified and meritorious, and should no longer be
ignored.
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APPENDIX

LETTER FROM KAROLY KIRALY TO ILIE VERDET, DATED JUNE 2, 1977
Honorable Comrade Ilie Verdet,
I turn to you as the individual in the Party leadership who
is responsible for supervising the Workers Councils of the
various nationalities living in our country.
The issue I wish to raise concerns the activity of those
Councils --

specifically that of the Hungarian Nationality

Council.
In view of the fact that from the moment it came into being,
I have been Vice President of that Council and have participated
in its work, I am equipped with a thorough and complete knowledge
of the subject.

For two years I have also been a member of the

Mures County Council and have therefore been witness to local
developments and to the manner in which a county council operates.
I am thus in a position to make some observations.
During the past few years, the work of the Councils has
become more sporadic and mostly formalistic in nature, and its
effect on the working people and contact with them has greatly
declined.

To this very day, the national (Hungarian Nationality]

Council and most of the County Councils have no headquarters and
do not schedule office hours.

The Council executive committees

[bureaus"] on both the national and county levels meet very
rarely -- once every year or every two years.

At council meetings,

only subjects of a general nature are discussed relating to
submissions of various declarations of the kind expressing
solidarity with government positions, especially on international
questions.

But even if certain questions of a concrete nature
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do arise, as for example education in the native tongue, cultural
activities and instruction, etc., the questions remain unresolved.
For the past three years, statements made during meetings
have been prefabricated and censored by comrades in the county
leadership and by Central Committee officials.

This practice has

led to the passivity and lack of interest of the participants;
in this way, lively debate has been replaced by formalism.

It is

characteristic that even at these County Council meetings, but
on the national level as well, the materials under discussion are
printed in the Rumanian language, and statements by the participants
are also in Rumanian.
Under such conditions, the prestige of these councils in the
eyes of the people has become practically nonexistent.

This

situation, I feel, does not serve the interests of the Rumanian
Communist Party and that purpose for which these councils were
created.
In light of these remarks, careful analysis of the role and
effectiveness of the councils is necessary along the following
linesIn my view, the council's program of activities must be
urgently revised; it no longer meets the current demands, it is
overly narrow in scope and does not provide opportunities for
viable activity among workers of nationality origin.
The new program must have a charter defining a mass,
community organization of a broad and democratic nature, with
joining members receiving membership cards and paying membership
dues.
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1.

In terms of structure, the principle of democratic

centralism should be utilized with local chapters in villages
and communities operating under the direction of committees and
executive bureaus in cities and municipalities, whose leaders
are all elected from the bottom up.
2.

All of the governing bodies should be elected.

3.

The Executive Committees should meet every month and the

Councils every four months.

Elections for council seats should

be held every 4-5 years, and every 5 years a National Conference
should be held.

The subjects to be discussed should be freely

selected by each local Council according to problems which arise
in the course of everyday life, and those subjects should also be
part of the schedule of activities issued every four months.
4.

The councils should have a single charter approved by

the National Conference.

The existence of the entire program

should be guaranteed by the Rumanian Communist Party leadership.
5.

The councils should have offices

operating in a

,.---continuous fashion.
6.

The councils should have newspapers and periodicals of

their own.
7.

The councils should be allowed to organize public gatherings

and cultural and sports events.
8.

In accordance with the ultimate objective of the Rumanian

Communist Party and in conformity with its program to build a
socialist and communist society, the National, County and Local
Councils

should consider it their responsibility to mobilize
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workers of the various nationalities to accomplish their duties
and objectives in the economic, social, cultural and athletic
areas.

Authorized by the Party, they (the councils) should keep

constant watch to determine how the nationality policies of the
Rumanian Communist Party are practically applied in the fields
of culture, use of the native tongue in administrative offices
and public institutions, and in other areas.

They should follow

the progress of education in the native tongue at all academic
levels.

They should contribute in every possible way to the

development of the spiritual welfare of the coinhabiting nationalities
9.

The councils should be given power to participate in

the selection and promotion of leaders ["cadres"] at all levels
of the social and political structure.
10.

The councils should participate, with their own candidates,

in elections of legislators to the Grand National Assembly and in
People's Council elections.

They should be allowed to form a

group from among their Representatives, which would have the power
to introduce legislation..
11.

The creation of a Nationality Statute can no longer be

postponed (a Statute of this sort actually existed until 1948).
12.

I believe that it would be desirable and practical for

the National Council to maintain international contacts as do
other public and patriotic organizations which are also part of
the National Unity Front.
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During the 10 years since these Councils came into being
profound changes have occurred in the political and social
life of the country.

Every aspect of life has undergone

significant transformation in terms of both quality and quantity,
and accordingly, all of the basic documents of the State and
Party have been duly modified.
The organizational charter of the Party has changed.
Improvements have been made in certain provisions of the Constitution.
Some laws have been supplemented, or repealed and in their
place other, completely new ones have been enacted.

Improvements

have been made in the program of the National Unity Front, its
organizational structure being revised to create the community
councils.
It is therefore all the more difficult to comprehend why it
was precisely the structure and program of the Nationality Councils
whose improvement was not justified.

Personally, I am convinced

that the chief reason for this lies precisely in the passivity
of these Councils, because their activity has sorely lagged behind
the realistic demands of life and they have not kept pace during
the past decade with the great and profound transformations which
have occurred in the area of material and spiritual well-being.
This is the reason they were unable to truly serve the development
of unity and brotherhood between the Rumanian people and the
coinhabiting nationalities.
Naturally, other problems also exist which need to be solved,
but a prior solution of the above items would guarantee the proper
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organizational framework for viable, creative efforts and would
serve to increase the prestige of these organizations, deepen
confidence in the nationality policies of the Rumanian Communist
Party, strengthen the trust of the national minorities and
regenerate unity

and brotherhood between all the workers

regardless of nationality differences, all along the lines of our
Party's Marxist-Leninist practical solution of the nationality
question.
In recent times however, we have unfortunately been ever
more often witness to cases where workers of varied nationality
origin mistrust our Party's declarations of principle concerning
solution of the nationality questions in our country.

The people

expect practical measures serving the advancement of material
welfare and above all the spiritual vitality of the coinhabiting
nationalities, in harmony with those great change which occurred
in our socialist society in the material and spiritual welfare
of the Rumanian people.
Unfortunately, in the practical reality of everyday society
and politics, animosities abound and doubts are often expressed
over the sincerity of certain Party and State officials because
of the manner in which they solve the individual problems of the
nationalities especially with respect to their cultural and
educational affairs and use of the native tongue in Party offices,
at Party conferences and at gatherings of a patriotic or public
nature.
Unfortunately, certain Party and State officials of nationality
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origin also help to maintain this kind of unhealthy atmosphere.
It does not serve the cause of unity and brotherhood when some
of these officials deny or avoid the expression of these sensitive
questions which occupy the minds of workers of nationality origin.
In some cases, first secretaries, first vice-presidents,
county secretaries in municipalities and cities and vice-presidents
in the People's Councils, though of nationality origin themselves,
use only the Rumanian language in their contacts with workers
of nationality origin, letting them know in this way that perhaps
someone prohibited them from using the native tongue and thus
performing a disservice to the Party and the cause of unity and
brotherhood among workers of different nationalities.
The people are justified when they accuse such officials of
opportunism, insincerity, lack of courage and responsibility, and
when they distrust them.

Personally, I doubt that an individual

who lacks the confidence of the nationality to which he belongs
can be an effective Party or State official.

It cannot be permitted

for certain officials ["cadres") of nationality origin not to
know their own native tongue and nationality culture.
Not one nationality will tolerate someone else to speak for
it simply because he declares himself to belong to that nationality
but at the same time does not even speak their language either
because he does not know it, or because he refuses to use it.

As a

consequence, he cannot feel, he cannot think as they do, because
he shares no common spiritual bond with them.
Unfortunately, even at higher Party and State levels there
are such officials, who, when they are sent to completely Hungarian-
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inhabited regions to explain certain aspects of Party or State
policy, cannot do so for the above reasons and are therefore
unable to complete their assignments.
It is my conviction that serious thought should be given
to this situation, because life has indeed been deeply enriched
with not only accomplishments but with unresolved problems as well.
It would be a grave error to believe that all problems of this
nature have solved themselves forever.

Such a view would also

be inconsistent with the Marxist dialectic.
Just as in connection with other, economic and socio-political
problems of life, in solving the nationality question we must begin
with the fact that even in this field there is room for the "still
better", that grave deficiencies already exist and that solutions
must be sought, requiring much sensitivity, tactfulness, skill in
political judgment and good faith.
National sentiment is a sensitive question which must be
treated with special attention; it is a question which relates to
the quality of the nationality, and its solution cannot be measured
in percentages as can industrial progress and results.

National

sentiment is equally powerful in all peoples, regardless of how
large or small, once they possess their own national identity.
Honorable Comrade Verdet, the raising of these questions and
the search for solutions is always difficult -and responsibility.

it calls for courage

One who articulates these problems can be

sure that his intentions will be misunderstood, especially under
currently prevailing circumstances.

He can count on being accused,

indeed, on being called a variety of names, particularly at the
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time when these sensitive and specific questions are raised.
I am turning to you in the trust and belief that my intentions
will be understood, especially because these problems are real and
they are of concern to hundreds of thousands of people.
In light of the fact that the Hungarian nationality in Rumania
is the largest nationality in our country --

indeed, the largest

in Europe -- I believe that it should be treated with the care it
deserves, so that this nationality (along with the other nationalities)
will feel itself at home.

Those principles must be consistently

implemented which Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu stated in his March 1971
speech before the joint plenary session of the Hungarian and
German nationalities and which, at that time, elicited widespread
reaction and approval.
Unfortunately, this speech is seldom remembered today.

On

the contrary, there is continuous repetition of the proposition
that the nationality question in our country has been finally, once
and for all, solved.

This proposition, from a practical standpoint,

is not true and, from a theoretical standpoint, is anti-scientific
and anti-dialectical.

To support this thesis, industrialization

and the guarantee of employment without regard to nationality

differences are constantly/ cited.

I completely agree with this,

but only with this much, because the nationality question is a
spiritual, and not only a material one.

The primary aspect is

the material, but it can only complement and enrich, not substitute

for, the spiritual.
To the extent that material well-being becomes increasingly
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enriched and more fully realized, social consciousness will grow
and prosper accordingly.
of

This applies equally to the consciousness

the coinhabiting nationalities in Rumania.
It is for this reason that I steadfastly adhere to a thorough,

attentive, comradely and responsible examination of the question;
in my opinion, we cannot do otherwise if we wish to avoid the
serious headaches it will cause later on.
I have addressed these few thoughts to you with full confidence
in the Rumanian Communist Party and its wise leadership and without
the fear that their expression will result in undesirable
consequences for the person who expressed them.

June 2, 1977

Most respectfully yours,
Karoly Kirhly
National Vice President, Hungarian
Nationality Workers Council in Rumania
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LETTER FROM KAROLY KIRALY TO JANOS FAZEKAS,
WRITTEN IN AUGUST 1977
Dear Comrade Fazekas,
I herewith enclose a copy of my letter to Comrade Ilie Verdet.
This letter contains my observations concerning the manner in
which the nationality question in our country has been handled,
together with my recommendations on the ways in which the activity
of the different nationality councils could be improved.
It is common knowledge that these councils were created at
the initiative of the First Secretary of the Rumanian Communist
Party, Comrade Nicolae Ceausescu for the purpose of serving the
brotherhood and unity of the workers of various nationalities,
as well as the building of socialism.
it is an unfortunate fact that in recent times the activity
of these councils has declined to zero.
Many errors are committed in the practical handling of the
nationality question.
a.

This year again, opportunities are being constantly

restricted for children of national minorities to study in their
native tongue; this breeds anxiety and deep dissatisfaction;
b. The concept of restrictive quotas I"valachus numericus"]
is utilized with respect to personnel problems; in fact, employment
opportunities for nationalities are being restricted in certain
institutions;
c.

Unpardonably extreme methods of intimidation are employed

against those who dare to ask for permission to speak in the interest
of having the nationality question handled legally and in accordance
with the Constitution.
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As you know, there was also violence and torture; the
harassment of (Jen5] Szikszai, the eminent professor from
Brass6, drove him to commit suicide.

It is unbelievable that

even after the plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the
Rumanian Communist Party in 1968, when the state security organs
condemned the atrocities committed against Patrascanu and others,
the same kinds of negative incidents are allowed to reoccur, and
the offenders are allowed to walk about freely without so much
as being asked to account for their actions.* I have mentioned
only one example, though unfortunately, many more could be cited.
I cannot believe that all this occurs with the knowledge of the
Party leadership.
I greatly regret having to do so, but I must state that
an entire series of incidents, fact and activities exists
which have nothing in common with Marxist-Leninism, the principles
which form the basis of the Rumanian Communist Party's programs.
What is most distressing is the fact that local Party and State
organs try to cover up, to gloss over the facts, as if they were
completely lacking'in sensitivity toward such thorny problems as
the nationality question or the national sentiments of the
coinhabiting nationalities.
I am turning to you, because you are active in the highest
levels of Party and State leadership, and I ask that you be so
good as to call these problems to the attention of the Political
Executive Committee.
Respectfully,
Kfroly Kirfly
Vice-President,
Hungarian Nationality Council of the
Socialist Republic of Romania
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LETTER FROM KAROLY KIRALY TO JANOS VINCZE,
DATED SEPTEMBER 10, 1977
To Comrade J~nos Vincze,
Member of the Central Connittee,
Rumanian Communist Party
Bucharest
My Dear Friend,
Anxiety and concern compel me to write to you about the
manner in which the nationality question has been handled in
our country of late, and how the Nationality Workers Councils
on both the national and county levels are performing their work.
More than three months ago, I wrote to Comrade Verdet
concerning various aspects of the nationality question, and,
as you know, I raised the problem at the most recent meeting
of the Central Committee, as well as the Spring session of the
Maros County Council.

In addition, several members of the

Central and County Councils have also voiced their observations,
criticisms and proposals.

As for myself, it has been more than

a year since I asked to be heard by the Supreme Party Leadership.
To my deep disappointment, neither have I been granted a
hearing, nor has my letter been answered in any manner whatsoever.
I would like to share with you some of my thoughts and
concerns with regard to this subject.
First I would mention the problem in connection with these
Nationality Councils, which consists of the manner in which they
perform their activities.

it is well known that the Party
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resolution adopted ten years ago to establish these Councils
was accepted and greeted enthusiastically by millions of
workers of the various nationalities in our country.

They

considered it a well thought out and responsible act which
would serve the preservation of their national identities,
provide an organizational framework through which they could
voice their various problems and complaints, and advance the
development of their social, material and intellectual wellbeing.
Although from the very beginning the organizational structure
as well as the rules of operation of the Councils proved narrow
and inadequate, encouraging signs did appear in their activity:
at meetings it was permitted to speak freely and openly; of the
numerous proposals raised, a good many were considered; there
were also some plenary sessions which were attended by Comrades
Ceausescu and Maurer, and so on.

The speech given by Comrade

Ceausescu at the Spring 1971 joint plenary session of the
Nationality Councils was met with lively enthusiasm and deep
satisfaction.

Unfortunately the satisfaction and the hope were

shortlived.
In practice it became clear that these beautiful speeches,
incorporating so many sound principles, were not made for our sake,
but to serve the purposes of propaganda, especially propoganda
directed abroad.
It is commonly known that real truth becomes manifest in its
lasting vitality, in the total harmony between words and deeds.

We

are compelled to state that the chasm between theory and practice
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is vast and that in reality while one thing is said, entirely
different things are done.
We were promised new secondary vocational and technical
schools in which studies were to be conducted in the languages
of the nationalities, but in reality we have witnessed a decline
in the number of these schools.
fewer of them.

Each year there are fewer and

Children cannot study in their native tongue;

compulsory instruction in the Rumanian language has been
introduced even at the kindergarten level.

In 1976 a decision

was born to eliminate Hungarian institutions of higher education.
After the "B~lyai" [already largely denationalized] University
in Kolozsvgr came the Institute of Medicine and Pharmacology at
Marosvisirhely, and then, by special order from above, a Rumanian
section was established at the Istvan Szentgy6rgyi School for the
Dramatic Arts, thereby liquidating in effect the last "island" of
higher education in a nationality tongue; and
any remaining doubt concerning the latter move

just to eliminate

---

of the six

[Hungarian) graduates of the School for the Dramatic Arts, only
one was appointed to a Hungarian theater, while the remaining five
-- whether they liked it or not -- were placed in Rumanian theaters.
It is no secret of course that the Hungarian State Theater
of Marosvisirhely has a Rumanian director who does not speak
Hungarian.

In the same way, it is nothing new that in cities

where the majority of the population is Hungarian --

such as

Nagyvirad, Marosvasfrhely, Szovhta, etc. -- Rumanians who speak
no Hungarian are being appointed as mayors.
Use of the native tongue is severely restricted at meetings
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of the Party, the Young Communists League, the trade unions,
and in the various workers Councils; indeed, use of the native
tongue is prohibited even at meetings of the Nationality Workers
Councils.
Signs identifying institutions, localities and so on in
the native tongue of the local inhabitants have almost completely
disappeared.

In 1971 when I was First Party Secretary in Kovaszna

County, we posted bilingual Rumanian and Hungarian signs there,
in accordance with a decree o' the County People's Council.
their existence was shortlived.

But

The signs were simply removed,

and by 1975, not a single locality was identified in Hungarian.
Nationalities cannot use their native tongues even in State
offices; after all, most of the officials are Rumanians who do
not speak the nationality's

language, either because they do

not know it or because they refuse to use it.
With regard to the question of personnel, the replacement
of Hungarian officials (where there still are any) with Rumanians
is being carried out with incredible persistence.

This applies

equally to the politico-administrative apparatus and to the various
economic and industrial enterprises.

In Marosvlsirhely at the

"I.P.L. August 23" works, or at the Chemical Factory --

to mention

only two examples -- not a single director or deputy director is
Hungarian, in spite of the fact that measures had been initiated
"to improve the nationality composition of the personnel".

I don't

even wish to think of such cities as, for example NagyvArad, where
there is not a single Party secretary of Hungarian nationality.
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It is clear from only this much that a multitude of factual
realities violate the Constitution, the founding Charter of the
Party and the fundamental principles set down and provided for
in Party documents.

What is occurring in practice is not in

harmony with the principles in these documents -is more, it completely contradicts them --

indeed, what

and has nothing in

common with Marxist-Leninism, fundamental human rights, humanism,

or ethical behavior and human dignity, that is, all that which
is trumpeted far and wide in the most varied kinds of propaganda.
These facts give rise to many questions which are not at all
difficult to answer; what is difficult to understand however, is:
who benefits from all of this?
Will such measures truly contribute to the unity and brotherhood
of the peoples living in this homeland?
chauvinistic provocation?

Is this not a policy of

There can be but one reply:

all of

this in no way benefits either the Rmanian people or the
coinhabiting nationalities.
Has the lesson of history been so soon forgotten that a
people which oppresses other peoples cannot itself be free?
Experience and history teach us that coercive measures do not
lead to the solution of problems.
The tendency to forcefully assimilate nationalities living
in Rumania is -- this cannot be denied --

also revealed by the

press at times, and this creates total distrust in nationality
policies; indeed, it casts doubt over the sincerity of all
policies in general, and for millions of citizens, it destroys
their confidence in Socialist Society.
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What concerns me the most at this time is the obstinacy
with which this problem is ignored by our Party organs; from
the lowest level to the highest they act as if they were totally
unaware of it.

My own personal efforts, as well as those of

others, to draw their attention to it, have thus far remained
fruitless.

And the situation continues to deteriorate, to the

detriment of the prestige of our Party and Society.
I am writing to you with a deep sense of responsibility,
as I am one of those Communists who is convinced of the truth
of our ideals.

I have fought for these ideals since my tender

youth, and later, as a member of the Supreme Party and State
Leadership as well.
The nationality question is a touchstone of democracy;

it

is an intrinsic element of the democracy which exists in the
society as a whole.

Without the just and real, not only verbal,

solution of the nationality question, democracy in general cannot
exist, and the new Society, the Socialism which we all want
cannot be built up.
Our Supreme Leadership must analyze these problems very
seriously.

Unless it does so, the Leadership itself will make

the entire existence of democracy within our Party and our society,
questionable.
It is not society which is bad, nor is it the socialist system
which must be faulted, but the methods used by the Leadership.
It is necessary to illuminate the grave errors which are being
committed in the interpretation of Marxist-Leninism and in the
application of the fundamental principles established by the Party.
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We must renounce policies based on demagogy, the personality
cult and the capricious application of Marxism.

Only in this

way can we achieve a proper, just and democratic solution of all
those questions which reality has created in our Socialist Society.
As it has been proven, at no time and in no place has the
personality cult ever led to any good.

On the contrary, it has

been the source of great suffering and pain, as well as the cause
of political abuses, because the masses hive always rejected it,
regardless of the masks it wore or the excuses made for it.
My dear Comrade Vincze, I ask you to forward the enclosed
letter, which I had addressed to Comrade Ilie Verdet and intended
for the Supreme Leadership, to the members of the Politburo.
It would be very useful if the Politburo discussed the issues
raised in the letter, because, perhaps in this way, our Supreme
Leadership would wake up to the truth and take the appropriate
actions.
We nationalities, -- Hungarians, Germans, Serbs, Jews,
Gypsies, and so on -- feel a deep respect for the Rumanian people
and wish to live in harmony with them.
I personally have thousands of friends and relatives of the
Rumania i nationality; my son-in-law is Rumanian, and I love him
just as much as my other relatives and friends with whom I have
worked, shoulder to shoulder, for the building of the new Society.
I want our common home to develop, grow strong and prosper, and it
is for this reason that I am writing to you with such sincerity
and courage.

It is my conviction that this matter is common to

us all, that it is the duty of every one of us to critically examine
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the negative phenomena, and that such phenomena cannot be viewed
through rose-colored glasses, regardless of whether they are of
an economic or social nature, or even if they derive from the
co-existence of workers of the various nationalities.

It would

be a pity if all that would collapse which we, Rumanians and
the other nationalities, built up with hard work in the decades
following the Liberation.

After all, this country is the common

home of all of us, and we love her as a good mother.

We must do

all we can to prevent her from becoming a cruel stepmother to any

one of her children, regardless of his nationality.

Most respectfully,
Karoly Kirily
Marosvasirhely, September 10, 1977
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THE EIGHTEEN DEMANDS FOR IMPROVED MINORITY RIGHTS
LISTED BY LAJOS TAKACS
With respect to the Hungarian population, we recommend
the following:
1. Restructuring of the Hungarian Nationality Workers
Council into a mass organization with chapters in all localities
where the number of Hungarian inhabitants warrants this. The
organization should have the right to nominate candidates to
represent the Hungarian population in every central and local
organ. It should designate candidates to fill certain key
positions which deal with the development of the cultural
life of the inhabitants.
2. Within the framework of the Grand National Assembly,
a permanent committee should be established to deal with
problems of the coinhabiting nationalities. The country's
nationality representatives, as well as a Rumanian representative
from counties with mixed populations, should participate in
this committee. (A committee such as this exists in the Slovak
National Assembly.)
3. A new Statute for nationalities should be created
which concretely spells out the responsibilities of the
authorities in implementing the Party's nationality policies.
4. Those state agencies which operate under the Ministry
of Education and the Council for Socialist Instruction should
be granted decision-making powers in all those questions which
bear directly on the actions of these central organs as they
affect the coinhabiting nationalities.
5. A network of native-language kindergartens and general
and secondary schools of all levels and specialties, which is
capable of handling all Hungarian students who wish to pursue
their studies in the native tongue, should be guaranteed.
6. The Babes-B61yai University, the Dr. Petru Groza
Agricultural Institute, the Ion Andreescu Art Institute, the
Gh. Dina Conservatory, the Istvfn Szentgydrgyi School for the
Dramatic Arts, the Institute of Medicine and Pharmacology at
Marosvis'rhely and the Technical School of Kolozsvhr should
be reorganized into two sections with independent curricula.
7.
Ideological instruction should be provided in the
language of the nationalities as well, in all areas where
this is warranted by the number of workers, peasants or
intellectuals.
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8. The size of circulation of local newspapers should
be determined on the basis of actual demand.
9. The possibility of publishing a high quality, [Hungariani
scientific journal should be investigated.
10. Cultural ensembles of the coinhabiting nationalities
should be guaranteed greater freedom of movement.
11. We should re-examine the possibility of creating a
radio station broadcasting in the languages of the coinhabiting
nationalities, and a television channel with continuous programming.
12. More publications -- especially technical-scientific
and children's literature -- should be allowed to appear in the
languages of the coinhabiting nationalities.
13. Access by Hungarians (in Rumania] to publications which
appear in the Hungarian People's Republic, and to Hungarianlanguage publications which appear in Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia, should be improved.
14. The employment of Hungarian experts should be guaranteed
in those libraries and archives which contain documents relating
to the past history of the Hungarian nationality.
15. In those counties and localities where the percentage
of inhabitants of nationality origin achieves 15%, in addition
to Rumanian, use of the language of the given nationality should
be instituted in the administrative apparatus of the state, in
publications, and on signs and billboards.
16. Textbooks, literature pertaining to the country's history,
propaganda materials, etc. should be revised to accurately reflect
the past and present of the coinhabiting nationalities, and their
contribution to the development of the area in which they live.
17. The composition of the apparatus of party, state and
mass organizations should be revised to insure that coinhabiting
nationalities are proportionally represented in the decisionmaking bodies.
18. The policy of scattering cadres of nationality origin
to diverse areas of the country should be terminated. Those
cadres should be placed primarily in regions inhabited by
nationalities, where they can speak their native tongue with
those people from which they themselves derive.
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Letter ChargesRomania
Represses Hungarians
By Michael Dobbs
Post
5ODKI1L TW Washoefom

BELGRADE-In a document that
gives a rare Insight into the problems a
of national minorities in Romania. a
former high-level Rtomanian Comntunist Party official has alleged official
repression against the country's
million Hungarians.
The claim is made by Karoly Kir.
sly. a member of the Romanian Com
munist Party Central Committee until resignation in 1975,in an open let.
ter to the state and party leadership.
A copy of the letter, which was writ.
ten last month and smuggled out of
Romania, has reached Belgrade
through usually reliable channel.
Kiraly, who Is himself of Hungarian
origin, alleges 'Job diserimination
against ethnic Hungarians and sup.
presslon of the Hungarian language in
v Il a ti o n of Romal's constitution.
Professing himself to be a loyal Marx.
lst, helays the blame not on the Communist system but on the Romanlan
party leadership and in particular the
personality cult which surrounds
President Nlcolse Ceauaesc.
Western diplomats in Bucharest
consider the Widespread. if muted, discontent among Romania's minority
nationalities mote significant than
last year's short-lived human ri.
ghts movement led by the writer Paul
Coma. who is noW in Pari Support
for Goma wascon! .ed to a handful
of lntellectuals. but national grev.
ances run much deeper.
L astyear, consderable disquiet was
reported among ethnic Germans,
Roma's second are mksorlty after
the Huneartans, who were plying in

50-437 0 -

80 -
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large number to emigrate to West .w,tt a Hungarian majority go to Romanlans, many of whom do not speak
Germany.
a word of Hungarian.
There is, however, still no e'idence
. Foreign observers famlliar with ml.
that national unrest will have any ef- nority problems In Romania find Kirs.
fect on the policies pursued by Ceauly'a allegations plausible although it as
sescu- In his appeal, Kirali sa. s that
difficult to confirm them Western
efforts to improve the lot of the Hun- correspondents who visited the Jiu
garian minority have brought no reValley last year. scene of Romania'%
sult.
worst post-war dining strike, were
Kiraly writes: 'What mostly preoctold that discontent among the sizable
cupies me is the doggedness with
Hungarian minority there sas an imwhich the problem is Ignored by our
portant factor in the unrest.
pany organizations from the Pass
Miners explained that the area wat
roots to the highest level as some- once part of the Austro-Hungarian
thing which doesnot exist."
empire end was used to relatively
A document attached to the KLray
higher .'ng standards than the rest
appeaL apparently prepared by his of Romania. They complained that
supporters abroad, states that he Is
Hungarian schools in the area had
now facing party disciplinary action
been closed down.
for repeatedly calling attention to miRomania's treatment of Its largest
nority grievances.
national minority poses a delicate
In the letter, which Is formally ad- problem for Its neighbor Hungary
dressed to a Central Committee memThe Hungarian government has no
ber for circulation among the party wish to pick a quarrel with a fellow
leadership, Kiraly alleges a wide gap communist state, but feels responsible
between theory and practice in the
for Hungarians outside the country.
treatment of the nationalities quesWhile carefully avoiding any public
Uon. He cites casesof discrimination
protest. Hungarian officials frepsLnst the Hungarian minority In the
quently raise the problems of national
mountatnou region of Transylvannia
minorities In Romania in private pUain central Romania.
After recalling a promise for more Steral contacts.
secondary and technical schools with
instruction in minority laguVages,
he
argues that the number of such
schools Is acutally decreasing.
The use of the Hungarian language,
Kiraly claims, Is officially discouraged,even in the Nationality Council
that represents the Hungarian minor.
Ity. He claims that bilingual signboards put up during his term of office as first party secretary of Covasna County In M1 have all been removed.
Alleging job discrimination against
ethnic Hungarians K"y writes that
nearLy all influletI Posts In towns
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The Hungarians of Transylvania

0

By PAUL LENDVAI
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Ex.Official Charges Romania
Is Suppressing Eth:iic Unrest
By Michael Dobbs
Oe4

to TaeWIL'Wnr Pot

CARANSEBES. Romanla-The Roraian government has taken emeragency mea-mues to suppress growing
discontent among the two-millionstrong Hugarian community in lomliL. according to a former close aide
of President Nikolai Ceausescu.
The charges by Karoly Kiraly, a former high Romanlan Communist Party
official, reflect Increased tensions In
Romania as well as what appears to
be an unprecedented challenge to
Ceausescu's authority.
Kiraly also said in an interview that
16 prominent Romanian Communist
officials have associated themselves
with an open letter in which Kiraly
denounced the Remanian government
for mppression of minority rights
Among those backing the protest
Kiraly cited former prime minister
Ion Gheoghe Maurer, the present deputy prime minister, Janos Fazekas,
and several other members of the
Romanan Central Committee and parliament
Kiraly said that the Romanian goveminent has responded by taking
emergency measures to supress groAII st
MI
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ethlog; discontent among Rom&Wana
nsc minority. He spoke of the maive
deployment of troops in Taylvania,
where most Hungarians live, and
house-to-house searches; interrogations and other forms of haraument
Apart from Maurer, a1] other figurea who reportedly associated there
names with the protest are of Hungar.
tan background,
But such an endorsement of a protest movement here is without prices,
dent. The question of ethnic rTights has
long been a source of coveft dispute

.e

between the two Warsaw Pact neighbors P#1lclly. however, all Soviet
bloc couatries have contended that
such Issu,-s haNe been resolved.
The it Iden upsurge of protest
among Rcmanla's minority and the
public ka, king of it by the Hungarian
Coetmittnit government has posed a
serious domestic challenge to Ceauaescu.
Karoly spoke to three Wedrn journalists In defiance of official warnings
against contacts with the foreign
press.
The Interview took place In Caranaebes. a town of some 27,000 people
where Kiraly is in Internal exile in an
attempt to isolate him from his spporters in Transylvannla - the moli&
tainous region of central Romanla am
"
the setting for Bram Stoker's spinechilling novel Count Dracula.
At one point. Kitaly's German wife
Helga switched off the lights in the
kitchen of their sparsely furnished
three-room cotUge tWprevent a curious neighbour from seeing the journalists gathered around the table.
Soft-spoken and looking younger
than his 47 years, Kiraly described
what happened after he attempted to
raise minority grievances In a series
of letters to Romanian leaders He is
Hungarian origin himself.
Kiraly's formidable cateloge of snegations included the closing of Hungarian universities and schools, the
suppression of the Hungarian language and culture, and the appointMent of Romanians to nearly all key
posts in towns with a Hungarian majority.
"For years the Romanian government his had a policy of the forced
assimilation of all minorities - not
Just Hungarians, but also Germans,
Serbs and others," he said.

The most serious repercussions began at the end of January following
the publication of details of hIs appeals in Western newspapers.
Kiraly said: "Suddenly emergency
police measures were taken throughout Transylvannia. Around a thousand
security men were drafted Into my
hometown of Tirgu Mures alone.
There were armed patrols and special
civilian brigades In the streets. Tens
of
of people
watched
andthousands
many homes
were were
searched
for
copies of my letter. This action Is sUU
continuing, although on a reduced
cle."

Kiraly was summoned to Bucharest
for talks with four top officials including lle Verdet. Ceausescu's righlhand man, and the minister of the in.
terror. Teodor Coman. He was accused
of being a traitor to Romania. threatened with a trial and expulsion frorn
the Communist Party, and asked to
denounce his own appeal as the fabric.
cation of the CIA and Radio Free Eu.
rope. He refused.
He was ordered to leave Tirgu
Mures with his wife and five-month.
old baby. He said his friends were
harassed In the street. his house sac
kept under a 24-hour watch. and he
was followed by plainclothes policemen.
Asked what he thought were the
reasons for this government reaction.
he replied quely; "They know that
what I wrote Is true." An official Romanian spokesman has described Ki.
rally's allegations as "lies, lies, lies.'
Kiraly himself is an Insider who
knows how the system works As an
alternate member of the political ex.
ecutive committee from 1968 to 1972,
he was at the summit of the Romanian leadership. In 1970 he accomp.
nied Ceausescu to Moscow to attend
the Lenin centeary celebrations He
Is still a party member and deputy
president of the Hungarian National.
ity Council. He stresses that he remains committed to his social ideals.
His protests have aLINreceived the
support of key leaders of the Hunj
Sarian Minority. ApArt from Faxekas.
they Include the vice-president of the
Romanlan parliament, Gyorgy Puskas.
central committee members, writers,
and the editors of the two most promi.
nent Hungarian literary reviews in
Romanila.
Kiraly claimed that nearly all Hungarian Intellectuals agree with his
views and many ordinary people, including Romenlana, bad expressed
support through handshakes, telephone cols, and letters
By alleging Mistreatment of national minorities, Kiraly has struck
one of the most sensiUve chords In
Romanian . politics.
Underpinning
Ctuaseu's staunchly Independent
foreign policy is an attempt to build a
Strong unitary state at home creating
the Imae of "an island of Latins surrounded by a sea of Slav."
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DAGENS NYHETER
(Stockholm)
March 2, 1978

"OUR PROTESTS ARE KILLED BY PE&SISTENT SILENCE"
By Klas Bergman

Caransebes, in February. X expected that someday you would come, says
Kiroly Kirfly and shakes our hands cordially.
He receives us in his mother-in-law's kitchen in the tiny town of
Caransebes where he was sent about a week ago into internal exile because
of his defiance of the Rumanian Communist Party policy regarding the
treatment of national minorities.
His resistance manifested itself in an open letter to the Party
leadership. The letter was published in the West toward the end of January
This produced, according to Kiraly, "a
(Dagens Nyheter, January 23, 1978).
security action unprecedented in the history of 33 years of Communist rule".
In his letter, Kiraly very sharply attacked the manner in which the two
million Hungarians and the other minorities are treated and said that "this
had nothing to do with Marxist-Leninism, elementary rights and human dignity".
A "forced assimilation" of the minorities was occurring in Rumania.
Kirily is 47 years old; he has been a Communist since his youth. He
has studied at the Party School in Moscow. Once, he was a member of the
highest orqan of the Party but resigned in 1972, "because of personal reasons"
he says, without going into details. At that time as well, he was sent to
Caransebes into internal exile.
Kirily is still a member of the Party and Vice President of the Hungarian
Nationality Workers Council in Rumania. He emphasizes:
My actions have nothing to do with chauvinism. They are not directed
against the Rumanian people, or against the country, or against the socialistic
system. Nor am I seeking high positions or material gain, as some have claimed,
and X am not trying to separate Transylvania from the rest of the country.
Instead, I have assumed a great responsibility in the interest of Socialism,
with the aim of improving relations between Rumania's different nationalities.
Kirily has received support from people in the highest Party organs.
Kiraly describes thirteen individuals who have lent support to his action
with their signatures and who were ready to assume this risk, he explains.
One of them is Ion Gheorghe Maurer, Prime Minister until some years ago;
others include Jinos Fazekas, the present Deputy Prime Minister and member of
the Party's Executive Bureau, four members of the Central Committee, editorsin-chief, writers, a Rumanian lawyer and the head of a hospital.
My two British colleagues and I have listened to Kirfly for almost four
hours. His wife Helga, a member of the German minority, is the interpreter.
They were married during Kirily's first exile in Caransebes.
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They are'now waiting for an apartment with two rooms near the furniture
factory where he was given the position of manager.
Once during our conversation a man comes into the courtyard asking for
directions, but otherwise we are not disturbed.
You know that this meeting is not permitted, he says. The Party leadership
told me that foreign correspondents would probably come to me, as you are now
doing, but that I was forbidden to receive them. They certainly know that you
are here now. I am sure that they are bugging us now. But I will give you
the necessary information.
We receive a rare insight into Rumanian society and into the treatment of
those who dare to defy the authority of the Communist Party. Here is Kiraly's
story:
I have written three letters to the Party leadership, the third of which
was published in the West. I wrote the first one on June 2, 1977.
Earlier, in 1976, I had a meeting with Ilie Verdet, Secretary of the
Central Committee and a member of the highest Party organ, the Permanent
Bureau. But somehow, nothing happened, not even after those countless
discussions about the problems of the minorities which were conducted. The
thing was killed by persistent silence. I sent another letter in September
and after one week I was summoned to Bucharest for a long conversation with
Ilie Verdet, among others. Then there was another meeting and a third one
on October 4, when we agreed upon certain measures to ameliorate the situation
of the minorities.
But this agreement was not kept. The problems were not solved. Instead,
measures were taken against me and my family. The secret police began watching
over us. They tried to compromise my position with anonymous letters. I was
accused of economic improprieties, love affairs, contacts with Hungarian
writers and with the Hungarian Church. I was accused of hostility toward the
government and of chauvinism. I protested vigorously against these letters.
Then, my third letter was published in the West. For a week, nothing
happened, but then extraordinary security actionR were initiated in Transylvania,
and a secret police force of one thousand men gathered in my hometown of Tirgu
Mures.
On February 1, Z was summoned to Bucharest and met with Ilie Verdet,
Teodor Coman, Minister of the Interior, Peter Lupu and J~nos Vincze.
I was questioned in very harsh tones as to why I had sent the letter
abroad, and, if it was not me, then who had sent it? They called me a traitor,
an enemy of the Party and of the people. They threatened me with a trial
and
expulsion from the Communist Party. They accused me of having contacts with
Hungarian diplomats, with the CIA, etc. They instructed me to declare that
the letter was not written by me but was a forgery concocted by the CIA, Radio
Free Europe and the enemies of Rumania.
I refused to do this. I said that I had written the letter and that I
was morally responsible for it but that it was not I who had sent it abroad.
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But, I asked, who is responsible for the violation of those provisions of
the Constitution which guarantee the rights of the minorities?

day.

They replied that I was being impudent and told me to return the following
But I went home to Tirgu Mures.

On February 3, I was summoned to appear before the Chief Party Secretary
in Tirgu Mures, Ion Florea. He received my kindly and asked whether I had some
proposal to calm the inhabitants. He said the atmosphere was explosive and
that slogans supporting me had appeared on the walls of the houses.
On February 4 I went to Bucharest, having been summoned anew by Verdet.
Z was told that I had to leave Tirgu Mures because they were no longer able
to guarantee my security there. They proposed a position as a director in
Northern Moldavia, located in Eastern Rumania.
I went home and
Florea said measures
my post as President
from the Party. But

on the following day, gave Florea a negative answer.
would be taken against me.
I would be dismissed from
of an industrial society in Tirgu Mures and expelled
I would be permitted to remain in my hometown.

However, in the evening of the same day, Florea gave me an ultimatum.
The Party leadership did not agree to my staying in Tirgu Mures. On that day,
my friends were harassed, searched and shadowed. Apartments were searched.
During a walk with my brother, some policemen followed us with pistols in
their pockets aimed at us.
On the next day, Florea categorically stated that if I did not leave
Tirgu Mures, they could not guarantee my own and my friends' security. He
proposed that I go to Caransebes and I accepted.
But it is obvious that no one can endanger my security except the secret
police themselves. Rumania's secret police are very powerful. About 700 of
them are still in Tirgu Mures. During the Spring of 1977, they conducted
a series of interrogations, violent assaults, and searches among people
belonging to the Hungarian minority.
After the publication of my letter in the West, certain improvements were
made. The time periods allotted to Hungarian television and radio programs
were extended, bilingual signs were set up and certain authorities now permit
the use of the client's own language. However, these are not substantial
changes. I will therefore continue until all the problems are solved.
Unrest among the minorities is an old problem in Rumania. Its cause is
the enormous abyss between theory and practice in the treatment of minorities.
The discontent was there. The letters did not produce it, they only confirmed
something which has existed for a long time.
Many Hungarians want to leave the country. But where can they go? Hungary
accepts only a very limited number of emigrees, about two hundred a year. This
is a delicate problem for Hungary. It is a problem which involves the relations
between two Socialist countries.
But we
Bucharest.
But we want
And we want
develop our

Hungarians in
We are loyal.
to be treated
to be able to
own culture.

Rumania do not represent a threat to the regime in
We learn the Rumanian language, we are hardworking.
as the Rumanians are treated, without discrimination.
go to out own schools, speak our own language and
That's all.

IThe caption beneath the photograph which appears with the article above,
reads:
"KAroly Kirily with his wife Helga at his mother-in-law's house
in Caransebes, where they presently live waiting for a two-room apartment. "I
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DA LYM NEWS
New York, Tuesday. April 18, 1978

Ceausescu IsPiquedby Pickets Here
Iy JERRY SCHMETTtRER and
OWEN MORITZ
It all took place in a 29th.floor
suite of the Waldorf-Astoria yes
terday mcrnin between glasses of
orange juice--Ed Koch (D-Manhattant and Romanian President
'icholae Ceausescu (Communist.
Buhare-t
orgulng over protests
against Ceauvesru on New York
streets
"'Thi- doesn't happen in my coun
try " the Romanian president told Koch
through an interpreter "This should
not be allowed if you come to Roma
nia ,you would not haveany picketing "
But Koch defended the ways of New
Yorkers and Americans - and when it
was ever the plainapeakilng mayor of
New York appearsto have beaded off
an international incident by reassuring
that
the distressed Romanian pMesidernt
there is nothing personal in all those
demonstrations
it's tas you. tosh toll Csa.i-iescu
ever sodiplomatically. it's your polirie.
Those policies said the mayor. do
discriminate against Hungarian-speak
ins Romaniana- the causeof protests
that have nettled Ceausescusince his
arrival here over the weekend
And after alt. who knows more
about protests over the way things are
run than Ed Koch He gets them All the
time. evenin Eglhsh-speakIn Quetn'
For the Rosnanian president a:. 1'
U S on a business anda diplomatic r.'
sion,things got rough late Sunday whe,
crowds protesting Rumania's policies to
ward its Hungarian minority swelled to
I ODD
outside the Waldorf

Shortly before 'midnight* Surnday.
Ceausesrugot so agitated by the pro
tests that he complained to the State
Department,which in turn pleaded to
Police Commissioner Robert McGuire to
assure the Romanian president that his
safety was not in danger. At midnight
McGuire personally went to the Rota
alan UN Miasion on E 38th St, talked
to Ceausescuand said he could return
to the Walderf without fear.
Alter midnigtl under a reinforced
police escort the Romanian president's
party returned to the Waldorf. past a
small group or protesters that had 'a
mained in E 49th St One egg' struck
Ceausescu's
car, police said
But yesterday. Ceausescuwas appar
ently still upset esen though the piro
testing crowd had melted 5wioy,presum
most of the demonsiratoia
able becainse
had to go to wurk
Anyway. Koch got a call at 8 45 a m
from the State Department His tis
sion settle down CeausescuSo the
mayor skipped a regular meeting of his
,own cabinet to rush to the Waldorf to
sit down with the Romanianpresident
It was there that the two engagedIn
the great Waldorf debate
"I am president of a foreign count
try." Ceauswesu
protested. "ThiS (the
should
not
be
demonstrations)
allowed "
Koch said protests were asAmerican
ai the First Amendment.
"Why aareyou Americans Inerfering
to the internal affairs of our country?
There are international agreements
prohibiting such interference These
treaties supersede the Constitution."
said Ceausescu
Ceausescu.who also headshi, coun-

try's Communitst Party went on air1
on Finally, he said 'tf sour sit ,,
can't trake care of these cro tls then
our security will "
The mayor joined in the talk hv
McGuire, saidmore than 100cw flom
the Manhattan South and Tail ii Pa
trot Force details, had kept odei wtilt
Out incident
Koch and the president diocusted
the specific ussueof rights to! lungat
Itn nationals in Romania parlirulai h,
the access of school-age children to
Hungarian language studies before the
session broke up
Koch said
Let's be friends and
maybe one day we can eat in a Roma
nian restaurant here" On the way ott
the mayor found 20 uniformed guards
keeping order downstairs %this point
the protest had been reduced to thite
old men carrying signs
Romanian President Nicoi,, Ceot
•escu. ending a weeklong %isit to the
United States, said yesterday that his
Communist country wanted mote joint
business ventures with American capt
talists partly because"we also are inter
estedin profits."
A loint US Romanian rom sniqie
saidthat President and Mrs Casc, had
accepted "with pleasure" an imitaion
to visit Romansa,
but so date %,s set.
The communique said that Carter
and Ceausescu had both expressed
determination during talks at the While
House last week "to encourage and p'o
mote the continuing expansion of ties
of cooperation and friendship between
the two countries and peoples "
Before Ceausescuflew home from
New York list night, the Romanian go
erment signed a new, VIsyear businesstechnical cooperation agreement with
the Control Data Corp Ot lltItheapOis
-Sta s Carter
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Party officials join fight
for Hungarians' rights

in Romn.a and his mernnran
From DessaTrevisan
dum therefore carries consider
Belgrade, April 24
against the able weight.
The campai
couched in moder.
violation of the human and ateAlthough
terms, it nevertheless makes
civil ri' ts of the two millionstrong Hungarian minority in the point dear that the Hun
been
losing
have
Romania has been taken up by garins
ground fo' a number of 3ears
Ronania
prominent
three
Communist Party officials since rheir cultural Linstitutions axe
and
abolished
Mr Karoly Kiraly. a former being gradually
member of the Central Commit- tbey are being dispersed tram
in
thelive
witere
the
regions
tee. first drew attention to the compact consnunutis.
and
Hungarians
plight of
asserts that the
called upon President Ceausescu Mr Takac-s
's
las's guarantee,'i
to put minority grievances country%
minority rights hase not been
right
and that the Hun
Three separate appeals, In- inplemented
Council
Nationalit
gSaian
cluding a 7,0Oword mem
is te official represents
random have since been sent wtsi
of this ethnic
bd
to the parry leadership pro- tive
as as a result nf the
testing against the state's policY minority,
sate's policies, losing the conof discriminat on. They also lidence
of the Hu igarians
urged the leadership to review
The memorandurs calls fei
the country's minority policy increased posters for the coun
and amend erroneous concepts cil, as well as for more Hun.
which have been at the root of garian-Language radio and tele.
Hun. vision programmes.
the Hungarian problem
It urges
garians are increasingly com- that restrictions on the import
forcible of newspapers and books from
Slaining against
discriminaand
omanization
Hungary be Lifted and demands
tion in every sphere of hfe.
a strictly proportional represenThe ethnic Hiingarians have tation fo ethnic r-anories in
been living in Iransy-ania for areas of otised population
over a thousand years. But where Rocrnians now occupy
since the demise o fthe Aunro- all dhe keryposts.
Hungarian empire at the end of
Another appeal has been
the First World War. the region sent by Mr Andras Suto. a
has changed hands three times. prominent writer and a candid.
who
Hunarians,
The
date member of the Romanian
hitherto had their old cultural Party's Central Committee. It
instituions have gradually been protests against restrictions on
losing them as the policy of Hungarian language education
enforced assimilation by the at formerly Hungarian schools,
Romanian state gained mtomen- where Hungarian has been re.
turn over the pat 10 years or placed by Romanian
so,
According to Hungarian intel
A memora'dum compiled lectuals in Budapest, Mr Janos
by Mr Lajos Takacs, a pro- Fanekas.
Deputy
Romania's
minent expert on international Prime Minister has also sent a
of the personal appeal supporting the
low an da former rector
Babes-Bolyai University at Cluj, grievances of the Hungarian
takes up the problem of Hun- community
proposing
and
the
garian students in Romania methods
to improve
o, be claims,are being readily deteriorating situation
the
study in
forced to
The campaign ctempting to
Romanio languagenot in their focus attention on the plight of
Tranivsvania
mother tongue. He furiseeHungarians in
protests over the steady de- began last autumn. when Mr
crease in the number of Hun- Kiraly sent a letter to the party
garian students admitted to uni- leadership asserting that the
to Hungarian minority was being
versicles in comparison
-Romanian students over the oppressed.
Vast 17 years
The letter was published ii,
Mr Takacs, a candidate mem- the West and Mr Kiralv was
ber of the Rosainian party's subsequently forced into exile
Centra Committee, was recently in Caransebas. He was also
elected deputy president of the stripped of his position sn the
Hu garian Nationality Council Hungarian Nationality Council
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Ethnic Hungariansin Rumania
Charge Regime Seeks Assimilation
1;The letter of Mr. Viayhv tMu
UA otinluI dterionation In thre
3B'DAVID A. ANDELMAN
had a powerful impact here, epcltuy
ty ofI
tuIa cultural life in
NW
.,e
. s
since they conse from a committed =orn
umaIsl. Mr. Mrsry i hs lett
talks
s
BUCHAREST.Rumania-This notion's Imunist official. He wall Ianortins mew- of a removalof Hunai.an street sIgns
leaders ire potting pressureon the ls- 'ber of the ruling Politburo a ember and other markings in Huipriss areas,
Sria ethnic minority to drop its culturml of the powerful Council of State, and andthe closing of Hungarian scools.
Orowing harassment of the Hungarian
traditions and becomepart of a unified. First Secretsry of the district of Covasn
minority, ranging from simple job dis.
In the heart OfTransylvattls.
state.
Ru&msnisn-dominated
through police actions that,
crlmlnation
m"peroal
citing
1972,
April
But
In
forms-several
taken
re has
Thn
thet"tiono key Hungarian communi- sons" he signed from all three poes Mr. Kirty said at one point, led to the
at sh by suicide of a noted Hungarian
Y t
-n
of
ty leaders, the closing of Hungarian) .
In Brasov.
un Ipfeor
- to.°ile
CouWorker
and
-of ,. t Hungarian
socialtionorganizations
.ch.s and
sarowine
by
a campaign
.has
result
d€itoed
tenNatial
.. garians
in employment,
discrimin
n dw thin
hung
s inbeesusani
esul ar
ak. I Tie rt
in polcy-m
ab.voice
Hun
ethnic b
f
g
ari d elin
tes pl ig the
lion
m~Ilo
ehIng bcMe.
*ysem
ofe that It has Ifungary Itself to ublidze these abuse'
become a thinly veiled deviceto acc ler- .,d to press the RUmanian Government
.. , plightoat. h .7 mion m tii
to
of Hungarof assimilation
ate the
d rbed earlier
du
ti n year
oier InI aaoseries igns
intoprocess
Rumanian
aUthis
t.oday.
"
... correct
,.;' them.
',,.
,.t..
udes-riben
Abuses
ania sceyes...
Into Ruum
of letters written to the Rumanian leadera by Kerly WKraly.
a former ethnic
Useof R11 slagarllb"Uo
Early In January, a Hungarian poet.
yss published a Nries
of aticlet
Hungarian
smuggled to the Last June, Mr. Kiraly wrote his firt Gyl
West
letter and, most Western diplomats be. in the rAwspsar Maser Nemtet of
The letters and the Government's re- lieve, his most significant one, to ih Ver- Budapest about the problem faeed by
spouse to the situation are becoming a deta who wu In charge of minority if- Hungaan ethnic minority groups outside
key domestic Issue for Nicole Ceusescu, fairs and was one of the three or four Huajary. the largest being in Rumania.
she Rumanian leader, and sre causing members of the Rumanian leershlp clos- He wrote:
friction between Rumania snd Hungary. eat to President Ceausescu.Mr. Verdeta "Doctors and petlesu, of the sei
was subsequently demoted in a govern- mother tongu,. have to communicate
80111rt Odtsed Fro Comeg
meant shuffle. The shit may have been through an Interpreter becausethey are
In mid-March. is an apparent effort related as much to poor economic per- allowedto opeakonly in thseofficial Ianto easethe tensions before his trip to formance asto any contact.he may have gUIgS.Tris res in p$tient from
sf
t'
the United States, Mr. Ceusescu called had with Mr. Kiraly.
tl.eenth nrlmatg hundreds of stba meeting of the GoveunmoentCOuncil
In his letter to Mr. Verdets. Mr. Kiraly sands.virtually entfre cities, being forced
on Minorities. The sessiondismissed Mr. bemcaned the elimiation of the Hunger- Io explain their mot intimate symptoms
KIrly from his last official poet, that ian language from nerty all official moty by gesture, thus reducing health
of. a depty chairman of the council, and transactions in the Hunsin regions of s
the lesal of the trnle."
listened toamesega of coocliiaLon from Rumania ad dlscrimatsot against peo- lie charged diatortloa InIstos end
the Runmaian leader,
pie who use Hungarian and who retain culture wbm be said. 'in primary
Rowever, 11e meeting and other state- "their traditional culture."
schools tetbookl inform th children
mets of support appear to havedone
th, weir bacestors, vodtrsr to the
little to appease the etnc Hungarians
In
thtteracsosis
to
trary thenferi.
in Rumaniaor the Hungarian Gove
The problems arsreal ones, the preoc- t plunderers." Ar be concluded, "anment in Budapest.
cupetions of hundreds of thiunasids of Utioal resentaent and intolerance toward
Rumania's ethnic Hungarians are set- people." he said. "Natioealteellng Is 8 minorities has espradwith such unee,ted in Transylvania. a region of sorth- sensitive problem that must be treated pected force that in many placesthe
western Rumania adjoining Hungary with the greatest cane.It represts the humanism proclaimed by socialism has
proper. TheMSytirs. or Hdlnprgans, who qualitative side of any aatio'"
remained Infective."
came originally from Asia. overran the _ne letter was nt at a crltuctimeThe Rumanian Government has been
Bres In the ninth century. During the 10 dej before a meetingbetween JanO5 nsdtive to these chargs Scitei. the
years of Ottoman Turkish domination, in Kadar. ths leader of IHungary. and Presi- party newspaper, has published articles
the 16th and 17th centuries. Transylvana dent Ceauaewsc.
It was a meeting, as It deecifbiri various aspects
of Hungarian
Wit a major battleground. Throughout turned out. aocordla; to serv-alpersons culture that "oontisu to flourishin sothe ensuing centuries, and particularly close to the participants, that was calist Ruinisnk." But what disturbs offiafter the rise of the Austro-Hungarian trainedd and formall" In the following cals most, it would appear, is not ¢ritiEmpire. the Hungarians were the wasters months, relations co/tiued to deterio- ciamfrom abroador within the Rumanian
of Tranuylsnia and the ethnic Rum. rate.
E1rY but the lmplicatos for the future.
oins were the serfs.
I Western observers believethat several mheyfear that ethnic Irritation tn fuel
But since the rise of the Rumanian key factors an causingparticular strain more Immediate economic grievance%
state and. especially sincethe Communist I between the two countries and particular that mightotherwise be settled.
tayeover. these pcisoni
iv i
concern within theHMngsaran community
reversed,bringing along bitterness, con- ia Rumania:
flict andcharges of discrimisation.
11Aban o travel to the West or. In
it Is a situation of concern to the many Instances eave into Hungary, by
Rumanian Government which fears that Rus5alsto citi sa of Hunpst5n ; gin.
the country's ethnic minoriies, which x
iaP t to theft tha m"re
also Include Germans.Serbs.Jew's tkrial- then SO0susJewaIsm beanallowed to
nianl, Bulgarlans, Tatarn an
an a
are
rt e
the last 30 years; yet many
potential sourcesot urest -alaIX
Han*rk- In Rumaniaae not "Allowed
evento Visit relatives in Hungary.
on economic development.
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Romania tightens up
on campaigner
who refuses to recant
Mr Karoly Kirtly, a former
Romanian Communiqt official
and isadine catitner for
Hungarian ethnic rights, has
been dismissed from his post
so a furniture factory after the
Roman an authorities failed to
press him sr.to disavooting his
public protest altesil dLscri.
ruination nansl the Htartan
asinorry in Romania
Mr Kiraly invoked officsal
wrath onher this year witen hit
appeal t the authorities on be.
half of 1,700,000 Hungariana
was published in the West He
alleged they were facing a cam.
i gn of enfoced assimilation.
He was stripped of his remain.
lJs functions In the party and
miniss sraion. forced to lete
tecity of Tiriu Mures end
settle to Caransebea se til
town onside tte Hungaris
ppusated area, where hse was
gisen a largely titular post as
manager In the factory.

.Mr Kiraly andhis family

had lived in almost total
isolation end under constant
police sureillsce until a
short while too. In recent
weeks. however, he is sad
to have come tnder new pressure to renounce his views and,
hsvlnot defied it. had been dis.
missed, He has since returned
to Tirgu Mures where he is
under coesmant mrveilnhsce
sources close to him report.
They also say that Mr Kiraly
was recently summoned to
Bucharest. denounced as a
traitor to Romania and pressed
publicly to disavow Mis allegadons of discrimlnadon against

Hungarians in Romania He
refused and the sources claim
that his talks with officials
acquired ominous overtones.
There was ans.ety for Mr
-Kiraly's personal safety after
two recent accidents occurred
under suspicious circumstances.
Mr Kiraly avoided a collision
with a lorry at the last moment.
It ivas, he said, heading
straight for his car. The sources
report that on another occasion
his windshield was shttered
after what Mr Kiraly feels
might have been a shot.
Last February three Western
myself
incorrespondents,
cluded, succeeded in seeing Mr
Kgiraly and he told us that "if
I was to die Ins accident be
tue it will not be an accident ".
Siace that intervew m
Journalist haa been owed to
see Mr Kiraly
was not done is
Me Kire
eampesanim for Hutnwian
ethi rigts. He her sam three
appeals to the Government in
recent years said as a result
ceasd ca be a member of the
Central Comsmee at 1974.
Otber . promin-ent liruis
sete similar mae•renda t the
Government, the most notable
anson *Aem being "row o
Lajas Tam and Mr Andra
SW.t die writer, both meaers
of the Cenud Conainsee.
The Goersment raponded
by intensifying police activity.
esading
reinformensc
to
Loser, however,
Tranisyhroma
they put righs some of th
more lwing wrongs.
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ETHNIC DISCRIMINATION AND PERSECUTION:
HUNGARIAN PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE IN ROMANIA

1. letroductio
and Semmary
According to scholarly sources the
number of ethnic Hungarians in Romania is
between 2.4 and 3 million people, although
official Romanian statistics published in
1977 put the number at 1.6 million.* Most
of the hianarian-speaking population is
located in the region of Transylvania.

In recent years consistent reports have
reached Amnesty International that members
of the Hungarian minority who publicly
complain about cultural and political
discrimination or engage in cultural
activities disapproved of by the authorities, are exposed to maltreatment, short
term detentions and other forms of harassment.
Some have been sent to forced labor
camps or to psychiatric hospitals.
Despite constitutional guarantees concerning the equality under law of all
citizens regardless of nationality, and
the right of co-inhabiting nationalities
to the "free utilization of their native
language as well as books, papers, and
magazines and education at all levels in
their own language, " a number of laws and
decrees have been enacted which impinge on
the cultural and religious heritage of the
Hungarian minority.
The impact has been particularly noticeable in the field of education. In 1973
a law was passed which established a mindata of 25 pupils for elementary schools,
and 36 for secondary schools in order
for classes to be conducted in Hungarian

rather than Romanian.

As most of the

Hungarian-speaking villages have less than
1,000 inhabitants, one-third of the
Hungarian schools have since been closed.
In addition, manuscripts, books and other
documents in Hungarian kept by Hungarian

*The total population of Romania is
estimated at 21.4 million people.

intellectuals, churches and other institutions of their community have been
confiscated.
Other regulations, allegedly applied in
a discriminatory way against Hungarian
ethnics, concern banishment and allocation
of manpower. During the past two decades
the most frequent -omplaint of ethnic
Hungarians has been that they are subject
to especially harsh resettlement policies.
Thousands of people have been removed from
Transylvania and forced to settle in other
parts of the country.
The provisions of
Decrees 24 and 25/1976. which allow the
authorities to recruit or allocate manpower from one region of Romania to
another, are presently being increasingly
used to resettle members of the Hungarian
minority.
The Hungarian minority in Romania has
until very recently received little
attention in the press, including the
official press of the People's Republic
of Hungary, which until 1977 was not
allowed to comment adversely on the situation of Hungarians in Mmania.

[U. Relevaut Isteraidoal

ed Domestk

Gearsalee for theProtection of

Minority Rights and Freedom of Expression
Romania has ratified, signed or adhere
to a number of international covenants,
treaties and declarations which guarantee
the rights of national minorities. These
include the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the United
Nations Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, the Final Act of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe, and
the United Nations Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination.
All of these instruments provide safeguards for minority rights, that is, basic
freedoms equivalent to those granted to
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mebera of the national majority in addition to the right of national minorities
to retain their distinct racial, Ungulstic or religious heritage. They proclaim the principle of legal equality of
aihorities as well as that of preservation
and promotion of their racial, religious,

and linguistic differences. Thus, if
minorities are deprived of their cultural,
religious or ethnic institutions, even
though they benefit from all other rights
guaranteed to m',ere of the majority, by
international standards, they are not
regarded as enjoying full minority rights.
Article 2 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights states:

Zach State party to the present
Covenant undertakes to respect
and to ensure to all individuals
within Its territory and subject
to its jurisdiction the rights
recognized in the present Covenant,

The terus of these agreements bind those
states that are party to them to prevent
discrimination against minorities by
national laws and practice.
Article 22 of the Romanian Constitution
osates:
In the Socialist Republic of Pcmania
1

the co-inhabiting nationalities are
ensured the free utilization of their
native language as well as books, news-

papers, magazines, theaters and education at all levels Irv their own

language. In territorial-administrative units also inhabited by a population of non-1Wmanian nationality, all

the bodies and institutions shall use
the language of the respective
nationality in speech and writing and
appoint officials from its ranks or
from the ranks of other citizens who

know the language and way of life
of the local population.

without distinction of any kind,

such as race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other
opinion, property, birth or other

status.

of the press, of assembly, of meeting and

Article 27 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights states:

In those States in which ethnic,
religious or linguistic minorities
exist, persons belonging to such
mnorities shall not be denied the
right, in community with the other
mers
of their group, to enjoy
their own language.
Similar provisions concerning the right of
minorities are laid down in the principles
of the Final Act of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in turope:
The participating States on whose
territory national mnorities
exist will respect the rights of
persons belonging to such minorities
to equality before the law, will
afford them the full opportunity
for the actual enjoyment of human
rights and fundamental freedoms and
will, in this manner, protect
their legitimate interests in
this sphere.

50-437 0 -

80 -

Article 28 of the Constitution states:
the citizens of the Socialist Republic of
P&mania are guaranteed freedom of speech,

12

demonstration.' Article 29, however, oonsiderably restricts the above freedom by
stating that "the freedom of speech, of
the press, assmbly, meeting and demonstration may not be used for aims hostile to
the socialist system and to the interests
of working people."
In fact, however, public criticism of
official treatment of the minorities has
in many cases been officially treated as
hostile to the socialist system and to
the interests of the working people" and
has resulted in persecution and criminal
prosecution.

I n Romanian official language the
Hungarian, German, Serbian, Slovak,

Ulkrainian, Jewish, Greek, Turkish and
Gypsy minorities are referred to as
"co-inhabiting nationalities."
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There have been frequent allegations
that the Hungarian minority Is deprived
of the full enjoyment of their rights and
subjected to official discrimination.
during the past decade, a number of laws
and decrees have been introduced which

have tended to restrict Hungarian language education in Plmania, put in
question the future of the cultural and
religious heritage of the Hungarian
minority, discourage contact between
bers of this minority and citizens of
the Hungarian People's Republic, and
disperse the Hungarian minority.
Amnesty International is concerned
that members of the Hungarian minority

who have protested at such policies and
legislation have been sentenced to tem
of imprisonment and subjected to various
forms of persecution.
For two decades the most frequent complaint by ethnic Hungarians in Romania has
been that the authorities use various
aaministrative measures, official decrees
and other means, to force ethnic
Hungarians to move out of the region of
Transylvania, to other areas of tomania.
It Is alleged that members of the professions, such as engineers and medical
doctors, as well as the 'politically
unreliable" have been especially subject
to this treatment.
The omanian authorities justify administrative resettlant by quoting the
needs of the ambitious national economic
plan. Romania has one of the fastest
growing economies in Europe and to achieve
this rapid industrialization, a masa resettlment of Hungarians was initiated
after 1956. Since 1968 this practice has
increased. ftimanian citizens of Hungarian
minority charge that this practice not
only causes considerable hardship but also
is applied with discriminatory severity
to embers of the Hungarian minority.
Nebrs of the Hungarian minority have
further alleged that during the 1970's,
as a consequence of nev legislation and
other factors, the nuer of Hungarian
schools in Pomania declined by one-third.

At present there are no Hungarian
language universities in Romanis. Three
old Hungarian universities, Kolostvar,
Maromvssarhely and Steben have Hungarian
language facilities. Nevertheless, even
here discrimination operates. In 1976
and 1977, 1,206 students enrolled at

Kolosrvar University. Of these. 269 were
mers of the Hungarian minority, but
only 20 students were allowed to attend
lectures in the Hungarian language.

The

remaining 249 had to attend lectures in
Romanian.
Particularly strong allegations have

been made regarding the Csangos (a
Hungarian sub-minority) of the Moldova.
Whereas in 1959 there were still
some 72
Hungarian language schools in the Csango
region, today there are none.
Ethnologists have recently predicted that the
Csango minority are threatned with cultural and linguistic extinction, as a
result of the Rotanian government's discriminatory policies. Not only have the
authorities closed down almost all the
cultural and religious institutions that
once operated in the Hungarian language,
t~ey have also forcibly resettled many of
the Csango younger generation in other
parts of Romania.
It has been reported that Csango
parents speaking to their children in
Hungarian in public have also been subjectod to various forms of harassment.
In 1974, Zoltan Kallos, a Hungarian
musicologist from Transylvania visited
the Csango region and tape-recorded

Coango folk songs. He was subsequently
arrested and sentenced to two years'
imprisonemt on charges of
*homosexuality'.
A nesty International

adopted him as a prisoner of conscience
after having received information that
the charges were false. After considerable international attention, he

was released a year before his sentence
expired.

IV. Restrkldos oe Cealaci wih Foreilgm
and TrsvsI Aboed
Decree 225/1974 states that relatives
of Roanian citizens, who are not themselves omanian citizens. maynot lodge
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in Romanian homes, with the exception of
members of the imediate family. Amesty
International has received reports that
since the enactment of this law, hunof the Hungarian minordreda of mrs
ity have been fined up to 15,000 Let
for allowing relatives from Hungary to
stay in their homes. Moreover, it is
reported that visitors to the Csango
region have been returned to Hungary by
the Romanian authorities and their hosts
fined and threatened vith forcible
relocation to other areas.
Cultural and other contacts between
members of the Hungarian minority and the
People's Republic of Hungary Is officially
discouraged. There have been complaints
by the Hungarian minority that newspapers
and magazines from Hungary, which are not
on sale in Pomania, have been confiscated
and that-cultural exchange between the
two countries Is very limited.
During 1977, AI received reports that
the nuber of ethnic Hungarians who applied for permission to travel to Hungary
for prolonged visits exceeded the official
limit of 1,000. Many of them were
reportedly questioned, intiidated by
the authorities, assaulted in public
places by 'unknown individuals" and/or
pressured to withdraw their request.
In other cases, ethnic Hungarians were
unable to obtain passport application
forms on the official pretext that
these were out of print.
Under Romanian law, no one may leave
the country without official permission.
Hungarian minority members (and other
citizens of the country) who have tried
to leave after being refused such permission, have been imprisoned and in
some cases confined In psychiatric
hospitals.

Dbhcrinlamtow
Pee Trseent
Of Misodes

V.
It

is apparent from reports Amnesty

International has received on prison
conditions and the administration of

pmitentiaries, tha embers of national
minorities, as a rule, are excluded
from eloyment as prison guards or

other prison personnel.

In all prisons

in Romania, including those in Hungarian.
speaking regions, the guards, political
officers, and other administrators are
exclusively non-Hungarian-speaking.
This also applies to maximum-security

prisons such as
in Transylvania
years political
In all of these

Aiud, Gherla and Timisoara
where during the last 30
prisoners have been held.
prisons the official

language is Romanian and Hungarian-

speaking prisoners are forbidden by law
to converse with relatives in Hungarian.
Reports by former prisoners of conscience allee that communication between
fellow-prisoners in Hungarian was often
made grounds for various forms of punishment, including long periods of solitary
confinement (19 months in 1974-75 in
Mud prison, in one case known to Al),
severe beatings, reduction of food rations, restrictions on letters and visits
by relatives and, in a few cases, in-

creased prison sentences.

Attempts by

Hungarian-speaking prisoners to complain
about their treatment has led to further punishments.
Amnesty International is also concerned
that in a number of cases relatives of
POCs have been subjected to harassment and
professional discrimination. The following

account describes the treatment to which
a POC of Hungarian ethnic origin was subjected while in prison.
Pal Keresstely was imprisoned several
times during the 1960's and 1970's for

publicly criticizing the official treatment of the Hungarian minority in ftmania.
In the early 1970's he made a number of
attempts to cross the frontier without
official permission, after the authorities had refused to consider his application for a passport. On each occasion,
he was arrested and sentenced to
imprisorment.
During the mid-1970's while detained
in Gherl prison, he was held in a basement cell in solitary confinement for over
six months. Allegedly his am and legs
were bound with chains weighing over

30 pounds, which were not removed, even
during the night or when he wished to go
to the toilet.

Mr. Keresaztely has alleged
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that while in chains he was called a
"Hungarian fascist," "irredentist pig"
and told that he would soon be "eli&Lnated".
On a numer of occasions, sewage
- from the cells above was allowed to flood
him cell which was not cleaned out for
some days.
As a consequence,
Mr. Kerestely suffered from a severe
skin infection and had to be given
intensive medical care.
In the autumn of 1977, shortly after
his release from prison, Pal Keresetely
left Romania without official permission.

lance and assigned to forced labor in a
local saw will.6
Amsty International has recently
received information to the effect that
hundreds of apartments have been searched
in Transylvania where many of the
Hungarian minority live. Police and
Securitate personnel have been searching
for copies of the Karoly KLiraly memoranda
and have reportedly detained for short
periods a number of persons in
whose possession copies were found.
2.

VI. Amesit) lmtermtionat Cases

A number of persons who have criticized official policies have been detained.
Some have been maltreated;
some have died under mysterious circumstances or committed suicide.
1.

KAMLY KIPRALY

Karoly Kiraly, a Hungarian official
in the Romanian Communist Party and,
until 1975, a member of its Central
Cosmittee, sent three memoranda to high
,anking Communist Party officials in
the summer and autumn of 1977 accusing
them of the forcible denationalization
of minorities in Romania.
Karoly Kiraly's memoranda contained
three principal criticisms which concern:
(a) the elimination of Hungarian minority officials from governmental administration; (b) a similar elimination of
Hungarians from the educational System
and Cc) the ineffective protection of
the basic human rights of individual
member of the Hungarian minority by
Romanian law.
In February 1978, Karoly Kiraly was
arrested after copies of his memoranda
were published in the foreign press and
began to circulate among members of the
Hungarian minority. He and his family
have been banished to Cararsebes where
he is under continuous police surveil-

ZOLTAN ZSUFFA

Zoltan Zsuffa in a lecturer in mathematics and physics at a college in
Covasna.
Since the beginning of the
1970's, he has spoken publicly on a nuwber of occasions on issues relating to the
elimination of the Hungarian language
from schools in Hungarian areas. His 1at
public statement in the spring of 1977,
alleging a deterioration of minority
rights in education, resulted in his
arrest.
Oa 10 April 1977, Mr. Zsuffa was
ordered to report to the Securitate headquarters in Sfintul Gheorghe. On arrival
he was subjected to questioning by two
Securitate officers, one called Captain
Pop. He was accused of being a Hungarian
"irredentist," and of inciting national
hatred because he wrote his notes at college in Hungarian instead of Romanian.
He was threatened with a military trial
on charges of "anti-state agitation" and
was asked to write a confession giving
details of his alleged "irredentist"
activities i.e. his favorable attitude
towards the annexation of Transylvania
(where most ethnic Hungarians live in
Romania) by Hungary.
Xr. Zsuffa refused to wite such a
statement and reportedly stated that he
had never engaged in any anti-state
activities. Subsequently he wes ridiculed by the two Securitate officers
*For additional information on the
Kiraly case, see the chapter in this
booklet on "Forced Labor in Romania."
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because of his eungarian origin and
severely beaten by them with a rubber
truncheon.
He was then forced to sign
statents
about his Oillegal activ-

ities."

His house was searched and 28

volumes of Hungarian history published
during the 19th century were confiscated.
On 3 Nay and 27 July 1977, Mr. Zsuffa
was picked up by members of the
Securitate and taken to the headquarters
in Coveana, where he was again severely
beaten and told that he would be =eliminated.
between fall 1977 and spring 1978,
he wes ordered by the Securitate to
report to the local judicial authorities
and was formally charged with "antistate agitation' (Article 166 of the
Romanian Criminal Code), ard threatened
with long years of imprisonment. This

court hearing was postponed several
times and Xr. Zsuffa was told by members
of the Securitata in Covasna that he
would be tried and sentenced as soon as
Western public interest in his case declined.
According to recent reports,
Xr. Zsuffa and his family are under
constant surveillance and subject to
what amounts to house arrest.
He has
bean ordered to report regularly to the

local Securitate headquarters and may
not leave the town.
3.

JANOS TOROX

Janos Torok, another member of the
Hungarian minority, was confined to a
psychiatric hospital in 1975.
He worked
as a technician in a textile factory in
Cluj in the province of Transylvania until
March 1975. During that month he spoke at

a meting of 2,000 fellow workers at his
factory, prior to the election of regional
representatives of the Romanian Grand
National Assembly. While .t the microphone he criticized the election system
in the Socialist Republic of Romania.
Be reportedly said that the candidates
for the election were appointed by the
Communet Party prior to the election.
He also said that such candidates would
not defend the interests of the workers
at the factory or of those workers belonging to a minority. He appealed to

the workers present at the meeting to
reject the "pre-appointed" candidates
and instead to choose persons who would
represent the workers at the factory and
especially those of the Hungarian ethnic
minority there.
Subsequently, Janos Torok was removed
by force from the rpstrum by members of
the factory security guard and handed
over to the state security police.
According to eye witnesses, he was
severely beaten up in front of fellow
workers and suffered serious injuries to
his face and head.
Shortly after his arrest he was interned
in the psychiatric hospital of Dr. Petru
Gross where he was injected with large
quantities of drugs, including Plegomazin
and Amital, for prolonged periods.

Al learned that Mr. Torok was released
from the psychiatric hospital in the
spring of 1978 after an international
campaign was launched on his behalf.
After his release he was ordered by the
Romanian authorities to report regularly
for checkups to the local psychiatric
hospital.
4.

BELA NISZLY
Bela Niszly. a pensioner living in

Transylvania, was giving legal assistance,
as a former lawyer, to members of the
Hungarian minority in Romania who had
formally submitted complaints to the
authorities because they were being subjected to job discrimination or banishment to southern regions of Romania. In
1975, Mr. Nistly wrote to various
Rbmanian authorities alleging that the
house which he and his wife had legally
inherited had been confiscated and illegally given to a non-Hungarianspeaking family. The police subsequently
threatened Mr. Niszly with psychiatric
hospitalization if he did not withdraw
his complaints.
Mr. NiASzly,in spite of numerous
warnings from the state security police,
continued to complain about official
discrimination because of his Hungarian
origin and was arrested in 1976. He was
confined to the psychiatric hospital of
Dr. Petru Groza and diagnosed as suf-
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In 1975, Mr. Buss and his mother, who
is employed at the railway station in
LiAgoj,applied for permission to leave
the country.
When this was refused
r. Buss attempted to cross the frontier
illegally. He was arrested and subsequently released after serving a sentence of imprisonment for trying to
leave the country without official
permission.
In 1978, Amnesty International received information that Mr. Buss was
again sentenced to a term of imprisonment for attempting to cross the frontier
illegally. Al has received no information about his trial nor the length of
his sentence, but he has apparently not
yet been released from prison.
6.

SOPRA SFERDIA

Sofra Sferdian is a Baptist believer,
of Hungarian origin, from Arad. In
April 1978, he applied for permission
to leave the country but this was refused.
He was arrested immediately
afterwards, interrogated and allegedly
severely beaten by members of the state
security police causing internal injuries.
After writing a number of letters to
foreign politicians alleging religious
and national discrimination r. Sferdian
was arrested again in July 1978 and
subsequently sentenced to 6 months'
imprisonment.

9.

MR. DORBAS,ADALBERTD4E'ER AND
LAZAR BONDRICS

Mr. Dorbas (whose first name is not
known to Al) and r. Adalbert Demeter,
both members of the Hungarian minority,
were directly involved in the group of

miners who compiled and delivered a
petition for the improvement of working
and material conditions of the miners in
the Jiu Valley to ftmania's political
leadership in the course of the strike
of 30,000 miners in August 1977. As a
result, Messrs. Dorbas, Demeter, and
Bondries were among persons who have either

been assigned to forced labor camps in
the Danube-Black Sea canal, the Danube
delta area or other parts of Romania.*
Amnesty International has also received
information concerning the following two
cases. Lobs Kuthy, a senior Hungarian
teacher from Brasov, died under mysterious
circumtances in 1976. Prior to his death,
he had visited numerous Hungarian homes,
collecting signatures for a petition asking for Hungarian-speaking classes in the
Brasov region.
Although there are at
present approximately 100,000 Hungarianspeaking inhabitants in this region,
only two Romanian schools provide teaching
in Hungarian.
Mr. Kuthy was found shot dead in a
forest near Brasov after being detained,
interrogated, and severely beaten by
members of the state security police.
Requests by friends and relatives for an
official inquiry into his death were met
with threats of imprisonment by members
of the state security police (the
Securitate).
Jenco Szikszai, also a teacher from
Brasov, was picked up by members of the
Securitate during the spring of 1977.
He was accused of persuading parents of
ethnic Hungarian pupils to protest against
the elimination of Hungarian-speaking
schools in the Brasov region, and to
enroll their children in Hungarian
schools elsewhere rather than in
lomanian schools.
During interrogations, he was severely beaten by Securitate officers, in
particular by a Lieutenant Dan Nicolescu.
After an interrogation, Mr. Szikszai
committed suicide.
In a letter to his
family, he accused the Romanian authorities of "mentally and physically torturing him."

*For additional information on the
JIu Valley strike, see the chapter in
this booklet on "Forced Labor in Romania."
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firing from "senile dementia" although,
according to his friends, he had never
suffered from any form of mental illness.
Information received by Al at the
beginning of 1978 alleges that Bela
Niszly's wife has been harassed and
threatened with imprisonment because of

the numerous pleas she has sent to
various Romanian officials on behalf
of hek husband.
5.

MR. SDMA

Mr. Sims (whose first name is not
known to Al), who taught Hungarianspeaking classes at the high school in
Fagaras, was forcibly Interned in a
psychiatric hospital In 1976. His
internment took place after he had
voiced criticism of official attempts to
encourage pupils to enroll in Romanian,
instead of Hungarian-speaking, classes,
and to pressure Hungarian teachers into
avoiding references to Trnsylvania's
former status as a Hungarian principality.
Mr. Sims was interned in Margescu
hospital in Rrasov on the basis of
Article 114 of the Criminal Code. He
was reportedly injected with large doses
of Plegomazin over periods lasting up to
a few months.
It has since been reported that he

was released in 1977 but under Article 113
of the Criminal Code, he is obliged to
report for regular psychiatric checkups
at the local psychiatric hospital. He
has not been allowed to resume his teaching post and is under constant surveillance by the state security police.

ments, he alleged official discrimin .ion against the Hungarian minority in
aamania and denial of freedom of expression.
In the spring of 1977 Mr. Szabo sent a
letter of support to dissident writer
Paul Goa, who had initiated a human rights
appeal in January 1977 to the 35 signatory
states of the Final Act of the Helsinki
Conference on Security and Cooperation in
turope in which he criticized human rights
violations in Romania. The letter was
apparently intercepted by the Romanian
authorities and Mr. Szabo was arrested and
detained for a period of two months.
During his imprisonment he was subjected
to severe beatings, threatened with death,
and had his head shaved by security
police officers. After his release
Mr. sabo publicly expressed sympathy in
the fall of 1977 with Karoly Kiraly's
criticisms of the treatment of the
Hungarian minority in Romania.
Al received information early in 1978
to the effect that Janos Szabo had again
been arrested and sentenced to a term of
forced labor under Law Decree 25/1976
which states that "persons who refuse to
take up employment or to follow a course
of training and continue to lead a parasitic way of life, shall he obliged by
court order to work for a year on a conatruction site.' According to information received by Al, Mr. Szabo has never
led a "parasitic life" or refused to
work.
It appears that he was sent to a forced
labor camp on the Danube/Black Sea canal.

However mcn:e recent reports suggest that
he may have been sentenced to a term of
psychiatric confinement.

6.

JANOS SZABO*
7.

According to reports received by Amnesty
International, Janos Szabo has been sub-

jected to harassment since the beginning
of 1975 because of his criticism of the
official treatment of the Hungarian
minority in Romania.
During 1977 he

circulated two documents, once called
Manifesto for Humanity and the other
A Country of Laughter. In these docu*Adopted by a 0S group.

TIVDAR BUSA

TLvdar busa is an artist who for several years belonged to a group of young
Hungarian intellectuals in Lugoj and
Timisoara (both towns in Transylvania).

The group consisted of a few artists whose
work was officially banned as it was not,
according to the official view, "devoted.
to total national participation in
patriotic work and it lacked revolutionary character.0
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Senator MOYNIHAN. And now we are to hear from Mr. Niculescu,
who is chairman and president of the American-Romanian Cultural Foundation.
Mr. Niculescu, we welcome you to the committee.
Mr. Nicuimscu. Thank you, Mr. President.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Perhaps you would have the kindness to
introduce your colleague.
STATEMENT OF B. NICULESCU, CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN-ROMANIAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY THAD LEMPICKI, VICE CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN.
ROMANIAN CULTURAL FOUNDATION, INC.
Mr. Nicuuzscu. Mr. Chairman, my name is Mr. Barbu Niculescu
and I am honored to have this opportunity to testify as chairman
and member of the American-Romanian Cultural Foundation. I
have brought with me also our vice chairman to assist me on this
occasion. But I will present the testimony of our foundation.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And your vice chairman's name, sir?
Mr. Nicuimscu. Yes, Mr. Thad Lempicki. He is an Americanborn person of Polish extraction. He has nothing to do with Eastern Europe. He has no relatives. They have been killed during the
Germans. But he has a great interest in the Eastern European
countries.
It is with great honor and sincere personal conviction that we
again join with the President of the United States, distinguished
members of various agencies and others in recommending continuation of the waivers permitting most-favored-nation trade status
for Romania. Our organization is formed of, I would like to say,
very prestigious people.
We have great American intellectuals from practically every
university in this country. Ph. D. professors are members of our
foundation, over 230 of them. All of the scholarships of our Senator
Fulb ight, in number of 22, are all members of our foundation.
We have also different people like Mr. Hammer. Dr. Armand
Hammer is a member of our foundation. We have Dr. Palade who
is a Nobel Prize laureate. We have Rabbi Schneier, who I remember you had a speech at his Appeal of Conscience Foundation. I am
a member of his committee.
As in past years, we also recommend the provision whereby the
waiver of the most-favored-nation trade status be granted for a 5year period, providing recipients successful performance under the
1-year provision is recognized for 3 consecutive years.
The basis for our recommendation in support is the proven and
documented prior 4-year performance by Romania to the letter and
spirit of the Trade Act as amended by the Jackson-Vanik amendment. We also recognize Romania's very satisfactory performance
under various other commercial agreements with America here.
I must add that there is not one agreement with Romania in the
United States which was not respected. In addition to the above,
we also properly recognize and appreciate the results that have
been realized during the past 4 years of relations between America
and Romania under most-favored-nation and other agreements.
These are, briefly, as follows, and are well-documented and recognized to all concerned. Despite adverse pressure and criticism by its
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neighbors, Romania bravely accepted most-favored-nation under
the Jackson-Vanik amendment, and by .4 years of performance,
proved that this American international policy can work and benefit all concerned.
As far as Romanian emigration is concerned, Romania is the
only country among the political socialist countries in Eastern
Europe which has the greatest number of emigration among all
other nations. We had almost 800,000 ethnic Jewish people, and
they all left Romania, except 37. And this fact has been proved to
other Jewish international organizations. They are willing to let
them go any time they want. That is not a problem.
The chairman of the committee also read the letter, which has
been published in the New York Times twice. It is very clear that
*Romania does not have any kind of desire to embarrass anybody.
What we don't understand is the fact that Romania being a country with a complete political, social, and economical structure, and
in the course of development has fulfilled there obligations. The
education is paid by the government. They prepare people to build
the country, because after the Russians left and Romania became
an independent sovereign country they never played the game of
the Warsaw Pact, they didn't allow any maneuvers of the armies,
which they were obligated to do according to the Warsaw Pact.
They didn t allow even that, so the Russians had to move around
Romania. They didn't want to have a conflict like they had with
Czechoslovakia or with Berlin or with Budapest or with Potsdam or
with Poland.
So they realized that this is not the moment to start trouble with
Romania. So the wise politician, Nicolae Ceausescu from Romania,
the President, took advantage of it, put his foot down, and said I
am independent and I am the master of my house.
So in view of these facts, the result of the most-favored-nation
will reach, in 1980, $1 billion. Every American business organization is very happy. There is no complaint registered in the Commerce Department. We keep a very close eye on Romania. We are
an American organization but we are with the purpose of strengthening the friendship and relationship between Romania as a Socialist country with a capitalist free society, America, and we want to
prove that the American legislation was the smartest thing as a
basis for American foreign policy to modify the Trade Act which
introduced the amendment of Jackson-Vanik for human rights.
They cannot officially put it in writing because next door is
Russia and there would be a suicide. But they can do it because
they proved to let 150,000 Germans to go to Germany, 400 Jewish
people to go to Israel and other parts, and other nationalities and
other Romanians who claimed to be imprisoned for some reasons.
And because of our foundation, we told them that human rights
has to be respected.
So people have been allowed to leave the country. For example,
the great historian of Romania. He was critical about the government. The government published his book and he is now a scholar
of Woodrow Wilson scholarship in this country in Washington at
the Smithsonian Museum.
Senator MoyNiHAN. If I may say, I was chairman of the board.
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Mr. Nicumscu. He had a chair at Columbia University, for your
information, sir, because you are a special type of intellectual
which I admire highly, and therefore I think you will be interested.
Senator MoYmUAN. I am aware of this gentleman.
Mr. Nicuumcu. He is young. He is about 42 or 43 years old, a

great historian.

Balance of payments has always been in favor of the United
States. American jobs are not lost to Romanian goods but expanded
and preserved by trade with Romania. Exchanges in scientific and
other technical areas of mutual benefit to both countries. The
stability of the Romanian economy is of great benefit to American
business.
Opportunity and diversification of opportunity available to Romana.
Of greater importance than all of this, most-favored-nation is
intended to help strengthen Romania's economy and encourage
Romanians to become more independent and play a greater role m
international activities. For example, it has helped significantly to
reinforce Romania's sovereignty as a nation and to assure continuation of Romania's freedom from domination by other nations.
Of many actions by Romania in past years, the recent refusal to
follow the Moscow dictates at the Warsaw Pact meeting to increase
military expenditures illustrates Romania's independence. Romania's recent cutback in the military budget and its many actions
such as its role in helping to establish the Middle East Peace
Treaty. The President of Egypt, Sadat, said:
My friend Ceauasescu-he went to Ceausescu to ask if he can believe Mr. Begin
first before he talked with Mr. Begin-told me that I can trust him.

We would like to summarize by asking everyone to recognize
Romania's many contributions to world peace and progress and
that Romania has proven beyond any doubt that it is a true and
valued friend. of America. Most-favored-nation has helped to bring
both nations closer together in many ways, and with continued
extension of most-favored-nation, Romania will continue to benefit
America, Romania, and all mankind.
I thank you very much.
Senator MOYNmAN. I thank you so much, Mr. Niculescu.
Let me ask you one question. We must keep on schedule. There
has been considerable emigration from Hungary to Israel, and a
lesser but probably just as significant movement to West Germany,
which the West German Government, the Federal Republic, has
helped finance.
The situation in Transylvania. Is it possible that Hungarians
migrate freely, ethnic Hungarians, migrate freely to Hungary?
Mr. NIcuLzscu. They are invited to go to Hungary if they want
to. They don't.
Senator MoYNniAN. They want to stay in Transylvania?
Mr. NIcuLEu. They want to stay there. They have a better life
in Transylvania because the Russians are not there.
Senator MoYNHAN. Well, that is important. To go where the
Russians are not is not the worst principle in central Europe, I
suppose, and yet there remain these questions of language and
university access.
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Mr. Nicuumcu. Yes. We heard enough about this story, which is
absolutely untrue. If it is true what is claimed, Romama is perse, how does it ha ppen that there are so many
cuting the Hng
publications in Hungarian, -o many schools in the Hungarian language? It depends upon the densty of the population, and the
country should have a national language like in this country.
I cannot come to the State Department speaking Romanian or
asking the American authorities to learn my language. .
Senator MoYmNIAN. If you come to the Department of State and
speak Romanian, you will be very welcome. [General laughter.]
We won't settle that question, I know.
Mr. Nicuzmu. The problem is very old, Your Honor. It is over
1,000 years old when the first king came in power. Hungarian
people are tribes from Mongols and from Siberia, two tribes, and
they started moving their tribes on the back of the horse. They
started going into Bessarabia, a part of Romania. They were
stopped. They went into Bulgari were pushed back in Romania,
and Romania pushed them back into Puszta, into the prairie of
Hungary, and they set down over there because they had food for
the animals. This is where they established their country. They are
the same family with the Finnish people.
Senator Moyrw AN. That is the history as I understand it.
Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. Nicuzmu. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Niculescu follows:]
STATEcmT o, BARBu Nicuucu, RZPRmnoiN

THz ANmucAN-RoMANiA

CuLvuRAL FOUNDATION
SUMMARY STATE3NT

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this important Subcommittee. It is a
great honor to have this opportunity to present our recommendations and to testify
on the subject of further extension of MFN trade status to Romania We sincerely
appreciate your invitation and this opportunity to be here today.
lam Mr. Barbu Niculescu and am honored to have this opportunity to testify as
Chairman and President of the American-Romanian Cultural Foundation. Our offices are at 6 East 80th Street, New York, N.Y. Our Foundation's membership and
friends consist of dJstinjuished Americans with various backgrounds and from fields
of Science, Education, Business, etc. We all share a common interest in America's
international relations with all nations and especially those expanding relations
with Rornania I and the Foundation were among the
to support and testify on
behalf of MFN for Romania in each of the hearings held in past year
It is with great honor and sincere personal conviction that we again join with the
President of the United States, distinguished members of various agencies and
others in recommending continuation of the waivers permitting MFN trade status
for Romania. As in past years, we also recommend the provision whereby waivers
and MFN trade status be granted for five year periods provided recipients successful
perforance under the one year provision is rec
for three consecutive years
Basis for our recommendation and sup rt is the proven and documented prior
four year performance by Romania to the letter and spirit of the Trade Act as
amended by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment. We also recognize Romania's very
satisfactory performance under various other commercial agreements with America.
In addition to the above, we also properly recognize and appreciate the results
that have been realized during the past four years of relations between America and
Romania under MFN and other agreements These are briefly as follows and are
well documented and recognized by all concerned:
1. Despite adverse pressure and criticism by its neighbors, Romania bravely
accepted MFN under the Jackson-Vanik Amendment and by four years of performance proved this American international policy can work and benefit all concerned.
2. Emrutation has increased.-Various American government statistics and findings prove such increases have materialized.
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3. Trade has significantly increased each year since MFN was granted and should

reach $1 billion in 1980.-This level would have been realized much earlier but was
delayed by the ravages to the Romanian economy resulting from the recent major
floods and earthquake. However, it should be noted that the increases have been
significant and reflect a steady trend.

4. Balance of payments has always been in America' fauor.--Such balance of

payments have also been significant in amount. A favorable balance to America is
expected to continue well into the future. While narrowing toward parity, the 1978
trade level of approximately $840 million provided America with a favorable $50
million balance of payments (Romanian statistics). American statistics for 1978
presently reflect a questionable $29 million unfavorable balance of payments which
appears unexplainable and doubtful in its accuracy. Regardless of the statistical
bases and rules utilized in developing this factor, it is expected that the favorable
balance of payments to America will continue for many more years into the future.

5. American exports to Romania are primarily from depressed industries and
agriculturewhere surplus persists.
6. American imports from Romania are primarily in fuels and raw materials
which are normally in short supply in Amerca.-Romania has always responded to

America's petroleum crisis by, mcreasing its production and shipping large quantities to America to help alleviate America's shortages and problem in this area.
7. Excellent and improved atmosphere for American business in Romania-With

cooperation of American representatives, Romanian laws are continually being rewritten to protect and encourage American Businessmen to invest in doing business
with Romania. Not one known case of patent infringement, appropriation of assets
or any other major problem is known to exist.
8. American jobs are not lost to Romanian goods but expanded and preserved by

trade with Romania-Imports from Romania were primarily of raw materials in
short supply and availability had the effect of preserving Jobs by avoiding shutdowns and cutbacks and in some instances, permitted expansion of industries which
also created more jobs for Americans. Exports to Romania naturally created and
preserved jobs for Americans. It should be noted that exports account for 1 out of 5
jobs in American industry.
9. Exchanges in scientific and other technical areas of mutual benefit to both

countries.-Expecially those working toward resolution of common problems such as
energy.

10. Stability of Romanian economy of greatbenefit to American business.
11. Opportunity and diverifiationof opportunityavailable in Romania.
12. Of greater iirtance than al op the above, MFN as intended helped to
strengthen Romania economy and encouraged Romania to become more inependent andplay a greaterrole in all internationalactivities.-It has helped significantly

to reinforce Romania's sovereignty as a nation and to assure continuation of
Romania's freedom from domination by other nations. Of many actions by Romania
in past years, the recent refusal to follow the Moscow dictates at the Warsaw Pact
meeting to increase military expenditures illustrates Romania's independence. Romania's recent cutback in the military budget and its many actions such as its role
in establishing the Middle East Peace Treaty all testify to Romania's policy of
helping the world maintain peace.
we would like to summarize by asking everyone to recognize Romania's many
contributions to world peace and progress, and, that Romania has proved beyond
any doubt that it is a true and valuable friend of America. MFN has helped to bring
both nations closer together in many ways and continued extension of MFN to
Romania will continue to benefit America, Romania and all mankind.
DWTAILED STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this subcommittee, the following
detail discussion is presented to further support our recommendations that Romania's performance clearly and completely justifies all extensions of MFN and any
other actions that can be taken by America to support and encourage Romania s
valiant struggle for independence and peace.
The basis for our overall support and recommendation is the proven and documented outstanding four year performance by Romania to the letter and spirit of
the Trade Act with the demanding Jackson-Vanik Amendment and all other commercial agreements between America and Romania. Everyone must recognize that
four yearssignificant
of successful
performance
AmericaIt and
Romania
much
generate
benefits
for eachbycountry.
proves
to the did
world
thatmore
this than
new
type of American policy and international relationship can work and therefore is a
great step forwr for almankind. It proves that two countries with significantly
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different forms of government, history, cultures, etc. can successfully cooperate and
work together for the mutual benefit of not only their own people but for all people
of the world. It clearly proves that cooperation and not confrontation is possible in
all situations provided the parties are sincerely committed to and respect their
commitments to and each other, are willing to enter into and maintain frank and
open dialogue and are willing to work toward resolution of even the most sensitive
of problems.
We cannot pass over the fact that the Jackson-Vanik Amendment was really one
of America's first steps to formally incorporate concern for human rights into our
foreign policy and was precedent breaking in international relations. Romania was
the first and at the time the only world nation willing to accept this new American
policy and essentially by doing so also recognized this as her policy. Our own State
Department's representative in the 1978 hearings expressed this when saying "it is
worthwhile to remember that Romania was the first country to enter into a trade
agreement with the United States under the terms of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974. Romania took this step at a time when Soviet
opposition to this amendment was abundantly clear. Without that Romanian initiative, it is highly doubtful whether even by now any other country would have
followed suit'.
We believe that Romania's initiative in acceptance and the following years of
successful performance by both America and Romania under these terms resulted
in encouraging greater incorporation of concern for human rights into all of America's policies and it is an American action that we sincerely and totally support.
Results from these four years of performance clearly support the importance and
need for such policies throughout America's activities with all nations.
Emigration was the first specific human right formally identified and incorporated into America's international policy the Jackson-Vanik Amendment and we sincerely believe that Romania's performance in this area clearly satisfies and meets
all requirements and expectations.
Our State Depqrtment and other departments have proven that emigration from
Romania has significantly increased since MFN was granted to Romania. Having an
open and frank relationship between the two countries enabled America to bring
forward, discuss and resolve with Romania those special cases that always fall out
whenever any particular area is regulated by any government agency. Emigration is
no exception to this rule and neither is Romania an exception.
However, regardless of the claim and interpretation, it must be recognized that
emigration is working and increasing in Romania and that special cases brought to
the attention of the American government must represent a very small percentage
of the large number permitted to emirate from Romania. It is also clear that these
cases are being resolved and that while some take longer due to complexity of the
case, others are resolved relatively quickly. The American government recognizes
and gives Romania credit for being receptive to open and frank discussions of
special cases with American representatives and to mutually work together toward
resolution of these problems.
The most important fact documented by American agencies is that the JacksonVanik Amendment is working, special cases are being resolved and that overall
emigration has increased since MFN was granted.
We must properly and fairly recognize that Romania has always permitted emigration as part of its national policy and that the doors to emigration have never
been closed. Romania's past history in emigration proves this to be a true fact. This
is especially proven when it is recognized that prior to MFN Romania permitted
nearly 400,000 Romanians of Jewish Faith to emigrate to Israel. America's new
policy based upon the Jackson-Vanik Amendment served to further open these
doors of emigration and establish a cooperation between America and Romania that
would lead to assurances such doors would never be closed and that improvements
in conditions, policies and procedures would serve to permit higher levels of emigration to exist in Romania.
We must also properly recognize Romania's other efforts in the human rights
area and its significant progress during the years since Romania gained its
independence. America also played a part in this effort. What must be accepted is
that Romania's efforts in past years were to effectively satisfy basic human needs
(rights) and that such progress would be on a priority basis due to meager resources
available in this developing country. We will all agree that human rights such as
elimination of starvation; availability of proper diets, medical care, education, housing, clothing and other basics demand priority and must be satisfied as quickly as
possible. Americans will agree that Romanians have a standard of living that is
relatively very low in comparison to other countries but what only few Americans
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realize and accept is the fact that the Romanian people are presently enjoying the
highest standard of living they ever were able to enjoy. There is no doubt that it
should in today's society be much higher, that they are striving for such improvements and that one of the objectives of MFN was to help achieve such goals in
countries such as Romania.
We realize that constructive and permanent change takes time and have enough
examples here in America alone to support this age old fact. The same is true in our
relationship with Romania and what we are striving to achieve. We must not let
ourselves be misguided into thinking that overnight curealls exist. If we pursue
such an unrealistic course of action, we will not only stop all future progress from
materializing but will also reverse much that has already been accomplished worldwide. It is not being insensitive to strive for progress and to not recognize a few
exceptions as being representative of the whole situation.
To summarize our position on the emigration segment, we join with the State
Department and others in the conclusion that emigration is working, has increased
overall since MFN, that additional progress is being made to assure continuation of
these favorable trends and simplification of Romania's policies and procedures are
being incorporated in this most sensitive area. Therefore, there is no justification to
recognize emigration as an area that warrants delay or even deferral in extension of
MFN status to Romania in future years.
We do feel it necessary to stress our position that we consider each and every
special case in the emigration and any other rights area to be important and that
no case is of greater importance than other cases that are pending resolution. We
sincerely encourage and support prompt discussion, processing and resolution of all
cases and efforts to be made to remove the sources that result in such special cases
falling out of the overall emigration policy and operation. Our position is identical
to that of our government and to construe otherwise is completely incorrect and far
fetched.
The second major area of concern under the MFN agreement is the status and
progress of trade between Romania and America. This has proven to be an area
that because of MFN reflects significant growth and resulting major benefits to both
America and Romania. There are no known major problems or violations by Romania in this particular area and any instances where Romania was not in full
compliance with its commitment under the MFN trade provisions.
The record includes numerous testimonies on this subject and it is worthy to note
at this time the very recent statement made by Secretary J. Kreps who declared
that "The economic relations between the United States and Romania have been
excellent at all times. I can say that the United States is very satisfied with the
continuous economic gains between our two countries and that we appreciate the
stability of the Romanian economy, and have all the reasons to believe that these
economic relations will steadily increase in the future".
The satisfactory performance of Romania not only justifies continuation of MFN
status but also justifies extension of waivers an ON from one to five year
increments. A five year increment would be granted to any recipient who proved
successful compliance with American policy in each of three successive one year
increments of MFN. We recognize the value of one year increments but also recognize that after three years of proven compliance, this value reverses and becomes a
restriction on further expansion of the trade the Trade Act is designed to encourage.
American businessmen are ready to make long term commitments in Romania but
feel that one year increments are a preventative for such action.
The following briefly highlights those major benefits generated by MFN trade
status and resulting trade with Romania. All necessary statistics are well documented and made available by our government and we therefore feel it unnecessary to
repeat them here. Especially since they are included in the printed record of these
hearings.
1. Trade has significantly increased each year since MFN was grated and should
reach the $1 billion level in 1980.-This level would have been reached earlier but
was prevented by the ravages to the Romania economy arising from the recent
major floods and earthquake. However, it should be noted that increases have been
significant and reflect a steady trend.
2. Balance of payments always significant and always in America's favor. Also
expected to remain in America's favor in the future.-While narrowing toward
parity, the 1978 trade level of $840 million provided America with a favorable
balance of payments of $50 million (Romanian statistics). American statistics indicate a favorable balance of payments to America of $29 million. Regardless of source
and rules for developing the statistics, all consistently identify the balance of
payments as being in America's favor.
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3. American exports to Romania are primarily from depressed industries and
agriculturewhere surpluspersists. American imports from Romania are primarily in
fuels and raw materials which are normally in short supply ih America.--Romania
increased its petroleum product shipments when OPEC invoked its embargo and
such increases were sent to the United States to help relieve the crisis.
4. Excellent and improved atmosphere for American business in Romania.-Laws
are always being rewritten in cooperation with American representatives to protect
and encourage American businessmen to invest in doing business with Romania.
Not one known case of patent infringement, appropriation of assets or any other
major problem is known to exist.
5. American jobs not lost to Romanian goods but expanded and preserved by trade
with Romania.-Imports were primarily in raw materials in short supply and
availability had the effect of preserving jobs and creating additional jobs in industries suffering these persistent shortages. Exports to Romania naturally created
more jobs. It is worthy to note that exports account for 1 out of every 5 jobs in
American industry.
6. Exchanges in scientific and other technical areas of mutual benefit to both
countries.-Especially those working toward resolution of common problem areas
such as energy.
7. Stability of Romanian economy of great benefit to American businessmen.
8. Opportunity and diversification of opportunityavailable in Romania.
9. Romanian and American companies joining together in expanding trade in
other world markets.-Mutual benefits.
10. Improves standard of living and aids in reducing/controllinginflation.
The above clearly and obviously support extension of MFN to Romania for many
years. Providing MFN status for periods greater than the present 1 year waiver,
results in greater benefits to both countrys.
All the above and more benefits generated by trade under MFN status have been
accepted by all experienced and objective observers and well documented in these
hearings and other places. There is no doubt that MFN had a very favorable effect
in significantly improving trade and clearly warrants further extension to Romania.
MFN also achieved many other purposes that it was designed for. Among these
are bringing Romania further out into the free world and by encouraging trade and
international relations with America, also encouraging greater trade and relations
with all western nations. It has undoubtably been successful as approximately 60
percent or more of Romania's international trade is now with western nations and
that with eastern European nations has decreased substantially.
MFN also served to establish dialogue on many subjects other than emigration
and trade. Such dialogue has been successful in many ways and has served to
benefit both countries as well as all mankind.
It is also proper and justified that we recognize and give credit to Romania's
support of America's efforts worldwide to relieve tensions and strive to establish
and maintain peace. Many of these efforts do not receive publicity and for very very
valid reasons. However, some publicity was given to the major and key role played
by Romania's President N. Ceausescu in initiating, maintaining and bringing the
recent Middle East Peace Treaty to a successful conclusion. This recognition was
given by the leaders from America, Israel and Egypt.
MFN encourages and preserves Romania's independence and permits this independence loving country that is by performance proven to be committed to peace,
detente and disarmament and also a nation that can be trusted to be utilized by
nations worldwide as a counselor in times of great difficulty. These qualities resulted in Romania's being asked for counsel and then its role in the Middle East
evolved because of these very same reasons. The United States follows a similar
policy and there is clear need for each other to mutually support the other's efforts
and capabilities in these peaceful pursuits. America especially needs such a friend
in Eastern Europe.
We must recognize that Romania obviously follows its course on disarmament and
detente. This is consistently done as proven by the Romanian rejection of Moscow's
recent declaration to have all Eastern European nations increase their arms budgets and expenditures. Romania's stand was brave and resulted in others leaning in
the same direction and not merely accepting without contest the Soviet declaration
to spend more on arms.
An April 13, 1979 announcement at the United Nations General Assemby served
to further prove Romania's commitment to disarmament and peace. It was announced and entered into the official UN record that Romania had made a significant reduction in its arms budget and expenditures effective March 1, 1979 and that
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this entire arms cut was transferred to increase the budget and expenditures for
child care.
Another area that should be properly recognized is Romania's stand at Helsinki
which is completely opposite to that of the Soviet Union. In addition, Romania
played a very crucial role in bridging the differences between the Soviet Union
position and that of western nations with the result being the Helsinki Accords
which all recognized and signed.
We must also recognize the fact that Romania was one of the first nations and the
only Eastern European nation to formally recognize Israel, establish full diplomatic
and other relations and maintain these relations uninterrupted for all these many
years. Romania also regularly works with Israel in resolving special cases in emigration to Israel in the same manner Romania cooperates with America on those
special cases brought to Romania's attention by America.
There are numerous other documented and proven actions and contributions to
world peace and for mankind's overall benefit. However, we feel that these are as
well known to every official and private individual and group that is interested in
these activity areas and is willing to spend the time and effort to stay abreast of all
possible information on this entire subject.
In summary, we feel that the documented evidence and conclusions by American
government and non-government sources is overwhelmingly in favor of extension of
MFN trade status to Romania. We also feel that further extension of MFN is also
testimony to all other nations that America's new policy will continue to remain in
force and will work in the future. Extension is also America's testimony to the
world that the United States will always respect and meet its commitments to any
nation that will work with America in the execution of her international policy
directed toward peace, cooperation, human rights and the overall well-being of all
mankind. It is also proof that cooperation and not confrontation results in permanent gains and that such cooperation does not require massive grants/gifts of
American dollars to secure. In the case of Romania, no massive grants/gifts were
made by America but to the contrary, all that was given was trust, confidence and
cooperation in providing opportunities which returned significant monetary and
non-monetary benefits to each nation and all mankind.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We have a panel next, consisting of Mr.
Istvan Gereben, who is the executive secretary of the Coordinating
Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America, accompanied by Mr. Louis Lote. Mr. Lote is President of the Committee
of Transylvania?
Mr. LOTE. It is supposed to be "on."
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. The Committee on Transylvania,
Inc.
Gentlemen, good afternoon. As is our practice, we will hear from
the first witness listed, Mr. Gereben.
STATEMENT OF GAZA A. KATONA, FOR ISTVAN GEREBEN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, COORDINATING COMMITTEE OF HUNGARIAN ORGANIZATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA
Mr. KATONA. My name is Gaza A. Katona, Mr. Chairman. As an
executive officer of the Washington chapter of the Hungarian Freedom Fighters Association, I am representing Istvan Gereben.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You are representing Mr. Gereben? Forgive
me.
Mr. KATONA. Yes. He is temporarily on assignment out of the
country and has asked me to present this statement on his behalf.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please do. Would you like to put it in the
record? It is a lengthy statement. We would welcome that, and you
could summarize it.
Mr. KATONA. Yes. I would like to excerpt a few statements in
regard to our particular views on the subject at hand.
With respect to Romania, we presented our views in our testimony submitted to this subcommittee last year. We opposed the con-
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tinuation of the waiver applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania. Our testimony was based upon undisputable documentation
of the violations committed by the Romanian Government against
the basic human and nationality rights of Hungarians living in
Romania.
This year, the Committee of Transylvania, Inc. and the Committee for Human Rights in Romania in their statements submitted
an update of the situation of Hungarians in that country. We fully
support those statements and their conclusions. Since there are no
appreciable changes observed in the treatment of Hungarians in
Romania, we oppose the approval of the extension of authority
under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration
requirements under section 402 and for continuation of the waiver
applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania.
With respect to Hungary, we would like to call the attention of
this subcommittee to events which occurred in the past year and
having direct effects on the subject before the subcommittee today.
Our views presented on May 9, 1978 to this subcommittee on the
subject of extending nondiscriminatory treatment to Hungary was
based primarily on the claims by the President, his advisors and
officials of the State Department that the execution of the Trade
Agreement with the People's Republic of Hungary will benefit the
Hungarian people.
No such benefit could be recognized by us during the past year.
In fact, the increase of indebtedness of Hungary cast shadows on
the economic future of the Hungarians. Trade between the United
States and Hungary did not increase appreciably. Economists cannot identify specific changes in the volume, type and quality of
goods traded by the two countries which could be attributed to the
granting of MFN to Hungary.
The slight increase of export by the United States to Hungary
resulted in the enlargement of the deficit in Hungarian balance of
payments. MFN did not generate an upsurge in the formation of
joint ventures and the increase in the influence of the personnel,
management and wage policies of the enterprises operating in the
market economy.
Our conclusions and recommendations. Granting MFN status for
Hungary in 1978 has not yet resulted in the substantial promotion
of the objectives of section 402 of the Trade Act as the President
determined in .his message to Congress in April of 1978 that it
would.
The new laws implemented since that time did not change substantially the immigration policies of the government in Hungary.
As a matter of fact, as-the Library of Congress study which is
included in our report concluded, the changes are insignificant.
In Hungary, no improvements could be discovered in the observation of human rights specifically mentioned in the Final Act of
the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe. The Hungarian economy did n-- show any significant change that can be
attributed to MFN.
In the past year, the Hungarian Government and its spokesmen
were more vociferous in their attacks on U.S. policies than any
other Soviet Bloc representative, including the Soviet Union itself.
The Hungarian Government did not live up to its commitments
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and to the President's expectations on which the congressional
approval of the waiver of the requirements of section 402 of the
Trade Act of 1974 have been granted.
We recommend that as a condition for approval of the extension
of authority under the Trade Act of 1974, Congress persist in its
demand for substantive and explicit fulfillment of the commitments given by the government in Hungary on which the President and Congress acted in 1978. Such persistence and the unequivocal declaration of that persistence are central to produce the
desired results, namely, the tangible liberalization of the immigration laws and practices of the Hungarian People's Republic and the
gradual moderation of the stranglehold of the Hungarian Communist regime on the freedom and human rights of the Hungarian
people.
I request that Mr. Gereben's statement and his appendices be
made a part of this statement and included in the record.
Senator MOYNIHAN. They will be. We thank you, sir.
We will move now to the next panel after Mr. Lote.
Mr. Lom.
STATEMENT OF LOUIS L. LOTE, PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE ON
TRANSYLVANIA, INC.
Mr. LOTE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Louis Lote. I am president
of the Committee on Transylvania, Inc., a national organization in
the United States which has members also in about 20 other countries of the world.
The distinguished members of the Subcommittee on International Trade had heard many detailed reports on the continuous and
planned suppression of an estimated 2.5 million indigenous Hungarian inhabitE nts of Transylvania by the Romanian Communist
Government. Therefore, I do not intend to go into the details of
minority
violations
that country.that in TransylvaInstead,human
I wouldrights
ike to
point outinemphatically
nia, virtually under our very eyes, a human tragedy is taking
place. It is not a spectacular tragedy. People are not massacred.
They are not thrown in the sea. Therefore, this tragedy seldom
makes news in the media, and seemingly, it is not recognized as
human suffering that cries for help.
But nonetheless, the Romanian goal to forcibly assimilate the
non-Romanian population of the country, to compel them by many
different overt or covert means of force to give up their 1,000-yearold national identity, the mother language and national culture,
makes life a daily series of insults, threats and fears, and projects
the nightmare depicting the death of a nation.
It is important to bear in mind that Hungarians did not emigrate
into Romania. They started to populate Transylvania at least 1,000
y ars ago. Their right to remain Hungarian once they were born
Hungarian is an inalienable, natural human right, which in my
opinion is not dependent on national or international laws or on
the lack of them.
Romania's treatment of the Hungarians and other nationalities
is diametrically opposed to the human rights policies of the United
States. Our negative trade balance with that country and the ma-
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nipulated flow of emigrants indicates that Romania did not live up
to its obligations under the Trade Agreement either.
Senator Moynihan, you, I believe, grasped the Romanian attitude
perhaps the best when you wrote to the subcommittee 2 years ago,
and I quote:
We can no longer be satisfied with bland assurances of Romania'sgood intentions,
nor will we necesrily accept those explanations of Romanian conduct which seek
always to portray Romanian behavior in the most favorable light.

I myself believe that our country should take a stern second look
at our relations with Romania and give it a warning. To be effective, this warning should have some sharp teeth, such as suspending Romania's most-favored-nation status for a period during which
a thorough reexamination and reassessment of Romanian performance under the terms of the 1974 Trade Act and the U.S.-Romanian
Trade Agreements be carried out, and the Romanian Government,
together
with and
Hungarian
leaders such as Karoly Kiraly,
Lajos
Takacs
others, minority
and in agreement with them, prepares
and submits to the U.S. Government a comprehensive plan for an
overall national minority law-which was a demand disclosed to
me by a well-known Transylvanian Hungarian leader a couple of
years ago, whose name I am not ready to disclose for security
reasons-incorporating in this law the minority's human and national rights based, in Transylvania, on full equality with the Romanian population and including Hungarian as an official state
language in Transylvania-to be sure, a second one.
If Romania reapplies for the continuation of most-favored-nation
status after this stern warning, the Bucharest regime will exactly
know what the United States stand is with regard to the Romanian State.
Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Lote. Your full statement
will be put in the record.
Let me ask you this. Is it settled in your mind that it is the
policy of the Romanian Government to insist uponthe assimilation
of the Hungarians?
Mr. Lonr. Yes, sir, Romanian minority policy aiming at the
forceable assimilation of the Hungarians and other minority
groups.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is the historical fact that the Hungarians
have resided in that region.
Mr. Lo. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. From medieval and modern history of Europe, they have always lived there. It is not an immigrant group.
Mr. Loin. That's right, sir, according to generally recognized
history, Hungarians were the first settlers in Transylvania after a
700-year period of migration of different people, like the Visigoths,
Avars and Huns, and many others and 700 years after the Romans
retreated from Transylvania, the Hungarian State, which was established with the inclusion of Transylvania, was the first and only
stabilizing force in that part of Europe, which lasted until today, of
course under very different circumstances, under Russian occupation.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I would simply want to say to you both that

your understanding of history is similar to mine. The Romanian
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Government has responsibility- under the Helsinki Agreements to
this group and this population. Generally, they are not abiding by
it. This is a matter of which the U.S. Government must take
cognizance with relation to both countries.
I thank you both for excellent testimonies. I must say that the
Romanian Government has been adept in its management of diplomacy since World War I and World War II. I won't deny them
that. And we thank you both, gentlemen, very much.
Mr. KATONA. Thank you.
Mr. LOIT. Thank you.
Senator Moynihan, may I submit a few copies from our periodical?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine. Is that a single issue or several issues?
Mr. LOTE. It is a single issue, five copies.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Fine. I accept that with pleasure. I would
like to put this most recent issue in the record as an appendix to
your testimony.
Mr. LOnT.
ank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel and the periodical follow:]
STATEMENT OF IBrvAN B. GEREBEN, EXECUTIVE ScRwARY OF THE COORDINATING
CbMMrirrx OF HUNGARIAN OROANiZATIONS In NoTH AMICA

My name is Istvan B. Gereben. I am the Executive Secretary of the Coordinating
Committee of Hungarian Organizations in North America, the consultative body of
all major Hungarian organizations in the United States and Canada. It is in this
capacity that I am making this statement. We are grateful for the opportunity to
present our views on the subject considered by this Subcommittee today.
With respect to Rumania we presented our views in our testimony submitted to
this Subcommittee last year. We opposed the continuation of the waiver applicable
to the Socialist Republic of Rumania. Our testimony was based on undisputable
documentation of the violations committed by the Rumanian Government against
the basic human and nationality rights of H1unga
living in Rumania. This year
the Committee of Transylvama Inc. and the Committee for Human Rights in
Rumania in their statements submitted an update of the situation of Hungarians in
that country. We fully support those statements and their conclusions.
Since there are no appreciable changes observed in the treatment of Hungarians
in Rumania we oppose the approval of the extension of authority under the Trade
Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402, and
for continuation of the waiver applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania.
With respect to Hungary we would like to call the attention of this Subcommittee
to events occurred in the past year and having direct effects on the subject before
the Subcommittee today.
At the request of the President, sent to Congress on A ril 7, 1978, the Congress
extended nondiscriminatory treatment to the products o the Hungarian People's
Repblic.
Te President based his request for Congressional approval of his waiver of the
requirements of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 upon the letter Foreign
Minister Frigyes Puja wrote which emphasizes that the People's Republic of Hungary strives for the fill implementation of the Helsinki Final Act. By making this
letter public the President broadened the scope of the periodic performance review
required by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment to the Trade Act of 1974.
The President's action meant that the performance of the People's Republic of
Hungary will be monitored, evaluated and reviewed not only on the issues of
emigration but other human rights issues as well.
Our views presented on May 9, 1978 to this Subcommittee on the subject of
extending nondiscriminatory treatment to Hungary was based primarily on repeated claims by the President, his advisors, and officials of the State Department that
the execution of the Trade Agreement with the People's Republic of Hungary will
benefit the Hungarian people.
No such benefit could be recognized by us during the past year. In fact, the
increase of indebtedness of Hungary casts shadows on the economic future of the
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Hungarians. Trade between the United States and Hungary did not increase appreciably. Economists cannot identify specific changes in the volume, type, and quality
of goods traded by the two countries which could be attributed to the granting of
_
MFN to Hungary.
The slight Increase of export by the United States to Hungary resulted in the
enlargement of the deficit In the Hungarian balance of payments. MFN did not
generate an upsurge in the formation of joint ventures and an increase of the
personnel, management and wage policies of the enterprises operatInfluence
of the economy..
ingHungry
in a market
and the Unmted States failed to live up to the expectation on this field.
The Hungarian economy-praised by western diplomats, economists and reporters
as something "miraculous" is in critical condition.
Jozsef Drecin, the deputy chairman of the Hungarian National Planning Officein an interview, broadcast on December 9, 1978-presented the status and described
the future of the Hungarian economy the following way:
"It is a characteristic of the present Hungarian economy that it has surpassed
itself somewhat. We have run ahead in many spheres: The level of investment, and,
I must say this quite frankly, we have run ahead, in relation to our level of
development and with regard to the level of consumption. Thus, in the coming
period the reduction in growth must not be accompanied by a deceleration in
exports. Thus there will be less of the results of growth available for internal
consumption. This means that growth will be decelerated in investment, bringing it
almost to the point of stagnation during the-next few years and that the rate of
consumption growth by the population will decelerate to a very low rate. According
to present ideas, this will slow down to approximately 1 or 2 percent per year.
I think Mr. Drecin's informed evaluation and prediction are more realistic than
the enthusiastic but superficial statements of eager American diplomats and profes-sors quoted in an article written about the Hungarian economy and published in the
June 6 issue of the Wail Street Journal.
Most Favored Nation status did not-and in our view could not-alleviate the
difficulties of the Hungarian economy. The primary need for such a status for the
government in Hungary was and is not economic but political. If that is the case the
question "should we extend nondiscriminatory treatment to the products of Hungary" should be answered by considering political rather than economic arguments.
The President's primary argument for waiving the application of subsections (a)
and (b) of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 was that the waiver will substantially promote the objectives of that Section.
In his message the President justified his action in the following manner:
"I wish to report to the Congress that I have determined that this waiver will
substantially promote the objectives of Section 402 of the Act; and that I have
received assurances that the emigration practices of the Hungarian's People's Republic will henceforth lead subtantially to the achievement of those objectives."
Subsections (a) and (b) of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 provide that most
favored nation treatment may not be accorded to a country that(1)denies its citizens the right or opportunity to emigrate;
(2) imposes more than a nominal tax on-emigration or on the visas or other documents required for emigration, for any purpose or cause whatsoever; or
(3) imposes more than a nominal tax, levy, fine, fee, or other charge on any
citizen as a consequence of the desire of such citizen to emigrate to the country
of his choice.
Apparently the President could not be convinced in March 1978 that the Hungarian People's Republic complied with the requirements concerning freedom of emigration as set forth in subsection (a) of Section 402. In order to grant the waiver he had to receive some assurance that the waiver would promote the realization of the
obJectives of Section 402.
The necessary assurance was provided by the letter written by Hungarian Foreign
Minister Puja to the U.S. Ambassador Kaiser, in which he commits the People's
Republic of Hungary to act in cases of emigration "in accordance with the letter
and spirit of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, and to deal with them promptly, constructively and with good will."
The letter was considered by many of us here in the United States, including the
President himself, as a meaningful concession on behalf of the government of
Hungary. Most Favored Nation status was granted. The tone and substance of our
official and semi-official communications with the government in Hungary became
more than conciliatory. Relations were declared friendly. Criticism of the Hungarian regime was and is considered outdated and willing supporters of the "new"
policy are favored by the Administration.
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We expected the government in Hungary to react in the same conciliatory spirit.
The reaction came quickly, but it was not conciliato
Mr. Laszlo Marothy, first secretary of the Young Communist League and member
of the Political Committee of the Party said on July 24, 1978 at the farewell
ceremony for the Hungarian delegation attending the 11th Meeting ofthe World's
Students and Youth in Havana: "We are going to a country which has refused to
make compromise with Yankee imperialism".
pieminister spoke to the same group on July 18,
Aczel, deputy
Gyorgy
11Mr.
of the called most favored-nation clause did not actually
1978: "The
application
mean a special favor, but the normalization of the two countries economic relations
on the basis of equal rights and peaceful coexistence. Hungary, in accordance with
its external economic policy has done no sort of concessions in return for this".
Foreign Minister Frigyes Pa in a speech delivered before the General Assembly
of the United Nations on September 27, 1978 stated:
"My government rejects any attempt at intervening in affairs coming under the
legal competence of other countries under the pretext of human rights. Legitimate
international action taken toward an observation of human rights must also in the
future be distinguished from political campaigns aimed at recurring cold war confrontation."
This speech rejects the legal competence of the United States Congress in the
subject matter before this subcommittee today.
I wonder, how does our Administration reconcile the glaring contradiction between the words of Mr. Aczel and Foreign Minister Puja and the content of the
letter written by Foreign Minister Puja on March 15, 1978 which served as the basis
for the President's request to Congress to waive the requirements of Section 402 of
the Trade Act of 1974 and to grant MFN treatment to Hungary?
In our testimony last ear we warned Congress against placing unquestioned faith
in the promises o the adar-lead Government of Hungary. It seems to us that our
judgment of the credibility of the Communist regime in Hungary endures the test of
time.
I am afraid that the officials of our government misread the signs, acted on good
faith, and devised a policy toward Hungary which cannot fulfill its stated objectives:
The enhancement of gradual liberalization of the Hungarian economic and political
system. If success means more that highly publicized and propagandistically expolited visits by members of the Cabinet, Congress, diplomats, religious leaders and
political figures, then our policy is a disillusion. If our actions are limited to
repeatedly expressed hopes for mellowing of the dictatorship in Hungary and the
establishment of U.S. financed, Hungarian controlled cultural and scientific exchange programs then the policy of the United States toward Hungary will result in
disappointment. If the on advantage we can extract from our "new" economic
relationship with Hungary is the "privilege" to manufacture Levis in Hungary, and
the only right that the Hungarian people gained from that relationship is the right
to pay the exorbitant price for the jeans, then that relationship is hollow. A policy
toward Hungary which is based on benign neglect of facts and naive assumptions
about the lack of Soviet domination of Hungary and the "independence of the Soviet
installed leadership of the Hungarian Communist Party" is doomed to failure.
The performance of the People's Republic of Hungary in the field of human rights
issues specifically outlined in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe did not improve during the past year. In our testimony last
year we gave a detailed analysis of the three major areas of basic human rights:
freedom of movement, freedom of speech and freedom of religion.
Today we cannot report favorable developments. An update, however, seems
appropriate.
Freedom of movement

At the end of 1978, the Presidium of the Hungarian People's Republic-in an
apprarent attempt to defuse criticism regarding the, inaction concerning revision of
the strict emigration laws of Hunqary-issued a new edict regulating the foreign
travel and stay abroad of Hungarian citizens and the issuance of passports. This
edict became effective on January 1, 1979.
The European Law Library of the Library of Congress at the request of Senator
Robert Dole, who is a member of the Helsinki Commission, conducted an exhastive
analysis of this new Edict in order to determine a trend in the policy of the
Hungarian People's Republic. Is it leaning toward relaxation of the restrictions
imposed on its citizens, thereby taking steps toward compliance with its obligations
set in international public law, which is also part of the national law? Or are the
changes meaningless amendments of substantive and procedural laws that do not
offer any relief for Hungarian citizens from the severity of the restrictions?
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The conclusion of the Library of Congress report titled: "Travel Abroad and
Emigration Under New Rules Adopted by the Government of Hungary" states:
"This analysis of the statutory provisions on foreign travel and stay abroad issued
in 1978, and a comparison of these statutes with the statutes in force until 1978
reveal that very few changes have been made in the new regulations. Moreover the
changes of benefit to cituens are insignflcant. In fact, some of the changes are
detrimental to Hungarian citizens, especially to those citizens who live permanently
outside Hungary, regardless of whether or not they have acquired the citizenship of
their present homeland.
"The conditions of emigration from Hungary have not changed at all. But it may
be assumed that under the new regulations only those persons who declare that
they wish to retain their Hungarian citizenship, and therefore request the issuance
of a Hungarian passport instead of an emigration permit, will receive permission to
leave the country permanently..'.
"It can be established that by merely issuing a new set of regulations on foreign
travel and passports the Government of the Hungarian People s Republic has not
lived up to the expectations of the president of the United States. Whether its
practices will be different from the provisions of the statutes only time will tell."
It is a well known fact that authorities in the People's Republic of Hungary,
through the use of their discretionary power, in practice do not observe their own
laws consistently. In some cases the practices of the authorities are stricter than the
written law; in other cases they are more liberal.
Our limited experience with this new law indicates that the Hungarian authorities do not use theie discretionary power as often and as liberally as they did before
January 1, 1979.
The time limitation on consecutive visits to the West is now strictly observed even
for those for whom the financial means required for the stay abroad are assured by
someone inviting them for a visit.
I request that the Library of Congress Study quoted above be made part of my
testimony and included in the record.
Freedom of speech

According to Laws No. 4/1959 VI. 9 and No. 11/1969 111.5 normally anything that
will be printed-even mimeographed-must be approved by a designated
authority
of the state. The political leadership exercises full control over all newspapers,
publishing houses, radio and television stations.
No change occurred since last year.
Gyula Illyes, the living giant of Hungarian literature, who generally enjoys the
favor of the Communist regime collected his writings about Transylvania and its
people in a book titled: "Szellem es Eroszak" (Intellect and Despotism). He planned
to publish it last fall. The book was banned by the regime.
= ion 127 of Chapter IX: Criminal Acts Against the State of the Criminal Code
of the Hugarian People's Republic defines the 'crime" of incitement, and establishes
punishment for that "crime".
Andras Benkei, Minister of Internal Affairs of the Hungarian People's Republic
in an interview published in the October 29th, 1978 issue of NEPSZAABADSA said:
"Last year 0.2 percent of all crimes were political offences, the situation did not
change basically this year."
Benkei admits that there are political offences in Hungary and that these offences
are recurring year to year in about the same numbers.
Dr. Imre Markoja, the Justice Minister of the Hungarian People's Republic at a
press conference held on October 31st in Budapest stated: "Last year 110,000 court
and noncourt cases awaited decision." (MTI Budapest Oct. 31).
Based on this number, and the percentage of political offences revealed by Benkei,
we assume that 220 political trials were held in Hungary during the year of 1977.
It is safe to assume that most, if not all, of the trials resulted in cons tion.
This number is in a
ment with previously published official statistics putting
the number of adult Hungarians convicted yearly for incitement of others (in words
or in the press) to hatr directed against the state and international relations of
Hungary and for other political crimes, between 195 and 200.
Amnesty International in its Report for 1978 lists several Hungarians who were
tried and convicted for the crime of compilation and distribution of a short statement on human rights violations in Hungary. Gyorpy Hajas, who planned to establish the Hungarian Helsinki watch Committee, was jailed for 18 months.
Dr. Maria Dombovari-Lorincz was confined to a military psychiatric hospital for
the "crime" of calling for the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Hungary.
Hungarian authorities avoided to respond to official U.S. inquiries to confirm or
to deny Amnesty International's report.
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Apologists for the Hungarian Communist Regime quote the New Criminal Code,
adopted by the Hungarian Parliament during its last session of 1978 to show the
"changing attitude" of the Hungarian regime and to justify their optimistic predictions regarding the affects of MFN. They contend that the Section defining the
crime of Incitement is more "liberal" than in the Old Code. For the benefit of those
who do not want to be confused by the subjective comparison of the old and new
definition of the crime of incitement, I request that both versions be made part of
m testimony and included in the record.
Kati Marton, a journalist who left Hungary in 1956 when she was 10 years, old,
recently returned to her birthplace. She gave account of her impressions in an
article published in the May issue of ATLANTIC magazine. She wanted to find the
answer to the question: "How much really changed in Hungary?"
She writes:
"During dinner with one of my childhood friends, I am overwhelmed by how
little.
"I sense that something is wrong the minute my friend opens the door to receive
me. We have not seen each other in twenty-two years. It does not seem to matter.
He says I haven't changed. I tell him the same. We both know we are lying. But it
feels perfectly comfortable to be together. He is balding and looks older than his
thirty-four years. He speaks in a low voice. When he signals me to follow him to the
balcony, I recall those balcony conversations my parents used to have, with American diplomats and journalists, in my childhood, My friend waits for a streetcar to
rumble by underneath us. 'My sister and her family have defected to France,' he
tells me. 'It means I had to report to the government that you were coming for
dinner. You're an American journalist and that's the law. These days I've got to
watch it. I know they're watching me.'
"We go back inside, and his wife, another childhood playmate, says, 'See, thing
haven't really changed. Our boy can't get better than average marks, because in
class he chatters about going to church. His fourth grade teacher is a member of the
Party.'
"Dr. Rezso Banyas, spokesman for the Hungarian Foreign Ministry, receives me
in his elegant Persian-carpeted office. 'We want you to see as much as you can, talk
to whomsoever you want. Just judge for yourself,' he says. 'We want America to
understand us. Hungary has had twenty-two peaceful years. In our history, that's
not something we take or granted.' I write Banyas a letter, requesting an interview
with a high-ranking member of the Foreign Ministry. I am asked for my questions
in advance. I list, as general topics, the future of U.S.-Hungarian relations, Hungary's experiment with a modified socialist economy, the so-called New Economic
Mechanism, the impact of.China's assertive foreign policy moves, and how Hungary
deals with critics within her own system. All but the question on the future of U.S.Hungarian relations, a throwaway, are crossed out. I politely decline the interview."
This is present day Hungary, where not only Hungarians but everybody is told
what to question and what not to question. The regime selects the subjects for
discussions.
Jonathan Spivak in his article in the June 6, 1979 issue of the Wall Street
Journal after quoting praises for the regime by western diplomats and professors,
writes:
"Many Hungarian intellectuals however take a far-more-hostile view. They contend that the party, which controls all major government posts, exerts a ruthless,
though concealed, stranglehold. Opponents who challenge the regime on a fundamental issue are often forced to emigrate or are fired from their jobs and kept out
of work."
This is how the status of freedom of speech in Hungary is evaluated by the most
authoritative source on the subject.
Freedom of religion

The laws and practices of the People's Republic of Hungary were analyzed in a
statement: "Freedom of Religion in Hungary and the Final Act of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe", submitted by the Hungarian Freedom Fighters Federation to the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe on May
19, 1977.
An update to that report was included in our testimony made before this subcommittee on May 9, 1978.
The situation of the churches in Hungary has not changed. The use of sophisticated methods of eliminating religious belief in Hungary continues.
Ministers of the Hungarian Reformed Church published a statement which describes the plight of the Hungarian Protestants. The statement was distributed in
samizdat form last summer. This statement describes the total control of the Com-
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munist regime over the state appointed leaders of the Church, the administration of
Church affairs and Church organizations. The authors stated that the danger of
annihilation of the Church reached such a degree that they were compelled to tell
the truth, further silence would constitute conspiracy. I request that the English
translation of this statement be made part of my testimony and be included in the
record.
The affairs of the Catholic Church are governed by a church administration
created and controlled by the Communist regime.
This control lead to the split between the state approved leadership and the
priests of the Church. Hungarian Catholics lacking trust in their hierarchy formed
small religious communities, the so called "base communities" which select their
own priests, which operate independently from the state controlled church administration. The problem of isolation of the faithful from the hierarchy reached such a
degree that the Hungarian bishops in their pastoral letter dated November 29, 1978
point out the duties of priests and the faithful to remain loyal and obedient to the
bishops.
Interestingly the vice chairman of the Office of Church Affairs, Mr. Istvan Straub
addresses the same problem in an article published in the December issue of "Allam
es Igazgatas". He warns the priests that illegal-i.e., outside of state control and
observation-religious activities are against the law and will be punished.
The Hungarian authorities following tradition, did their best to create obstacles
for Hungarian Catholics who recently wanted to go to Poland to participate in the
religious festivities marking the Pope's visit to that country.
These actions of the Hungarian regime, reported widely by Western journalists,
violated not only the right of freedom of movement but the right of freedom of
religion for Hungarians.
Conclusions and recommendations
Granting MFN status to Hungray in 1978 has not yet resulted in the substantial
promotion of the. objectives of Section 402 of the Trade Act as the President determined in his message to Congress in April 1978 that it would.
The new laws implemented since that time did not change substantially the
emigration policies of the government in Hungary. As a matter of fact-as the
Library of Congress study quoted above concluded, the changes are insignificant.
In Hungary no improvements could be discovered in the observation of human
rights specifically mentioned in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe.
The Hungarian economy did not show any significant change that can be attributed to MFN.
In the past year the Hungarian Government and its spokesmen were more vociferous in their attacks on U.S. policies than any other Soviet Block representatives,
including the Soviet Union itself.
The Hungarian Government did not live up to its commitments and to the
President's expectations, on which the Congressional approval of the waiver of the
requirements of Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 have been granted.
We recommend that Congress-as a condition for approval of the extension of
authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402 and for continuation of the waiver applicable to the
Hungarian People's Republic-persist in its demands for the substantive and explicit fulfillment of the commitments given by the Government in Hungary, on which
the President and Congress acted in 1978. Such persistence and the unequivocal
declaration of that persistence are essential to produce the desired results: the
tangible liberalization of the emigration laws and practices of the Hungarian People's Republic and the gradual moderation of the stranglehold of the Hungarian
Communist regime on the freedom and human rights of the Hungarian People.
I request that the Library of Congress study, titled: "Travel Abroad and Emigration Under New Rules Adopted by the Government of Hungary", prepared by Dr.
William Solyom Fekete of the European Law Division of the Law Library of the
Library of Congress, the Statement of the Faith-Proclaiming Hungarian Reformed
Church and the English translations of the old and new definition of the crime of
incitement be made part of my statement and included in the record.
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(By Dr. William Solyom-Fekete)
The 104 pe report, published by the European Law Division, Law Library of the
Library of Congress, can be obtained free by sending your request to:
Mr. Carleton W. Kenyon
Law Librarian
Library of Coness

APPENmX II.-CONISSMON AND OPION STATEMENT or THU FArr-PaoctAjmwo
HUNGARIAN RmroEMED CURcH
THN SHAPING OF A CONFEUING CHUUCI--CON1Y5ION AND OPINION*

Many Christiansresiding in western Europe and America. received in the
past months an 8
memorandum from Rungar whichgav an account
of the fact that quiey a onfessional reformed attitude is develping there,
which is at variance with the existing theological basis,-and which sharply
criticises the open and covert corruption of the ecclesiasticaland government
leadershi The writer, titled their memorandum. "Confession and Opin.
ion" From this we report a few noteworthy details.
Introduction
"Our new joint position was born as a result of individual decisions, just as it
happened in Barmen. Our desire is to serve in our given situation the cause of the
Kingdom of God on Hungarian sol as ambassadors of the eternal message. We hope
that our brethren residing all over the world and belonging to various nations and
denominations-as they will learn from this paper-will find our information useful."t
For "explanation" the writers of the memorandum say:
'The time is here that we should give our testimony about a few burning subjects
of faith, about the answer we received from Above and at the same time uncover
the plan of the liquidation of the Hungarian Reformed Church. Through our experiences and through numberless trustworthy and confidential information during the
past decades we were able to discover the broad lines of the plan of liquidation.
Now, however, the repression of the Hungarian Protestant churches has become so
grave that the parts of the great plan and the details of the "magic circle" became
visible. In this situation remaining silent would make us traitors and fellow criminals".
In the outset the writers laid down the following basic principles:
"Since God has called us to preach the Word we are not willing to subordinate its
proclamation to human ideas and pursuits. It is our sad experience that the government wants to use the sermons-under pious pretenses-for political agitation. We
refuse to be part of this profanation. It is in the vital interest of every nation that
real, effectively operating churches should be serving in it. Any one who destroys
the churches is workingagainst the interest of the people. The government applies
the immoral method of takng over the churches, to promote its aim and to control
em by transforming the real church into a make believe church, replace the
efticiently serving ministers with make believe priests and turning the leaders of
the churches into state officials
is a dan-erous assault g.ainst the people
because it lose its firm moral foundation, thus leaving the people without guidance
and leadership. With this method they dry out the very fountain which nourishes
the working ethics, the sexual morals, the family coexistence, and the quality of the
social life. This represents an atheistic victory-and we can hardly imagine a
greater defeat than this. It is not true that the churches have to give up their
missionary tasks in an atheist secular surrounding or that they have to forsake
their sacred duty for agtation in the interest of sociological experiments of dubious

value. The lees favorable the circumstances the more natural it is that the churches
should fulfill their task with greater zeal, not intimidated by the sufferings that
accompany them". The editors of the Confessional Memorandum point out that "the
deteoration of the churches commenced in 1948. In that year the leaders of the
church ended and liquidated the most lively church activities and organizations, and
virtually paralyzed the life of the congregations. To this mission-terminating activity they gave the following perverse title:"Missions Rules Instruction". The officials
Originally published in the Octobr-November 1978 and March 1979 isues of the Quarterly:
Hungaan Zeorme Nes
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made it appear that the government did not prohibit the mission work, but the
leaders of the church themselves hindered the ministry-and employed the harshest
punishment against those who wanted to continue their mission work. This way
they could show the outside world that the state was not to be blamed.
The Communist system always places gftat importance on oUtward appearances.
For "home-consumption" the leaders of the church, who acted as puppets of the
state, explained their mislon-restricting activity As "this is the new, good and
obedient way of the church". Some of the leaders were sent abroad-not sparing-the
expenses-to make the West believe that the leaders of the Huarian Reformed
Church created an exemplary model church in the Marxist society.This double-faced
church-policy conducted by the State has worked thus far: the church is frozen, the
effective inside forces are manacled, and we are proceeding on the road to perdition.
At the same time well intentioned foreign visitors-impresed by the "window-show
politics" still give credence to the ecclesiastical masters of demoniac deceptions".
at does the Memorandum say about the church elections?
"On the basis of the aforesaid we protest against the arbitrary interference of the
State in the elections,which renders it impossible for the churches to select their
officials, although the government can quote the written law to justify its acts. This
improper intervention is evidenced by the fact that the Presbytery of the local
churches can "elect" only one person as dean, bishop, member of the Council or
district supervisor and indd local ministers whose election the State previously
openly or secretly approved. Because the approval is given to only one person, the
resbyteries are forced to play the election onedy, for after all the State selects
leaders and ministers for the churches. And *oe to the ohe who daes to suggest
another candidate, because such a person will be chard with "agitating'.-It is
clear to us that the aim of such arbitrary state interference oh the one hand serves
a security purpose; on the other hand it is useful to cause hostile feeling ainst
the elected church officials, thereby creating more confusion, dimension and hurtful
distrust in the churches."
About making ill use of the new Bible translation:
"Mhe new- translation is a carefully prepared, beautiful and scholarly work. And
for this the credit goes to the translators. Under difficult working conditions the
translators worked ardently for decades, assisted by sacriflial donations of the
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churchh at home and abroad. In order that the prepared translation

could be printed without delay ahd sold for the mime pro i the previously
published 'K areli revised edition", our brethren in foresin& provided paper and
donated such printing equipment to our Refortned Chh as i
of great value
even in the West. But we kno*-what has also been broadcast through foreign
radios, and published by the press-that the leaders of our church sold the now
printing machines and equipment for a low price to the stat*-and according to an
alleged state ordinance the price of the newly translated Bibldws doubled!'.
As for our paper we would like to remark that the 800O Dibles which were
printed for two million Rungariah Protestants, weft 1d out a
time ago. Only

in foreign lands can one buy it in book ator superted
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mert. The price, however, is much thore than the 180 fotEto In 1ta.
York, for instance, it costs $22.50. The printing equip tnt doni

willed We4tem Christians, is produn in the Unive
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In ew
thedgood.
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the materials of Marxism. NaturalOy those Westetn Ch stIkieI
who return to
their home from Hungary, after the dining-wining carrying in their visit brief-case
by chance an honorary theological doctor's diploma from the Theological Academy
of Debrecen-keep deep silence toward the donors about this regrettable mishan.
dling of their gift.
The memorandum about the need for minister and p*bytr
"Most of the churches solved his problem by fling the jioitlons of ministers,
elders and higher ecclesiastical office with women. But for don*
sran reason the
Office of Church Affairs does not recognize the women as equal in their rights with
men. This viewpoint of the Sta
mildly-is
od,'Theame State system
which inserted the equal rights of the women into its o
program, prevented
the churches, which wets regarded rege
,ive,
from mking ha progresve step
Evidently the more intensive participation of the womeni
the life of the church
would add vitality and treite roulto contrary to tho idation plan. On the other

hand there would be no ned
Orep
the o1d who
woh take part in the
church life and who
. ed
St8t
ptu1oteowould
fbootp
not be
harmed in their pla e qf daiy,
for eirchu
Complaintsin
this vexation were hearI from diMY corners. Btate oftals pomised tht they Will
remedy this anomaly, but tht dtUation-4thoocA well cortdIs getting even
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worse. We repeat: well covered, because they are carefully watching the sensitivity
of foreign business people who might have Christian convictions".
The evil collusion of the church-leaders with the state to liquidate the churches"
"In what realm and manner is the aim of this collusion realized?
"The church leaders assist the state in the fraudulent violation of the Concordance of 1948. This they substantiate with the well-soundingphrases: 'Obedience to
the Lord of the Church', and 'This is the way of the serving church', The are
fighting against the interest of the church and they make the church-liquidating
steps of the government appear as a magnanimous good deed toward the churches.
"They remove those ministers who raise their voices for the defense of their
church, for their ministry to the youth, for religious education, for the cause of the
confirmation, or against moral and material turpitude of the leaders by condemning
them upon conceptual charges by ecclesiastical courts.
"They approve the actual political decisions of the government with their 'solemn'
declarations and oblige the ministers to do the same. It appears as though the Holy
Spirit called to the churches to existence just to sanction these hastily brought
political decisions, some of which are contrary to the written word of God. They
sabotage the training of ministers and with this the replacement of ministers by
cunning methods: they pretend that they work hard for the cause of ministerial
education, yet in fact they do everything to destroy the spirit and the sound
educational system of the theological academies. In case of the two theological
schools in Budapest-Calvinist and Lutheran-with the exception of two professors,
and at the school of Debrecen with the exception of one professor, the members of
the faculties are pseudo-professors, simply political agents who did not even have
doctoral degrees i the first 5-8 years of their teaching. They were presented the
doctor s degree-not earned-as a result of a new order of requirement for the
degree, according to which those who were already professors should receive automatically the doctor's diploma. With their life example they endeavor to totter
spiritually those who chose the ministerial profession, and wis;h their teaching they
render uncertain the theological foundation."
The Church and the future generation
In the church the ministry to the youth "on paper" is free. In fact, it is forbidden.
When a "theological professor", Dr. Frank Bajusz, learned from his -students which
ministers were carrying on work among young people, he reported them to the
Office of the Church Affairs and to the Ministry of Interior. To the disapproving
questions as to his action, his answer was: "I only did my duty". The situation of
those who were reported did not get worse for the ample reason that the report
reached the authorities just before the Belgrade Conference, and the government
did not want to "serve propaganda material" to the West. But the ministry to the
youth still belongs to the "forbidden" category, and the participating young people
are advised in their place of work or elsewhere that their taking part in church
activities is regarded as a political step against the socialist system. The one who is
relating the warning usually appears under the guise of good will and tries to speak
heart-to-heart with the young man or woman. Hie does it "discreetly" and requests
them to keep the talk secret. The Roman Catholic board of bishops successfully
fought with the state to permit parochial religious education. In the Reform Church
this is forbidden.The religious education in the public schools, as we know, amounts
to almost nothing.
Is there any ideological thaw in Hungary?
We see clearly the tactical change of the Marxist ideological struggle, which
changes some people-seriously mistaken-think as a thaw. It is always a grave
error to make a judgement on the aim of a struggle by the way the fight is
conducted, whether savagely, or more restrained. A good Marxist measures the
effect of an action not by the manner it has been executed, but by the real value
gained. The new Marxist ideological tactics are more effective then the old one, anct
for us they are incomparably more dangerous. In the west, they propagated translated books against the Bible, written by Soviet authors. Those books argued that
Noah, Moses, Jesus and the Apostle Paul never lived on this earth. These people
were imaginary, mythological beings. These works had an impact only on those who
wanted to be convinced of its content; these books ideologically suggested themselves. The majority of the people rejected them and felt sorry for the authors,
saying: printing those books was money wasted.
Not long ago however, a Dr. L. RapcsAnyi of Budapest arranged two series of
radio-lectures aout the Bible, and these lectures appeared in book form. RapcsAnyi
and his co-workers were raving about the Bible, about which, as they said, one can
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speak only with reverence. The Bible is a collection of masterpieces, matchless
vehicles of culture, the living history etc. One could continue the laudatory expressions, until we come to the final conclusion that: all these are merely human
products and only the culturally immature people believe that there is divine
content in it. Thus sounds the wolf's howl in siren's voice. But the wolf can howl
either as wolves do, or in mellow siren tone-that is his business. There is a more
dangerous activity within the church than the above deception: the transforming of
the theology toward the Communist Ideology. We meet this attempt quite often in
the Hungarian Protestant periodicals, in the so-called ministers' seminars, which
every minister is obliged to attend, the contents of these articles and courses are set
forth according to the aim of the said transideology.
The new confessional trend is not organized, therefore it cannot be stopped

Within today's church the Confessional Hungarian Reformed Church appeared
spontaneously, and legally, at the end of the 1960's. Spontaneously, because there is
no founder, leadership, organization, rules, membership campaign, secret meetings,
treasury, and foreign connections; yet, the membership is growing in number and
resoluteness. This movement is not an organization, as is proved by the fact that
there are many members who stand on the basis of the "Confession and Opinion",
make decisions and act upon questions accordingly, and are not conscious that after
all they belong to and are members of the group. This membership does not weaken
but rather strengthens the awareness of belonging to the Hungarian Reformed
Church, and the feeling of solidarity with the historical Church, although the sense
of reservation against the official leadership is stronger than ever.
State and church must be completely and actually separated.

It is our opinion that ministers and lay leaders of the Hungarian Reformed
Church can and should assume political, public, and social duties and offices, however state officials should not accept positions of leadership in the churches. The
separation is not a hostile act, but a natural process, and it does not mean that the
church should reject the support of such public endeavor which protects the existence of the members of the churches and with the help to improve their well being.
The separation would result in mutual independence from each other-based upon
mutual consent. The outstanding writer, George Konrad said: "It takes more brain
to reach a good agreement than to conquer or to submit to arbitration." /Lecture at
the 1977 Biennale in Venice/. The respect for the Constitution precludes such a
possibility that either the church or the state would infiltrate into the other body
and be an organic part of it. Everyone knows that the intention of the so-called
clerical peace movements as far as the state is concerned is nothing else but gradual
infiltration into and taking commanding positions in the organization of the
churches. In a genuine separation of states and church the peace movement among
clergymen loses its reason to exist. When the whole church "ab ovo" and "sui
generis" is a peace body, it is ridiculous to organize special peace groups in it. This
peace movement causes hostile impulses, even in men of moderation. This is a real
temptation. "The Sermon on the Mount" is the rule for Christian conduct. In this
Sermon we read: "Blessed are the peace makers; for they shall be called the
children of God". It is not necessary to teach the nightingale how to sing. It would
be well if everyone would learn that freedom produces real friendship.
In short: The party and the government should work out an open, honest church
policy. The present leaders could make their own position easier if they would
voluntarily give up their office to more worthy and competent persons. Just who
those more worthy and competent persons are can be decided only by the Word of
God through the Holy Spirit. Because the church, according to the Holy Scripture,
is subject to the state authorities, we do not see any harm, even in case of a
complete separation, if the authorities in the interest of the good of the people and
good order would watch the life of the church. But to this end, as we are convinced,
the state does not need an organization such as the Office of the Church Affairs,
with its large staff and expensive budget.
Closing words

Our signature is missing. We do not want to facilitate the work of our oppressors.
From experience at home and abroad we learned that those who set their hope on
the reasonableness and humanitarian feelings of our persecutors built their future
on sand, and perished prematurely.
Anyone who passes on this Confession to someone has, in fact, "siged" it. One
can receive it, read it, do with it what he pleases. But if anyone would like to help,
he can make copies, distribute them, and if he can, translate it into other languages.
"I must work the work of Him that sent me, while it is day." /John 9:4/
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APPENDIX III.-DEFINmON O THE CRIME OF INCITEMENT IN THE CRIMINAL CODE
OF THE HUNGARIAN PtoPuE's REPUBLIC IN ErncT' AT THE PRESENT
LAW NO. V OF 1961

On the Criminal Code of the Hungarian People's Republic as amended by Edicts

No. 16 and 20 of 1966, and Edict No. 28 of 1971, in the version of the officially
consolidated text, published on December 22, 1971.
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CHAPTER IX--CRIMINAL ACTS AGAINST THE STATE

INCITEMENT

SEc. 127. (1) Whoever commits an act suitable to incite others to hatred towards:
(a) the Hungarian nation;
(b) the Hungarian People's Republic, its political system, any fundamental
institution of the political system, the Constitution of the Hungarian People's
Republic, against any of its fundamental principles,
(c) the international relations of the Hungarian People's Republic aimed at
alliance, friendship, or cooperation;
(d) against any peo..ple, nationality, denomination, or race, furthermore,-because of their socialist conviction-against certain groups or persons,
shall be punished with deprivation of liberty ranging from 1 year to 5 years (crime).
(2) the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty ranging from 2 years to 8 years
if:
(a) the incitement has been committed through the press, mass-reproduction,
or otherwise so as to reach a large segment of the public;
(b) it has been committed by a recidivist; or
(c) the criminal act-in case of paragraph (1UX-leads to the disturbance of
the international relations of the Hungarian People's Republic.
(3) Whoever carries out a preparatory act for incitement qualified under paraFraph (2Xa) shall be punished with deprivation of liberty not exceeding 3 years, and
in time of war with deprivation of liberty ranging from 1 year to 5 years.
(4) In the application of this Section, a person shall be regarded as a recidivist
also if he was sentenced to deprivation of liberty for other criminal acts included in
this Chapter, and between the serving of the sentence, or the expiration of the
enforceability of the punishment and the commission of the recent criminal act 5
years have not elapsed. (crime)
SEc. 128. Whoever inflicts bodily harm on another because of the latter's activity
in the interest of socialism shall be punished with deprivation of liberty ranging
from 1 year to 5 years. (crime)
APPENDIX IV.-DEmINITON OF THE CRIME OF INCITEMENT IN THE NEW CRIMINAL CODE
OF THi HUNGARIAN PEOPLE's REPUBLnC ADOPTED BY PARLIAMENT ox DECEMBER 31,
1978, BUT NOT PuT IN EFCT As or THE DATE OF Tis STATEMENT
LAW NO. IV Or 1978 ON THE CRIMINAL CODE

(M.K., No. 92, p. 1047, December 31, 1978)
CHAPTER X-CRIMINAL ACTS AGAINST THE STATE

INCITEMENT

SEC. 148. (1) Whoever, for the purpose of inciting [others) to hatred against
(a) the Hungarian nation or any national minority;
(b) the constitutional order of the Hungarian People's Republic;
(c) any other connection of the Hungarian People's Republic aimed at alliance, friendship, or international cooperation;
(d) any people, denomination, or race, furthermore for their socialist convictions against certain groups or certain persons, commits an act suitable for this
purpose,
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shall be punished for a crime by deprivation of liberty ranging from 1 year to 5
year.
(2) The punishment shall be deprivation of liberty ranging from 2 years to 8 years,
if:
(a) the incitement has been committed before a large public (audience), or as a
member of a group;
(b) the incitement in cases of paragraph (1), subsections (c) and (d), leads to
the disruption of international connections of the Hungarian People's Republic.
(3) Whoever makes preparations to commit the incitement defined in para.graph
(2), subsection (a), shall be punished for a misdemeanor by deprivation of liberty
ranging up to- 2 years, and during war for a crime from 2 years to 5 years.
Ssc. 149. Whoever bodily harms another person for his activity in the interests of
socialism commits a crime and shall be punished by deprivation of liberty ranging
from 1 year to 5 years.
STATEMENT OF Louis L. Lorx, PRESIDENT, COMMrrrEi OF TRANSYLVANIA, INC.
Mr. Chairman, the distinguished members of the Subcommittee on International
Trade had heard many detailed reports on the continuous and planned suppression
of the est. 2 and a half million indigenous Hungarian inhabitants of Transylvania
by the Rumanian communist government. Therefore I do not intend to go into the
supposedly well known details of minority human rights violations in that country.
instead, I want to point out emphatically that in Transylvania, virtually under
our very eyes, a human tragedy is taking place. It is not a spectacular tragedy;
peoples are not massacrA1hey are not thrown in the sea, there are no streetfights.
Therefore this tragedy seldom makes news in the media and is not generally
recognized as human suffering that cries for help. But none the less the Rumanian
national goal to forcibly assimilate the non-Rumanian population of the country, to
compell them on many different overt or covert ?means of force to give up their
thousand years old national identity, the mother language, the national culture,
makes life a daily series of insults, threats and fears, and projects the nightmare
depicting the death of a nation. It is important to bear in mind that Hungarians did
not emigrate into Rumania, they started to populate Transylvania at least a thousand years ago, and have never left their and their ancestors' beloved native land.
Their right to remain Hungarian once they were born Hungarian is an inalienable
natural human right which is not dependent on national or international laws, or
on the lack of them.
Rumania's treatment of the Hunrarian and other nationalities is diametrically
opposed to the human rights policies of the United States. Our negative trade
balance with the country and the manipulated flow of emigrants indicate that
Rumania did not live up to its obligations under the trade agreement, either.
Senator Moynihan grasped the Rumanian attitude perhaps the best when he wrote
to this Subcommittee two years ago: "We can no longer be satisfied with bland
assurances of Romania's good intentions, nor will we necessarily accept-those explanations of Romarian conduct which seek always to portray Romanian behaviour in
the most favorable light." I myself believe that our country should take a stern
second look at our relations with Rumania and give it a warning.
It is unfortunate that since the last hearing in 1978 no improvement in the
situation of the Hungarian population of Rumania took place. On the contrary,
conditions and prospects for the future worsened:
(a) The vague language of the new education law renders Hungarian schooling
more uncertain than ever before.
(b) It seems that instead of embarking upon a course of honestly intended improvement of minority policies, Bucharest rather strengthens its propaganda efforts
to prove that all is in order with its minority policies and the nationalities have
never had it so good as today in Rumania.
(c) There are news about a new mass resettlement program of Rumanians from
the Regat (i.e. the old Rumanian provinces of Moldavia and Wallachia) into Transylvanla in a scale which is thought to outnumber all previous resettlements all
together. Undoubtedly the Rumanian government still sees the solution of the
minority problem in forcibly turning overwhelmingly Hungarian populated communities into Rumanian strongholds, i.e. Hungarian majorities into minorities all over
in Transylvania.
I am deeply worried that the forceful absorbtion policy of Rumania, if never
stopped by outside influence, will, on the long run, result in the gradual disappear.
ance of the Hungarian nation in Rumania's Transylvania province in which I was
born, my ancestors had been born and lived Hungarian life for a thousand years.
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I strongly feel that, in the spirit of President Carter's human rights protective
policies, neither England or France, the makers of the Trianon peace treaty of 1919,
nor the Soviet Union, the dominant power at the 1947 Paris peace treaty and one of
the prime-violator of human rights, can be expected to work on remedies to ameliorate the plight of those 3.5 million Hungarians who were forced into minority status
by the dictate of said peace treaties, but only the United States of America, the
world's most powerful country born out of the noble ideals of liberty, self-determination, human dignity and equal chances for all.
It would be fallacious to say that the United States have no interest in having
good relations, including trade, with a communist country, such as Rumania. I feel,
however, obliged to point out some aspects of uncertainty of that relation. Historical
records indicate limited reliability of Rumania's friendship. In this connection may I
remind to Rumania's changingstand in World War I. As a quasi ally of the Central
Powers Rumania overran the undefended Carpathian Mountairm into the then
Hungarian Transylvania without any declaration of war: (1) Thrown back into
Rumania by Hungarian and German forces, Rumania became ally of the Central
Powers and as such their army joined the Germans in occupying Ukraine, (2)
Finally after the German retreat from the Ukraine and Rumania toward end of the
war, Rumania again joined the Allied Powers, thus ending the war on the victor's
side, (3) As Prof. James B. Gidney (Kent State University) put it on a symposium on
Transylvania: "Bratianu (Rumanian Primeminister in 1919) simply waited until he
saw what the winning side was and then brought Rumania in on it." Rumania's
reward for turning coats so often and so deftly was Transylvania and other Hungarian territories.
Or, in World War II, the Germans had no stauncher ally than Antonescu's "Iron
Guardist" Rumania. Yet when the Russians approached the country in 1944, Rumania changed position and became allied with the Soviet Union. The result: Soviet
insistence during the 1947 peace negotiations to turn over Noi'thern-Transylvania
where the bulk of the Hungarian population was concentrated, from Hungary to
Rumania. Transylvania being safely in Rumanian hand, the Soviet armed forces
withdrawn from Rumania for good behaviour in 1958, Rumania turns his back to
his benefactor, the Soviet Union. It should not be surprising that Rumania will do
the same to the United States when the time is right.
It is self-evident that minority grievances, or for the matter any grievances of
importance can not be aired in the press and other media in Rumania. Not only
because they all are in the hand of the communist party, but also because of the
arrest, torture, imprisonment or deportation of those found responsible. Peaceful
demonstrations as well as organizing civil right movements are, of course, clearly
beyond the realm of possibilities because in Rumania these are crimes against the
state punishable by many years of prison terms if not by death.
(a) nder these circumstances, may the assertion often heard, that "the Rumanian government has preferred to deal with the problem of minorities as an exclusively domestic question" be seen as a valid reassurance to the improvement in
observing human rights of Rumania's minorities? The Hungarians, Germans, Serbs
etc. in Rumania have only one problem: the Rumanian goverment. Is it right to
expect the perpetrator of misdeeds to indict himself?. The Ceausescu-led communist
party is the only valid law in Rumania, and even the communist-made Rumanian
Constitution which guarantees certain rights to the nationalities, has never been
adhered to during Mr. Ceausescu's 15 year reign.
(b) Under the circumstances in Rumania can it be realistically expected that the
minority problem may be resolved within Rumania between the Government and
leaders of the ethnic Hungarian community? Hardly. The exile of Karoly Kiraly,
the appearance of thousands of militia men in Hungarian districts, the house
searches, interrogations, arrests and tortures can not permit such conclusions to
draw. We cannot trust in the goodwill toward minorities of a government which
purposely, systematically and consistently wants to assimilate its unwilling national
minorities, as a national policy for making the country 100 percent Rumanian. It is
cultural ethnocide (genocide) that has been in progress in Rumania for many years.
The end of this threat will be in sight only if Mr. Ceausescu and his communist
party would renounce of their maniac idea of destroying the Hungarian nation and
other minorities of Rumania.
(c) Not much promise can be seen for the solution of this problem by approaching
it "in accordance with the international norms adopted by the United Nations for
the protection of the rights of ethnic minorities" as Hungary and Rumania are said
to have agreed. These words have still not been transformed into actions. It is
known that the planned new consulates in Kolozsvar (Cluj) (Rumania) and in
Debrecen (Hungary) agreed upon by Mess. Kadar and Ceausescu according to a joint
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communique issued on June 17, 1977, are still not set up on account of Rumanian
footdragging. Hungary has no means to enforce or even monitor the execution of
any agreement between the countries concerning the minorities. Reciprocity, as a
means of enforcement, is out of question, as Rumania's more than 2 million Hungarian inhabitants cannot be balanced by Hungary's less than 20 thousand Rumanians. The reluctance or/and timidity of the Kadar government to act resolutely on
behalf of Hungarians beyond the border, in Transylvania further diminishes the
probability that bilateral talks between Hungary and Rumania would help improve
the situation of the oppressed 2.5 million Hungarians in Rumania. It is most likely
that the Soviet Union ties up Hungary's hand in pursuing the Kremlin's interest in
peace and tranquillity in their satellite empire. The Soviets surely would support
the Hungarian cause in Rumania only in case if Ceausescu's so called "independent" foreign policy will step out of bounds causing to Russia an intolerable situation But the Rumanian dictator is very careful not to commit that mistake. This
mayr mean that his "independent" stance has very little actual advantage for the
United States even so that Rumania gains many miles of propaganda for its own
benefit.
I listed here some reasons why the Hungarian-American community turns with
confidence to the Government of the United States for solution to the problem of
the oppressed indigenous Hungarian population of Transylvania. We firmly believe
that the US can influence the behaviour of the communist goverment of Rumania. I
am not in the position to assess the value of our good relations, trade and otherwise,
with that country except that imports from Rumania are on the increase while
exports to Rumania are shrinking. Our last year trade balance with that country is
negative. But I can visualize the peril threatening 2.5 million human beings if the
United States lets the Hungarians down in their struggle for survival in Rumania. I
strongly feel that resolute and affirmative action on the part of the US Government
in defending the persecuted minorities in the Soviet Union controlled Eastern, and
Central Europe will enhance our image as the hope of humanity for the survival of
freedom and national cultures, as well as our prestige that we are able to exercise
influence within the Soviet controlled part of Europe. On the other side of the scale
I see a negative trade balance, thousands of disgruntled American workers, violations of the basic emigrational law by manipulated low of emigrants, and an
indigenous nation condemned to slow death in his ancestors' homeland by a dictatorial government, a never freely elected dictator and the indifferent free world.
I strongly believe that the time has come to warn Rumania now. The warning
should have some sharp teeth such as suspending Rumania's most-favored-nation
status for a period during which(1) a thorough reexamination of Rumanian performance under the terms of
the 1974 Trade Act and the US-Rumanian Trade Agreement be carried out; and
(2) the Rumanian government, together with Hungarian minority leaders
(such as Karoly Kiraly, Lajos Takacs and others) and in agreement with them,
prepares and submit to the US Government a plan for a comprehensive national minority law (a demand which a Transylvanian Hungarian leader personally
disclosed to me) incorporating the Hungarian's human and national rights
based on full equality and including the Hungarian as an official state language-in Transylvania.
When Rumania would reapply for the continuation of the favorable tariff rates,
the Bucharest regime will exactly know that our government means business.
In conclusion I refer to the editorial of our periodical, "Carpathian Observer" by
attaching the top page of the December, 1975 issue as part of my statement.
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From CARPATHIAN OBSERVER, Vol. 3, No. 2, December, 1975

NATIONAL MINORITIES PROTEST DISCRIMINATION
INRUMANIA
In are unprecedepted move leaders of Hungarian and German nationgovernment.
alities in Traprsyvalia, in a joint appeal to the RUmanianS
dentapided the en;dof discrimination against tire rron-Ritmarrtanpopulatiort
tr .
of tire coprn
It seems that the evr growing spirit and practice of oppression of the
trio largest arid culturally richly endowed nationalities of Rumania could
not be silently endured any longer. It is also likely that the Helsinki agree.
nenit added to the impetus, particularly because President Ceausescu
showed himself at the Helsinki conference to be the spokesman of national
independence. Now Mr. Ceausescu is called to live up to his spokesmanship and respect the human rights Of national minorities in his own
country, tOo.
____The full text of the appeal, which is being circulated countrywide, as
published in the Nonember 10 issue of the prestigious, independent liberal
West-erinan newspaper, "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeirung" is as follows:
"The Hungarian and German na- S. A constitutionally recognized
"Federation of Nationalities" as
tionalities of Rumania, - 2 million
the constitutional, freely elected
HunSarians and 600.000 Germans in.representation
of the minorities
comTransylvania and in Banat In Rumania.
prising 13% of the population of
Rumania' - protest discrimination 6. Establishing a permanent United
lations "Commission for Transylpracticed in the country and strongvania" to safeguard the nationally urge that the rights of minorities
ities' rights.
be fully recognized and guaranteed
With these demands for recogniin Rumania.
tion of Human Rights for all citiTherefore we demand:
t. The freedom to use our own zens of Rumania, the national
language. especially In schools minorities of the country wish to
make their contribution to the
and in the civil service,
2. Autonomy for Hungarian and peace and security of Europe."
German schools from the primary through the university levels.
3. Equal rights in all phases, or
MarUaud easrttee Pre
political, cultural and scientific
liUkt of the NOn-Em&tants
Z~dltecal
life (literature and the press.
free cultural contacts with for:
the twin cities
Yalta suit Holsjt
eign countries),
Transylvania in 1974. Return of expropriated cultural
An eyewitnss account
institutions (museums, archives)
Tit Carpathian Ob"rye in
before they are "rumanianized".
Oeagres
1, mer 4"m t

pih.ttllation,,f Trn-.yl-

DtabopL&WsiPavass died.

PLIGHT OF THE
NON-EMIGRANTS
Numerous Senators and Representatives spoke up in conjunction
with the RunPtsanian.American Trrdc
Agreeetcrrr ie the first half of tilc

year, pointing out tie opportilniy
to pass itedgement tipon the practice
of grave and constant discrimtua.
tion in Rumania by making the ap.
proval dependent on the amelioration of the plight of national sninor.
cities in Transylvania.
This question emerged during the
hearings in committees both House
and Senate. Yet when the bill was
approved 24 to 3 by the House Ways
and Means Committee and sub.
sequently in the House of Representatives and Senate, only one
aspect seems to have been considered by the over-helming majority of the legislators, namely, that
of the 1974 trade act which ties in
favorable U.S. trade terms to any
country allowing free emigration of
its citizens.
When the legislators sharply fo.
cased their attention on emigration.
and largely neglected the plight of
those who do not even think of leave.
ing the ancestoral land, their hitsnanitarian imptlse may have been
pitt to sworkin a one-sided manner.
Prospective emigrants, and nonemigrants (the overwhelming major.
ity anong the nationalities op
pressed in Ruriania) turn their
faces toward us, thi shiniest symbol
of freedom and champion of hurnias
rights, and look to us for at least
a modest degree of support. We
should lend an ear to both groups,
and act on both their behalves, dividing our attention and care more
equitably.
The Editor
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From CARPATHIAN OBSERVER, Vol. 6, No. 2, December, 1978

THE PLIGHT OF THE HUNGARIAN MINORITY
IN TRANSYLVANIA (RUMANIA)
I

F -

occupying sections of Transylvanla for afew weeks or so. At thepeaceconference, on economic rounds Rumania claimed
In
addition four Hungarian citiesmd their vicinities with several
Hungary celebrated the milleolum of herstatehood in 1896, hundredthousand population. overwhelmingly Hungariasn. This
but It wasbarely acentury ago, in 1877.that the independent request was also granted to Rumania. The total territory
larger than
Rumanian state was created by the unification of the province of detached from Hungary for Rumania. thus became
the truncated Hungary of today.
Wallachia and Moldavia.
The next territorial change
occurred In 1940when in the
Some 40years later, in the 1919Thano peace-treaty eoucluding World War I for Hungary. Transylvania. the hitherto Vienna Award, arbitrated by Germany and Italy, the northern
Hungarian land was awarded to Rumania. Was there good reasn andsmutheastern counties ciTranylvanla where the bulk of the
for this decision. was It just and equitable, did It promote genuine Hungarian population was concentrtaed) was restored to
peace, are questions which even now, 60 years later, await Hungry.
The 1947Paris Peace-treaty concIdding World War II "eaobjective evaluation,
Many critics answer in the negative. For instance, Harold firmed the decrees of the 1919Trianon treaty but not without
Nicoison participating at the peace
conference assecretary of the dissent. The United States advocated Hungary's retaining
British PeaceDelegation In Paris. writes in his book. "Peace- already reincorporated counties o Transylvania while th Soviet
making i9ir: "We arrived determined that a peaceof justice Union wanted to reward Rumania. since 1941
a German ally with
sideapain,when Soviet
and wisdom should be negotiate& we left conscious
that the a Nazi-type government, for changing
treaties imposed upon our enemies were neither just nor wise..." troops reached the Rumanian border in August 1944.The
Although the British Memorandum on war-airmexpressed Russians won. and all of Transylvania was again awarded to
some enlightened principles for ajust settlement of Central and Rumania.
The replay of the 1919tragedy continued in 1945when
Eastern European territorial questions for friend andfoe alike to
ensure enduring. just peaceand promote international trade Rumanian troops marched into Transylvania andstarted a
once the war wasover, the recommendations contained in the slaughter of Hungarian civilians. The withdrawing Soviet army
Memorandum were not followed at the pee conference.
Critics returned to put an end to the bloodshed and to protect Tan
claim that the victors, led by France andEngland. felt compelled,sylvania's Hungarian Inhabitants.
under the emotional Influence of the long and destructive war, to
use their power to penalize the vanquished Iconsidered to he the
warmakers), andwith the samestroke, to reward toe countries
siding with the Allies. Among the latter was Rumania which.
Roughly the @ins
of Portugl, Traytvana is on a high
after severally shifting allegiance between the Central Powers plateau situated in the eastern part of the Carpathian Basin and
(Germany, the AustrmHungarian Monarch/, Turkey and nestled between the southeastern and southern nage of that
Bulgaria) and the Entente Powers IFrance, England. Italy, mouotain-chain which in its full length of some 1,000 miles
Russis. United States). deftly ended up the Var on the winner's formed the northern and eastern boundary of entire Hungu7 for

THE PEACE-TREATIES OF
1919 AND 1947

TRANSYLVANIA

side. The Hungarian government had been against the war in a thousand years. Bastlonlike. the Carpathisa Mountains rise
1914and got drawn into it reluctantly and only by virtue of her high up as a hugebarrier from the plains of the original
constitutional obligation of being part of the Mnitchy, the Rumanian provinces of Walkac"i and Moldavia. thereby
foreign affairs, defence and finance of which was In the hands of separating Transylvania from Rumania. TranaylvanLa's western
Vienna. So it is ironic that Hungary proper becamethe victim of border, iess of anatural barrier, is marked by wide valleys and
drastic territorial changes imposed upon her by the peace-treaty. hilly regions, gradually descending to the Great Hungarian Plain.
This 1,000years old country suffered the staggering losses of % TransylvanLa's main rivers (except one) flow into Hungary, and
of her territory and more than half of her population, among discharp in the river TiSaa,
the second
isrgest river of Hungary.
them 3,200,000 Hungarian peoples.The country wasliterally die- Indeed, geographically Transylvania is clearly part of Hungary.
membered. the nation torn apart.
Apart from a period of independence in the 16th and 17th
Rumania was given the largest Hungarian erritory with the centuries brought about by Turkey's conquest of Hungary's
most Hungarisn population (some1,700,000). The area includes
center part. Transylvania itself has always been part of an
Transylvania proper and other adjoining Hungarian land.
autonomous state - Rumania after World War I and Hungary
Rumania has claimed Transylvania as a reward for entering the one thousand years before that.
war on the Allies' side which she did by attacking the Habeburg
For many centuries three nationalities havelived together in
Monarchy in 1916(as a nominal ally of the Central Powers), Transylvania - Hungarian@
Rumanlans and GermaunL
Despite
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language,cultural andreligious differenes, these three divers
strains proved able to coexist with relatively little stores. Hugrians started to settle In Transylvania In the 10th century.
Documents mention first In 1147another group of Hungarians in
Transylvania, the Sekelys. but there Is no certainly about the
earliest date of their settlement there. Some maintain that they
are descendants of Attila's hune, but others describe them as
Hungarian frontiersman resettled by the Hungarian kings from
Inner Hungary in the southeastern part of Transylvania for
defense purposes. Every rell of their language is Hungarian.
They are, still today, the mainstay of Hungariannes in Transylvanis, living In their own district along the southeastern range of
the Crpathias, and making up about 3e% of the total Hunprian population of an estimated two and a half miion Hunprian kings invited German (Saxon) settlers to Immigrate to the
southeastern districts of Transylvania between 1160and 1220,
granting them far-reaching autonomy. Documents from 1222on
mention the presence of Rumanians (Vlacha. Bsac) in the
southern Fogpras (Fagaras) district. When the changee," another
ethnic Hungarian group first settled In the Rumanian principality
of Moldavia is not quite clear. Somehistorians think they are descendants of a Hungarian tribe which had not followed the 7 other
tribed acres the Carpathian Mountains at the time of the Hungarian contest of the Carpathlan-MIdle Danube Basin in the 9th
century and settled In Moldavia. Others surmise that they are
Sekelys - who had emigrated into Moldavia in the 14th century
or some later time. Presently, their dwindling number may
amount to 100,000.
There are theories which put the first appearance of Rumanians as well as Hungarians in Transylvanis much earlier than
van be documented. But the solid historical fact is that Hungarians and Rumanians have lived together for centuries in
Transylvania, so there Is more than adequate reason to call Transylvania the homeland of all Hungarians and Rumanians whose
ancestors settled there hundreds ofyears ago Likewise, the long
time of co-existence amply justifies full equality of rights for both
groups In the common native land. including unhindered use of
mother tongue, preservation and promotion of national culture,
as well as all other aspects of full equality for the two ethnic
groups, both as individuals and as nations.

the Unitarian was founded in Tradsylvana in the 16th century
under Hungarian sovereignty and an old religim, the Rumanian
Eastern Rite Catholic Church was forcibly dissolved in 1948 by
the Rumanian government.
Because of the relatively late development of the Rumanian
people Into a more homogenous nation, Transylvania could not
possibly have such a historic role for Rumania as she had for
Hungary. Though a Rumanian population was there, and In the
last six centuries lnareased swiftly by several waves of
immigration front the neighboring Rumanian provinces, we can
talk about modern Rumanian national consctousness only since
the JIh century. One of its milestone is the Hungarian
Revolution and Freedomwar of 1848/49 against Austrian
domination when the Rumanians of Transylvania first rose up
against the Hungarians (who themselves were engaged in a
desperate fight against the joint forces of the Austrian and
Russian armies In Transylvania), but then changed allegiance
and sided with the Hungarians against the Austrians In the hope
for more autonomy. The establishing of independent Rumania
100 years ago gave another boost to Runmanian
nationalism and
turned the attention of nationalist circle toward Transylvania.
Another significance of Transylvania for Rumanians Is the
remarkable fat that the roots of the Rumania intelligentsia
developed rather in Transylvania than in the original Rumanian
provinces (Walichi andMoldavia). This is likely due to the
influence of the much earlier existence of Hungarian (and Saxon)
middle classes
and their overall andoutstanding cultural achievements. Recent government-inspired Rumanian historic] works
seem to stress the Rumanian role of Transylvania beyond reality.
"It should be noted," writes the NeuoZureer Zeltung. one of
the leading Swiss newspapers (Ape. 7.1977). "that Transylvana.
due to her different history, is a better developed ad thus more
desirable place than Moldavia andWallachia,A side effect of the
historical differences is that not only the Hungarians but alsothe
Transylvanian Rumanians like to lookdown on their landemen
living beyond the Carpathians."

RUMANIAN MINORITY POLICIES,
1919-1945

In the period between the two world wars the subsequent
governments of new. enlarged Rumania undertook oppressive
polices against the Hungarians who were made a minority in
their own homeland overnight. About 150,000civil servants and
teachers were expelled from Rumania. constitutional and extraconstitutional means were usedto reduce the importance of the
Transylvania takes a specialprice in the history of both. the Hu ngarians, and police terror was applied widely. Dissatisfitin
Hungarian and Rumanian nations. Besides being an organic par
was felt also by Transylvanian Fumanians who were not given
of Hungary right at the formation ofthat country, Transylvanlan
the role in the new stats commensurate with their superior
role in the Hungarian history and in the preservation of Hun- education and administrative experience. The non-totalitarIan
garian culture and national conaicousness is crucial. In the nearly aspects of the pre-communist (and also pre-Nazi) regimes.
200years period when the center part of Hungary fought a life however, could not exert as total control over national minorities
and death struggle against the occupying Turkish forces and as communist governments can.Initiatives of Hungarian leaders,
factually was under Turkish control, Transylvani as an eclesIastc, national, cultural, were able to counteract, to some
independent Hungarian principality became the guardian of Hun- degree, the effect of oppressive policies
in the fields of education.
garian culture, tradition, education, and contributed Immensely literature, journalism and religion. But thetreatment of
the then
to the continuity of Hungarian statehood and naUonal survival. nearly 2 million Hungarians whose forefather settled in TranNo less significant was her role in the expansion of Pro sylvania many hundreds of years ago, was highly detrimental.
teatantism. Her early embracing of the new teachings made Their land confiscated, their public schools closed, Hungarian
Transylvania, - already the easternmost outpost of Western enterprises forced out of business, the Hungarian minority was
Christianity -, Protestantism's eastern bulwark. This was soon all but ruined in the 25 years in the non-communist era of
followed by a declaration of religious freedom, the first in Europe Rumania. The American Committee for the Rights of Religious
and,indeed, the entire world 11557. National Assembly at Minorities gave the following report of the situati-o lb
Torda). This act. occuring under Hungarian sovereignty. administrative oppression, the violent enforcing of the Rumanian
proceeded the major religious wars in Western Europe by more language, the closing down of the schools,the many interthan a half a century.
ferences, the aggressive hostility by which the school problems
Another phenomenon peculiar to Transylvania has been the are being treated, all these are aimed for the total destruction of
existence, side by side, of three major Christian reigions: Roman the minority school system. The laws of 1925serve as oppressive
Catholic (Hunyarians), Protestants(Hungarian-Calvinits Saxon- political and nationalistic tools against the minorities." ("RouLutherans), and Eastern Orthodox (Rumanians). A new religion, mania ten years after." The BaconPress, Inc. Boston. 1928)

TRANSYLVANIA'S ROLE IN THE
HUNGARIAN AND RUMANIAN
HISTORY
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United States legilatora, US Conresonal Record. special
OPPRESSION OF MINORITIES BY THE documents reaching the West by secret channel, and, more
recently, official statements of Transylvanlnn-Hungarian poitica
RUMANIA
OF
REPUBLIC
SOCIALIST
writers ad other prominnt people.
After the communist take-over followlag World War II Ru
mnnlan minority policies gradually developed Into a patent combination of two contrasting ideological elements of rigid eommunism andextreme nationalism, both working against Transylvanian Hungarians. Communist theories frown upon nationalism
as a bourgeois" holdover, and minority questions can not
possibly causeproblems (so say the communist teachinga, if
Lenin's respective princples ar followed for an equitable treatment of minorities. However, Rumania's example shows that
nationalism is far from being deadIn the most communist of
countries. It is actually stronger than it was in the bourgeois "
its Implementation isaidedby the totalitarian power
era because
of the communist state which, n It is well known, controls life
from cradle to grave. This total power, uncontrollable from
abroad, unless meaningful actions (such as trade restrictions,
public opinion and other strong actions) are undertaken. looma
over the Hungarian minority in Rumania. the largest anywhere
in Europe, west of the Soviet Union. Their being in Rumania, not
onlyasRumanian ctisens, but also Hungarian nationals, appears
to be seen by Rumanian chauvinists as a potential danger because
of their history role, cultural superiority, strong feeling of
national Identity and love of mother tongue. Accordingly, actual
Rumanian minority policies have beendirected against Hungarian language, education, culture, historical role and national

leaders, scholars,
of denalof any
In spits of the Rumanian official campaign
wrong doing Intreatment of minorities, all Information available
points to the sameconclusion: Rumania's unstated but enmlatakeable aim is to become a state without any national
minorities.

The Sunday Times of London 1April 17,19771 writes about a
special document, prepared pseudonymously by aTranaylvanlain
intellectual. and detailing the cultural oppreslon of Rumania's
Hungarian populatio "The 27 pag document is the first
account of how ananti-minotities campaign Is being operated in
Rumania. whose government claim to beMarxist, Communist
and internatlonalist but practices policies that are intensely
nationalist. The evidence of the document. which tallies with
other Information. Is of a campWgn to eliminate the Hungarian
Intelligentsia and skilled working clas, which have a strong
andcultural traditions, ad to break up
national consciousness
the cohesion of Hungarian districts."
In the summer of 1977Karoly Kiraly, a Hugarian member of
the Rumanian communist leadership first revealed in letters to
high-ranking Party officials that Rumanian minority policies
gravely abuse the some2.5 million Hungarian inhabitanta of
Rumania. This hitherto "silent" minority, muted by the
memories of the post-war forced labor camps at the Danube delta
in Rumania, the persecution of Hungarians after the Revolution
consciousness
of 196 in neigbborin Hungary, andthe ever harder pressure of
In Rumania there are two sets of rules for minorities: one on Rumanian state power against Hungarian culture, language,
the books for propaganda purposes to show the world howmuch education and national Identity, hs thus gotten, in the person of
Rumakla respects minority rights, human rights, and another Karoly Kiraly. aspokesman who is effective, authentic, andeven
one for actual application in order to carry out the real but official. The 47years old Kiraly, vice-president of the Hungarian
unacknowledged minority politicles which aim at the liquidation Nationality Workers Counci and analternate member of the
(asslmilatio. aheorption) of the non-Rumanian popu)ati, as a Rumanian politburo until 1975,
deplored in the letters agovernRumanian national goaL
ment tendency "to forcibly asimilate the nationalities Hying In
The Department of State and the United States diplomatic Rumania" He cited many discriminating and oppressive
missions in Bucharest have been following developments in Tran- measures such as the refusal to grant national minorities a
sylvania An information summary prepared by the State representative voice in government, "restrictive quotes"
Department as early as 1964statw "The Rumanian government
denying employment to minority workers, elimination of Hunhas pursued a cautions but systematic policy of Rumanizing the garian schoolsand cinses, the "naming of non-Hungarian
Hungarians by requiring them to learn the Rumanian language. speaking, Rumanian mayors" in cities "inhabited predominantly
by gradually reducing the number of Hungarian-language
by Hungariasa" the prohibition of minority languages in public
cultural institutions in Transylvania, by intermixing Rumanians institutions and administrative offires, and a boostof other
with Hungarians in positions of authority, and by assigning Hun- deprivations.
garian intellectuals to posts outside of Transylvania." "It appears
In oneof his letters, Kiraly decries the 'violence and torture"
from information presently available to the Department that the used against minority inhabitants and points out that "the
Rumanian Government has indeed been following a course aimed harassment of Jeno Sulkasal. the eminent (Hungarian professor
at reducing Hungarian cultural and nationalistic influence in the from Brasow), drove him to commit suicide." Sander Kut.
Transylvania region, at assimilating the Hungarians there into another teacher from Brasaw (Brasso in Hungaian) was fond
the Rumanian population."
dead is the vicinity of the city, executed or dead from torture.
The testimony of Paul Goms, a Rumanian dissident author, Before their death, attempts were made to force them to put
living now In France, in an International press conference on their signatures to a variety of declrations praislng the
human rights, in Frankfurt, Germany in 1978. is an outright nationality policies of Rumania, and stating that thereis noneed
At the cost of their lives, they
indictment of the minority policies of the Rumanian government. for Hungarian schools
in Brasso,
Out of his testimony emerges the designof a plot for destroying refused to sign,
the Hungarian schoolsystem and for executing anti-Hungarian
Among those in Rumania wto endorsed Kiralys views, wer
measures beyond imagination, involving "internal decrees" Ion Maurer. aRumanian andretired Prime Minister of Rumania.
(never officially publicized), ordering dispersals, interrogations, and many prominent members of Rumania's Hungarian minority.
arrests, intimidation. terror, and pbylcal tortureL According to Lately. Transylvanla's top Hungarian writer, Andras Suto, han
Mr. Goma (who is not of Hungarian extraction) the Western free protested restrictions on Hungarian language education, the
governments, naively, do not see through President Ceausescu's Hungarian-born Deputy Premier of Rumania. Janos Fanekas, has
deceptive maneuvers, or recognize the rift between the decried minority grievances in a letter to'the Party, and Dr.
propaganda-painted image of Rumania and the realities of a most Lajos Takacs, former rector of the Kolosavar (Cluj) University,
intolerant, and repressive nationalist-communist system
in a 7.000word memorandum to the Party, said that laws on
In the last 15years or so there has been much information on minority rights were not being observed and called for a fullthe plight of the Hungarians In Rumania from visitors from scale party review of all nationality question&
Kiraly was summoned to Bucharest for talks with top RuRumania, Americans and Canadians returning from Rumanian
visits, refugees, in the spot and In depth reports by major manian off;iLs. He was accused of being a traitor to Rumania.
Western-European and American newspapers, periodicals, threatened with trial andexpulsion from the Communist Party,
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. .ad asked to denounce his own appei" t the fabrication of the

Hungarian education for the "csangos" in Moldavia was
CIA and Radio Free Europe. He refused. He was ordered to carried out by 100 Hungarian teachers up until 1948. Sinle the
leave his hometown, the Hungarian city of Maroevaarhely Rumanian government has gradually ceed down all the mango
(Tirgu Mure inRumansa) and was exiled with his wife and five- schools. This Hungarian group has been without any Hungarian
mooth-old-baby to garansebes In tie southwestern corner of language education for years.

Transylvania.

Books are written about the many facets of the consistent
Rumanian efforts to destroy the vestiges of Hungarian life In
Transylvania. It would be Impossible to condense all essential
Information into a brief treatise. We hope that after some
prefatory general statements, a few concrete examples will
ahed more light fur the reader upoe the essence and nature of the
Rumanian striving to stamp out the national Identity of over S
rllilon non-Rumenan citizens of Rumania, the so called "'coInhabitant nationalities" who, other wise, as Individuals, contribute
soimportantly to build up Rumania from an agricultural country
into a modern Industrial state.
asie
Sdheebi, educelsa Inthe metherkegue. As we aid before,
theg general trend of Rumanian sehoo policies is the reduction of
Hungarian, and other nationality schools In aDlevels. Thus at
present the number of Hungarian schools do not cover the need
for Hungarian education in Rumania. Tbe danger is Imminent
that consistent and gradual reduction today, will mean a
complete liquidation of Hungarian schooling some time, in the
future. The best situation for teaching lathe mother language
existed In grammar schools, at least In the cities. Yet at least
8D%
of Hungarian children have to attend Rumanian elementary
education for lack of enough Hungu.a-schools. Much worse is
the situation with high school and university level education.
Each year moe and more Hungarian hlg schools are coed
down and. in the still remaining ones, more and more subjects
are tavght InRumanian. There Is genera trend to coovert high
schools into technical schools where the language of teaching is
invariably Rumanian.
Smaller communities are bit the. worst because at least 80
Hungarian students are necessary for opening s Hungarian cela
whfle 2or 3 Rumanian children are sufficient to open a Rumanian
class. tn many sal Hungaisa villages bere are not enough
people to have that many children of the same age. If the parents
set together to send their children to school in the narest
vigelA r authorities refuse to arrmlle for transportation or
if the parents take in border from the neighboring villages,
they will be harassed by the Rumanian authorities In any cae
in masy pure Hungarian villages a Rumanian school will be
opened, even though not one Rumanin ves there,
Kolosvar (in Rumanian Ch) bad been the cultural and
bistorical capital of Transylvania for many hundred years. It
waa sort ofbly" city the name of whkk awakes warm feelings
anywhere In Hungarian hearts still today. The city was second
only to Budapest in the total number of teachers and students
but first In proportion to Its population In the Hungarian ea
Now, not more than 18% of the Hungarian students can attend
Hungarian highachool. Is temlast tea years. from 107 to 197?,
the number of Hungar an highachool graduating classes was
msehed down fros Il to only? .
In 1976 a decision was borm to eimiat Hu
ia Imtitutdone of h*
education. After the "Bolyal" Unlversity in
Kolnsvar fsaready largely denationalised) the decision was
carried out In the institute of Medicine aM Pharmacology in
Marorasarhely (in Rumanian Tru M mre.),
and. then. by
special order from Bucharest, a Rumanian section was
established at the Hungarian "Istvan Snentgyorgyi School for the
Dramatic Arts," thereby liquidating Ineffect the last "island" of
higher education Ina nationaty toague. and - to eliminate any
doubt in regard to the latter move - of the six Hungarian
gradvatso of the school for the Dramatic Arts, only one was
appointed to a Hungarian theater, while the remaining five whether they l&ed or not - were placed in Rumanlan theater.

Freedom o Churches Am ply curseald. In Rumania religion
denotes nationality. Hungarians are either Roman Catholics,
Reformed or Unitsrians, the Germans are mostly Lutherans
(Saxons) or Roman Catholics (Banat Swablana). and almost all
Rumanians are Eastern Orthodox since the Bynantine-rlt
Catholic Church was forcibly dissolved by government decree in
194& The Rumanian communist government, through the
Ministry of Cults, carries out a policy of total interference In
ecclesiastical matters Even the bishop of the Transylvanian
Reformed Church are appointed by the communist government.
While in Hungary about % of the population Is Roman
Catholic, In Transylvania Hungarian Protestants slightly outnumber Catholics. Thus, InRumania, both the Catholic and the
Protestant Churches have equally been under attack while the
Rumanian Orthodox Church enjoys considerable freedom and
support from the government. After the war hundreds of Hungarian priests and ministers were imprisoned and many perished
in forced labor-comps at the Danube dela. The immensely
revered Hungarian Catholic bishop, Ara Marton spent 18years
inRumanian prisons and house arrest jut because he raised his
voice on behalf of the oppressed Hungarian minority.
Agovernment decee in1974 stipulated that churches are not
allowed to receive gifts or money from abroad, without having
applied for special permission from the Ministry of Cults. Such
permission are seldom granted.
During the earthquake of Il? in Rumania some 80 Hunpria Reformed Churches located in an overwhelmingly Protestant district of Transylvania were seriously damaged. News
about the damages were suppressed by Rumanian authortles.
According to a report by the World Reformed Presbyterian
Alliance, sister churches in the United States and Western
Europe were ready tosend financial aide to rebuild and renovate
thesechurches but the Ministry of Cults would not issue a permit
to the blahops to receive those funds. The churches are sill in
disrepair, among them many gothic structure built in the Middle
Ages. The disappearance of these historic churches represents
an irreplaceable loss to the Trasaylvanian Hungarians.
The report further states that It is Impossible to buy a
Reformed hymnbook in Rumania. They have been out of print for
years. Church delegates from abroad, visiting the country, are
not allowed to meet with Hungarian colleagues freely.
Theological literature cannot be sent to them from the West.
There is an sate shortageof Bibles and prayer books for
Protestants (and aso Catholics). Any social gatherings or
religious meetings, except for Sunday servi e have to be
approved by the government.
Th law on the protection of the national cultural treasury
and the deree on churc archives, both from 1974. appear to be
one of the most Perim blows agalnat Hungarian culture and
history of Transyvanla. Under thee laws the Rumanian governmot nallmed. Le.,expropriated, all "documents, official
and
private correspondene Memoirs. manuscripts. maps, fil,
sides, photon. enuavngs, Imprints, seals and like materielr over
80 years old, from the posseson of religious and eulural
Inatitutionas and private citizens. Alan confisated were church
archives. antique chalees. altar cloths ad other irreplaceble
items. This material - taken In many case without receipt was dumped Into trucks and carted away to unknown destinations According to the Nene Zur'cher Zeltung of Switarand
(-Bua•ucratic Chicanery Against the Churches in Rumaniae"
Feb. 12. 1975) "the intent behind the nationaliation of the eCcleslastital archives is to sever the reli ous communities from
their historical roots. A church without a past (traditioe) bas no
future, especially one whickrepresents a religion and national
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minority. The first victim of these warlike d=sig against the
religious and cultural minorties by the Ruma
regin was
the Hungarian Reformed Church." Here. i the mother country
of the Reformatim in Transylvanis. appeared officials from the
State Archive, assisted by an authorised agent from the
Department of Culture and a representative from the episcpete,
who seized the archives of approximately 200 church
communities and desneries" "Especially the two 'reformed"
churches (Le., the Reformed and Lutheran) have been preserving
in their archives the tradition of their religious and lingii
individuality, dating back to the time of the Reformation"
The church archives were generally in excellent order and
condition and they were accessible to researchers in euntrast,
for the past 26 years Rumania has maintained absolutely no
facilitie for the preoeslon training of archivists, not even
RumAnin. The few archinists are not expert in ancient Slave.
ancient Greek, Hungar an. Latin. the languages in which the
documeats were written,
Use Of Uotor teqos. The new Rumanian constitution of
195 aures fre use of mother language for all nationalities and
provides for educational inatitutions teaching in mother tongue.
Further, it authorises administrative and Judicial organs to uae
the language of the majority nationality in their respective
jurisdiction. In reality, however, the use of mothertongue
is
practically forbidden and is restricted to home, school. church,
and the theater. Except the still overwhelmingly Hungarian
Stehelyland, one has to be very careful when speaking Hun
garian Inpublic. because of the danger of being attacked by Rumanans. Police, as a rule. protect the attacker Rumanians. It is
impossible to usemother tongue Inadministrative offices and law
cotls. Even f the Rumanian official can speak Hungarian, he or
she will -t answer if addressed in Hungarian. The se of
Rumanian Is pressed so forcefully that even Hungarian
shopkeerer has to speak Rumanian with a Hungarian customer.
It is not uncommon for a doctor and his patient, of the same
mother tongue, to have to communicate through an interpreter
,hecause they are allowed to speak only in the official language.
-Ancient Hungarians names of communities, streets are non
existent. Before Its transfer to Rumania, 68%of the population of
Kolosvar was Huagarian. 11%Rumanian, Now after a coatinous
influx of Rumanians, resettled mainly by the government from
outside Transylvania. the populatJon of Kolosavar has tripled to
200,000 in the last 60 years, but because of ben which prevents
Hungarinas from moving to Koloavar, only 45% of the popula.
tion is Hungarian. Not one street slga in Hungarian is permitted.
Only announcements of the Hungarian theater and notces et.,
of Hungarian ehurehes ar allowed to be in Hungarian.
Cultural restriles.Though there i a minority publishing
companyoperating in Bucharest. the subjects and the number of
cops are controlled by the Rumanian government. It would be

magnify the Rumanian role (and indeed Invent it in some cases)
by boldly altering the facts and by subtly twistlg them
Minority children are taught that the cultural richness of the
area is the result solely of Rumanian creativity, causing the
children to be ashamed of their national Identity. Reference by a
Hungarian teacher to Hungarian cultural achievements often
results in the teadhes arrest, torture, impriasment.

the mother country, Hungary. But import of Hungarian language
publications. books, literary or scientific works. daily
newspapers, periodicals and magasins is so strictly ptrolnd
by the Rumanian government -a-to be practically forbidden,
Budapest newspapers are on sale in Bucharest but not in Transylvanis larger cities where Huagarlans could read them,
Subscriptions ar artifially kept low. In Koloavar, one can
subscribe to receive Budapest newspapers at the post office once
moth oly and only during one hour whih, however, is not.Iublely announced. Travelling Transylvanan Hungarians
faslowed to go abroad every other year) returning fre Hungary
are not allowed to bring home Huarin books. If found at
customs clearance, they will be confiscated. Similarly. book
brought by visitors from Hungary to relatives and friend will be
seized at border checkpoints. - Minority folk-seamlie, in the
service of promoting their own culture, of late a being
compelled by the Rumanian government to perform mixed

For brevity, many other aspect of the oppressive Rumanian
policies had to be left unmentioned here. The systematic assault
and discrimination against minority lagAM culture and
national identity are the most obviously dangerous political
weapons the Rumanians use not only to harss but also to
threaten the survival ot Hungarian and other national minorties
of Rumania. But dispersal of professionals, dissolution of Hungarian communities and districts by skillful manipulating of labor
policy. tendentious Rumenlazation of pure Hungarian districts by
the Industrialization process are not less damaging weapona in
Rumanian hands if carried out consistently. Confiscation of
church and cultural archives and religious relies is likely to be
related to the steady process of d.-Hungaranizlng the visible
remnants of Transylvania's Hungarian past.
The complete refusal to allow bilingualism in Tranaylvasl
where there are eommunitles and districts with still
%

natural were tle sumdv ftH ... , hp.is
U. .tt ..0
Transylvania Hungarlans to be augmented by publications from

proams containing 8 Rumanian snp or dances, and we of still
another nationality, for every one of their own national taditlo.
- Literary magazine editors ar being srongly preed to
publish more and more translations of Rumanian writers (but
this rule is not followed by Rumanian editors). Siminr is the
Situtin with stage plays. - Cultural insittinu. including
theaters literary associations, et. are systematically deprived
of thetr independeack and made atrophied appendages of eorresponding Rumanian cultural institution. - The Hungarian
State Theater of Maroevasarely, a large, historiealy Hungarian
city, has a Rumanian director who does not speak Hugarian.
Censm.According to the latest census taken in January M7,
the total population of Rumania increased by 129% aine 1967,
In the same 10 years, however, the number of Hungarians is
officially alleged to have grown only 6.%. It is hardly necessary
to point out that this huge difference is biologically impossible so
that the census data of the Hungarian populatioumust have been
gravely understated, at least by 7%. While it is possible that
many Hungarians ould not resist the Rumanizing pressures any
longer and declared themselves Rumanin. what is more likely I
that the census and/or its results are inaccurate. Rumanian
census data have notoriously understated minority population
figures heretofore. Past experience with Romanian statistics also
indicate that census taking is one of the weapons which the
government ume for the purpose of reducing 'aaslmilatlne)
minority population. - In the abnsnce of reliable statistnil data.
official Rumanians census figures cannot be taken at tc-value.
Many researhers in the United States estimate the lumber of
Rumanian in Transylvania to about four million, while the
minorities are thoubgt to amount to some thftn million.
Accordingly, the relative proportion may be 66-88%
Rumanians, 4442% all nationities, the Hungarians alone
making up %-85%of the total population
Falietie
of hstay. The foregoing presentatio
demonstrates that the present Rumanian minority policies aim at
the complete elimination of national minorities in Rumania by
some time In the future, Remarkably, the bright prospects of a
future nationally ur.tod, homogenous Rumanian Rumania does
not satisfy the Bucharest nationalist leadership. Treassylvais
past. which is mostly Hungarian, has been under attack teo.
Historical warks. Including school-books, are being published
which falsify the history of TransylvaniLa. These works. which are
silent about Hungarian and other minority achievements which
were the mainstay of Transylvanian culture and progress,

CONCLUSION
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Now we have a further panel. We have the
pleasure of seeing Reverend Alexander Havadtoy, who represents
the Hungarian American community of Connecticut, the Human
Rights Commission of the United Church of Christ, and the Human
Rights Commission of the World Reformed Presbyterian Alliance,
North American and the Caribbean Area.
Reverend, we welcome you. Is Dr. Szilagyi here?
Reverend HAvAvTOY. He was unable to stay for the afternoon
session.
Senator MoYNviAN. Do you have his testimony?
Reverend HAVADTOY. No, I do not.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Then we will welcome him back on another

occasion, but we welcome you.
Reverend HAVADTOY. I have written testimony.

Senator MOYNIHAN. May we put that in the record as if read?

And then will you proceed?
STATEMENT OF THE REVEREND DR. ALEXANDER HAVADTOY,
ON BEHALF OF THE HUNGARIAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY OF
CONNECTICUT, THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF THE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF THE WORLD REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN ALLI.
ANCE, NORTH AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN AREA
Reverend HAVADTOY. Thank you. My name is Rev. Dr. Alexander
Havadtoy, pastor of the Calvin United Church of Christ, Fairfield,
Connecticut. I appreciate this opportunity to present the views of
the Hungarian-American community of Connecticut.
I am also representing the Human Rights Commission of the
United Church of Christ and the Human Rights Commission of the
World Reformed Presbyterian Alliance.
For myself, I was born in that part of Romania which is inhabited by Hungarians, and I still have extensive contacts with my
brethren there.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That which we commonly refer to as Tran-

sylvania.
Reverend HAVADTOY. Thank you. I appeared before the Subcommittee on International Trade last summer and submitted written
and oral testimony concretely documenting the failure of the Romanian Government to allow aid from Western churches for the
repair and reconstruction of Hungarian churches in Romania damaged during the earthquake of March 4, 1977.
Briefly, our testimony stated that the Romanian Government, by
virtue of Decree No. 21465/1974, prevented the transfer of funds
for the rebuilding of 78 seriously damaged Reformed churches. The
damages amounted to approximately $2 million. Although sister
churches in the West were ready to send money to rebuild and
renovate these churches, the Romanian Ministry of Cults would
not issue permits to the bishops to receive these funds.
In our statement, we also described-Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I just ask you, Reverend, just as a

question of the translation here, about the Romanian Ministry of
Cults. That term in English is rather a stark one and suggests a
denigration of the institutions involved. To refer to an organized
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church as a "cult" is not a friendly reference, at least in English.
How is it in Romanian?
Reverend HAVADTOY. In Romania there has always been a difference between a church and a cult. The Orthodox Church was
considered the church because that is the Romanian church.
Roman Catholic and Protestant Churches are usually referred to as
cults because they were not orthodox. They were primarily of
Hungarian background.
You probably know that -the division in Romania in nationality
terms is also the same as in religious terms. Roman Catholics and
Protestants are of Hungarian background, and Romanians are of
Orthodox background, except for the Uniate Churches which were
forced back into the Orthodox fold after the Second World War.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is rather extraordinary. A Communist
government-Reverend HAVADTOY. And many bishops among them. Cardinal
Julius Hossu was actually murdered after the Second World War.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. And the Uniate Churches we refer to as
the Byzantine, right?
Reverend HAVADTOY. That is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So the term is what it appears to be.
Reverend HAVADTOY. Yes. Thank you, sir, for your expertise in
this matter.
In our statement we also described in detail the Romanian Government's efforts to confiscate church archives, chalices and other
religious materials from the possession of Hungarian religious and
cultural institutions. During my oral testimony, Chairman Ribicoff
expressed deep concern about the Romanian Government's prevention of aid to earthquake-damaged churches.
Chairman Ribicoff further requested Assistant Secretary of State
for European Affairs, George Vest, to raise the issue with the
Romanian Government, and he agreed to do so. During the past 12
months, we have been engaged in constant efforts to followup on
this issue.
On July 25, 1978, we submitted to Assistant Secretary Vest a
detailed account of the provisions used by the Romanian Government -to prevent aid to damaged churches in Romania. We also
provided various other State Department officials with detailed
evidence during the course of the year.
In early May of this year, Counselor Matthew Nimetz raised this
issue with his Romanian counterpart. In response to their inquiries, the Romanian Government supplied completely evasive and
false replies. The Romanian Government still insists that the
earthquake of March 4, 1977 did not hit Transylvania, the area
where the ethnic Hungarians live.
In the written testimony we submitted to the Committee on
Finance, we submitted the pictures of several Hungarian Reformed
Churches which were damaged during the earthquake. These are
recent pictures. It was the Romanian Government which closed
down 15 earthquake-damaged buildings for safety reasons. Five
churches had to be demolished completely, also on Government
orders. Don't they know what they are doing?
Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, the only conclusion to thi3 extensive correspondence and the diligent efforts on our part is that
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there has been absolutely no change in the situation which we
reported to the committee last year. Above all, Mr. Chairman, we
are deeply disappointed by this dismal performance on the part of
the Romanian Government.
We were not requesting any far-reaching or all-encompassing
policy changes, but simply that small, elementary, human steps be
taken which would be self-evident in a civilized society.
Mr. Chairman, it has been disturbing to us to witness the Romanian Government's persistent efforts to mislead and confuse you, as
well as the representatives of the State Department. In view of the
Romanian Government's unwillingness to provide even the simplest of remedies, we have no alternative but to urge you in the
strongest terms to terminate the 1975 United States-Romanian
Trade Agreement and the most-favored-nation status of the Socialist Republic of Romania.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Reverend Havadtoy, you make a very explicit and important case. I cannot have too much praise for your
coming before this committee with specifics, with particulars, with
names and places and amounts and dates and photographs.
Reverend HAvAjyroY. Mr. Chairman, we heard this morning the
report of Counselor Matthew Nimetz, which somehow contradicted
his letter written to us after he came back from Romania in May
of this year. We had submitted to him at his request detailed
information concerning these damaged churches.
Senator MoYNniAN. Yes, yes.
Reverend HAVADTOY. And when he came back, he wrote to me:
After some discussion, the Romanians agreed that there may be factual questions
on which neither we nor they are totally informed anc suggest that further study
would be appropriate.

In light of this extensive documentation which was made available to Counselor Nimetz, his acquiescence to postponing the matter
because he was, as he said, "not totally informed" is rather surprisin nator MOYNIHAN. As I recall, Senator Ribicoff asked for and
the State Department will submit a report with photographs of
repairs on these churches and the handling of funds. I am sure
that you would share my great regard for Mr. Nimetz. He does not
flinch at facts as they are presented to him, and I know of no
better way to win his involvement than to present him with facts.
Reverend HAVAOY. I also give him a 6 in diligence insofar as
the report cards are concerned. No. 6 is the highest, as I understand it, in our government. But I must give him a 1 in results.
[General laughter.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. There are people who would have some negative results on that scale. We have his interest, and that is important. I gather you have not heard back from Ambassador Vest. Has
he changed his position?
Reverend HAvADroY. No; I have not heard.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. Let me say that I am submitting a
concurrent resolution on this matter which speaks more generally
to the Romanian Government's relationship to these several
churches. There are the Latin and Byzantine rites of the Catholic
Church, and then there are a number of Protestant groups, and a
Unitarian group. This is just a very clear situation.
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For example, the Holy See is not able to appoint bishops, is it? Is
that your understanding?
Reverend HAVADTOY. Yes.

Senator MOYNmAN. This is intolerable. No government can deny
a church which has bishops the right to appoint them. If they deny
that, it is an official position of hostility to that group, clearly.
In referring to the cults, you have told us about yourself, as it
were. This is not a matter which should go unnoticed by our
Government. It certainly will not, as far as I am concerned, and I
know Senator Ribicoff feels the same.

Reverend HAVADTOY. One of the problems concerning our Chris-

tian churches is that the Communist government is appointing our
bishops and it selects the men whom it wants to act as bishops.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Oh, really.
Reverend HAVADTOY. Oh, yes. And this is a terrible situation and
it weakens our churches tremendously. This is how it is possible
that the Romanian Government can send a whole delegation of
church leaders here to America, as it happened a couple of weeks
ago, but these are not elected by the church.
Senator MOYNIAN. Your bishops are chosen by their congregations, are they not?
Reverend HAVADTOY. Yes, that is correct, in our constitution, but

it is not so today in Romania. They are handpicked by the Government.
Senator MOYNIHAN. What is the case with the Orthodox bishops
in Romania? Are they under a Government control, would you say?
I don't know.
Reverend HAVADTOY. Yes, they are. And as far as I know, the

head of the Orthodox Church is very much obliging to the Government.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is all too familiar a situation, Reverend.
We thank you very much. We particularly thank you for the
specific nature of your testimony. We must leal with facts.
[The prepared statement of Reverend Havadtoy follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE HUNGARIAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY OF CONNECTICUT AND THE
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION OF THE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST AND THE HUMAN
RioHTs COMMISSION OF THE WORLD REFORMED PRESBYTERIAN ALLIANCE, NORTH
AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN AREA BY REv. DR. ALEXANDER HAVAD'OY
My name is Rev. Dr. Alexander Havadtoy, pastor of the Calvin United
Church of Christ, Fairfield, Connecticut.

I appreciate this opportunity

to present the views of the Hungarian-American Community of Connecticut.
I am also representing the Human Rights Commission of the United Church of
Christ (consisting of 2 million members),

and the Human Rights Commission of

the World Reformed Presbyterian Alliance, North American and Caribbean Area
(consisting of major denominations).

For myself,

I was born in that part of

Rumania which is inhabited by Hungarians, and I still have extensive contacts
with my brethren there.

I appeared before the Subcommittee on International Trade last summer
and submitted written and oral testimony concretely documenting the failure
of the Rumanian Government to allow aid from Western churches for the repair
end reconstruction of Hungarian churches in Rumania damaged during the
earthquake of March 4,

1977.

Briefly our testimony stated that the Rumanian Government,
of Decree No.

21465/1974,

of 78 seriously damaged Reformed churches.
$2 million.

by virtue

prevented the transfer of funds for the rebuilding

The damages amounted to approximately

Although sister churches in the West were ready to send money to

rebuild and renovate these churches,

the Rumanian Ministry of Cults would not

issue permits to the bishops to receive these funds.

Since the Church represents the last stronghold of minority culture in
Rumania, the deterioration of these buildings deprives the congregations of
much more than their places of worship.

Many of these churches are historic

and artistic monuments, built by Hungarians many centuries ago.

They represent
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cultural landmarks for all Hungarians and their present neglect is clearly
a part of the overall campaign by the Rumanian Government to eradicate
Hungarian cultural heritage from that part of Europe.
With respect to that campaign, in our statement we also described in
detail the Rumanian Government's effort to confiscate church archives,
chalices and other religious materials from the possession

of Hungarian

religious and cultural institutions.
During my oral testimony, Mr. Chairman, you expressed deep concern about
the Rumanian Government's prevention of aid to earthquake-damaged churches.
You stated:
That seems rather strange, for any type of society.
If the churches are allowed to function and if they
are damaged by earthquake or fire, and if their
sister churches in other sectors of the world want
to help rebuild them, I am at a loss to understand
I have never heard of that,
why that is refused.
in any country.
You further requested Assistant Secretary of State for Etuopean Affairs
George Vest to raise the issue with the Rumanian Government, and he agreed
to do so:
SENATORRIBZCOFF. I think this is worth making
I mean
representations to the Rumanian Government.
if churches are allowed, they are permitted, and if
they are damaged and they do not have the funds,
which obviously they do not, to rebuild the church,
and if another sister church of the same denomination
in another country wants to help rebuild the church,
I am at a loss to understand the refusal of a
government to allow funds to come in from the United
States or Great Britain or France, or whatever country
you have to help rebuild a sister church.
I mean, that seems to be almost universal, all over
the world.
I am at a loss to understand that type of
a restriction.
MR. VTEST. I understand your point of view, and I
share it.
If the churches would give us the exact
information so we would have the basic data.
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SENATORRIBZCOFl. If you, or any other church
group here is in a similar situation, if you will
get that to this committee we will see that the
Secretary of State receives that information to
be forwarded on to the Rumanian authorities.
REVEREND NAVAD'OY.

Thank you,

sir.

Your words, Mr. Chairman, gave us great encouragement that at least some
progress would be possible in this matter which Is of such great importance
to us.

As you know, during the past 12 months we have been engaged in constant

efforts to follow up on this issue.

On July 25, 1978 we submitted to Assistant

Secretary Vest a detailed account of the provisions used by the Rumanian
Government to prevent aid to damaged churches in Rumania:
1. The decree No. 21.465-1974 of the Department of
Cultural Affairs in Bucharest stipulates that churchmen
are not allowed to receive gifts, money from abroad
without having asked for special permission from the
Department of Cultural Affairs.
It is further forbidden
to send parcels to pastors from abroad even if the rest
of the population may receive such gifts or parcels in
time of disaster.
2.

During the earthquake of March 4, 1977 in Rumania,

80 Reformed churches and 16 parsonages were seriously
damaged (10 churches in the Brasov district, 2 in the
Mures district, 5 in Harghita district, 63 in Covasna
district).
The Rumanian authorities suppressed all news that these
minority churches had been damaged. (The first

confidential information from the Bishop of Cluj was
on August 6, 1977.)
Help from the sister churches from abroad has been
hindered through the following process:
a.

Church in the West must send a letter to the
Bishopric of Cluj indicating intention to
remit funds and the amount involved.

b.

The Church in Rumania will then apply for
government approval of this intended support.

c.

If government approval is given, the Church
in Rumania will then give an account number
for the transfer of money.

50-437 0 - 80 - 15
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d.

Money can be sent from abroad to a given
account, but the bank will release the money
only upon government approval of reconstr action
plans.

e.

Church in Rumania then applies for permission
from the Ministry of Cults to repair or reconstruct
damaged buildings.
(Up to November, 1977 out of
thirty reconstruction plans only one was approved.
Thus fifty-thousand Deutsche Mark left for
rebuilding purposes in March, 1977 could not be
used by the Bishopric of Cluj.)

f. Only if permission is granted on reconstruction
plan can the church withdraw its own money from
the bank account.
Slightly damaged churches were repaired by local congregations
in a few instances, but the great bulk of the churches are
still in disrepair.
Our desire is to be allowed to send monies directly to local
congregations where church buildings or personages were
damaged.
In response to your inquiries (which incorporated the information above),
the Rumanian Government supplied a completely evasive and false reply which is
quoted in full below:
The Government of Rumania made the following points:
1.

The Rumanian Government controls literature sent to
any group in Rumania but does not restrict the
giving of funds to churches in Rumania.

2. The
was
hit
and
3.

earthquake which caused damage to several churches
in two precise regions of Rumania and did not
Transylvania, the area where ethnic Hungarians
Germans live.

The following churches received these amounts of
money:
Evangelic Presbyterian Church:
Reformed Church:
Unitarian Church:
Rcman Catholic Church:
Total:

$130,000
75,000
9,000
300,000
$514,000
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4.

The money was given to the church organizations and
they used the money as they wished. The Reformed
Church distributed it to 25 churches; the Catholics
spent $270,000 of their $300,000 for Bucharest
parishes affected by the earthquake and also repaired
a total of 11 churches including some outside the
earthquake area.

5.

Some of this money did go to churches in Transylvania,
specifically the Evangelist Presbyterian Church and
the Reformed Church.

With regard to these misrepresentations,

we provided you,

Mr. Chairman,

and various representatives of the State Department on several occasions with
the following information, enclosing photographs of the damaged Hungarian
churches in Transylvanias
1.

It is true that on paper the Rumanian Government
does not restrict the giving of funds to churches
in Rumania. However, the funds sent to the churches

remain in accounts controlled by the Rumanian

Government and are not forwarded to the churches
themselves.

2.

The Rumanian Government still insists that the
earthquake of March 4, 1977 did not hit Transylvania,
the area where ethnic Hungarians live. We have
submitted to the Committee on Finance, Subcommittee
on International Trade of the U.S. Senate the pictures
of several Hungarian Reformed Churches which were
damaged during the earthquake.
We have in our
possession an 8
film depicting the damaged churches.
It was the Rumanian Government which closed down 15
earthquake-damaged church buildings for safety reasons.
Five churches had to be demolished completely also on
government order. Don't they know what they are doing?

3.

The list of churches given by the Rumanian Government
is questionable to say the least. There is no
"Evangelical Presbyterian Church" in Rumania, therefore

it could not have received $130,000.
The Reformed Church which is entirely Hungarian
unfortunately did not receive $75,000.
Even the

DM 50,000 which was personally given to Bishop Gyula
Nagy of Cluj by Mr. K.H. van Kooten, representative
of the World Council of Churches in West Germany, was
taken away by the Rumanian Government.
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5.

If the Rumanian Government still
insists that
there was no earthquake in Transylvania, why does
it say that some of this money went to churches in
Transylvania? Was the money sent to a non-existent
church, such as "The Evangelical Presbyterian Church"?
Or is it rather so that the money sent by the
Presbyterian and Reformed Churches of the West for
the rebuilding of the Hungarian Reformed Churches in
Transylvania is still
in the accounts of the Rumanian
Government?

In response to requests for further detailed evidence, we provided
Assistant Secretary Vest, Deputy Assistant Secretary Richard D. Vine,
Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs Carl W. Schmidt, and
various other officials with the following particulars:
1.

The Hungarian Reformed Church in America indicated its
readiness to transfer financial aid to Bishop Gyula Nagy
of Transylvania, Eparhia Reformata Cluj, Oficiul Episcopal,
Str. 23 August Nr. 51, Cluj, Rumania (Tel: 1 34 31) for
the reconstruction of the churches.
Reply came in May,
1978 which indicated that the money could not be sent
until they obtain a bank account number from the Rumanian
Government for this purpose.
The Hungarian Reformed Church in America then submitted
$6,000 to the World Alliance of Reformed Churches, 150
Route de Ferney, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland (Tel: 98 94 00)
to implement the transaction. As of February 28, 1979,

this was not completed because Bishop Nagy could not obtain
from the Rumanian Government the necessary bank account
number.
Thus the money collected by the Hungarian Reformed
Church in America in 1977 is still in Geneva waiting for
delivery.
2. The Rev. Alfred C. Batholomew, General Secretary, Division
of World Service, 475 Riverside Drive, New York, New York
10027, an official of the United Church of Christ, was
willing to send $5,000 for the same purpose indicated in

a letter to Bishop Gyula 'agy on December 8, 1977.
Bishop Nagy informed him as of June 5, 1978 that the money
can be sent to bank account No. 45,10.2.32.2.
Dr. Bartholomew
forwarded the $5,000 to this account designating it for the
rebuilding of the medieval gothic church of Zabala, Jud.
Covasna. As of this date, Dr. Bartholomew has not received
notification of the arrival of this sum, neither does the
pastor of the church of Zabala know anything about this
monetary gift.
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You might be interested to know that the much younger
and smaller Rumanian Orthodox church building of
Zabala, which also suffered damages during the
earthquake on March 4, 1977 was immediately renovated
through state aid of 192,000 Lei.
3.

Dr. Edmond Perret of the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches, 150 Route de Ferney, 1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland, according to his letter of December 20,
1978, sent the sum of $7,000 to Bishop Gyula Nagy in
June 1978, which was acknowledged by the Bishop only
in December 1978. However, this does not mean that
the church can use this money deposited in the given
account, as it requires a special permit for the churches
to obtain their own money from the given account for the
rebuilding of the damaged churches or personages.

4.

The Dutch Reformed Church of Holland sent aid directly
to Bishop Nagy for the reconstruction of the churches
in Transylvania immediately following the earthquake
of March 4, 1977. This sum was promptly confiscated
by the Rumanian Government because it was given to the
Bishop without its previous "consultation".
The Rumanian Government not only hinders the transfer
of monies but even confiscates the aid directly given
to church officials if the lengthy red tape procedure
of the transfer is not followed.
A similar incident was
experienced by Bishop Klein of the Lutheran Church in
Transylvania when Dr. Hansen, General Secretary of the
Lutheran World Federation, dared to give him money
without the previous approval of the Ministry of cults.
(Sourcei Director J.H. van Kooten, Vice President of
the Reformed Church of North-West Germany, Nurnberger
Strasse 6, D 4460 Nordhorn, West Germany, Tel. 059214861 or 4074.)

5. In the County of Covalna, fifteen church buildings are
still closed for services on government orders. We also
have several letters from local churches requesting urgent
financial aid. These prove the need for further financial
assistance which the churches in America are ready to render
if there would be a way fo: direct help. Presently the
Calvin Synod of the United Church of Christ has $10,000
for this purpose but it is unable to transfer it to
Transylvania for the above-described difficulties.
Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, the only conclusion to this extensive
correspondence and the diligent efforts on our part is that there has been
absolutely no change in the situation which we reported to you last year.
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After more than two years, the Hungarian churches damaged during the
earthquake still

remain in a state of ruin or disrepair, and efforts to send

funds from the West for their reconstruction are still
Government.

blocked by the Rumanian

Instead of recognizing our legitimate concern ind allowing the

Western funds to be used for their designated purpose,

the Rumanian Government

has on several occasions misappropriated those funds.

Moreover,

deliberately misled those -of our own government --

it

has

including some of the highest-ranking officials

who have ventured to inquire into the situation.

As evidence of this continuing problem, the following are only some of
the photographs taken very recently which illustrate the still unrepaired
damages to Hungarian churches in Transylvania:

FORTRESS CHURCH AT ILIENI (HUNGARIAN:
ILLYEFALVA) DEPICTING PARTIALLY CAVED
IN ROOFS AND CRACKED WALLS

CRACKS IN BUTRESS AND ARCH 05 FORTRESS
CHURCH AT ILIENI (ILLYEFALVAF
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-4

CRUMBLING WALL OF
ILIENI /ILLYEFALVA 5ORTRESS CHURCH AT

4

4"

CLOSE-UP OF CRACKS IN WALL OF FORTRESS
CHURCH AT ILIENI (HUNGARIAN:ILLYEFALVA)

RUMBLING VAULT OF CHURCH AT ZABALA
HUNGARIAN: ZABOLA)
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CRACKS IN STEEPLE OF CHURCH AT DQBOLII DE SUM IHUNGARIAN: FELDOBOLY)

1

GUTTED PARSONAGE QF REFORMED CHURCH
AT BOR SNUL MARE ?HUNGARIAN: NAGYBO"
ROSNMO

CRACKS IN WALL OF CHURCH AT CERNA7UL
DE SUA (HUNGARIAN: FELSOCSERNATON)
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Apparently State Department Counselor Matthew Niimetz,during his visit
to Rumania in early Kay, 1979, did raise this issue with his Rumanian
counterparts.

His efforts however were ineffectual, and in his letter of

May 25, 1979 all he was able to report was that aftertr some discussion,
the Rumanians agreed that there may be factual questions on which neither we
nor they are totally informed and suggested further study would be appropriate".
As summarized above, Mr. Chairman, during the past twelve months we
have assembled and presented a wide variety of detailed and specific factual
evidence on this matter.
In light of this extensive documentation, which was made available to
Counselor Nimetz prior to his trip, his acquiescence to postponing the matter
because he was "not totally informed" is rather surprising.
Above all, Mr. Chairman, we are deeply disappointed by this dismal
performance on the part of the Rumanian Government.

We were not requesting

any far-reaching or all-encompassing policy changes but simply that small,
elementary, humanitarian steps be taken which would be self-evident in a
civilized society.

We do appreciate, Mr.

concern in this matter, but it

Chairman, your sympathy and deep

has been disturbing to us to witness the Rumanian

Government's persistent efforts to mislead and confuse you as well as the
representatives of the State Department.
In view of the Rumanian Government's unwillingness to provide even the
simplest of remedies, we have no alternative, Mr. Chairman, but to urge you
in the strongest terms and in accordance with the July 1977 resolution of the
General Synod of the United Church of Christ to "terminate the 1975 United
States-Rumanian trade agreement and the most-favored-nation status of the
Socialist Republic of Rumania".
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Senator MOYNIHAN. On the subject of bishops, at 4:30 this afternoon President Carter will accept Secretary Blumenthal's resignation. At that time Mr. William Miller of the Federal Reserve Board
will be nominated as his replacement.
Now, our next witness is Mr. Dimitrie Apostoliu, who is president of the American-Romanian Committee for Human Rights.
Sir, did I pronounce that correctly?
Mr. AposTouu. Apostoliu.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The emphasis is on the second syllable. We
welcome you, sir.
STATEMENT OF DIMITRIE G. APOSTOLIU, PRESIDENT, AMERI.
CAN-ROMANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Mr. AposTouu. Your Honor, thank you for giving to me again
the opportunity to defend the human rights here on the U.S.
Senate floor. This time I will speak not only about the lack of
human rights in Communist Romania and about the cooperation of
Romanian officials in Russian spy network all over the world, but
about the extension of Stalinist terror of Nicolae Ceausescu here in
Washington, D.C., and New York City, too.
During the Eighth Romanian Hunger-Strike for Family Reunion
in the U.S.A. and for human rights in Communist Romania, started on May 24, 1979, in front of UNO in New York City and then
continued in Washington, D.C., in Cleveland, Ohio, in Los Angeles,
Calif., and in San Francisco, here in Washington, D.C., while we
were in hunger strike in front of the Romanian Embassy, at a legal
distance of 500 feet away, the Romanian officials watched us from
the sidewalk.
On Saturday, May 27, four of us went to find some water. When
they reached Sheridan Circle, Mr. Badalicescu together with some
other eight Romanian officials came over to the four hunger strikers. Mr. Badalicescu, the Romanian consul, tried to convince Dr.
Dionisie Gartu to become a spy for them.
The former political prisoner, Dr. Dionisie Gartu, rejected Badalicescu's proposal. Then Badalicesu threatened the hunger strikers
that if they did not end their hunger strike immediately, he will
call by telephone Romania and will order the immediate arrest of
all hunger strikers' hostage relatives over there and they will not
see them, never in their life.
We made a written testimony about this and presented it to Hon.
Senator Henry M. Jackson and other U.S. Senators. In the same
night, Mrs. Viorica Basa of New York was called up by phone at
Downtown Motel, where we lived, and implored by her daughters
from New York to come back immediately at home and to end the
hunger strike because otherwise she will be killed by Romanian
secret agents over here.
A Romanian official visited the daughters in New York and put
them to make the telephone call and to transmit security's message to their mother. Mrs. Viorica Basa, afraid for her and her
daughters' lives, left immediately Washington, D.C., and came back
to Mew York.
When Mr. Traian Copil came back to New York, a Romanian
official went to his place of work, Perry Manufacturing Co., of 21
Snediker Street of Brooklyn, and told him to stop the hunger
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strike. If not, he will be killed over here and his hostage relatives
will be killed over there, too, in Romania.
In Communist Romania, over there were arrested, hard beaten
and threatened with confinement in psychiatric hospitals the hostage relatives of participants in previous hunger strikes and participants of the eighth one, too: Mrs. Maria Sita and Mr. Gheorghe
Sita-Mrs. Viorica Stanoiev's parents-of Targu Mures; Mrs. Andrei and her daughter of Braila, mother and sister of Mr. Aurel
Andrei of New York City; Mrs. Ileana Dobre, 76, of Bucharest,
mother of Mr. Aurel Dobre of New York; Prof. Dr. Eng. Viorel
Sorin Badea, husband of Mrs. Marietta Badea of 1760 Pomona
Avenue, Apartment 7, Costa Mesa, California [114] 645-7495; Prof.
Dr. Eng. Viorel Sorin Badea living in Bucharest, too; Mr. Engineer
Viorel Calinescu of Bucharest; the nephew of Mr. Traian Copil,
living in Oradea Mare; Mr. Vociu Marin of Bucharest, brother of
Mr. Mihai Matin of New York, et cetera.
I have to point out that all of these hostage relatives were and
are on the list for families reunification and mixed marriages
handled to Nicolae Ceausescu by five U.S. Senators delegation on
November 20-21, 1978 and on the list handled to Stefan Andrei,
the Romanian Foreign Minister by a delegation of U.S. Congress
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe in Bucharest,
too, on May 15-18, 1979.
Nicolae Ceausescu's Communist strategy to defy the human
rights and to induce in error the U.S. Senate and U.S. Conress
about his human rights record was: Before the U.S. Senate s or
U.S. House of Representative's hearings on MFN, he released some
hostage relatives or he announced to the U.S. Ambassador in Bucharest that he approved new exist visas.
By the way, Dr. Dionisie Gartu was announced by Congressman
Mario Biaggi that his hostage relatives obtained the exit visa on
April 5, 1978, but they are still hostages.
Other Nicolae Ceausescu strategy: Under the Umbrella of Paul
Goma Movement for Emigration, he released in 1977, 10,000 ordinary criminals. More of them were recruited and trained by Security and then sent to the West as dissidents, political refugees, as
Paul Goma, himself a former Central Committee of Romanian
Communist Party's Activist as writer, granted two times by Security with tourist passport for himself and his family.
These kind of security agents over here were signalled in Hon.
Daniel Moynihan's report as chairman of U.S. Senate Committee
on Intelligence, at the hearing about Russian and East European
intelligence infiltration, as political refugees in the United States
and generally in the free world.
In New York right now, four Romanian so-called Paul Goma's
dissidents: Tasse Marian, Radu Lonescu, Radu Ciobanu and
Gheorghe Gheorghe have to face the jurors charged with criminal
acts by the Criminal Court of New York, 100 Centre Street, New
York 10007. Files N91156, 7, 8 and N91162.
From this information about the "increase of emigration" from
Communist Romania, President Jimmy Carter was inspired-being
induced in error by Nicolae Ceausescu-when made his wrong
recommendation to Congress to grant again the MFN to Communist Romania.

-
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Now to conclude about the "increase of emigration". On U.S.
Senate list and on U.S. Congress list handled on November 20-21
by five U.S. Senators delegation to Nicolae Ceausescu and on May
15-18, 1979, 8 months later, by the delegation of U.S. Congress
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, were the parents and twin sister of Mrs. Engineer Alexandra Ghita of New
York.
Her parents and twin sister's application were rejected. Two
weeks ago Mrs. Alexandra Ghita's mother died by brain commotion
during a Security investigation under hard pressure in Security's
so-called Commission on Passports and Visas on Nicolae Iorga
Street in Bucharest. This is a crime against humanity.
I ask that the U.S. Senate do not grant any longer the mostfavored-nation clause to Communist Romania until all hostage relatives of American citizens and residents will be set free and the
human rights will be reinstated over there through a general amnesty for political prisoners whose respect and strict application
must be controlled by a UNO's special commission on human
rights.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Apostoliu, we must keep to our schedule. I am going to ask that you stop there. But the remainder of
your statement will be put in.
I would like to thank you for your specifics. It is so important.
There is very little to the question of human rights in the abstract.
You either take the experience individuals have or they do not
exist.
I have always thought one of the striking qualities of the Soviet
dissidents from the very top down is that when they send messages
to the West, almost with exception they will talk about this person
who is in this prison for this long a sentence and having this
experience. They want you to know that these are things that
happen to people and that those people have to know that they are
known about and here in the West we have them.
I think your call for an amnesty for political prisoners is altogether a correct one, and you may know that you have my complete support in this matter. I do not know why we do not press it
at the United Nations. We did once; we should do it again. And it
will be persons such as yourself who encourage us in this. I would
like to thank you very much for your testimony
Mr. AposmouU. I thank you again, Your Honor, and I would like
to insist to look deeply into these crimes against humanity committed by Romanian Security against the relatives of American citizens and American residents only one week before U.S. Senate's
hearing on Communist Romania's record on human rights.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. AoroLmu. Tomorrow, July 20, 1979, there will be 10 years
since we the Americans succeeded to send for the first time in
world's history-a human being on the Moon! This is a shame for
the name of man that in our century, when we send the man on
the Moon, a mother was forced, separated from her children and
only a week before U.S. Senate's hearing on Communist Romania's
record on human rights she was killed in the office of the Commander of Security's so-called The Governmental Commission on
Visas and Passports on Nicolaelorga Street in Bucharest, Romania!
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Exactly. I must agree and I thank you for
your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Apostoliu follows:]
STATEMENT OF DIMrrRIE G. Aposnrouu, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN-ROMANIAN
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGTS

Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators, Thank you for giving to me again the
opportunity to defend the human rights, here, on U.S. Senate floor. This time I will
speak not only about the lack of human rights in Commun'st Romania and about
the cooperation of Romanian officials in Russian spy network all over the world, but
about the extension of Stalinist Terror of Nicolae Ceausescu, here, in Washington,
D.C. and in New York City, too.
During the Eighth Romanian Hunger Strike for Family Reunion in the U.S.A.
and for human rights in Communist Romania started on May 24, 1979 in front of
UNO in New York City and then continued in Washington, D.C., in Cleveland,
Ohio, in Los Angeles, California and in San Francisco.
(1) Here, in Washington, D.C.: While we were in hunger strike in front of Romanian Embassy at legal distance of 500 feet away, the Romanian officials watched us
from the side walk. On Saturday, May 27, four of us went to find out some water.
When they reached Sheridan Circle, Mr. Badalicescu together with other eight
Romanian officials came over the four hunger strikers. Mr. Badalicescu, the Romanian Consul, tried to convince Dr. Dionisie Gartu to become a spy for them. The
former political prisoner Dr. Dionisie Gartu rejected Badalicescu s proposal. Then
Badalicescu threatened the hunger strikers that if they not end their hunger strike
immediately he will call by telephone Romania and will order the immediate arrest
of all hunger strikers hostage relatives over there and they will not see them never
in their life. We made a written testimony about and presented it to Hon. Sen.
Henry M. Jackson and other U.S. Senators. In the same night Mrs. Viorica Basa of
New York was called up byp hone at downtown motel where we lived and implored
by her daughter from New York to came back immediately at home and to end the
hunger strike because otherwise she will be killed by Romanian secret agents over
here. A Romanian official visited the daughters in New York and putted them to
make the telephone call and to transmit security message to their mother. Mrs.
Viorica Basa afraid for her and her daughter lives left immediately Washington,
D.C. and came back to New York. When Mr. Traian Copil came back to New York,
a Romaniani official went to his place of work: Perry Manufacturing of 21 Snediker
St. of Brooklyn and told him to stop the hunger strike. If not he will be kill over
here and his hostage relatives will be kill too over there in Romania.
(2) In Communist Romania over there were arrested, hard beaten and threatened
with confinement in psychiatric hospital the hostage relatives of participants to
previous hunger strikes and of participants to the eight one too: Mrs. Maria Sit.
and Mr. Gheorghe Sita (Mrs. Viorica Stanoiev's parents) of Targu Mures, Mrs.
Andrei and her daughter of Braila, mother and sister of Mr. Aurel Andrei of New
York City, Mrs. Ileana Dobre, 76, of Bucharest, mother of Mr. Aurel Dobre of New
York, Prof. Dr. Eng Viorel Sorin Badea, husband of Mrs. Marietta Badea of 1760
Pomona Ave Apt 7 Costa Mesa, California (114)645-7495, Prof. Dr. Eng Viorel Sorin
Badea live in Bucharest, too. Mr. Engineer Viorel Calinescu of Bucharest. The
nephew of Mr. Traian Copil living in Oradea Mare etc...
I have to point out that all this hostage relatives were and are on the list for
families reunification and mixed marriages handled to Nicolae Ceausescu by a five
U.S. Senators delegation on Nov. 20-21, 1978 and on the list handled to Stefan
Andrei the Romanian Foreign Minister by a delegation of U.S. Congress commission
on security and cooperation in Europe in Bucharest too on May 15-18, 1979.
Nicolae Ceausescu's communist strategie to Defy the Human Rights and to induce
in error the U.S. Senate and U.S. Congress about his human rights record was:
before the U.S. Senate or U.S. House of Representatives hearings on MFN, he
released some hostage relatives or he announce the U.S. Ambassador in Bucharest
that he approved new exit visas. By the way Dr. Dionisie Gartu was announced by
Congressman Mario Biaggi that his hostage relative obtained the exit visa on...
April 5, 1978. But they are still hostages... Other Nicolae Ceausescu's strategie:
under the "umbrella of Paul Goma movement for emigration" he released in l97T
10.000 ordinary criminals. More of them were recruited and trained by security and
then sent to the West as "dissidents" political refugees as Paul Goma, himself a
former Central Committee of Romanian Communist Party activist as writer, granted to times by security with tourist passport for himself and his family. This kind of
security agent. over here were signaled in Honorable Daniel Moynihan's report as
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chairman of U.S. Senate Committee on Intelligence at the hearing about Russian
and East European intelligence infiltration as political refugees in the U.S.A. and
generally in the Free World.
In New York, right now four Romanian so called Paul Goma's dissidents Tasse
Marian, Radu Lonescu, Radu Ciobanu and Gheorghe Gheorghe have to face the
jurors charged with criminal acts by the criminal court of N.Y. 100 Centre St, NY
10007, from this information about the "increase of emigration" from Communist
Romania President Jimmy Carter was inspired when made his wrong recommendation to U.S. Congress to grant again the MFN to Communist Romania. Now to
conclude about "the increase of emigration":
On U.S. Senate list and on U.S. Congress list handled on Nov. 20-21, 1978 by a
five U.S. Senators delegation to Nicolae Ceausescu and on May 15-18, 79 (8 moe.
later) by the delegation of U.S. Congress Commission on Security and Cooperation
in Europe were and the parents and twin sister of Mrs. Engineer Alexandra Ghita
of New York. Her parents and twin sister's application were rejected two weeks ago
Mrs. Alexandra Ghita's mother died by brain commotion during a security investigation under hard pressure in security's so-called Commission on Passports and
Visas on Nicolae lorga Street in Bucharest. This in a crime against humanityIV*
*
I ask that U.S. Senate do not grant any longer the most favored nation clause to
Communist Romania until all hostage relatives of American citizens and residents
will be set free and the human rights will be reinstaurated over there through a
general amnesty for political prisoners whose respect and strictly application must
be controled by a UNO special commission on human rights.
Now let see "The Human Rights in Communist Romania"
FREEDOM OF R GION
The new Romanian Communist Patriarch Justin Moisescu is an older KGB agent.
He is memeber of Communist's People's Assembly (Romanian House of Representiitives.) He is writing Nicolae Ceausescu's atheistic address to the Polit Bureau of
Central Committee of Communist Party.
He limited the number of students of Theological Institute to a 10 students per
year in a country of 221.000.000 inhabitants the majority of them being Christian
Orthodoxes... there will be... 10 new priests a year. He demolished churches:
Biserica Enei and Saint George in Bucharest and a lot of others churches in country
side. He invited at his patriarchale residence in Bucharest distinguished nuns,
priests of all religious denominations, arrested them and turned them to the security to be sent to serve differened terms of political prisoners in Communist's jails
or tortured to death, or confined to psychiatric hospitals. As happened to Rev. Prof.
Dr. Calciu Dumitreasa, former professor with Theological Institute of Bucharest,
Christian Orthodox Reverend Zaminicu, tortured to death by security and a lot of
others as American press reported...
Moses Rosen, the chief rabbi, is a older KGB agent, too. He is too a member of
People's Assembly. He turned over the security the Rabbi Daniel Safran who after
served 8 years as political prisoner in Communist Romania succeded to escape in
the Free World and is living in Israel. Over there rabbi Daniel Safran wrote a book
about what himself and others rabbies turned to security by Chief Rabbi Moses
Frozen suffered in Communist Romania's jails as political prisoners.
Moses Rosen, together with Segal, the President of Jews Community, turned to
communist government hundreds of tausends of dollars sent as contributions by the
Jews communities of U.S.A. to the poor and disability Jews of Romania. In their
statement Rabbi Mosez Rosen and Mr. Segal wrote that: we turn to the communist
government this dollars sent by Jews communities of the U.S.A. to the Jews of
Romania who are poor or in disability because in Communist Romania.. . there
are not poor, disability or needed or old Jews ... If the chief rabbi Mosez Rosen
turned over security his brother rabbles and stole the poors and older Jews money
sented to them by U.S. Jews communities ... you can understand Honorable
Senators what the religious worship and the Jews community life there is in
Communist Romania. As a recently new escaped from Communist Romania an
artist who renovated Mozes and other art work of central synagogue of Bucharest
and of Jews community over there and was a eyewitness of the theft of U.S. Jews
communities dollars by Chief Rabbi Mozes Rosen and President of Jews community
Mr. Segal. What it seem strange to me it is the fact that Mozes Rosen is traveling
often in the U.S.A. and is "collecting money from Jews communities over here...
as subscriptions in behalf of Romanian Jews Then he is turning over Communist
government the money .... He must be investigated by U.S. authorities and convicted-by U.S. courts for his facts as a ordinary theft., and of cause as a Russian spy
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over here. He must pay for what he did with Rabbi Daniel Safran and other
Romanian Jews. Since a baptist, Jimmy Carter became the President of the U.S.A.,
the Baptist Church in Romania it strong persecuted. Their churches are demolished.
Pastor Pavel Niculescu, the leader of baptist resistance was arrested. Arrested and
hard beaten were the baptists: Nicolae Radoi, Petru Ciocarteu, lonel Prejban, Ion
Samu. More of them were confined to psychiatric hospitals. The same thing happened to Adventists: Mircea Dragomir, Professor Ghezan, I Mocuta and S Sofra
sentenced to six years each. Were arrested too the Pentecostalists Francis Paris,
Victor Lacatus, Shamu D. Abrudeanu and others
The religious persecution now is more hard then in 1948 when the Roman
By tine Catholic Church know over there as Romanian Uniate Church was forcibly integrated into the Romanian Orthodox Church and its six bishops were torrtured to death. The last one Bishop Hosu died in exil to Caldarusani Monastery
(Cuvent) near Bucharest * * *
FREEDOM OF PRE8 AND INFORMATION

There is any kind of freedom of press and information. All newspapers are of
Communist Party. The radio and TV, too. They printed only censored information
under strict surveillance of the Party. There is not only a single news paper or
revue who can citicise the regime and the Communist Party.
FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE

There is any freedom of conscience in Communist Romania. There is only a party:
the Communist Party. And in the so called "election" there is only a candidat: the
communist ....
There is a strong persecution and there were arrested again former members of
the National Peasant Party Iuliu Maniu the bigste anticommunist party of Romania abolished by communist government in 1947 when their leaders Iuliu Maniu
and Ion Mihalache and others were arrested, convicted to serve many years of
prison as political prisoners and the majority of them died in jails or forced labor
camps.
From the list which I submitted to the hearing of this U.S. Committee and is
printed at pages No. 149-150 of Congressional Record of the hearing of July 12,
1978. Only two from 14 former members of the National Peasant Party who served
each more than 10 years in Communist jails-succeded to reach the free world only
two: Ropesch Toma losif and Traian Demetres the other 12 and more others are I
political prisoners over there.
I appeal again to U.S. Senate to do a strong intervention to the Rowanian
Communist President Nicolas Ceausescu for their immediate release and emigration. The same kind of humanitarian intervention as the U.S. Senate and U.S.
administration did often in behalf of release and emigration of prisoners of conscience from Communist Russia.
THE 80-CALLZD NICOLAK CEAUSESCU'8 INDEPENDENCE FROM MOscOW

This story on each unfortunately the President recomandation to Congress is
based too-is the one that even the kids don't believe in. Because the facts are
opposite to President Jimmy Carter affirmation:
The Military Museum of New York City is displaying weapons manufactured in
Romania with which the American soldgers were killed indifferent so called "liberation wars" around the world.
Two Romanian seamen who defected in New York from Romanian ships stated
that "under the grains and clothes which they formally carried to African countries
as "humanitarian help" there were hidened maschine gungs, ammuntions and
different weapons manufactured in Romania and delivered to ommunists guerrilas
in different countries of the third world....
In Bucharest, near the international airport, there is a forest: Baneasa. Over
there, there is a military campus where KGB Russian officers are giving training to
Cuban terrorist to became Russian spy in the USA! ...
The capacity of this military camp is of 2000 Cuban terrorists. The timing is for
one year....
In the war of Zair, Romania sent 3000 Angolan terrorists who received the
military training from Russian KGB officiers too in Romanian city Sibiu-where is
a military camp like the one of Baneasea-Bucharest!
Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators, in respect of the above facts, I ask that
the U.S. Senate do not grant any longer the men to Nicolae Ceausescu and his
Communist government until:
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(1) All hostage relatives of American citizens and residents who are on the lists of
families reunification and mixed marri aes handled to Nicolae Ceausescu by a five
U.S. Senators delegation on Nov. 22
978 in Bucharest and to Stefan Andrei the
Romanian Foreign Aftlirs Minister by a delegation of U.S. Congress Commission on
Security and Cooperation in Europe on May 15-18, 1979 in Bucharest too, will be set
free.
(2) The human rights will be reinstaurated in Communist Romania through a
general amnesty for political prisoneers whose application must be observe by a
special UNO's Commission on Human Rights.
(3) The years served in jails by political prisoners will be counted as years of work
on the procedeeings for pensions for former political prisoners or their widows wife
or orphans kids.
(4) Nicolae Ceausescu will stop the extension of his Stalinist terrorism and his
cooperation with terrorists all over the world under Moscow criminale leadership
for.
Down Communism, the worldwide enemy of religion and man. Long live to
Freedom God bless America!
[From the Cleveland Plain Dealer, June 1, 1979]
REFuOES STAo

HUNGER STmKE IN EFFORT To FiRE

KIN

(By Thomas J. Brazaitis)
WASHINGTON.-Constantin Marandici, a boyishly handsome man with dark, curly
hair and ruddy cheeks, sat in front of the White House yesterday afternoon and
took two small black and white photographs from a briefcase.
One showed Marandic and his wife, Olivia, on their wedding day seven years ago.
His hair was tousled by the wind. She was clutching a bridal bouquet. The other
photo, taken two years ago, showed the couple on a picnic in their homeland of
Romania.
For the last 10 years that he lived in Bucharest, Marandici plotted how to escape.
His chance came last summer, when he was assigned to a trade delegation to
Turkey. He refused to go back to Romania and was granted political asylum.
Eventually, he wound up in Cleveland where he works as a mechanical engineer.
"The reality of life in the United States is more than my hopes, my dreams,"
Marandici said.
But life is incomplete without his wife, he said. She has been denied permission to
leave Romania six times without explanation, he said. She has been harassed by the
Romanian secret police, he said.
So Marandici, 30, took a bus to New York a week ago, where he joined other
Romanians in a hunger strike in front of the United Nations building. After a day
there, the Romanians came to Washington, where they have continued their hunger
strike in front of the Capitol, the White House and the Romanian embassy.
d Dimitrie G. Apostoliu, leader of the hunger strike, described it as the last resort of
d.esperate people. Such a strike has been staged every year since 1975 to coincide
withcongressional hearings on most-favored-nation trade status for Romania. Favored trade treatment is linked to Romania's record on emigration.
Thirteen of the demonstrators have been living in two rooms in a motel on
Capitol Hill. They take turns on the hunger strike. A few go without food for as
long as they can (Marandici lasted six days), then they, are relieved by others.
Mr. and Mrs. Mircea Streza, who, like Marandici, live on the West Side of
Cleveland, also are participating. Mrs. Streza's son by a previous marriage and
daughter-in-law have been refused permission to leave Romania, she said. Mrs.
Streza cried as she told the story.
Marandici, who had weighed 150 pounds, has lost 10 or 15 pounds. He said he
would stay in Washington at least through the congressional hearings on Romania's
trade status.
"If they get most-favored-nation, I know I will not see my wife," said Marandici,
who said the economic threat to Romania was the only hope for freeing his wife and
others.
Rep. Charles A. Vanik, Democrat of Euclid, chairman of the House Ways and
Means trade subcommittee that will conduct hearings on Romania, said Romanians
tend to expedite emigration cases each year with the favored-nation renewal pending.
"My trade staff is the negotiating agent with the Romanians on these cases,"
Vanik said. "Certainly I ought to be able to help and I want to help."
Rep. Mary Rose Oakar, Democrat of Cleveland, wrote to the Romanian ambassador on behalf of the three from Cleveland, who live in her district.
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h MARIA STANGU(failen Nate OSRINAK) seitb.
Ars 0ABOH' sister,38 years old
Both of then residing at: Strada ZAOAGA
Nr 19, TIVISOARA,

US RESIDENT

II;. Mrs CA.
POPESCU OUTULERCU
15,- Mrs ElENA POPESCL(nother)
2212 NELtA VISTA Ave #4
TOS ANGRYETECa 90027
PERVYAIET 4E$IDNTh

I;. COR1EIUT TOPF,SCU,12 -brother
2,. MARIA POPESCU 31 his wife
FLIP AURFLIAN PO;E36U,.thP'r'aon
of S'PHAUA MYA BRAVU r 293 Bloc 12
Sear& B.Etaj 10j, Apt S7, BUCUOEST It
ITel:-. 0,162 75;
5;. TRAIAN GEORO@G ;her hurbe
s
6. BOGDAN OEOROESCU their'so
of INTRARFA VON SULU. Nr ?.,Bl-c I 18,

So C, Apt 35, BUC'JESTI

4, Tel 30 62 (A

1,-CONSTANTIN LERESCU spn
2.- SILVIA SIMUA LERE.5CU h1,i wife
Strada FI!DESMUI-Nr 8, BUCU1TSTI Ni
3, IVIA IERECUdaii hter

76. Xrs PAILflA LERESCU
17, Mr, RO)TIITATS
LERESCU
221, 3rd St FAIR'Ii
NEW JERSEYfAJ 07022

Phone(201i 941.1734

CALEA CALARASI

r 99 BUCUTESTI 4

Ir.- CONSTANTIN MARANDICI
1._ OlIVIIA MARANDICI .. wife
6713 EST CLINTON
Strada ALEU COYPOZtTORILO3 Mr 5 Bles
CIEVELANtOI0IO 44102
0 9a St 3, Apt 20, Sect 7 BUCURE&TI
Phone( 216 ) 61.1-4195(home)

(216)

391.1885N xt 226 Office

U.S. RESIDENT
'9.- Yr STEFAN NOVAC
"2910 S7rrher Ave
CLEM ArP0P,10
Phone(216) 413-7749
US RESIDENT

I;_ VIOfIVA NOVAC .5,
MD, -wife
2,_ ALEXANDRU NOVAC -son
ot Strada'CONSTANTft BRANCUSI Nr 7,
Bloc D 1t, Saara A, Eta 8, Apt 36
BUCURESTI 744h06; Tel 22 68 13
IA- NOVAC 20,-son
IRA!
*- ADRIANA NOVc th-1 wife
.- AXWEtI NOVAC J -their .soz
.- CRISTIAN NOVAC'2, their son
of; bilevardu" 1 MtAI Nr 327 Blee 12,

So ASt 3. Apt 16, B11CUPESTi 78332
4*-44 4*o4-

4

LI '*P4*

*

?0.. Yr DRAGOS POPESCU
3i-77 IRrd St Apt'A 3
ASTORIA, NY 1116
Phone(212)545-2962(home)

BES

Tel: 6!.40 78

0*00*-*1*0
. 4}44k

1..
2.I,or

4*0-'

4 4

44*0 '.

* 0

DORU yOPCU III, MD,- brotherCORATIA IACRAMI0ARAkfOFESCUT 4 ,wift
ADINA IOANA POPESCU,16, tkeir daudi
Strada CJUHFA Nr 9, Apt I, Bloc E 2

ct35S3 C'OPY
CE- Serrh ALE(C17'TI 3,

BEST Copy AVAILABLE
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21.- .T's VIORICA.STANOISV
22,_ W ION SITA(brother)
7019, 66th St Glendale
NY,. 1227
Phone (212) S21-0259
PERMANENT RESIDENTS

2 Vy lOAN VICTOR STOICA
24 HYrALDEA STOICA(brotherl
25.- Wrs OLIMPIA STOICA(wife
(TOAN9 s wife) Maldea
NAME: ZARAFIA
66.22 FLEVT St Apt 4B
PrmI(212) 268-0163

1;- CHEOROF STTA;father
2.- MARIA SITA,5-1 Aother

3v- OHEOROE SITA ;2 brother

ELENA SITA,28 his wife
VIORICA Smoid SITA,4,ptheir daughter
ION SITA 25 -brother
erstrada BENFAL1U Nr 1 TAROU-.RWS
,nelo
. VIROIr. H.RXAN h6
VIORICA HEPMAN, 45 -his wito
8.
9,- VIROTV. WERMAN 12 their son
..10.- SORIN NERK.1 7, their sea
all fo then (NERMAk FAMLY) residing att
Strada SOIM7LOR Bloe 98, Seara OApt 19,
TARNAVENI JkUdetul TARGU..URES
SITA were
Mrs MARIA SITA nad r (X[ESNG
arrested four times and hard beaten by SM
CURITY which tried to for** the to renonce TO OFEREUNITED WITH THEIR FORCED N
SEPARATED DAUGHTER VIORICA 8TANOIEV and
SON-ION SITA. ALL OTHERS, WERE TKREATU-ED
WITH CONFINEMENT IN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS
Ili.

5;6;-

I;ROMULUS STOICA(W ALDEA's son) SON
2,ARIANA STOICA,-hls wife
Bulevardul Alexandru Vlahuta 59, Bloc 141
S6 B Apt Ill ?2oo BRA3GV
3e. FREM ZAAARIA father
Z.- JENICA ZARARIA mohar'
Strada YIAIr, EN71IESCU 22, Woc 7, Apt 22
COD 2000"
PLOIEST,
5- TEOD&R ZANARIA brother
6,- AURELIA ZAlAdAhls wife
7.- TIBERIU ZARARIA thoir som
Strada NINAIL TNVIECU 22, Bluc 2# Apt 2)
Cod 2000
flelsti.
8.- NICOLAE VERESTRANU, (r IONSTOICA'1*$
cousin of Strada Patriotilor 1 Bloe PH It
So B, Apt 38, Sector 4 BUCURES'! 745 4
F4Ht41***
'4.
'HHHS

4~HH~4I4~

2&oNr AURET STRECIE
h5_59 45th St Apt 2 D
WOODShIDE NY 11377
Phone(211) 937-9125
PERMANENT RESIDENT

H4HH

4

.14H

a sm-9

I.- EVA ANDRAS, flax*ee
2.- SIHONA SKARMtU %,daughter
of Strada FUNDATURA RUIMEUTULUI 13,
Bloc 1 Apt 10 BRASOV
THE SFMURITY REUSED TO GIVE TO HER THE
APPLICATION FORMS. TnEY LAYD HER OFF HER
T
JOB AND THREATENED HER "41TH CONFMI
IN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL.
1;- NMIA PASNICU brother
2,- LAURENTIA PASICUhis'v ie

27. Wi-VYIOWI1 TATU
1- 369 PARK Ave Apt 10 P

oAI,? NI?. JERSEY,NJO700 of ALESA LUNCA CEl! Nr4, Sloa D 47
S1-C, Et 4, Apt 10i BUCURESTI 7
Phone (201) 677-9051(Home)
Thone (?l2) 924-7551
U.S.

CITIZEN

(Office)

3- AT MfAND'U PASWICU,-brother
4.- AURELIA PASNIC,hin wife
5- DANIEL PASNICU,-their son
of Strada INTRARRA ANCORNI Ir 6,

BUCURESTI 6

BEST COPY ArLOUL_
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1.- DAN IONIT BATACItI4on

28.. Yrr. VIRGINIA BALACI
Mai'en tam ie Mandoky

2,- NADIA MANDOKY mother

K.- OREORGE MAK4)KY father
rcaieing at: Strada ISLAZ Nr 2,BOCSA ROIA

SAN FRANCISCOCa

BOCSA ROMANA

Phone (

Dan Tonut Beacoi

US RESIDENT

0

4 ,a

suffering by a

qkin I'llneqs whih ean be treated in
rO?'ANIA, Dapite TNIVERSITYIa of BAR]IAV
IKDANITARIAN OFFER TO TAKE CARE ABOUT
THE POOR SIX KID HE IS STILT HOSTAGE ,
OV r' T17ER" AND STITL FORCED SEPARATED Ef
HIS OTFER

29. 1r AURAL ANDRES
3.15 4th St Apt
ASTORIA NY 11106
Phonc(212) 626-475
T .S. rESIRFIT

4D

I.- ILEANA ANDREI 6P.mother
.. MARIA ANDnEI J9 sisterr

of: Bloc A 4, Apt 1, HIPODROM-BRAILA
. ry wer, arrested three tiesby'SECURVY

Investigated linder hard pressure

HARD

BEATEN and IV(EATENED WITH CONFIIIEMENT I

IN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL, Mins MARIA
ANDREI WAS rAYD OFF FROM HER JOB AS TEACHER. TH EI DO NOT HAVE ANY POSSIBILITY
OF SETY SUPPORT.
10. ?lirs ROXANA BADFSCU
'2-14 29th St Apr 3
;.ST0OIA, NY 11106
hone(212) 626-4755
PERYArEXT RESIDENT
!I .

1.,- MI k! IONESCUartist. fiancee
residing at: Strada CTISAU'ITT 1r 3
BUCURIESTI
The SECURITY refu-er to give to him
the APPLICATION FORMHe was arrested
hard beaten and threatened with PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL.

1.- VICTORIA GATUESCU,sieter
r- nk"RITE VICIELE" ISAO
residing at Strada MACARALEI Nr6,
*819' voute 9 W, Nae, New York
Bloo N 27, 3e2, Apt 23,TITAN
Fhone(212)P60-7867
131
CuRFSTI.
CITIZEN
11.3.
UNRESOLVED CASE dine. 1977

A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY
C02'ITTED BY NICOLAS CEAUJSESCU' SECURITY ON1Y TWO WEEKS BEFORE
RIGHTS. (JULY 1979)
on
ROANIAIs RECORD ON NUMAN
US SENATE 's HEARING
r" ALEXANDRA'GHITA
9th St Apt 80di
ASTORIA NY 1J!02
Phone (212) 274-9625
PERMANENT RESIDENT

26-45

I .- ELENA ARETS DRAAN.rother
2.- ION DRADAN father
of: Strada BACILOGLU JR2,Sect 2,
0
BUCURESTI.
3.. VIORICA MKIAELA DRAOAN,t-4in siijbr.

4..

E. NABARBU cousin and htENA's
VIORICA BAR UA7,ELENA s daughts.
of Ala-a Otesan 7,Apt 161,Seot2 BL

They applicatios ware rejected.
MRS 3IJ.1A ARETI ?*AUN ,DIFD BY BRA

CONGESTION DU.INO AND INTLHV= UNPFR URE AT SWURITY 'e S0
DE lARD
5
O XSION -OP VISAS AND PA&D
OL Dw
JLARJ 9pMNXOLAR IORG Street bUOU-.
TI . BODYr*AS OAYNi TO TlKh P
IX OPTE,1A'J,,UO DAYS. TO T91

BLS1 COP AVAILABLE
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sa_4.
_ -q 's
a . rJ *41.J4 rtJJt
:.J4
'o***e.c q* , .0**4 n
NICOIAE CEAUSSCU 's PERSONAL VIOLATION Or WIYAN rIGRTS AND OF NIS
PT RSCNAT, CONIITTEMENTS

. .g_4'.

•

TO US SHEATEJUS CONG'lESS AND PRESIDENT 1)01 CAMEP

wiung NICOLAE CEAUSESCU8s appointment to Preident JI)W CARTER on
JULY 1978 HE RECEIVED FROM JI)MW CARTER THE LISTS'OF US SENATE AND OF
US CONGRESS WITH CASES OF FAMILIES REUNIFICATIOI*
HE' SIGNED TIE APPRO.
VAL OF EXIT VISAS OF TROSE HOSTAGE RELATIVES AND THEN, WHEN RE CAME BA5K
TO COWUNIST ROMANIA GRANTED WITH Mfl BY US CONGRESS HE DENIED NIS SIG.
NATURE ON AND ORDERED TO SECURITY 20 TERRORISM TIE hOSTAGE RELATIVE G
US CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS.
U.S,

CITZE'S and RESIDENTS

32.- NICHAEL AMANCI

h-u54 ist St;Apb 5
TIC ,IW YORK NY 111(
PROii (212)361-8209
US CITIZEN
X'.r

Av.4-%t,.
I

COSTA MESA, Ca 4627
Phone ( 7114 645-74~95
V 1.-

Mr DORU BRASOVEAN
SP CHARLES St; Apt 3 B

hNl YORK CITY 1

1.- FLCRIAN OABA scholar .. coiahn

Streda IONESCIU GION Nr6 looter 1

BUCURESTI.

I01o

Phone (212) i24..Cr7
US CITIZEN

1.- Prof Dr ih

VIORET S0oul] )'ADah,.n1,

Strada ANDRPI MURESANU IRLI A BUOMESTI 1,
.- ALEXANDRU NOV0I cousin
Intrarea PLUTONIER kJ(OR TUCA VASILE Nr5

BUCURESTI, Tel3 50-57P.

UNRESOLVED CASE sine* 1975

34.- Yr MICHAEL BUTBOACA

1,2,Saint ouuise 4 Miss 63125 3.Thone(314) 5 4-0339Reuidenes
1311)81- 1504 Offlee
314 Porohester Drive

US CITIZEN

35e

"'I: 211-657

UNRESOTVD since 1975

AR TETTA RADEA DDS

'760 POT'Zl

HOSTAGES IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA

ALEIANDRU FLORIN'EULBOACA,brother
NATALIA EtLBOACA;hls wife
ITILIANA BULSOACA their daughter
Strada VAr'-LUX A Nr 14

Slce Z 3

So 1 Apt 15, BUCURESTI TTe] 6oo359
UIRNLOLVED CASE slnce 1976

F nO)RIN CARMOCANU
1.h5-26,144th StApt.2 A
2.Sunnyside UT 111(_
3.Thone(2 12 392.270 Residenoe'U.S. CITIZEN
5;-

ION CARMOCANU brother
EML1N1A CARMOfAUhis wife
ROZALIA CARMOCANU,dahter
AUREL CAiMOCAN. brother
DONNICA CARNOCAfU.,hi wire

6;.. DAN CARNOCAU 12 ttieir son

7.- DORP CARMrCAift 11 their son
Stride PROQJ!ET-l.Ib
CORSTANTA
UNRSOLVID CASE @in** 1975
W

LMLKJ

i

--

--

J

3.

W11sBRIGIS0 .-.MM
US CITIZEN
37.- Mr AUREL DOBRE(BRIOITTE'a
HUSBAND)

Strade Dr MIHAIL MiRI&ESCU Kr 9,

hj2-46 1119th St

BUCURESTI
UNRESOLVED CASE sines 1975

FlushingUY 11355
Phone (212) 445-9656

3$. bra a1flA DUTMSCU(WINEI
30-I7,29th St,Apt 30
ASTORIA

NY 11102

VS CITI'SN

1;- ITEANA DOERE, IW AURL's mother
2;- ANTON DOBRE her sea
3.- OCTAVIAN DOBRR 17 AlN's sma

- FLORIN BEJAN,be DUTESCU'a son

Stramt Aloea SECUILOR Hr 1 bBloe19

0k?3DoCEI, 1J7UfIFTI5,
Te
lI V02,9
7c/o.: Mrs ' A A-ANDSOh"10
".
-r
Sc D,Apt

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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father
1. . NUKCTTAE DUMKTRASCOT
)1o. Wt VASITE Dt'MTRASCU
11-11, J17th Ave Apt 1l D Stads VERDISOAIA, COOKA CODAESTIJudetul
VASLUT.
Sunny -ido NY111
2.& MARIA LUNGU rlqter
Phone(2121 392-08 7
CONSTAXTI1IT1INGU her husband
DtWITRASCUI(wifS2
Yr
41'.
V'GEN LUNOU 8 their son
US CITIZEN
VASILE LUV0 IO their Pw
on
6:- NULAE DUIRASCUbrother
of theoa(#2&60 residing att ATEIERELE OR
.etn.. NICULINA KABI
7- PETRE MELNTEn;y wife's brother
8.-E'NA Y1FT.I1"TK hi. ifie

~

9." MARIA M1ZrT8L*T1Tth&-Wiv'gtor
O-ETn MELINTE8;their son
LnINT5
Etheir
11;. VASILE
12;.- HMAI MILINTE other

son

14;- MARIANA MELI91;his wife

I ._ MARIANA )ELmT,1O 'their daughter
1,t Bloo P 5 Seara A
of Strada MW0ATINI
Apt 2 4 CARTIEfl AZXAiNDRU C&L BUN, IAAI
ARIA BU 1ARU;l12, daughter
16;- MRIAI BUTXARU~her husband
VtAJ 3

15.-

17. DOREL BIART their so
101 BUXARU If, their msn
18
U]RSOLVED CASE since 1975

1.- ION DISA1 bon on Sept 7,1919 on SEURO
PE)SYLVANIA SA ROSTAGE II COmOmUIT ROAk

42.-

I&STAOE IN ROMANIA.
All W CI? Oi
2.. MARIA DAISA his wife
3 o STELA MdOA 3!his daughter

Kr "ION DAISA
IS CITIZEN

MIJ....

HOSTAGE in
." ION MOGA 31'h r husband
COY'UNIST 1OMANIA
*. DESPINA MU,9 ,their daughter
Derritc the fact that
= 16s ION DANSA's daughter
*- MELA
he received hir right
II O;har husband
CORNI
711978
In
to REPAT.qIATIOIT
8.-BOGDAJ IRIVIS 5,-their son
'he ease war reported
6f then reeieing at: Strada OSPATARIRI W.R
c,. 1r- VEWErA KARAOATC",ET'
CLU3. THEY V.ERE ALL TAYD OFF FROM TWRIR JOBS.
MGA
.VMER
PAI!.L-C NAIS
cT KyIF)T1SE Strant. 10022 SmC-1-78 'IEEN Ti E US CITIZEN ION AISA . RBCh
DEWHAAG................VED HIS RIGHT OF REPATRIATION IN T83 USA.
*rBH'''
.
TERi1kND, WUfOPE *
.
?-.1r PAT',ICIT GANSCU
'l.-' r GEO-?G GANESCU(son)
Y701.7 PF7ID
Phone(OR)tO-1403

3.
DRAOOS OATI3 0446n
2.- COTIIELIA OANES&U30;his wife
3.. MAODALENA GANESC(I 6 their daughter
GANTSCU,2,tAeir daughter
-LENA
A,Et •
15
, BI
of Aloea VEROUITUTI 16
Apt 7 BUCURESTI
Tel: 78-208

a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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14,.-. It's
OANA GO0OESCU
I;- VrMTRU GEOROESCUh-sband
PERMANENT
RESIDENT
2,. VICTOR OEORGESCU;son
ELA GEORGSCU;hls wife
46, We EMIrIANA PARVU(daught~r)
;.) TEODOR oEOROES)cu;?7their 0."
US CITIZEN In 1979
X 229 Apt 9,
S5TAD't 8TlPrTTARcr 10,is.
17-56 W Iain Apt 8
SwIMOMUCRNST! 5.RUSTON TEXAS 77098
JNRISOLTD CASE iMse 1977
2 -6V42
Phon*1711)
47. Mt' Ml A
-(RI
2485 Devos Tor pt 31
YORK CITYPI& 1OO468
Fhoie(?.21131.8O93

2'. VOICU NARIN brother
2.- EIS-ABETA MKdINo36, his'wife
3,- DOODAN MARIN;T17;tudent their son
i.- CORINA MARIN,13, stlident their daughter
fECE 1cr 19,
residing att Strada SOXESTTE,
BUCURESTT SECTCRtT 1
UNRESOLVED CASE since 1975

00"
li., 4r EiOOAN.

I;- RAVECA XOSA~mother
2,- IOS F KOSAher husband,
Strada DEWBAL Vr'-2l. TU, DA, .Tudmobil CLUJ
?.- AUlft.IA MANY,-iter

P311

BROA1AY'# t

526

1O021t
Im., YORK CIT!1%
US CITIZEN In 1979

1;.

ITY PANT her'hubad

Pon
;MJARD IKAFY Their
E.'1
0AJA ABIOLA P thelr dav~ter
ati
Sttada
LO'M
N 52,TUM,.3,5
resie-t"
I;6,.

Judetul CLUJJ

'9.. W. VOICHITA WrNTEA U

)1.15 CRESCENT StlApt
ASTORIANY 111068 6
Phone(212) 545- 72

5

Us CITIZEN

50

1.' TIHOTRI MUTEANU 75,father

V 0 CALEA TRAXAN Nr 19, SAN-NICOLAUL MATIE
COD 1976, Jdetul TIMIS
VNRESOLVED CASE since 1975

.- ADRIAN PIATICA .31, engineers-brother
1 OVIDIU PLATIC4,MD
315 East 65th St,Apt lID, 2.. VIRGINIA PLATICA , hi. wife
Ale*a ROTUNDA Wr 1, Bilo J 1 B. Soara5#
LY.NY.10021
EtaJ 9 Apt 196
Phone(212) 744h-4831
17S CITIZEN
to1
3 V33
',.
LAST REJECTION: JUTY 2,1979,after 9 prevlou,se. rejeotloan

UNRESOLVED CASE .ince 1975

OTHER UNRESOLVED CASES
51.- Prof ALEXAND1TTJ BOODAN
3"-09 15th Ave rd ?1
ASTO'hIAvNY 11106
Phone(11?) 917.366
v:S !ZIEDENT

5'.Frt ANA-VARIA DOIMODY
6219 VINEWOOD LAKE

1.- SORINA DIACONESCU2;wIfe
."
20- fUGUR CATATIN BOODAX 'years
3.- AlEXANDRA CRISTINA BO DAN daughter
Strad BURDUJPNi Nr 1 Moo A 12' So 7,
Nt ItI Apt R- htCURiATI I, COD flt634
TEL: lt2.57.1
ner appliction ves rejected. She ie.
laycl off form her Job, Arrested, invcetiGated undvr hnrd p~essur, threatened. vilh
with eonlinement in PSYCHIAT-IC YCSPITAL
'1.. MTDOVIC ANDREI DOMSODY,husband
2.. AXDREIA ELENA DOMODY,o,1aughter

ir LA UdSIBIU
in AA22,
17"'377573O

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1.- STETA GEOROESCU,15,daughter
Bulevar.ul ION SUI.EA W 72

51,0 GEOrsnr ALFXANDRU GEORGESOU
25-22 Stenway St, Apt 7 B

Woo Py Hr 31, so BEt !,BUCUP

03
1"A,
1103

ASTO

.. '21

Phone(212) 728-084

4.

1,- ANA PORAmother
2,- OAVRTL PORA father
Strada AVRAN TxxCU,yi 5, B-ASOV 22f
Their applicationR were rejected
four times

f GATRIL FORA
2P-O4 11rd Ave Apt 3 A
ASTOfRA,N .11lW
Phono(Zl ' 72& 26

I::RADu IUuLESCU 5b hmsband
,.RADU RICUIESCU3iss son
ea
DAI NICuLoUU
3*TOIRASA
LOTAtI,1i tOINOIA
l1tdreoetrala

Mrs GENOVICA IICULESCU
th'St;Apt
453. 41,
SDWISDV#NyY. 12104

56-

tdotUl ALCRA. Tkey Pee ivod applio
tiens ONLY In JUN& 1q'I9oUNiESOLVBD mSmc€1t

US RESIDENT

6.

r a VASILE UNGURANU
30-95 30th St,Apt 3 B
ASTORIA, NY 11102
Phone (H21 728-0861
VRTIRIANof THE SECOND
ROMANIAN HUNGER 8TRKE
FOR FAMILY REUNION

0s197,-JAN%%'Ty 13,1976
t101V,

H, NICOLAN TUDOR
W
Mrs SWEIANA TUDOR
2-10 Vlth St Apt 4
ASTORfAN.Y. 1103
Phone (21?1 726-21 9

59.-

THR APPLICATION vORITO

I - CRISTINA TIMOR,19,d ughter
21trada REIWTEI Wr 8 Seet$, BUCUREST
COD 75351.- Tell 86, 9022

K

1;. rTOrICA TATIESCU,24,witfe
2,.- IOAN TATVTTESCtT1 son I
CATEA GITJ .STI 127 Boo C3e4,Apt 16,

Rev DI11I TATUTESCU
Wry Re. *"ASTE

1.- ZOE UNGUREANU dauShter
2,- AUREL tTNGURFAAU 27;her husband
Strada GODFANU 8 Et 3Apt 1Z,Bloe8,
OURA VAIIJidetol{ )C!EDINTI.
They were threatened with senflneuent
in PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL , THE SECRIW
The SECIRIIY RWUSED TO GIVE TO THP3h4

HATEOAN

St VAr! O.TODOX ROMANIAN CHURCH Sector 7, COD7791,BUCURESTI
IP46 WARR Road
CLEVELAND-OHIO 100I11l
60.

"
1..VICTOR CALIN-SCUPYusband
2.- CORNEL VICTOR CATIIESCU 8 son
121 Bloo
Soseau OIURGIITUI

YrSRENA LIRA 0ALIITESCU
2P.Olt 31rd Ave Apt 4 0
ASTO.IA XT 1110&

Phone (EP2) 626.
U.S.

RESIDENT

st 5 Apt 11,
1 Sect4,

3

7%)4

BIC!RESTI

. IDA ION others
-NICOTAEION6?,hr husband
their son
ARIN TON .
6.-TlE ION 1A Ae ir son "
&32
*somea'011oIIIGNYUI WI
At 227, Seet - BUCATI.Tel U3227
-.-

Mr
.- NICUTITA jtrACA,2P,
I "

rrind dri h ter

-

.

.01ftrA-

8.- TEODOP FrEACA;1O,hcr husband
9;- ArDA FrFACA;.',thoir daUchter
10, COSTIN FTFACA 1" rcnth",their son
SO.5!A~lrfTrr~u~ Nr 122s Bloo5
Apt P:7, 1UCURESTI,.T!'1t F6.72,27
%,asinvited b,
g I VITOR CAT TNT:SCLU
I
'o ca~1ea COWIS.ION 01'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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STRIKE in W' RATION CENTER OF
Mrs InlINA T.IA CAINESCt rib A HUNGEa
TRAISKIRCHEll(WIENRA-AUSTRZAI Arrived in NEh YORK CITY S;M ASK FO. US
on the l1,t preented to
was
SIATL. AND US OONGRES MJ IIER came
in BUEMA.
VICOLE CEAUWESCU by £ five US SENATE DELEGATION an NOV 2-0
REST and on the list of FAILI RLVIFICATION handled 07 a delegation
of US CONGRESS 005(ISSIO3 ON E0URITY AND COOPERATION IN MIOPI to $fl
ANDAEI.tho RO£N1IAN MISTER ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS In BUCHAREST too on
VICTOR CALINESCU was invlted by the COMAJDERo t
KAl-1Rl.79,- P' U
SECUITY's so called COMMISSION ON VISAS AND PASPORTS on NICOURB IOR(]
Street In BUCIAREST few days borer the visit t6 NXICOLA CEAUSESCU of
the five US SENATORS DERZGATION(NOV 2L-21978). The COMMANDER told hi.
that NIS PASSPORT and HIS SON PASSPORT wore approved and this Is a nattb
of ays-their issue. Be ask Wt VICTOR CATIRESCU to ea'l his wife by Ph
and TOLD ER TO KEEP qUIET*AND DO NOT CONTINUED HER PROTEST TO US SEAIE
*" VICTOR CATINFSCUDID S0, Three days after the visit to NICOLAN CEAU.
SESCU, Hr CALIJESCU reaeved a official letter which 4nnee him; ... THAT
THE PASSPORTS ISSUED WERE RBJCTEDJ He went to ITE COMMANDER OF, NI WAS
BARD BEATEN 01'11S LEFT EYE WHICH UfDlhO A SURGEON AND WAS IN DANGER 7
TIECOSE DY-TD... AFTER RECOVERIO OF HE YAD 32 CONI1ZTATIONS AND CLAI?6
WITHOUT ANY RESUTT. TAST TIYE HE AND HIS 8 YFAPS SON WERE SAW BY EYE
WITNESS !-SON THE WAITING ROOM OF COMMANDER ON NICOLAS IORGA ST, ON MATYf
ONE OFFICER OF SECURITY CAM OVER RERE PUT 1IS GANG ON 315 CREST AND
IN PUSSINO ?K3 KID WI5 NIS BOOTS,FORBED TEEN IN AN OFFICE AND CLOSE

TIE DOOR, TIN KID WAS SORENIIO, TI1E SYE WITNESS LISTEN TO. MRVICTOR

CALINESCU CRYTPLEASEKILLUE, BUT IE KID GO ROMEJ,. THERE WERE A LOT OF
NOISES OF NARD BEATEN KIMS SCREENING.,.UNDIR TIE OFFICE's DOOR THERE
WAS FRESH BLOOD, FATII*AND KID's BLOOD...
In the same SECURIT's OFFICE of NICOLAN IORGA Street -n WAS KI.'ED
Mrs' E 0NEU ALJISA 0IYTA's MOSER ON JULY 12,1979. SIE DIED BY

BRAI1 CONGESTION DURING SECURITY's INVESTIGATION..

FARS KID MST BE SAVE
g VICTOR CALI;SCU and of HIS
TEE 1IES OF Hr
THROUGH A STRONG INTERVIrON OF OUR AMBASSADOR IN BUCEAREAT W1O MUST
ASK NICOLAS CEAtDESCU TO RELEASE SEM InIDIATFLY. TILL NOT BE TO LATE
AND THE ROMANIAN SECURITY DOES NOT COWTTIE A NE" DOUBLE ORM AGAINST
DNNITYI
of her husband and to bring her kid over'hel'
In -0-r to rave the life
,ROVANIAN born naMrr IRTIA LINA CATINESCU was advised by a nS CITIZEn
med ION CRISU who has a PLACEMENT PERSONNEL OFFICE on PENNSYLVANIA 3tat
tion on WEST 3)jth St In NE'r YORK CITY- to div6ree her husband.
DESPERATE SHE DIVORCE HER HUSBAND. Bit despite the o'ecalled "INSUPAN(3
MUST SAVE Mr
of Xr 0: CRISU. .E- ClITD I3 STILT I:STAGZ OVER TP-PE. -,7E
VICTOr: CALITESC and HIS KIP years old. TI.1 NOT BE TO TATE'
63.-

Hr BCLOGA
1'-2L 31 AvApt N19
ASTO IA.1Y 12106
US PESIeIT

1.- Fevercnd VIOREL DtMITTiESCUcourin
wie
2.- Revernd'd DtIPITRESCIU'
'.- RXEVSRSND")UITnESC1'- so,lyear old
TIllS
J'cett.
VISAGE
C0CENA
b.- EUetIC 4 [%,TS ccn"rnrl d'nt -,ith
nr 3TITi"
IS~,T
7'7iLPr;I:A U T
e,.
EFFUIC ArrT'SP wire
6,- EYERTC AY1.R?U' so.l year old
Strada VIITA Nr 19, LT'GOJ
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62.. Ms 'PAULINE DIINMpD
681 CLARKSON Ave
BROOKLYN IT 11203

Phone (211) 77&4554
CITIZEN.
Uo.
she joined TlIEFIRST ROMANIAN
HUNGER STRIKE FOR FAMILY REUlION IN TI USA and FOR
NUAN RIGHTS IN COMMlUNIST
ROMAIA(a17oYULY "7 1975)
Ue sueseded te Save ONL! her
sen CORNIDLAN ENSwho Is a
student with NEWYORK UNIVEtSITY,
BUT ATT. OTIER RELATIVES
ARE STILL HOSTAGES IN
COMNTTHIST ROMANIA

63,-

*r ALEXANDRU SUCIU

.. ILuL FEnSAN,%, MD,

4.. DORU VASILE POPOVICI 288hor husband

5.. CORINA SIMONA LUCACI,23 their daugkt
6,. DAN VASILI LUCACI923, her husband
A'' of then residing at: Stada NICOLAS

BALCESCU Nr 10 CrUJI Tel 13359

They are unter hard SECUPITY's Investing
mines Fr PAULINE DINN I ese a POIl
tin
TICAL REFUGEE in-the USA(years age) and
siMes Mr MICFA FENESANIs brother became
a POl-ITICAL REFUGEE too as a seueelor
working with OU1e PAO in ROME(ITALY)
All their applications for EXIT VISAS woo
TIET WERE RE.
were rejected by SECUIT,
CENTELY THREATENED WITE CONFINEMENT IN
PSYCIIATRIC XOSPITAL8. TIEIR CASES ARE
UNRESOLVED SINCE 19751 Thore Is need a S1
STRONG INTERVENTION OF OUR AMBASADOR IN
BUCIAREST TO SAVE TREIR LIVESI
I,.

600 Vest, 122nd St, Apt 617
NEW YORK CITYf N10027
Phene(212) 8.5.9223
POLITICAL REFUGEE

sister

2.- PIRCHA RONUL FENESAN 56, MD, her hus
3.- ADRIANA TATARA POPO0VCI,2PO their dt

FERNANDA ISABELA BRAGA 25 fliansee
residing at Strode LA4ASkNI Nr 7

She is under permanent Investigatin
of SECURIT

sines her parents defee-

ted In WEST GERMANY(Prof Dr GERALD

BRAGA and his wife) where they are
living and working and sines her fl
fiansee Ye ALEXANDRU SUCIU became a
POLITICAl, REFUGEE tee in the 11A whv
re he is eenpleted his dotoral dog
oc . $mOMATI.with COTUMBIA UNIVERSITY

A'l her apiteations for EXIT VISAS
he,last
were rejaetod by SECURITY
rejeetlon: JUNE 1979. She applied
again. No word about.il1 JULY 17,79
64.- Mr ION NOTINARU
St Apt 3 F
, t340
R1-

L_ IULIANA JAQUELINE NOTIAU,14ulgkdq
2,. ION CATALIN NOTINARU 12 6 sen
FABRICA BOO tON NA BODO
ef COLODNIA

NY 11106
Judetul Brase.
4 years as POLITICAl
UNRESOLVED CASE SINCE 1978
PRISONER in COMMUNIST ROMANIA
US RESIDENT as POLITICAL REFUGEE
ASTORA

Served

65.- Mrs

ELEONORA CIOINIOEL
3St. Apt 2F
10.91 32
112
A
3Yih

1o1064...
useneSIDET

1.. EUGENIA 111 29, sister
AUREL ILIS 28, her husband
2.
3-DANIEZL ILIA 3, their sen
GRATIELA ILIS,1,thelr d ughter
b3o
of hrada ALEEA IACAU 1 (, I Ble
UUUR Z:0' "
So B, Ap t ,3, Et 3, oe tb ,

I

After they applitoowren came bash none
en JULY 1L,197' Mr 118SL ILIS, was arras
helpless and
and xidA ofareselfsupperting
ted.
witaNi@
anywife
possibility
JllS Is A VErY NuMANITAIIAN PRObLEM OF
OF RUMN RIUNTS,
..11.OLAT1UON 0

. ORATIELA pETCU,21OsIste$V' senf

bLAi

dcs$

Oi
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66..

...

- ----- AjLALA*****"AqLAA.PL*AALmWLAL1L

-

1.- DOINA BUZEA,37t MD,wIfe
WrDAN BtZEA
56-29 14st St Apt 2 *. RAWUBUZEA 11, seM
3.. VIOTETA BUREA,13, daughter
FrUsNING Y 1135
4goiding ate Bulevardul VICTORIEI Nr 1tBlee
Phone(21 ) 672-1758
PERMANENT RESIDENT

SO B,

33

Staj

59

Apt 23,

BRASOV 22009

M' 38-3t32

Their applieattens were rejected twice,
Tey ap lied again on JANUARYt 1979. N anser
till
qr VASILE LEUCA
67. 1'
GO ROAD
3315 VY
Los Angeles, Ca, 9006
PERMANENT RESIDENT

'.-

JLY 18,1979
ADRIANA 1ORDANESCU 33

seeeuxtant

listw

2.- IORDAN IORDANESCU6.truk driver husbai5
OIOVAN OIUXCA 1OAN CU 16 daughter
BOGDAN IORDANESCU,8, their 8e*
all of them residing at: Ales CAMPUL eu
?LORI r 12 Blee A 49Et 39 Apt 55Ss D
Seater 7 DIMUNL TABFRE.I BUCURESTI
5.- MARIUNA MARDARE,'3, computer progeesone
6.- CALIN MARDARE,1 , eemputer teekhusbsmd
7.- ITIIA MICAELA MARDAPE 7,tkeir daughter
Residing ot: Strada BAICUISTI Nr 17 B' C 2)
Seater 8 Cartier PAJURA, BUCURESTItRRMANIA
Tel 61.08.42

Their applications were reoeatod twiege
Last rejeetien

68,.IOSEF STUIL
NETLIGEN STRASSE 94/92
UILDEN
hl0
B.R.D
BRD CITIZEN

JULY 1979

I... MATEI STll, 34& aute.moehanle, brtker
2.- VERONICA TOKIKA STUXL,35, his wife
3.- RAl STUIL 4 - their eon
Residing at ; COUNA PECIU-NOU Jud TIMIS
They have the entry visas in BALiwitm Rnb 111 ,IV .f Sept 28,1964o
Mr Matel Stuhl was eonvieted to Perve as POL
POLITICAL PRISONER for.., attempting to see
ersm Illegally tke ROMANIAN bordering lUI
15 1976. No served his jail tern am POLIT

CAL PRISONER

and was released from jail

TIEY ARE STILL HOSTAGES IN COMUNIST ROMANlA
UNRESOLVED CASE sines 1964j
FORMER MEMBERS OF TIN NATIONAL PEASANT PARTY IULIU MANIU WIO SERUR)
DIFFERENT TERMS OF POLITICAL JAIL AND FORCED LABOR CAMPS AND WIO STIML
ARE UNDER KART) INVESTIGATION AND TERROR OF COMMUNIST SECURITY.
WE ASK TEAT US SENATE DO TIE SAME KIND OF STRONG INTERVENTION AS!
IN TIE CASE OF RUSSIAN DISSIDENTS AND ASK TEAT ROMANIAN COMMUNIST'
PRESIDENT NICOLAN CEAUSESCU RELEASE TIEIR EXIT VISAS IMMEDIATELY 0
ON EUMANITARIAN REASONS AND IN RESPECT OF UNOfs TUNIVERSAl. DECLARETION OF NJMAN RIGITS
Str MAMULARI Nr 19, Apt 2
I.. Dr CONETIU COPOSU
Seat 7# BUCURESTI
FORmER DEPUTY GENERAL SECRETARY
ef TEE NATIONAL PEASANT PARTY IULIU VANIU
Served 18 years as POLITICAL PRISONER
2..

NICOLAE CARANDINO
DIRECTO'i of "TIE JUSTICE"("DREPTATEA")

The central newspaper of the PARTY

Served Iq years as POLITICAL PRISONER

Retired with UNION of WRITES

BUCURESTI
..
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Strada EMIL BODNARAS Ir 19% ,Apt 214
BUCUPESTI
of the PARTY
Served 10 years as POLITICAL
PRISONER
* *,*------------------------U------------:::i
CALKA VICTORIES Pr 1OApt 35, 1t69
USbm-ieer ION PUIU
SUCURESTI Seot 1
Leader of the YOUTI ORGANISATION

3.- CICERONE IOAXITOIU
Leader ef YOUTE ORGANISATION

Of the PARTY
Served 15 years as POLITICAL PRISONER

5,

,UCURESTI
ION BARSTUS
Leader of the YOUTE ORGANISATION of TIE PARTY. Served 18 years as
POLITICAL PRISONER
*P ------------

0a51

CONUNA BORDUSAN19JUDITL IALOKTA
6.- CONSTANTIN DUNITUSCU lawer
Served 15 years as POLITICAL PRISONER
7,.

BORDUSANIJud
COMUNA
ORIGORE CAPATANA
Served 23 years as POLITICAL PRISONER

IALOMITA

Researcher with II6STTUTUL

8.- PAUL LAZARZSCU

de CERCETARI LINGUISTIC al
ACADENTE RSR,- BUCURESTI

Leader of YOU7h ORGANISATION
Edter of "TIE JUSTICE"

Served I* years as POLITICAL PRISONER
9.- IXrITRU TEODORESCU
Served Is years as POLITICAL PRISONER

str CALARASI 41, BUCURESTI

Str PAS'CANI 13 13, Slee T Do
lawyer
ft 10, Apt 2, FOCSANI
Served le years as POLITICAL'PRISONER
04H.**4I*eF0*4I0**H*w
s:
----------"
-----------CORDUNI, Jud ROMAN
COMUNA
I
IRON
IIGIEROIE
Served 10 years as POLITICAL PRISONR Relea.ted frem jail In 1976
o,

OVIDIU BORCEA,

-

----------

ION NOURCEANU
12Served 8 years as POLITICAL PRISONER

43.- VALERIU BASARABEANU

*4S4*-

-

-

-

-

Str CATAmI! VECKI Wr 3 Bt
Apt 5, Sest 4, BUCURE&TI

Sesoaua Pautolmen Nr 280

Blee In. SUCURESTI
Served 10 years as POLITICAL PRISONER
--- -----e
---0
'4, DAN ALECU
BUCURESTI, SECTOR 1
SERVED 10 YEARS AS POLITICAL PRISONER
e
O
s
s
------- m--------------- :::
---------...
0o"OLITICAL PIRISONERS STILL IN DANGER

15..

NICOLA'U959,
Strada EPISCOPUL RADU Ni 6
BUCURESTI
Teacher
PRISONER
Served 17 years as POLITICAL
MIRCEA

1-0ON ATT)EA,

Rhips arehiteeht,67,

Tast reatidenee In 1976 Strada

PASTEUR Pr 37, Seat 6 BTJCURESTI
Served 20 years as POLITICAL
PRISONER, Arrested again In 1976 and esavieted to ether 15 years of jd%

New i-qworking with DEPOUL ITB
17,- OCTAVIAN POPA,55
BICURESTI
Served 2e YEARS as POLITICAL PRISONER.
iS. NICOLAE ZMEUREANU,59, poet
Stra"ACADEMIEI
BC
T
of WRITERSpBUCURESTI
UNION
With
PRISONR
ITICAL
Sqrved p years as I

2W0
*: u:

:3::::44

ooeHHH .@**O*1**,4IO*U4oO*O4H***O4r

RECAPITULATION

****,****.*,

.85
00....0909
... . ENN6
CMELD
66
wOMN.....I
NDW............8
TOTAL ROSTAOE RELATIVES ..

0.

231.

Aoadeislaw DIITRIE 0 APOSTOLIU(COSTIN JURRA)
President of

C L1RON0AWIAN )IATrOWAL CgO ITTER FOR

IIMAN RlOUTS

13 years POLITICAL PRISONER in ROMANIA's COWUKNIST JAILS and In FORCED
LABOR CAMP DANUBE-.ACK SEA,
OFGA"ISER PARTICIPANT and SPOKESMAN of 3103T ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKES
RIGNTS IN CO)OUNIST ROMANIA
FOR FAMTLU REUNION IN TIE USA and FOR TTtEAN
IN IUNGER STRIK
IN HUMANITARIAN SOLIDARITY WITS HUNGER STRIKERS
AND IN MMORIAM OF IS FAMILYt
GNEORGIE 0 APOSTOLIU, brother KILLED BY COMUIST SECURITY IN
CONSTANTA pbeeauso he refused the job of GENERAL SECRETARY of DIPARTMEN
of JUSTICE In 19480 Shot at place by STEFAN DUSAt the FIRST SECRETARY (F
COMMUNIST PARTY of CONSTANTA. NICOLAS CEAUSESCU when beane GENERAL SU2TARY OF TIE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF ROMANIAN COMMUNIST PART!s ASSIOED TIE
KITLER STEFAN DUSA IN TE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF TIE PARTY
GNEORGIE D. APOSTOLIUV father, KILLED BY COMMUNIST SECURITY IN
CONSTANTA CIFY ,in 195h
ELENA D APOSTOLIUuotkor, KILLED BY COMMUNIST SECURITY IN TIMIS(XVA

CITY in1955
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FROM$
Ws VIRICA BASA
18-13 GEORGE Street
Ridtgewood, NY 11127
Jione(212) 821-4082

THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Art 13 '
1.- Everyone has the right to freedom of
movement and residence within the borders of each state
2.- Everyone has the right to leave any country including hs own And to return to
his country.

HONORABLE

SIR,

I am VIORICA RASA, ROMANIAN born And a POLITICAL REFUGEE in the USA
together with my sisters MARIANA 34, teacher, EMILIA 29, fashion
designer and ANGELA 27, shoes designer,- since JANUARY 25,1979
In oue native country COMMUNIST ROMANIA we were discriminated becpuse of our PENTHECOSTALIAN faith. My daughter MARIANA BASU, was laid
off from her Job as a teacher in 1977 And only a year latter she
succeded to found a Job as SIMPLE WORKER. HER STORY WAS PRINTED IN
A ENGLISH BOOK AND THE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS REPORTED ABOUT HER DISCRIMINATION BECAUSE OF HER PENTHECOSTALIAN BELIEFS. OUR DISPERATE LET7E}
WAS AIRED BY FREE EUROPE BROADCASTING AND AFTER A HARD STTRUGLE WITH
ROMANIAN COMMUNIST SECURITY WE SUCCEDED TO OBTAIN THE EXIT VISAS.
But , painfuly I was forced to left behind in COMMUNIST ROMANIA ns
HOSTAGES:
1.- TEODOR BASA, 29, electronisti MY SON
2.- VERONICA BASA, 26, technicien, HI.S WIFE
Bloc A 22, Scara 2, Apt2,ARAD
residing at: CALEA AUREL VLAICU,Nr
3.- PINTILIE COJOCARU 36, MYFATHER
4.- DOMNICA COJOCARU, 78, -MY MOTHER
5.- LIDIA TUDCRACHE,54,-house wife,--MY SISTER
6.- NICOLAE TUDORACHE, 5,', thotograph,- HER HUSBAND
7- CORNEL TUDORACHE;28;- THEIR SON
8;- MIRCEA TUDCRACHE,26,-THEIR SON
9.- AIRIANA TUDCRACHE;25; THEIR DAUGHTER
10;- EMILIA TUDORACHE;21;- THEIR DAUGHTER
1;SILVIA TUDIRACHE,19,-'THEIR DAUGHTER
12;- LUMINITA TUDORACHE 1T,- THEIR DAUGHTER
13;- DANIELA TUDRACHE,I5,- TEHIR DAUGHTER
1.CARMEN TUDIRACHE,12,-THEIR DAUGHTER
ALL OF THEM(#.3-14) residing At: Strada Maaralel Nr 20, Blo6 Z 12,
Apt 76. Scara 6, BUCURESTI 4.15;- FELICIA IOKESCU, 40, BOOKEPER,- MYSISTER
16,- MIRCEA IONESCU,55, construction engineer,- HER HUSBAND
17.- CRISTIAN IONESCU,lo, -THEIR SON
18.- DIANA IONESCU 7,- THEIR DAUGHTER
ALL of them(#15-185 resididng at: Bulevardul GHEORGHE GHEORGHIU DEJ
Kr 69. EtaJ 3, Apt 7, BUCURESTI 6.FELICIA IONESCU, my sister applied for exit visa on 1978. SHE WAS
LAID OFF IMMEDIATELY FROM HER JOB. HER HUSBAND MIRCEA IOnESCU WAS
NOT ACCEPTED TO A JOB IN HIS PROFFESION WITH THE METRO COMPANY BECAU
SE HIS FENTHECOSTALIAN FAITH.
-As a desperate mother,and dauther, and .s1gtqr of the above HOSTAGE
1WTIVE8 o.APPEAL TO YOU, HONORABLE SIR TO USE YOUR INFLUENCE IN PER
ROMANIAN COMMUNIST PRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU TO RELEASE
SUADBD 'riuE
THEM. I APPEAL TO YOU TOO TO NOT GRANT ANY LONGER THE MFN TO CO.WAUJI
ST ROMANIA UNTIL ALL HOSTAGE RELATIVES OF HUNGER STRIKERS WILL BE
RIGHTS WILL BE REINSTAURATED IN CO'AMUSET FREE AND UNTIL THE HVHAAN
NIST ROMANIA AND A GENERAL AMNESTY FOR POLITICAL PRISONEERS WILL BE
ISSUED.AND APPLIED.
GOD BLESS YOU.HONORAJLE SIR,FOR YOUR HUMANITARIAN SUPPORT.
YOURS Sincerely
VIORICA BAkSA y

'a
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ZRAI
9Mr.LARIA COPIL(Maiden
nsme MARIA SABAM)
Mrs TRAIALE CCFIL
33-22,29Th St, Apt E 2
ASTCIA, rVY. 1106
Tel(212) 932-1657

T~r
DECLARATI06 OF MVAN RIGh~j.
Art VNIVRSAL
13
1,- Everyone has the right to freedom o;
movement and residence within the
borders of etch state.
2.- Evoryono has the right to live any
lov
inilvdinG hie own and to reov to h s covntry,

IICOP,ABLE SIR,
Vie are M(rs 1*ARIA CoCPIL(maiden name HIARIA SABAV) and Mr TRAIAN C(p'z,RcuANIAN born and POLITICAL REFVGEES in t:a
Jt. -oeothor with ovr three.sons since SEPTAI.R 1977,Beeing POLITICAL DISCRIMINATE by NICOIAE CEAVSESCV'a
SECVRITY in or native covntry, ve evoceded to obtain a PASSPORTS after a
strong and persistent PIGET with CAVSSCV's GOVUT,'!_. In AYSTRIA we were
granted with POLITICAL ASY' V
- e |IDH Ca J'IS
:[J FCE REFS;:Ls OF vi ¢
from 0EifEXE and then re reached thoJ.SA, But painfully we were forced to
left behind in CUAU'IS"R RC ,IAIA as 1iOS'TAGESi
l.-IOSIF SABAV, water tolvtion techhiian, born on SEPT6,1934,-ny wife's
brothers
2.- LLAGLAI IA SABAWborn on IOV27 19351-his wife
3.- IOIF TOPIL SABAV, born on l5, 95%,technician-their son
f "'A iI O BAU born on
O4p1
--thir
s
n
7.-

-,IVS ST.2.L LABAV,born on JVLY

,i

-h

r son

RLIAcIAIA SABAV, born on DEZCZT'R 1 1 5th r
davGhter
J~
BY
orn
7,9rAC
Jaavv
ter
x worn o~z
67 hi ng r

R~li

1o.- SOPI11 VI(L,:L SABAV, born on JNLY 26,1969-their son
ii,PREZ, SAaV, Born on JALVARY 30,1971-their son
2.,IAI.ISABov
,
born on AVGVST 10 .12-their son
I 11::
"1.
IV AND
- Lg
born on
j ~r81
1?74-their
l
son
7,
15.- CQWPIL SABAV.born on A L 9;19-their son

firI0IF SABAV ,his wife and their 13 children are living at Strada TVDCR
VIADIIESCV Ur 64 RAIEA4MLE, Jvdotvl BINIIR R.LUMIA They rere and still
are terrorize b, 61AVSCy-s SECVRI'TY boavse their reJ giova faltvll from
which they are forbidden to worksh y) %7th.Asfather ofl. children Er IOGIF
SABAV was layd off from his job as iiater povtion technician and only after
several months when he sycceded to fovnd ovi a job as bvs driver he was lay
off from by SECYITY, Eis wife was layd off from her job tooThere are 23
children
whoO,y re."talking
parents
are
fblien
tho
1r front
njtdoor
~ojto door COnity because
fil
W,their
!j
ejw applioaIn the same dtoerate situation are and the other HOSTAGESi
16s-RANcISc
wife's
his wife
17.- 3ARBARA SABAY,-:y
SABAY(Malden
name father,and
BARBRA W0L411
a HEROIW 1:OTL R of 11 children who is svffered by hMiGRY together her 11 children forbidden to wor.
They are living atiStrada KATEI CRVIN Ur 6, CRAVEA PRE, Jvdetvl BIHCR
Jos- kRANCISC SABAV,-my vife's brbther
9.- IVLIAIIA SABAV his wife -both residing at Str, AyRCRA Ur 26,C.ADEA
We appeal to yo H(IT.RABIE SIR to vso yovr inflvence in peravade the RCLAI|I
A's 0O.1'IST PRE7IDEIT NICOLAE CEAVSESCY TO GRAI;T IN= UIDIATLY WITH

EXIT VISAS in respect of TIM WIVERSAL DECIARAVIG. OF HWiiJ. RIGHTSCF UFN

AID HEL I[:I AGREeENT in order to REVIFI" OVRFRCED PATTEDD FAUIILY
FR ACCMTLISCH THIS hM ITARIAN GOAL 'S JOL.Ii
MT; SIXTH RCIAAIAN hVGER
STRIKE POP, FAI,,LY REWVIO' IN THE 1SASTAnTED CU FEERVARY1,. &#79 in VASJINTM: DC.1VE W;I0LL LIVE THE HUNGER STRIKE PLACE CtLY WHEN OVR HOSTAGE RELATIVES
WILL E IRE IN (AiR 11EW
Ii.CiEMLWDi TEOSA,
GOD BIESS YOVJI
ARIA COP 4M,

TRAIM C AVAIAL
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PaOE'
M.tm.JOSIfFA OR111fR
St. 3rd Fl.
35
- 58Island
Long
Cite,
N.Y.
111o6
Lonl.:
9
17
6
bordered
Tel.: ({212) City
97-5426
Ire. lufrossna Cramer (mother)

TI, UIVIzRGIL DIOLARITzOI Or HUMAN RISI.
lrt. 13
t.- Everyone has the right to freedom of
movement andeach
residenoe within the
2.- Everyon, of
ha the state.
right to live any
country including his own and to return
to his country.

Honorable Sir,
I an JOSSrIlA CRJIR, Romanian born, and a political refugee
in the U.S.A. since July 15, 1978. I left Romania together with my
parents on January 21, 1978 with legal passports, and expected the
approval of the American visa# in Vienna.
I graduated the University of Bucharest, faculty of Germanic
Languages in 1974, and I am a Bachelor in Philology. I worked in
Bucharest am an Inglish teacher and for the time being I an working for
ClZOd rITIRPRSrs. tIC. ae a secretary.
Here I am enjoying all the opportunities of a free life which
I never knew before.
But unfortunately I wee forced to leave my fian4o behind In
Comuniet Romania. y flancoIs name is ILrZAIDRG PAULISOU, born June 3,
1945. ge resides in Bucharest, Strade Stupinse no. 27, sector 3. and he
Is a mechanical engineer with the Institute for Projects and Conetruotione
of Bucharest, Strada Tudor Arghei, no. 21, seotor 2.
In July 1978 Hr. Pauleeou visited Hr. Luciano langiefioo the
American Consul and Hr. Lawrence Goodrich. the rice-Consul of the
American Imbesmy In Bucharest, and expressed him deire to immgrate to
the United States.
On July 22, 1978 my fi¢
en
applied for an exit visa at the
Romanian Authorities, and on September 27, 1978 him application wes
rejected for alleged look of ground.
All hie other applications for en exit vie in order to reunify
our forced separation and to array ae here in the United States. were
rejected by Comunist Security. He was and still im under the hard
pressure eurveillance and Investigation of Comunist Security. ge wam
threatened with mentel hospital if he does not give up him wish to
emigrate. He notified me that he has difficulties at hie office, and
that hie salary *es cut down considerably ae result of his application
for emigration. Buit despite all pressure against him he will not give
up him desire to join me here in the U.S.
Mr. Iloolae Ceausesou, the Romanian Communist President
violates all UiO's resolutions about family reunion, the H.P,1. express
condition of easing the emigration from Communist Romania and Helsinki
Agreement Basket three.
In order to obtain hie release from Communiet Romania I joined
together with my mother RUFROSIiA CRAI1 the 5th Romanian Hunger Strike
for family reunion in the U.S.A.
I appeal to you Honorable Sir, to use your influence in
persuading the Romanian President Sr. Nicolas Ceaueescu to grant an exit
vie to Hr. Paulescu in respect of the Univereal Declaration of luman
Rights, Helminki Agreement, in regard to freedom of emigration.
Thanking you from the bottom of my heart for your Humanitarian
Support, I remain,
Your* truly$
Josafin Cramer

50-437 0 -
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trade 8upines no. 27
sector 5
heheret, Romania
e.,t 61-24-64 (home)

AJlUAIlDU PAYLS0U
Mochonsea Saftneer

of
nAgunrtue Ianrasaemnta acitnat ,u
SALAon a. an anltoant or an azit pmea in order
to Itmmarate t the U.S.

1iatao,

-

On J uly 19,

W978 I applied for an eit rise at the Romanian luthorittee

- On Juguet 15, 1978 Z mae called at City 1ll where they tried to

convince Ae to givo up my
ah to @migrate.
W978 Rf application owe rejected.
- On October 5, 1978 Z eent a contestation no. 565718 to the Commisston
for Paesporte, and Z paid 188.oo let for having my folder review by
the comisieon,
- OR October 11, 1978 S sent a Contestation no. A593 to the Council
of state.
- On October 12, 1978 .1had an appointment at the Commission for
Paeporte ( lIoolae orga Street)
On October 16, 1978 Z cent a Memorandum to the Council of State gowermental Comaleeton. The no. Ic 5366o.
- On Ootober 24, 1978 Z had an appointment at the Comaeson for
Paesporte ( I . Zorgs St.)
- On low. 28 , 1978 Z sent another Memorandum to the Gowermental Comeion
of Pasports ( Calea Rahowet St.) with the No. 55712.
- On lop. 5o Z sent a Memorandum no. 5333 to the Commiscion of Passporte
( I. lorga St.)
- On Dec. 6. F978 1 had an appointment at the commeton of Paseporte
( 1, lorge)
- On Jan.
1979 Z had an appointment at the Govermental Comiesion for
Paesport# ( Calea Rahovei St.)
- On September 27,

Joeef'in. Creer
54-38 33rd Ste 3rd ?I.
Long lesland City, N: Y. 111.6
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ETUNIVERSAL DECTARATION OF HUMAN RG13
1.Evn yone h,! the right to freodonm or
,.
,*t
il
-%
*
ithn the bor"der of each state
'!.-Ever-'ona has the right to leave any
country Including his orn and to return to his country
Al -13

OI ORA'3LE S7hr

I st .AUVLnn k.~ft5, ROMAJIAN born, arrived as a POLITICAL REFUGEE on
O OIER2W'C/.- now naturalized as US CITIZEN.
I jojoined IZE FIRST ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR FAMILY REUNION on MAY17,
1975-JUIY 17,1975 in order to.CVNIFY 14YFORCED SEPARATED FAMILY:
le. CORIOLAN ENE Iy son of TIMISOARA
2.- ELENA FENESAR(Maiden Nboe ELENA DINU) M.D.-my sister ,born 3EPT
,2
Rr
-I
923
her husbo
1 r DC 4,
CORINA
Sl1N0A LUGCI,bern
Aprilflo26,1950,studenc,cneir
IRCA FNSANMD,
mrr ad asugnre%.
?:..0-..
.- DAN VASI.R LUCAU1, oear on Feb. 1b,195b
Irtudont,CORINA's
tusoand
6,- ADRIANA TAMArtA POPuiai, Dora n a
1,952,ELENA's narrieo daugnw
7*- DORU VASIL. -OF'vyCI oera on opt eo 191, student , ADRIAIA's nu*ssA
4l.4t t1.i
esidlux.at' trada NICOLAE bA 8SCU Ur is CLuJ
anl my on CORIOAS ENE was release In 19(5, BUT ALL STEERS NOSTAGE REP
LATIVES of MINE ARE STILT ZOSTAGES IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA. ALI TREIR APPIZ
CATIONS FOR EXIT VISAS IN ORDER TO REUNIFY OUR FOCED SEPARATED FAMILY 'pRE REJECTED BY COMMUNIST ROMANIAN SECURITY. WHY ARE UNDER NARD SECURITY
INVESTIGATIONS TIRIATENED WITS CONFINEMENT IN PSYCIIATRIC HOSPITAL AND
TERRORIZE BY SECURITY.
HONORABLE SIR
Sines MAY1975 when I JOINED TEE FIRST ROMANIAN iuNGER STRIKE FOR FAMInr
REUNION IN TEE USA AND FOR NUMAN
RIGHTS IN CO)OUNIST ROMANIA t he US CC"
ORESS GRANTED COMMUNIST ROMANIA WITI TIE MFN In 1975#1976,19 7 and 1978
My money an an AMERICAN TAXPAYER were going In the hand of ROMANIAN COMMUNIST PRESIDENT NICOLAN CEAUSESCU sthe traitor of ROMANIAN people and
BREZINEVY' spy In the FREE WORLD who VIOLATED AND IS STILL VIOLATING a
PARIS TREATY of PEACE(1947) UNO's UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF RUMAN RIGHTS
(1948) and all UNO's RESOLUTION about FAMILIES REUNIFICATION,TEE MEN EXPRESS CONDITION OF EASING TIE EMIGRATION FROM COMMUNIST ROMANIA " %#
whioh he elese agreed with the USA upon TRADE AGREEMENT and MFWN
in 1975,
1976 '1977 and 1978eNICOLAN CEAUSESCU Indead to respect it he start to
TERRORISM TEE NOSTAOE RELATIVES OF US CITIZENS AND RESIDENT AND NE IS "
VIOLATING TOO VXEKIT TERES OF NELSINKI AGREEMENT(Nelsinki 1975and BELORAD
1977),I have to point out that this kild'of TERRORISM AND PERSECUTION En
NOT HAPPENED TO RELATIVES OF WEST GERMAN FREZNCI OR,OTER CITIZENS OF FF. WORLD BUT IT IS HAPPENED OILY TO RELATIVES OF US CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS
TEAT IS CLEARiNICOLAR CEAUSESCU ORDERED TO 113 SECURITY TO DISCRIMINATe
AID TERRORISM ESPECIALLY TIE RELATIVES OF US CITIZENS AND RESIDU7Sj,...
I APPEAL TO YOU HONORABLE SIR TO PERSUADE TIE ROMANIAN COMMUNIST PRESI
DENT NICOLAN CEAUSESCU TO RELEASE IMMEDIATELY MYHOSTAGE RELATIVES.
PLEASE WRITE TO WIM AND TO ROMANIAN COMMUNIST AMBASSADOR IN WASEINGTON
DO AND ASK TEMRIOW TINY COME TO ASK AGAIN TEE

M

SINCE CEAUSESCU'IPh7-o.

SONAL COO4ITTIMENTS TO US PRESIDENT US SENATORS ax4 US REPRESENTATIVES
ARE DENIED BY RIM SELF AND TIS RELATIVES OF US CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS RDEAD TO BE RELEASED FOR REUNIFY TEEIR FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY ARE KP
STIlL STAGES AND TERRORIST BY SECURITY?j
AS AN AMERICAN CITIZEN I ASK TEAT US SENATE AND US CONGRESS DO NOT GRAIN
ANY LONGER TEE MFN TO COMMUNIST ROMANIA UNTIL ALL HOSTAGE RELATIVES OF
RUNGER STRIKERS AND PTEER US CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS ENLISTED 0N US SENE
FREE AMNE3_V
AND UNMF5%
WILLBYBEA SET
REUNIFICATION
ANDW.US CONGRESS
O07RAL
IN ROANIA
.UF OF
BE FAILES
REINSTAURATED
jUjK
j1=. LISTS
POLITICAT. PRISONFRS WROSr RFATY APPLICATION MUST PB
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june 3 1979.-

ANA IJARIA DOMJSODr born GHITULESCU
STNPA GHITULEJ3U her cousin
An onla and Octavian Ohitulescu -aunt and
uncle.-

6219

Lane -Texas
WEAU? CITY
Tel. (71D)332-5075

THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUIAN RIGHTS.

7ine7ood
77573

Art.13

1-Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence
within the borders of each State.
2-Every one has the right to leave any country including his own
and %o return to his country.HONORIBLE SIR,

I,Ana Maria Domsody being engineer PETRE TONA GHITULESCUs
daughter,was permanently interviewed by the Securityin communist Romania and from my childhood prossecuted and threatened
by the roumanian communist regim.My father was an important scientific and financial personality
in the pre-comzunist Romania.Althought his scientific aotivit
in mining an4 geology had established to my father an internatio
nale reputation. The communist regim imprisoned his for ten years
and after that imposed on him forced residence status -as former
political prisoner-the only reason being his refusal to adhere
to the copmnit
inciples and policy.cuted.In these cond tions I to k advant e of the first Qpjgrtun t
asylum and permanent residence in THE UNITED STATES (nine months
ago)

isomy whole aM- y has een at e same time jailed and prose-

and I had.to leave Roana (Octobe? 1978) andaed ir po licat
the o of Igl.deoor o an
oam Tore in Mhe ,S.A.
ireeou
wakorcea019o eave_. commuis .s__
as hostages t
,, .
l.-ANDRSM
DOMSODY my daughter -born on June 3o 1969.2.-LUDOVIC -ELENA
-A1DREI
1 y husband -born on December 26,1944
Both residing in USDIAS str.Horea nr.22 Judet SIBIU zip a. 3125

for MT VISAS in order to reunify our
'forcefully
j e application
separated family were rejected by romanian authorities

The communist government does not-::espect The Paris Traty of Peast
Universal Declaration of Human Rights(1948) nor the
(19471UNO,
condition of easing the emigration from communist Romania as
agreed ith the US,' on The Trade Agreement and The Lost Favored
Nation,s Clause in 1976 and the Helsinky igreement(1975)
I and my relatives above mentioned,appeal to you, HONORABLE SIR
to use your influence in persuading the Romanian Communist Presi
dent Nicolas Ceausescu to respect his commitments about Human
Rights and Family Reunion and grant the Exit visas to our hostage
Andreea-Elena and Ludowic-Andrei Dmib'dy
.
.
Thank youHoorableS
fr your humanitarian
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Mrs RLEA DUTESCU
3roek171,, r
Ta

212)

Art 13

1.- Everyone has the right to freedom of Nay
Wemest and residenco within the border
or each stat.
2.- Everyone has the right to live any country
Inoledting his own and to return to
8
country.

L1237

81-4776

NONOIA LE SIug
I an ELENA WUTESCU# nCNLANIAN born end a PERMANET %ESIDENT of the USA sines
APRIL 4 1979 when I arrLved in the UIA In obtaining the EXIT VISA fromu
COMMUNIST NOMANIA after a long and hard struggle with the SECURITY over
there and only as a result of my husband's UOR STOIKE supported by the
US SEATEUS CONeNESS, President JIMMY CA TER, the GENERAL SECRETARY of UN

and DEPAPTMENT of STATE*

Despite the Tast that I an the wife of an US CITIZEN, Colonel EMILIAN
DUTESCU and despite the annexed letter of Nnorable Senator Honry W.
JACKSON dated APRIL 249 1978-that THE ROMANIAN OOVEONUENT approved my
emigration and the eigration of my son FLORIN BEJAN, I struggled one
mere year with POMANIAN COmmUNIST SECUPITY until I asoeded to obtain
my EXIT VISAS. They rejected three times my seats applisatione.eLast
rojestion Is of MARCH30,1979

In the an tiams the ROMANIAN SECUnITYts.TEPPOIR AGAINST NE IS STILL ON:
I ASKED TO OIVR UP MYCOUL'UNIST RONANIA's CITIZENSHIP AND TO COME IN THIS
COUNTRY WITH A PASSPORT WITHOUT CITIZENSHIP BECAUSE I HATE THE COMMUNIIe
WHICH
TERPORISED ME ALL MY LIFE OVER THE9E AND I WOULD LIKE TO BECAME ONLY
AN VS CITIZEN AS MY HUSBAND. BUT THE ROANIAN SECURITY FORCED METO APPLY
POn A PASSPORT AS OMANIAN .IvIZENSNIP RESIDINM IN A POmIN CuNTY IN
THREATRNINn NE THAT OTHERWISE I DO NOT SEE NEVER IN MY LIFE MY HOSTAnE SON
FLORIN BEJAN.
I accepted to do se In order to obtain the EXIT VISA and then, ever hors
to sent this passport to DEPA"TMENT of STATE and to struggle to obtain the

RELEASE OF MY HOSTArE SON FLORIN BEJAN, reding after my departure at my
sistor Mrs ANA ANPONICat: 3trada Ales
Sesuilor Nr I 89Bloo 19,SeDApt t4

47,Bere*m1IS#a6er 5, PUCU-ESTr-'.OMANIA(TeL82-

7-63)

9
I have to point *at that sine. I applied for ETIT
VISA, my son FLORIN BEJA
was expelled from FACULTY and sines I finish with my residents of SUCEVA

CITY,waere I lived and worked, HE DOES NOT HAVE ANY OESIDENCENE WAS NOT
ALLOW TO RAVE A TMRPOOAOY VISA POO BUCRAOESg IN O"DEV TO PERSUADE IN THE
APPROVAL OF HIS EXIT VISAS AND HE IS NOT ALLOW TO WOK, RR IS RESIDINO AT
MY SISTER BUT HE IS IN ANY MOMENT i ANOER TO BE ARRESTED AND SEND TO A
FORCED LABOR
CAMP ORVENTRAL HOSPITAL.
As a desperate mther I apoeal to YOU, HONORABLE SIR, TO PERSUADE THE
RONANIAN COMmuNIsT PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSISCU TO R'ESPEC" THM HUMAN RIOTS

THE MPX, PASKET TREOE OF HELSINKI A'WEEMENT AND MORE THAN THAT HIS PERSON&
APPROVAL OF EXIT VISAS GRANTED TO NE AND MY SON AS SENATOR's JACKSON LKNE
XE) LETTER OP APRIL 24 1978 STATE,-AND TO GRANT THE PASSPORT TO MY ROSTACE
SON PLORIN BEJAN,
As a wife of an US CITIZEN-my self a PERMANENT RESIDIT of the USA,-I app
eal te YOU TOO,TO INTEKCED THE STATE DEPARTMENT TO ASSISTED MY SON IN HIS

DESPEPATE EPPOPTS TO OdTAIN TE EXIT VISA,THROUOH THE HUMANITARIAN HELP
OF Mr WCIANO NANTIAPICO (our CONSUL in BUCHAREST) and .f HIS EXCELLENCY
AMBASADOD AernEY . THEY CAN CALL HIM AT MYSISTER TELEPHONE82-97-63,
IdVITE HIM TO OUTCONSULATE AND HELP HIM P"ACTICALY IN ASKINn DIRECT TEA
NICOtAR CrAURFICU '0 DISPO.nr TO rIS SECUIPTTY TO RESPErCT HIS PERSONAL APPROVAL OP NY SON PRIT VISA DATED APRIL 24,19781 DIPLOMATICALLYTRETY CAN
"INOn;WE" THE CO MUNIST PPR31DENT NICOLAE CEAUSrSVC0 T?.AT HIS ORDERS AD
DISPOSITION, ARE DENIED BY SECUITY. HOW
CONEIt AND TO ASX.T BE RESPECTS.
THE 5ON .O? A9AUSITIZ.PN0o WIPE DOES NOT HAVE THE nIGHT TO JOIN

M

.
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CAIMM,

GINORAKL
SENATORS

I the umdersigned Dionisie Gartu, D.D.S. reside in New York at 43-09 40th St.,
Apt. 31, Long Island City, N.Y. 11104. I am coming in front of you to protest the

inhuman treatment by the leaders of Comnist Roman-Dnof the eisres. in the U.S.A.
who vent to reunite with their families.
In October 1977, I asked the Romanian authorities in Bucharest to allow the Immigration
into the U.S.A. of my brother Atanase Gartu, who is an Engineer in Bucharest, my sister
Florica Kiliu from Constant& and their family.
The Ronanten authorities have promised them that they shall receive shortly their
Passports. Four months later, my relatives received the answer that their application
vas rejected.

Since then, I have written to the Romanian officials in Bucharest and Washington, to
intervene in my favor. But I have received no reply.
Then I appealed to several Senators and Congressmen of the U.S.A. to help me reunite
with my family But up to the present, I have achieved no results.
In my depair, I started the hunger strike in front of the White House, the Capitol and
the Romanlmi lbasesy. I continued the protests in front of the Romanian Mission in
New York.
In this mamer, I was attracting the attention of the people on the disregard of the
Romnian Government of my right.
From the windows of the Romanian Mission the employees were threatening me with their
clenched fists and obscene gestures.
In Comunist Romania there is terror, lack of freedom, fear to trust people because
it is well known that two out of three men are informers of the Security Service and
the Police.
All citizens are forced to spy on each other and those %ho refuse are dismissed from
their jobs, or sent to work in the country.
The people are permanently deceived. For over ton years we Vere promised that we shall
work 5 days a week and up to today people are working 7 days a week (also on holidays)
without paid overtime.
the lomanians are forbidden to talk to foreign tourists. If they talk, they must give
to the Police a statement on %bat they said. The tourists are followed all the time
by the Security Service until they leave the country.
The Comeist Party comiits without fear all kinds of abuses, and the people are deprived
of aw rights.
As a proof that the word of the Romanian officials is absolutely worthless, I have
a letter of reply to Congressmen Mario Sisa,
dated April 5, 1978, proving that the
Romnian officials are not respecting their promises even to a Congressman of the U.S.A..
On ground of the above facts, I beg you to refuse categorically to beetow the clause
of the most favored nation to Comnist loomia because the Romanian people have no
benefit and the Commist government Is violating permanently the Helsinky treaty.
Begging you to help ae in the reunification with my family and thanking you for your
kindness and understanding, I beg to remain,
respectful y yours

Dioii

Gartu, D.D.S.
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Dionisie Gartu, D.D.S.
41-20 46th Street, Apt. 2B
Long Island City, New York 11104

ELECT COMMTrrTE 004
NARCOTICSADUMOAND COt4TIFI.
(sx-OmPCIG)

Dear Dr. Gartu:
I have just received notification, from the
Ambassador of Romania, that permission has been
granted to your family to leave Romania. I fully
understand the importance of this matter to you
and am pleased to have been able to assist.
I trust you have already been advised of the
status of this situation by your family. If they
have not yet reached the United States, and I can
be of further service in any way, please be sure to
let me know.
With best wishes, I am

HB/Jm

NIM
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Rada Georgescu
41-34 43rd. St. Cl

L.I.C.

N.Y. 11104

Honourable

Sir,

My name is RADA GEORGESCU ,

Toghether

with my husband Cornelu Georgescu , we were left tfi communist
Romania in January the 16, 1977 to visit my husband's father
Constantin Georgescu who lives in Rome , Italy Via Cavour 278
where we lived between January 18, 77 and April 19, 77.
During this period of time we contacted
the W.CoC. organization and asked for an emmigration visa
to the U.S.A. in order to build up a new life in the free
world. On the April 19th, 77 , my husband and I entered
in the U..A. at Kennedy Airport where we received the
1White Alien Cards
with the following numbers
Rada Georgescu
A21-704-312
Corneliu Georgescu
A21-704-311
Now, we are living and working in N.Y.C.

Since we arrived in the U.S. bothimy mother
ELENA A11DREI who lives in Bucharest-Romania Str. Prisaca
Dornei lir.2, D.D3. Sc.2, Ap.51, tel 438082

and our son j
CONSTANTIN DONCU who lives in Bucharest-Romania Str. Ghita
Serban Nr.2, Bl.e8b, Sc.2, Apt.96.
tried several times to join us in the U.S. but every time
the RomanianGovernement brutally refused to issue them
emigrationpassports. We tried everything possible for us

to get them over , we took part in the hunger stricke in front
of the U.N. on April 10,76, as well as in Washington D.C.
in 1978 and 1979, and now I participating on the protest
action in front of Romanian Mission from Nos York City
in each weekend, for be continue the protest actions against
of the Romanian Governement a
From the moment my mother and our son
requested the emmigration visa there has been constant bluster
upon them. Our son who was employed , was told by the local
party leader and police that he would be fired if he still
should insist to Join his parents who betrayedtheir country
by leaving the communist regime. Niether my mother nor our
son were ever member of the communist party. In the mean
time our son , who is so very young 24 years old, lost his job,
all medical benefits and is now permitted to do only unqualified work, that the government might offer him, and be payed
with the lowest pos bible salary. He is constantly blustered
to be firedagain this time for good.
Please see next page,
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On the other hand , my mother , who is
almost 70 years old , has been refused free medical service

although she has no other income than a poor pension,
She desperately needs medical treatment which we could offer
her here, if she was to come over. She is poverless and
unable to fight against the brutal regime of that beings
in Romania.
I would like to mention that in May 78
and June 79, I sent to my mother and our son an " Affidavit
of Support " as well as to I.r. Consul Luciano angiafico,
the U.S. ambassador in Bucharest.
For the resons mentioned above, the
last chanse and hope is to apply to the U.S. Senate because
of the stand in human rights that U.SeA. is leading in the
world. This is the main reason , freadom , why we chose
the United States as our new home.

Thank you for the interest
in this letter,
Sincerely
Rada Georgescu

July the fourth, 1979

.
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June 19, 1979

Statement to the Hearing of Thursday, July 19, 1979
on Waiving of the Jackson-Vanlk amendment for
Romania
My name isGabriela Michelle Isac, I live in New York State, 819 Route 9W
rack, New York. I am an American citizen, married, resident of New York
State since 1970. In1970 I requested from the Romanian Embassy approval
to renounce to my former Romanian citizenship, request which was granted in
1973 by the State Council of the Republic Socialist of Romania, Decree No.
333 of June 1973.

(

I would like to express my deep concern with regard to the freedom of travel
and emigration in Romania, which seems to be denied to some of those who
wish to join their relatives in West countries. I would like to make particular reference to my sister, Victoria Gatulescu who for the last two years
has been denied a travel document by the Romanian authorities. She is 28
years old, single, was never involved inclassified work and has no outstanding debts. She isentitled to apply for US immigrant visas as soon
-as is issued a passport, however, there have been repeated denials of her
requests forrpassport. There is no reason for this denial, and no reasons
are given'in the rejection notices which she has been receiving for the
past two years. I strongly feel that this isan abuse which should be corrected, and I am sure that the Roumanian authorities could be made to understand that freedo'.of emigration and respect for human rights are indeed
the foundation upon which our country iswilling to build economic relati.gns.
There should be freedom of choice for everybody who is eligible to leave Romania,
not for a selected few. They must understand that our nation prides itself
inhelping to secure the human rights of all men.
Therefore, I respectfully request that the Jackson -Vanik amendment not be
waived until the Roumanian government shows its good faith in allowing
issuance of passports to those who have requested to be allowed to leave.
I am confident that the dbcision which will be taken here today will be instrumental insecuring the best was for my sister and all other Romanian hostages
to achieve their right to freedom.
I would like to ask you to inquire on my sister's present status and request
the REASON for denial of her passport . She is A. P. Victoria Gatulescu,
residing at St. Macaralei No. 6, Bloc M. 27, Sc. 2, Apt 23, Titan, Bucharest.
Perhaps your inquiry will receive an answer - My telegram to the President
Nicolae Ceausescu requesting the reasons for her being denied a passport
has remained unanswered to date...
Would you please make this statement part of the record.
Thank you.
Submitted by Gabriela Michelle Isac
819 Route 9 W
Nyack, New York

On behalf of Victoria Gatulescu
Str. Macaralei No. 6
Bl. M.27, Sc. 2, Apt 23
Titan, Bucharest
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Mrv PAULINA IRPESCU

TR UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMANRIGHTS
Art 13

1,-3voryone has the right to freedom of
movement abd residenee within the border
of eaeh $tat
NEWJERSEY NJ 07022
Everyone has the right to leave any
2.Phone( 2015 941- 1734
country Including his own and to re turn to his country
SIR,
RONORABLE
We are PAULINA LERESCU and IWUAUWS ISRESCU, ROKANIANS born and POLITICAL
REF OE in the USA sine OCTOBER 17,1977 when we *axe in this country
to our son NICOLAN LZWESCU of NEW JE.SEY.
ROMANIA's citizenship and we
Over here we gave up our foster COMMUNIST'
start the stuuggle to fore* the ROMANIAN COMMUNIST P2SIDENT NICOLAS
are
CEAUSESCU to set free our son with his wife and our daughter who
HOSTAGES over therein order to reunite our FORCED S'PAPATED FAMILY.
and
discriminate
Is
still
and
In COMMUNIST ROMANIA all our family was
investigate under hard pressure by SECUITY because our anti-ecuunemt
feelings and action& and of our CHPISTIAN-ORTUODOX faith.
off
My son wife, SILVIA SIMOA LERESCU who is a ENGLISH TEACHER was laid
MORE THAN A YEAR se aueeoded to found
from her job in 1976 and ONLY AFT
SECURITY .
a Job as UN UALIFIED WORKER being uahed all time byRCOKANIA
as NOSTAgESt
Painfully we were fored to left behind in COMMUNIST
enginer,-OU' SON
26,1945,oonstrusetion
NOV
on
1.- CONSTANTIN LERESCUS born
2.- SILVIA SINUNA LERNSCUpborn on SEPT25 1952,NOLISK TEACNV',-HIS WIPE
both residing atiStrada FILDEZWI 2Mr 8 : BUCU'ESTI 4.
1-LIVIA LS'SCU, born on SPT25,195 , computer programmer-OD' DAUrMTER
residing ats CAL1A CALAASI Nr 99, BYCUvESTI ,.
ALL THEIR APPLICATIONS F0' EXIT VISA WERE REJECTED BY SWCURITYCUR MAIL
WAS CUT. OR PHONE COIoRSATIONS TOO.
INEV's SPY
TN ROMANIAN CONUmIST PRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU WHOIS BRE
IN THE FREE WORLD AND THE STALINIST TERRORIST OF ROMANIAN PEOPLE DIRECTED
Mr WOUWS LEWNSCU

221, 3rd St#PAIWWIUV

THM SECURITY.t TERROR AGAINST RELATIVES OF US CITIZENS ANDTIERESIDENTS.
UNIVERSAL
IN DOINGSo H VIOLATED THE PARIS TREATY OP PFACE(1947)
DECLARATION OP HUMAN RIOTS OF UTN(1948) AND ALL UO's R SOW IONS PON
MPE WITH
THE
TOO
VIOLATING
FAMILIES R UNION. HE VIOLATED AND IS STILL
IN 1975,1976,1977 and 1978 and
COMMUNIST ROMANIA WAS GRANT
RIC
SAM(T THREE OF RLSINKI AORE MIIT,(1975 and 1977)

in persuading the
We appeal to YOUHONORABLE SIR, to use YOUR influonee
HIS INTERNATIONAL
POKANIAN COMUNIS1 PRESIDENT NICOLAS CEAUSESCU TO RESPECT
LOB COMITT RENTS AND TO SET FREE OUR HOSTAGES SOIMITH 1IS WIFE AND OUR
1OSTAOE DAUOTER.
TO COMMUWe APPEAL TO TU TO DETEINS THE US CONGRESS TO SUSPEND THE I"
ST FRE
NIST ROMANIA UNTIL THE HOStAO RELATIVES OF HUNOER STRIKERS WFOR POLITIAMNESTY
GENERAL
A
WILL BE
AND UNTIL IN COMMUNIST ROMANIA T
CAL PRISONERS AND THE HUMAN RIGHTS REINSTAURATED,
IN THE USA
WE JOINED TEE EIBtROKANIAN RUNGER STRIKE FOR FASILT REUNION
AND FOR HUMAN RIOTS IN COMMUNIST ROKANIASTARTED IN FRONT OF M UNO IN
MN YOR CITY, ON MAY4,1979.
LO LIFE TO FREF I a
GOD BLESS AMERICAS
Yours sinceely
I
GOD BLLSS
UW

SALENSSCU
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Mr. VasLle Leuca
3315 Verdugo Road
Los Angeles, Ca. 90065
Dear Sirs
For the past two years I have been trying to make arrangements to bring some relatives to the United States from Romania.
It seems that at every turn an obstacle appears and as soon as
it Ls surmounted another and then another appears.
I had hopes that since the Most Favored Nation Status was
granted Romania, immigration might be somewhat easier. It does
not appear that such is the case, at least not in my own two
instances.
Having read that you are amongst those who constantly
battle for human rights, I have taken the liberty of writing
this letter to you in hopes that in some way you might be able
to help or intercede. I would be eternally grateful.
My relatives referred to ares
My sister ADRIANA IORDANESCU, 33, Accountant, her
husband IORDAN IORDANESCU, 36, Truck Driver, and
their children, GIOVANI GIUNCA, 16, and BOGDAM
IORDANESCU, 8. Their address:
AleLa Cimpul Cu Flori, Nr. 12
Bl. A 49, et. 3, Apr. 55, Sc. D
Sector 7 - Drumul Tabere
Bucharest, Romania
Telephone: 78.11.45
My cousin MARIANA MARDARE, 33, Computer Programmer,
her husband CALIN MARDARE, 39, Computer Technician,
and their daughter IULIA MIHABLA MARDARE, 7. Their
address:
Str. Baiculesti, Nr. 17
B1. C 13, Apt. 63
Sector 8 - Cartier Pajura
Bucharest, Romania
Telephone. 67.08.42
Thank you for any help that might be able to give.
Respectfully,

Vasile Leuca
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From;

Constantin arandici
6713 West Clinton
Cleveland, Ohio 44102
Phones:
(216) 651-4395
(216) 391-3865 ext 226

MARRIED FOR SEVEN YEARS

SEPARATED FOR ONE
YEAR WITHOUT HOPE
OF REUNIFICATION.

wai5RN

to

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Ar 1. 13
Pg. 1. Everyone has the right to freetim
of movement and resident within
the border of each state.
Pg. 2. Everyone has the right to live in
any country, including his own and
to return to his country.
Dear Sir:
I, Constantin Marandici, was born in Bucharest, Romania in 1949 and
currently I am residing at the above address in the United States.
Due to the intense dislike of the communist dictatorship in Romania,
and knowing that our lives (mine and my familys') were in jeopardy, I was
able to escape to Turkey and later I received political asylum in the
U.S.A.
My wife,
is constantly
liberty. The
papers to her
my choice for

Olivia Marandici, currently residesin Romania where she
harassed by communist authorities because of my escape to
Romanian authorities have been refusing the necessary exit
for over a year, thus committing an act of revenge against
freedom.
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Her petitions for an exit visa from Romania have been rejected six
times without an indication as to the legal reasons. The authorities
did imply to her that they would never let her leave the country.
The Romanian secret police is harassing her constantly, both at
work and at home. The correspondence is under surveyance and very seldom
is received by her. Our teleph6nb conversations are tapped and sometimes
interrupted.
In order to obtain my wife's release, I joined The Eighth Romanian
Mr. Ceausescu,
Brwer Strike for Family Reunion in the United States,
the Romanian co nunist President violated, (1) all United Nations resolutions concerning family reunions, (2) the Most Favorite Nation express
conditions of easing immigration from Romania, and (3) the Helsinky Agreement.
In the following days, the Congress of the United States will review
the Most Favorite Nation clause accorded to Romania in view of the VanickUnder the Amendment,
Jackson Amendment for the extension of such clause.
Romania will be extended the Most Favorite status only if it demonstrates
to
immigrate.
the rights of the Romanian citizens
On behalf of my wife and myself, I am imploring you sir, to intercede
with the members of Congress and/or anybody that could influence the
Romanian authorities in granting the exit papers for my wife in order to
be reunited.
Respectfully yours,

Constantin Marandici
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FRCM:
ir STEFAN NOVAG

TH' .*J'IVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Aft 13
1.- Everyone has the right to freedom of
movement and residence within the borders of each state.
2.- Everyone hAs the right to leave any country including his own and to return to
his country
HONORABLE
SIR,

12910 Sprecher Ave
CLEVELAND-OHIO
Phone( 216) 433-7749

I am engineer STEFAN NOVAC, ROMANIAN born and a POLITICAL REFUGEE
in the USA since FEBRUARY 17, 1979.
In my native country, today COMMUNIST ROMANIA, I worked As an engineer but all times I was close wached by SECURITY because my anticommunist feelings end actions.Several times I was investigated by
SECURITY under hard pressure.°I succeded to obtAin an EXIT VISA for
a COLECTIVE EXCURSION by cars, a round trip excursion wlthoprivate
cars to VIENNA(AUSTRIA) and back to BUCHAREST on AUGUST 25,1979
In VIENITA(AUSTRIA) I defected and I asked for POLITICAL ASYLUM.I vat
granted with by the HIGH COMMISSIONER rOR REFUGEES of UNO of GENEV5
and then I arrived in the USA as a POLITICAL REFUGEE. .
-Now, my self I am free and I enjoy the SAINT FREEDOM here In

the USA

But painful I was forced to left behind in COMMUNIST ROMANIA as
HOSTAGES:
I.- VICRICA NOVAC,55,M.D.-MY WIFE
2.- ALEXANDRU NOVAC, 24, our son
residing at: STRADA CONSTANTIN BRANCUSI'fr 7, Bloc D 14, Scara A,
EtA3 S, APt'36"BUCURESTI 74406(Phone 22.68.13)
3.- MIHAI :,OVAC,29. our son
4.- ADRIANA NOVAC,'-.HIS WIPE
5;- ANDREI NOVAC,3, !their SON
6.- CRISTIAN NOVAC,2,-their SON
all of them(#3-6)°residLng at: BULEVARDUL I'MAI'Nr 327,Bloc 12,Scare
A, EtaJ 3, Apt 16, BUCURESTI 78332 Phone(65. 90.78)
On AUGUST 1978 I sent AFFIDAVITS of SUPPORT to the US EMBASSY In
BUCHAREST for all of them
s'ey applied for EMIGRATION in order to REUNIFY OUR FORCED SEPARA TED FAMILY but except the fact that all of them ARE UNDER HARD INVES
TIGATION OF SECURITY WHICH IS ACHING THEM CLOSE AND BY THE WAY MY
SON ALEXANDRU NOVAC WAS ARRESTED AND INVESTIGATED ON NOV 1978 WHEN
HE TRIED TO SEE OUR CONSUL OVER THERE(Mr LUCIANO MANGIAPICO) THEY
DID NOT RECEIVE ANY RESPONSE ABOUT THEIR APPLICATIONS TO DATE.
My wife submited ME.ORANDUM to all ROMANIAN competent authorities
THE SECURITY, THE GOVERNMENTAL COMISSION-FCR PASSPORT, THE COUNCIL
OF STAT', THF PRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU.
Any answer, except the one: TO WAIT UNITIL MARCH 19793
On ?.4RCH'1979 they receive the answer: THEIR APPLICATIONS WERE
REJECTED..,
THIS IS NICOLAE CEAUSESCU's STALINIST TERROR AGAINST RELATIVES OF
US CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS DESPITE THE FACT THAT HE WAS GRANTED WITH
MFN IN ORDER TO RESPECT THE HUMAN RIGTS I MEAN THE FAMILY REUNION.
ON JUNE 1,1979 I JOINED THE EIGHT ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR FAMILY
REUNION IN THE USA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN ROMANIA STARTED IN FRONT
OF U1O IN NEWYORK ON MAY 24,1979 AND CONTINUED IN WASHINGTON DC.
I appeal to YOU HONORABLE SIR,To use your Influence in persuading
the RCMANIAN COMINIST PRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU THAT IN RESPECT
OF HUMAN RIGHTS, OF MFN AND BASKET THREE OF HELSONKI AGREEMENT TO
SET PRE" .Y HOSTAGE FAMILY IN ORDER TO BE REUNITE HERE IN THE USA
I APPEAL TO YOU TOO, TO DETERMINE THE USA CONGRESS TO NOT GRANT ANY
LONGER THE MPN TO COMMUNIST RONANIA UNTIL ALL RELATIVES OF HUNGER
SEJ FREE AND UNTiL THV
tAR
E NTnk -you

BESTTRrtY
AECOPRKLY AVAILBLE
4,cerely yours
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Dragos Popesou
31-77 33rd St. Apt. 13,
L.I.C., N.Y. 11106

Honorable Sir:
I am an American citizen and I appeal to your Hmanitarian
Support as the only hope to have my family reunited.
It is well known that granting of the most-favored-nationtrade treatment to Romania was conditioned on compliance with the
freedom of migration provision.
It is well known . that the Comnmunist Romania it is making
the emigration more and more difficult anvryoftnPss~,b
Even though the Human Rights rewarding family reunification
and freedom to immigrate are legalized both by the Romanian laws
and the International Agreements ratified by the Romanian Government
practically they are very o:Cten ignored and the worst of it is that
they are violated by the very people who have to reinforce them.
The double standard regarding Romanian laws it is obvious. There is a
liberal lawwritten on the paper, which is designed to make a good
up the international prestige of the
impresion abroad and to lift
Socialist Romania and there is another unwritten law, totally oposed
to the first one , wich is applied inside of the country.
I realized this tragic fact when:
-my brother Doru-Eugeniu Popescu, M.D., born 3/31/38,
-his wife Coralia-Lacramioara Popescu, M.D., born 9/25/38,
-their daughter Adina-Ioana Popesou, born 9/2!;/63,
all of then residing at 1he address: Str. Ciurea, Xr. 9, Apt. 2,
Bloc E2, So. A, Sect. 3, Bucharest. Romania,
asked Romanian Authorities for the Exit Visas.
On f2/28/78 they filled out at the U.S. Embassy in Bucharest all the
necessary forms for the U.S. Immigrant Visas. As a result or tho
approval received from the U.S. State Department, the U.S. Embassy
in Bucharest confirmed that they qualify for the U.S. Immigrant Visas.
Their applications for the Exit Visas have been repeatedly denied
by the Passport Department of the City of Bucharest (File Nr. 22121).
At 1heir appeals to these refusals (Nr. 1675/IIE from 5/19/79 addressed
to the Romanian State Council and Nr. 63211 from 5/23/79 addressed
to the Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party) they did
not receive any answer.
Instead the Comunist Romanian Aythorities started to:
-put the constant preasure on my brother and his wife in order to
determine then to change their minds,
-put them in

an awkard position on their jobs,

-completely supress their corespondence addressed to me, making
our commnuication very difficult,
-harass and force them to live in permanent nervous stress.
c-e-s -jus-1 a forman-- a
If the extending the M.F.N. Clause to
mality:I am sure that the Human Rights in Romania will be more and more
violated and ur families will never be reunited.
Thank you r'or your Humanitarian Support.
Sincerely yo

Dragos Popesou.
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betterr N. 9

D-.nr Gutza (1:y Ro:an!-n n-cknv':ie) l214.2/79
:
Cot the
i've got t:,e i:ipressi-on that my '. 7, e,-en ir, 8 letters
lae baluok as 37r, 6, so I will ropect again the rost important
ev-nts u to the present ttne.
On 3/4/7% I received t',e answer fro'i the passportt Department
of the City of Bucharost stating: 'le inform you that you wasre denied
the Arplication forns for te Exit Visas. Signed Chief of the
PassDort Deartent...illlgible." ( This was bearing t:e _r, 22121,
w ch is the 3.r, of ey file at the Passport Department).
On 1t/10/79 I received an ic'entical answer( with th2 sene H:r.
22121 uhrefro,: I coe to t.:e concussion that this is the 11r, of :,y
fille).
On 3/13/79 I railled a rezistred letter to the Passport Depnrt.-ent( because there is no roan one could fix an anpoint:.ent) and
on 11/179 I r.:ailled a n-e:io to the Linistcr of the Intor.nal Affairs.
On 1/1/79 I received an answer fron the assp.ort Depart-.ent
bearing the 1'r.22121, which was identical with . e previous answes,
except having aeded in pen : " As a result of your rnenol..'
On It/30/79 finally I xaanage to set an a pcint.ient with the
ressrort Deartrent of the City of Bucharest. They tryed to delayed
this
and co-licate an already co:inlicated situation saying tat
defend gn the uvernr:onbal Corriision for Passports and Co-m.unist
Health) (.y brother and his wife
eDeparo- e-nt
Party (-.-A.f_
-one 1ch does 1nS agree. They
being I*Ds) and that the late one is4f the |Departe to p3ly again at 01e Co:-iunist Party Co-i
s
ev
a
el I nnaged to get an a point, ent vith the Co-nunist
miont
Partv Co'..it)'of the H!ealth Departnent. The: told ne that they don't
have anything to do in connection with this r.;tter.
On 5/11/79 I had an anpolntnent with the Governmental Coreetsasion on Passports. They told itethat the problem does not depend on
then and that they receive just those files wbich ha.ve already the
Arlication forms for the Exit Visas granted to them.
Total derconsidowatlon, passing you from one to the others , and
everybody saying that is soebodyalse's problem,. I expressed my ,protart against their provocations and bureaucratic policy, warning then
that they will bear all the responsability for this.
On 5/18/79 I got an appointnent at the Central Comity of the
Corrtnist Party, where I ;zas told that I ra'st change my :nind because
according to ne, est regulations nobody will allowed to e rricrate any oe.
i .:ar exprctinr- fro, ,Them to r:s-.ct anO defend
1:yco-plpint tat
our law.s was in vain( Leentlie I found that people without any relatives abroad got the Annlication Forns for t-c Extit Visas.)
apo.inont at tho State Couc!Il where the rnly
I3_4-a24!//0/-W/7
thln- I coul6 do was to leave a :e::o ( -r. 1;,7s/us front 5/19/7' ).
the Rov-tni:,n
Viao
. sane also an mo::o to te Central Co :
63211 fro: E/?3/7S.) Teort"foaly I -ave to
Co'.rnunist Party (r.
receive an -nawer within -.0 days, but usually the memo .:s sfnd ba0e
t- the 'assrort De.-artnent a- so the ol" v'c, owe c*rc-." rjstts.
n'enil
of the
'
n .rc .o to t'-n Zrr
miail a 'rTIica"
-::orro.w I -l n to
an a,'eintnemt .. ot~lvet' n
ctc,
my
.'tta!.-s. Thcey rei

s~owl gn to th: Fn:,sport Do-art ent. Ovathct.c you usually
ct the sane sectionion if
ore not re-iske- well In
.ou advsnc d
throu-> your Police Section. Your Foliec. Section Coos rot "e ister
nui unless you P>ot: it U-int :c, '- v b3en -r viou-ly ejec d by

s"--

E TP-

D3

t_
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This is a flsgeant vitiation of both national end international
agreements. I thknk that our president is not aware of this violations but it is impossible to co:.,.unicate with him. You havea noth'nhunger
left but gat a par:ard , Get doun in the street and declare
strike. I told then that you are going to protest and talko all the
necessary actions in the U.S., but Ley said tiey don't care.
I have boon to the .Anerican !I.bassy but I could not speak to
the 'r. Consul. I was informed though that as a result of your actions
in the U.S. riy n ne is on his list.
After all this harassront I could hardly concentrate on 'y
work for the E.C.F:G.. As a conclusion the rain field of fight
have to be moved in the U.S. 'here like here, is required a lot of
calm perseverence and Judgenent. If you have all this qualities you
will succeed at the end, even thouli., one could not tell how. long
it will take.
Ficase write me the Kr. of the last letter you received , to
stop repeating the same stories all over again. : The letter Yr. 7
was registred and signature request.)
Eany kisses from us.
DAL
P.S. ?ry to push the Ro:anian Thbassy overthore, and nay be t-e good
idea to write a letter, in adequate terms, to our resident.
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loan-Viotor STOICA
Oliupia STOIOA
Aldea STOICA (father)
66-22 Pleet St. 4B
Forest Hills NY.
Now York 11315
Tel. 212.268.o163

New York, July 9, 1979

HONORABLE SIR,

A long time ago our relatives did not receive the
passports from the Romanian Government to immigrate to the US.A, i
- Efrem & Jenioa ZAHARIA (parents)s StrNhinesou 22,
Bloc 7, Ap,22, 2000 Plolestis Romania,
- Romulus & Mariana STOIOA (brother & sister-in-low)i
BlvdAi,Vlahuta 59, Bloc 141, SoaB, Ap,41, 2200 Brasov, Romania,
- Toeodor, Aurelia & Tiberiu ZAHARIA (Brother, sisterin-lowp nephew)e StrM.ainesou 22p Blo 2, Ap.13, 2000 Ploiesti,
- Neculae V3R]STEBAU (oouein)s Str. Patriotilor 1,
Bloc PM 16, Sc,Bp Ap.38, Sector IT, 74594 Buourestip Romania.
We Joint the 8th, Romanian Hunger Strike for family
reunion in the U,,A, in the name of the Human Rights and signed
by the Romanian Government.
We would like to request not to grant an extension
of the MIN to community Roanla until all hostage relatives of
hunger strikers will be set free.

Sincerely yours,
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l15-59,

'111e. UHIUIV
tSAf, VECLARAT]ON OF 11UYAN RIGHTS

Art 13

S'T::.CHE
45th St, Apt 2 D

W:odslde, NY 11377

Phone(21P) 937-9125

I.- sver: cne has the right to freedom of

movement and residence within the bor-

ders of each state
2g- Everyone has the right to love any
country Including his own and to return
to hip country
TIONORABlE XA It1VAN, HONORABLE SENATORS,

I am AUREL S2TECHE ROM{ANIAN born forner POLITICAL REFUGEE in the USA
Pince JANUARY 27,1477-now a PFRFAkiET RESIDENT of this country.

In my native country CON'UNIST ROPANIA because of my CHRISTIAN and
A! 21-COV.UNIST feelings and actions *.despite the fact that I was a
simple busdriver(what mean IA-CONNIST IPEOLOGYt::WORKER CLASS) I was*%
allowed to attend a FACULTY and I can't afford to support a FAYILY with
low ineme,! tried hard to',esch a FREE country together ry fiancee
A ANDRAS, We lived together, she became pregnant and she give born to
a baby girl-now 7 years old, We acted separately to otain an EXIT VISAS
because over tiere if one of spouses suoeed to obtain a passport ,his m'
her spouse and children has to be HOSTAGES until the other one came badc
from his or her overseas trip. For this reaso" we don't got inrried.
She tried uhsuccesful to 'obtain the EXIT VISAS.I took the desperate deelsion to get underground: I srossed illegally the ROMANIAN-JUGOSLAVIAN
bo.-der in sweexiig across the DANUBE river then I walked acresse all
JUO.SLAVIA and I crossed illegally too the JUGO.SLAVIAN-AUSTRIAN border
In AUSTRIA I aked and I was granted with POLITICAL ASYLUM by the HIGH
CO'2ISSIONER FOR REFUGEES od UNO of GENEVA,Then with GOD's help I reached the USA where I'm enjoing the SAINT FREEDOM and all the opportunity
esef a new life being the owner of a TAXICAB.
But painfully I wAs forced to-left'behin in COI-Q1NIST ROFANIA as HOSTACE
I.- EVA ANDRASborn on MAY 26,l94S,.qrlefn,¢%' n, I"" FlAYCSE

',irc)
DAUGETER(anrl
SETARU
2,-SYONA.4
residence" Str-rl- F" DA')'A "Y"T-1 IC
1RYA0-'IA
for-er
-y" her
nt 7,
reslng,
looth
ROFAIIIA.
BRASOV
Io
Apt
3o,
TUIU7 UP 11, 13c
IN ORDER
ATL HER ATT EMPTS To OBTAIN kXIT VISAS FOR HER AND HER TODAIGIITFR7
GET .iARIIED FOR

AND
MIAT BOTH TO BE REUNITED WITH ME HERE IN THE USAREJECTED
BY SECURITY.
OUR FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY REUNIFICATION WERE
AND THREATENED HER W]R4
PRESSURE
THE SECURITY InVESTIGATED HER UNDER HARD
EMIGRATE.
PERSUADE
wIIn.
SHE
IF
HOSPITAL
CoNFINF1N.T INPSYCHIATRICPRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU WHO TO
IS BREZHNEV's
-ITE ROMAIAN COMqWNIST
SPY in the FREE WORLD AND THE TRAITOR AND STALINIST TIRANT OF ROMANIAN
PEOPLE TERRORISE THE RELATIVES OF AMERICAN CIT7ZE113 tND PESIDENTS, AS MY
FIANCEE AND OUR DAUGHTER 7, IN DOING SO n2 VIOLATED'TTIE PArjIS Tir"ATY OF

PEACE(l917) UNO'. UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIOHTS(1948) THE HEL-

SI1LI AGREEMENT'BASPt.T THREE: (IN MY CASE IN Rw FERENCE TO VIXEID MARRIAGE)
A CONDI.
AID THE fXPRESS CODITION OF EASING THE EMIGRATION FROM ROMANIAn
WITH THE USA UPON THE TRADE AGREEMENT
TION WITH WHICH HE CLOSE AGREED
6
(1974)AND THE MF7 In1975.197 ,1977 and 1978 too..

FOR FAHI
joined THE SIXTH SEVENTH AND EIGnTH ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKES
ROMANIA.
LY REUNION IN THE USA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COFF.lUffIST"
ON
. FIANCEE EVA ANDRAS AND OUR DAUGHTER 7 STPONA SELARU,ARE ENLISTED
HANDLED EL
US SENATE LIST FOR FAMILIES REUNIFICATION AND VIX T)ONMARRIAGES
FOV 2o-21,1978 in

-I

A FIVE US SENATORS DELEGATION TO NICOI.AE CFAUSESCU
BUCHAREST AND @0 STEFAN ANDREI TE ROANIAN FOEIGIN AFFAIRS INISTERINBY
A DELEGATION OF US COYGRISS COIYISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION

15-P,1979, In BUCHARFST TO.
EUR'PE ON TMAY
NIC?
I APPEAL TO IS SENATE TO PERSUADE THE ROANIAN TCOi1'1'IST PRESIDENT,SThL
LAE CEAUSESCTI TO GRAET THE EXIT VISA TO 1'- FIA CUE AND DAPORTER
HOSTAGES OVER TERE.
I ASK THAT US SENATE DO NOT GRANT ANY lONGER. THE MI TO COV?'UNIST ROMANIA
.UNTIL ALL HOSTAGE R LATIVES OF US CITIZENS AND US RESIDENTS WIlL BE SET
FPEE AND UNTIL THE IITIAN RIGHTS WI! SF r'EI1'STAT'TA'PrD OVER THERE THROU(I
A GENERAL ANSTY FOR POLITICAL PRISON-PRS.
GD BT.rSS ARI,9CAI

AVATl,STREC11F.
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FROM:
Krs MARIA STREZA

THE UNIVERSAL DECLAR4TI0
N OP HUMAN RIGHTS
Art 13

Mrs MIRCEA STREZA
1952 W 54

I.-

CLEVELAND-OHIO 44102

Everyone has the right to freedom of
movement and residence within the borders

of each state

Phone(216) 651-4277

2.- Everyone has the right to leave any country incliding his own and to return to
his country.

H ON OR A B L Z

S I R,'

r an MARIA STREZA(maiden name MUSTEA) ROMANIAN born and a POLITICAL
REFUGEE in the

USA since SEPTEMBER 9,1978.As a engineer I was close.
wached by SECURITY and several timed investigated by, because of my
anti-communist feelings and actions. After a lot of attempts to escape
from communism finely I succeded to obtain a TURIST PASSPORT for a visit in FRANCE. I defected in WIENNA(AUSTRIA) where I asked for POLITIcal ASYLUM and I was granted with by the HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
OF UNO of GENEVE*
Here In theUSA I married MIRCEA STREZA, who this year will become an
US CITIZEN. He applied for and the proceedings are on the way.
Sipce I was in EMIGRATION CENTER TRAISKIRCHEN in AUSTRIA I started my
action to REUNIFY my FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY, HOSTAGE IN COMMUNIST
ROMANIA:
1.- IOAN GRIGORIU,born on DECEMBER 21,1947,engineer, - MYSON
2.- LILIANA GRIGORIU,born on DECEMBER 18,1952, teacher,-HIS WIFE

residing at: ALEEA NICULITEL, Nrl, Bloc D 4. Apt 9, Eta) 2, Scnra*'l

BUCURESTI 5(Phone 83 26 41)
My son is close wached by SECURITY and his wife was laid off from her
job since I arrived In the USA as a POLITICAL REFUGEES
All their applications were rejected by SECURITY * Our mail was cut
Our phone calls too.
My husband's sister who Is HOSTAGE too In COMMUNIST ROMANIA:
3.- PARASCHIVI HALKAGHI ,born on SEPTEMBER 24,1924,
residing at: PIATA ARMELOR Nr 9, SIBIU
was laid off from her job in 1969 when her brother succeded to esoppe
from COMMUNIST ROMANIA and only one year latter she succeded to found
a job as a simple worker(ofitae cleaner) She applied for EXIT VISAS in
1970, 1971, 1972, 1973,1974,1975,1976,1977 and 1978 and 1979.AI1 her
applications for EXIT visa were rejeoted'-by COMMUNIST SECURITY.
Tis is the STALINIST TERROR OF NICOLAE CEAUSESCU AGAINST RELATIVES OF

USA CITIZENS AND RESIDENTS.

In doing so, the ROMANIAN COMMUNIST PRESIDENT NICOLAE CEAUSESCU VIOLA
TED THE PARIS TREATY OF PEACE(1947) THE UNIVERSAL ECL!RATION OF HUMAI
RIGHTS OF UNO and all UNO's RESOLUTIONS IN REFFERENCE TO FAMILY REUNIFICATION, THE mF EXPRESS CONDITION OF FAMILY REUNION(19751976,1977,
and 1978 too) and BASKET THZEE OF HELSINKI AGREEMENT(1975 and 1977 In

BELGRAD-JUGOslAVIA)

I appeal to you, HON.ORABLE SIR to use your influence in persuading the

tional committements in refference to,MN RIGHTS and first of all

THE MPH which him self agreed with ak,-TO GRANT IMMEDIATE THE EXIT
VISA TO OUR HOSTAGE RELATIVES IN ORDER TO REUNIFY OUR FORCED SEPARATED
pAI bY .
WE JOINED THE EIGHT ROMAXIAN HUNGER STRIKE FOR FAMILY REUNION IN THE

USA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COMMUNIST ROMANIASTARTED IN FRONT OF UNO
IN NEW YORK CITY ON MAY 24,1979 AND CONTINUED IN WASHINGTON DC IN
FRONT OF THE WHITE HOUSE, ROMANIAN EMBASSY AND ON CAPITOL's STEPS
WE DO NOT LEFT THE HUNGER STRIKE's PLACE UNTIL OUR HOSTAGE RELATIVES
WILL JOIN US HERE IN THE USA.
Thank you, HONORABLE SIR, for your HUMANITARIAN SUPPORT.
Sincerely YOURS,

MARIA STRE?:A

MIRCEA STRP-',.A
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Virginia Tatu
369 Park Avenue 1OF
Orange, New Jersey 07050
"We shall pay any price, bear
any burden meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any
foe to assure the survival of
liberty."
J.F.Kennedy
Honorable Sir:
At the time when the hearings regarding the extention of MFN to
Romania are taking place, as an american citizen and a taxpayer,
I felt that it is my duty to make aware the U.S. Senate about
Romania's compliance with the assumed obligations of easing the
emigration policy to its' citizens. Ratifying the Declaration
of Human Rights at Helsinki in 1975, Romania promised its' people
the liberty to choose another country to live in, if they so desire. So far, these are just words on paper for Romania and
they will continue to be so, until the Romanian Government will
not be made responsible for the breach of promise to its' people
and to the United States. The only reason Romania signed the
Declaration of Human Rights, was to facilitate the obtaining of
most-favored-nation trade treatment from United States. Between
1975 to 1977, Romania's emigration policy was going to a more liberal
direction. Immediately after MFN treatment under the authority of
the Trade Act of 1974 was granted to Romania, instead of promoting
a freer emigration, she tightened its' policy making it impossible
for its citizens to reunite with their families abroad.
They ignore the Jackson-Vanik amendment and they will continue to
do so, until United States will reinforce tougher control methods
of Romania's compliance with its' provisions.
The balance of trade with Romania may show you growing figures in
exchanges, but the humanitarian purposes of MFN are not reached at
all.
The everyday life of people is becoming unbearable. In Romania there
is a new privilegiated ruling class, who is enjoying a totally different
life style from the rest of the people. Corruption at all levels is
a general occurrence. To live in Romania is to be part of the ruling
class, otherwise to buy A loaf of bread becomes a problem. The new
ruling class beneficiates of out of the reach stores, where they can buy
everything they need, special farms where they grow cattles, poultry and
vegetables where common people are not permitted. They also beneficiate
of special housing conditions.
The real people of Romania feel forgotten and without any hope for the
future.
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To ask for a passport with an exit visa from Romania is an impossiBElt , unless you are a member of the ruling class. The only people
they let out are those who are working for the communist dictatorship who acts also as a s6le employer, it's directives being obeyed
by all appointed secretaries of PCR in any kind of institutions.
To ask for an application for a passport means to expect immediately
to e-fired from your job, to be harrassed, threatened with imprisonment, forced labor camps or Confinement in mental hospitals and at
the risk of never receiving an application, never mind to be let go
in another country to live in freedom and human dignity.
This was the case of my 2 brothers:
1.

PASNICU MIHAI (and LAURENTIA - his wife)
domiciled at: Aleea Lunca Cernei nr. 4
Bloc D47-Sc. C et 4 apt. 44
Buc., Sector 7
last negation #213100 - 5/3/79 - File #421

2.

PASNICU ALEXANDRU (AURELIA - his wife and DANIEL their 3 year
old child)
domiciled at: Intr. Ancorei nr. 6
Buc. Sector 6
last negation #213101 - 5/11/78 - File #431

They expressed their desire to leave the country in June 1978 and so
far, eventhough they wrote endless number of petitions, went before
all the committees, they did not receive even the applications for the
passports. All this time they were discouraged and treated without
any dignity for their intentions. All the representations made in
my behalf by Hon. Sen. H. Jackson, Wm. A. Harrison, Jr., House Representatives M. Fenwick and J. Minish have had no results.
That's why I've joined the Romanians protest against the repeated
violations of human rights in Romania.
""n ASK THE U.S. SENATE TO DELAY MFN TO ROMANIA UNTIL ALL OUR FAMILIES
Z LET GO FREE FROM THAT COUNTRY. AT THE SAME TIME, SHE SHOULD BE
MADE RESPONSIBLE FOR IGNORING IT'S OWN SIGNATURE ON THE DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS."
Please do not take away the hope of those who believe in our country
and what she stands for in the world. Help them to live in freedom
and for the love of god.
Sincerely,

Vigginia Tatu
Attached there is a list of the participants in hunger strike and
demonstration of protest.
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STRE"I
.
Ad0

4-59g 4tb st, Apt 2 D
WOODSID3, r 11377
Phone (2 12 ) 937-9125

Dear M MICHAEL STERN,
send iee opies of my testimony seeking the relea.-* of my FIANCEE
IVA ANDRAS and our DAUGHTER 7 years old, SIMONA SEIARU, HOSTAGES in
CON UNIST RO ANIA to be printed In CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of the HEARING
of US SENATE

COMITTEN ON FINANCE about

)MN

As participant to the SIXTH SEVENTH and EIGHTH ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKES

FOR FAMILIES REUNION IN THE USA AND FOR HUMAN RIGTS IN COMMNIST ROMinA ,I PLEASF YOU TO ACCEPT THAT M Y CASE TO BE PRESENTED TO THE ORAL
HEARING OF JULY 19,1979 BY Dr DIMTTRIE G APOSTOIIUPRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICAN -ROM4ANIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHT ORGANISLMS
PARTICIPANT AND SPOKESMAN OF All EIGHT ROMANIA?' HUNGER STRIKES FOR
FAMILY REUNIION IN THE USA AND FOR HUMAN RIGHTS IN COMMLINIST ROMANIA
SINCERELY YOURS

;

AURNT, STREC E
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Statement for July 19, 1979
Hearing of the U. S. Senate
Counittee on Finance
Subcommittee on International Trade

American group for the Family
Reunification and Freedom to
Emigrate in Romania
Spokesman:

Dragos Popescu
31-77 33rd St.
Apt 13
L. I. C., New York

11108

Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators:
On behalf of American Romanians fighting for family
reunification and freedom of emigration for all native
Romanians, I would like to express our gratitude for allowing us the opportunity to testify before this committee.
When the United States granted the Most Favored Nation's
(MFN) Clause to Romania, it was with the hope and expectation
that it would induce the Romanian government to relax its
emigration laws.

Facts, however, speak to the contrary.

The granting of this Clause has not facilitated the emigration process, nor has it aided in the move toward family
reunification.

In fact emigration becomes increasingly

difficult with-each passing year.
We have in our possession hundreds of pages documenting
incidences of human rights violations and emigration abuses
proving that the so-called liberal Romanian laws are not,
in fact,liberal.

They are merely used as ploys by this

communist government to enhance its international image
while it propagates its violations against its citizens at
home.
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A Romanian citizen attempting to secure a passport risks
the followings
- spending an unlimited amount of time before several
committees and commissions;
- being subjected to permanent police surveillance and
hard censorship.
- being forced to live with the constant dread of rep
cussions.
- losing his job and jeopardizing his future and that of
his family.
- being humiliated, harassed, or even beaten.
After all these indignities, he is still quite likely to
be denied his passport.

Bearing these facts in mind, few

Romanians dare to risk the anger of their government.
Deception is a common ruse used by the Romanian government
to cover up its violations.

One significant effort to deceive

the world was the releasing of a batch
them abroad as "political refugees".

of criminals and sending
This move enabled the

government to falsely claims
1. the loosening of emigration laws.
2. the freedom of political prisoners to emigrate (most of
the men shipped abroad were, in fact, common criminals).
While ridding itself of its undesirables, the Romanian
government was able to enhance its reputation by claiming falsely
to have freed political prisoners.

The criminals, labeled as

"political refugees", were used later to discredit the true
political prisoners who were blamed for the crimes committed
by Romanian prisoners abroad.
The communist Romanian'newspapers presented the horrors
of the Austrian in-transit camp as products of the capitalist
world.

They, of course, refused to acknowledge that these
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criminals were planted to discourage emigration.

Despite

outside pressure, many of the government's unorthodox practices
are still rampant.
We have been demonstrating peacefully in front of the
Romanian Mission to the United Nations in New York for one
month and a half.

We have been demanding and still are

demanding freedom of emigration and family reunification.
This demonstration is a continuation of our two-week hunger
strike whioh was held in Washington at the end of May.

Our

aim is to make the United States government and the American
public more aware of the plight of the Romanian citizens and
the existing violations against their basic human rights in
their own country.

We believe that persistent negative

publicity would severely retard our government's efforts
prevent emigration.

In our fight for human rights and

freedom to emigrate, we appeal to you, our Senators and to the
American public for your continued support.
flow of human suffering.

Help us stem the

Families are being destroyed.

Finally, we are convinced that human rights violations
in Romania will escalate if the extension of the MFN Clause
were granted.

Do not aid the Romanian government in

these wrongs.

We believe that the threat of nullifying

the MFN Clause might have a significant effect on the
Romanian government's attitude to its emigration and human
rights problems.
Thank you for your humanitarian support.

Dragos Popescu
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PARTICIPANTS IN HUNGER STRIKES
AND DEMONSTRATIONS Of PROTEST
TATU VIRGINIA
369 Park Avenue - 1O
Orange, New Jersey,07050

In behalf of

RELATIVES
Brother & his wife
PASNICU mIHAI & LAURENTIA
Aleea LwIca Cernei nr.4

Bl.D 47 So.0 et.4 apt.44

JOSEPHINA CRAMER
34 - 38 33rd.Street
Long Island City
New York 11106

In behalf of

Duc. sector 7
Brotherlhis wife & child
Str.Intrarea Ancorel nr.6
Buo, sector 6
PASNICU ALEXANDRU,AURELIA & DANIEL
Fiancee
ALEIANDRU PAULESCU
Str.Stupinei nr.27
Buc. sector 3

File nr.II ASIO868

1979

PAULINA .ERESCU
221 Third Street
Pairview,N.J. 07022

In behalf of

Son.his wife & daughter
CONSTANTIN,SILVIA LERESCU &
their daughter
Str.Fildesului nr.8
Buc.sector 4
Daughter
LIVIA LERESCU
Str.Calarasi nr.99
Buc.sector 4

GEOROESCU RADA
41-34 43rd.Street
New York,N.Y.11104

In behalf of

Mother
ELENA ANDREI
Str.Prisaca Dornei nr.2
Bl.D 3 Sc.2 et.2 apt.51
Bue.sector 4
Son
CONSTANTIN DONCU
Str.Ghita Serban nr.2
Pl. 8b Sc.2 et.8 apt.96
Buo.sector 4
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OLIMPIA STOICA
Forest HillsN.Y.

In behalf of

Parents
ZAHARIA EFRD4 & JENICA
Str.Mihail FYinescu nr.22

B1.7 apt.22 Plolesti
Brother.his wife & child
ZAHARIA TEODORAURELIA & TIBflIU
Str.Mihail Eminescu nr.22
B1.2 Apt.13 Plolesti
ALDEA STOICA

In behalf of

Son & his wife
ROMULUS STOICA & MARIANA
Blvd.Alex.Vlahuta nr.59
B1.141 Sc.B apt.41
Brasov
Nephew
VIRESTEANU NECULAI
Str.Patriotilor nr. 1
Bl.PM 16 Sc.B apt.38
Buo.sector 4

DRAGOS POPESCU
31 - 77 33rd.Street
Long Island City,
N.Y. 11106

In behalf of

Brotherjhis wife & daughter
DORU-EUGENIU, LACRAMIOARA-CORALIA,
& ADINA-IOANA POPESCU
Str.Ciurea nr.9 B1.E 2 SC.C
apt.nr.2
Buc.sector 3

TRAIAN COPIL

In behalf of

Brothers in law
SABO IOSI & his family
Str.Tudor Vladimiresou nr.64
Oradea
SABO FRANCISC & his family
Str.Aurora nr. 2
Oradea

17 - 04 Madison Street
RidgewoodN.Y.11227
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bIONISIE GARTU

In behalf of

Sister.her husband & 2 sons
MILIU PLORICA,NICOLAIE,
GHEOROHE & DL".4ITRU
Str.Ecaterina Varga nr.46
Constanta
Brother & hie family
OARTU ATANASEZwife & 2 children
Str.Teiul Doamnei nr.108

Bl.15 Sc.1 apt.77
Bwo. sector 2
PLORENTINA GEORGESCU
30 - 89 34th.Street

In behalf of

"Son

GEORGESCU VASILE

- TEODOR
Blvd.Ion Sulea nr.19
B1.56 Sc.1 apt.38
Buo.sector 4

Astoria,N.Y. 11103

ANDREI AUREL
32 - 15 34th.Street
Astoria,L.I.C. 11106

In behalf of

Mother & sister
ELENA & MARIANA ANDREI
Str.Hipodrom Bl.A 4 apt.19
Braila, Jud.Braila

MUNTEANU CORKELI U
102 - 16 Corona Avenue
PlushingN.Y. 11368

In behalf of

Parents
OTORGHB & MARIA lU1"XANU
Str.Ho Shl Min nr.13
Buc.aector 7

DUMITRU COVALCIC
30 - 11 JOHN R. Avenue
Trenton,Michigan 48183

In behalf of

Fiancee
TODOSIE PLOAREA
Str. Tamponulul nr. 31

Buc. sector 8
Pile nr. II AS 11218

1978
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Virginia Tatu
369 Park Avenue 1OF
Orange, New Jersey 07050
"We shall pay any price, bear
any burden meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any
foe to assure the survival of
liberty."
J.F.Kennedy
Honorable Sir:
At the time when the hearings regarding the extention of MFN to
Romania are taking place, as an american citizen and a taxpayer,
I felt that it is my duty to make aware the U.S. Senate about
Romania's compliance with the assumed obligations of easing the
emigration policy to its' citizens. Ratifying the Declaration
of Human Rights at Helsinki in 1975, Romania promised its' people
the liberty to choose another country to live in, if they so desire. So far, these are just words on paper for Romania and
they will continue to be so, until the Romanian Government will
not be made responsible for the breach of promise to its' people
and to the United States. The only reason Romania signed the
Declaration of Human Rights, was to facilitate the obtaining of
most-favored-nation trade treatment from United States. Between
1975 to 1977, Romania's emigration policy was going to a more liberal
direction. Immediately after MFN treatment under the authority of
the Trade Act of 1974 was granted to Romania, instead of promoting
a freer emigration, she tightened its' policy making it impossible
for its citizens to reunite with their families abroad.
They ignore the Jackson-Vanik amendment and they will continue to
do so, until United States will reinforce tougher control methods
of Romania's compliance with its' provisions.
The balance of trade with Romania may show you growing figures in
exchanges, but the humanitarian purposes of MFN are not reached at
all.
The everyday life of people is becoming unbearable. In Romania there
is a new privilegiated ruling class, who is enjoying a totally different
life style from the rest of the people. Corruption at all levels is
a general occurrence. To live in Romania is to be part of the ruling
class, otherwise to buy A loaf of bread becomes a problem. The new
ruling class beneficiates of out of the reach stores, where they can buy
everything they need, special farms where they grow cattles, poultry and
vegetables where common people are not permitted. They also beneficiate
of special housing conditions.
The real people of Romania feel forgotten and without any hope for the
future.
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To ask for a passport with an exit visa from Romania is an impossiBiI j, unless you are a member of the ruling class. The only people
they let out are those who are working for the communist dictatorship who acts also as a sole employer, it's directives being obeyed
by all appointed secretaries of PCR in any kind of institutions.
To ask for an application for a passport means to expect immediately
- 5-fired from your job, to be harrassed, threatened with imprisonment, forced labor camps or confinement in mental hospitals and at
the risk of never receiving an application, never mind to be let go
in another country to live in freedom and human dignity.
This was the case of my 2 brothers:
1. PASNICU MIHAI (and LAURENTIA - his wife)
domiciled at: Aleea Lunca Cernei nr. 4
Bloc D47-Sc. C et 4 apt. 44
Buc., Sector 7
last negation #213100 - 5/3/79 - File #421
2.

PASNICU ALEXANDRU (AURELIA - his wife and DANIEL their 3 year
old child)
domiciled at: Intr. Ancorei nr. 6
Buc. Sector 6
last negation #213101 - 5/11/78 - File #431

They expressed their desire to leave the country in June 1978 and so
far, eventhough they wrote endless number of petitions, went before
all the committees, they did not receive even the applications for the
passports. All this time they were discouraged and treated without
any dignity for their intentions. All the representations made in
my behalf by Hon. Sen. H. Jackson, Wm. A. Harrison, Jr., House Representatives H. Fenwick and J. Minish have had no results.
That's why I've joined the Romahians protest against the repeated
violations of human rights in Romania.
"WE ASK THE U.S. SENATE TO DELAY MFN TO ROMANIA UNTIL ALL OUR FAMILIES
ARE LET GO FREE FROM THAT COUNTRY. AT THE SAME TIME, SHE SHOULD BE
MADE RESPONSIBLE FOR IGNORING IT'S OWN SIGNATURE ON THE DECLARATION
OP HUMAN RIGHTS."
Please do not take away the hope of those who believe in our country
and what she stands for in the world. Help them to live in freedom
and for the love of god.
Sincerely,

Vginia

T at

u

Attached there is a list of the participants in hunger strike and
demonstration of protest.
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Jocefina Cramer
34-38 33rd St. 3rd Fl.
Long Island City N.Y. 11106

Tel. : (212) 937-26
Statement for U.S. Senate Hearings
Held on July 190 1979
Subcomittee On International Trade
Finance Comiittee, 2227DOB
Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators,

I ar Josefine Cramer, Romanian born and an American resident
since July, 1978. I left Romenis together with my parents and we
joined our relatives who are American citizens.
I graduated the University Of ilcharestp Faculty of Germanic
Languages and I am a Bachelor in PhiloloGy.
Here I am enjoying all the opportunities of a free life but
unfortunately I wee forced to le4ve my fiance behind in Iomania. My
fiance's name Is ALEXANDRU PAULESCU. le resides in Bucharest, St.
Stupinei no. 27 sector 3, end he is a mechanical engineer with The
Institute For Projects And Constructions of Bucharest, St. Tudor Arghesi
no, 21 sector 2.
On July 1978 Mr. Paulescu visited 1hr.Luciano Mangiafico,
the American Consul in Bucharest, and expressed his desire to imigrate
to the United States.
On July 22, 1978 my fiance applied for an exit vise at the
Romanian Authorities, and on September 27, 1978 his application was
rejected on alleged lack of Grounds.
All his other applications for an exit visa in order to
reunify our forced separation and to marry me here in the United States
were rejected. He was and still is under the hard pressure surveillance
and investigations of the Communist Security. He was threatened with
mental hospital if he does not give up his wish to emigrate. He notified
me that he has difficulties at his office and that lt salary was cut
down considerably as a result of his desire to mnr*14t despite all
the pressure against him he will not give up. He applied again for a
marriage permit to the Romanian Council of State and his file no. Is:

...
IX/As 108/19l29.

The Romanian Government and Mr. Nicolee Ceauseseu, the
Romanian President violate all UhO's resolutions about family reunion,
and the Most Favored Nation Clause express condition of easing the
erieration from Romanis.
I appeal to your understanding and help and I am begging you
to make representation on my behalf with the Romanian Ambassador in
Washineton and during the Senate Hearings when the Most Favored N;ation
Clause will be voted. This could be a great help for me and my fiance.
Thanking you from the bottom of my heart for your
humanitarisn Support, I remain,
Yours truly,

Josef in.

Cramer
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Rada
41..4 Oeorgesou
4Ord. Ste 01C
LZ.Oe N.Y. 11104
Honourable

Sirs

My rape is RADA OEORGESCU , Toghether
with my husband Cornellu Georgescu , we were left te ommunist
the
16 1977 to visit my husband's father
Romania in January
Constantin Georgesou who lives in Rome , Italy Via Cavour 278
where we lived between Jnuary 18P 77 and April 19P 77.
rDuriri this period of time we contacted
the W.C.C. organization and asked for an emuigration visa
1in
order to build up a new life In the free
to the U.S.A.
world. On the April 19th, 77 # my husband and I entered
in the U..aAa at Kennedy Airport where we received the
white Alien Cards " wth the following numbers.
A21-704-312
Rada Oeorgesou
A21-704-311
Corneliu Geor esou
Now, we are living and working in N.Y.C.

Since we arrived in the U$.S bothimy mother,
ELENA ANDREI wY- lives in BUoharest-Romania Str, Prisaca
Dornei 11r.2, Dl.D3. Soe2t Ap.5l, tel 438082
and outr eOn,
COWSTANTIN DONCU who lives in Boohare @t-Romania Str. Chita
Serban Nr.2, Blo 8b, ScI2, Apt.96.
tried several times to Jbin us in the U.S. but every time
the Romanlanoovernament brutally refused to issue them
emigra-tionpassports. We tried everything possible for us
to tet them over , we took part in the hunger strieke in front
of the UN. on April 10,78, as well as in Washington D.C.
in 1978 and 1979p and now I participating on the protest
action in front of Romanian Mission from New York City
in each weekend, for be continue the protest actions against
of the Ranian Govenement e
Prom the moment my mother and our son
requested the emmigration visa there has been constant bluster
upon them. Our ao who was employed , was told by the local
part leader and police that he would be fired if he still
should Ins.st to join his parents who betrayedtheir country
by leaving the communist regime. Niether my mother nor our
son were ever member of the communist party. In the mean
tine our son , who is so very young 24 years old, lost his job,
all medical benefits and is now permitted to do only unqualified works that the government eight offer him, and be payed
with the lowest possible salary. He Is constantly blustered
to be firedagain this time for good.
Please see next pages
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the other hand , my mother , who is
almost 70 years old sOn
has been refused free medical service
although she has no other income than a poor pension.
She desperately needs medical treatment which we could offer
her here, if she was to come over. She is poverless and
unable to fight against the brutal regime of that reins
in lRomanla.
I would like to mention that in May 78
and June 79, 1 sent to my mother and our son an m Affidavit
of Support " as well as to Mr. Consul Luciano Lsangiaico,
the U.S. ambassador in Bucharest.
For the resons mentioned above, the
last chanse and hope is to apply to the U.S. Senate because
of the stand in human rights that U.S.A. is leading in the
world. This is the main reason , freadom , why we chose
the United States as our new home.

Than you for the interest
in this letter,
Sine erely'
Rada Georgescu

July the fourth, 1979
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Florentina Georgesou
30-89 34th St. Apt. 10,
L.I.C., N.Y. 11103

Honorable Sir:
I appeal to ycur Humanitarian Support in behalf of my son,
Vasile-Theodor Georgesou residing at the address:
Blvd. Ion Sulea, Bloc 56, Apt. 38, Sect. 4, Bucharest, Romania.
I have applied on numerous occasions to the Ronanian authorities asking
to consider my request and allow him to leave the country and join
me wdW daughter in the U.S..
As a result of my Pequest my son has been summoned by the local party
officials and has been threatened that this "case" will be forwarded
to his working place for further disoutions. Following his request
for a passport on March, 1978, he was told by the Najor Zdrenghea
that "he will not be able to get out, not even as far as Russia,
and if he has any objections, there is a place for him in the forced
labor oanp...".
I appealed to the Romanian Authorities but I did not receive any
ans ar. Ily sdn is actually an hostage who has no hopes to ever be able
to see his mother and his sister again.
I appeal to your humanitarian support to consider the plight of our
families left hostage in Romania, and not to waive the Jakson- Vanik
amendment until our request will be heard by the Romanian Authorities.
Thank you for your humanitarian support.
121oere y you

,

Florentina Georgesou
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Vumitru Covalcic
30-11John R Avenue
Trenton, IiLchigan 48183
Honorable Sir:
I am a naturalized American Citizen, born in Romania. I am very proud of
my new country where I am enjoying a life of opportunities and freedom
which I never new existed before.
Nevertheless, being alone in this country I find myself in a helpless
situation in determining Romanian authorities to issue a marriage permit for my fiancee: Todosie Floarea
domiciled at: Str. Tamponului nr. 31
Buc. - Sect. 8 Romania
File #11 AS 11218-1978
There are 19 months since we have asked for the marriage permit and an
exit visa from Romania for my fiancee. In all this time, we have exhausted
all the legal channels. As of now, we do not have an approval yet and no
hopes for the future.
The American Embassy in Bucharest through the Hon. Consul Luciano Mangiafico
made 5 representations in my behalf to the proper Romanian authorities
with no better results.
Honorable Sir:
I am 49 years old. I've already waited almost 2 years of my life asking
for this marriage approval. My fiancee's case is not an isolated one. As
an american citizen I am asking myself:
1.

Why do we have to reward Romania extending the MFN when the
basic human rights are systematically violated in that country?

2. Why do we have to extend a helping hand to a country which is
ignoring its' own signature on the Declaration of Human Rights?
3.

1 year before obtaining MFN, Romania has had a much more liberal
emigration policy. Immediately after it was granted, eventhough
it was conditioned by President Carter and by Jackson-Vanick
amendment, the Romanian emigration policy became much more tighter.
This demonstrates Romania's appreciation for our government and
for its' own conuitments.

This is why I have joined all the Romanians participating in the hunger
strike and demonstrations of protest against systematical violations of
human rights in Romania.
We do not think that by granting MFN to Romania, its' humanitarian purposes
will be achieved. Besides the violation of human rights, the everyday
life of the people in that country did not improve at all. It gets w~rse
everyday, in spite of all the figures shown by the Balance of Trade between USA and Romania. If none of its' humanitarian purposes is achieved,
extending MFN to Romania, becomes just a formality. That's why tougher
control should be imposed on Romania's compliance with its own assumed obligations.
As an American Citizen, I AM ASKING THE SENATE TO DELAY THE EXTENTION
OF MFN TO ROMANIA, UNTIL ALL OUR FAMILIES WILL BE ABLE TO LEAVE ROMANIA.
ALSO, WE THINK THAT U.S. SENATE SHOULD MAKE ROMANIA RESPONSIBLE FOR
ITS' OWN BREACH OF PROMISE, ASKING THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT TO EXPLAIN
THE REASONS WHYALL OUR RELATIVES HAD TO BE CONTINUOUSLY DISCOURAGED TO
APPLY FOR A PASSPORT.
THIS WILL BE THE ONLY WAYTO HELP ROMANIAN PEOPLE.
Sincerely,

Dumitru Covalcic
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Ioan-Viotor STOICA
Olimpia STOIOA
Aldea STOIOA (father)
66-22 Pleat St. 4B
Forest Hills NOY.
Now York 113f5

Tel. 212,268,o163

New York, July 98 1979

HONORABLE SIR,

A long time ago our relatives did not receive the
passports from the Romanian Government to immigrate to the U.S.A.
- Efrem & Jenioa ZAHARIA (parents): Str.M°Eminesou 22,
Blood 7, Ap.22, 2000 Plolestil Romania,
- Romulus & Mariana STOICA (brother & sister-in-low):
Blvd.A1,Ylahuta 59, Blo 141, SoB, Ap.41, 2200 Brasov, Romania,
- Teodor, Aurelia & Tiberiu ZAHARIA (Brother, sister-.
in-low, nephew): StrU..uinesou 22, Bloo 2, Ap.13, 2000 Plolesti,
Neoulas VERESTEAU (cousin): Str. Patriottlor 1,
Bloo PU 16, So.B, Ap38, Sector IV, 74594 Buouresti, Romania.
We joint thet 8th. Romanian Hunger Strike for family
reunion in the U.S.A. in the name of the Human Rights and signed
by the Romanian Government,
we would like to request not to grant an extension
of the MN to oommunist Romania until all hostage relatives of
hunger strikers will be set free.

Sincerely yours,
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Now, getting toward the end of the afternoon and our witness list, we have the special pleasure of hearing
from Mrs. Amy Young-Anawaty, who is the executive director of
the International Human Rights Law Group. And Mrs. YoungAnawaty is accompanied by Mr. Frank Koszorus. Mr. Koszorus is
an attorney and an associate of the group.
We welcome you.
I see you, too, have a brief prepared, and a very proper one, too.
We will include this in the record as if read, and would you go
right ahead?
STATEMENT OF AMY YOUNG-ANAWATY, ESQ., EXECUTIVE DI.
RECTOR, INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS LAW GROUP, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK KOSZORUS, ESQ.
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear today before the distinguished chairman and members
of the Subcommittee on International Trade-r see there are no
otlier members present-of the Committee on Finance on continuing the President's authority to waive the Trade Act Freedom of
Emigration Provisions.
With me, as you mentioned, is Mr. Frank'Koszorus, who has
assisted me in the preparation of this testimony.
I am testifying on behalf of the InternationalHuman Rights Law
Group, which is a nonTprofit legal organization established by the
Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute in September
1978, with assistance of funding from the Ford Foundation and the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Assisted in its work by lawyers, paralegals, and law students, the
law group provides legal assistance to individuals and nongovernmental organizations on a pro bono basis as well as offering educational programs in the field of human rights law.
Since the chairman may not be familiar with the law group, I
am including at the end of this statement excerpts from our interim report which explain fully the purposes, procedures and structures of the law group.
Since its inception, the law group has been monitoring the massive and flagrant human rights violations directed against the 2.5
million to 3 million member Hungarian minority in Romania. The
law group has collected evidence from a variety of internationallyrecognized sources, including Amnesty International and the Minority Rights Group, both registered in Great Britain.
The undeniable conclusion drawn from the evidence is that the
aim of the Romanian Government is the total dispersion and assimilation of the Hungarian minority. And in order to carry out
this policy, the Government has implemented a host of oppressive
measures under which the members of the minority suffer major
cultural deprivation as well as political, social, religious and economic discrimination.
These include the precipitous decline of Hungarian language
educational opportunities at the elementary and high school levels
and the even more explicit decline at the university level. It includes also the dissolution of compact Hungarian communities,
suppression of minority languages, curtailment of human contacts,
of cultural opportunities and cultural and education exchanges
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with Hungary, harassment of churches and confiscation of their
archives, and falsification of population statistics and history.
All of these you have heard in today's testimony as well.
Karoly Kiraly, a Hungarian officialin the Romanian Communist
Party, had a particularly good vantage point on these oppressive
measures and protested theofficial denationalization efforts in a
series of letters to high-ranking party leaders. The terms of his
statements are totally consistent with the spirit of the Helsinki Act
and include his expressed devotion to the Romanian State, people,
and the cause of brotherhood between Hungarians and Romanians.
Nevertheless, as a result of his stand, Kiraly is under virtual house
arrest and is constantly harassed and threatened.
The conclusion is inescapable: The Romanian Government is
engaged in an intentional and systematic policy of cultural genocide while at the same time paying lipservice to the concepts of
national independence and the promotion of human rights.
As recently reported by Amnesty International in its lengthy
"Report on Rumania," an equally disturbing turn of events is the
brutal campaign of terror waged against members of the Hungarian minority who speak out about cultural and political discrimination or engage in cultural activities not favored by the authorities.
These individuals are subject to numerous forms of barbarism such
as being shipped off to forced labor camps or to psychiatric hospitals.
For instance, in 1975, Janos Torok, a member of the Hungarian
minority and a technician in a textile factory in Cluj, was forcibly
removed from a rostrum where he was addressing a meeting of
fellow workers. His remarks criticized the election system in Romania and suggested the workers reject the preappointed candidates
in favor of persons who would represent the workers of the Hungarian minority who worked at the factory.
For this activity, he was severely beaten and confined in the Dr.
Petru Groza Psychiatric Hospital where he was administered large
quantities of drugs, including plegomzin and amital. Only an international campaign on his behalf secured his release from the psychiatric hospital in 1978. However, he was ordered to report periodically to a local hospital for psychiatric checkups.
Another tragic example of the brutality visited upon outspoken
members of the Hungarian minority is the case of Jeno Szikskai, a
teacher from Brasov, who was arrested, severely beaten, and eventually driven to suicide. His offense was allegedly encouraging
parents of Hungarian pupils to protest against the decline of Hungarian-speaking institutions and attempting to persuade them to
enroll their children in the remaining Hungarian schools.
If time permitted, legion examples could be cited of persons
critical of the official assimilationist policies who, because of their
outspoken concern, were detained, harassed, maltreated or who
died under mysterious circumstances.
Because of the systematic campaign of forceful assimilation, the
national minorities are subjected to burdens in addition to the
general suppression of freedoms experienced by the Romanian population as a whole. Moreover, this most blatant oppression of
groups based solely on their ethnicity violates not only the Romanian Constitution but also the Helsinki agreement, and a number
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of binding international covenants, treaties and other declarations
signed and ratified by Romania.
For example, not only the U.N. Charter and the Universal Declaration, but Romania has ratified the International Covenants on
Civil and Political Rights, the Racial Discrimination Convention,
which includes within its definition of racial discrimination ethnicity, and also the Convention on Discrimination in Education. These
are all international agreements that are in force internationally
and Romania has ratified them.
Equally disturbing is the total insensitivity and callous disregard
of the most rudimentary observances of human rights even after
Romania has been granted most-favored-nation status by the
United States. Romania's capricious attitude towards human rights
during the past 4 years while it has enjoyed the benefits of mostfavored-nation does not hold much hope that the proposed waiver
will substantially promote the objectives of section 402 of the Trade
Act.
Our purpose in testifying today is not motivated by an attempt to
permanently undercut United States-Romanian relations. Rather,
it reflects a deep concern for the tragic fate of the minority populations in Romania.
Therefore, we urge Congress to at least temporarily suspend the
trade benefits accorded to Romania until it takes some positive
steps to restore the fundamental rights to its national minorities.
This would be totally consistent with Presidential declarations
which have been repeatedly endorsed by Congress that our relations toward any country is strongly influenced by that country's
record on human rights.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That was superb testimony, and again, very
specific. I have a question of you.
Would you, when you review your own testimony, which you will
have a chance to do, make sure that you put down that list, or
perhaps do this for us? Why don't you give us a an appendix a list
of the international treaties and conventions that the Romanian
Government has agreed to that you feel it is in violation of?.
I see that we are fellow authors. I see that you have an article in
the Case Western Reserve Journal of International Law, "International Human Rights Norms and the Soviet Abuse of Psychiatry."
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. That is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. This is a subject which has interested me.
When I was a U.S. permanent representative to the United Nations, I wrote for the Harvard International Law Journal a long
review article. They have an article once a year on the preceding
General Assembly. I suppose if you wanted to conceal your
thoughts from the world, there would be no more effective way
than to have them published in the Harvard International Law
Journal, with the possible exception of having them published in
the Congressional Record. [General laughter.]
But I gave it the title "Abiotrophy at Turtle Bay." Abiotrophy is
a wonderful word. It means the ceasing function of an organism
without apparent injury, and my argument was the charter had
ceased to function in many important respects.
I put forward this argument, that silence is either of universal
assent or universal embarrassment, I don't know which. But the
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United Nations Charter imposes two sets of obligations upon its
members, two general sets. The first have to do with the relations
between members of the United Nations: you agree to be peaceable
in your relations and not to be aggressive, and generally to abide
by the Law of Nations.
But there is also a second agreement, and that concerns the
relations between the state and its citizens, in which the state has
a clear obligation to be a liberal state in one sense of that word, to
be law abiding and to be liberal in its laws.
This document was written by British American Constitutional
lawyers, and when they talked about fundamental human rights in
1884, their understanding of that term is accessible. We can discover and establish what they meant. They meant what you mean,
and that nations which do not abide by such standards are in
violation of the charter and ought to be so held.
I am not here to lecture you; but you know, in 1946 the Government of Poland, if you will, blocked the admission of Spain to the
U.N. on the grounds that Spain was not a democracy, that they did
not have a two-party system, that they did not have regular elections, that they did not have a political opposition.
I can see, I am sorry to say, from the expression on your face
that you have not read my article. [General laughter.]
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. Oh, but I certainly will. [General laughter.]
May I ask if you have read mine?
Senator MOYNIHAN. No. We can make an agreement on that.
I just heard that Mr. Roche was an editor of the Harvard Journal. Strike everything I have said. Start this afternoon over again,
shall we? [General laughter.]
But would you comment on that, and would your colleague, also?
Do you feel that this is a fair reading of the charter, that this is
what people undertake to do when they sign it?
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. It imposes obligations on one state to another to observe human rights, and that that obligation devolves
upon each state with regard to its own citizens..
Senator MOYNIHAN. I guess my distinction is that between one
state and another there exists an obligation to be law abiding with
respect to the Law of Nations, which means that one is not supposed to invade another or subvert another. You know, the Law of
Nations sets forth these parallel relations between states.
But then the charter provisions for human rights clearly refer to
the relationship of the state to its citizens; there is a discrete and
identifiable set of obligations as well.
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. Yes. I think the wisdom of those who
drafted the charter was in perceiving that in order to have peaceful relations among nations, the condition within a nation was of
paramount importance to other nations, and therefore they sought
to secure peace within a country. And one way of doing that is to
insure that the fundamental human rights of the individuals and
the minorities within a country would be assured and guaranteed.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I don't know that I wholly agree with
you there, and I wouldn't even know that I would want to encourage too much that line of argument that democratic societies are
necessarily more peaceful than nondemocratic.
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Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. I did not say democratic societies. I said a
guarantee of fundamental human rights, which, of course, include-Senator MOYNIHAN. Or societies which have human rights are
more peace-loving societies? They may or may not be. The value is
sufficient unto itself. It is an end, legitimate as an object. I always
thought that there was a soft minded, certain kind of corrupt
Wilsonianism which said that if you have social security, then you
won't go to war. History doesn't prove much of anything, but it
certainly doesn't prove that either.
To the contrary, the people who go to war most often are the
people who are most likely to have social security, or at least that
seems to be the record in the 20th century. But I guess my point
was, regardless of what might have been in the minds of the people
who drafted the charter, that is what the charter says, does it not?
Ms. YOuNG-ANAWATY. Yes, that is right, it does.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And the United States once fought that. We
once sent delegations to the U.N. and said so. We don't do so
anymore. Why do you think we don't do so anymore?
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. Why is it that we don't do-Senator MOYNIHAN. Why don't we insist upon that understanding of the charter?
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. I don't know why the United States does
not. In fact, it is a national disgrace that the United States has not
pursued in signing and ratifying many of the covenants and agreements which make more explicit those guarantees of respect for
human rights, especially when the United States is obviously a
party in the drafting of these agreements.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would it be enough to insist upon the
charter if you did not want to go further?
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. I don t think so. The whole trend has been
toward making the guarantees of rights more explicit, defining
them, defining the standards, defining ways of implementing and
enforcing guarantees for human rights. The charter is certainly a
binding treaty on its own and it certainly could be argued that that
would be sufficient. Of course, the California Supreme Court in Sei
Fujii-phonetic-didn't find that particular charter provision selfexecuting, and therefore not binding in the United States.
-The supreme court has not addressed that. The matter has rested
with Sei Fujii. So in the case of the United States, it is not sufficient.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, I offer you the thought that I guess I
have a little concern about how many more treaties we sign with
people who obviously do not consider that because you sign a
treaty, you must keep it, the Romanian example not being a good
one. I would like to see us insist on what we have all already
agreed to. The value of these words are being lost, as it clearly
involves no commitment when you commit yourself to these governments.
That is a vote. I must leave this chamber very shortly, and I
have one last gentleman to testify.
I want to thank you both very much. Your testimony on behalf
of the Romanian situation is-I don't want to suggest anything and
I hope no one will take offense, but I will say it is the most
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disinterested, professional, and lawyer-like, and it carries weight on
those grounds. We appreciate very much having heard from you,
and I, for one, don't mean to let this pass. Thank you very much.
Ms. YOUNG-ANAWATY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KosZORUS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Young-Anawaty follows:]
STATEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTs LAW GROUP

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to appear today before the distinguished Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on International Trade of the
Committee on Finance on continuing the President's authority to waive the Trade
Act Freedom of Emigration Provisions. With me is Mr. Frank Koszorus, Jr. who has
assisted me in the presentation of this testimony.
I am testifying on behalf of the International Human Rights Law Group which is
a non-profit legal organization established by the Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute in September 1978 with the assistance of funding from the Ford
Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund. Assisted in its work by lawyers,
paralegals and law students, the Law Group provides legal assistance to individuals
and to non-governmental organizations on a pro bono basis and offers education
programs concerning human rights law. At the request of the Chairman who is
unfamiliar with the Law Group, I am including at the end of this statement

excerpts from our Interim Report which explain fully our purposes, procedures and
structure.
Since its inception, the Law Group has been monitoring the massive and flagrant
human rights violations directed against the 2.5 to 3 million member Hungarian
minority in Rumania. The Law Group has collected evidence from a variety of
internationally recognized sources including Amnesty International and the Minority Rights Group registered in Britain. The undeniable conclusion drawn from the
evidence is that the aim of the Rumanian government is the total dispersion and
assimilation of the Hungarian minority. And in order to carry out this policy, the
government has implemented a host of oppressive measures under which the members of the minority suffer major cultural deprivation as well as political, social,
religious and economic discrimination. These include the precipitous decline of
Hungarian language educational opportunities at the elementary and high school
levels and the even more explicit decline at the university level; it includes also the
dissolution of compact Hungnrian communities; suppression of minority languages;
curtailment of human contacts, of cultural opportunities, and cultural and education exchanges with Hungary; harassment of churches and confiscation of their
archives; and falsification of population statistics and history.
Karoly Kiraly, a Hungarian official in the Rumanian Communist Party, had a
particularly good vantage point on these oppressive measures, and protested the
official denationalization efforts in a series of letters to high-ranking party leaders.
The terms of his statements are totally consistent with the spirit of the Helsinki Act
and include his expressed devotion to the Rumanian state, people, and the cause of
brotherhood between Hungarians and Rumanians. Nevertheless, as a result of his
stand, Kiraly is under virtual house arrest and is constantly harassed and
threatened.
The conclusion is inescapable, the Rumanian government is engaged in an intentional and systematic policy of cultural genocide, while at the same time paying lip
service to the concepts of national independence and the promotion of human

rights.

As recently reported by Amnesty International in its lengthy Report on Rumania,
an equally disturbing turn of events is the brutal campaign of terror waged against
members of the Hungarian minority who speak out about cultural and political
discrimination or engage in cultural activities not favored by the authorities. These
individuals are subject to numerous forms of barbarism such as being shipped off to
forced labor camps or to psychiatric hospitals.
For instance in 1975, Janos Torok, a member of the Hungarian minority and a
technician in a textile factory in Cluj, was forcibly removed from a rostrum where
he was addressing a meeting of fellow workers. His remarks criticized the election
system in Rumania and suggested the workers reject the "pre-appointed" candidates
in favor of persons who would represent the workers of the Hungarian minority
who worked at the factory. For this activity, he was severely beaten and confined in
the Dr. Petru Groza Psychiatric Hospitai-where he was administered large quantities of drugs, including plegomzin and amital. Only an international campaign on
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his behalf secured his release from the psychiatric hospital in 1978. However, he
was ordered to report periodically to a local hospital for psychiatric checkups.
Another tragic example of the brutality visited upon outspoken members of the
Hungarian minority is the case of Jeno Sikskai, a teacher from Brasov, who was
arrested, severely beaten, and eventually driven to suicide. His offense was allegedly
encouraging parents of Hungarian pupils to protest against the decline of Hungarian speaking institutions and attempting to persuade them to enroll their children
in the remaining Hungarian schools.
If time permitted legion examples could be cited of persons critical of the official
assimilationist policies who, because of their outspoken concern were detained,
harassed, maltreated or who died under mysterious circumstances.
Because of the systematic campaign of forceful assimilation, the national minorities are subjected to burdens in addition to the general suppression of freedoms
experienced by the Rumanian population as a whole. Moreover, this most blatant
oppression of groups based solely on their ethnicity violates not only the Rumanian
Constitution but also the Helsinki Agreement, and a number of binding international covenants, treaties and other declarations signed and ratified by Rumania.
Equally disturbing is the total insensitivity and callous disregard of the most
rudimentary observance of human rights even after Rumania has been granted
most-favored-nation status by the United States. Rumania's capricious attitude towards human rights during the past fuur years while it has enjoyed the benefits of
most-favored-nation does not hold much hope that the proposed waiver will substantially promote the objectives of section 402 of the Trade Act. Our purpose in
testifying today is not motivated by an attempt to permanently undercut U.S./
Rumanian relations. rather, it reflects a deep concern for the tragic fate of the
minority populations in Rumania. Therefore, we urge Congress to at least temporarily suspend the trade benefits accorded to Rumania until it takes some positive
steps to restore the fundamental rights to its national minorities. This would be
totally consistent with presidential declarations which have been repeatedly endorsed by Congress that our relations toward any country is strongly influenced by
that county's record on human rights.
Thank you.
INTERIM REPORT oF THE INTERNATIONAL HUMAN Ricuim LAW GROUP OF THE
PROCEDURAL AsPECTr OF INTERNATIONAL LAW INSTITUTz
This is a report on the activities of the International Human Rights Law Group of
the Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute for the period September 1,
1978 to April 15, 1979.
INTRODUCTION

The Procedural Aspects of International Law (PAIL) Institute is a non-profit
educational organimation established in 1965 and incorporated under the laws of
New York. Durng the past fifteen years the Institute has conducted research
projects on numerous procedural problems in international law under both private
and government grants and research contracts. The Institute has published the
results of such projects as well as other major studies initiated by PAIL members in
its PAIL Series, other books, book chapters, monographs, articles, comments and
occasional papers.
Many of PAIL's research activities have focused upon the implementation of
international human rights law. For example, the Institute published J. Carey, U.N.
Protection of Civil and Political Rights (1970) and Humanitarian Intervention and
the United Nations (R. Lillich ed. 1973), and this fall Little, Brown will publish a
PAIL-supported coursebook by R. Lillich and F. Newman, International Human
Rights: Problems of Law and Policy. Thus oriented toward exploring the procedural
aspects of human rights law, PAIL readily perceived in the late 1970's the need for
an effective human rights law practice.
Human rights initiatives taken by Congress and the Carter Administration, renewed emphasis on human rights in formulating foreign policy, and the recent
sinig and submission to the Senate of four human rights treaties underscore the
fact that concern for the implementation of human rights law is increasing rapidly,
and with it the demand for trained practitioners. Since human rights "clients," a term which includes both individuals who are
being deprived of their rights and organizations representing them, generally are
not in a financial position to seek legal assistance, the demand for lawyers trained
in the field of human rights will not be solved by the marketplace principle in the
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foreseeable future. To fill the need for skilled human rights practitioners offering
free legal assistance, The Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute established The International Human Rights Law Group in September 1978 with funding
assistance from the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
The Law group's objectives are to promote international human rights law by
providing professional legal assistance to individuals and to non-governmental organizations on a pro bono basis and by offering educational programs such as its
current series of teaching seminars entitled "Nuts and Bolts of Practicing International Human Rights Law." Practitioners, paralegals and law students, utilizing
legal knowledge of human rights law and procedures gained in the seminars,
volunteer their professional skills and time to work on actual cases of human rights
violations identified by the Law Group.
The Law Group currently is working on numerous cases potentially involving
litigation before federal courts and government agencies and is preparing to file
complaints with international and regional human rights. organizations. Much of
the Law Group's activities involves more preliminary legal work aimed at promoting the observance of international human rights law, including studies and investigations of human right. situations here and abroad, filing comments on proposed
agency regulations, filing Freedom of Information Act requests and monitoring state
and federal compliance with international human rights obligations. Some of these
activities are initiated by the Law Group; others are executed at the request of nongovernmental organizations concerned with protecting human rights.
PERSONNEL

The International Human Rights Law Group is staffed by a full-time attorney,
Amy Young-Anawaty, who serves as Executive Director, and Dee Tennant, the
Administrative Assistant. The Law Group is assisted in'its work by its distinguished
Advisory Board as well as by the PAIL Institute's Board of Trustees and Advisory
Council (see Appendices 1, 11, III, IV). To maintain the current full caseload, however, the human rights law draws upon a roster of attorneys, paralegals and law
students who have volunteered their professional skills and time.
Washington, D.C. has a large pool of talented and public-interest minded lawyers
anxious to engage in volunteer work on international human rights matters, either
on pro bono or on their own free time. Several major law firms i Washington, D.C.
have expressed an interest in establishing a working relationship with the Law
Group for handling human rights cases entirely on a pro bono basis. Similarly,
there are a number of major law schools, most notably American University's
Washington College of Law and the nearby University of Virginia School of Law,
who offer regular courses or seminars in international human rights law and whose
students are available, either on a full-time basis as off-campus interns or on a parttime basis under faculty-supervised independent research or clincial programs, to
engage in similar work.
In collaboration with the efforts of the Washington Council of Lawyers and Dean
Bert B. Lockwood and Professor Richard B. Lillich of American University and the
University of Virginia, the Law Group currently has recruited and is training 75
lawyers, paralegals and law students to undertake volunteer work or cases generated either by the Law Group or referred to it by other organizations. At present, 38
attorneys-largely from the Washington areas but some as far away as Houston and
San Francisco-representing 10 law firms, 7 government agencies and 13 private
organizations have indicated their willingness and interest in assisting the Law
Group. Of that number, 21 actually have had the opportunity to participate in Law
Group projects. Combining both volunteer professional and pro bono time, these
attorneys have donated a total of 384' hours to legal research, writing and preparation of legal memoranda and complaints to be filed before government agencies,
federal courts and international and regional human rights fora.
Paralegals, trained in legal research and other support skills, often are an overlooked resource. The Law Group actively solicited the assistance of these paraprofessionals and currently counts four paralegals on the roster. The active participation
of two paralegals assisting Law Group attorneys in various projects contributed an
additional 43 volunteer and pro bono hours.
Since most of the work is done by attorneys volunteering their own time, the Law
Group relies heavily on interns and law students to prepare background informaAn additional 215 volunteer attorney hours were spent by a member of the Law Group's
Advisory Board in researching United States restrictions on exports to South Africa. A final
report has been prepared in conjunction with the efforts of the law firm with which he is
associated and the Law Group. Authors drew upon the resources of the Law Group on a
continuing basis during preparation of the report.
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tion and legal me'.noranda and to provide whatever assistance is needed to lawyers
with over-crowded schedules. Interns, therefore, are in a position of serious responsibility and receive a great deal of practical legal experience in international human
rights law which will enable them to continue making such a professional contribution to human rights throughout their career.
In each semester of the 1978-1979 academic year, the Law Group had the fulltime assistance of a third year law school intern from American University Law
School. These students received academic credit for work with the Law Group
directly supervised by the Executive Director and two members of the Advisory
Board, Dean Bert B. Lockwood, Jr. and Professor Robert K. Goldman. The Law
Group also received additional support on a part-time basis in the spring semester
from two pre-law candidates from the University of Maryland. In addition to four
interns, the Law Group has been assisted on specific projects by eight highly
qualified law students from American University Law School, George Washington
Law School and the University of Virginia School of Law, all of whom receive law
school credits for their participation in Law Group projects. To date, these students
have donated to the Law Group 459 hours of legal research and preparation of
reports and draft complaints.
It also should be noted that professionals from the Washington community, including political scientists, artists and journalists, have provided collateral and nonlegal assistance and have donated generously their professional talents to the Law
Group's endeavors.
CLIENTS

As distinguished from other non-governmental organizations concerned with
human rights, the Law Group was established to promote human rights by providing professional assistance and expertise in international human rights law and
procedures. This assistance is available both to non-government organizations. and
to individuals, although the Law Group's limited resources dictate a strong preference for working with other organizations.
The importance of assisting other organizations, and the potential value such
legal assistance may have, cannot be stressed too much. In the first place, only a
handful of nongovernmental organizations have full-time international law experts
serving on their staffs. None has been able to provide the legal counsel and aid
needed by individuals and groups except in isolated cases on an ad hoc basis. Thus,
these organizations readily seek ard utilize professional assistance in the international human rights area when offered on a pro bono basis.
The Law Group has contacted 128 non-governmental organizations, with the
majority located in Washington, D.C. and New York City. A working relationship
has been established with several organizations having legal interests similar to the
Law Group, most notably the Lawyers Committee for International Human Rights
and the Alien Rights Law Project of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under
Law.
Thirteen non-governmental organizations either have brought cases to the Law
Group or have requested that the Law Group undertake legal research on human
rights issues on their behalf. The Law Group has established a lawyer-client relationship with eleven organizations, including Amnesty International in New York,
Washington and Charlottesville, P.E.N. American Center in New York, Friends of
the Filipino People in Washington, D.C. and the Indian Law Resource Center in
Washington, D.C. (see Appendix V).
CASES

AND PROJECTS

The Law Group handles numerous cases and legal research projects implementing
international human rights law and procedures both at its own initiative and on
behalf of other organizations and, in special instances, for individuals. Violations of
international human rights norms demanding such legal action or investigation
either have been identified by the Law Group or have been referred to it by other
organizations. The Law Group's decision to pursue a case or legal research project is
determined according to the following criteria: (1) the reliability of the source of
information and availability of documentation; (2) the importance to the international community or the group concerned of a particular human rights violation; (3)
the potential for strengthening implementation of existing provisions of human
rights law or human rights procedures or developing new strategies; and (4) the
possibility of impact on a particular human rights situation.
As an international organization, the Law Group's mandate is to promote human
rights by invoking international human rights law and by utilizing established
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procedures to redress violations wherever they occur. Cases and projects undertaken
by the Law Group fall into four categories: those focusing on human rights violations for which the United States federal or state governments are responsible;
those responding to human rights situations in other countries; those using domestic
federal and state courts to achieve recognition and enforcement of human rights
norms internationally as well as domestically; and those projects reporting on
human rights procedures and other specific areas of concern, such as U.S. ratification of the human rights treaties. The third category, the use of the domestic legal
process to focus concern on human rights abroad, is particularly important to the
Law Group's operations. Since U.S. foreign relations with every foreign country is
governed by some and more often a plethora of federal and state statutes, it is not
difficult to find and utilize that domestic nexus to attack and spotlight human
rights violations in another country with which the U.S. is trading, granting assistance or selling arms. Although this approach is not novel and has been utilized only
with minimal success, the not insignificant byproduct in using domestic legal fora as
an avenue for human rights protection is the opportunity of education the Bar, the
government and the general public about certain human rights situations.
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APPENDIX III.-LIsT OF HUMAN RIGHTS TREATIES, COVENANTS AND AGREEMENTS
TO WHICH ROMANIA IS A PARTY

PART A: TREATIES AND COVENANTS
Entered
intoforce

Treaty
oragreement

Signed
and Speciic arti0s of human
rightsdocuments
ratified
by abrogated
by Romania's
treatment
of the
Romania
Hungarian
minority

1. International Covenant on the Elimination

Jan. 4, 1969 Sept. 15, 1970
of All Forms of Racial Discriminationadopted December 21, 1965.
2. International Covenant on Civil and Mar. 27, 1976 Dec. 9,1974
Political Rights-adopted December 16,
1966.
3. International Covenant on Economic, Jan. 3,1976 Dec. 7,1974
Social, and Cultural Rights-adopted
December 16, 1966.
4. Convention Concerning Discrimination in June 15, 1960 June 6,1973
Respect of Employment and OccuWtion-adopted
June 25, 1958 (ILO
No.1ll).

Entire Covenant applicable.
7, 8, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27.
1,2(2), 3,6, 7,10(3), 13, 15.
1,2, 3.

5. Convention Against Discrimination in May 22, 1962 July 9,1964 1,2, 3, 4, 5.
Education and its Protocol-adopted
December 14, 1960.
6. Convention Concerning, Employment July 15, 1966 June 6,1967 1(c).
(ILONo. 122)-adopted July 9, 1964.
7. Forced Labor Convention (ILO No. 29). May 1,1932 May 28, 1957 Entire Covenant applicable.
PART B: DECLARATIONS AND AGREEMENTS
Declaration
oragreement

Adopt*
date

1.Universal Declaration of Human Rights ......... December 10, 1948
(G.A. Res. 217A
(111)).
2.Declaration on the Promotion Among Youth of December 9, 1975
the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect, and
(G.A. Res. 2037
Understanding Between Peoples.
(xx)).
3. Declaration of the Principles of ln'.ernaNovember 4,1966
tional Cultural Cooperation.
(UNESCO Resolution).
4. Declaration on the Protection of All Persons December 9, 1975
From Being Subjected to Torture and Other
(G.A. Res. 3452
Cruel, Inhuman, and Degrading Punishment.
(xxx)).
5.Helsinki Final Act-Conference on Security Signed August 1,1975
and Cooperation inEurope (Helsinki
accords).

articles
tf of human
rightsdocuments
gated by Romania's
treatment
of the
Hungarian
minority

1,2, 3, 4,5,6, 7, 8, 9,10, 12, 13, 15,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29.
1,2, 3, 4, 5.
Intoto.
1,2, 3,4,8, 9, 10, 11.
Basket I,sec. VII; Basket Ill,sec. I,I(a),
2, 2(a), 3,4.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And now, in what must be the somewhat
attenuated time remaining, Mr. Mesterhazy, who has appeared
before in this committee and is welcome once again.
Do you have a colleague accompanying you, Mr. Mesterhazy?
Mr. MESTERHAZY. My name is Szabolcs Mesterhazy. That was the
other Szabolcs who wrote discourses, but I can swear I never wrote
on the Carcasus.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I am sorry to hear that, but you are very
welcome. You have a prepared statement.
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STATEMENT OF SZABOLCS J. MESTERHAZY
Mr. MESTERHAZY. Here is my written statement of today, and
there is a written statement I wrote when the trade agreement
with Romania was first before this committee. I was unable at that
time to present it, and I want to present it now because it is true,
and truer today than it was then.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And not everyone can say that about statements they may have made 4 or 5 years ago.
Mr. MESTERHAZY. Mr. Chairman, I am just a plain American

citizen. I represent no one but maybe those Americans back home
who the President of the United States recently acknowledged that
we are losing faith in our institutions and our Government. Yes,
there are many, who are losing confidence.
But I want to tell you that I still have confidence. I am still
optimistic. I have learned that the American people are maybe the
most patient people on this globe. This may show to some people
an ignorance, but when we get fed up, we always make up for the
time we have lost. And we are now close in this status.
I think we lost confidence mostly because the people of our
Government have too much confidence. They are saying: Oh, no,
we don't trust the Communists. But they keep trusting them. This
is the problem.
But I want to tell you one thing, sir. I heard here many accusations of the Communists lying everywhere, and this is not true. P
was trained by the Communists as one of their own. I have a
master's degree with honors from Communist political science, and
they trained me how to make you do what they want. You think
that they are lying. They are telling -the greatest truth if you
accept their definition of the truth. The greatest truth in Communist doctrine is to deceive you, to fool you. This is the greatest
truth. And they will swear on a lie detector test that they are
telling the truth, that there is nothing more true than to deceive
you.
I was here today. I heard the testimonies. There are many problems and the problems are repeating themselves, yes, and there is
an idea that you don't talk the language that the poor Communists
understand. They are not bad people. What do you think? If I am
in the jungle and the lion ate one of my children, and then I will
make a beautiful speech to the lion. You can make beautiful
speeches and tell the lion, "Don't eat my other daughter." And
then you can complain later, when he has eaten her too, that he
didn't heed your appeal, but the truth is: he didn't understand you.
But I know the language of the lion and I will tell the lion, "Let
my other daughter alone," in his tongue. I will shoot a bullet
beside his ear. And then he will know what I mean. I heard about
the Jewish people complaining because the Romanian Communists
didn't keep their promises. Now, I know well what happened. But
they are saying today: "Oh, now it will be different; the Communists always fooled us but not anymore; this time they will keep
their promises."
I can tell you, sirs, they will not. But I have a solution for them.
I will tell you. But to tell you the truth, I don't come here to make
solutions for them. I came here to make solutions for us, Americans. But I know, I learned the political way. It looks like in this
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country, as the President said, the interest groups, the Hungarians,
the Romanians, the Jews, can't do too much. So I want to help
them, too, because when I help them, I help my country as well.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I look forward to reading your testimony,
but I am afraid that my obligation as a Senator is to be on the
floor and vote at this moment.
Mr. MESTERHAZY. Can I make my proposition, what I think will
work?
Senator MOYNIHAN. I have 1 minute, and then I have no choice
but to go.
Mr. MESTERHAZY. OK. My proposition is the Trade Act is under a'
revision, the Jackson amendment. You have heard about it.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. MESTERHAZY. I will propose a change on this section 409, and
what I am suggesting, I read section 409 in the present form, and
my proposal is to put into the legislation, for example, for the
Jews, that if the Romanians or the other government receiving our
help will not let out within 2 months after the Communist government receive the list, give a small number-200 Jews which American Jewish organizations put on a list [indicating] then the mostfavored-nation status is terminated automatically.
Now, for the businessman who was testifying here: If any government who has most-favored-nation status steals again, as we heard
here, steals again a patent which we offered them to buy and sells
it all over the world, then they automatically lose their favored
status.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I follow your idea, sir. I have no alternative.
I must be on the floor. It is an important vote.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Mesterhazy follows:]
J. MESrLAHAZY
Mr. Chairman, I respectfully ask the Subcommittee to recommend to the Senate
to pass a Resolution of Disapproval on the Presidential recommendation for a
further extension of the authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom
of emigration requirements under section 402 and for the continuation of the
waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania and to the Hungarian
People's Republic, for the reasons described below.
As you may know, I am of Hungarian origin and I escaped in 1956 from my
native land as a middleaged man. So my culture, my customs and my language are
still mostly Hungarian and I can never forget the land and people, where I was
raised. Nearly all my relatives still live in the Hungarian People's Republic and in
the Socialist Republic of Romania. To continue the waiver will benefit both countries, but especially their communist governments and their masters in the Soviet
Union. The independent role that the communist government of Romania plays was
assigned to her by the Soviet Union, which I can prove to you, if you have any
doubt. Just question me.
Regardless of my past and origin, I am an American now and I consider it my
scared duty to defend the vital interests of my country. Accordingly, I came here
from Michigan to ask you to stop allowing the sale of our superior technology-our
most valuable national resource-to the Soviet Union through the back door in low
interest-rate credits, subsidized by our shrinking dollars. I know it will not be easy.
Dated back from the days when we were super-rich and super-powerful, we picked
up a giveaway habit. But today when both our richness and power is diminishing, it
looks not only silly, but dangerous to aid those of our enemies, who are quietly
preparing to raise our country off the map.
It is obvious that the communist countries will try every method at their disposal,
be it direct or indirect, to induce you to propose the continuation of the waiver.
They. surely are not hesitating to try to use the same method for which the South
Koreans became famous. But I think they are hoping for much more success by
TESTIMONY OF MR.
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approaching you indirectly through some profit hungry short-sighted capitalists,
who are hoping for fat profits at the expense of our taxpayers.
If anyone, I can understand the feelings of the Jews in our country knowing the
suffering of those of their fellow Jews, who cannot come out from behind the Iron
Curtain. A few years ago I had not a fellow American, but a son behind the Iron
Curtain unable to leave. And I obtained his release, but not through secret deals,
but I obtained my son's release from the hands of the communist phairoh in the
Moses way! If the Jews, living in this country had done as Moses had and yes, as I
had, they can force the communist pharoh to "let their people go" in the Moses way
too, without endangering the security of our nation. I hope they realize in time that
if we Americans go down the drain in the evening, the Israelis will be forced to
swim in the Mediterranean before dawn!
Those arguing on behalf of Jewish immigration argued until recently that the
waiver not be applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania. But now they are all
for it. Some wonder what changed their attitudes overnight. It was reported in the
news media that a secret deal was arranged again between the Romanian communists and the Jewish welfare agencies. It looks as though these same people did
forget that the communists broke the previous secret deal with them. Or maybe
they just don't care if the communists will fulfill only a part of the bargain, because
not they, but our nation, is footing the bill with our money now and with our
security later.
These were strong words, Mr. Chairman, but they came from a worrying private
citizen, of which there are too many in our land these days. Many of us lost
confidence. President Carter was right on this one. Confidence in the Executive
Branch under his Presidency is diminishing and in some degree in the Legislative
Branch as well. It was close to a half decade ago that the then Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Brown, talked about a so-called Jewish lobby: "It's so
strong you wouldn't believe now. We have the Israelis coming to us for equipment.
We say we can't possibly get Congress to support a program like that. They say:
'Don't worry about the Congress. We'll take care of the Congress.' Now this is
somebody from another country, but they can do it. They own, you know, the banks
in this country, the newspapers, you just look at where the Jewish money is in this
country." (From The Washington Post, November 1974.)
I cannot agree with his assessment. General Brown is long dead, but his assessment unfortunately is believed more and more every year in our land. The General
was outspoken like myself; most of the others are not. But the fire is burning under
the ashes. I feel its heat as I felt it in Europe in the late twenties.
If the General were right, I would not be able to make my testimony before you
today. But I am confident the Congress of the United States will act for the benefit
of all separated families. In my judgment the main surce of the success of the
Jewish people today is not their money, but their dedication. I cannot match their
money, but I can match their dedication!
And I trust you, Mr. Chairman, and the members of your Subcommittee, that if
ou disagree with any part of my statement, you will say so and question me. I will
honored with any of your questions and will answer with the best of my ability.
Thank you.
STATEMENT BY SZABOWS MESTERHAZY
Mr. Chairman, a trade agreement is before you, for your consideration-a routine,
innocent-looking treaty. The only excitement shining in its surface is a new breakthrough in the wall of unanimity of the Warsaw Pact Countries, who rejected any
trade agreement with us based on the Trade Act of 1974. Yes, it looks like our
brilliant Secretary of State has achieved a new break-through, similar to the one for
which he so proudly received his Nobel Prize for Peace.
Troubled as we are with the collapse of our trade agreement with the Soviet
Union and Hungary-it looks as a great gift from independent-minded Romania.
This-how it looks, but I know it is not true; and I know the great danger hiding
under its shining surface. Seeing this modern wooden horse, it will be simple to use
against it the same argument that another private citizen used in ancient times:
"Quid, quid id est; timeo danaos it dona ferentaes." In English, "It does not matter,
how it looks; I am afraid of the Greeks, even when they arrive with a gift.# But
when Cassandra used this argument, the Trojans were not afraid of their Greeks, as
we are not afraid of ours anymore. The Trojans were hypnotized by the great gift as
we are drugged by the sleeping pill produced just for us by detente.
Therefore, with the will that produces miracles, I transferred myself to a termite,
ate myself through the wood, through everything surrounding this treaty-to see
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what is inside the horse to see from where this treaty comes from; how it arrived
before your gates; what is written on its lines and between its lines, and what it can
produce to us in the short, as well as in the long-run.
Today, I will try to tell you what this termite saw inside the wooden horse. But
before I proceed with my presentation, I wish to jump just for a moment into
Medias Res, into the middle of the subject and state: It is my conviction that beside
the many, many other questions raised by this treaty, the main one is this: After we
paid so high a price, with nearly everything we had for re-making the President in
1972, is it fair to ask us now to pay his campaign debt of 1968 as well, with this
treaty? It looks like his shadow is still in the White House, nourished by his only
surviving advisor and cabinet member, who was able to bring in, even reinforcements, including our present Vice-President. Yes, this is the main question before
you, Mr. Chairman, and I wish to speak about it in detail, at the proper time in my
presentation.
But after jumping into Medias Res, into the middle of the subject for a moment,
now I wish to jump back to the start.
Mr. Chairman, as I said, you are considering, today, whether or not to give your
consent to a treaty, to which, for the first time, the proper provisions of the Trade
Act of 1974 will apply. It is not so surprising maybe, that I am able to testify before
you, today, because it was my idea to include Section 409 into this Act. I drafted it
in its original form, But fourteen months ago, in a beautiful Washington spring,
when I was able to appear before you, sir, for the first time representing no-one but
myself, and my ideas, I didn't have the background, moreover, I didn't know anyone
on Capitol Hill. But it was still possible for me to testify. It was possible, because
our system is working, and the American dream can still be realized. It can,
contrary to the loud statements of those who are of little faith. Yes, our system is
working, because it has such hard working, dedicated and capable servants, like the
staff of your committee, Mr. Chairman. Only one of them has the name, Mr. Best,
but in my heart and in my dreams, I call them all The Best. And to those who claim
that our system is not working, I can say only this: If I, with neither an organization nor resources, and with a so-broken English like mine, if I was able to correct
injustice first by convincing the Congress of the United States to include the
amendment I drafted for this purpose into the Trade Act of 1974, and if now I am
able to correct a major injustice in its implementation, then, my dear fellow Americans, who are of little faith, please see the light and come on and work and fight
inside our system to help correct things for the better. Because, you see, you can
succeed-and I go farther: you will succeed.
While I was drafting this statement, I feel I found the key to my success, which
can be yours, and I wish to share it with you. You must love your country at least
as much as you love your ideas. This is the key, my fellow Americans. There are
people who cannot understand how there can be one God in three Persons. And you
see, in this past year, I saw the one Uncle Sam in many, many persons, coming to
my aid, without my asking for it. The Uncle just felt that he was my first concern,
and that he just didn't want to let me down.
As I indicated originally, I wish to testify about the Trade Act of 1974 now being.
implemented in this treaty, especially Section 409, which I drafted in its original
form. This gave me the inclination to testify, in the first place. But the more I
examined this treaty and its environment in space and time, the more I realized
that because of my special background, it is my duty to my country to share with
you my personal experience and knowledge with every aspect of this treaty.
Romania. I know the land, I know its people, and this present status of life. I was
born in an area with mixed Romanian and Hungarian population, which belonged
to Hungary when I was born in 1914, but became part of Romania when I was six
years old. I became a Hungarian citizen only in my twenties. My father was an
administrator of a farm of around one-hundred employees, partly Hungarians and
partly Romanians. I do not have the time to go into detail-unless you ask for it.
But it was much, much easier to control the Romanians, under a Romanian Government, for a Hungarian administrator, then to control the Hungarians. The Romanians were just born to obey orders, unlike the Hungarians, with their rebellious
nature. They were controlled by others throughout nearly all of their history
without open resistance.
When Hitler told Hungary and Romania to go to war, Hungary went with half of'
her heart and with a quarter of his military force. I, for one, did not take part in
the war. But Romania mobilized its population from eighteen to sixty, and sent
them to war.
The Romanian people are good-hearted people, who are helping others in trouble.
The Romanians are nationalistic people, who maybe never had the courage to revolt
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for their full independence, but were always ready for great sacrifices for a partial
autonomy through their history.
Today, the people in the richest country in the Warsaw Pact are sacrificing with
their partial starvation, with their greatest internal suppression in the whole Eastern Europe, for the luxury not to see foreign troops in their soil. And the so-called
got-existing monolistic Communists accept this gracefully, with Communist flexibility, knowing that the Romanians are paying more than their share for the Communist cause with their sacrifices.
Romania had bad luck through its history having joined in the start of every war,
always on the losing side. But with the help of her first-class diplomats like Titulescu and Chaissescu, she was able always to end up with the winning side,
through a timely switch of partners in the duration of the game. As I said, the
Romanians are easy to control, and they are good-hearted . . . in general. So I will
always be glad to hire Romanians to work for me, and I will never hesitate to accept
a Romanian as a friend.
But I would be screening very carefully the terms and circumstances on which I
will accept a Romanian as a trading partner. And I will not believe with my own
naked eyes if I see a Romanian revolt against great odds. At least I will run after
my glasses. With the experience I was able to gain by living with Romanians and by
learning her history first from Romanian, and then from Hungarian texts, and by
visiting Romania so many times, including twice in the last three years, I feel I can
make a quite accurate judgment as to what we can or cannot expect from Romanians and their leaders in the present circumstances. For example, I am convinced
that Romania, even with an anti-Communist Government in power, never will say
or do anything against the wish of the U.S.S.R., while sitting in its geographic
stomach. Especially not now, in the so-called post-Vietnam period-I do not believe
anymore in dummy rebellions staged in Moscow against Moscow. But I cannot
blame anyone who does.
I cannot, because once, I believed im it, too. And I did, after I lived under
Communist rule for more than a decade; after I graduated from Communist Political Science, with honors, and after I was briefed as a trustful Communist by an
administrative mistake. Yes, after all this experience and knowledge, I fooled myself
in 1956, to accept a puppet of the U.S.S.R. as a great hero of freedom. Yes, I
accepted him, together with the millions of Hungarians with similar backgrounds
like mine.
How did it happen? You may recall in 1956, the episode which started the
Hungarian fight for freedom. But people have short memories, and I was taught by
the Communists to count on it. So today, I am afraid that I must remind most of
you that the historic revolution of the children and of the Proletariate of Hungary
against their Communist-ruling gang was born before a statue with a cry. The
statue was the statue of the legendary Polish General Bem, who fought in the
middle of the nineteenth-century against the combined suppression of Russia and
Austria-first in Poland and then in Hungary. And the cry was: Ben and Austriafirst in Poland and then in Hungary. And the cry was: Bem and Gomulka, Bem and
Gomulka, Viva Gomulka.
As you may recall, an unorganized revolution with the great anti-soviet sentiment
was in the making in Poland many months before the Hungarian revolution started. Then suddenly, the brilliant Gomulka jumped into the front, and with the
occupied Soviet army in the background, he had the courage to demand the immediate expulsion from Poland of the Soviet General who was then the Secretary of the
Defense in Poland. His demand was in the minds and hearts of the millions of
Poles, but only Gomulka had the guts to say it openly. By this act, he was accepted
as the actual leader of the revolution. Then without any resistance from occupying
Soviet forces, he ousted the old pro-Soviet Communist Government and established
a government of his own, with a liberal and mild anti-Soviet tone. The Poles
celebrated their liberation from the Communist Soviet Union, and their great leader
Gomulka, who achieved it without Soviet intervention and bloodshed.
You know, today, the fate of Gomulka: When a new unrest erupted in Poland
recently, Gomulka was deposed as a puppet of the Soviet Union by a new mildly
anti-Soviet liberal person, the present chief of Poland. Now it is history that Gomulka carried out skillfully the assignment of the Kremlin in 1956 with dummy
resistance. It was not his fault that he was unable to carry out any longer. His
people are much less controllable than the Romanians, and he was no match to
Chaissescu. There's always a temptation when we have to deal with anybody to
assume or partner has the same thinking habit, definition for terms in discussion,
as we have. The Communists are right, when they say, that we are tempted to
believe only what we like to hear. When we see something really bad, we will say: It
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is impossible. I will never do that. how can I believe they do? At least they are
human, too. Yes, the Communists are human, all right, but they are a different
type, who are forced to think differently, plan differently, and act differently in
order to be able to preserve their dictatorship. They have no othe,"choice.
But it is not enough to realize this. We must keep this always in mind, when we
are dealing with Communists. The Hungarians did realize this, but without keeping
it always in their mind. The result: In 1956, the millions of Hungarians cried as one:
"Viva Gomulka."
I had no intentions to tell you a part of history, Mr. Chairman, This, you andyour
committee know as much, if not better, than I do. I wish only to remindyou and ask
you to keep in your mind this part of history, if you wish to come with me, now, to
see how this treaty, before you was born.
In the second part of the sixties an ex-vice-president of the United States decided
to challenge the sitting vice-president for the presidency. To beef up his chances as
an expert in foreign affairs, he planned an East European trip including the Soviet
Union. The Communists planned to deal with a good hearted, naive president, and
never, dreamed that the former vice-president would be the best for them. So a
decision was made in Moscow to cut him down, but with Communist flexibility, with
different methods and with an insurance policy for the case, if he might win
anyway. The producer in the Kremlin assigned for himself a middle-of-the-road
character in the play. He let him in the country as a tourist, but the visitor was
able to see the Kremlin only from the outside. There were no discussions with the
former Vice-President, this time, neither in the kitchen nor elsewhere. Because of
the great voting population of Polish origin in our country, Poland got the role not
to let him in, even as a tourist.
President Ceausescu of Romania offered that he will provide the insurance policy,
the hardest part of the play, and his offer was accepted. Accordingly, the stage was
set, and independent-minded Romania in the geographical stomach of the USSR
revolted against her master. in the first time in her history. While the Kremlin
closed its doors, and Poland, even its borders before the candidate, President and
Chairman, Ceausescu opened the red carpet for him. And this is how this treaty and
detante were born.
So it was just fair that the producer in Moscow was generous and not jealous,
when the Candidate, after becoming president, paid his first tribute with his visit to
the best actor of the play, in Bucharest, and not to the producer in Moscow. The
man in the Kremlin smiled in satisfaction when the President stepped into the
footsteps of the Candidate in the Romanian red carpet in the land where detente
was born with such fine products like our Soviet wheat deal, the free travel of the
Soviet spyships in our Great Lakes, the sleeping pill for our national awareness and
the peace for all Indo-China, with the prospect to extend this type of peace to the
whole world.
But this visit to Romania was only an advanced payment for the red carpet by the
Candidate. As you know the Trade Agreement before you was arranged by the
Candidate after becoming President. But as you may assume no producer will agree
to be left in the cold and let the Best Actor of his play profit only from his own
production. Therefore, no one can blame the Kremlin for requiring a fat trade
agreement for itself, and for some others in its orbit. So a Trade Agreement was
concluded soon with the Soviet Union and with Hungary as well, and all of them
containing the delivery of the most favored nation status. No other President would
ever hope to get away with such a sellout except the one with a communist-baiting
past. But even he had to maneuver wisely, because the nut was hard to bite and too
big to swallow by Congress. And Congress was at that time still the only branch of
Government capable to grant most favored nation status. So he picked the old, goodworking cliche, an authorization buried in a huge Trade Act.
I heard Mr. Chairman, that some of your power was taken away by our Courts
and even more by our Executive Branch, but with full respect combined with
frankness I must state that sometimes you are tempted to give up some of your
remaining power by authorizing the Executive Branch to act on your behalf, mostly
when the nut is too hard to bite. Your voters may not make you responsible for the
actions taken by the Executive Branch through your authorization, but History
surely will, as well as your children and grandchildren who will suffer as a result of
the delegation of your remaining power to the bureaucrats.
Our founding fathers gave us a Republic two centuries ago with such safeguards
that no Executive Branch can transform it into a monarchy, to an imperial Presidency without your help, without the help of Congress. If this will happen no one
will be responsible for it but you, Sir. When our former President buried his request
into the Trade Bill, it looked as if our national interest would do down the drain
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and our national security would be seriously damaged. But then an unexpected
source came to our rescue: the determined and powerful pro-Israel lobby, and soon
the original nation saving Jackson-Vanik amendment was born. This original Jackson-Vanik amendment looked to me as an answer to a request for more rope by a
hangman, who is killing freedom by now so famous a "step-by-step" approach. The
answer looked to me as follows: "Dear Hangman, we see you are running out of
rope. You now ask us to send more on credit. We have a habit of helping our
enemies more than we help our friends, but we just do not like yuur profession. If
you wish to get more rope from us on credit: You must first change your profession.
If you don't, we still will not try to harm you, we do not need to, because without
our rope, sooner or later you will be unable to continue your present profession."
Inexperienced in the day-to-day politics, I admired the Jackson-Vanik team and I
hoped to see them in the White House some day. I knew their amendment would be
unacceptable to the Soviet Union unless she changed her aggressive nature. And for
this reason, I came to Washington to testify before your Committee, Mr. Chairman,
that time to support the amendment.
It is our tradition to help our past enemies and I for one was glad and willing to
help the Soviet Union if she would become a past enemy, but not until then.
I am 61 years old, and I never loved anyone in my whole life more than I loved
my dear Mother, who was a Jew. One of my cousins is a diplomat of Israel and
others were burned in Dachau. So I was proud to see that the Pro-Israel lobby
realized that no one else is able and willing in the long run to save Israel for the
children of Israel, but our own United States. I thought the came with this
amendment to stop us from committing suicide. But soon my illusions were gone.
The shortsighted lobby agreed to replace the historic effect of the original JacksonVanik amendment with a secret deal with the Soviet Union for stepped-up Jewish
emigration only. I was shocked and soon I arrived in Washington again, but this
time not to defend the Jackson-Vanik Amendment ready to be waived, but with 120
copies of my own amendment, hoping to find someone to introduce it in Congress.
While trying to sell my amendment to the legislative assistants of U.S. Senators, I
had an argument with one of them, a gentleman who was later to become an official
of the Jewish Defense League; today he is the executive vice-president of an Israelsupporting organization and is a registered lobbyist in Congress. It was in the heat
of the argument that he revealed to me that negotiations were underway with
Romania to revive the trade agreement negotiated by our former President. Some of
you, Gentlemen, may believe that the renewal of the trade agreement before you
was constructed by the appropriate section of our State Department, the Directorate
for Eastern European Affairs in our State Department. But by accident, I learned,
Mr. Chairman, that this was not the case. It was not, because the head of the
Directorate for Eastern European Affairs in our State Department learned of the
negotiations from me and no one else. He was at first surprised and asked my
source. When I revealed it, he said quietly, "If he said it, it must be true because he
knows." He did. And the renegotiated treaty, renegotiated by whom I do not know,
is before you for your consideration.
And now I wish to quote a sentence from an earlier part of my testimony: "So it
was just fair that the Producer in Moscow was generous and not jealous when the
Candidate, after becoming President, paid his first tribute with his visit to the best
Actor in the play in Bucharest, and not to the Producer in Moscow." And I can
assure you, Sir, that contrary to the artificially spread rumors of anger of the Soviet
Union toward Romania for agreeing to this treaty in actual fact, the Producer in
Moscow is still generous and not jealous seeing the best Actor in his play breaking
through for him once more. For many, but not for all, it is a mystery why the Trade
Agreement with the U.S.S.R., broke down after a secret agreement was concluded
and the Trade Act of 1974 was passed and became law. It is my judgment that the
heated debate on the Senate floor about the unjust, one-sided, secret deal with the
Soviet Union made it impossible for the dealmakers in our country to carry out
their commitment. I am convinced it was not the Soviet Union this time whorbroke
the deal which was at least ten-to-one in its favor. The unjust secret deal with the
USSR, and with it the Soviet-U.S. Trade Agreement, was killed unwillingly by
Senator Javits, on the Senate floor. This old professional member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee was rhaneuvered skillfully, politely and patiently into
a corner and presented with a dilemma by a freshman Senator before my own eyes.
Senator Javits had but two choices: (1) to admit that he and his partners made the
secret deal for stepped-up Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union and from
Romania to Israel-from the two countries where Jews were left alive by Hitlerdiscriminating against U.S. citizens who wanted to be reunited with their children,
brothers, sisters, and parents living in Eastern Europe; or (2) deny this discrimina-
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tion and by doing so gamble that the USSR would deliver more than she agreed to.
He decided to gamble; the USSR declined and the deal was dead. It was dead, but
only temporarily. "Why pay one more in this deal when I have a Ceausescu, "the
man in the Kremlin thought; and then he concluded: "What I was unable to get
without paying more, Ceausescu will. And then who will dare to discriminate
against me, asking more from me than from Romania? I just have to hint that this
discrimination will insult me, resulting in unpredictable consequences. Then they
will cave in, for sure."
The dealmakers in Washington learned their lesson from their fiasco and this
time they were super-quiet. In the final steps of the deal with Romania, the brilliant
Chairman Ceausescu stopped in town quietly to conclude the deal with them. The
Dealmakers able to influence, if not control, our news media, the general public of
our nation did not even notice that the President of independent-minded Romania
was in Washington. As a result it looked to the public as if there were no secret
deal this tine and if no secret deal, how can there be discrimination against our
own citizens? But if there was no secret deal, and there was no open one, then this
treaty before you, Mr. Chairman, is not a sellout. It is a precedent setting give-away.
The amendment I drafted was really a moderate one, as you know. It asked from
the big emigration pie only a thin slice for U.S. citizens who, with their tax money
and by the weakening of their national security, are paying so much for the whole
emigration pie. As you know it required only the freedom to emigrate or to visit the
children, parents, brothers and sisters of United States citizens. Uncles, cousins, and
anyone else were excluded from this amendment. I proposed to restrict it so harshly
with the purpose of being able to make it mandatory without exceptions. The public
without justification is already losing faith in our political system. So I do not wish
to put gasoline on the fire, but he who did the job knows well what method he used
to glue the waiver to this so restricted amendment. The method outdated in my
humble judgment to say the least.
The original Trade Agreement with Romania as it was concluded in 1973 by our
former President is not available to me, but it is to you and to your experts, Mr.
Chairman. I feel it will be useful to compare it with the one you are considering, if
it has not been done by now. I am not an expert in Trade Agreements, and even less
in their language. But there were some point which I was able to observe.
1. In the 3rd paragraph of the preamble, the Trade Agreement in question gives
treaty sanctions, quietly, to Executive Agreements between our former President
and the President of the Socialist Republic of Romania-specifically, the agreements
of December 5, 1973.
2. If someone does not wish to completely misunderstand the treaty, he must read
it backwards. Oh, I do not mean completely backwards, in a literal sense, but I
mean that he must read the last Annex before he reads anything else. It is entitled:
"Annex 3: Definitions."
From the two definitions contained in this paragraph, one can learn that at least
in part, the terms of the-treaty mean different things for the United States, and
different things again for the Socialist Republic of Romania. But to those who lived
behind the Iron Curtain for a decade, like myself, to those poeple, it is clear that the
terms of this treaty mean different things-not partially, but nearly completely-to
the parties involved. In practice, then, it amounts to a precedent-setting give-away.
Just as an example of the inequality within an apparent equality: there will be no
discrimination against U.S. citizens working for U.S. firms in Romania. They will
enjoy the same basic freedoms as the Romanian citizens enjoy in their country.
There will be no discrimination against Romanian citizens working in the United
States for Romanian "companies" (see definitions). They will enjoy the same basic
freedoms as U.S. citizens enjoy in their country. But this is only one example, and if
you wish, I can go on, read the trade agreement, and mention the rest I discovered.
But I must mention one more inequality in an equality. Some persons may
assume that the Communist world and the Western world will gain equal opportunities for espionage by being granted greater access to each other through trade
relations. But the situation in each case is different. Indeed, by the terms of the
agreement, Romania is classified as an underdeveloped country, while the United
States is classified as a developed country. We get to spy on an underdeveloped
country, which has of little consequence, but Romania will be sending its agents to a
highly developed country.
But this injustice can be corrected easily; and some of us may be tempted to do
just that. We just have to approve a trade agreement with the Soviet Union with
similar terms as with Romania. And this can be the carrot to the stick of the Soviet
threat of serious consequences if we do not promise her the same terms as Romania
received.
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Mr. Chairman: I still support the original, broader Jackson-Vanik Amendment,
which did not have the waiver. Because with it on our books, we will give gid and
comfort to our past enemies only and not to our present ones. But if we have to
carry out what was written in the Bible-I mean in the Communist Bible written by
Lenin-that the Capitalist World will send to the Communists the rope to be used to
hang them and the shovels to be used to bury them. If we cannot escape our final
fate, then, at least until that fate comes, I ask you, Sir, to stop at least partially the
discrimination against U.S. citizens. I ask you, Sir, if you do not judge that U.S.
citizens deserve justice, then take this action for humanitarian reasons. I do not
blame those who wish to achieve their goals through secret deals. And I hope they
do not blame me that I wish to achieve mine in the open. Not because I am more
honest than they are; I cannot judge myself. But simply because I am a one-man
lobby without any resources. And I cannot sit on Capitol Hill to conduct secret
deals. So I am forced into the open. But I have to admit to you: I am at home there.
And as a conclusion, I wish to present to you a proposal:
Hold up your recommendation on the trade agreement until the following are
realized:
1. If possible, the waiver is completely eliminated from the Trade Act of 1974. In
precise terms: until subsection (d) of section 402 is completely eliminated.
2. If you consider it impossible to achieve my first proposals, then eliminate the
effect of the waiver from the very restricted amendment which I first proposed for
the relief of U.S. parents, children, brothers and sisters, making the relief for them
mandatory, and not selective-because this one-man lobby cannot fight for them
forever. In precise words, I propose that in Section 409 of the act, subsection (d) be
eliminated.
3. If neither my first nor my second proposal is acceptable to you, Sir, then I beg
that you require a written commitment from the President that if subsection (a)
and/or (b) and/or (c) are violated by the Socialist Republic of Romania, then he will
revoke the most favored nation status at once.
Mr. Chairman, If I appear arrogant, I ask you to forgive me. I believe in our
system, and I have faith in Congress and especially in your Committee. I am no
more than just a plain U.S. citizen, who feels he owes more to his new country than
others, and who may have a little more courage to say what so many millions of
U.S. citizens feel.
And now Mr. Chairman: the one-man private lobby wishes to quit. His proposal
above was his last request ar.d it would be polite if it could be granted. The one-man
lobby is grateful for Senator Curtis and what he did for his cause, but he thinks
that Senator Curtis as the Chairman of the Republican Conference did already as
much as he possible could. But the one-man lobby has further great expectations
from a young Senator, the Senior Senator from North Carolina. I will not turn out
the light from my torch now when I quit-I will just hand it to Senator Jesse Helms
who will carry it with as much courage and dedication as I did. Finally, I thank you,
Mr. Chairman, and I thank your staff, as I thank those in our news media who
helped my cause when I carried the torch. Please support the torch I carried,
regardless of who holds it in his hand.
Thank you.
WE ARE OUR OWN WoRST ENEMIES

(By Szabolcs Mesterhazy)
"As a nation of free men we must live all the time-or die by suicide!"Abraham Lincoln.
By these words, our president left to us not only encouragement, but a forceful
warning as well. He reminded his countrymen in generations to come, that the
"unbelievable" can happen, that we as a nation can commit suicide, or at least some
of our politicians can do it for us if we the people don't stop them in time. But how
can this happen?
We can find the answer in the teachings of Lenin. He said, "don't worry Comrades about not yet having the tools to bury the capitalist world. The capitalists will
send us the ropes to hang them and the shovels to bury them. They are so addicted
to profit they can't see that in the long run they will lose, not only their investments, but their lives as well!"
I was "liberated" by the communists at the end of the second World War and was
trained by them as one of their own. So, I can testify to you that the communists
always knew that they could never advance without the helping hand of the
capitalist world and especially of the United States. But, they were e'en more
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convinced that their great Lenin was right and we will send them the tools for our
own destruction. This we did and this we are doing on a rapidly growing scale. More
precisely, some profit hungry capitalists (Lenin described them well) and some our
naive or unwise politicians are doing it for us. Many people feel that we are already
in danger and only a few don't see the danger ahead as our nation is going
downhill. They are trying to find complicated solutions without success for simple
problems.
But, there is no reason to panic. Our suicidal process is far from complete. We
don't have to die by suicide if we just do not want to. We are still stronger than the
communist powers combined. Otherwise, they already would have buried us in
nuclear ashes. Their longstanding plan is calling for this. To be safe, we do not have
to do much, just to stop all wishful thinking and stop all deliveries of the "ropes and
shovels" to the communist countries.
But, what are these "ropes and shovels" that the communist still need from us to
be able to destroy us? Here are a few:
1. Technology.-The communist countries were, are, and always will be far behnd
us in the potential of technology. They never can match the potential of a free
society like ours in this field. They can move ahead only in a few selected subfields
of technology and only if they concentrate on them exclusively, neglecting all the
rest.
While attending a communist seminar behind the Iron Curtain, someone asked
the leading cadre, how can the Americans beat us in a few technological fields while
we are living in a much superior society? I clearly remember his answer. "The
Americans are ahead not only in a few, but in many technological fields. The reason
is obvious. We do not have to work at all on those so-called peaceful technological
projects. The Americans are selling to us at bargain prices, mostly on credit, all
those which we cannot obtain free through our well-trained agents or through our
various exchange programs with the Americans, as scientific technology, agricultural, student, professor, etc., and even the so-called cultural exchange programs. We
care as much as anybody else about the health and well-being of our people and
more. But, as our great teacher, Ilyevich Lenin predicted, the capitalists are helping
us to work only on military technology ensuring their own destruction."
Later I learned that the communists were able to use even in their military
projects some of the so-called nonmilitary type of technology they received from the
United States.
2. Credit and loan.-I will start with a few quotations from the New York Times,
Jan. 26, 1979, "By the end of last year, Poland had builtup long-term debts of $14.8
billion plus an estimated $2 billion more in short term credits ... new credits from
the west will be essential if Poland is to meet those obligations ... The communistbloc countries debt in the five years from 1974 to 1978 rose from about $13 billion to
about $55 billion." It more than quadrupled.
I wish to note that we provide such loans and credits to the communist governments so they pay, if they pay, less than one third of the interest rate than you or I
pay when they get a loan. The rest is paid from our taxes to the lending capitalists.
me occasions we provide this low interest rate loans wholly from our own treasury. This way we are sometimes financing and sometimes just subsidizing our own
destruction.
3. Credit and loan guarantees.-Until Jan. 3, 1975, when president Ford signed
into law the Trade Act of 1974, our government was able and guaranteed that if a
communist government did not pay back the loan or credit to the lending American
business, then it was paid for from our taxes quietly. The law I mentioned left this
opportunity open only to those communist countries who are enjoying, from us,
"Most Favored Nation" status. Presently they are: Yugoslavia, Poland, Rumania
and Hungary. I drafted one section of this law, namely Sec. 409, and I lobbied for it
until it became law. I am proud for being able to contribute, at least to a small
restriction, on our suicidal foreign policy. It is obvious that without a guarantee, at
least, some less "profit-hungry capitalists" think twice before extending credit or
lending to a communist government.
It is much easier to start than to stop the lending. Look just at the example of
Poland. The denial of a new loan can endanger the previous investment. As the
New York Times writes, "New credits from the West will be essential if Poland is to
meet those obligations." To extend more and to provide more loans is good business
in the short run even for our country. We guaranteed the loans. If we aggravate the
communists they simply don't pay and we have to pay off all their loans. We
provided Poland the means to blackmail us. Now we are preparing to do this in a
larger scale with Red China. Oh not now, but soon.
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After many of our politicians decided to rely on the once ousted Shah of Iran, now
they wish to rely on the aging twice ousted vice-premier of Red China. There are
those some who never learn. But at least we the people, with common sense must
realize, that regardless if the dispute between Moscow and Peking is real or fabricated for our deceit, it makes little difference to us, if our destruction will be
directed against us from Moscow, Peking or from a United Command Post. Seeing
our newest one-sided deal, now with Red China, many people worry for the survival
of Taiwan and for the losing of our honor by deserting this super-loyal friend.
I myself worry for all these things and their consequences, but I worry even more
for the survival of our own nation. I worry about the coming danger, in which we
will find ourselves if we the people do not stop those of our capitalists and politicians, who are preparing to create another communist giant by our technical
knowhow and with our money, which in these days we borrow and print.
Soon I will be meeting with and talking to our congressmen and senators about
these important matters and will be reporting to you what is said.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The hearing is recessed. Thank you very
much, gentlemen all. I apologize.
[Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were
made a part of the hearing record:]
STATEMENT OF SENATOR HARRISON WILLIAMS, JR.
Mr. Chairman, I wish to express my gratitude for this opportunity to discuss the
issue of most favored nation treatment (MFN) with Romania and Hungary.
On June 1 President Carter sent to Congress a recommendation for an extension
of waiver authority for Romania and Hungary under section 402(c) of the 1974
Trade Act in which he concluded that MFN is vital to our relationship with these
two countries and to American national interests in general. I wish to discuss some
of the factors that I feel are important in our attempt to reach a decision on this
important issue.
In 1978 the United States suffered a record trade deficit of $28.45 billion. Although imports account for a large portion of this imbalance, especially our oil
imports, an equally serious problem is the difficulty many American firms have in
marketing their products overseas. Exports make up less than 7 percent of our gross
national product and Department of Commerce figures show that only 25,000 out of
300,000 American manufacturing firms export their goods. Clearly, our record in
this area must improve if we are to reverse the current trend towards ever larger
trade deficits.
One encouraging aspect of our trade picture is America's record in East-West
trade. Between 1965 and 1975, annual two-way trade with Eastern European nations
has increased from $277 million to $3.5 billion, and since 1976, this trade has
contributed a surplus of $1.22 billion to the United States' balance of pa rents.
Because these nations compromise a sizeable portion of the world's population, the
potential expansion of trade with Eastern Europe could play a vital role in efforts to
improve the U.S. trade position.
Our growing economic relationship with Romania demonstrates the promise of
these nations as markets for American goods. Trade between the U.S. and Romania
has multiplied 10 times over the last decade, reaching $664 million in 1978. Much of
the increase has occurred since the granting of MFN status to Romania in 1975, for
MFN made possible implementation of the U.S.-Romania trade agreement which
was signed in that year. Moreover, our trade with Romania has been favorable, to
the United States. The first four months of this year have already yielded a surplus
with Romania of $74 million, showing signs of dramatic improvement from 1978.
Increased economic activity between these two countries has contributed to an
overall improvement in relations between the U.S. and Romania, as demonstrated
by Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu's state visit to Washington in 1978.
Although basic differences in outlook still exist between our two countries, the
improved cooperation between our two people can make an important contribution
to Romania's demonstrated economic and political independence within COMECON
and the Warsaw Pact. This independence has often enabled Romania to serve as a
discreet yet vital intermediary for diplomatic contacts between East and West.
Because of the link established by the Jackson-Vanik amendment between MFN
and emigration, it is important that we examine Romania's policy in this area. 1978
saw a marked increase in overall emigration from Romania. President Carter's
report that "close dialogue with Romanian officials has led to the favorable resolu-
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tion of emigration and other humanitarian problems" lends hope for even more
improvement in the future. While we must continue to fulfill our obligation to
monitor Romanian emigration trends, I have noticed a willingness to cooperate in
achieving the aims of the Jackson-Vanik amendment on the part of the Romanian
Government. Past performance and future promise fully warrant Romania's continued MFN status.
Similarly, our granting of MFN to Hungary on June 27, 1978 has been followed
by great strides in widening the areas of mutual interest which improve the overall
relationship between our two countries. Maintaining MFN status for Hungary will
not only further develop our beneficial trade relations but should also give tangible
support to Hungary's emigration policy.
Early in my congressional career I worked on reunification cases with several
Hungarian families. I recall that, even then, the Hungarian officials emphasized the
_need for normalized trade arrangements to facilitate better relations between our
two countries in other areas. I was greatly pleased when the Senate unanimously
agreed to the concurrent resolution which granted MFN to Hungary. Since that
time Hungary has dealt positively with matters in a responsive way. The majority
of Hungarians seeking to emigrate may do so without undue difficulty. Very few
problem cases arise, and U.S. officials can discuss these constructivefy with the
Hungarian Government. Most problem cases ultimately are resolved successfully.
While the need for an annual review of MFN for Hungary and Romania does
create certain difficulties in establishing long-term economic ties, this provisional
MFN situation is better than none at all. Still, I am hopeful that Congress and the
administration will carefully consider the feasibility and desirability of placing
MFN status for nonmarket nations on a more stable basis. Although the granting of
MFN does not in itself ensure the removal of points of disagreement, the increased
economic relationships made possible by MFN do help to reduce the tensions which
have been generated by competing economic systems.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR MARK 0. HATFIELD
Mr. Chairman, I offer this statement today in favor of Most Favored Nation
Status for Romania. I have done so in the past, and I think I can point to the
advantages the U.S. has derived in both economic and political terms, from maintaining MFN status with Romania since it was first granted four years ago.
Economically, trade between the United States and Romania has climbed from
$79.5 million in 1970 to almost half a billion dollars in 1977. The United States has
consistently shown a trade surplus over those years. While we are attempting to
find a way out of our trade deficit problem, good sense would dictate that we do not
eliminate those countries which are giving the U.S. a trade surplus, without good
reason.
Politically, we have been witness to Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu's
demonstration of increased independence from the Soviet Union. I do not imply that
we have found an ally in Romania, though I would like to think that is true. But
independent nations within the Warsaw pact provide the healthy dissension which
is necessary to reach well-reasoned conclusions. Americans remain concerned about
a monolithic Communist menace. Romania has joined the other Eastern European
countries of Yugoslavia and Albania in helping to temper the monolithic nature of
the Soviet bloc. As an example, last November, President Ceausescu refused to sign
documents condemning the Middle East peace talks between Egypt and Israel, and
to increase the Warsaw Pact military support of Russia.
Dissension is a luxury indulged in by those who can afford it. One of the reasons
Romania can afford that luxury is her independence in trade. Refusing to grant
MFN status to Romania will force her into more economic dependence on Russia.
Thus, refusal to grant MFN without good reason would seem to me to be a minor
instance of the United States cutting off its nose to spite its face.
Opponents of the Romanian MFN may say that there is good reason to withhold
this status. Several Senators oppose this action because of decreased emigration
from Romania to Israel. I have attached a letter written July 5, 1979, from Mr. Jack
Spitzer, President of the B'nai B'rith International to Congressman Charles A.
Vanik on behalf of the Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations which
gives "unqualified endorsement of another extension of most- favored-nation for
Romania on the strength of understandings between the Conference of Presidents
and the Romanian Government."
Some opponents of this move cite persecution of religious minorities. I am deeply
concerned about these issues. Over the months, I have been communicating with
Christians inside Romania, and I know the truth of these allegations. I have been
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forwarding facsimiles and synopses of these allegations to the Romanian Embassy.
Recently my staff and I met with the Romanian Embassy representative, who
assured me that progress was being made along these lines, and that I would see the
substantive results of that progress upon investigation. State Department documents also indicate that some progress is being made.
I am prepared to advocate granting MFN status this year, and give the Romanian
Government time to demonstrate its good faith. Through my connections in Romania and through the American Jewish Conference connections, I am sure we will be
able to ascertain whether any progress is made on these human rights issues during
the following year.
Mr. Chairman, we are past the days when defense is assured through armories
and men. Today, any major military victory is likely to be a Pyrrhic victory. This
nation must understand that increased missiles and nuclear warheads will only
assure greater destruction of the nuclear-armed enemy. They will not protect us one
iota. Our protection will be obtained by making ourselves and any potential enemy
intertwined politically, economically and culturally. Our purpose should be to blunt
incentive for destroying each other by making part of the burden of destruction fall
on the
r. Increased trade to the Communist countries is part of that philosophy.An increased trade is what MFN to Romania is all about.
Thank you for giving consideration to these thoughts. I hope the Committee will
act soon to extend the MFN for another year.
Enclosure.
B'NAI B'arni INTERNATIONAL,

July 5, 1979.

Congressman

CHARLEs

A. VANIK,

Chairman,House Trade Subcommittee,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
DEAR CHAMAN VANIK: I regret that my participation in an important conference in Geneva, Switzerland prevents me from personally appearing before the
Subcommittee on Trade to give testimony on most-favored-nation trade status for
Romania.
However, I am pleased to submit written testimony on behalf of the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations which gives an unqualified
endorsement of another extension of most-favored-nation for Romania on the
strength of understandings between the Conference of Presidents and the Romanian
government. Those understandings were reached after intensive discussions between
officials of the the Romanian government and a delegation headed by Alfred Moses,
a national vice president of the American Jewish Committee, acting on behalf of the
Conference of Presidents.
I would like to take this opportunity to say, Mr. Chairman, that the Romanian
government has made an honest and diligent effort to satisfy our concerns on
Jewish emigration, and we have been assured that it is willing to make the same
effort to resolve any other human rights questions brought to its attention by the
U.S. Government, the Congress, or private organizations.
With every kind wish.
Sincerely,
JACK J. SPrZER.
B'NA B'rrH INTERNATIONAL,

July 19, 1979.

Hon. ABRAHAM Risicon',

Chairman,International Trade Subcommittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR RInIcon: I am pleased to submit written testimony on behalf of

the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations which gives

an unqualified endorsement of another extension of most-favored-nation status for
Romania on the strength of understandings between the Conference of Presidents
and the Romanian government. Those understandings were reached after intensive
discussions between officials of the Romanian government and a delegation headed
by Alfred Moses, a national vice president of the American Jewish Committee,
acting on behalf of the Conference of Presidents.
I would like to take this opportunity to say, Mr. Chairman, that the Romanian
government has made an honest and diligent effort to satisfy our concerns on
Jewish emigration. We have been assured that it is willing to make the same effort
to resolve any other human rights questions brought to its attention by the Execu-
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tive Branch of the United States Government, the Congress, or responsible private
organizations.
With every good wish.
Sincerely,
JACK J. SPrrzER.

Enclosure.
STATEMENT OF JACK SPITZER

Mr. Chairman: I am President of B'nai B'rith International, an organization of a
half million American men and women, in addition to our members in 41 other
countries. I appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, an umbrella organization
made up of 33 constituent bodies.
Romania has enjoyed most-favored-nation trade status with the United States for
the past four years, a status granted in expectation that emigration from Romania
would become freer. Yet we have been confronted by the fact that though the
volume of U.S.-Romanian trade has increased handsomely during this period, the
level of Jewish emigration has fallen.
When Congress originally gave its consent to most-favored-nation status for Romania in mid-1975, it was with the advice of the State Department to let Romania's
actual performance on emigration substitute for the formal assurances called for in
Section 402 of the Trade Reform Act. Regrettably, Jewish emigration to Israel has
gone from 3,700 in 1974-the last full year before MFN-to 2,400 in 1975, 2,200 in
1976, 1,500 in 1977, to 1,200 in 1978. Emigration thus far this year is running at
approximately half of last year's rate. In the first five months of 1978, 459 Jews
were permitted to leave; the same period this year shows only 251 leaving.
The Romanian government has offered several explanations for this decrease, but
they have not fully resolved our questions.
This record of Romanian Jewish emigration has been the single exception to an
otherwise positive picture of Romanian policy toward both Jews and the State of
Israel. The Romanian Jewish community enjoys considerable religious, cultural, and
communal freedoms, and Romanian foreign policy, particularly with respect to the
Middle East, has been a courageously independent one. Romania alone among the
Eastern bloc countries maintains friendly and productive relations with Israel.
Indeed, President Ceaucescu was a major catalyst behind the Israeli-Eyptian peace,
process that culminated in the signing this past March.
But iii the light of our experience with Romanian emigration policy these past
four years, we have been reluctant to recommend another extension of mostfavored-nation status. Happily, however, recent developments have given us substantial reason to make a positive recommendation. We have received concrete assurances from the Romanian government-assurances which have been shared with,
and endorsed by, the Department of State-that, in the spirit of the Jackson-Vanik
amendment, will hopefully remove remaining impediments to the freedom of Jews
to emigrate.

It is our belief that these assurances were made in good faith and that they will
be honored by the Romanian government. It is on this basis that we believe we can
now give our endorsement to renewal for the forthcoming year of most-favorednation status for Romania.
We hope that our close observance of Romania's emigration performance will
enable us to continue to endorse most-favored-nation status in the future. Indeed,
we would like to believe that on the basis of recent understandings reached between
the Conference of Presidents and the Romanian government, the problem of Jewish
emigration from Romania may be resolved once and for all.
The Romanian government has shown a spirit of cooperation and flexibility in
helping to resolve the issues which will hopefully serve as a model for resolving
other human rights issues which the U.S. government, the Congress, or private
organizations may want to bring to the attention of the Romanian government in
the future.
We appreciate your permitting us to state our position.
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THE GOOD SAMARITAN

Chicago,Ill., July 15, 1979.
Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Trade, Finance Committee, US. Senate,
Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ABRAHAM RiBICOFF: In connection with the extension of "The most
Favored Nation Clause" which our Congress will give to Romanian Country, our
Mission desire to bring to your attention the following.
In 1978 1 have visited Romania after an absence of 12 years. Things have been
changed in Romania. Our mission's working among the Romanian people, we need
good Romania Christians to be Missionary in our organization.
For this purpose we asked to Romanian Government to give a passports to a
family, named Titianu Ladislau and after 10 months this family arrived here in
Chicago, working as a missionary with us.
The freedom of religion is realized in a satisfactory proportion, comparing 12
years ago.
We are proposing to you, to give to the Romania Country the "Most Favored
Nation Clause' for one more year because we have more people, who are eager to
leave the Romania and come to U.S.A. to build a new life.
We are considering that the Romanian government will continue to permit, free
immigration for those who do wish to live in U.S.A. and to educate their children in
the spirit of God.
See a list attached of those who wish to obtain a passport to come to U.S.A. They
asked for passport in 1978 and local police refused to give approval.
Hoping that the Romanian Government will help those who wish to leave Romania, giving them passports, we remain,
Sincerely yours,
JEREMIAH J. WALKER,

President of Mission.
Enclosure.
The name of the family or person desiring to leave Romania in 1979 and the address
were they are residing in Romania:
Arcan Constantin and wife and two children, Str. Calea lui Traian Nr. 2 Bloc A
apt. 13, Sanicolaul Mare cod 1976, Jud, Timis, Romania.
Guicf, Ana and husband and two children, Str. Compozitorilor Nr. 34 Bloc. 4 apt.
57 et. 11, Bucuresti Sect. 7, Romania.
Cornel Jurma, solo, Str. Rosiorilor Nr. 2 Arad, Romania cod 2900.
Draucean Cornel and wife and two children, Str. Luncei Nr. 24 Arad, 2900
Romania.
Capatina Melania and Capatina Eugen, brother, Str. Petru Rares Nr. 5 Bloc. C
apt. 11 Arad, cod 2900 Romania.
Florin Blaj and wife and one child, Str. Aurel Vlaicu Nr. 142 Arad. cod, 2900
Romania.
For the above families our mission will send affidavits of support and we will
sponsor them.
JEREMIAH J. WALKER,

President of Mission.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT

D.

SCHMIDT, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, CONTROL DATA

CORP.

Control Data Corporation is pleased with the opportunity to present testimony to
this committee and once more to express our support for the extension of mostfavored-nation tariff treatment of imports from the Socialist Republic of Romania.
Control Data Corporation is a major manufacturer of computers and related
computer peripheral equipment, not only for our own systems needs, but for other
computer manufacturers in the United States and abroad. In 1978 our computer
operations produced revenues of just over $1.8 billion. Of this, $600 million was from
overseas business.
We operate in thirty-three countries worldwide, including Romania, where we
have been active in marketing our products since 1968. In A ril 1973 Control Data
entered into a joint venture with the Central Industrial for Electronics, Technology
and Computers (CIETC), a Romanian enterprise, to form Rom-Control Data S.R.L.
This company manufacturers computer peripheral products, and is 45 percent
owned by Control Data of the U.S.A., and 55 percent by CIETC of Romania.
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The joint venture currently -produces three models of a line printer and two
models of a disk storage drive. We operate out of a new plant of 65,000 square feet
and employ over 200 people.
As you may know it is the first joint venture between a U.S. firm and a Romanian enterprise: a capitalist corporation and a socialist entity. The establishment of
this joint venture was possible because of changes in Romanian law that were made
in November 1972. Also in 1972 Romania became a member of both the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund. In 1975 a U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement
was concluded, with the approval of Congress. Under that agreement Romania first
acquired most-favored-nation treatment. This was followed, in 1976 by a U.S.-Romanian ten-year agreement on economic, industrial, and technical cooperation. These
actions on the part of Romania attest to its efforts to encourage industrial cooperation with the United States.
Control Data's experience to date with our joint venture has been most rewarding.
First, Romania has become a second source of supply for the products to be manufactured there, and the workers in the plant have met the high technical standards
necessary to ensure quality products. Second, these products now are firmly established in the Romanian marketplace, and other East European countries. As we
expand our product line, we will increase our penetration of these markets. This, in
turn, will strengthen our sales efforts in other socialist countries as well. These
marketing opportunities would not have been available to us had we not been
willing to enter into some form of cooperation with Romania. Third, our Romanian
partner has agreed to share future research and development costs of new products
to be manufactured at this plant. The sharing of research and development costs
with our Romanian partner not only increases the profitability of both parties, it
also reduced the technological risk for both sides. It has always been the intent of
both sides to have an exchange of technology-the Romanian side would return to
Control Data technology of a value equivalent to the value of the technology that
Romania received.
This activity of the joint venture has been greatly facilitated by the most-favo.-ednations treatment accorded to Romania.
The success of this joint venture has encouraged Control Data to enlarge our
cooperative activities with our Romanian partner. During the recent visit of President Ceausescu to this country, a new "business and technical cooperation agreement" was signed between Control Data and CIETC. This agreement runs for a
period of ten years and covers a number of cooperative ventures in the general
computer area. Each of these technical cooperation ventures will be organized on
the basis of a technology exchange, thus enhancing the profitability of both sides,
reducing the risk for both parties, and increasing the size of the technology pool
available to each partner. However, each technology exchange is still subject to
approval by the appropriate agencies of both the governments of Romania and the
nited States.
The U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement is automatically renewed unless either
party chooses to withdraw from the agreement. But under the Trade Act of 1974,
MFN tariff treatment for Romania automatically expires unless the President recommends further extension of such treatment. Certainly a more stable business and
trade environment would be established if the Trade Act of 1974 were amended to
allow a procedure similar to the one that prevails under the U.S.-Romanian Trade
Agreement and for a similar period of time. Due consideration should be given to
such an amendment.
In conclusion, I should like to acknowledge that a profitable business operation is
not the only reason for our support of the President's request for extension of MFN
treatment. Romania has taken many steps to encourage trade and cooperation with
the West.
Passage of this extension by the Congress will surely indicate to Romania and the
rest of the world that this approach to cooperation is correct and worthy of emulation.
As a pioneering effort, this joint venture has proven successful in establishing a
system of mutual benefit and satisfaction, and could be used as a model for other
companies and countries to undertake.
STATEMENT Or DR. DENIS A. COOPER, PUBLISHER, INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY
Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee: I greatly appreciate the privilege
accorded to me to submit this statement for inclusion in the printed record of your
hearings on the above subject.
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I am an American citizen of the Jewish faith who immigrated from Romania in
1939. I am availing myself of the privilege to testify before this Committee because
of my abiding concern for the welfare of my coreligionists who dwell in Romania.
Let the record show that I speak neither for nor on behalf of any organization.
I grew up and was educated in Romania. I served in the pre-World War II
Romanian Army, hold academic degrees from Romanian universities, was a member
of the Romanian bar, and practiced law in Romania.
While serving as an officer in the United States Army during World War II, and
stationed in London, England, I was assigned to broadcast, in the Romanian language, Allied news beamed at Romania which was then fighting on Germany's side.
After the Armistice with Romania, and while that country was under Soviet
military occupation, the United States maintained a Military Mission in Bucharest.
I was the only Romanian-speaking officer of that Mission. As such, and because of
my legal training and former law practice in Romania I was assigned to function as
official United States Observer at the war crimes trial of Marshal Antonescu,
Romania's war-time Head of State, and of his Cabinet.
My then sojourn in Romania enabled me widely to travel throughout the country
and to acquaint myself with the then prevailing conditions. Being of the Jewish
faith, I gave close attention to the battered remnants of the Romanian Jewish
community which had suffered enormous losses in lives and property under the
Romanian Antonescu regime. That regime had reduced Romania s pre-World War II
Jewish population from approximately 800,000 to a mere 200,000 sick, disabled and
dispirited souls.
My subsequent departure from Romania, return to the United States, and release
from active military service did not, however, end my involvement with Romania.
Her postwar communist regime's suppression of freedom of religion, press, assembly
and of human rights, in general, caused the United States to appeal for redress to
the International Tribunal at the Hague. Again, my legal training in the United
States (I am a member of the bars of the District of Columbia and of the Commonwealth of Virginia), my first hand knowledge of the then conditions in Romania, my
familiarity with her new legislative enactments, and my proficiency in the Romanian language brought me an invitation to join the legal staff of the Department of
State which was preparing the United States case against Romania. For reasons
herein irrelevant, however, that case never came to trial.
Nevertheless, economic conditions compelled the Romanian Government to look
to the United States and, in the process, it relented its oppression of its citizens. The
new trend resulted in President Lyndon Johnson's program of "building bridges" to
the East, and in the dispatch of the first U.S. Trade Mission to Romania, which I
was invited to join as its Deputy Director and only Romanian-speaking member. It
was then that the Romanian Government voiced, for the first time, its aspiration to
MFN status.
I was also apprised at that time of the urgent need of the Romanian Jewish
community for outside financial assistance to meet the most elementary requirements for its survival. By that time, old age, sickness, hunger and a trickle of
clandestine emigration had reduced the Jewish community to less than one hundred
thousand (100,000) souls. In its desire to engender American good will, the Romanian Government was prepared to allow the Joint Distribution Committee, Inc., an
internationally highly reputed Jewish welfare organization, to provide this needed
financial aid. The Romanian Government, however, was not prepared to accord to
that Committee a favorable dollar conversion rate into Romanian currency. I have
reasons to believe that it was my intervention which advanced the subsequent
negotiations with the Romanian authorities and, ultimately, caused them to reach a
satisfactory arrangement with the Joint Distribution Committee.
Ever since my return from that trade mission I maintained an active interest in
Romanian domestic and foreign affairs and, specifically, in the welfare of the
Romanian Jewish community. I thus know, and it is common knowledge, that the
present Ceausescu Administration accords to the Romanian Jewish community
treatment no less favorable than that accorded to their fellow-citizens of all other
creeds. Physical excesses against Jews-for many years a Romanian trademarkhave been effectively brought to an end. As a result, many of the older generation
are now content to live out their years among their relatives and old friends, and in
the peace and tranquility which the Government's equal treatment affords them.
This, of course, is not to say that there is no need for a liberal Romanian
emigration policy. There are still people who wish to be united with their children
and other relatives now living in Israel, in the United States and in sundry other
countries. There is still a substantial number of younger people who see in emigration the prospect of a better and more productive life for themselves and their
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children. To this they are entitled, and the Romanian Government has given to the
United States and to the people of America solemn assurances that it is its present
as well as its future policy to deal with emigration applications promptly, constructively, with good will, and in the letter and spirit of the Helsinki Final Act,
The extent to which these assurances are being honored, however, is in dis ute. It
is undeniable that Jewish emigration has decreased during the past year. Although
the Romanian Government strongly denies the existence of a deliberate policy to
restrict Jewish emigration, some ascribe the emigration decrease to just such alleged policy, which is said to take the form of making it difficult to obtain emigration application forms and sundry documentation required by existing emigration
regulations.
However, while such difficulties may, indeed, exist, and the processing of emigration applications may be cumbersome, or intentionally made cumbersome by the
Romanian bureaucracy, I have been assured, at a recent meeting with representatives of the Romanian Embassy in Washington, D.C., including by the Romanian
Ambassador, that the Romanian Government is prepared to take effective measures
to eliminate whatever obstacles to free emigration may exist, actively to facilitate
emigration of those who desire to leave, and to give favorable consideration to any
idea designed to assist prospective Jewish emigrants in obtaining and completing
application forms and necessary documentation, in expediting the emigration procedure and, in general, to shield them from alleged harassment and intimidation
ascribed tb the emigration bureaucarcy.
I respectfully submit that this new development is deserving of heavy and favorable weight in this Committee's approach to the issue at hand.
There are, of course, other considerations which militate in favor of Romaniaconsiderations which relate to the international political climate in which MFN
treatment of Romania is being considered. One of these considerations is that upon
this Committee's decision hinges Romania's ability to maintain her freedom of
political action and, notwithstanding threatening external forces, her territorial
integrity. It is common knowledge that Romania is engaged in a valiant struggle to
resist outside interference in her domestic and foreign policies by her powerful
neighbor. Unlike the latter, Romania does not oppress her minorities. Her citizens
enjoy religious and cultural freedom, and their government is endeavoring to raise
their standard of living. As a nation, Romania pursues peaceful aims and maintains
friendly relations with all who care to maintain such. Romania is visibly a reluctant
partner in that sinister enterprise known as the "Warsaw Pact". At great personal
risk to her leaders, and no lesser one to her territorial integrity, Romania has
expelled foreign troops from her soil. Just recently Romania declined to increase
her war potential, demanded by her giant neighbor. It is common knowledge that
the specter of a Czechoslovakia-like invasion and occupation of her territory is
perennially hovering over that country, and that Romania was the only country
among the Warsaw Pact members which courageously refused to participate in the
rape of Czechoslovakia. While other nations, more favorably treated by the United
States than is Romania, are aggravating America's energy crisis, which they themselves created, are gouging the United States and its alelis, are disrupting our and
our allies' economic equilibrium, and are creating widespread unemployment and
hardships to our citizens, Romania is sharing her relatively meager petroleum
resources with the United States and with Israel-a country whose fuel needs have
become an American concern.
If we are to have a realistic foreign policy, it must be attuned to the realities of
the geographical areas in which it is to operate, and one that interacts with the
national interests of the nations in those areas. Thus, it is all too obvious that
Romania will be able to maintain its present stance only so long as its strong
neighbor is convinced of America's determination to assist that country, politically
and economically, in maintaining at least its present relatively independent status.
Any sign that America is prepared to abandon Romania in any way or manner is,
therefore, certain to be interpreted as a signal of relaxation of United States
interest in that country. As a result, it will force Romania to alter its present
course, and thus sink to the level of a servile and unquestionably obedient vassal of
its giant neighbor. This is further certain to have a chilling effect upon the smaller
nations of the world, which can be expected to seek their salvation by means other
than reliance on the United States.
Taken together, I believe that these points constitute an impressive challenge to
those who would make our MFN treatment of Romania dependent solely upon
emigration statistics although they are, I emphasize, important. However, our government has sufficient means other than complete discontinuance of MNF treatment to drive home the point that the American people have a right to expect, and
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do expect nations entering into agreements with the United States, and receiving
beftefits thereunder, scrupulously to abide by such agreements. I believe that by her
expression of a willingness to allow American participation in the emigration facilitation process, Romania is evidencing such understanding.
It is certainly not the purpose of this Committee's dili#ent labors to punish
Romania for past sins. This Committee is and has been groping for many years for
means to make the Trade Act work effectively. To accomplish this aim, it appears
well worthwhile to allow Romania to make good on its proposed new and novel
approach to the solution of the emigration issue. I, therefore, thus respectfully urge
this Committee and, in the meantime, to express its support for the extension of
Romania's present MFN status.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. RooGsS, ARNOLD & PORTER, COUNSEL FOR JOHN

TUDOR

This statement is submitted on behalf of Mr. John Tudor of New York City, a
United States citizen of Romanian origin. Mr. Tudor is the owner by inheritance of
one-half of the Orghidan collection, an historically significant collection of coins and
other art objects. The Romanian Government refuses to recognize Mr. Tudor's
rights in the collection and continues to hold the collection.
Representatives of Mr. Tudor appeared before this Subcommittee last summer,
when the Subcommittee was considering granting Romania a previous waiver of
noncompliance with section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974. At that session, Chairman
Ribicoff raised the issue of how best to address the question of the validity of Mr.
Tudor's claim. Since that hearing, Mr. Tudor has sought the opinions of recognized
experts on both Romanian and international law. They have concurred in their
opinions. Mr. Tudor's claim is valid.
First, Titu Ionescu, former judge of the Court of Appeals for Bucharest, has
examined Mr. Tudor's claim and the issues of Romanian inheritance law it raises.
His opinion unequivocally supports Mr. Tudor's rights in the Orghidan collection
and demonstrates that Romania has no claim under Romanian law to Mr. Tudor's
interest in the collection.
Second, Dr. Richard B. Lillich, Professor of International Law at the University of
Virginia, has considered the issues of international law Mr. Tudor's claim raises. He
has determined that Romania's refusal to recognize Mr. Tudor's rights in the
collection violates both the United States-Romanian Consular Convention of 1972
and customary international law. Professor Lillich's opinion has been reviewed and
endorsed by Hardy Cross Dillard, former United States judge of the International
Court of Justice, and by James N. Hyde, former member of the Curatorium of the
Hague Academy of International Law. The opinion establishes that the taking of
Mr. Tudor's property by the Romanian Government did not occur until after 1974that is, after Mr. Tudor became a United States citizen.
Both Professor Lillich's opinion, accompanied by the endorsements of Judge Dillard and Mr. Hyde, and Judge Ionescu's opinion are submitted herewith. I request
that they be made part of the record.
Since 1974, Mr. Tudor has repeatedly requested Romania to recognize his rights
in the Orghidan collection. Romania, however, has made no meaningful response to
these repeated overtures, and is apparently content to maintain the status quo,
hopin that Mr. Tudor will abandon his efforts.
AsI mentioned, representatives of Mr. Tudor testified before this Subcommittee
last year and also before the Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee. Those hearings last summer and the evident congressional interest in the
matter did create some Romanian response at the time. But that response evaporated once the section 402 waiver was granted. It seems quite evident therefore
that, unless this Subcommittee takes some direct action to ensure that Romania
responds to Mr. Tudor's claim, no resolution of the matter will be obtained.
The Subcommittee is considering whether to extend most favored nation status to
Romania for another year. We believe that it is inappropriate to grant such status
to a country which has taken the property of a UOnited States citizen without
providing prompt, adequate and effective compensation. Not only does the wrongful
nationalization of property violate the spirit of international comity inherent in the
concept of most favored nation treatment, it further violates the specific requirements of section 502 of the Trade Act dealing with the generalized system of
preferences for beneficiary developing countries.
We do not urge that.the Subcommittee undertake to determine the claim of John
Tudor, or substitute its processes for those of the judicial fora. As the Chairman
pointed out last year, adjudication is not the proper function or purpose of a
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congressional subcommittee. We do urge, however, that the Subcommittee take into
account the prima facie case of wrongful nationalization made out by the formal
opinions of the legal experts now introduced into the Subcommittee's record by
opening the door to an approprate adjudicatory forum.
Specifically, we urge the Subcommittee to report a bill that will include a provision authorizing the Foreign Claims Settlement Commission to rule on the validity
and amount of the Tudor claim, unless the parties either arrange to have that claim
arbitrated or adjudicated in some other forum or settle it within 90 days of the
effective date of the Act. The Commission is a quasi-judicial body that has for some
25 years been the chosen instrument of the Congress for adjudicating hundreds of
thousands of claims by U.S. citizens involving property deprivation by foreign
governments. Its use is appropriate here as well.
Amending the waiver legislation in this way will open a forum for the determination of the claim; none is available now. Romania would have ample opportunity to
submit and advocate its views. The Commission will resolve the issue, and the
results of the Commission's careful consideration will be available to the Congress
and relieve it of the necessity of determining what is in essence a judicial matter.
There can scarcely be any sound objection to this suggestion, that a vexed controversy, and one in which the rights of a United States citizen are so directly
involved, should be resolved in this objective, careful and deliberate fashion.
ATTACHMENT

The International Claims Settlement Act of 1949, 64 Stat. 12, as amended, is
amended by adding the following:
TITLE VII

1. The Foreign Claims Settlement Commission is hereby authorized to determine
the validity and amount of the claim as to property purportedly belonging to John
Tudor against the Peoples Republic of Romania, unless within 90 days of the
effective date of this Act the parties resolve or otherwise arrange for the binding
determination of such claim through other processes to their mutual satisfaction.
2. Such claim shall be determined according to the applicable principles of international law, justice and equity.
3. The Commission shall render an advisory opinion to the President within 90
days after such request. Unless authorized by the President, the Commission should
not publish its advisory opinion except to the claimant and the Peoples Republic of
Romania.
4. Subject to the Commission's rules and regulations, the Peoples Republic of
Romania may file a brief as amicus curiae with respect to the claim and, with the
consent of the Commission, participate in any oral hearing on the claim.
5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated such amount, to remain available until expended, as may be necessary to enable the Commission to carry out
expeditiously its function under this amendment.
OPINION ON THE CLAIM OF JOHN TUDOR AGAINST ROMANIA, JUNE 5,

1979

(By Richard B. Lillich)
Howard W Smith Professorof Law, University of Virginia, and President,
ProceduralAspects of InternationalLaw Institute. A.B., Oberlin, 1954; LLB.
with Specialization in International Affairs, Cornell, 1957 LL.M. (in InternationalLaw) and J.SD., New York University, 1959, 1960. Ford Foundation Fellow (196), Guggenheim Fellow (19664-67), and NEH Senior Fellow
(1974-75), London and Cambridge, England. Charles H. Stockton Chair of
InternationalLaw, US Naval War College, 1968-69. Author or editor of 12
books, including The Protectionof Foreign Investment (1965), The Valuation
of Nationalized Property in International Law (1972-75) (three volumes),
and International Claims. Their Settlement by Lump Sum Agreements
(1975) (two volumes). Consultant to the Department of Justice, the Department of State and the U.S. Naval War College.
I have been asked to review the file in the matter of the Claim of John Tudor
against the Romanian Government based upon its refusal to honor the claimant's
inheritance rights under Romanian law in the "Orghidan Collection." This claim
was filed with the U.S. Department of State on or about February 6, 1975, but the
Department, while expressing sympathy for the claimant's plight, has questioned
the international legal validity of his claim and to date has refused to espouse it
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formally against Romania. The Department's position is based upon the contention
that whatever deprivation claimant or his predecessor may have suffered at the
hands of Romania occurred well before December 23, 1974-the date on which
claimant acquired U.S. citizenship-thus precluding formal espousal, since the nationality-at-the-time-of-loss requirement would not then be met.
In the following opinion, I have relied upon the factual data supplied by the
claimant in his initial 1975 submission and in subsequent submissions, especially
the Briefs of Claimant dated May 20, 1976 and July 18, 1978. I also have relied upon
the translations and the interpretations of relevant Romanian law set out in the
above and in the Memorandum of Judge Titu-Servan Ionescu date December 1,
1978. It is my understanding, confirmed during the course of my interview on April
11, 1979 with Mr. Mark Feldman, Deputy Legal Adviser, Department of State, that
the Department accepts both the claimant's statement of facts and his interpretations of Romanian law; it apparently differs from claimant on one ground only,
namely,
it contends
'"judicial notice" should be taken that the inheritance
rights relied
upon bythat
claimant
were the subject of a "constructive taking" or a
"creeping
expropriation"
prior
to
his acquisition
of U.S.that
citizenship.
This opinion consists o two rts.
The first shows
the inheritance rights of
the claimant under Romanian law entitles him to at least one-half and arguably all
of the Orghidan Collection, and that Romania's refusal to recognize such rights
constitutes an undeniable violation not only of its own law, but of customary
international law and also the U.S.-Romania Consular Convention, July 5, 1972, 24
U.S. T. 1317, T.I.A.S. No. 7643. The second demonstrates that the constructive
taking or creeping expropriation of claimant's inheritance rights that actually took
place accrued after rather than before his acquisition of U.S. citizenship.
I
Constantin Orghidan, who over a lifetime assembled the world-famous collection
of old coins and other art objects known as the Orghidan Collection, was a Romanian national who died in Romania on August 29, 1944, leaving a surviving wife
(Martha, also known as Marta) and no descendants or ascendants. Under Paragraph
I of his duly authenticated Last Will and Testament dated June 9, 1944, he left to
his wife, as one bequest, "all the modern gold coins beginning with the year 1850,"
coins that, as specified in the Will, "do not constitute the subject of any collections."
Under Paragraph II, he left his entire residuary estate (including the Orghidan
Collection) to "the Romanian Academy," then a prestigeous and independent academy whose membership consisted of artists and scholars in various fields. However,
under the Romanian Civil Code and Law No. 319 of June 10, 1944 (known as the
"Marinescu Law"), in force at the time of Constantin Orghidan's death in August
1944, a surviving spouse such as Marta Orghidan inherited as a matter of right onehalf of the entire estate left by the deceased spouse. Thus, to the extent that
Constantin Orghidan's Will attempted to convey to the Romanian Academy in
excess of one-half of the estate, it was null and vid, since Romanian law guaranteed Marta Orghidan one-half of the property owned by her husband at the time of
his death.
Not only was the Romanian Academy's interest in the estate limited by the
Marinescu Law, but whatever interest it was entitled to was further restricted by
the terms of the Will itself. For, according to Paragraph III(a), the bequest to the
Romanian Academy was a conditional rather than an absolute one, being subject to
a number of conditions subsequent, the most important one being the payment of
150,000 lei monthly to Marta Orghidan. Since the Romanian Academy failed to
comply with this obligation, the conditional bequest to it can be said to have failed
completely under Romanian law. In the absence of any descendants or ascendants,
the interest thus desc ended to Constantin Orghidan's surviving spouse, Marta Orgh.
idan. Thus she arguably became entitled, as a matter of right, to the entire residuary estate left by her husband.
Subsequent to her husband's death, Marta Orghidan submitted his Will to a
Bucharest court and filed a petition with it stating that she was exercising her right
of election under the Marinescu Law and demanding her statutory share of one-half
of his entire estate. The court, in a decision dated November 23, 1946, specifically
acknowledged her right under the Marinescu Law, but held that "this special law
does not grant the surviving spouse the possession by right ' 0." Instead, the
Romanian Academy, "in its capacity of a universal legatee," was "granted possession of the property left by the deceased" under his Will. The "possession" granted
by the court had nothing whatever to do with the apportionment of property rights
between Marta Orghidan and the Romanian Academy, however, but merely provided for the interim possession of the property, such possession in the yet-undivid-
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ed estate to continue only until final distribution of the estate was made. This
possession, contrary to the assertion contained in the Romanian Note Verbale dated
May 30, 1978, was of a fiduciary character only; it left totally unaffected the
property rights of Marta Orghidan as provided for in the Will and under the
marinescu Law.
This conclusion is underscored by the decision of the same court in 1948, which
noted that "an agreement was reached with Mrs. Marta Orghidan the widow of the
defunct, in order that she shall receive her part only after the definitive conclusion
of the transactions, the goods remaining further in the custody [p
io n] of the
Romanian Academy." This language indicates that an agreement had been reached
in the court between the academy and the widow recognizing her rights under the
Will and Romanian law, such rights to be received upon the eventual distribution of
the estate. Further support of the above is found in the Process Verbale date May 5,
1951, which shows that the Romanian court was in the midst of taking an inventory
of the entire assets of the estate. This Proess Verbale reveals that, contrary to the
recent assertion by the Romanian Goven-ment, the Orghidan Collection never became "the property of the Romanian Acad.my" in 1946, but remained in 1951 (and
at all times thereafter) within the jurisdiction of the Romanian courts.
Since the court never proceeded to an avocation and final distribution of the
estate, the claimant-who as sole heir of the entire estate of Marta Orghidan under
her last Will and Testament dated January 28, 1967 has succeeded to her rights in
the estate of Constantin Orghidan-is entitled to ask, as he has since December 26,
1974, for at least one-half and arguably all of the latter estate. No statute of
limitations in Romania bars such a request, Article 728 of the Romanian Civil
Code-directly in point-specifically providing that "[a] co-heir can demand at any
time the partition of the estate * *
Romania's refusal to respond to claimant's request not only constitutes a violation
of Romanian law, but, the exhaustion of local remedies rendered unnecessary by the
thrust of the Romanian Note Verbale dated May 30, 1978, a violation of customary
international law as well, in that the claimant has been deprived of valuable
property, i.e., the Orghidan Collection, by the Romanian Government without the
payment of just-or indeed any-compensation. Moreover, Romania also has violated its treaty obligations with the U.S., since under a Protocol to the U.S.-Romania
Consular Convention it has guaranteed that "United States nationals may exercise
their inheritance rights in the Socialist Republic of Romania on the same conditions
as Romanian nationals *
II

As stated in the introduction to this memorandum, the Department of State does
not deny that the claimant or his predecessor suffered a substantial deprivation at
the hands of Romania. Rather, acknowledging but ignoring the legal arguments
advanced in the preceding part, it apparently finds a "constructive taking" or
"creeping nationalization" to have taken place at some unspecified time before
claimant became a U.S. national. No dates are given. No act or acts amounting to a
"taking" are singled out. Instead, the Department seemingly is asking that "judicial
notice' be taken that the Communist wealth deprivations were so widespread in
postwar Romania that they must have embraced the Orghidan Collection-despite
the fact that Romania itself never has claimed to have nationalized, expropriated or
otherwise taken the collection.
The first point that should be made about this argument is that if it were being
made by a claimant-and it is claimants who normally are attempting to establish
the existence of a "taking," the present claim being a reserve-twist situation-it
would be rejected by the Department out-of-hand. One would be told that, absent an
accumulation of acts by a foreign state directly or indirectly aimed at depriving one
of the use or enjoyment of one's property, no taking sufficient to warrant the
bringing of an international claim existed. In addition, it would be pointed out that
as long as the foreign courts were open to the claimant remedies remained to be
exhausted. Indeed, at present the Department has raised both arguments to avoid
formally espousing the claim of a family I represent who has suffered a substantial
property deprivation in a major Latin American country. Yet in the present case,
when the shoe is on the other foot, with literally no factual or legal analysis, the
Department has leapt to the conclusion that a taking of the Orghidan Collection
occurred sometime before December 23, 1974. The conclusion is difficult to support,
as can be seen from the above examination of Romanian law and will be seen from
the following discussion of relevant international precedents.
A survey of postwar international claims practice reveals no cases precisely in
point with the present one. However, claims where property has been placed under
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provisional administration by a state offer some guidance by analogy. Since such
claims involve "temporary takings" by the state-which is not the case here, where
the Romanian Academy only held possession in a fiduciary capacity-they must be
used with care and their pro-taking bias discounted. Keeping this fact in mind, they
reveal that postwar international claims practice rather uniformly has refused to
find such claims compensable unless the temporary taking has ripened into a
permanent expropriation. Christie, "What Constitutes a Taking of Property Under
International Law"? 38 Brit. Y.B. Int'l 307, 322-24 (1962). As I have written elsewhere, "deprivative measures conceived as 'temporary' yet by one means or another
matured into 'permanent takings' ' I ' have been considered to warrant compensation usually as of the definitive, not the initial, seizure dates. The general rule, thus,
must be amended to read that State responsibility commences as of the time of
effective and permanent wealth loss or injury." 1 R. Lillich & B. Weston, International Claims: Their Settlement by Lump Sum Agreements 143 (1975) (emphasis in
original). The significance of this conclusion in view of the date-of-claim-accrual
problem in the present case is apparent.
The key precedent in this area is a Panel Opinion by the U.S. Foreign Claims
Settlement Commission (FCSC) dealing with the state administration measures
instituted in postwar Czechoslovakia. At the end of World War II, that country
nullified all German confiscatory measures and, pursuant to Decree No. 5/45 Sb. of
May 19, 1945, placed such affected properties under "national administration." A
subsequent decree in December 1946 provided for restitution proceedings in Czech
courts, but on December 21, 1949 such proceedings were suspended and no action
was taken thereafter. In Panel 0 inion No. 6, noting that Decree No. 5/45 Sb. "was
as a temporary action," but noting
considered by the
originally axnvernment
also that, "in 1948 and thereafter some businesses were placed under national
administration for the purpose of their liquidation," the FCSC concluded"That the placement of property under national administration does not, in and
of itself, constitute a taking of property * * *; however, in those cases where it is
established that a national administrator was a ppointed specifically to liquidate a
business, such action shall be considered as a taking on the date of the decision or
order placing the property under national administration."
FCSC, Eleventh Semiann. Rep. 28, 29 (1959). See also FCSC, Decisions and Annotations 416-17 (1969).
The FCSC has adhered to this Panel Opinion in subsequent cases, finding no
constructive taking or creeping expropriation where the state administration is
truly custodial in character. See, e.g., Claim of Dayton, id. at 417, 418; Claim of IBM,
id. at 419; Claim of Li on, id. at 384, 387-88; Claim of Aris Gloves, FCSC, Seventeenth Semiann. Rep. 239 (1962); Claim ofLipper, FCSC, Fourteenth Semiann. Rep.
156 (1961); and Claim of Walder, FCSC, Seventeenth Semiann. Rep. 192 (1962). The
British Foreign Compensation Commission has taken the same position. Application
of Kac, BP 1188 (1959 (unpublished), discussed in R. Lillich, International Claims:
Postwar British Practice 67 (1967). So have the French commissions established to
distribute lump sums under agreements with Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and
Romania. See B. Weston, International Claims: Postwar French Practice 126-30
(1971). In short, mere state administration in and of itself uniformly has been
deemed not to give rise to a compensable taking of property. I R. Lillich & B.
Weston, supra, at 171.
Scholarly commentary supports the above reading of international law precedents. In his definitive monograph on the subject, my colleague Professor Weston
has concluded"That the State administration of private wealth is by itself to be regarded not as
a compensable event but as a temporary custodial action not amounting to a
constructive taking. Only when such measures are determined to be truly noncustodial in character, or, alternatively, when they are determined to be part of an
ultimately definitive dispossession-such as would transfer title or otherwise conclusively deprive an owner of the yield therefrom-is the appointment and subsequent
functioning of a State administrator regarded as the equivalent of a direct taking."
Weston, "Constructive Takings" Under International Law: A Modest Foray into the
Problem of "Creeping Expropriation," 16 Va. J. Int'l 103, 165 1975). See also id. at
169, to the effect that "genuinely conservatory 'State administrations' are not to be
regarded as deprivations such as will engage international responsibility."
Additional support for the view that custodial measures do not constitute an
actual taking of roperty may be found in U.S. practice under the Trading with the
Although that statute authorizes the blocking (or "freezing")
Enemy Act (TWTEA).
of foreign-owned assets, the former owner's property rights are not automatically
extinguished by such action. "As between the former owner and the Custodian," Dr.
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Domke has written, "the seizure does not determine the title and does not settle the
property rights finally, but merely gives preliminary control to the Alien Property
." M. Domke, "Trading With the Enemy in World War II," at 268
Custodian '
(1943).
Moreover, assets may remain blocked under the TWTEA for many years without
any taking by the U.S. occurring. Thus, in Article II (B) of the U.S.-Chinese Claims
Agreement, 11 May 1979, the U.S. "agrees to unblock by October 1, 1979 all assets
which were blocked because of an interest, direct or indirect, in those assets of the
PRC, its national, or natural or juridical persons subject to its jurisdiction or control
**." This return of frozen PRC property after 30 years underscores the fact that
mere denial of access to property need not constitute its taking.
That the U.S. continues to maintain this position is shown in two contemporary
cases. Cuban assets, seized in 1959, specifically were frozen and not vested by a 1965
amendment to Section 511 of the International Claims Settlement Act; they remain
frozen today, 20 years after their initial seizure. Even more dramatically, Czech
gold, looted by the Nazis during World War II, currently is being held by the U.S.,
over three decades later, pending the conclusion of an "equitable claims settlement"
with that country. Lillich, "The Gravel Amendment to the Trade Reform Act of
1974: Congress Checkmates a Presidential Lump Sum Agreement," 69 Am. J. Int'l
L. 837 (1975). Thus mere passage of time does not give rise to a constructive taking
or creeping expropriation of property, absent an act or acts of a deprivatory nature.
Applying the above line of claims, commentary and U.S. practice by analogy to
the present case, the temporary "possession" granted the Romanian Academy by
the Romanian court obviously did not constitute a compensable taking of Marta
Orghidan's interest in her deceased husband's estate. As shown above, an inventory
looking to the distribution of the estate was being taken in May 1951, and unsuccessful efforts were made by the Romanian Government to have Marta Orghidan
execute a renunciation of her rights on 29 December 1956. A similar effort, also
unsuccessful, was made to have the claimant, John Tudor, renounce his rights on 12
June 1967. These attempts by Romania to acquire formal title to the Orghidan
Collection clearly reveal an awareness that it lacked such title. Nor do Romania's
actions until 1974 reflect a course of conduct by which the Romanian Academy's
possession can be said to have ripened into a defacto taking. Indeed, Romania has
repeatedly rested its claim to the collection upon Constantin Or hidan's will, as
allegedly construed by Romanian courts, rather than upon an act o nationalization,
expropriation or other taking. Ironically, the Department of State, whose responsibility it is to protect U.S. citizens who have suffered wealth deprivations abroad,
seeks effectively to "non-suit" the claimant here by arguing that his property rights
in the Orghidan Collection somehow were snuffed out before 23 December 1974, the
day on which he became a U.S. citizen.
Although these rights were in existence at the time of claimant's naturalization,
they have been seriously impaired, if not formally extinguished, by events since late
1974. In the first place, Romania, recognizing somewhat belatedly that among the
numerous nationalization laws and decrees it had promulgated in the immediate
postwar period there was one glaring omission-a law covering private art collections-enacted a law on 30 October 1974 known as the "Law on Protection of
National Patrimony." This law required private owners of certain objects of art of a
particular historical, artistic or documentary value-such as the Orghidan Collection-to file affidavits describing such objects with the "Office of Evidence of the
Cultural-National Patrimony" before 31 December 1974. In compliance with that
decree, on 23 December 1974 the claimant, John Tudor, filed an affidavit with the
above-mentioned Romanian authority asserting his ownership of the collection. This
affidavit was not rejected and its allegations of claimant's ownership interests in the
collection were not denied, thus implying once again that up until that time the
collection had not been nationalized or otherwise taken by the Romanian Government.
Since then, however, various events have occurred in Romania or with respect to
the ownership interests of the claimant in the Orghidan Collection that cumulatively amount to a "constructive taking" under international law. First, during March
1977 the Romanian Government, under the guise of protecting them after the
earthquake that destroyed large areas of Bucharest, seized most of the private art
collections in the city. According to the New York Times of 15 December 1977,
"[t]he Romanian Government has seized the cream of Bucharest's private collections
of Romanian and Western art and has closed more than a dozen museums throughout the city." This action, which surely constitutes an admission that such collections had not been nationalized or otherwise taken before, shows the intention of
the government to assert absolute control over private art collections in the coun-
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try. Next, despite repeated efforts dating back to late 1974 to achieve some recognition from Romania as to his rights in the Orghidan Collection, the claimant-using
written, oral and diplomatic communications-was unable to obtain any clarification, much less a definitive statement, from the Romanian Government during 1975,
1976, 1977 and early 1978. Finally, Romania's Note Verbale dated 30 May 1978,
revealing a complete misunderstanding of Romanian law and demonstrating that
that government considers the matter closed, indicates that a fair hearing, much
less justice, cannot be obtained in the courts of Romania. Thus, the claimant is
relieved of the burden of exhausting local remedies there and-a constructive
taking of property coupled with a denial of justice having occurred-is entitled to
take his private grievance to the Department of State for its possible formal espousal as a claim of the U.S. against Romania.
of U.S.
One final matter warrants mention in view of the claimant's acquisition requirecitizenship on 23 December 1974; the interaction here of the nationality
ment with the date-of-claim-accrual problem. As mentioned above, in cases of constructive takings or creeping expropriations, the internationally wrongful act is
deemed to have occurred at the time of the effective and permanent deprivation.
See 1 R. Lillich & B. Weston, page 7 above. The taking, in other words, occurs at the
very end of the continuum and does not relate back to the initial deprivative act.
Thus, Christie observes that"[W]hen a seizure which is not originally deemed to be an expropriation ripens
into one, the date of the 'taking' should not be held to go back to the time when the
property was initially seized, but from the time at which it is determined that there
was no reasonable prospect that the property would ever be returned."
Christie, supra, at 337. Accord, Weston, supra, at 170: "If the 'State administration'
measure is one that originally was conceived as only 'temporary' (and truly custodial), then the diacritical date should commence as of the time the measure is
determined to have ripened into a 'taking.'"
In the present case, only after the claimant had filed an affidavit with the
Romanian authority on 23 December 1974 and subsequently asserted his inheritance
rights through various channels did it become apparent "that there was no reasonable prospect that the property would ever be returned." It was then and only
then-subsequent to the claimant's acquisition of U.S. citizenship-that the constructive taking of and the denial of justice in connection with the Orghidan
Collection took place.
CONCLUSION

Summarizing the contents of this opinion:
1. Under the Will of Constantin Orghidan and the Marinescu Law in force at the
time of his death, his surviving spouse, Marta Orghidan, became entitled to at least
one-half of his residuary estate, including the Orghidan Collection.
2. Neither the Romanian court decision dated 23 November 1946 nor its follow-up
decision in 1948 deprived Marta Orghidan of her inheritance rights; rather, they
gave a fiduciary "possession" to the Romanian Academy, as residuary legatee,
pending the eventual distribution of the estate (as confirmed by the court-supervised
inventory being undertaken in 1951).
3. Marta Orghidan's understandable reluctance to press for the distribution of the
estate in the period between 1951 and her death on 17 February 1967 did not
constitute a waiver of her inheritance rights under Romanian law, since Article 728
of the Romanian Civil Code specifies that "[a] co-heir can demand at any time the
partition of the estate. .

...

4. By the Will of Marta Orghidan, John Tudor in 1967 succeeded to her inheritance rights, including her just claim to one-half of her husband's estate.
5. Romania's refusal, subsequent to John Tudor's acquisition of U.S. citizenship on
23 December 1974, to acknowledge that he is entitled to one-half of this estate
constitutes not only a violation of Romanian law, but also a violation of both
customary international law and the U.S.-Romania Consular Convention.
6. Consequently, all the requirements of a good and valid claim under international law have been satisfied, and the U.S. is entitled to espouse it formally against
Romania.
JUNE 12, 1979
We have studied the opinion of Professor Richard B. Lillich, dated 5 June 1979, on
the claim of John Tudor against the Peoples Republic of Romania.
We have also examined the factual data as well as the interpretations and
conclusions concerning Romanian law to which Professor Lillich refers on pages 1
and 2 of his opinion and on which he relies.
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We consider that Professor Lillich, who is well known to the profession and to us,
is a competent, experienced and responsible scholar in the area with which his
opinion deals.
We consider the opinion a sound and complete analysis of the legal basis of the
Tudor claim, both from the point of view of the application of the principles of
international law, and also as an appreciation of United States practice in the area
of claims.
Accordingly, we express our entire support of the body of the opinion and its
conclusions.
HARDY CROSS DILLARD.
JAMES N. HYD.
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M ,IORMIDUK.

Clai of John Tudor ( formerly Ungureanu ) against the
Government of Romania, filed with the United dtates Dpartment
of State on.or about February 5, 1975, praying the Department
to use its good offices- in order to recover his ihheiitance right.
in the world famous art Collection known as the "Orghidan Collec-

tion,.

BACKGROUTD FACTS.
During a period of time of fourth years, Constantin Orghidan,
a. well. known engLneer, and. industrialist, a resident of'the City

of Bucharest, Romania, together with his wife, P~art. Elena Orghidan, succeeded to assemble an unique collection of old coins end
objects of art, know= all. over the world as " The Orghidan Collection ", which s:.nce 195L has been in
manian Academy, Bcharestp Romania.

the custody of the Ro-

Constantin Orghidan died on Augist 29, 1944, in thp town of
Ferdinand-Bistra, Colmty of Severin, Romania, and, at the time
of his death, he was survived by his wife, Marta Elena Orghidan,
without to leave children, parents, brothers or sisters.
Less than. three months prior to his death, on Tune 9, 1944,
Constantin. Orghidan executed his Lant Will and Testament, by

which he bequeathed ta his wife certain assets, included all
the cai collection szbsequent of the year 1851, and " All the
residue e" of the assets to the Romanian Academy.
The examination. of the aforesaid Will, reveals, inter alia,
that Constantin Orghidan. has bequeathed to the Romanian Academy
W All the residue
I of the assets, subject to certain terms and
conditions, clearly set forth in the said Will, terms and con.ditions to. be performed. by the bebeficiary, The Romanian. Academy.
Ifone, of the said terms and conditions, impos-d by the testato upon the Romaniian Academy have been performed; not oven the
obligation imposed by the testator uoom the Romanian Academy un-
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der Art. III ( a. ) of his last Will, to pay to his widow,
arts. Orghidan, the sum. of One Himdred Fifty Thousand Lei

mothly.
Etnder smh circumstances, the surviving widow, Marta
Orghidan. was compelled to live in. poverty until she was rescued and supported, for the rest of her life, by John TVdor,
the clAimat herein.
Marta. Orghidan died on February 17, 1967, leaving no

descendents-or ascendents, or other surviving heirs, b'lt
leaving an authenticated Last lill

and Testament,

dated Ja-

naur7 8, 1967.
By the said Last ,Till and Testament, Marta Orghidan appointed John, Tudor as her sole heir of the entire estate

and,. on. April. 25,. 1967, a " Certificate of Inheritance * as
issued by the State Notary Office of the District " 30 fecenbrie *,. Bucharest,. Romania, recognizing John Tudor as the
sole heir of Marta Orghidan, and, in that capacity, entitled
to her entire estate.
1969, John T-dor arrived in the
On ox- about October '7,
United State.,. and. established his permanent residence in
the L'ity and State. of New York. On.December ?3rd 1,974, John
Tudor was granted the United States Citizenship.
Om November 28, 1972, The Surrogate's Court of the Stat
of lfew tork, s.Manted to the claimant rmited. Ancillary LetterE

of AdministratiorL on. the Estate of Mart& Orghidan, and, on
August 3rd,, 1973,

..itd

Annillar

the same Co,-tgranted to the claimant LL-

Letear of Administration on. the. Estate of

Cons tantin Orghidan.
Repeated oral and written demands and representations
made by the U.S. Government upon the Romanian Government regarding the inheritance rights of the clAimant have remained,
during a period of three years, ,althout any reply.

50-437

0 -

80 -

22
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Finally, the answer-of the Romanian Government oame, and
its position is reflected in the " Note Verbale Nr. 8/15535,
dated May 30,. 1978, from the Government of Romania,. Concerning
T1udor Clm ", and in. the * Exurpts of Text of Diplomatic Notp
from the Romanian. Government, dated July 7, 1978 ".
II-.

THE IXHRITAfCZ RIGHTS OF MARTA ORGHIDAf AND OF HER SOLE
RfIR, JOmI TUDOR.
1. The Romanian. Law? 319/1944, knora. as Marinescu Law, esta-

blished in favor of the su-rviving spouse, Marta Orghida4, _an
intan-ible reserve of one half of the Estate of her deceased hilsband,. Constahtin Orghidan.
The leaL. status of the inheritance rights of Marta OrqhLdan hsas to be established on the basis of Romanian Law 319/L944,
corroborated. with. the provisions of the Romanian Civil Code, Art.
728, 183T, 1846 and 1853, in full force and offeot, from the death
of Constantin, im.t.l the present time.
The pertinent part' of the Lawr319/1944, in its Eaglish tranc
nation, reads an follows:
Art*, I.*
"The surviving spouse inherits from the inheritance
ot the othek-spycuse,. as follows:
ar) Whe comesr to the inheritance in competition
with the legimate. and recognized children or only with one
of the, or with. their descendants, inherits one forth.
b) When comes to the inheritance in competition with
the fatherand mother of the deceased. spouse, or only with
one of' them, in, both cases together with the brothers or
sisters of the deceased spouse and his descendants, or only
with. one of these, inherits one, third;
O) 7he, comes to the inheritance in competition with
the father and mother of the deceased spouse, or only with
one, of them, or only with the brothers and sisters of the
same and-descendants of them, or only with some of them, inherits one half ;.
4) "then coMes to the inheritance with other ascendents
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or collateral relatives until the fourth grede, inherits
three forth ;
e) Lacking the. aforementioned relatives, the surviving.
spolse inherits all. the inheritance.''
Art. 2..
The legacies made by the predeceased spouse shall not
exceed one-half of the rights set forth in. the Art. L
in. favor of the surviving spouse."
According.to the above-mentioned Art . 1, letter e, of the
Law 319/1944, and taking in consideration that Constantin Orghidan did not leave children, parents, brothers and sisters,
or their descendants, Marta Orghidan, the surviving spouse,
would have been entitled to the entire estate of her pre-deceased spause.

Marta Orghidan would have had the inheritance rights of
alL, the Estate of her husband,. if he had. not left a Last wVi1.
and Testament,. but. according to the Art. 2 of the above-mentioned Law,. Constantin. Orghidan could. hot bequeath to the Romanian Academy more than one half of the Estate.
f & Last Will. and. Testament goes beyond one half of the
zatater,, which. constutes the intangible reserve of the survi,ving spouse, the said Will. will be reduced to one-half.
The' above-meutioned. Lavw estaclishes, beyond, any possibility of doubt or d.±spute~that ConstantinL. Orghidan's widow,.
as a. sirvivin spouse'# inherited one-ha3f of hebr husband's
Estate,. and that any attempt to convey to the Romaaz. Acadet Ji4 excess of that one-half of the Estate, is declared, by
Law, MIL; and void.
The ri*hts of the surviving spouse to one-half of the. propertr oawd by her deceased husband at the time of his death,
is sacrdsanop and it can not be' disposed. of by the Will of
the husbandF it consitixtes the intangible reserve, to which.
the survivinr spouse is entitled, and. it can not be affected,
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or invaded by a Last Will aia Testament..
The best evidence of the undisputed inheritance rights of

Marta Orghidan, is the very 1946 Decision of the Romanian Coumrt,

to w.ich is referring the " Note Verbal. Nr. 8/15535, dated May
30, 1978p from the Government of Romania, Concerning Tudor Claim

( Exhibit I ).

-

'e quote, from the said decision, the following excerpt:
Ie consider that, although the deceased engineer Constantin. OrSLhdan,. left behind & living wife,

Marta Elena Or-

ghiden, who according to the Maw 319/1944 has a right to
inherit :from her husband 's succession...

2. The ,zndispted inheritance rights of Marta Orghidan are
imprescri3tible ; are not subject to any statute of limitation,
and can be, exercised, at any time by the slrviving spouse, or suzcc
eosors in interest, heirs or assignees.
In. order to establish the complete legal status of Marta
0rghidan's inheritance rights, we have to corroborate the provisions of the RomarnLan Law 319/1944 with the Art. 728 of the Romanian Civil Code, which, in its English translation, reads as fo-

b1o ws
"Art. 728. Nobody can be obliged to maintain the condition
of a joint property. A, co-heir can ask any time for the
partilie-e -4he inheritance, even when would exist contary agreements or prohibitions ".
The Liaw -g/114J
created, between. Elena Orghidan and the

Romanian Academy, a joint property, each of them being entitled
t one-half of the Estate left by Constantion Orghidan, and we
ha~e t.o add,. an undisputed. and ,zcon-neight-f
_onealf

in favor of Elena Orghidan, and only a conditional right of onehalf in favor of the Romanian Academy, taking in consideration
that the Romanian Academy had to perform retain express obligations ander the Will,. and, 1inti3. the present time, the Romanian
Academy did not show. the slightest evidence of performing any of

Its obligations.
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According to the above-mentioned provisions of the Art. 728
of the- Romanian Civil Code, Marta Orghidan, could ask " any time
for the partition. of the inheritance of her deceased husband, and
if she did not exercise her right during a period of 20, 30, or
more years, her right of partition did not lapse.
The passing of time, of ' any time ",could not affect, chang_
or diminishin any. waythe legal status of the loint procerty
established by lawr, beteween Elena- Orhidan and the Romanian Academy.
The inheritance rights of Maarta Orghidan vere clear and un-

disputed, on, August 29, 1944, at the death of her husband, remained continuously as such during her life, and remained of the
same, unchanged characterpwhen transfered to her heir John Tudor,
and. afterwardsluntil , any time ", in the fixture.
For- this reason, the referance of the ' %ote Verbale " of

May 30, 1978 of the Romanian. Government to the fact that John
Tudor- as granted. the U.S.
becomes irrelevant.

citizenship on December 23,

1974,

'IL

Let us examine now, in the light of the Law 319/ 1978 and
of the provisions of the Romanian Civil Code, the 'T Text of Note
Verbal' N'r.8/L5535r, Dated May 30, 1978 from the Government of
Roumaia, Concerning T ,dor CIaim, and the 1"Excerpts of Tert of

Diplomatic Note frog Romanian Government Dated -uly 7, 197T8
Ce
Sownmen

of Romania. relies in support of its

"

position

on, three documents cited by it, namely:
L. The last Will and Testament of Constantin Orghiden dat-d
Jun' 9,. 1944.
2. The decision. rendered by the former flfor Ttibunal, Civil
Section 6, recorded in its ledger on November 23, 1946, and Do-
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saler Nr. 3700/1944 and ANC Certificate Nr. 6654/1948 of the Ilfov
Tribunal, Civil, Section 1.
3. The Successor's Certificate Nr.*187/1967 issued by the State
Notary Office of District " 30 Decembrie " Bicharest.

1. THE LAST ;TIIL AND TESTAMENT OF CONSTANTIN ORGHIDAN,
The above " Note Verbale

",

states in its paragraph I:

1. The Constantion Orghidan Collection became the property
of the Romanian Academy in accordance with the lill

left by

Constantin Orthidan on June 9, 1944".
The Will, a copy of which the State Department han in" its possession, states in paragraph r:
"'Z also leave to my wife all the furniture and personal prorly
. 9
coins
It is
the yeer 1850

located in our home in Bcharest,. Str. Aiex. Lahovary
and alL the modern coins beginning with the year- 1850,
do not consitlite the subject of any collections. "
obvious, that " all the modern coins beginning with
w,. bequeathed expressly by Constantin Orghidan to, his

wife. cotld.not become' the

"

property of the Romanian Academy,

in

accordance with the Will, left by Constantin Orghidan "e, as the "Note

Verbale "1states.
The Will of Constantin Orghidan. further provides
'=

S

11... ALL the residue of all my real and personal. property
Z hereby bequeath. to the Romanian. Academy."
ThLs beqest is made with the following obligations for
tor-the RomaMLam Academy*."

The entire income of, this property, after deductions of 201p
to be ,saed for the payment of expenses of administration,
the fee of the testamentary executor and other expenses,
the Aademy shall distribute as follows:
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a) to my wife one hundred fifty thousand ( 150,000 ) le
monthly, up to the time of definite determination of the
entire income .. "
is clear that even the
From the last-quoted lan ia.,it
bequest of that portion of the Constantion Orghidan's property,
that was made to the Romanian Academy, as a residuary becaiest,
was a conditional and not an absolute bequest'.
It was expressly and conditional. upon the Romanian Academy
paying to Constantin Orghidan's ife the sum of one hundred fifty
thousand lei. monthly, such payments to continue " up to the time
of definite determination of the entire'income."
The Romanian Academy has never showed the slightest evidence
that, at least,. the obligation to pay to Constantin Orghidan's
wife the above-mentioned amount of money was fulfilled.
'.T- have demonstrated above, that the Last Wil. and Tesament
of Constantin Orghidan was invalidated. by the Law 319/1944, by
which was established between Marta. Orghidan and the Romanian
Academy a Joint property, enach of then having one half of the
by Constantion Orghidan at his death.
Estate, left
The position taken by the Romanian Government, contradicts,
on one hand, the Law 319/1944,. and, on the other hand,. the clear
.conditions imposed upon the Romanian Academy
by the 4il1 of Con-.
stantin Orghidan.

2. THX 1946 DECrSION OF THE R0AN IA

COURT.

The Note Verbal& asserts that the Constantin Orghidan Collection became the property of the Romanian Academy, not only
in accordance with the Will, but also in accorice with " the
decision of the former Ilfor Tribunal, Civil. Section 6, recorded. in its leuger on November 23, L946". The decision of Novembe- 21, 1946 refered. to,. is to be found attached to the " Excerpt.,
of Text of Diplomatic Note from. Romanian government dated July 7,

1978".
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The above-mentioned 1946 decision reads as follows:
fe consider that, although the deceased engineer Con-

stantin Orghidan left behind a living wvife, Martha
Elena Orghidan, who according to Law 319/1944, has a
right to inherit from her husband's su'cce -sion, since
thIs siDci1--_Lii -does not grant the surviving spouse
the possession by right, that is the share which Art.
653 of the Civil Code grants to descendants and ascendants, it follows that the Romanian Academy was right
in addressing the court according to Article 891 of
the Civil Code, requesting to be granted possession
of this inheritance."

that, therefore, since the wife, in this specific case,
does not have possession by right of inheritance, the
request of the Romanian Academy submitted to the court
accordin- to Article 891 of the Civil Code, in its capacity of a. universal leg. teee, to be granted possession
of the property specified in the testament of the deceased
Constantin Orghidan, is admissible, and consequently,

"

the court
for the above-mentioned reaz=
decrees:

It orders that the above-mentioned Academy should be .ranted possession of the property left by the deceased engi-

neer Consteanttn Orghidan... ".

The ,0 possession " granted. by the Court to' the Romanian Academy could not lead to the " exclusive property " of the Estate
of Constantin Orghidan, bry the Romanian Academy.
..The Romaiani'Ovil Code- makes a dlear distinction between the
"detention " , which is a temporary custody of an object,
and the " possession 1, which could lead to the property, but only

under certain conditions.
The pertinent legal provisions of the Romanian Civil Code
applicable to our case. in their English translation , are the fo-

llowing:
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" Art. 1837. The prescription ( the loss of a right by limitation ) is a means to obtain the property or to be released of an obligation, uder the conditions prescribed
by the present law."
Art-. 1846. Any prescription is based on the fact of possession. The possession is the detention of an object
or the use of a right exercised the one or the other,by
ourselves or the others, in our name. "
Art.; 1853. The acts that we exorcise either upon azn ob.ject
of the other, u der a precarious name, It means as tenant,:
dustodians, etc., or upon a common object, in the vertue
of Lit legal destination, does not constitute a possession
under the name of an owner."
The above-mentioned Art. 1853 is clear: " The acts that we
exercise upon.... a common. object ... does not consitut.e a possession. under our name "p it means as an owner.
The '" possession " of a. " commoa&objedt " is considered,
by Law,. similar to a simple " d mention, ", or custody.
The possession granted to the Romanian Academy by the L946
decision. can. not lead to the exclusive ownership, not only because the above-mentioned legal provisions states that the possession. of a " common object " does not consitute a possession
" ,under our name " ( as an owner ),
because of the very na.pe
',.
or " common ",property, as Art.
t'or of.a .". I
1853 states.
re have already demonstrated, that the Law 319/1944 established &." joint orocerty ",. or a " common orocerty", as the
Art-. 853 states,. betvpen Narta. Orghidan and the Romian. Academy,. each of them having one-half- ii property -of the Estate
.ipft by Constantin Orhidan.
'By the very nature of a."Ijoint property ", every " possessor "1 holds the " common object " for him, and, in the same
time, for the other and such a condition can not be changed by
tho simple passing of time.
?Or- this reason, the above-aentioned Art. 728 of the Romanian Civil. Code states that " a co-heir can ask any time for
the partition of an estate ".
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In order to draw the right conclusion about the legal
status of the possession granted by the 1946 Decision,. to
which is referring.the "' Note Verbalo- !#.'dat#d May 30,"1978,
we have to corroborate the- Law 319/1944 with the abov-'.
mention*& provisions of the'R6manin. .Civil Coder applicable.
to..aotr case, taking in.oonsiderftion .tAt all. these 1egl provisions mate a congruent whole..
The 0 Note Verbals- further stateswith regard to the 1946
Decisionthat "-The decision remained finaL *, for which t.e
Roinanian Government cites Dossimr Nr. 3700/1944 and ANC Certificate Nr. 6654/1948 of the Ilfov Tribunal, Civil Seopion I.
Reference to the cited 1948 decision completely refutes the
abovP-rquated statements of finality. It expressly stated
"Th Court
"On the demand lodged by the Romaniam Academy re;. at Nx.
9893/1948p in the capacity as universal legate. of the
def. Ign. Constantion. OrghLdat. through, whioh 'they request that the
3se.L
be lifted and the keys delivered of
the caskets whioh were put in custody by this honorable
court, including- the securities listed in the inventories
concluded by the deputy Judge in the dossier nr. 3760/944
of the- inheritance the defunct above named, because it was
agreed with Varhs 0r~hidan, the widow of the-O 4e-n-ud-,

"That by this dsaand. the Romanian Academy, in, the capacity
as univer
l.egtee of the late nne. Constantin Orghidan

w.th one accord Kms.

earth. Orghidan, the widow of the de-

fd=V, requstsrthat*the- seAL be lifted and* the keys delivered from the caskets which were put in. custody by this
Court, included the securities listed in. the inventories
mfntioned above,
That,*as an. agreement was reached with Mrs. 1Vartha Orghidan
the widow of the defunot, in order that she shall receive
he- part only after the defInitive conclusion of the trww-action, the- good& remainia further in the custody of the
Roara
Academy."
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.*nsidering that this demand is well-founded and consp..zently disposes,
-oto

the demand lodged by the Romanian Academy in the

.- pacity of universal. tevatee of the late Eng. Constantin
-=ghidan, rag. at 9893/948 and'consequently the deputy
the seals and deliver
-..dgv is appointed. Ln order to lift
=me keys for the caskets which were put in custody by this
jurt. to the petitioner, the goods remaining f, rther in
- e -- lstody of the Romanian Academy, who will. deliver on
----s.M h Orghidan her part, only -after the definitive
=nolusion of the transaction."(xiarr3).
"e
-,

above-<qted excerpts from the 1948 decision estabLish
and beyond any possibility of doubt:

. That the goods of the Estate " were put in custody by
this court ", and will. remain further- " in tht custody
of the Romanan. Academy ".
. That amageement was reachedL in.court at the time, betweem the Romanian Academy and Martha Orghidan, the widor , recognizinJ
her rights mwLer- the WiU. and Romaaian. Law' end "*The Romnian Academy, who will, deliver on
M-. Martha Orghidan her n
, only after the definitive

confusion of the transaction."
real. meaning of the '"possJessio.n:" to whichw*as ri-.
-.T the 1946" decision, was cleared up by the 1948 decision,
:.oh the goods of the Estate of Consantin OrghLdan '" were
-tod, -. and " will. remain. in the cuohdy of the Roanian
.=.

1"t follows, that the conclusions we have drawn on. the basi
Romsnia- Law 319/1944 and the Romanian Civil. code, Art.
.1846 and. 1853 are confirmed by the decisions of the Ro-

Courts.

3. CERTIFICATE 10. 187/1967.
The 0 Note Verbale " states in paragraph 2:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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"2.

Martha Orghidan's succession ( succeeiunea
was deliberated ( a fost desbatuta. ) upon
April 25, 1967, and the successor's Certi-

)

ficate Nr. 187/1967 was issued by the State
Notary Office of District " 30 Dacembrie ",
Bucharest."
Reforance to the Certificate of Inheritance cited in the
Note Verbale "t shows that, xnder that Certificate, Ion
Ungureanu ( John Tudor ) was recognized as the sole heirand
in that capacity entitled to the entire Estate of Karta. Orghi-

dan. Accordingly, the said Certificate states.
"11. Ungureanu Ion doiciliat at Bulevard Magheru,
Nr. 20, Floor 4, Apartment 5, Borough December 30, to whom, in his capacity as testamentar7 heir, belongs the entire estate."
Finally, the above-menti6ned Certificate stated that no
person had " renounced to the succession ".

The " Note Verbale " refers to the fact that John Tudor was
granted U.S. citizenship on December 23, 1974.
SWe
have showed above ( page 6 ) that the- inheritance rights
of Marta Orghidan were clear and undisputed, on Augxst 29, 1944,
at the death. of her husband,. remained continuously)as such)during
her Life-, and. remained, of the same,, unchanged character, when transfered. to her sole heir,. John Tudor, and. afterwards, util.
" any

ti,

i. the future.
The passing of time,:" of any time ", could not affect, change,

or diminish, in any way, the lega., states of the " joint property
established byth&Romanian Law 33.9/1944, and by the Romanian. Civil
Code, betwpem the Ro-anian academy and Marts. Orghidan.
rt follows., that the reference to the date of aohn Tudor's
U;3S. Citizenship is irrelevant.
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The inheritance rihts
of Narta Orghidan, and of her sole
heir, John Tudor, are based on the Romanian Law 319/1944, and
on the above-mentioned legal. provisions of the Romanian Civil
Code, in ful.U force and effect at the death of Constantin Orghidan, and continousl7, in fu.
force and effect until the present
time.
Moreover, the above-mentioned Romanian laws, which established
an intangible reserve in favor of the surviving souse, are consistent with the principles of the new socialist
laws:-of Romahia.
The I" Famil Code v published in the Official. Bulletin of April
4, 1956, and after-nardsrepublished in the Official Bulletin of
April 18, 1956, establishes a community of goods, between the wife
and husband.
The Art. 30 of the " Family Code " reads as follows:
It Art. 30. The goods acquixed. during the marriage, by any
of the spouses, become ffo" the date of theiz marriage,
common goods."
""
tf Constanti Orghidan. had died after 1956, his surviving
.wi.fe Mart Orghidan, would have inherited one-half of the entire
Estate of her husband, not only on the base of the Law 319/1944,
and the above-mentioned articles of the Romanian Oivil Code, but
also in.accordance with.the'Art. 30 ofthe !1 FaLly Code ".
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CO NC L US

ONS

I. The filie sustains the-onlty oonclusion, that the
rights of the olaima t have not
inherit t ae
legally lapsed,. or have been, in any my, ohanged, modifiod, or estingulshed, by the passing
of time prior to the acouisition of the United
States-.Lgtizenahip by John T'idor.'
2.

The rights of inheritance of John Tudor show a
clear case upon which the United States can.- spouae his olaiml against the Romanian. Government,
in- acorance wi.th the Consular Convention concluded,. on. July 5 , L972, between the United States
Republic of Ronanla.
and the- Socialt"

TLtu-Serban lonescu.

~IS;.•!-...',"

',:,i~
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APPIDAVIT
IONrSCU, being duly. sworn, deposes and. says:
TITU-S UW(A
Z reside at 128 ra8t 61st Street, Apartment 2F, New York,
10021,. and r am a citizen of thp United. States.
Z am. a graduate of the University of Bucharest, Law School,
and holder of a diploma of a "Licencief en Droit" granted
to me" by- said University. In 1929, I registered at the
UtniversiLt of Paris,. School. of Law, where I studied ,mtil
1932,. when. awDootor of Laws diploma was granted to me by
saidL University.
Subsequent to my graduation from the abovementioned.*Law
Schools,. in October 1932 Z was appointed by the Ministry of
Judge at the COunty
Tistice,. Country, of Rmania. Assistant
Couxr( Tribunal ) County of Satu.-Mare, Romana. r held this
position unIti December 3933, when Z was promoted to full
judgeship at the- County of Tecuoip. Province of Moldaviag,.
Country of Roania, a position which Z held until Decemboer
1935P hen Z was transferred in the same capacity to the
County Court(Trib,=al) of the County of Ilfov, City of B,charst, the capital of Romania: r held this position until
L940.
In. L940. Z mwas appointed, and became the President of the TriCity of Bucharest, and r held
b'znal of the County of Ifor,
1945, r was further promoted. to
Ithis positio= ,untT194.
the Judiciary and Z became a Judge at the Court of Appeals..
C'Ity of fucharestq. until October 1946.
On: October 20s, L946, - resigned from the Judiciary and Z becam& a member of the Bxcharest Bar, and since then r was engaged in the general. practice of Lawr as an Attorney and Coimsellor-at-Law. having my offices at Strada Pop,," 55,. City of
April L963. Tn 1.963r Z
Buchares t. Camutry of Romania, 1tl
emigrated to the United States of America,. and in. 1970 1 be-came an American citizen.
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In my aforesaid capacities, as Judge in the various Cowts,
up to the Court of Appeals, Bucharest, Romania, and as a
practisng attorney-at-law, Z was engaged in the general
practice of law, which included, inter alia, aL large number
of inheritance cases in which the inheritance las(successions) of Romania have been involved.
Z can state that, John Tudor( formerly Ungureanu ), under
ancl pursuant to the Roanian Law 319/1944, and to the legal
provisions of the Romanian. Civil Code. is entiLtled to all
the assets owned by Marta Or.rhidan, including, one-half of
al. the assets owned by her predeceased husband, Constantin
Orghidan, and wherever such assets, real, personal or mixed
property may be located..
"tu
Sworn to before me this
lst day of December 1978.
-
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Text of Note Verbala 4o. 8/15535,
Dated May 30, 1978, from Government
of Romania, Concernir.- Tudor Claim"

.

.The Ministry of Foreign Affa'irs of the Socialiit
Republic of Romania presents its

compliments to the

Embassy of the United States of America and, referring
to the Embassy's note No. 5Z of Abril 27,

1978, has

the honor to inform the..zmbassy that:
1. '-The Constantin Orghidan collecti. n became the
property of the Romanian Academy in accordance with- the
will left by Constantin Orghidan on June. 9, 1944,

and

in accordance with the decision of the former Ilfov
Tribunal, Civil Section 6, recorded in its ledger on
i.

November 23, 1946.

'The decision remained final.

*(Dossier 1No.. 3700/19"44 and. ANC Certificate No.
1948 of the

lov

66S4/

Tribunal, Civil Section 1.)"

2.; Marta Orghidan's succession (succesiunea) was
,deliberated

(a fost. desbatuta.) upon on April 25, 1967,

and the successor's Certificate No.

187/1967 was issued by

the State Notary Office of District 130 Decembria,"
Bucharest..
3.

ALL the above-mentioned dates and acts precede

the date of December 23, 1974, when Ion Ungureanu was
granted U.S. citizenship.
IComplimentary close]

•En iTJ
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EXCERPTS OF TEXT OF DIPLOMATIC NOTE
FROM ROMAN.AN GOVERNMENT

DATED JULY 7, 1978

B.

Copy of decision of Ilfov Court registered November 23,
1946:,
Dossier No. 3760/1944
=Ifov Court, Section Vr
Ledger No. (None Listed)
November 23, 1946 "
Concerning the request made by the Romanian
Academy through the petition registered under
No. 37494/1946 asking to be granted possession of
the property left by the deceased engineer
Cbnstantin Orghidan on the basis of the testament
authenticated by the notary, Dr. Repede of Caransebes, under No. 409 of July 9, 1944, which appoints
it as universal legate.
taking into account the fact that by his abovementioned. testament, a copy of which is to be found
in the dossier, tha deceased engineer Constantin
Orghidan appointed the Romanian Academy as universal legatee of his property in tams of that
testament
taking into account the fact that, according to
the witnesses heard by the Deputy Judge in connecsuccession, the deceased did not
tion with th
leave any heirs with reserved -ights, that is
neither descendants noi- ascendants, who, according
to Article 653 of the Civil Code have, by right,
posiression of the succssiont
taking- into account the fact that, according- to
Article 891 of the Civil Code, when the testator
does not leave heirs with reserved rights, that is
children or parents, the universal legatee requests
from court the possession of the property specified
in the testament.
We consider that, although the deceased engineer
Constantin
ghidan left behind a living wife,
Martha. Elen& Orghidans- who, according to Law 319/

F
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1944, has a. right to inherit from her husband's
succession, since this special. law does not grant
the surviving spouse the possession by right,
that is the share. which Article 653 of the Civil
Code grants to descendants an& ascendants, it
follows that the Romanian. Academy was right in
addressing the court according to Article 891 of
the Civil Code, requesting to be granted possession of this- inheritance. %
We consider that it is indeed inadmissible
that the universal legate&should request possession of this inheritance from the wife, in this
specific case, since the wife herself is not granted this possession by law, as is the case
with descendants and ascendants. We consider
that, while it seems that Article 2 of Law 319/
3.944 grants the surviving spouse a. reserved right
to the property of the deceased spouse, it is,
however, incontestable that the law does not grant
the surviving spouse the same share which the
Civil. Code, by- Article 653, grants to descendants
and ascen-Aantsr
that, therefore, since the wife, in this
*specLfic case, does not have possession by right
of inheritance, the request of the Romanian
Aciadeuy submitted to the court according to,
Article 891 of the Civil Code, in its capacity
of & universaL legatee, to be grante possession
of the property specified in the testament of the
deceased Constantin Orghidan, i admissible, and
consequenty",Eothe

abover-mutioned

.it admits the request mad. by the Romanian.
academy
through its legal representatives
.located in Bucharest, Calea Victoriei, '15, by
the petition. registered under No. 37494/1946.
Zt orders that the above-mmtioned Academy
shouldlhe g=amted. possession of the property left
by the deceased engineer Constantin Orghidan. and.
specified in the testament authenticated under
No. 409 of. 3lne 9, 1944, by- the Public Notary,
Dr. Repede of Caransebes, under benefit of.
igventorr.
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Issued in the Council Hall today, November 23, 1946.
Signature Illegible.
Clerk of the Court
Signature legible.
Romanian People's Republic
Clerk of the Ilfov Court, Section .C.C.
The present copy corresponding to the original
in dossier No. 3760/1944 is legalized by us,
on plain paper, on the basis of the letter
No. 49 of the Ministry of Foreign Trade
DossLer S I Civ. No. 6654/8
Clerk of the Court
Signature Illegible
Corresponds to the. original.

C.

Copy of Certificate No. 45104, dated November 4, 1946,
registerincr acceptance of inheritance by the Romanian
Academy.
Romania
Caerk of the tlfov- Court, Section I C.C.
Certificate
Nr. 45104 of November 4t 1946
It is hereby certified by us, the First Clerk of
the Ilfov Court, Section. I C.C., that the Romanian
Academy, located in Bucharest, Calea Viatoriel 125,
empowered by the minute dated June 18, 1946, of the
delegation of this same institution, has stated, both
orally and. by the petition registered under
Nr. 24552/946 (letter Nr. 3531'of June 27, 1946) that
it:- accepts, under benefit of inventory, the inheritance
left to, the
-maniAn
Acadmy by deceased eng. Constantin
Orgh an, according- to the will dated Jun& 9, 1944,
authorized by Notary Public Gh. Repede from Caransebes,
by minute Nr. 409/944t for the purpose of, and under
the terms provided for by the will, showing that
this statement is based on the decision Nr. 22254 of
August 27, 1945, published. in the Official Gazette
Nr. 198 dated September 1, 1945, of the Ministry of
National Eduation, by which the Academy has been
authoxi..ad. to ieccLve the inheritance left under
benefit of inventory, and has been noted and recorded
under number 173/946 in the ledger for renouncing
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inheritances and acceptance under benefit of
inventory, according to the Article 704 of Civil
Code.
Whereupon- we; have issued this certificate on
regular paper, stamp-exempt.
L.S. First Clerk
Signature Illegible.

Certify this is a true copy:
Signature: C. Constantinescu

Corresponding to the

Corresponding to the

O ginal

Original

D.

Copy of heir's Certificate Nr. 187, issued April 25,
1967:
Socialist Republic of Romania.
Ministry of Ju-stica
Local State Notary Office
of "30 December" District
Bucharest
Dossiae S No. 187/1967
Heir' s Certificate
No. 117/1967
Year: 1967, Month:

April, Day. 25

On the basis of the petition registered under
No. 187/ 1967 in the closing statement of April 25,
1967, and in accordance with Articles 18 and 22 of
the Decree No. 40/1.953,. reprinted;
It is certified that:

_.

I. The deceased Orghidan Marta, with last
residence in Bucharest, Bd. Magheru. No. 20,
District 30 Decembe.r," died on February 17, 1967,
leaving behind:
II.

Succession:
A.

Movables.
A. bed, a. wardrobe, a dressing table, a

table, a table, an armchair, two
little
chairs, a curpet, two rugs, a gas stove
without a gas cylinder, two pegs, a leather
suItcase, two cardboard trunks.
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B.
ZI.

Real Estate;

None

No inventory has been made.
Heirxs:
1. Ungureanu. ron, resident in Bucharest,
Bd. Magherm No. 20, Floor IV, Apartment 5,
District 030 December , who, in his capacity
of a. devise, is entitled to the whole
property.

Succession was renounced by:

None

iW. Inheritance Title
1. Legal fo= the heirs:

None

Z. Testamentary for the heir Unguzeanu. Ion,
o the basis of the testament authenticated
under No. 70% of January 28, 1967, by the
State Notary Office of the "30 DecemberL

District:.
V.

The heirs can ask for the registration of the
property right in land register according to
the present heir certificate.

State Notary
Signature: CoricL Melani&

Inheritance fee in the amount-of lei

has been:

A.

Paid with. Saving Bank receipt Hr.

Eft

Payment: spread out according tor the letter
of Financial Ward
District
,
first
instalment with, receipt Nr.

C.

Debit confirmed with the letter of Financial
Warc District
Nr.

by.

issued

The present certificate was issued today,
(authenticate follows)
Corresponding to the Original,
State Notary
Correspondinr to the Original..
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In view of the fact that at this court stands th

-
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TESTIMONY OF THE

EAST-WEsT

TRADE COUNCIL

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

The East-West Trade Council supports Congressional approval of:
I. Continuation of the waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania and
the Hungarian People's Republic under Title IV of the Trade Act. Waivers will
facilitate trade with these countries and are in the best interests of the United
States.
II. The extension of the waiver authority generally under the 1974 Trade Act.
Continuation of the waiver authority will permit the United States to negotiate
trade agreements with other nonmarket economy countries pursuant to the requirements of Title IV of the Trade Act, and should promote this trade with these
countries.
THE ZAST-WEST TRADE COUNCIL

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to submit this
testimony on behalf of the East-West Trade Council. My name is Max N. Berry and
I am Executive Director of the Council. The East-West Trade Council is a non-profit
organization, established in June of 1972, whose. membership is comprised solely of
U.S. businesses, agricultural organizations, financial institutions, associations, academicians and individuals interested in promoting East-West trade. The Council is
financed solely through its U.S. membership and through various activities undertaken by the Council to promote the expansion of East-West trade. The Subcommittee has before it today a number of issues for consideration. These issues are:
1. The continuation of the waivers under Section 402 of the Trade Act of 1974 to
the Socialist Republic of Romania and the Hungarian People's Republic.
2. The extension of the waiver authority generally under the Trade Act of 1974.
The East-West Trade Council supports the continuation of the waivers and the
extension of the waiver authority generally.
The Congress should support the Section 402 waivers applicable to Romania and
Hungary. The Finance Committee approved, just a year ago, the granting of the
waiver applicable to the Hungarian People's Republic. There has been no change in
conditions which led the Committee to approve the extension of the waiver to the
Hungarian People's Republic during the past year. Thus, the Council anticipates
that the Committee will approve the waiver and thereby support it for the reasons
expressed by this Council before the Subcommittee in hearings held on May 9, 1978
which are still valid today.
In 1978, our country exported $97.68 million in goods to Hungary while importing
$68.46 million. Therefore, the United States experienced a favorable balance of
trade with Hungary of $29.22 million.
With respect to Romania, the past extensions of the waiver has permitted the
positive increase in trade between the United States and Romania. Since 1975, when
the U.S.-Romanian Trade Agreement became effective, U.S.-Romanian trade has
showed a continuing increase. U.S. exports to Romania as well as U.S. imports from
that country have increased each year since the Agreement. In addition, the U.S.
balance of trade figures have remained in surplus during this entire period. For the
first quarter of 1979, total trade turnover between the two countries equaled $172.96
million with the United States experiencing a favorable balance of trade of $36.61
million. Such trade has brought benefits to the U.S. economy while increasing the
economic interrelationship between the two countries, which are the very purposes
for which the Agreement was originally signed.
The President has also asked that the Congess renew his general authority to
waive the emigration requirements under Section 402 of the Trade Act for another
year's period. The purpose of this extension would permit the United States to
negotiate trade agreements meeting the requirements of Title IV of the Trade Act
with other nonmarket economy countries not currently receiving the benefits of
"MFN" tariff treatment. Since the existence of this authority has permitted the
successful expansion of trade with Romania and Hungary, there seems to be little
reason for not permitting the availability of the authority in the future for possible
negotiation of trade agreements with other nonmarket economy countries.
I appreciate the opportunity to submit this testimony on behalf of the East-West
Trade Council.
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STATEMENT OF DR. NICHoLAs DIMA
In the matter of continuing most-favored-nation tariff treatment of imports from
Romania and on extending the President's authority to waive the application of
subsections (a) and (b) of section 402, the Freedom of Emigration Provision, of the
Trade Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-618). Remarks concerning the Current Status of
the Hungarian (Magyar and Szekler) Minority of Romania, and the attitude of the
free Romanians with regard to Transylvania and the Western Romanian Boundary.
Human Rights are sacred and universal. Struggling to insure their total observance should be the right of all individuals minorities and nations. The 1.7 million
Romanians of Hungarian extraction do have the right to demand full respect as
individuals and, as much as possible, as a community. However, extremist and
dishonest Western Hungarian circles took advantage of these principles as a convenient platform to harass Romanian rights and challenge her possession of the Western part of the country. Worse still, Budapest and her friends abroad have recently
joined Moscow encircling Romania and preventing her from demanding more openly
Bessarabia and Bukovina. The two Romanian provinces with over 3 million Romanians were annexed by the Soviet Union at the end of the Second World War.
It should be spelled out that everybody is oppressed in Romania and within this
general framework, ethnic Hungarians have their share as well. It is a gross
exaggeration, however, to complain of being persecuted for ethnic reasons.
It is hoped that the fats presented herein will enable the Senate Subcommittee
on International Trade of the Committee on Finance to be more fully aware of the
internal situation in Romania from an ethnic point of view and better understand
what is true and what is false with regard to the Hungarian minority.
THE WESTERN ROMANIAN BOUNDARY, TRANSYLVANIA AND THE HUNGARIAN

MINORITY

(By Dr. Nicholas Dima on Behalf of the Truth About Romania Committee)
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

To advance directly or indirectly its claims on Western Romanian Territory, past
and sadly present Hungarian historiography starts with a wrong premise. It claims
that when the Roman authorities left Dacia-Felix (Romania) in 270 A.D. the whole
local population left the province along with the Roman legions, preemptying therefore Transylvania for the... "welcoming" of the Hungarians who migrated into
Europe during the 10th century A.D. The fact is the Roman legions came to Dacia,
conquered it and left when it was no longer feasible nor useful for the Romans to
pay the price of keeping it.
The Roman presence and their superior culture and administration led to the
assimilation of the local Dacians and the formation of the Romanian people. There
is abundant evidence to confirm this process and the continuity of the Romanian
presence in Romania since the Daco-Roman period to the modern times. The clearly
Romance-root Romanian language stands up by itself as a living paramount testimony to this effect and to the unquestionable ethnohistorical Romanian rights over the
lands inhabited by them for some 2,500 years between Nistru (Dnestr), Tisa (Tisza),
Dunare (Danube) ri .s; the Black Sea and the Carpathian Mountains.
Nevertheless, those who do not wish to admit the truth, particularly the Hungarians (Magyars), and the Russians, have used various arguments to challenge, justify
or advance their claims against Romania.
A recent State Department study not necessarily favorable to any of the two
sides, agrees that after the collapse of the Roman authorities in Dacia, the mixed
Daco-Roman people held out in Transylvania and its surrounding mountains and
forests while 'succestive waves of Goths, Gepidae, Huns, Avars, Bulgars, Pethchenegs, Magyars and Slavs swept through the region. In the latter half of the ninth
century the Finno-Ugrian peoples known as the Magyars, combined with certain
allied Turkic tribes, arrived in the Danube delta regions. The Magyars moved
westward into the Pannonian basin, a grassy region ideally suited to their nomadic
existence. In the next century, the Magyars and their allies raided from Italy to
France until dealt a crushing defeat by the Germans near Augsburg. The Magyars
withdrew to the Pannonian basin, abandoned their nomadic existence and over the
next century established the Hungarian kingdom" ("Hungary-Romania Boundary,"
State Department, 1965).
From Pannonia, approximately present Hungary, the Magyars gradually expanded over the mountainous surrounding areas inhabited chiefly by the Slavs and
Romanians. Thus, they managed to expand their control from Transylvania in the
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heart of the Romanian lands and from southern Czechoslovakia to the Adriatic
coast in Yugoslavia.
Through a steady process, the Hungarians have forced many non-Hungarians to
assimilate, and among them were many Romanians. Some of them provided famous
personalities to Hungary. Stefen Vancea, for example son of a noble Romanian
family from Maramures, was named archbishop of Eztergom in 1242 and then the
first cardinal of Hungary in 1253 under Pope Innocent IV. John of Hunedoara
(Hunyady) (1387-1456) was a Romanian, later became catholic and "Hungarian" and
was named governor-viovode of Transylvania. His second son, Mathias Corvinus
(1440-1490) became one of the greatest kings of Hungary. Nicholas Olahus (name
given by Hungarians to Romanians) (1493-1568) was another Romanian who became
the greatest "Hungarian" humanist. He also founded the first Hungarian academy.
(Aloisiu L. Tautu, "Romanian Sources," Supplement I, 1976.)
In time, forgetting that they are just intruders, the Hungarian conquerors began
to colonize Magyars, Germans, and Szeklers (a Magyarized-Turkic people) in Transylvania. Gradually, most of the Romanian nobles were forced to assimilate while
the peasantry was deprived of their land and political rights for several hundreds of
years, though they were the absolute majority of the population.
After the Turkish armies ravaged Hungary in 1526, Transylvania became essentially an independent state. The Hungarian rulers however, in association with the
Germans and Szeklers, continued to deny any elementary rights to the Romanian
peasant majority. After the defeat of Turkey at the gates of Vienna in 1699,
Transylvania was incorporated in Austro-Hungary as a separate entity. Finally in
1867 Hungary maraged to gain conrol of the provinces around her among which,
Transylvania. Soon afer, Budapest turned to an arrogant and brutal policy of racial
superiority, antedating Nazi Germany in this respect with more than 50 years.
By 1910 Hungary was a true prison of nationalities, equivalent to the contemporary Soviet Union. Of the official 21 million "Hungarian" population, only 10
million were Magyars while 11 million were "minorities". Among them were 3-3, 5
million Romanians as well as Serbs, Croats, Slovaks, and many other ruthlessly
suppressed nationalities. A Scandinavian politician declared in 1907 that the injustice done by the Magyars to their subject nationalities will lead Hungary sooner or
later to its disintegration. He was right. Hungary disintegrated once and for ever at
the end of the First World War ("Stindardul," No. 133B, September, 1976).
Since the Soviet Union occupied the entire East Europe in 1945, Moscow used
whatever policy it found appropriate, to subdue forever the region. It is worth
mentioning that at the end of the Second World War, USSR also annexed two
Romanian regions with a population of over 3 million Romanians. Recently the
Romanian Government began to challenge more insistently the Soviet occupation of
these two provinces, Bessarabia and Bukovina, a hot issue in the East. Unwilling to
accept the challenge, Moscow turned to Budapest for assistance and Hungary was
all too happy to join whatever outside power against Romania. With marching
signals from Budapest and indirectly from Moscow, Hungarian circles in the West
began to launch well-orchestrated attacks against Romania, charging the Bucharest
Government with lack of respect for human rights of its minorities. While true that
Bucharest like all Eastern European governments have little respect for human
rights in the sense that these rights are understood in the West, the accusation of
ethnic persecution is very much a convenient invention. It masks in a fashionable
and morally acceptable way, the age-ol chauvinist and revisionist Hungarian policy. Unforgivably, at the same time, Hungarian historiographers revived the past
falacies preventing themselves from knowing the truth and disinforming others.
They continue to ignore important recent discoveries in Transylvania as if by doing
it, they would change the truth (Transylvania, "Revista de istorie" vol XXVII No. 6,
1975) "Errare Humanum Eat, perseverare diabolicum." We should turn first to the
issue of human rights and see what independent western authors had to say about
it.
HUNGARIAN TREATMENT Of MINORIES

Vibart Dixon wrote in 1945 that "the Magyars were a ruling class and throughout
history their treatment of subject peoples has been oppressive in the extreme with
the result that these, the Slovaks and the Romanians in particular, were among the
most backward in Europe, and developed a sturdy hatred for their Hungarian
overlords"('The Disputed Frontiers of Europe," London, Burke Publishing Co., p.
79). Other authors have concluded that the mistreatment of minorities by the
Magyars in Austro-Hunqary could hardly be matched. The excesses and maltreatment of the Slovaks during the 1848 revolution was most inexcusable. The intolerant attitude of Koshuth of Romanians, Serbs, Croats, Slavaks, and others drove all
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of them into the arms of Austria and against the Hungarian revolution ("Hungary"
and "Transylvania and the Banat," London: H.M. Stationery Office, 1920).
In 1867, taking advantage of a Austro-Prussian war, Hungary managed to annex
Transylvania and other non-hungarian provinces of the Empire. With the beginning
of the dual monarchy, the mistreatment of the non-Magyar, non-German minorities
reached unbearable proportions. By either coercive or persuasive means, Budapest
launched a policy of Magyar racial superiority and forced denationalization of the
"inferior" peoples which lasted until the disintegration of the Empire. Hungarian
language, for example became compulsory in both primary and secondary schools.
Political and social activities of subject minorities were ruthlessly supressed by civil,
police and military authorities. Hungrian was to become "the sole language of
instruction" ("Hungary," op. cit. pp. 33-43). In their own Transylvania, the underprivileged Romanians were not allowed any share in local government though they
formed the absolute majority of the population. They were systematically eliminated from the political life of the province and many times their leaders, among whom
teachers and even priests, were sent to prison for their activity. ("Transylvania and
the Banat," op. cit. pp. 13-35). Ironically, at present, Hungarian circles in the west
claim that the Romanians did not participate in the political life of Transylvania
because they were . . . "uneducated". By the end of the 19th century, the ruthless
Hungarian suppression of any minority rights alarmed many responsible leaders in
the West ("Stindardul" op. cit.).
Lord Fitzmourice, for example, published several articles in the Pall-Mall Gazette
in 1890 and wrote that "the Hungarians pursue a violent and blind policy toward
their subject nationalities and especially against the Romanians. And further, "the
provocative attitude of the Magyar minority in Transylvania against the Romanians
could trigger trouble any day".
Le Figaro of 8 May 1894 wrote that "it is rare to see people who fought so long for
its freedom and independence, turning into an oppressor and subjugator of other
nationalities ....
There are 3, 5 million Romanians in Transylvania, totally deprived of their rights"....
The well-known journalist H. Rochfort wrote in L'Intransigeant on 13 May
1894... "oppressed, persecuted and treated as animals by Magyars, the Transylvania Romanians complain to the Emperor. The vanity of the Magyars does not admit
that the exploited and tortured Romanians should ask for help from the Supreme
Leader".
The French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau wrote in La Justice on May 12,
1894 that "the Romanian schools in Transylvania have to be maintained by private
subsidies while the instruction is mandatory in Hungarian. The 3, 5 million Romanians who form the majority of the population are deprived of any political rights".
Such statements regarding the "humane" attitude of the Hungarians could go on
and on.
On the other hand, in Hungary and Transylvania, the Magyar official and private
attitude continued to be the same. The Kolosvar newspaper of 3 August 1891 wrote
that "only the application of brutal force can subdue the uneducated Romanian
masses. We shall make these masses feel that we are not joking. If we kick them,
they have no way to respond. We have to finish with all of those who produce
memoirs and proclamations".
Budapest Hirlap no. 345 of 1891 wrote: "The Magyar should be considered different than other nationalities. It is just normal that the Magyar should develop to the
detriment of all other nationalities which should be assimiliated. It is against the
interest of the Hungarian state that other nationalities should progress" and Pesti
Naplo No. 209 of 1888 stated that "the problem of nationalities cannot have any
other satisfactory solution than the total magyarization of all other nationalities"
("Stindardul" op. cit.). It did have another solution. Hungary disintegrated in 1918
and the imprisoned nationalities found their freedom in their own nation-states.
In October 1918, the Romanian spokesmen told the Hungarian Parliament that
based on Woodrow Wilson principles, the Romanians choose their own destiny and
decide to secede. On December 1, 1918, 100,000 Romanian delegates and participants
assembled at Alba lulia in the heart of Transylvania and proclaimed "the Union
with Romania of all Romanians in Transylvania and the territory inhabited by
them." The Union was hailed by the Saxon-Germans gathered at Medias in Janua.
1918 and by the Swabian Germans at Timisoara in April of the same year. According to the 1910 Hungarian Official census, the lands united with Romania in 1918
had a Romanian majority of nearly 3 million inhabitants while the Hungarians
numbered only 1.6 million of which more than 500,000 were actually magyarized
Szeklers ("Romania at the Peace Conference," Paris, 1946).
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THE WESTERN ROMANIAN BOUNDARY

After the First World War the process of determining the new state boundaries in
Eastern Europe was very complex. "It involved the actions of a committee of
experts, the Supreme Council of Ambassadors" and binational boundary commissions ("Hungary-Romania Boundaries," op. cit.). The great powers did not concede to
the extreme demands of Yugoslavia, Romania and Czechoslovakia, but "the frontiers of Hungary were drawn with a view of permanence" ("How the Frontiers were
drawn," Foreign Affairs, April 1928, p. 432).
The new Romanian-Hungarian boundary area was predominantly agricultural
and ethnically Romanian while the cities were mainly Hungarian. The strip of land
from Arad-Oradea to Satu Mare was thus Romanian in rural areas and had a mixed
urban population. It was the only area attached to Romania primarily for economic
reasons. Otherwise ethnic features were fully taken into consideration. Harold
Temperley specified however that "the argument about violation of racial or ethnic
principles is really misleading in this case" ("How the Hungarian Frontiers were
drawn" ibid., p. 440).
Forgetting that they were late comers and intruders themselves into the territories lost by the Trianon Treaty of 1920, the Hungarians began immediately a campaign of revisionism. With regard to Transylvania, the Magyars kept crying that
they unjustifiedly lost it as if they had brought it along with them from Central
Asia. Unfortunately, during the entire inter-war period, the whole Hungarian foreign policy was based on treaty revision "but by this they meant the restoration of
their old dominance" ("The disputed frontiers of Europe", op. cit., 82). Blinded by
revision and revenge, in 1938 Hungary sided whole-heartedly with the Axis. By the
Vienna Award of November 1938, Germany gave Hungary, southern Czechoslovakia. During the following months, while Czechoslovakia was further dismembered,
Hungary was allowed to annex the south-eastern plains of Slovakia. Later, with the
new German moves in Eastern Europe, Hungary was allowed to annex Ruthenia.
When Germany attacked Yugoslavia, Hungary hurriedly annexed two northern
Yugoslav provinces. Thus Budapest "treacherously broke her Pact (of non-agression
and friendship) with Yugoslavia three weeks after its ratification (R. W. SetonWatson, '"ransylvania-A Key Problem," Oxford, 1943, p. 20). It is worth mentioning that Germany invited also Romania to annex the Yugoslavian Banat, where
there is a large Romanian minority, but the Bucharest Government refused it. At
the same time, Czechoslovakia herself offered a piece of her territory to Romania
before falling apart but Romania refused this offer as well. ("Romania at the Peace
Conference,' op. cit.).
The collapse of the Anglo-French front in Flande- and the fall of France, isolated
completely Romania and made it easy prey for So ,-t Russia, Germany and Hitler's
little loyal ally, Hungary. In June 1940, after 48 hours ultimatum, the Soviet troops
invaded Eastern Romania and annexed Bessarabia and Bukovina. Left alone, and in
despair Romania turned eventually toward Germany but not after taking her punishment. While Russia hit frontally the Magyars stabbed Romania from behind.
Pressured by Budapest, in August 1940 "Hitler dictated a settlement of the Transylvanian frontier in a rough-and-ready fashion, his decision based apparently upon a
complete absence either of knowledge or principle. The settlement was grossly
unfair to Romania, without fully satisfying Hungary. The chief and perhaps the
only desired result was to perpetuate the feud" ("The Disputed Frontiers of Europe," op. cit. p. 83). Thus Hungary was allowed by the Axis to occupy northern
Transylvania hoping to annex further Romanian lands. The population of the
Hungarian occupied area was 2.8 million of which 1.5 million Romanians and only
one million Hungarians anc Szeklers (J. G. Pounds, "An Historical and Political
Geography of Europe," London, George Harrop Co., 1947). The Vienna Diktat was
actually never widely recognized. Accordin* to the Paris Peace treaty with Hungary
of 1947, Part I, Article 1, Point 2, "the decisions of the Vienna award of August 30,
1940, were declared null and void. The frontiers between Hungary and Romania as
they existed on January 1, 1938, were hereby restored" ('"Ieaty of Peace with
Hungary", Paris, 1947). The treaty cancelled at the same time all the other Magyar
annexations acquired before and during the Second World War with Germany's
help. The attrocities performed by "civilized-superior Hungarians" in the temporarily annexed territories were, however hardly matched in modern times. Here is the
case of Transylvania.
UNSPEAKABLE ATROCITIES
When Hungary received the approval to reoccupy Northern Transylvania, the
Magyar military police and the support para-military formations were distributed
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an "educational" brochure called "Mercilessly" which described their conduct in the
following terms: * * * I shall eliminate any Romanian crossing my way". . . at
night, I shall set afire the Romanian villages, I shall cut to pieces the whole
population with the blade of my sword. I shall poison the wells. I shall strangle the
babies at their mothers' bossom . .. I shall be merciless. I shall have no pity for
anybody, be they children of pregnant women * * * Revenge!" (Reprinted by Dr.
Traian Bunescu in Lupta Poporului Roman, Bucuresti: Editura Politica, 1971, p.
205). There were hardly any Romanian locality of Northern Transylvania with its
inhabitants uninjured by the "defenders of European Civilization". Here is a short
account of the Hungarian behavior in the very first weeks after their arrival. The
account ("Ordeal in Transylvania") was first published an an appendix by the
Journal of Central European Affairs in April 1942.
"In the village of Trasnea, district of Salaj, the commander of the Hungarian
troops ordered the execution of twenty Roumanians and set the village on fire. The
Hungarian soldiers fired on the inhabitants as they were trying to escape a similar
fate, seventy-six more Roumanians were thus shot. The village-schoolmaster, Cozma,
was hanged from the cross of the church-steeple; and the priest, Costea, was tied to
a pillar and stabbed with bayonets till he died.
In the village of Huedin, district of Cluj, the priest Aurel Munteanu, after being
terribly tortured was burnt at the stake. In the same village the peasant Vasile
Popa was hanged up by his feet, and the Hungarians poured lime on his wounded
head.
The peasant Vasile Gurzau, former Mayor of the village of Muresenii-de-Camp,
district of Cluj, testified that on September 22, a detachment of Hungarian soldiers,
led by an officer, murdered in the aforesaid village three Roumanian familiesnamely, the priest Andrei Bujor, his wife, his two daughters, his son, and their
maidservant; the schoolmaster Gheorghe Patrea, his wife, his mother, and his little
daughter, aged four; the peasant Ion Gurgau and his wife. All these were shot, after
having been subjected to terrible tortures. The bodies were thrown into a ditch.
On September 17 a priest was shot by Hungarian troops in front of the GreekCatholic Cathedral of Cluj. In the same town the Hungarians murdered eight
Roumanian policemen. After cutting out their tongues they exhibited the mutilated
bodies in every quarter of the town. On the following day the policemen Vasile
Damian, Ilie Moldoveanu, Ion Pop, Alexandru Pop, and losif Pop, and the peasants
Vasile Albu and Ion Muresanu also were murdered.
On September 22 the Hungaria -,s hanged the priest and the deacon of the village
of Irina at the entrance to the church; they also murdered the village notary;
together with his son, who was a reserve officer in the Roumanian Army.
At Ip, district of Salaj, during the night of September 15, a Hungarian detachment shot 155 Roumanians, men, women and children. Even a baby in his mother's
arms was shot. The bodies were thrown into a ditch.
In the village of Belin, district of Trei-Scaune, the Hungarians massacred ten
Roumanians.
On September 7 the lieutenant Mihail Parau, commander of section of frontierguards, was kidnapped and murdered by Hungarian troops.
The shockingly mutilated bodies of twenty Roumanian soldiers, shot by the Hungarians, were found on the main road at San Mihai, district of Bihor. These soldiers
had been demobilized from the Roumanian Army and were on their way to their
homes in the villages of Pausa and Trasnea, district of Salej.
In the village of Stoenesti, district of Bihor, the Hungarians shot the peasants
Pavel Sas, Ion Mitrus and his wife, Vasile Popa, and a boy of thirteen.
In the village of Armasul Mare, the peasant Borza Gavrila was shot, after having
been forced to dig his own grave.
In the village of Budas, district of Somes, the Hungarian inhabitants looted all
the houses belonging to the Roumanians; and the former Mayor of the village
murdered.
On the main road of Rastoci, district of Huedin, were discovered the bodies of 24
Roumanians, men, women and children.
In the village of Seredi, district of Salaj, the Hungarians killed 16 Roumanians,
including the local priest.
For speaking Roumanian, the notary Victor Bart, of the village of Popesti, district
of Bihor, was stabbed all over the body, and salt was rubbed into his bleeding
wounds.
In the village of Dragu, district of Cluj, the Hungarian authorities shot 14 former
Roumanian soldiers.
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On September 9, in the courtyard of the King Ferdinand Barracks at Oradea, the
Hungarians shot 20 Roumanians, and buried them before their identity could be
established.
At Belis the Hungarians drove nails into the body of a Roumanian peasant in
whose house they discovered a Roumanian flag.
In the village of Comalau, district of Trei-Scaune, the Hungarians set fire to the
Roumanian church.
The Mayor of the village of Odorheiu, district of Bihor, was terribly tortured by
the Hungarians; a Roumanian flag was nailed to his bare back.
In the village of Baciu, district of Cluj, two Roumanian peasants were terribly
mutilated; they were found dead with their foreheads, temples, and ears pierced by
bayonet-thrusts.
At Targul Mures the Hungarian authorities ordered the execution without trial of
the student Alexandru Lupu, from the village of San-Giorgiu, district of Mures.
On September 23, at 5 p.m., 35 Romanians, mostly young men, were shot at
Oradea. The public was allowed to witness this execution, each onlooker being
charged an entertainment-tax of one pengo.
The atrocities were denounced at a mass-meeting held in Brasov, Romania.
The Hungarian Government took no steps to prevent the perpetration of such
crimes. And the Germans endeavoured to shield their Magyar partners by requesting the government of Roumania to refrain from giving further publicity to the
Hungarian atrocities."
Until 1942, 991 Romanians were murdered without trials while 7,000 were tortured and badly treated for no other reason except being Romanians. Numerous
workers were dismissed from their jobs and thousands of peasants were deprived of
their land. In practice for four years the Romanian population was totally deprived
of political rights and excluded from public activities. The Romanian language was
banned even in churches. Many Romanian intellectuals were expelled or forced to
take refuge to southern Transylvania. By September 1944, 218,000 Romanians were
sent to German concentration camps and many others were sent to Hungarian or
local labor camps or prisons. ("Four years of Magyar Domination in Northern
Transylvania" Romanian Documentary Report presented to the Paris Peace Conference, 1946).
The fate of the 148,000 Jews of the occupied area was simply disastrous. Dr.
Filderman, a leading Romanian Jew and a former member of the Romanian Parliament, calculated that of the 313,000 Jews remaining under Romanian authority
during the holocaust, only some 15,000 lost their lives. Of the 148,000 Jews of
northern Transylvania, however, nearly 100,000 were exterminated by the now
"human rights lovers" Magyars in cooperation with their German protectors. ("Regional Development of the Jewish Population in Romania," Roma, F. Failli, 1957).
With extremely isolated exceptions the Romanian Jews were not forced to live in
ghettoes or to wear the insignia identifying them as Jews. Above all else, they were
not sent to ext&,zmination camps in Romania or abroad. The Romanian authorities
and the population did not cooperate with Germany to arrest, deport, or exterminate the Jews. This humane Romanian attitude was essentially unique in Europe
and saved the Jews under Romanian jurisdiction, from the "Final Solution". (N.
Minei, "Barbarie cu fata nazista" Magazin Istoric, July 1978).
When the Soviet Red Army overran Eastern Europe in 1944-45, the opportunistic
Hungarian minority of Transylvania metamorphosized overnight from pro-German
into pro-Soviet. They even complained that they wanted to become communists
since Bella Khun 1918 revolution, but the Romanians would not let them. Since
1945, out of opportunism and hatred for Romanians, the Magyars "invaded" the
Romanian communist party, joined by thousands the new "Secret Police", and for
the next 10-15 years, unbelievably terrorized the Romanian population, particularly
in Transylvania. Thousands upon thousands of innocent God fearing Romanians
were thrown in prisons and many a time the oppressors were again the Magyars
who acted now as communists. In Transylvania, the Romanians were even afraid to
speak their own language. In this climate, was set up in 1952 an autonomous
Magyar region right in the middle of Romania. The region proved to be however a
cradle of arrogance toward Romanians, and Hungarian irredentism. As a young
athlete, I traveled throughout Romania in the 1950's and I was shocked by the
Magyar behavior in Transylvania. The dominant minority, would refuse to talk
Romanian and would not serve you as a Romanian speaking customer in any public
p lace, be it a hotel, restaurant or a shop. During that criminal period of time, the
estern liberal Hungarian circles would keep quiet, of course. Now, when the
Hungarian minority shares equally with the Romanians in the life of Transylvania,
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they complain and advocate a return to the abnormal situation of the past (Julia
Nanay, "Transylvania," Astor: Danubian Press Inc., 1976, p. 55).
If during the first decade or so, most of the Romanian communist party and its
leadership came from minorities with a heavy Hungarian participation, in time
ethnic Romanians themselves began to join the party. Since about 1960, the party
acquired an ethnic structure corresponding generally with the ethnic structure of
Romania's population. In Transylvania, the Romanian majority began to exercise a
higher share of influence corresponding to their proportion. For the Hungarian
minority, who began to lose part of its discretionary privileges, this new situation
was denounced as an "Ethnic persecution", though they still enjoy more privileges
than the overwhelming Romanian majority.
CURRENT DEVELOPMENT

Apparently, during the early 1960's, Bucharest began to depart from the Soviet
line. During the late 1960's Romania had already acquired a new image of independent foreign policy. In 1968, unlike the Hungarian armies who assisted the Russians
in the invasion of Czechoslovakia, Romania denounced publicly the invasion, refusing to take any part in it. Whether the new Bucharest's attitude was just a new
tactic or it reflected a deep change, is difficult to ascertain and beyond the scope of
this paper. It is a fact, however, that during the 1960's Romania began to challen ge
more directly the Soviet possession of Bessarabia and Bukovina. Interestingly, the
more openly Bucharest spoke of Bessarabia, the more the Hungarians would challenge Romania on the Transylvania issue and the Magyar minority.
During the 1970's the Romanian challenge of Soviet possession of Bessarabia
acquired unpredictable proportions. The conflict escalated further and reached a
climax in the summer of 1976 (The Washington Post, July 18, 1976). To this
escalation, Moscow reacted with fury. It published scores of anti-Romanian books
and articles and mobilized its Eastern European friends to join Moscow into criticizing, harrassing and challenging Romania. Like in 1940, Hungary was all-too-willing
to join USSR against Romania. Thus, with KGB's blessing, Budapest and its friends
and agents, began to agitate the question of Transylvania, that time under the
banner of "Human Rights". Large Hungarian public rallies took place in New York
and Washington in 1975 and 1976, "incidentally" when Romania approached her
centennial independence and apparently Bucharest ws prepared to raise openly the
question of Bessarabia and Bukovina. Amazingly, the Western Hungarian rallies,
their propaganda articles, and their statements in the U.S. Congress, forgot completely the common oppressor of the two
ples, Moscow and the alien dictatorship
brought by her all over Eastern Europe. nevertheless, The New York Times of June
26, 1976 conceded that the Soviet/Hungarian offensive reminded Romania of the
possible territorial punishment which could be inflicted upon her if Romania's
attitude gets out of control. An American academic journal wrote also more recently
that "the specter of Hungarian irredentism ressucitated with Soviet blessing, played
a major role in silencing Romanian historians," in their dispute with Moscow (Jack
Gold, "Bessarabia: The Thorny Non-existent Problem", East European Quarterly,
Spring 1979, p. 70).
All the recent Hungarian lamentations, add the Szecklers and even the Germans
to the Hungarian minority, increase abusively and arbitrarily their total number by
more than 100% and omit completely to mention the remaining absolute Romanian
m.jorit of Transylvania. For these, Western Hungarian circles, the widely accepted
pringples of "majority rule" is rod for the West, not for Eastern Europe, because it
doesn t suit them. Such split attitude and double standard, reminding of the Magyar
attitude of 100 years ago, is a sheer matter of political hyprocracy. As a matter of
fact, while in the Western languages publications they simply demand respect for
human rights, in the Hun#arian language publications the same problem emerges
in its entire nakedness: rejection of Tanon Peace Treaty of 1918 and of the Paris
Peace Treaty of 1945. As an example, Magyar Holnap of May 1976 claims that
Hungary was deprived of 103,000 sq. kn. attached to Romania (about half the
Romanian territory) 63,000 . km. given to Yugoslavia (about a quarter of Yugoslavia) 4,000 sq. km. taken bysustria and 62,000 sq. km. attached to Czechoslovakia
(part of it being now in the Soviet Ukraine). The publication along with others
demand the restoration of these lands to Hungary.
The same western Hungarian circ!.-- are also guilty of distorting the truth in
many other ways. When the Romanie, leaamg dissident Paul Goma, for example,
stated that everybody is persecuted in Romania including the minorities, but accentuated that the Romanians suffer the most, these circles spread the word that a
leading Romanian writer recognized that ethnic Hungarians are persecuted in
Romania. They never bothered to report that Mr. Goma was very upset with this
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distorted interpretation which the author himself straightened out clearly in the
U.S. Congress in the fall of 1978.
The same allegedly anti-Communist and freedom fighters embraced wholeheartedly a Hungarian-Romanian communist, Karoly Kiraly who fell in disgrace from his
extremely high position of the party hierarchy and all of a sudden found the chance
to complain of ethnic persecution (The New York Ymes, February 1, 1978). How
come he and other thousands like him did not see any persecution in the earlier
decades when they would terrorize the Romanian majority in a most ruthless
Stalinist manner.? Such people may suffer of persecution-mania, but to complain of
ethnic persecution is ridiculous and immoral.
CURRENT SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS

According to January 1977 Romanian census, the population of Romania was 21.6
million with nearly 90 percent of them, or over 19 million, being ethnic Romanians.
Of the remaining population, the Hungarians and Szecklers totalled 1.7 million (7.9
percent) and the Germans counted for 300,000 or 1.6 percent. There are several
other small ethnic groups, but none of them is large (Romania Libera, 14 June
1977). In the past, Romania used to have large number of Jews, and to a lower
degree Armenians and Greeks, but nearly all of them have emigrated. The number
of German-Romanians is also diminishing because many of them are emigrating to
West Germany. With this trend, and given the current demographic increase of the
ethnic Romanians which is larger than that of minorities, it is expected that within
a generation or so, the proportion of the ethnic Romanian population will be even
higher. The number of Hungarians and Szecklers in Romania, increased from 1.4
million in 1930 to 1.5 million in 1956, 1.6 million in 1966 and 1.7 million currently.
With this population, the two related ethnic groups make up 7.9 percent of Romania's population and some 20 percent of Western mania (Transylvania). Transylvania has some 70 percent Romanian majority, of which current Magyar complaints
never say anything. On the contrary, some "pseudo-demographers-authors" question
the accuracy of these figures and claim that the population data is false. They
should be reminded that when Austro-Hungary was dismembered using the very
Hungarian census data of 1910, Budapest also argued that the data were not
correct. Then in 1920's the Hungarian foreign ministry claimed that the number of
Hungarians in Romania, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia were 2 million, 1.5 million
and 1 million respectively. Objective Western observers have called these exaggerations however, "statistical blunders" fostered by chauvinistic dreams ("How the
Hungarian Frontiers were drawn," op. cit., p. 441).
Professor Setton Watson concluded long ago that the Magyars have had a very
low birthrate for very long and in their recent history they did not gain population
by a natural increase, "but as a result of a highly artificial process of magyarization" ("Romania at the Peace Conference," p. 73). Western Hungarian circles question the slow increase of Romanian-Magyars in recent decades. They should be
reminded that the very director of Romanian Central Institute of Statistics was a
Hungarian named Csendes, therefore falsyfilq data was highly unlikely ("Stindardul, op. cit., p. 2). Then, demographic comparisons over time are easily available in
Romania within the socio-economic context that actually checks the population
change. The truth is that demographically, it has been established long ago that
ethnic groups or entire populations which modernize first and fast, in such terms as
urbanization, industrialization, education, a new family mentality and so forth,
cease to increase in numbers. This is the case of the West and this has definitely
been the case with the Hungarians both in Romania and Hungary proper. They are
now at the end of the well-established process of "Demographic Transition", characterized by low birth and death rates and low population increase. In certain cases,
the population change of such nations or ethnic groups could very well be negative.
In Romania, the Magyars are mostly urban and employed in the industry, whereas
the Romanians are mostly rural and relatively less educated. The result is that the
Romanians still have larger families and increase faster. The Hungarians have lost
their power of natural demographic increase and there is no hope of regaining it.
Cluj-Napoca, for example, the largest city in Transylvania, founded by Germans and
then taken over by Hungarians, is now over 70 percent Romanian. The economic
development and the in-migration of people from the Romanian-dominated surrounding rural areas, have changed the ethnic structure of the city. The process of
dustrialization/urbanization advance rapidly all over Eastern Europe and it does
change previous ethnic balances. One wonders however, if there is any force in the
world able or willing to stop the drive for modernization. At times and mostly
indirectly, the process may adversely affect smaller ethnic groups. Within the
present economically motivated world, characterized by urban/industrial growth,
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high mobility, job hunting and job assignments, it is not always easy to retain old
values while struggling to acquire new ones.
The Romanian-Magyar minority encounters difficulties along with the entire 22
million population of Romania. They may also encounter problems of their own
related to the adjustment to a new socio-economic establishment. It is totally incorrect however to complain of ethnic persecution. People who have lived with some
glory in the past, can hardly break with this past. Western Romania was dominated
for hundreds of years by Magyars though it was officially part of Hungary only
between 1867 and1918. Rmanian-Hungarians are threatened at present with losing
just one thing: their irredentism. Otherwise, they enjoy a fair 8 percent share of
whatever is available in Romania, if not more.
According to official and unofficial Romanian reports, as well as objective Western publications, Romanian-Hungarians can attend schools in their mother lanI age, and make up 7-8 percent of the university students' body. At the Clujapoca Babes-Bolyai University, 30 percent of all courses are given in Hungarian.
At the Medico-Pharmaceutical Institute of Targul Mures, 126 courses of the existing
132, are also given in Hungarian. There are also 3 other colleges where courses are
given also in Hungarian. The Hungarians have 10 drama theaters, 1 drama institute and 1 opera house in Romania, along with nearly 2,000 active artistic groups,
numerous clubs and so forth. They also have 30 periodicals and 11 publishing
houses which in 1975 published 218 titles and 1.5 million copies and 2.5 million
textbooks. Politically, ethnic Hungarians make more than 8% of the entire party
membership and an equal proportion of elected representatives. (lans Demeter,
Eduard Eisenbur.er, and Valentin Lipati, "Romania and the National Question,"
Bucharest, Meridane, 1972); ("The Hungarian Nationality in Romania." Bucharest,
Meridiane, 1976). In 1976, for example it was in Romania that the largest Hungarian Lexicon in the last 80 years was printed. The 8 volumes 10,000 pages work was
extremely appreciated in Hungary, which incidentally imports many Magyar publications from Romania. ("Stindardul" op. cit.).
With regard to religion it should be spelled out that any communist government
considers the Church "a necessary evil" which has to be tolerated. The Hungarian
churches in Romania are as free or equally unfree, as the Romanian Orthodox
Church. There are however, 1 Hungarian Romano-Catholic episcopate with 515 open
churches; 2 reformed Episcopates with 836 open worship houses, 138 Unitarian
churches and 46 Evangelic worship houses ('"he Hungarian Nationality in Romania," op. cit. pp. 23-24). The exclusively Romanian Uniate catholic church with 1.6
million believers forbidden in 1946, has never been reopened, however. If a Romanian is persecuted in his own country, he can not claim ethnic reasons for it. If a
Hungarian encounters some hardship however, he immediately complains of ethnic
harassment.
In 1976, the State Department and the American Embassy in Bucharest submitted a statement which was then printed in the Congressional Record. It specified
that all Romanian citizens are subject to restrictions without regard to their ethnic
origin. The report continued that "any restrictions imposed by a predominantly
Romanian regime will be resented with specific bitterness by the ethnic Hunarians
whether or not these restrictions are imposed in a discriminatory fashion" (26 May
1976, H 4995).
To avoid dissensions, the Romanian-Hungarians must accept certain fair and very
simple things: give up their irredentism, integrate into contemporary Romanian
society and pay allegiance to their true country-Romania. Otherwise, they will
always be at odds with the overwhelming Romanian majority and they will find no
peace of mind searching aimlessly for lost privileges and an identity.
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Statement for July 19, 1979
Hearing of the U. S. Senate
Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on International Trade

American group for the Family
Reunification and Freedom to
Emigrate in Romania
Spokesman:

Dragos Popescu
31-77 33rd St.
Apt IE
L. I. C., New York

11108

Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators:
On behalf of American Romanians fighting for family
reunification and freedom of emigration for all native
Romanians, I would like to express our gratitude for allowing us the opportunity to testify before this committee.
When the United States granted the Most Favored Nation's
(MFN)

Clause to Romania, it was with the hope and expectation

that it would induce the Romanian government to relax its
emigration laws.

Facts, however, speak to the contrary.

The granting of this Clause has not facilitated the emigration process, nor has it aided in the move toward family
reunification.

In fact emigration becomes increasingly

difficult with each passing year.
We have in our possession hundreds of pages documenting
incidences of human rights violations and emigration abuses
proving that the so-called liberal Romanian laws are not,
in fact,liberal.

They are merely used as ploys by this

communist government to enhance its international image
while it propagates its violations against its citizens at
home.
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-Boatings and iiind, c ,irio.: occu'cd daily
-In 6 months there were 0 or'rne onding in
death.
-The majority of robberies, rapos and crimes were done by 1ionani.xis.

-In one room 19 out of 20 Romanians illegaly possessed guns.
-Due to the bad name created it is impossible as a Romanian , to find
a job in Austria.
-Anxious to get rid of the junk the Austrian authorities took people
out from prisons and send them abrod (majority in theU.S.) as regular
emigrees, as nothing happend.
- In fact the priority to emigrate wero given to the unskilled people.
They told to a romanian engineer " You shouldn't say you are an
engineer if you'wanted to emigrate faster."
-Herman the Romanian speaking interviewer was acting in the same manner
as communist Authorities in Romania, persecuting and desouraging Romanian
emigrees.
-A lot of emigrees were susneotet to be Romanian agents, since they
returned back to Romania and tried to convinced the other people to do
the same.
.- Biek in Romania there were doing a large scale propaganda about the
Oapitalist Hell", failling to say that they are the fondatora of this
hell.
-1he complaints sent to the American Consul in Austria did not have
any effect.
All this facts prove the value or Romanian's statistic about emigration.
The honest people are trying to emigvate fcr years, and families can
not be reunited, but junkies asresend abrod by thousands..
All this oommon criminals are labeled 'political prisonors",and
send abrod as a "political refugees".
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A Romanian citizen attempting to secure a passport risks
the following:
- spending an unlimited amount of time before several
committees and commsissions.
- being subjected to permanent police surveillance and
hard censorship.
- being forced to live with the constant dread of rep
cussions.
- losing his job and jeopardizing his future and that of
his family.
- being humiliated, harassed, or even beaten.
After all these indignities, he is still quite likely to
be denied his passport.

Bearing these facts in mind, few

Romanians dare to risk the anger of their government.
Deception is a common ruse used by the Romanian government
to cover up its violations.

One significant effort to deceive

the world was the releasing of a batch
them abroad as "political refugees".

of criminals and sending
This move enabled the

government to falsely claim:
1.

the loosening of emigration laws.

2.

the freedom of political prisoners to emigrate (most of
the men shipped abroad were, in fact, common criminals).

While ridding itself of its undesirables, the Romanian
government was able to enhance its reputation by claiming falsely
to have freed political prisoners.

The criminals, labeled as

"political refugees", were used later to discredit the true
political prisoners who were blamed for the crimes committed
by Romanian prisoners abroad.
The communist Romanian newspapers presented the horrors
of the Austrian in-transit camp as products of the capitalist
world.

They, of course, refused to acknowledge that these
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criminals were planted to discourage emigration.

Despite

outside pressure, many of the government's unorthodox practices
are still rampant.
We have been demonstrating peacefully in front of the
Romanian Mission to the United Nations in New York for one
month and a half.

We have been demanding and still are

demanding freedom of emigration and family reunification.
This demonstration is a continuation of our two-week hunger
strike which was held in Washington at the end of May.

Our

aim is to make the United States government and the American
public more aware of the plight of the Romanian citizens and
the existing violations against their basic human rights in
their own country.

We believe that persistent negative

publicity would severely retard our government's efforts
prevent emigration.

In our fight for human rights and

freedom to emigrate, we appeal to you, our Senators and to the
American public for your continued support.
flow of human suffering.

Help us stem the

Families are being destroyed.

Finally, we are convinced that human rights violations
in Romania will escalate if the extension of the MFN Clause
were granted.

Do not aid the Romanian government in

these wrongs.

We believe that the threat of nullifying

the MFN Clause might have a significant effect on the
Romanian government's attitude to its emigration and human
rights problems.
Thank you for your humanitarian support.

Dragos Popesc~uat
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;ER STAKES

Ai
AlIT)Dl' fl:mrAiONS

OP PROTEST

TATI VII;JNIA
39 Park Avenue - 10F

Prother & his wife
PASNICU MIHAI & LAURENTIA
Aleea Lunca Cernel nr.4
13.D 47 Sc.C et.4 apt.44
Thc. sector 7
Drotherlhis wife & child
Str.Intrarea Ancorei nr.6
Buc. sector 6
PASNICU ALEXANDRUAURELIA & DANIEL

In behalf of

Fiancee
A1EXANDRU PAULESC U

Long Island City
Ue# York 11106

PAIJLINA TERESCU
221 Third Street
Palrview,N.J. 0702?

FS

In behalf of

Orange,New Jersey,07050

JOSEPHINA CRAMER
34 - 38 33rd.Street

RELAI i

Str.Stupinet nr.27
Euc. sector 3
File nr.II AS1CtE;5
In behalf of

179

Son.his wife & daughter
CONSTANTIN,SILVIA LFRESCU
their daughter
Str.Fildesului nr.8
Buc.sector 4
Daughter
LIVIA LERESCU
Str.Calarasi nr.99
Buc.sector 4

GEORGESCU RADA
41-34 43rd.Street
New York,N.Y.111C4

In behalf of

Mother
ELENA ANDREI
Str.Prisaca Dornei nr.2
B.D 3 Sc.2 et.2 apt.51
Buc.sector 4
Son
CONSTANTIN DONCU
Str.Ghita Serban nr.2
1i. 8b Sc.2 et.8 apt.96
Buc.sector 4
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OLIMPIA STOICA
Forest Hills,N.Y.

In behalf of

Parents
ZAUARIA EFRF & JENICA
Str.Mihail Flinescu nr.22
Bl.7 apt.22 Ploiesti
Brotherlhis, wife & child
ZAHARIA TEODOR,AURELIA & TIBERIU
Str.Mihall .hinescu nr.22
B1.2 Apt.13 Ploiesti

ALDEA STOICA
17 - 04 Madison Street

In behalf of

Ridgewood,N.Y.11227

Son & his wife
ROMULUS STOICA & MARIAM:A
Blvd.Alex.Ylahuta nr.59
B1.141 Sc.B apt.41
Brasov
Nephew
VERESTEANU NECULAI
Str.Patrlotilor nr. 1
Bl.PM 16 Sc.B apt.38
Bu.sector 4

DRAGOS POPESCU
31 - 77 33rd.Street
Long Island City,
N.Y. 11106

In behalf of

Brother.hts wife & daughter
DORU-EUGENIU,LACRAMIOARA-CORALIA,
& ADINA-IOANA POPESCU

Str.Ciurea nr.9 B3.E 2 SC.C
apt.nr.2
Buc.sector 3

TRAIAN COPIL

In behalf of

Brothers in law
SABO IOSIF & his family
Str.Tudor Vladimirescu nr.64
Oradea
SARO FRANCISc & his family
Str.Aurora nr. 2
Oradea

as, cop
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DIONISIE ,AMT1J

In behalf of

Sirterher hirbind & 2 sons
MILIU FLORICA,NICOLATE,
OHEORGHE & DUMITRU
Str.Fcaterina Varga nr.46
Cons tanta
Brother & his family
CARTU ATANASEwife & 2 children
Str.Telul Doamnel nr.108
Bl.15 Sc.1 apt.77
Buc.sector 2

FLORENTINA GEORGESCU
30 - 89 34th.Street
Astoria,N.Y. 11103

In behalf of

Son
,EORGESCU VASILE - TEODOR
Blvd.Ion Sulea nr.19
B1.56 Sc.1 apt.38
Buc.sector 4

AnDREI ATJREL
32 - 15 34th.Street

In behalf of

Mother & sister
ELEVA & MARIANA ANDREI
Str.Hipodrom DL.A 4 apt.19
Braila,jud.Braila

In behalf of

Parents
OHEOROHE * MARIA MUITEANU
Str.Ho Shi Min nr.13
Buc.sector 7

Astorla,L.I.C. 11106

MUNT.AII 'ORNELTU
102 - 16 Corona Avenue
Pluehing,N.Y. 11368

DUHITRU COVALCIC

In behalf of

30 - 11 JOHN R. Avenue

Trenton,Michigan 48183

Fiancee
TODOSIE FLOARSA
Str. Tamponulut r.r. 31
Buc. sector 8
File nr. I
AS 11218 1978
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Virginia Tatu
369 Park Avenue 10F
Orange, New Jersey 07050
"We shall pay any price, bear
any burden meet any hardship,
support any friend, oppose any
foe to assure the survival of
liberty."
J.F.Kennedy
Honorable Sir:
At the time when the hearings regarding the extention of MFN to
Romania are taking place, as an american citizen and a taxpayer,
I felt that it is my duty to make aware the U.S. Senate about
Romania's compliance with the assumed obligations of easing the
emigration policy to its' citizens. Ratifying the Declaration
of Human Rights at Helsinki in 1975, Romania promised its' people
the liberty to choose another country to live in, if they so desire. So far, these are just words on paper for Romania and
they will continue to be so, until the Romanian Government will
not be made responsible for the breach of promise to its' people
and to the United States. The only reason Romania signed the
Declaration of Human Rights, was to facilitate the obtaining of
most-favored-nation trade treatment from United States. Between
1975 to 1977, Romania's emigration policy was going to a more liberal
direction. Immediately after MFN treatment under the authority of
the Trade Act of 1974 was granted to Romania, instead of promoting
a freer emigration, she tightened its' policy making it impossible
for its citizens to reunite with their families abroad.
They ignore the Jackson-Vanik amendment and they will continue to
do so, until United States will reinforce tougher control methods
of Romania's compliance with its' provisions.
The balance of trade with Romania may show you growing figures in
exchanges, but the humanitarian purposes of MFN are not reached at
all.
The everyday life of people is becoming unbearable. In Romania there
is a new privilegiated ruling class, who is enjoying a totally different
life style from the rest of the people. Corruption at all levels is
a general occurrence. To live in Romania is to be part of the ruling
class, otherwise to buy A loaf of bread becomes a problem. The new
ruling class beneficiates of out of the reach stores, where they can buy
everything they need, special farms where they grow cattles, poultry and
vegetables where common people are not permitted. They also beneficiate
of special housing conditions.
The real people of Romania feel forgotten and without any hope for the
future.
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To ask for a passport with an exit visa from Romania is an impossiBT51--y, unless you are a member of the ruling class. The only people
they let out are those who are working for the communist dictatorship who acts also as a sole employer, it's directives being obeyed
by all appointed secretaries of PCR in any kind of institutions.
To ask for an application for a passport means to expect immediately
E-o e-fired from your job, to be harrassed, threatened with imprisonment, forced labor camps or confinement in mental hospitals and at
the risk of never receiving an application, never mind to be let go
in another country to live in freedom and human dignity.
This was the case of my 2 brothers:
1. PASNICU MIHAI (and LAURENTIA - his wife)
domiciled at: Aleea Lunca Cernei nr. 4
Bloc D47-Sc. C et 4 apt. 44
Buc., Sector 7
last negation 1213100 - 5/3/79 - File #421
2.

PASNICU ALEXANDRU (AURELIA - his wife and DANIEL their 3 year
old child)
domiciled at: Intr. Ancorei nr. 6
Buc. Sector 6
last negation #213101 - 5/11/78 - File #431

They expressed their desire to leave the country in June 1978 and so
far, eventhough they wrote endless number of petitions, went before
all the committees, they did not receive even the applications for the
passports. All this time they were discouraged and treated without
any dignity for their intentions. All the representations made in
my behalf by Hon. Sen. H. Jackson, Wm. A. Harrison, Jr., House Representatives M. Fenwick and J. Finish have had no results.
That's why I've joined the Romanians protest against the repeated
violations of human rights in Romania.
"WE ASK THE U.S. SENATE TO DELAY MFN TO ROMANIA UNTIL ALL OUR FAMILIES
ARE LET GO FREE FROM THAT COUNTRY. AT THE SAME TIME, SHE SHOULD BE
MADE RESPONSIBLE FOR IGNORING IT'S OWN SIGNATURE ON THE DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS.w
Please do not take away the hope of those who believe in our country
and what she stands for in the world. Help them to live in freedom
and for the love of god.
Sincerely,

Vixginia Tatu
Attached there is a list of the participants in hunger strike and
demonstration of protest.
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Josefins Cramer
34-38 33rd St. 3rd Fl.
Long Island City, N.Y. 11106

Tel.: (212) 937-5426
Statement for U.S. Senate Hearings
Held on July 19, 1979
Subcommittee On International Trade
FinAnce Committee,

2227DOB

Honorable Chairman, Honorable Senators,
I am JosefinA Cramer, Romanian born and an American resident
since July, 1978. 1 left Romania together with my parents and we
joined our relatives who are American citizens.
I graduated the University Of Bucharest, Faculty of Gezuanie
Languages and I am a Bachelor in Philology.
Here I am enjoying all the opportunities of.a free life but
unfortunately I was forced to leave my fiance behind in Romania. My
fiance's name is ALEXANDRU PAULESCU. He resides in Bucharest, St.
Stupinei no. 2? sector 3, and he is a mechanical engineer with The
Institute For Projects And Constructions of %chareat, St. Tudor Arghes£i
no. 21 sector 2.
On July 1978 Mr. Paulescu visited Mr. Lucieno Manglafiseo,
the American Consul in Bucharest, and expressed his desire to Imligrate4
to the United States.
On July 22, 1978 my fiance applied for an exit visa at the
Romanian Authorities, and on September 27, 1978 his application was
rejected on alleGed lack of grounds.
All his other applications for an exit visa in order to
reunify our forced separation and to marry me here in the United States
were rejected. He was and still is under the hard pressure surveillance
and investigations of the Communist Security. He was threatened with
mental hospital if he does not give up his wish to emigrate. He notified
me that he has difficulties at his office and that hj aslsry was cut
down considerably as a result of his desire to ;e fl3 -But despite all
the pressure against him he will not give up. He applied again for a
marriage permit to the Romanian Council of State and his file no. is:
WIAS 1086§Z1979.
The Romanian Government and Mr. licolae Ceausescu, the
Romanian President violate all UtOls resolutions about family reunion,
and the Lost Favored Nation Clouse express condition of easing the
emigration from Rom.ania.
I appeal to your understandinE and help and I am begging you
to rske representation on ny behalf with the RomAnian Ambassador in
Washington and during the Senate Hearings when the lost Favored Nation
ClAuse will be voted. This could be a great help for me and my fiance.
Thankine you from the bottom of ny heart for your
Humanitarian Support, I remain,
Yours truly,

Josefine Cramer
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Rada Georgesou
41-34 43rd. St. Cl
L.I.C. N.Y. 11104
Honourable Sir,
My nqme is RADA GEORGESCU , Toghether
with my husband Corneliu Georgescu , we were left tfae communist
Romania in January the 16, 1977 to visit my husband's father
Constantin Georgescu who lives in Rome , Italy Via Cavour 278
where we lived between January 18, 77 and April 19, 77.
During this period of time we contacted
the W.C.Co organization and asked for an emmigration visa
to the U.S.A. in order to build up a new life in the free
world. On the April 19th, 77 , my husband and I entered
in the U.S.A. at Kennedy Airport where we received the
W'thite Alien Cards " with the following numbers.
Rada Georgescu
A21-704-312
Corneliu Georg escu A21-704-311.
Now, we are 11ving and working in N.Y.C.
Since we arrived in the U.S. bothimy mothers
ELENA A DRIEI who lives in Bcharest-Romania Str. Prisaca
Dornei Ir.2, DI.D3. Sc.2, Ap.51, tel 438082
and our son
CONSTANTIN DOCU who lives in Bucharest-Romania Str. Ghita
Serban Nr.2g B1.8b, Sc.2, Apt.96.
tried several times to join us in the U.S. but every time
the RomanianGovernement brutally refused to issue them

emigrationpassports. We tried everything possible for us
to get them over , we took part in the hunger stricke in front
of the U.N. on April 10,78, as well as In Washington D.C.
in 1978 and 1979, and now I participating on the protest
action in front of Romanian Mssion from New York City
in each weekend, for be continue the protest actions against
of the Romanian Governement .
From the moment my mother and our son
requested the emmigration visa there has been constant bluster
upon them. Our son who was employed , was told by the local
party leader and police that he would be fired if he still
should insist to join his parents who betrayedtheir country
by leaving the communist regime. Niether my mother nor our
son were ever member of the communist party. In the mean
time our son , who is so very young 24 years old, lost his job,
all medical benefits and is now permitted to do only unqualified work, that the government might offer him, and be payed
with the lowest possible salary. He is constantly blustered
to be firedagain this time for good.
Please see next page,
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On the other hand I my mother , who is
almost 70 years old , has been refused free medical service
although she has no other income than a poor pension.
She deeperately needs medical treatment which we could offer
her here, if sge was to come over. She is poverless and
unable to fight against the brutal regime of that Veings
In Romania.
I would like to mention that in May 78
and June 79, I sent to my mother and our son an 0 Affidavit
of Support ' as well as to Mr. Consul Luciano Iangiafico,
the U.S. ambassador In Bucharest.
For the resons mentioned above, the
last change and hope is to apply to the U.S. Senate because
of the stand in human rights that U.S.A. is leading in the
world. This is the main reason , freadom , why we chose
the United States as our new home.

Thank you for the interest
in this letter,
Sincerely
Rada Georgescu
July the fourth, 1979
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I'agoa Popeeou

31-77 33rd St. Apt. 13,
L.I.C., N.Y. 11106
Honorable Sir:
I an an American citizen and I appeal to your Humanitarian
Support as the only hope to have my family reunited.
It is well known that granting of the most-favored-nationtrade treatment to Romania was conditioned on compliance with the
freedom of emigration provision.
. that the Cormunist Romania it is making
It is well known

the migration more and more_ difficult and very ofton imposs
Even though the Human Rights regarding family reunification
and freedom to emigrate are legalized both by the Romanian laws

and the International Agreements ratified by the Romanian Government
practically they are very otten ignored and the worst of it is that
they are violated by the very people who have to reinforce them.
The double standard regarding Romanian laws it is obvious. There is a
liberal lawwritten on the paper, which is designed to make a good
impresion abroad and to lift up the international prestige of the
Socialist Romania and there is another unwritten law, totally oposed
to the first one , wich is applied inside of the country.
I realized this tragic fact when:
-my brother Doru-Eugeniu Popescu, M.D., born 3/31/38,
-his wife Coralia-Lacramioara Popescu, M.D., born 9/25/38,
-their daughter Adina-Ioana ?opescu, born 9/25/63,
all of then residing at the address: Str. Ciurea, Nr. 9, Apt. 2,
Bloc E2, So. A, Sect. 3, Bucharest, Romania,
asked Romanian Authorities for the Exit Visas.
On 12/28/78 they filled out at the U.S. hbassy in Bucharest all the
necessary forms for the U.S. Irnigrant Visas. As a result of the
aproval received front: the U.S. State Department, the U.S. Ehbassy
in Bucharest confirmed that they qualify for the U.S. Immigrant Visas.
Their applications for the Exit Visas have been repeatedly denied
by the Passport Department of the City of Bucharest (Pile !Tr.22121).
At their appeals to these refusals (Yr. 1675/IIE from 5/1?/79 addressed
to the Romanian State Council and Nr. 63211 from 5/23/79 addressed
to the Central Cormittee of the Romanian Comunist Party) they did
not receive any answer.
Instead the Cormunist Romanian Aythorities started to:
-put the constant preasume on my brother and his wife in order to
determine then to change their minds,
-nut them in an awkard position on their Jobs. ...
..
-completely supress their corespondence addressed to me,raking
our -cmmunication very difficult,
-harass and force them to live in permanent nervous stress.

If the extending the X'.F.N. Clause to xomanla-U-6

S just a tor-:

mality:I an sure that the htr:an Rights in Romania will be more and more
violated and ou. families will never be reunited.
Thank you ror your Humanitarian Support.
Sincerely

o

Dragos ?opesou.
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,JPIL(!aiden nome I'ARIA SABAD)

.. r4. ,AIA COIL
33-2=,29Th St. Apt E 2
STQTIA, N;Y. L106
-T91(212) 932-1657

Art 13
1.- Everyone has the rieht to froedom
movement znd residence within the
borders of each state.

2.- Evoryone has the right to live any
his own and to ra%ovtrinqlvding
%ovnto his coomnry.

!EQ:OF, A31Z SIR,
We are Ur.s lIARIA COPIL(maiden name UJRIA WABAVJ and Ir TRAIAU CCPM,,Ra.IANiI-

All born and POLITICAL tEFVGEES in the

;!d.-ooothor with ovr three.cons sin-

,e SEzPrIP?. 1977.Doeinc POLITICAL DISIiII;ATE by 11ICOIAE CEAVSESCV's
'ZDCYRITY in evr natic- covntry, we sveceded to obtain a PASSPCRS after a
stronG and nersistent FIGHT with CEAYESCV's GOVnIr.:.'. I:: AVSTRIA ve wor:
granted with POLITICAL ASY2.. b: the EIDH CQ.ISSI':iE. FQ, !";: LS OF Vi
froCVE
and then ve reached tho.SA. But painfully ie cere forced to
left behind in CO:.RI-1IST RCUAIIIA as .OSTAGESI
I.-IOSIF SABAV, water polvtion techlician, born on SPT6,l934,--iy wife's

2.- U.GLAiWA SABAV,born on NO27 ,1935,-his rife

3w- IOIF TEOFIL SA3AY, born on 1WV15,195C,technician-their son
4 .,R Ai
.ICOLAI
J
4BAY. born on UAY 1 O-tir
son
I ,- £:RE1A SiA3A , born on FZ3
D
17 1962-tho r son
6.-lIV ST':Lxi.. bAaW,born DEX:
on JVLYR 12Z,llo-the'r
-on
daghr
19o4-thoir
on
7.- I:AcDAiz:A SAMAV, born
,-A.'Jfl&,
born o
ll: o
e
av ter

io.- SCIO-: VI

brother

L SABAV, born on x/LY 26,1969-their son

3ABAV,born on JA'VVARY
0,1971-thebr son
SABAV born on AVGVST 18,1972-their son
L
kV _born onUARCH l 1974-their son
_
e,v.
,
orn n SAIL 5,j9 ,-?he2r son
15.- CGQML SABAV,born on AE IL
4,97'-thoir son
:lr !OSIF SA3AV ,his ifo nd their 13 children erc living at Strada TIMM
VZADI.ILESCY Ur 64., Oi. A- WiE, Jwetvl AIMtv
, .,a.A_,v .ney .ore and sti.
are terrorize
GAVESCV's SECVR ,TY becavse their relliovs faitfvll fr.
('
which they are forbidden to workshln with.As father of 15 children !:r IOL:
SABAV was layd off fro. his job as ater povtion technician and only after
several months :-hen he svcceded to fond ovt a job as bvs driver he r.as lx
off front by SECV.ITY. Eis wife was layd off from her job too.There are 13
children who are wal:ing fron door to door pity becavse their parents are
their nai
JC..r
-- .ie.nrbd an to oIn the same dinerate sitvation are and the other HOSTAGES,
16.-1mA!*CISC SABAV -ny wife's father,and his wife
17.- 1\,,LRLA SABAViMaIden name 3AR3PJ. 'Z,1: l) a }[P,0IL'm ":OTM.R of 11 chi.
dren who is svfferod by HPINGRY together her 11 children forbidden to work.
They are living atiStreAa LATEI CC.VIN uir 6, ORADEA LMAF2, Jvdotvl IHOR
10.- rAiS:CI.C SAVW,-Ly wife's brbthor
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Florentina Georgescu
30-89 34th St. Apt. 1C,
L.I.C., N.Y. 11103

Honorable Sir:
I appeal to your Humanitarian Support in behalf of my son,
Vasile-Theodor Georgescu residing at the address:
Blvd. Ion Sulea, Bloc 56, Apt. 38, Sect. 4, Bucharest, Romania.
I have applied on numerous occasions to the Ronenian authorities asking
to consider my request and allow him to leave the country and Join
me and my daughter in the U.S..
As a result of my request my son has been summoned by the local party
.officials and has been threatened that this "case" will be forwarded
to his working place for further discutions. Following his request
for a passport on !arch, 1978, he was told by the YNajor Zdrenghea
that "he will not be able to get out, not even as far as Russia,
and if he has any objections, there is a place for hin in the forced
labor carip...
I appealed to the Romanian Authorities but I did not receive any
ans ar. ?1y s6n is actually an hostage who has no hopes to ever be able
to see his mother and his sister again.
I appeal to your humanitarian support to consider the plight of our
families left hostage in Romania, and not to waive the Jakson- Vanik
amendment until our request will be heard by the Romanian Authorities.
Thank you for your humanitarian support.

Florentina Georgescu

50-437 0 -

80 -
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tumitru Covalcic
30-11 John R Avenue
Trenton, Michian 48183
Honorable Sir:
I am a naturalized American Citizen, born in Romania. I am very proud of
my new country where I am enjoying a life of opportunities and freedom
which I never new existed before.
Nevertheless, being alone in this country I find myself in a helpless
situation in determining Romanian authorities to issue a marriage permit for my fiancee: Todosie Floarea
domiciled at: Str. Tamponului nr. 31
Buc. - Sect. 8 Romania
File #II AS 11218-1978
There are 19 months since we have asked for the marriage permit and an
exit visa from Romania for my fiancee. In all this time, we have exhausted
all the legal channels. As of now, we do not have an approval yet and no
hopes for the future.
The American Embassy in Bucharest through the Hon. Consul Luciano Mangiafico
made 5 representations in my behalf to the proper Romanian authorities
with no better results.
Honorable Sir:
I am 49 years old. I've already waisted almost 2 years of my life asking
for this marriage approval. My fiancee's case is not en isolated one. As
an american citizen I am asking myself:
1.

Why do we have to reward Romania extending the MFN when the
basic human rights are systematically violated in that country?

2.

Why do we have to extend a helping hand to a country which is
ignoring its' own signature on the Declaration of Human Rights?

3.

1 year before obtaining MFN, Romania has had a much more liberal
emigration policy. Immediately after it was granted, eventhough
it was conditioned by President Carter and by Jackson-Vanick
amendment, the Romanian emigration policy became much more tighter.
This demonstrates Romania's appreciation for our government and
for its' own commitments.

This is why I have joined all the Romanians participating in the hunger
strike and demonstrations of protest against systematical violations of
human rights in Romania.
We do not think that by granting MFN to Romania, its' humanitarian purposes
will be achieved. Besides the violation of human rights, the everyday
life of the people in that country did not improve at all. It gets worse
everyday, in spite of all the figures shown by the Balance of Trade between USA and Romania. If none of its' humanitarian purposes is achieved,
extending MFN to Romania, becomes just a formality. That's why tougher
control should be imposed on Romania's compliance with its own assumed obligations.
As an American Citizen, I AM ASKING THE SENATE TO DELAY THE EXTENTION
OF MFN TO RC*INIA, UNTIL ALL OUR FAMILIES WILL BE ABLE TO LEAVE ROMANIA.
ALSO, WE THINK THAT U.S. SENATE SHOULD MAKE ROMANIA RESPONSIBLE FOR
ITS' OWNBREACH OF PROMISE, ASKING THE ROMANIAN GOVERNMENT TO EXPLAIN
THE REASONS WHYALL OUR RELATIVES HAD TO BE CONTINUOUSLY DISCOURAGED TO
APPLY FOR A PASSPORT.
THIS WILL BE THE ONLY WAYTO HELP RCtL4NIAN PEOPLE.
Sincerely,

t

-rNca CAuL

Dumitru Covalcic
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MR. CRA4MAX,

WORAILI SBROOS

I the undersigned Dionisie Gartu, D.D.S. reside in Nw York at 43-09 40th St.,
Apt. 31, Long Island City, N.Y. 11104. Ia coming in front of you to protest the
inhuman treatment by the leaders of Cmimnist Romenia of the eagres in the U.S.A.
%ho vwnt to reunite vith their families.
In October 1977, 1 asked the Romanian authorities in Bucharest to allow the immigration
into the U.S.A. of my brother Atanase Gartu, who is an Egineer in Bucharest, my sister
Florica Miliu from Constanta and their family.
The Romanian authorities has promised them that they shall receive shortly their
Passports. Pour months later, my relatives received the aswer that their application
was rejected.
Since then, I have written to the Romanian officials in Bucharest and Washington, to
intervene in my favor. But I have received no reply.
Then I appealed to several Senators and Congressm of the U.S.A. to help as reunite
with myfamily But up to the present, I have achieved no results.
In my despair, I started the hunger strike In front of the white Soue, the Capitol and
the Rommin amrasy. I continued the protests in front of the Romanian Mission in
Now York.
In this manner, I was attracting the attention of the people on the disregard of the
Romnian Government of my rights.
From the windows of the Romanien Mssion the employees were threatening me with their
clenched fists and obscene gestures.
In Commiat Rmania there is terror, lack of freedom, fear to trust people because
it is w ll known that two out of three man are informers of the Security Service and
the Police.
All citizens are forced to spy on each other and those %ho refuse are dismissed from
their jobs, or seat to york in the country.The people are permanently deceived. For over tan years we were promised that we &hall
work S days a week and up to today people are working 7 daya a week (also on holidays)
without paid overtime.
The Romanim are forbidden to talk to foreign tourist.. If they talk, they mint give
to the Police a statement on %bat they said. The tourists are followed al the time
by the Security Service until they leave the country.
The Comunist Party comlte without fear al kinds of abuses, and the people are deprived
of amyrights.
As a proof that the word of the Romanian officials is absolutely vorthlee, I have
a letter of reply to Congressmen Mario Biaggi, dated April 5, 1978, proving that the
Romanien officials are not respecting their promises even to a Congressmen of the U.S.A.I
On ground of the above facts, I be& you to refuse categorically to bestow the clause
of the most favored nation to Cmmunist Rom-is because the Romaenia people have no
benefit and the Coommist government is violating permanently the lelsinky treaty.
Begging you to help me in the reunification with my family and thanking you for your
kindness and understanding, I beg to remain,
respectfully your,

Dienisie Gartu,

D.D.S.
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loan-Viotor STOICA

Olimpia STOICA
Aldea STOICA (father)

66-22 Fleet St. 4B
Forest Hills, N.Y.
New York 11375

Tel. 212.268.ol63

New York, July 9, 1979

HONORABLE SIR,

A long time ago our relatives did not receive the
passports from the Romanian Government to immigrate to the U.S.A.
- Efreu & Jenica ZAHARIA (parents): Str.M.Eninesou 22,
Bloc 7, Ap.22, 2000 Ploiesti, Romania,
- Romulus & Mariana STOICA (brother & siuter-in-low):

Blvd.AI.Vlshuta 59, Bloc 141, 3.B, Ap°41, 2200 Brasov, Romania,

- Teodor, Aurelia & Tiberiu ZAHARIA (Brother, sisterin-low, nephew): Str..Eminesou 22, Bloc 2, Ap.13, 2000 Plolesti,
- Neoulae VERESTEANU cousinn): Str. Patriotilor 1,
Bloc PH 16, So.B, Ap.38, Sector IV, 74594 Bucuresti, Romania.
We Joint the 8th. Romanian Hunger Strike for family
reunion in the U.S.A. in the name of the Human Rights and signed
by the Romanian Government.
We would like to request not to grant an extension
of the MFN to comaniwst Romania until all hostage relatives of
hunger strikers will be set free.

Sincerely yours,
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AMERICAN-ROKANIAN GROUP
FOR FAMILY REUNIFICATION
AND FREEDOM TO WIGRATE IN ROY
IN RONAPIA.
Speaker: Dragos Popescu
31-77 33rd St. Apt.
L.J.C., N.Y. 11106

1E,

July 15, 1979.
Honorable Sir:
We are a group of American-Romanians fighting for family reunification
ond freedom to emigrate in Romania.
We like to express our deep regret and frustation that our speaker
i. Dragos Popescu was not allowed to testify in our behalf,.at
July 19, public Hearing of the Committee on Finance of the U.S.Senate.
If the U.S. Senators want to have the truth about family reunification
and huvian rights in Romania,why not have it directly from the people
who accumulate all the sufferings and pains in fighting for this.
We wrote hundreds of letters to Romanian Authorities, to our Senators
and Congressmen, we have been in two weeks Hunger Strike in Washington,
D.C., and one and a hilf months peacefull-protest in front of the
Romanian Nission at the U.N.O. in N.Y.. We did not accomplish anything.
The sufferings of our families are unberable.
liehave been waiting for the opportunity to testify in front of the
U.S. Senate for a wholo year. Being denied this we have no other place
to go and nothing else to try. We have tried everything hundred tines.
we hope that this being our last chance, our request to testify will
be reconsidered.
Thank you for your humanitarian support and for your understanding.
American-Romanian Group for
Fa-ily Reunification and
freedom to Enigrate in
Romania.
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The undersigned delegate Mr. DRAOOS POPESCU as the only speaker
in behalf, of " AMERICAN - ROMANIAN GROUP FOR FAMILY RBINIFICATION
AND FREPDOCTO EMIGRATE IN ROMANIA ",at the Senate hearings of
July 19,1979 - Washington,D.C.
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JOSEPHINA CRAME
3. PAULA LERESCU
4. RADA GEORGESCU
5. OLIMPIA STOICA
6. ALDEA STOICA

POPESCU
7. DRAGONS
8. TRAIAN COPIL

9. DIONISIE GARTU
10.

FLOREUTINA GEORGESCU

11.
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STATU4DI
Of the Romnian Baptist Tellowship, publisher of the Christian, affiliated with
the American Churche Convention, George Crisan, 'editor, 9410 Clifton Blvd.t
Cleveland, Ohio, 441021 the Romanian Radio Hour of Cleveland, Ohio, Re Dani
Pasou, Foundor-iDireotort Pastor Eberitu of the Romnian Baptist Church of
Clevoland, Ohio, 9.10 Clifton Blvd., Cleveland, Ohio, W 1 ---.
4 Roe. A.So
Lucaoiu, Pastor The Romanian Baptist Church of Detroit Mibisan, 30115 Mayfair
Rd*, Farmington Hill, Michigan 480241 and Geoige Criman, legal counsel,
6726 Fairwood Rd., Hyattavlllo, Maryland, 20784, for the benefit of Committee
Finance, Subcomittee on International Trade of the United State. Senate, on
the Presidential Recomendation to continue the waiver applicable -to the
Sociolista Republic of Romania, and to extend the waiver authority under the
Trade Act of 1974e
Those organizations favor the PresLdential recomendation to continue the
waiver applicable to Romania and the extentica of waiver authority under the
Trade Act of 1974.
Our organizations comprise Romanian-Eglish speaking Baptista* The Followship
has affiliated members throughout the United tate. they maintain their
tie. because of their ancestry and their sincere interest in promoting stronger
ties of friendship, both" political and econceical, vith Roamia.
The RomniagS tut our of Cleveland, Ohio reaches listeners vithln a radius o
more than 100 miles. Thousands of listeners are supporting the pro"'mm. The
2tiana
quarterly,
In road
several of
thousnds
peopleandin'the
United
States,bilingual
Canadas and
pmtieallq
all by
countries
Western ofEuop
Rowa .
We have testified in the p st and supported the Presidential reocmendations*
We have personal knowledge that the Romanian Governient tries bard to comply
vith the Treaty Clauses and thus to improve itl. relations with the United 8tat
-oftAerica.
We, individually, have visited Romnia, We were free to address many Baptist
Congregations and to share in faith with our Christian brothers there.
In our tripe and visits we have met with Romanian Baptist leaders of Hungarian
language also. At no time or Instance have we been aprised of any othnioa
discrimination by the Romanian Government.
Rcmania. was in all her past a Western oriented nation. It was the Wilson
Principles in 1918 that made Romania a whole nation. RoSardlesi of =
color
of her political leadership, Roeonia is westernly oriented and she shows
couragloue independence with reward to the Soviet-Russia pressure. -We are
persuaded that the trade relations with Romania are beneficial to the United
States.
We sincerely appreciate this opportunity afforded to us by the Chairman of the
Subcomittoo on International Trade of the Comitte on Finance of the United
States Senate.

,Theo
Cistiax
Member of the D.C. and
Maryland Bare
LeSal Counsel

Director of the Romanian
Radio Hour of Cleveland,
Ohio

-S' o Roy. Ae.o LuAaciu

Pastor, The Romanian Baptist Church
Detroit, Michigan
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DR. Trrus PODrA,
New York, July 6, 1979.
Re: Extension of MFN to Romania.
Hon. Senator AawuM Rxsicon,
Chairman, Subcommittee on InternationalTrade,
Washington, D.C.
DRAR SMATOR RIBJ00oF: I am writing to you in response to your, call for a public
hearing on the matter of granting in continuation nondiscriminatory treatment
(MFN) to Romanian trade under the Trade Act of 1974 and the United StatesRomanian Trade Agreement.
The United States Government through its President f'nds it desirable and necessary to extend to Romania nondiscriminatory treatment of tariffs in expectation of
securing new opportunities for U.S. business and of further benefiting our political
relations with Romania.
Our Government believes that the United States Trade Agreement with Romania
is a legitimate one. It has been arrived at the conference table by reciprocal and
mutual negotiations of questions deemed of common interest and has been extended
to another period of three years.
Inasmuch as in the past the Senate Subcommittee on International trade has
viewed the granting of M to Romania &s a continuing process born of continual
responsiveness to its own standards of performance and its verifiable measures, is it
not, now, relevant to question whether another step forward would not further
induce a more proper distribution of the benefits and burdens of social cooperation
between our two countries? An initiative by the United States of opening its area of
cooperation with Romania (within social-economic and judicial space) while it would
suggest an element of uncertainty and risk would, however, at the same time
separate the inequalities of information i.e., separate the pseudo-judicial propaganda
play or the ad
istrative act in disguise from the values of fairness as an active
element interpenetrating the rules specifying the conditions for the availability of
grievance remedial mechanisms.
After five consecutive years of trade relations in which both Romania and the
United States have had the occasion to exchange substantive and meaningful
expressions of their perceptions of common interest beyond the ceremonial encounters of diplomatic relations, it would seem that time has come to make a new
affirmation and invest the United States-Romanian Trade Agreement with new and
lasting binding authority.
After five years of accumulated experience in economic and social interactions
with Romania, adjusting and equilibating to the various rates of change, a new
repertoire has been developed which comes closer to our sense of "legal adequacy",
namely: a sense of comprehensiveness (all significant aspects), of consistency (Minimum of contradictions) and of an ultimacy (an irreducible principle).
The communicative power of the Trade Act results from the selective incentives it
overtly espouses on the one hand, and the inhibitory propensity it obscures on the
other. An authentic communication depends on authentic language, divulging the
real intent of the message. It is, herewith, suggested that a new pattern be put into
effect.
The essence of approving a new pattern of trade relations with Romania is very
much a matter of achieving a reconciliation between national needs, requirements
and objectives and the needs of the international community. It would be a creative
act not simply to reconcile and resolve conflicting views and practices, but make
national and international goals mutually reinforcing. We are caught in the midstream of vast new problems, and it is an illusion that we can insulate ourselves
from the need to cooperate with the rest of the world in a new manner. The U.S.
Secretary of State was emphatic in his statement on U.S. foreign policy; "... There
can be no going back to a time when we thought there could be American solutions
to every problem. We must go forward into a new era of mature American leadership. For 200 years we have prospered by welcoming change and working with it,
not resisting it. We have understood, at home and abroad, that stability is not status
quo. It comes through human progress".
This is a unique American signal for which the International community has
been waiting and around which it has coordinated its expections. It is, herewith,
suggested that the Senate Subcommittee on International trade recognize these
realities in the same measure.
The Jackson-Vanick amendment was not intended to constrain United StatesRomanian trade. Is it not, then, fair to ask the Subcommittee to consider the new
pattern which has emerged out of the experience 'of the last years and remove the
provisions of periodic short-term yearly extensions of the Presidential waivers if not
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altogether, at least, put them on a triennual basis more compatible with the three
year extension of the Trade Agreement?
It is hereby suggested that the Senate Subcommittee on International trade grant
the most favoured nation clause to Romania and that it consider repeal of such
procedural encumbrances in the future.
It is within such context that the 95th Congress passed Public Law 95-501, Oct.
21, 1978, known as "the Agricultural Act of 1978' in which special reference is
made to Title IV of the Trade Act of 1974, Sec. 604. Quote; "Within six months after
the date of enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Agriculture shall submit to
Congress a report detailing the effect on the United States agriculture of Title IV of
the Trade Act of 1974, including a recommendation as to whether the provisions of
such title should be repealed or amended." (Submittal to Congress 19 U.S.C. 2431)
An effective trade agreement between United States and Romania undertaken in
good faith reinforces our expectations and their legitimacy in the international
community. It elevates commercial transactions to the level acceptable to our societal setting mediating at the same time and attracting unto American interests
values most functional to our policies. The collective goal of United States-Romanian interests requires such an affirmation from your committee.
Respectfully submitted,
PROF. Trrus PODEA.
P.S. I am submitting this statement as a business consultant, a university professor, a former United Nations consultant concerned with East-West trade relations.
[From News from Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry, July 11, 1979]

GREAT CAUTION URGED FOR UNDERSTANDING WITH ROMANIA ON EMIGRATION

Commenting on the reported "understanding" between a group of Jewish organizations and Romanian diplomats which may resolve the problems on Romanian
Jewish emigration, Center for Russian and East European Jewry national director
Jacob Birnbaum urged "great caution in the light of Romania's poor record on
Jewish emigration since 1975."
The Center has been instrumental in obtaining the emigration of a substantial
number of Romanian Jews in recent years. According to the group, the rate of
Jewish emigration had plunged from 250-30 monthly in the early 1970s to 50 a
month in 1979, while the number of Jews who sought to leave remained heavy. As
of June 30th, only 9 passports had been issued for Romanian Jews for July. Despite
Romania's commitment to comply with the Jackson-Vanik Amendment which links
US trade credits with emigration, and Bucharest's ratification of Helsinki Agreement, both in 1975, new emigration obstacles and harassments have multiplied
since then.
Mr. Birnbaum said that "without very solid evidence of good faith lasting over a
period of at least six months, Congress would be in violation of its own laws in
providing further extensions of most-favored-nation trade status at this time."
These assurances and evidence, Birnbaum stated, should include written assurances of(1) Intention to comply with the Jackson-Vanik Amendment.
(2) Recognition of a simple letter of intent to emigrate as being the first step to
simplification of the emigration procedure.
(3) Immediate steps to release long-separated families, at least 500 by September

1979, leading to a reversion to the 250-350 monthly emigration rate.

(4) Granting amnesty to several dozen former 'scapegoat" Jewish prisoners from
the 1960s, as promised last summer, then giving them the opportunity to emigrate.
Mr. Birnbaum declared that "critical to the success of future emigration would be
the introduction of an adequate monitoring procedure in Bucharest itself, preferably
under the auspices of the American Embassy. This would give any Romanian Jew
desiring to leave a certain protection, and also assurance that his application would
not be ignored, as it so often is now."
SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY OF GEORGE

F.

DANCIU, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSAL

INDUSTRIES INC.

1. Name and company.

2. Time spent in Romania.-Five years out of the last fifteen years of personal

experience of actual living in Romania, among Romanians at all levels, high administration, as well as common man, pursuing cultural and economic commercial

-
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objectives and promoting American-Romanian Cooperations and Relations, also
representing American Firms.
f. Minority nationality rights.-Positive personal observance of cases of freedom
for Minority Nationality of Ethnic Groups, and their right to follow individual
autonomy, native culture, customs and language, all over the country in Cultural
activities, and personal as well as public life.
4. Religous rights.-Positive observance of respect and permission by the State for
the Church to Tollow its separate path as a separate entity with many denominations, and the rights of individual citizens to attend the church of their choice
without discrimination in job or University.
5. Freedom of emigration.-My personal case-I married a Romanian citizen April
4, 1978 with Government approval. After three months her passport was approved.
She is now a Green Card U.S. Resident. Now her mother's Romanian passport is
approved and American Visa for emigration to the U.S.A. on a family integration
basis. I signed a business contract with the State Romanian Steel Industry as a
Consultant, Technical on Maintenance of Industrial Equipment and Products on
May 28, 1978. This has since been extended into 1980. Romania will progressively
purchase on an ever increasing basis American products and installations thereby
improving a positive trade balance.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE

F.

DANCIU

Mr. Chairman, Distinguished Senators: My name is George F. Danciu. I am
President of Universal Industries Inc., Cleveland, Ohio.
I am an American-born citizen of our great country, but my parents and ancestry
originate in Transylvania-one of the ancestral provinces of Romania, I've come
here to humbly add my knowledge and experience to the knowledge and efforts of
our distinguished senators, of members of our large communities, in the search for
facts and truths and the determination of why and whether the extension of the
waiver for Romania is in the best interests of our country, of ourselves, of enhancing our national foreign policy goals, and of our individual citizens.
I myself was surprised when I totaled the days of my many trips (41) forty-one in
all, to Romania-as a businessman and tourist, working and relaxing among the
Romanians, 224 weeks in 15 years, roughly 5 years of the 15 years which elasped
from my first visit there, in 1964 when I first went on cultural Exchange U.S. State
DeaPrtment approval.

out Romania I had heard many things from my parents, but their memories
were from a very far past. I wanted an up-to-date, true, factual, personal opinion. I
had heard about Romania, also from our newspapers and from some of my Romania
friends and former citizens of Romania, and from the debates held in our legislative
body-The Congress.
I could briefly characterize many of these impressions as contradictory and some
attempting to create a false image of Romania as an authoritative, oppressive state,
regarding the rights of its citizens, in both nationality matters and religion.
It would be an oversimplification to simply state that this is not true, and my
personal opinion, as well as that as an American businessman. This is based on my
personal experiences.
I think five years of living in Romania, out of 15 years is sufficient time to get to
know a country, its traditions an- its customs, and its people, and both good and
bad aspects, all on even a personal level.
I travelled the whole country freely, in towns and villages and seaside, and had
dealings with State companies and cooperatives, I lived in hotels and houses of
various common people, I talked to anybody I wanted and I was able to discuss with
everyone I met, any question I wanted. I had the distinguished privilege and
pleasure to meet, in 1970, the President of Romania, Nicolae Ceausescu. I must
confess to you, distinguished senators, how overwhelmed I was by his personality, a
very warm open and bright personality, by the depth of his thoughts and strivings
to achieve the highest living standards for all citizens of Romania, irrespective of
their nationality, belief, religious, or political convictions etc.
I traveled a lot, of course, in Transylvania, which has a large percentage of
Hungarian nationals. I had some difficulties in some places for not knowing both
Romanian and Hungarian because many names of streets and shops were in Hungarian.
I saw Romanians speaking Hungarian and Hungarians speaking Romanian, and
they understand each other pretty well. I took part in business meetings in some
places where sometimes the officials, buisness, or Government were from different
nationalities.
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I saw in the libraries and bookshops entire departments of books, scientific,
fiction, translations, books for children only in Hungarian, or Hebrew or German or
other languages.
In Cluj, there is a parallelism and equal liberality of cultural pursuit of artistical
institutions despite the gap in a lower percentage of the nationalities: there is a
Romanian Opera near a Hungarian Opera; there is a Romanian Theatre near a
Hungarian Theatre; there is an Institute for film and cinema with Romanian
language, teaching and performances, and then is an Institute for a fihn and cinema
with Hungarian language teaching and performances.
In Bucharest I attend the performances of the Jewish Theatre, in Jewish language and with Romanian simultaneous translation, and the Romanians are very
proud of the fact that this is the oldest Jewish Theatre in the world.
Let me mention also the special programs broadcasted by the Radio and Television stations every day in the languages of the minority nationalities, and not
limited to news, but expanded to feature films, languages courses, round-tables etc.
I am proud of our country's record in our domestic policy toward our minority
populations. But I also feel that we could learn something from the Romanians
experience, which I consider to be an outstanding example of how a people and a
country is striving to pull itself up by its own boot straps and improve its standard
of living for each and every citizen, starting from a very low level of development
hampered by sensitive relationships among its ethnic nationality groups, and fed by
centuries of international intrigue and strife.
In respect to religious freedom, to the best of my knowledge, there is no discrimination because of religious belief or lack of belief. The Church is separated from
State and it has its own life. There is no requirement to state or declare one's
religion or whether one belongs to one religious denomination or another on applying for admission to school or assignment to job. And there are as many as 14
religious denominations carrying on activities in Romania.
I myself go to church on
a; in Romania and I have witnessed myself every
Sunday or holidays many Romanians attending religious services at different
churches all over Romania. I know of no policies of the Goverment that would put
obstacles in the path of one's following his religious convictions in Romania.
The basic common sense and the knowledge fully proven to me by my own
personal experience as to human rights in Romania are the reasons that enable me
to fully support the extension of the waiver and MFN to Romania.
As an Addendum: I applied through normal channels for marriage approval to a
Romanian girl, I've known for seven years. It was approved and we were married
last April 4, 1978. My wife came to the U.S.A. in July 1978 with her Romanian
Government approved passport, after only three months. She now has her U.S.A.
Green Card. She is now back in Romania waiting to come back to the U.S.A. with
her mother, my mother-in-law, whose passport has been approved for emigrating to
the U.S.A. and they will both be coming soon to the U.S.A. on a family integration
basis.
To illustrate the progressive nature of Romanian Industry, I was granted and
signed on behalf of Universal Industries, Inc. a Consulting Contract in May 1978
with the Romanian Steel Industry for Installation and Maintenance of Steel Mill
Equipment, the first "Unique" Contract with an American Firm not tied to a
specific installation or product, only for American Technical advice, a contract
which since has been renewed into 1980, to upgrade and employ American technology and products on a continuing, as well as on an increasing basis, conforming to
an ambitious program of Industrial Investment for all industry in Romania not only
steel all over the country. It is possible for other American Companies to aid and
assist Romania in its high industrial goals, also to sell their products and installations on an increasing volume basis thereby improving a positive trade balance.
ADDENDUM TO TESTIMONY OF GEORGE F. DANCIU
SUBJECT: JEWISH EMIGRATION
Since 1964, my first trip to Romania, and on each of forty-one trips later over
fifteen years, I've observed fewer and fewer Jewish people in Romania. Many have
been permitted to leave who were active in cultural activities I was involved in at
erforming levels as well as high administrative levels. I've personally known of a

famous young concert violinist, instrumentalists, opera pianists, opera and symphonic personnel and composers who have left. A brilliant engineer expert on
electronic organs left. I also know many of Jewish extraction in high government
posts who don't want to leave, in Culture and Industry.
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Among common ordinary folks from the Sector I lived in for a total of about four

ears, No. 8, Strada Ion Voinescu, called the Old Jewish Sector (DUDESTI) in

ucharest, every year a few more left for Israel till I think there are only (2) very
old Jewish people I know, Mr. and Mrs. Greenberg who are the only ones left and
they are staying because they want to spend their remaining years in Bucharest.
The old Jewish Sector is no longer Jewish, most of them have been permitted to
emigrate.
I studied opera singing as a hobby, all my time in Romania and made my debut
sponsored by the American Embassy in Bucharest, in 1973.
My professor of voice, Mihail Vasilopolo, whose wife has emigrated, whose Jewish
son-in-law and daugher, both in their twenties, and two children, also have in 1975
gone to Israel. The son-in-law is an engineer and wife a pediatrician (child doctor),
both educated in Romania. The son's mother and father have been permitted to
visit Israel, but returned to Romania, and want to remain their last days in
Bucharest.
Professor Mihail Vasilopolo, a Romanian citizen, is the inventor of a Therapeutic
Method of Phoniatry (Vocal Emission) that remakes lost singer's voices and corrects
functional medical vocal dysfunction. He patented the Method in Romania from
Rome, where he was permitted to travel with passport with me to promote this
Romanian method; and we did successfully. It was approved and attested to by the
Italian Ministry of Culture, as better than any Italian method to date for singers,
and was approved by the Italian Ministry of Public Health to be used in Hospitals
and Speech Therapy Institutes throughout Italy. We travelled together one year
(1976-1977) promoting to Israel, Bulgaria, Greece and Belgium, he on his tourist
Romanian passport. Professor Mihail Vasilopolo is not a member and never has
been a member of the Romanian Communist Party. He was, also, a high staff
member, close to a former President of Romania, Petru Groza.
I iow of no Romanian Government' policy that discriminates against Jewish
people in job or educational admission requirement in Romania.
In Israel at Afula and Tel Aviv I observed large colonies of Romanian Jews from
Romania.
In high government positions at the Cultural Ministry and at all levels of the
threatre I observed Jewish names and people. In Industry, also, at all levels there
are many Jewish Directors and executives. My throat doctor in 1966-69 was Dr.
Isaah, Jewish.
I've never heard of Jewish Religious discrimination in Romania and anyone
wanting to attend the Jewish Synagogue in Bucharest can.
Another important point. Will Romania consider itself forsaken by the West, if
MNF is refused, and be forced by its geographic (juxtaposition) surrounded on all
four sides by Communist States to become repressive in certain Human Rights
matters,, to justify to its Warsaw Pact partners its re-adherence to Communist
principles, or at least match the record and the level of Soviet Compliance to
Human Rights Principles? (Romania is the only Warsaw Pact Country which has
not permitted Warsaw Pact Armed Forces Maneuvres on its soil even under intense
pressure). Or does the West, and the U.S. in particular, need an independent, just,
peaceful, friend in Eastern Europe, who is interested in maintaining peace in the
world. (Romania mediated the Israeli-Egypt meetings of 1977-78, Romania is the
only Communist State that recognizes Israel and has direct flights to Tel-Aviv.)
Romania's Relations with China opened the door to a broader more moderate
Chinese attitude toward the West, and continuing improvement in U.S.-Sino political and economic collaborations.
In any issue the negative, unresolved cases are the most motivated and the most
vehement. The resolved cases naturally not as motivated to surface, and sink into
the background unspoken and unnoticed. My case is a positive one, and I ask that it
be properly evaluated.
To more sharply focalize the issue, the question is, is Romania attempting to
improve emigration and religious freedom.
as there been progress in these points in each of three years, and now the
fourth year, to justify "MNF". Obviously in three past years the answer was
yes * * * The President's Recommendation for the waiver this fourth year was
obviously not based upon phantasy, but on solid reports of progress and monitoring
this progress this past year.
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STATzMzNT OF RAYMOND Hes, VIcE PRESIDENT, JILRAY INTERNATIONAL TRADING
INC.

Jllray International Trading Inc. is pleased to have the opportunity to testify to
this committee to express our support to extend the most favored nation tariff
treatment of imports from the socialist republic of Romania.
Jilray International is a trading company importing and exporting various commodities throughout the world. We represent four U.S. companies in the Far East
for export.
We have started negotiations with the socialist republic of Romania to export
various commodities needed in their market and to import commodities needed in
our market.
We hope In the near future to have a joint venture with the socialist republic of
Romania on importing and exporting items to benefit both countries. If the most
favored nation tariff treatment is not extended we cannot go into a joint venture for
it will then only benefit our country.
We hope that your committee and the President will recommend a further extension of such treatment.
COMMrr

FOR THE DEFEsz oF THE ROMANIAN PROVINCES:
BUKOVINA, BESSARABIA, HERTZA AND TRANSYLVANIA,

New York, N.Y, July 5, 1979.

Hon. RusszLL

LONG,

Chairman,Senate Committee on Finance,
Washington, D.C
DEAR CHAIRMAN: I am the President of the "Committee for the Defense of the

Romanian provinces: Bukovina, Bessarabia, Hertza and Transylvania", a native of
Romania but an American Citizen since 1959. I am a former Student of the well
known sculptor C. Brancusi. I am member of the "National Sculpture Society" USA,
and listed in "Who's Who in American Art" and listed in "Who's Who in Art and
Antiques", International Biographical Centre, Cambridge England; also in the "National Society of the Arts and Literature" in Washington, D.C.
In these days, when U.S.-Romanian trade relations and especially the renewal of
most favored nation treatment-are discussed in high U.S. legislative forums, it is
my duty of conscience to join the well-minded people who positively appreciate that
such relations are developing for the benefit of both nations.
As an American Citizen having long personal experience acquired during and
after the war period, I am proud to see that U.S.-Romanian relations are now
developing year by year.
As a native of Bukovina, one of the beautiful historical provinces of Romania, I
have more reasons to be proud of the high level of such relations and to understand
fully the present-day importance of developing U.S.-Romanian relations.
These are the important reasons that provide me with an opportunity to request
of you, in my capacity as President of the above mentioned Committee, your
favorable decision to accept the U.S. Presidential Executive Order to renew most
favored nation treatment for American-Romanian trade relations. Your decision
will be a most appropriate measure on behalf of the U.S. Congress, to sustain
together with our Administration the present and future manysided course of the"
relations between the USA and Romania, between the American and Romanian
people, relations that have existed beyond the moment of the Declaration of Independence of the United States.
It is well-known that today the world is living under very complex conditions and
only the full cooperation between countries and peoples can preserve peace for
future generations. Only good and daily sustained relations between countries can
bring about greater development of mutual understanding and reciprocal respect.
The people of the United States-armed with vast historical experience-are well
known for their feelings of friendship and cooperation with other peoples.
It means that your favorable decision in one aspect of U.S.-Romanian relations
has greater historical justification. This will elevate you to a rightful place, not only
in the history of these relations but among high-minded people who fully understand the present and future international situation.
Dear Congressman, since 1967 I have visited Romania and my relatives living
there, several times and personally found at every moment that everything is
positively changing. I was impressed by the changes under way not only in industry,
agriculture, culture, medicare and medicaid, education etc., but in the field of
human relations. I had many conversations with simple people and I evidenced
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sincere expression of the desire regardless of their nationality to have more and
more stable relations with all countries of the world, and especially with the United
States and with the American people. The told me with pride of their deep feeling
and love for the Presidents of the United States who visited Romania.
Dear Congressman, it is well-known that in the last four years, the Romanian
people have faced natural disasters-floods, earthquakes, which practically destroyed in some counties all. But, the Romanian people succeeded in building up
with their efforts. At such moments, thanks to U.S-Romanian relations, the Roma.
nian people succeeded in rebuilding everything, I am sure that this assistance will
not be forgotten by Romanians and that they will keep in their hearts, good feelings
toward the American people and offer prayers to God for them
You are well-acquainted with the political relations between the U.S. and Romania and with Romanian foreign policy. It is well-known that in the last decade,
Romania has developed successfully extensive contacts and friendly relations with
all peoples of the world. This successful policy has been based on the friendly
feelings that the Romanian people belonging to the vast family of Latin people
entertains. A more evident example of such an independent Romanian foreign
policy is the present stage of U.S.-Romanian relations characterized by the highlevel talks-the talks between the Presidents of these two countries-the most
recent having been on the occasion of the visit to the U.S. in April, 1978, of
Romanian President, Nicolae Ceausescu.
Therefore, as President of the Committee for the Defense of the Romanian Provinces: Bukovina, Bessarabia, Hertza and Transylvania, I humbly request you to take
into consideration the above-mentioned and to urge, using your high authority, the
appropriate decision for renewal of the most favored nation treatment in U.S.Romanian trade relations. Such a decision is in line with the good feelings that exist
today between the American and Romanian people.
Dear Congressman, beginning with 1975-the year when the U.S. and Romania
decided upon a Trade Agreement-Romania was practically the first country to sign
such an Agreement with the U.S. after the enactment of our Trade Act-The U.S.
Congress studies annually the renewal of most favored nation treatment.
Such occasions provide an opportunity for well-informed people both from the
Administration and Congress and the Representatives of our business Community to
express points of view in connection with trade relations with Romania.
But unfortunately, for the essence of such relations and for the understanding
that the American and Romanian peoples have for each other, certain people and
self named organization over here are trying by hook or by crook to destroy the
beautiful and human contacts which exist today between the U.S. and Romania.
Unfortunately for Romania and the American people, such organizations or their
young leaders, are using both our democratic system and your patient and precious
time only for their sinister interests and are disseminating malicious data and
misinformation; their main object being to sustain artificially the impression that
the Hungarian nationality in contemporary Romanian Transylvania is under
"Genocide oppression".
You have, and together with you, we have a great responsibility toward future
generations of Americans. Don't make it possible for coming generations of our
country, when they study their past which is our today's present-to read famous
Archives of Congress-only unscientific assertions about U.S.-Romanian relations
inserted year by year in these publications by such organizations.
First of all I feel it necessary to present to you a short historical background of
Romania and the Romanian people:
(1) The Romanian people was formed after the Conquest of ancient Dacia by the
Roman Empire after the wars of 101 AD-102 AD and 105-106 AD. The Roman
troops were withdrawn in 275 AD (because the migratory peoples appeared from
Asia), but the native Daco-Romanian people remained on their territory-Romania.
Fighting against the migratorypeoples the Romanians saved their nationality but
they could not succeed in reestablDshing their former state of Dacia; on the territory
of Dacia three Romanian states were formed-Transylvania, Wallachia and Molda.
via. They had fought separately or together for their independence against foreign
invasions.
The Hungarian migratory people appeared in the region in 898 AD-they being
not first or last such people-they subdued Transylvania for a while. Years the
Wallachia and Moldavia were confronted with vast empires like the Ottoman and
the Russian. While Wallachia and Moldavia had special relations with the Ottoman
Empire, Transylvania was an autonomous province in the Austrian Empire (and
after 1866, in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, well-known as a "prisons of peoples").
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In 1859 Wallachia joined with Moldavia and they formed Romania. After the first
world war, Transylvania by the unanimous decision of the people joined with
Romania in December 1918, at the very moment when new and independent states
like Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and even Hungary appeared on the European map,
as a result of the dismemberment of the Austro-Hung
Empire. It is appropriate
to remember that after two years, in 1920, during the Versailles Peace Conference,
the political personalities of this time and first of all the President of the U.S.A.,
Woodrow Wilson, stated the democratic principles of "self determination" of nations
and "every nationality inside its historical borders" recognizing the full legacy of
both formations of new independent states and the unifications such as that of
Transylvania with Romania.
(2) In the interwar' period of time, the irredentist policy (1940)-in many consitutive elements sustained by Nazi Germany, was developed especially by the Horthyist government of Hungary directed against the new and independent states. In
that time when Czechoslovakia fell under Nazi Germany's occupation, Poland was
attacked and destroyed as a state, Yugoslavia was conquered by the same Germany,
Romania found herself under tremendous pressure from outside and alone before
the German and Hungarian fascist war machine was forced to cede parts of Romanian territory: a part of northern Transylvania was granted at a conference in
Vienna, by Nazi Germany and fascist Italy to their faithful allied Horthyist Hungary. Bessarabia, Bukovina and Hertza were taken after the ultimatum by Soviet
Russia and a southern part of Dobrudja was transferred after the negotiations to
Bu
(3) As previously mentioned I have personal experience of the year 1941-1944
which I want to forget forever. My conscience will not give me peace of mind if I do
not tell you the truth-this truth was experienced by me-and I will do so because
today people who were directly involved in the events of that period want to create
a false image for our young generations.
I know what the Nazi prisor. was, because I would not accept to be enrolled in
Germany's army and troops. I was condemned to 6 months in a Berlin jail. I know
what Horthyist troops did from 1940 until 1944, in the Northern part of Transylvania occupied by them from Romania after the Vienna Diktat. Alongside of Romanians who constituted the principal target of the chauvinistic and terrorist policy
promoted by the Horthy occupiers, great sufferings were inflicted upon the Romanian and the Jewish population of this region. Only one example in April 1944;
Jews began to be convicted in ghettos and in one town, Oradea, about 30,000 Jews
were crowded into a small space.
In the summer of 1944, the German Gestapo and the Hungarian fascists began
the deportation of all the Jewish population from the Northern part of Transylvania to the Nazi extermination camps. More than 148,000 Jews were deported and
over 100,000 vere extermined and transformed into soap. At the same period of time
on the territory of Romania the Jewish population found a secure shelter. No Jews
were deported to Germany; more then that, Jews arrived in Romania from other
countries accupied by Germany; the situation was verified by the fact that after the
Second World War a large Jewish Community existed in Romania (about one
million) and beginning with 1945, emigrated to Israel; while in other countries their
number was substantially diminished during the war. These are realities that
everybody with freedom of conscience must think about, especially when viciousmndn'ed people are speaking about "Genocide oppressions" in Romania. Who are
these people or organizations that submit to you unscientific allegations and what of
the "genocide theory"?
Even in the dark period of recent European history, Romanians did not-as I
stated before-use measures against the non Romanian populations. Contrary, to
these allegations on so-called genocide, Romanian people-provided during their
history equal conditions to all newcomers to their territory. In evidence in presentday Romania, more than 19 million Romanians are living together with the 2.5
millions of non-Romanians (Hungarians who represent 7.9 percent; Germans, 1.6
percent; and other nationalities), and they enjoy full equality of rights, and equally,
expression of their cultural heritage.
I urge you to examine closely such organizations, to find out exactly who is
maneuve ringthe people that are trying to bring into question present prospects not
only for U Romanian relations but the integrity of one country which has good
relations with the United States.
When such people-and unfortunately some young Ieople-speak about Transylvania, trying to create a false image of Hungarian majority" there (practically they
are only one million while Romanians exceed six (6) million in Transylvania) sustaining indirectly their hidden desire to separate this province from Romania they
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recall to me the image of the 1940 events when a part of such Romanian territory
was ceded through the Diktat by Nazi Germany to the Horthyist Hungarian Government.
Simultaneously-against my will-the images of the atrocities that Horthyist
armies perpetrated in that region come to my mind; the images when Horthyists
gunned Romanian villages, crucified the Romanian orthodox priests on the doors of
the churches, or pregnant women were hanged in the trees.
Dear Congressman, such organizations are using every moment of US-Romanian
relations-political, economic, even cultural, scientific or religious-to exhibit publicly their slogans and to disturb the understanding of American people in-their
relations with Romania.
Very recently, when a Romanian Theater Company-practically the first such
Company to arrive in the United States-was performing in New York, a play of an
American writer-they demonstrated at the entrance of the New York Theater.
They demonstrated against culture, and you know very well who in the '30's burned
books in the squares in Europe. Furthermore, such people that I feel have close
connections with the former Horth.ists, found appropriate friends in the circle of
Romanian fascists here, in the United States, and together, demonstrated against
even the religous delegation of the Romanian Orthodox Church, headed by the
Patriarch of Romania, when it visited the United States this April (1979) for the
first time in the history of the relations between American and Romanian religious
communities.
I am Christian Orthodox and I cannot understand that here in the United States
somebody can oppose religion. I would like to call to your attention that in Romania
there is religious freedom. All churches and synagogues are open to everybody.
I have expressed openly to you all my sincere feelings on certain events.
I have loyal feelings toward my adoptive country-the Unit3d States-which
granted my everything in very difficult moments of my life. At the same time I
feelings toward my country of origin, Romania, where my family has-over
400-good
ear history.
ahave
n .eg my statement, I would like to request once more, the use of your high
authority not only to approve most favored nation treatment for Romania, but to
sustain all efforts against fascist circles-regardless of whether they are Hungarian
or Romanian, and to put an end to their dangerous activities here. I am sure that
you will do so because such things are right before God amd Mankind.
CONSTA
N ANTONOVICI, President.
Very respectfully,

COMmnTE To BRING NAZI WAR CRIMINAIO TO JUSTICE IN mu U.S.A., INc., RoumAMAN JEWISH FEDEMTION OF AMEuCA, INC., DR. CHARLEs H. KREMIR, PRmE r

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: Our organizations, the Roumanian
Jewish Federation of America, Inc. and the Committee to Bring Nazi War Criminals
to Justice in the U.S.A., Inc. are pleased to have the opportunity to testify before
your committee. I represent these groups in my capacity of president. Since 1927, I
have been active in Romanian-Jewish affairs and have visited Romania in 1927,
1947, 1965, 1967, 1969, 1971 and 1972. Because of my frequent visits there I can
testify that Romania has made much progress, particularly in their treatment of the
various religious and minority groups. Vulgar and pejorative terms-the Romanian
equivalent of the work "kike -are no longer found in the Romanian lexicon,
although these terms were commonly used during the Iron Guard era by the like of
Horia Sima, General Antonescu and rt. Rev. Bishop Valerian Trifa of the Romanian
Episcopate. Trifa, a former Iron Guard commandant and now an Archbishop for the
Russian Orthodox Church in the U.S. and Canada, is finally being brought to trial
in Federal Court in Detroit, Michigan, after evading justice for 29 years.
While Jews were ruthlessly murdered during the Iron Guard regime, they today
are granted the amenities of religious life. They are permitted to obtain &osher
meat and provision is made for kosher slaughtering of anirmls. During Passvover,
matzos are baked and sold or given away free. Dr. Moses Rosen, chief Rabbi of
Romania, is a member of the house of deputies. Jews have canteens and summer
resorts where kosher food is served, and their Israeli relatives can visit freely.
Synagogues are open daily, Israeli kosher wine is available and Jews have their own
Jewish theatres and religious schools. The Joint Distribution Committee openly
helps the poor and Chief Rabbi Rosen is able to travel all over the world.
All the minorities, including Magyar and German have full religious and cultural
freedom. The Jews even have a religious school for rabbis which puts out a bimonthly publication in three languages: Romanian, Hebrew and Yiddish.
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We believe that some of the Romanians who testified against the Trade Bill did so
because of political and/or personal reasons and are against the very progress and
prosperity of the Romanian people.
We also believe that the motives of the Hungarian representatives who testified
against extending MFN to the Romanian Government were strictly political rather
than a desire to express the truth. Their assertions were not dealing with the actual
situation of the Maghyar minority which enjoys full political, religious, cultural and
economic freedom-protected as that group is by the Romanian constitution, which
gurantees all citizens equal rights, irrespective of their religion, nationality or sex.
During the Israel's 1967 war, Romania was the only nation behind the Iron
Curtain that voted with the U.S. in favor of Israel, did not break its diplomatic ties
and maintained good economic, cultural and diplomatic relations with both Israel
and the Arab countries. I must state that I deplore the fact that the PLO has an
office in Burcharest and that its leaders were received officially by the Romanian
President Ceausescu.
Although Romania had Kings of German origin, Romania was on the Allies' side
during World I; and if it was not for the Iron Guard in General Antonescu's
Goverment, Romania would have again sided with the Allies during World War II.
Before this war ended, however, Romania did leave the Nazis and join up with us.
Immediately after World War II, because of here direct frontier with Russia and
being overrun by the Russian armies, Romania was forced to adopted a political
policy similar to that of her giant communist neighbor. After Russia began a
rapprochement with the U.S., Romania became the first Iron Curtain nation to
search for closer ties with the Western world and to being a more independent life.
This attitude is constantly threatened by some extreme communist elements who
still wish to be subservient to Russia.
If the Western world, and especially the U.S., abandons Romania, we will lose our
last stronghold behind the Iron Curtain. Before Ceausescu's regime, the Russian
language was obligatory, but today, students are allowed to take up French and
English, excluding totally Russian.
This fact proves that Romania wants to be a bastion of the Western world in the
East and, as in the past, to serve as a bridge between Eastern and Western
civilization. For her new role, we must facilitate her separation from Russia by
giving her economic concessions. Today, Romania looks to the West for her
salvation.
I have hunted Trifa since 1941-due to my personal efforts, Archbiship Trifa of
Grass Lakes, Michigan, goes on trial in Detroit on July 30, 1979. Because President
Ceausescu takes orders from Brezhnev and because Trifa is an Archbishop in the
Russian Orthodox Church, Ceaucescu will not give authenticated documents and
witnesses to the U.S. that might discredit one of Brezhnev's clerics at the coming
trial.
Mr. Thirolf, Jr. U.S. attorney trying the Trifa case in Detroit, came back recently
from Romania practically empty-handed-without many of the required authenticated documents and with none of the witnesses essential for the trial. I ask you:
how can we tolerate seeing a Nazi war criminal go free because Ceaucescu follows
the Moscow line for such a low murderer? If Russia and Romarilia so put themselves
out for a war criminal, how can we expect humanitarian actions from them in the
future?
We cannot stand by and lose case after case of Nazi collaborators in American
courts because governments who have pledged to execute the Helsinki Agreement
fail to punish Nazi war criminals.
In order to win the Trifa trial, it is absolutely necessary to obtain: (1) all the
documents that the Justice Department's Litigation Unit demands of the Romania
government-authenticated by that government, and (2) the Romanian government's permission to let its citizens be questioned by Justice Department attorneys
and allow them to serve as witnesses at the Trifa trial in Detroit.
I sincerely believe that until and unless the above conditions are met, it is
necessary to ask this International Trade Subcommittee of the Senate Finance
Committee to refrain from renewing Romania's Most Favored Nation status. I am
convinced that the Romanian Communist Party and government, under the leadership of Ceausescu, is most cooperative in helping the U.S. prosecute Trifa; but I
accuse the neo-Nazis within the Romanian bureaucracy of protecting their own Iron
Guard past-master and teacher, Viorel Trifa. They are obstructing the delivery of
much-needod witnesses and authenticated documents which record Trifa's activities
from 1936-Targul Muresh Congress-through his trial and sentencing on June 15,
1941.
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I refer for accurate documentation of Valerian Trifa's past to the Romanian
Internal Security Police file, which contains all his activities from his college days,
during the Revolution of January, 1941 to his time in Germany from 1941-1945, and
even beyond that date.
I believe that when U.S. government agents visit foreign countries in search of
documents and witnesses, it should be the obligation of foreign government to show
our agents the easiest way of solving this problem for they know where to find the
sources for the information required. Instead they place many difficulties in their
paths and force them to leave the country without accomplishing their mission. I
repeat, the foreign countries bureaucracies know exactly where to find the documents and how to approach their citizens to become our trusted witnesses. Why
don't they help? Is the Nazi menace not a world problem? Our President Carter is
preaching the Gospel of Human Rights. Throughout the world we Americans must
support him and demand to enforce these rights all over the world.
it is rather sad and disappointing to find out that everytime the U.S. government
approaches some Communist country for cooperation in reference to obtaining
documentations and/or witnesses they have difficulties. Contrary, they should help
us pursue and find Nazis' guilty. After all, shouldn't they too be desirous to get at
the truth and to see the guilty Nazis punished because they commited the most
cruel, inhumane and heinous crimes.
The Department of Justice has negotiated for this list of monsters, arguing back
and forth with the Romanian Government to obtain the necessary tools to win the
Trifa Case. All our letters and phone calls to the Rumanian Embassy in Washington
have remained unanswered for months and years. I have been hunting pogromist
Trifa for 38 years and as President of the Rumanina Jewry Federation of America.
I shall continue to do so until he is tried and found guilty. Why this lack of
cooperation for a humane action?
Because I have learned recently that the Romanian Government has provided to
the U.S. Department of Justice some authenticated documentation in the Trifa
matter I would suggest that we postpone denying the renewal of the MFN trade act
to Romania, thereby allowing the Romanian Government more time to provide us
some additional authenticated documents, and permit our U.S. Attorneys to personally interview some witnesses in Romania in order to select some for the Detroit
Trial of Trifa. If all this transpires we would then urge the International Trade
Subcommittee of the Senate Finance Committee to vote in favor of granting the
MFN status to Romania.
STATEMENT OF IONEL CRUCEANU

Dear Michael Stern: I am Ionel Cruceanu, Secretary of the Parochial Board of the
Romanian Orthodox Church "Saint Nicholas" (Sf. Nicolae) of New York City, a
retired attorney-at-law and U.S. resident; my address: 47-20, 42nd Street, Sunnyside, New York, NY 11104.
Let me address to you in the important matter of the U.S.-Romanian relations.
Taking this opportunity-the renewal of most-favored-treatment nation-I want to
express for the very beginning, my considerations that, I am sure, will be well
received by you, the Honorable members of the High Legislative forum of the
United States.
First, granting most-favored-nation treatment to U.S.-Romanian trade relations in
the very early period after the enactment of the U.S. Trade Act (Pub. L. 93-618) was
a matter of political decision of both sides. And I appreciate that each side took in
consideration its own reasons that now, after four year period, are more than
valuable. The decisions proved itself for these last years, as a very appropriate to
than and present status of the political and economic relations between these two
countries.
I joining myself to well-minded people who consider that such decision has had a
positive impact on the U.S.-Romanian trade relations and that it was possible only
on the basis of merits of the all relations between these two countries. The today
level of the U.S.-Romanian relations, built up by the Presidential visits here and
there-has now an active and permanent framework of the developing dialogue and
cooperation between thefe two countries.
As an attorney-at-law I consider that such framework, established by the Presidential Joint Statements (the recent one signed in April 1978 in Washington during
the Romania's President Ceausescu visit) and by the bilateral U.S.-Romanian Governmental Agreements on the every field of the state relations (economic cooperation, trade, cultural, consular, fmancial, aviation, agriculture, science, education
etc.) entrusts our confidence in positively further developing of such relations.
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It is the legal framework that gives me more that necessary reasons to ask your
positive decision to renew most favored nation for U.S.-Romanian Trade relations.
Second, the implementation into practice of all U.S.-Romanian governmental
agreements-both trade and non-trade ones-by observing every provittion of these,
created now a sufficient confidence that these two countries faithfully cxtvperates for
developing the overall relations between them. From this point of view, the granting most favored nation treatment for the period of valability of the U.S.-Rom anian
trade relations will mean the observance of our President's determination "to seek
ways to put existing non-discriminatory trade relations on a more stable and long
term basis" commitment that was assumed in April 1978 during the President
Nicolae Ceausescu's visit in U.S.A. It is my interpretation that only the experience
of the four year period of the U.S.-Romanian trade relations proves to us that a
such decision is now very appropriate for the today stage of relations with Romania.
It is up to you, the representatives of the American people, to find an appropriate
solution. I did not enjoy of such experience like yours but I consider that issuing the
waiver of Section 402-in the case of the countries that experienced most favored
nation treatment more than the first period of valability of the bilateral trade
agreement with U.S.-could be one of ideas that will put the trade relations with
Romania on a "more stable and long term basis".
Third, the development of overall relations between U.S.A. and Romania has
created a good climate for enlargement of the mutual understanding and evidently
of the human contacts. In my capacity of the Secretary of the Parochial Board of
the Romanian Orthodox Church "Saint Nicholas" (Sf. Nicolae) I would like to point
out only that such contacts are covering now and the relations between the religious
Communities of both countries. Only some very recently examples: It is the first
time in the U.S.-Romanian relations when His Beatitude Justin, Patriarch of Orthodox Church of Romania payed a visit in the U.S. and Canada. His Beatitude Justin
and his delegation was received by the President Jimmy Carter in April of this
year. Newest event of such contacts, the first interfaith religious delegation from
Romania visited U.S.A. in June. And this Romanian delegation included not only
the representatives of the Romanian Orthodox Church but the Chief Rabbi of
Romanian Jewish Community, Bishop of the Hungarian Evangelical Church, bishop
of the German Evangelical Church, the chief of Catholic Church, as well as Imam of
Bucharest, and the director of the Baptist Theological Seminary.
I am referring to these events because I consider that it is my duty and very
appropriate to my conscience to bring yours attention on the realities, that exist
today in my native country, on that-I am sure-you are very and deeply aware. In
this context, I refer to the "efforts" of some people from here who, using extremely
our democratic system only for their benefits, create, year by year, artificially and
by hook or by crook, a wrong imagine on these realities.
Such people are using every event of the U.S.-Romanian relations-scientific,
cultural, and even in the field of religious contacts, to exhibit their slogans that are
referring to the very sensitive problems not only for a certain country but for all
European ones.
In my letter for last year hearings I expressed my opinion in connection with the
real situation of national minorities in Romania. In that country 19 millions of
Romanians who represent more than 88 per cent of entire people-live together
with 1,700,000 Magyars and about 850,000 other nationalities (Germans, Sachs,
Jews, Ukrainean, Greeks, Armenian) and all population-regardless of nationalityenjoy equal rights and liberties being provided with the best conditions of work,
education, culture, religious expression etc. The representatives of these minorities
are elected with direct and vote by ballot in the Grand National Assembly and in
the local bodies. But there are some people here who aprioristic do not want to
accept or to understand the essence of the situation and such realities. These people
are inverting the facts and distorting the realities on today Romania, are trying to
create nonscientifically a false imagine about Transylvania, oie of historic Romanian provinces. More than that, these people unfortunately for the good U.S.Romanian relations succeed to misinform some Honorable Members of U.S. Congress who-on the basis of such allegations-introduced resolutions referring to
these relations or resolutions that are intended practically to stop favorable trends
of such relations, requesting no more than the withdraw of most-favored-nation
treatment while the President of the United States based on all informations and
appreciations, is asking to renew it.
Ending my statement, I request you to accept the Presidential Executive Order on
renewal of most favored nation treatment in the U.S.-Romanian trade relations.
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I greatly hope that all thoughts I am now sharing with you will meet your full
understanding and appropriate considerations and I wish to assure you again of all
my es'tUem and respect.
CHILEWICH CORP.,

New York, N. Y., June 18, 1979.
Mr. MICHAEL STERN,

Staff Director, Committee On Finance,
U . Senate, Washington, D.C
DEAR MR. STERN: In connection with present hearings, considering for another
year "Most Favored Nation Status" to the Socialist Republic of Romania, we wish to
refer to our letter of June 14, 1978 which contains the pertinent data concerning the
export of cattle hides to Romania.
In order to update the statistics which we then submitted, please note that in
1978, 1,942,000 hides were exported to Romania out of a total world-wide export of
24,791,000 hides.
The value of our commodity has increased considerably during the last 12 months,
and if the export figures of 1979 will come anywhere close to those of 1978, the
dollar value of these exports to Romania will amount to 75/100 million dollars,
which will of course reflect favorably on the balance of payments.
We therefore believe that a continuation of the waivers applicable to the Socialist
Republic of Romania is in the interest of the United States, and we therefore hope
that your committee will again favor the MFN status for Romania.
Respectfully yours,
HERMAN Z. ELEIN, Vice President.
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TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
12

EAST 97r"1 SiTnrT
BUtTE14D

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10022

July 34, 1979
The Honorable
Abraham Ribicoff
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C,

AttentLn : Mr. Vichael Stern,
Staff Director, Conmittee on Finance

Sir t
The Romanian group which has been protesting since March 1, 1979,
against continued refusal of the Romanian authorities to allow our
families to Join us in France, respectfully appeals for your help
and that of your colleagues on the Committee on Finance in securing
the release of our following close relatives t
Elena Novacovici
Dumitru Ohercea
Mircea-Dan Kiran
Petru Bodea

Angelica Bodea Cotora
Liviu Cotora
Marian 1exandru Optarlic

Since for obvious reason we cannot testify in person at the
coming hearings, we would like to testify in this way that the Romanian
government does not abide by the emigration rights set forth in
various international agreements. Consequently, we ask you not to extend
the Most Favored Nation's oluse in the case of Romania ,
Signed by

0/0 Doru Novacovici

Doru Novacovici

Eugen.Otparlio

Maria Bodea

Eugenia Petria Chitic

Teodosie Ghercea

Eugen Petria Chitic

9-10 Place Salvador Allende, esc.DApt.j48 et.I 94000 Creteil,France
This is to certify that the above is an edited yet accurate copy
of the letter the signer has received on July 13, 1979, from
Mt. Doru Novacovici(address shown above).

Brutus Coste
Emeritus Professor

1
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THE TRUTH ABOUT ROMANIA COMMITTEE
325 Zan 57Stms, Suits 14D
NowYc

N.Y. 10022

(212) 838-8089

STATE KENT
by
Brutus Coste
Emeritus Professor of International Relations
In the name of the Truth About Romania Committee *)
For the Record of the Hearing Held on Thursday, July 19,

1979

Before the Subcommittee on International Trade
of the Committee on Finance of the U.S. Senate
on
The Presidential Recomendation to Extend Authority
Under the Foreign Trade Act of 1974
to Continue Nondiscriminatory Treatment
with Respect to the Products of the
"Socialist Republic of Romania"

*) The Truth About Romania Committee is a non-profit, nonincorporated Association of Americans and U.S. residents
of Romanian descent.
It was formed in 1973 and is dedicated to the task of disseminating the truth about conditions
in Romania and voicing, in the Free World, the freedom
aspirations of the Romanian people.
Emeritus Professor Brutus Cost., the spokesman of the committee, is a former Romanian diplomat who served eleven years
as Secretary General of the Assembly of Captive European
Nations and taught for ten years International Relations at
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Teaneck, N.J.
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INTRODUCTION
By his message to the Congress of June 1, 1979, the President
of the United States has for the fourth time recommended that his
authority to waive, in the case of the Socialist Republic Romania
(SRR), subsections (a) and (b) of section 402 of the Foreign Trade
Act of 1974 be extended for another period of 12 months. Said provision sets freedom of eigration and, in our view, observance of
human rights, as preconditione for granting the HFN status to nonmarket economy countries.
It should by now be common knowledge that in the narrow area of
emigration the performance of the SRR, over the last four years, can
only be described as tokenism, while in the broader area of human
rights, quasi-complete denial is the only fair description. That
there were, in Washington serious doubts on the SRR's compliance
with the provisions of the 1974 Foreign Trade Act is attested by the
fact that in forwarding his recommendation to the Congress in June,
1977, the President issued a strong warning: "for my administration's
part," said the President, "we intend to monitor clearly compliance
with the objectives of section 402 and should performance not accord
with the intent of this provision, I would want to reconsider the
recommendation."
A much milder warning, issued as part of the 1978 presidential
recommendation, stated that it was the intention of the President
"to continue to bring to the attention of the Romanian Government
matters relating to emigration which do not seem to be consistent
with the assurances which have been given in the past."

In the 1979 recommendation warnings yield to praise although the

facts, as we and practically all recent emigrants and escapees from
Romania see them, should have brought about a rigorous re-appraisal
of the SRR performance. And since the primary reason for the presidential recommendation is not so much compliance by the SRR with the
freedom of emigration provision of the Foreign Trade Act of 1974,
as encouragement of Ceausescu's "independent foreign policy," we
shall address ourselves once again to the question whether the reputation is well or ill-deserved.
1. Freedom of Emigration

The emigration policy of the SRR underwent changes for the worse
in the second half of 1978 and the first half of 1979. Emigration
to the U.S. (in terms of immigration visas issued by the U.S. Embassy
in Bucharest) has dropped somewhat. But the quality of those receiving Romanian exit visas has dropped quite sharply. Whereas in previous
years most emigrants had relations of acquaintances abroad, and included a large proportion of married couples, a new type has shown up
more and more frequently in the Austrian refugee camps (Traiskirchen,
Bad-Krenzen): single males in the 25-45 age bracket, given to violence
and theft. They would often be caught red-handed in the camp or
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outside. The Austrian Police, however, instead of indicting them,
would most often let them loose from fear that Austria will be
stuck with them once they have a criminal record. According to the
bona fide refugees in the Austrian camps, the new type of emigrants
had criminal records and were exported by the Bucharest regime for
the twin purpose of getting rid of troublesome common-law criminals
and of filling the quota of about one thousand emigrants the U.S.
has come to expect from Romania as part of the price of extending
the MFN.
A fact which tends to confirm the above is the large number of
outstanding divided family cases. Fewer and fewer arrivals consist
of people Joining close relatives and more and more questionable
characters take their place. *)
The Staff Memorandum of June 12, 1978, to members of the House
Subcommittee on Trade rightly calls attention to another aspect of
the Ceausescu regime's emigration policy: "The decline in Romanian
emigration to Israel in the period following the extension of MFN
has been drastic. The month-to-month figures are erratic, but the
overall trend is down significantly--from 1,200 in 1978 to a rate of
600 in 1979."
It must lastly be recalled that harassment of would-be-emigrants
continues. These include: job loss, demotion, refusal of emigration
application forms, confiscation of property, eviction from apartments,
expulsion from university or other institutions of higher learning,
mail censorship, loss of telephone privileges, military induction,
physical assault, detention, assignment to forced labor camps for
refusal to take up any kind of work and for leading a parasitic
life, demand that naturalized American citizens sponsoring Romanian
emigrants formally renounce their own Romanian citizenship (they no
longer have) and furthermore pay a substantial fee.
II. Human Rights
In its 46-page report of Hay, 1979, on human rights in Romania, **)
Amnesty International (At.) notes that "since the beginning of the 1970's
a distinct pattern of persecution of political dissidents has become
apparent, and the number of persons confined to forced labor camps or
psychiatric hospitals, or imprisoned for political reasons, has significantly increased during the period 1970-1978.
*) The case of the young Rauta family graphically illustrates the
punitive nature of certain refusals to permit the reunion of divided
families. Constantin Rauta, an electronic engineer, chose freedom
while on an official study mission to the U.S. in November, 1973.
He had left behind, in Romcnia, his wife Ecaterina Gabriela Rauta,
25, and their infant son M-Lhai Catalin. Despite every effort on the
part of Rauta and the many members of Congress and friends who tried
hard to help this family, the Rautas have now been separated for
almost six years.
**) which will be frequently used in this statement as a reliable
source of information.
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Forced Labor
The SRR ate ppd up in 1976 its industrialization program and
also resumed work on the Danube-Black Sea Canal--a huge forced
labor proj ct initiated in 1949 and abandoned in 1954 as a complete
failure after decimating tens of thousands "enemies of the people,"
i.e., of the communist regime.
To make sure that adequate manpower will be available for these
major undertakings, decrees 24/1976 and 25/1976 concerning the
recruitment and allocation of manpower were enacted. The second of
these decrees makes it clear that it is designed to lend a legil
cover for compelling people "to perform useful work for society,"
i.e., forced labor. 'ny person who systematically refuses to be
hired for employment and who leads a parasitic form of life" shall
be requiredoby court order to work for year on a construction
project or other public works.
Officially the one year at forced labor is being described as
an administrative measure benefiting socialist society by re-educating
individuals who manifest "a parasitic attitude toward society."
Decree 25/1976 claims that "no loss of freedom" is involved. Former
inmates sharply contradict this claim. According to them, conditions
in forced labor cemps are almost identical to conditions in prisons.
This includes the technique of transportation to and from the camp,
constant surveillance by sub-machinegun-armed guards, watch towers,
severe beatings and degrading treatment by the authorities.
It wo4ld seem that the largest influx of inmates occurred in
1977 when over 4,000 coal miners were forcibly removed from the Jiu
Valley. Many of these ended up in forced labor camps or in psychiatric
wards. (A list of 24 of these miners is to be found on page 11 of
the Aamesty International Report.)
The Misuse of Psychiatry
Surviving political prisoners of the 1948-1964 repressive period
repeatedly testified that neuroleptic drugs, electro-shock treatment
and insulin-shock treatment were widely and unjustifiably administered
in high security prisons. The Re-education Center of Pitesti was
the best known of such prisons. Other psychiatric hospitals or payciatric wards in general hospitals were: Aiud, Fagaras, Cherla,
Jilava, Caransebes, Sighetul Marmatiei, Dr. Gheorghe Marinescu Bucharest, Hospital No. 9 in Bucharest, Balacearca, Cimpina, Urlati
(Prahova). Jebel & Gataia (Timis). Sapoca (Buzau), Timisoara North,
Socola (Iasi), Raducanei (DolJ), Rducaneni (laii). In the early
sixties the special Psychiatric hospitals of Dr. Petru Groza (Bihor)
and Poiana Mare (Dolj), (the latter camouflaged as "Tuberculosis
Sanitorium") were created.
For a detailed description of the various types of psychiatric
hospitals and the behavior of their personnel, see the A.I. Report

pp. 14-19.
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Confinement in these hospitals was and is, in most cases,
based on article 114 of the 1968 Criminal Code providing for
psychiatric treatment of criminal offenders who are "mentally ill
and a danger to society."
According to the A.I. Report, after the establishment of the
two special hospitals, the number of non-violent political offenders
interned in them increased significantly.
Under the SRR law, civil commitment and criminal commitment
are the two procedures by which persons may be ordered to compulsory
psychiatric confinement. The civil procedure is prescribed by
Decree 12/1965 entitled "On Medical Treatment of Dangerous Mentally
Ill Persons," which states that "dangerously ill persons may be
confined forcibly to a psychiatric hospital, or alternately, ordered
to undergo psychiatric treatment as outpatients. According to
article 2 of this Decree, "dangerous mentally ill" persons are
persons "who endanger their own or other persons' lives, health or
physical well being"... or "who may imminently commit grave acts
stipulated under criminal law" or who "repeatedly and seriously
disrupt the normal living or working conditions of other people."
The decision for confinement or outpatient treatment is made by
the State Prosecutor or health authorities. Actually, in most known
cases, the decision follows and not precedes confinement or treatment.
The provision for criminal commitment applies to persons who
have been charged with a political offense. Such persons are to be
confined to a psychiatric hospitals. Most of the known cases of
confined political prisoners involved persons charged with nonviolent political offenses such as anti-state propaganda or attempts
to exercise their human rights.
These offenses are specified in article 166 and 245 of the SRR
Criminal Code of 1968. Article 166 provides 5 to 15 years of imprisonment for "propaganda of a fascist nature" or propaganda or the
'undertaking of any action with the aim of changing the socialist
system" or "activities which could result in a threat to the security
of the state." Article 245 sets forth that "Entering or leaving
the country through illegal crossing of the frontier will be punished
by a sentence of imprisonment from I to 'Iyears..."
In regard to the treatment with powerful neucoleptic drugs,

Anmesty International's main finding was that, as a rule, all

patients are injected with PLEGOMAZIN and MAZEPTIL and to a lesser
extent with AMITAL AND MALOPERIDAL, for at least the first two weeks
at the hospital. "These are given daily in amounts of 200-400 mlg
without any prior medical examination."
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Psychiatric Treatment as Means of Re-Education
Prisoners of Conscience (the designation A.I. uses for political
prisoners) confined to psychiatric hospitals testified that the
treatment in such hospitals is used as a means for the political reeducation of persons committed under article 114 of the SRR Criminal
Code.
The psychiatrist or psychologist was often present at the interrogation which follows arrest. The political offender wouls usually
be asked to describe in detail his attitudes towards socialism,
toward the administrative system, toward specific political leaders,
toward society as a whole.
The report of this interrogation, including the preliminary
diagnosis with recomendations for treatment would be forwarded to a
court. Once the very cursory hearing concluded, and the offender
juridically classified as insane, and, as such, commited to psychiatric hospitalization, the process of political re-education would
begin. Basically, it consists of neuroleptic drugs, beatings and
other punishments. These were resorted to if the POC refused to
admit his guilt, recant his critical political observations and
declined to make derogatory statements abqut subjects "hostile to
socialism" and persons with whom he was acquainted. Conversely,
if the inmate would change his attitude on political issues, or
if he recanted and repudiated his past activities, he would be
treated with fewer drugs and would eventually be released, but not
before comniting himself to overtly changed attitudes. This means,
points out the A.1. report, repeatedly stating, orally and in writing,
that the prisoner now holds "positive' attitudes toward the Romanian
political system and promises to never again coitfatl"political
crime." Prisoners also have to sign, at the time of their release,
a statement promising not to disclose details of their treatment.
Beatings by medical assistants, male nurses and guards, with
truncheons, rubber hose, sticks and other instruments are the most
frequent forms of maltreatment in the SRR psychiatric hospitals.
Other forms of punishment are reduction of food rations, heavily
salted food and denial of outdoor exercises. But the punishment
most feared involves punitive misuse of drugs. These cause feelings
of apathy, lethargy, slowing down of psycho-motor reactions, sleepiness and, above all, fear of irreparable psychological damage.
The drug treatment is regularly administered for the following
types of conduct by inmates:
-derogatory statements about hospital personnel;
-complaining about food and dirt in the rooms;
-smuggling out of the hospital complaint about,the
treatment of political inmates in psychiatric hospitals;
-attempts to escape.
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Confinement in the psychiatric ward is indefinite. It can
only be terminated by decision of a court. The subject has no
right of appeal, nor does his family on his behalf. The prisoner
can only be released when a court receives and acts upon a recommendation for release on the ground of recovery from the medical
officials (who are usually part of the security apparatus).
To illustrate the horrors of the psychiatric treatment in the
SRR, the A.I. Report describes twenty individual cases of maltreatment (pp. 21-28). Annex I includes a shorter version of these 20
cases.
Freedom of Conscience and Religion
To the uninitiated the SRR Constitution may seem to guarantee
freedom of conscience and freedom of practicing a religious cult
to all citizens. On closer scrutiny, however, it becomes clear
that the "modes of organization and operation of the religious
cults are regulated by law." And the law, Decree 177/1948, makes
a mockery of the sweeping generalities of the constitution. The
restrictive nature of this decree, which is still in force, becomes
evident by comparison with article 18 of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights. Indeed, the Declaration points out that "Everyone
has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this
right includes freedom... to manifest his religion or belief in
teaching, practice, worship and observance."
The Rouvnian Orthodox Church
Owing to the traditional link between the Romanian Orthodox
Church and the Romanian State, the communist regime did not have to
overcome overly strong obstacles in its drive for control over the
Church ta which belong more than 4/5 of the population of Romania.
The take-over process was a step-by-step operation. In a first
phase, the top hierarchy was replaced with ambitious opportunists.
This was followed by the purge of those of the clergy who have shown
themselves reluctant to "collaborate" with the Soviet-imposed regime
and by a policy of preserving for the outside world the appearance
of freedom of religion. This appearance was created by keeping most
orthodox churches open but reduced to the role of dispenser of
church ritual. Monastic life was forcibly suppressed and monasteries
transformed into museums and tourist attractions.
In the seventies a new generation of orthodox priests emerged
bringing a fresh breeze into the meek and bureaucratized world of
the orthodox hierarchy in Romania. They were obviously more courageous, more eloquent and better read than many of their elders.
They were, above all, men of deep and sincere faith. Outstanding
among them was Reverend Gheorghe Calciu Dumitreasa. Now 51, Rev.
Calc iuhad spent sixteen years (1948-1964) in comunist prisons
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for having openly opposed the regime. A young medical student at
He
the time of his arrest, he switched to theology and languages.
was ordained as a priest and rapidly became the highly respected
and beloved spiritual guide of his students at the Bucharest Theological Seminary. His reputation of fearlessness and his contageous
faith soon attracted hundreds of university students to his sermons.
A few quotations from his sermons best suggest.the great virtues
of this exceptional man:
- If all your convictions spring from an imposed official
doctrine - we live in slavery.
- If all you know was learnt in school, in the atheism
class, you were robbed of truth--the only thing that
can make you free.
-

Who put a veil over your eyes so that you would not
be able to see the marvellous light of love Christ
has taught and lived? You were taught about class
hatred and about political struggle and always about
hatred and hatred. The word love seemed strange
to you, but now the Church of Christ shows you the
way, the way of love.

-

No atheistic ideology, no materialistic regulation,
however authoritatively imposed on you, is capable
to build a totally impenetrable wall between you and
the world of the spirit. The soul cannot be
imprisoned.

- Your ideological leaders are clamoring against
religion--but are ready, at the first misfortune,
to cross themselves and to ask God's help.
-

Do not be afraid to reject an atheist ideology which
only aims at killing your soul...or, at least, mutilating it. Do not fear to say that our nation has
been from its very beginnings orthodox christian and
that twenty or thirty years of forced atheism and of
materialistic propaganda cannot thwart its aspiration
toward the absolute.

The saintly servant of the Church who is responsible for these
inspired words is once again behind bars. At the order of the
Securitate which Patriarch Justin hastened to carry out, Rev. Gheorghe
Calciu Dumitreasa was dismissed in Hay, 1978, from his teaching
position at the Seminary. His second arrest and incarceration came
at March 10, the charge being resistance to the order of the
Patriarch to desist from delivering uncensored and politically
objectionable sermons. According to trustworthy but as yet unconfirmed report, Rev. Calciu was secretly tried and sentenced to ten
years of imprisonment.
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The Christian Committee for the Defense of Religious Rights
in Romania has managed to smuggle to its member in. the West a
number of documents pointing out various topilctd of religious
persecution.
The conclusion to be drawn from these documents is that when
some believers or clerics become restless or cannot be intimidated
by the repressive organic the usual practice is to destroy him
socially, to persecute all members of his family, to cut him off
from the rest of the population by keepingunder surveillance his
home, telephone and all his encounters. Those who refuse to observe
this isolation are, from case to case, given heavy fines under the
pretext that they indulge in activities hostile to the state, or
that they are meeting other fellow believers without permission.
Others are maltreated and even arrested.
The fate of those members of the Romanian Orthodox Church who
do not submit to intimidation, blackmail or violence, is in no way
any rosier than the fate of those belonging to other denominations.
On the contrary, to top it all, the leadership of the Romanian
Orthodox Church, who holds the record of subservience to and buttering up the atheistic regime, is the one who persecutes most
severely those clerics who resist openly the atheistic propaganda
and the efforts aimed at destroying the faith.
The case of Rev. Calciu is not an isolated one. Among the
orthodox clerics who shared some of his worst experiences are:
- Rev. Cheorhe Zapisnicul deceased on March 15, 1974,
a few months ater escaping from the Socola (Iasi)
-ined and
Psychiatric Hospital where he had beenF c-treated with drugs repeatedly.
-

Rev. Stefan Gavrila, 39, father of four infants, 1962
graduate of the Bucharest Theological Institute. Underwent several years of harassment, unemployment, starvation
and threats of confinement to a psychiatric hospital. His
present whereabouts is unknown.

-

Rev. Costica Maftei, 42, was persecuted because he kept
claiming the right to build a church in the Titan industrial sector of Bucharest. He was dismissed from hisjob in 1978 and forced to emigrate.

- Rev. Leonida Pop, 27, graduate of Theological Institute
of Sibiu, guide at the Monastery of ins ia, was spared
internment because he proved to be ready to publicize his
case ab'coad. Was forced to leave the country in 1978.
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The Uniate Church
The Uniate Church of Romania (better known under the name of
Catholic Church of Byzantine Rite), established in the late 17th
century in Transylvania, Cs the only historic church completely
suppressed in the SRR. At the time of its forcible dissolution,
in 1948, it numbered over 1 million faithful, 1,700 churches,
1,600 priests (among them 35 cannons and 75 prelates). It had
strong roots in the Romanian majority of Transylvania's population
and played a significant role in the process of Romanian national
unification. To this day the communist regime sticks to the big
lie that the Uniates voluntarily "rejoined" the Orthodox Church
from which they had been "forced to seceed almost three centuries
ago." The fact is that the vast majority of the priests, headed
by their five bishops, spent years in comunist jails. Hany.naver
returned alive.
Once in every while rumors are launched by the regime to the
effect that the re-establishment of the Uniate Church is under
consideration. Other rumors are subsequently spread suggesting
that the opposition to restoring the Uniate Church does not come
from the Communist Party but from the Romanian Orthodox Church.
In the meantime, a veritable Church of Silence came into being
and continues to serve, though at great risk, the spiritual needs
of the believers who remained faithful to their church.
The Roman Catholic Church
Before World War II, the Roman Catholic Church of Romania had
1,250,000 faithful belonging mainly to the German and Hungarian
minorities. After the communist takeover in Romania, the Catholic
Church led a marginal existence. Its bishops were imprisoned; its
links to Rome severed; its schobls and charitable institutions
suppressed and its property confiscated. It was only in the late
sixties that a modus vivendi with the Holy See was worked out.
This brought a small masure of tolerance in terms of religious
services but such essential rights as providing religious education
to children of Catholic parents and training an adequate number of
priests continue to be denied.
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The Neo-Protestants
The Romanian State authorities recognize at present 14 religious
communities, as compared to the 60 which were in existence in 1948.
The Adventists, Baptists, Pentacostalists and the Brethren (or
Christians After the Gospel) have a legal status. The Reformed
Adventists and the orthodox-oriented Lord's Army (Oastea Doumului)
are treated by the authorities as illegal groups. Membership of
the Neo-Protestant denominations is rated at between 500,000 and
700,000.
Up to 1970, the Neo-Protestants were viewed as being somewhat
less persecuted than other religious groups. At times they seemed
to get encouragement from the authorities who might have thought
that they stood a chance to lure away believers from the historic
churches of Romania and thus increase division and facilitate state
control.
From 1970 onward, however, the Neo-Protestant denominations
came under increasing harassment. In turn, this generated a new
spirit of resistance among Neo-Protestants, as illustrated by their
courageous appeals to the outside world. The text of one such appeal
reached the U.S. in March, 1977. It was signed by six of the most
respected Baptist (Evangelical Christian) leaders, namely, Iosif
Ton, Baptist pastor, Aurel Popescu, Baptist teacher, Radu Dumitrescu,
Baptist teacher, Vasile Taloo, Baptist pastor, Pavel Nicolescu,
Baptist pastor, nd Dr. Silviu Cioata, Brethren layman.
In their appeal, the six leaders declared that by signing the
document about persecutions in Romania they will break "the guilty
silence into which we have been content to withdraw and hide ourselves for many years." "We are pained" continued the appeal,
"that under the Stalinist terror we were so terrified and so crushed
within that we accepted that on every public occasion and always
before the state authorities we would thank the Party and the state
for the full freedom we enjoy!"
... "the first objective," went on the appeal, "is to behave
correctly ourselves so that we no longer collaborate with
the lie 0out religious liberty...nor make further public
declarations which call evil good and darkness light. If
religious persecution exists in Romania, let us say so by
name. And indeed it does exist here. We shall not be
guilty of calling this' persecution 'freedom.' We want the
whole world to know the truth. The call which we make to
our brothers in faith is to be daring enough to free
themselves of fear..."
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The response of the authorities to this appeal was prompt: the
six were arrested and charged with "treason" and "anti-state propaganda." But probably because the adverse publicity the imprisonment
of a group of distinguished religious leaders generated in the West,
the six were released in May, 1977. While imprisoned they had been
dismissed from their jobs and had lost their preaching licenses.
On being released, they were placed under continuous surveillance
by the Securitate.
The six remained faithful to their pledges. On July 5, 1978,
they forwarded to the SRR Government a 24-point Programme of Demands.
The demands thoroughly covered grievances and Liated all human rights
in the area of freedom of conscience and religious practice which
the regime was flouting. It was signed, in the name of the Romanian
Christian Committee for the Defense of Freedom of Relizion an&
Conscience, by 25 Baptists, one Orthodox and one Pentacostalist.
Two months later, on September 6, 1978, an official communication
from the "Union of the Christian Baptist Associations," the communistcontrolled coordinating body of the Baptists, announced the expulsion
from the denomination of the two spokesmen of the Romanian Christian
Committee--Pavel Nicolescu and Dimitrie lanculovici. Together with
Nicolas Traian Bogdan, Emeric Juhasz, loan Brisc and Ion Moldova of
Timi4oara; Petru Cocirteu and Nicolas Radoi of Caransebeq and Ludovic
Osvath of Zalau, they were expelled from the Baptist organization on
the ground that they had formed an "illegal group of a political
character," i.e., the Romanian Christian Committee..., which had
adhered to a non-Baptist international organization. Another Baptist
leader, Aurel Popescu (one of the six) was expelled "for the fact
that over a number of years he denigrated and slandered orally and
in writing the leadership of the denomination and the state authorities."
The coumunist-controlled Baptist Union had unsuccessfully tried
to take over the independent-minded Baptist Association of Caransebeq
under the pretext that they belonged to an unspecified illegal organization or that they had erred in doctrine. In October, 1978, these
attempts culminated in a police-backed physical assault designed to
bring about the ouster of the Caransebeq leadership. The attach was
carried out by collaborationist members of the Baptist Union (the
national organization) who had come to Caransebeg to enforce an
illegal decision by the Timisoara regional Baptist Association. The
believers were brutally beaten up and evicted from the meeting hall;
the duly elected executive committee of the Caransebeq association
was forced out and the police took little time to transform the victims
into aggressors. Three of the most respected leaders'were tried,
found guilty of "obstructing the police in line of duty." Nicola
Radoi was sentenced to 17 months imprisonment; Petru Cocirteu to 12
months and Ionel PreJban to 8 months. *)
*) A full account of this episode is to be found on pages 15-20 of a
Romanian Report compiled by Victor Rascol, a Baptist leader from
Romania who lives since 1976 in the U.S. The Society for the Study
of Religion and Communism is the publisher.
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A few cases reported by Amnesty International
1. Titu GheJan, high school teacher from Siretal, was
iIculied in March, 1973, in a TV program called "The
Classroom is not a Pulpit." He was accused at the time
of contravening the "moral principles of socialist
society" and of being af"osiratorial sectarian."
Soon after, he was dismissed.
In the fall of 1974, he
,was called up for military service. A few months later
he was arrested. The charge against him was that he
tried to "demoralize am morale" (sic|) because he
-refused to engage in combat training on Saturdays.
He was tried in camera before a military tribunal in
Bucharest and sentenced to six years imprisonment.
2.Ion ocua, 36, Seventh Day Adventist from Curtici,
Charts, had sent, in 1967 and 1968, to foreign radio
stations, reports "on alleged persecution of Adventists."
Sentenced
six years of imprisonment on charges of
"anti-stateto propaganda."
In 1972, two years before the
completion of his sentence, he was released under an
anuesty decree. Upon his release, he was forced to
take up manual labor and was the target of frequent
harassment by the security police. In 1975, Mocuta
publicly criticized restrictions on freedom of religion.
Arrested a year lIter, he was tried and sentenced to
six years for spreading "anti-state propaganda." Texts
of reports broadcast by international radio stations
were the only evidence of his hostile activities.
3.

Dumitru Blidaru, from Toplq:t (district of Orqova) was
repeatedly detained in thea
nti. for participation
in "illegal religious praye..-" He was also fined
under Decree 153 for leading a "parasitic life." After
writing to Ceausescu and complaining about persecution
of Neo-Protestants in SRR, he was arrested, severely
beaten, tried in camera. He was found guilty and was
interned in Dr. Fetru G oza Psychiatric Hospital. The
charge had been "spreading anti-state activities."
He is still interned. He has been treated with
PLEGOAZIN in injections of up to 600 mlg per day for
--per-Lods of up to four weeks.

4. Patru (first name unknown) was confined to the Poiana
Ga-re-ksychiatric Hospital at the end of 1975, probably
because of his religious activities, viewed as illegal
by the authorities. During 1976 and 1977, he is known
to have been treated with high doses of strong sedative
drugs. He is still confined in the same institution.
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5. Traian Dora, leader of the Lord's Army (Oastea Domnului),
a militant orthodox group, the authorities consider
illegal, was released in the 1964 sweaty after serving
a sentence of 17 years. Since his release, he was placed
in corjpilsory residence in the town of Beiuq (Bihor).
He is under constant surveillance by the police and may
leave the town only occasionally. He was recently threatened with psychiatric internment after he circulated,
amongst the Lord's Army believers, a document criticizing
the government for the harsh treatment it metes out to
religious believers.
Baptist leader Pavel Nicolescu compiled in February, 1979, a list of
believers at present held as Prisoners of Conscience.
The
* Include essential data on those listed. It is attached to this
statement as Annex 2.

a

Fines Used as Punishments
In the last two years the regime has been resorting increasingly
to crushing fines as means of punishing and intimidating those whom
they regard as their enemies. Here are a few recent cases:
-

In August, 1978, four Pentecostalites from the village
of Ostra (Suceava) were fined 10,000 lei for the "crime"
of praying fi God in a home unauthorized as a place of
worship.

-

In the fall of 1978, five Baptist believers from Ploeqti
were fined 14,000 lei (the equivalent of the annual wages
of an industrial worker) for visiting a small Baptist
church in the village of Pitulica (Buzfu).

-

On January 25, 1979, Stefan Onica, while attending in the
city of Alba Iulia the trial of a relative, was given, in
three steps, a total fine of 4,500 lei.

-

On January 29, 1979, the Baptist Christian Church under
construction in Uricani (Jiu Valley, Hunedoara) was
demolished by the authorities. The believers who had
helped in the construction were fined 17,000 lei.
In January, 1979, on the occasion of the appeal trial in
Alba lulia of Pentecostalite leaders lon Samu, Viorel
Lgcdtuq and Francisc Paris, Pentecostalites attending
the trial were fined 21,000 lei and also were brutally
beaten by the Securitate.
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A New Wave of Repression
On Hay 18, 1979, Baptist leader Pavel .4icolescu reported from
Romania on what he called "a new wave of repression." A summary of
his report follows:
(a) As of 8 March 1979, Pavel Nicolescu is being followed bythe agents of the Securitate everywhere he goes. In
trams and buses he is flanked by two or three agents
and also is regularly followed by two or three cars containing up to seven agents.
(b) Pavel Nicolescu's home on Strada Vlad Judet 35, in
Bucharest, is permanently surveilled by security agents,
night and day.
(c) Anyone attempting to visit the Nioolescu family is asked
to produce his or her I.D. and is then forbidden to visit
the Nicolescu's. Among visitors prevented from entering
the house were: Prof. Norica Smilovici, Bucharest; Radu
C~pu~an, Cluj; Toderic, Cluj; Simion Ristea, Bucharest.
(d) Nicolescu's telephone is cut off.
(e) On March 12, 1979, at 8:00 a.m.. while standing at the
tram stop by the Vitan Post Office, in Bucharest,
Nicolescu was threatened by a secret police agent with
these words: "I'll beat you and smash your glasses.
I'll throw you under a car or tram. I have eaten many
like you."
(f) Mihai Ora, son-in-law of Baptist leader Aurel Popescu,
a student in Mathematics, was seized on the street on
March 15, 1979, by secret service police and was interrogated seven hours. Next day he was further interrogated
three hours and was asked about his links with Pavel
Nicolescu and Rev. Gheorghe Calciu Dumitreasa. He was
also asked if he knew Dr. loan Cana. He said that he had
heard of him from RFE. The police asked him.to break off
relations with Pavel Nicolescu. He refused. Ora continues
to be followed and his telephone is cut off.
The Assault Against Emergina Free Labor Union
In February last, the Free Labor Union of the Working People of
Romania (Sindicatul Liber al Oamenilor Muncii din Rominia), also known
under its acrostic of SLOMR, came into being under the leadership of
Dr. loan Cana, a physician (general practitioner) and Gheorghe
Bra~oveanu, an economist. The May issue of the AFL-CIO Free Trade
News carried a comprehensive report on the formation oT the Union,
wTe a list of the founding members, from the same source, is to be
found in Annex 3 of this statement.
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By March 25, it was reported that all founding members of the
Union had either been arrested or threatened with internment in a
Psychiatric Hospital.
The programatic statement of the SLOMR concludes as follows:
It is possible that we, the founders of the Free Labor Union
of the Working People in Romania, will be crushed, destroyed
physically or morally by the efficient machinery of repression. Any act of repudiation of the above-enunciated
principles, by any of us, we declare in advance to be null
and void, for it will have been obtained through force and
repression. They may annihilate us but the ideal- for which
we are struggling will not perish as long as Romanians will
be living in our country. We feel certain that others,
younger and more courageous than us, will come along and
carry forward in Romania the unquenchable torch of the
dignity of Man.
On March 7, 1979, four officers picked up Mrs. Steliana Brajoveanu,
wife of Gheorghe Braqoveanu, from her home at Strada Grigore Alexandres.u 29, Bucharest. (Mrs. Bragoveanu is the niece of the former
publisher of the newspaper UNIVERSUL. She received a doctor degree
in philosophy and taught from 1940 to 1970 in secondary and elementary schools). At police headquarters, Mrs. Bra~oveanu was held for
two hours. She was insistently urged to declare that her husband was
insane and in need of "care" at a Psychiatric Hospital. Within days,
Braooveanu was indeed admitted to the Bati;tei Polyclinic in Bucharest.
For writing a book titled "How I Found God," Brasoveanu had been
four times confined in a Psychiatric Hospital in the 1970-1976 period.
On March 9, Pavel Nicolescu visited the Bragoveanu family at their
home. He was told that on arcb'tihey had both been held by the police
whilst crossing Amzei Marketplace. The Braooveanus were forced into
a car and carried--Ff to the police. They refused to answer questions
and were later released.
Economist Cheorghe Brasoveanu is a signer of the Goma appeal and
is a member of the Christian Committee for the Defense of Freedom of
Religion and Conscience. He is the author of another widely read
book: "God and Life, - the Parallel between Industry and Biology."
On July 5, last, Braqoveanu's internment in a Psychiatric Hospital
was confirmed.
As to the other SLONR leader, loan Cana. M.D., he was reliably
reported to have been arrested in June. He was tried with Rev. Gheorghe
Calciu Dumitreasa and sentenced to 5. years of imprisonment.
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Photographer GheorShe Frlilt,
another founder of SLOHR was
arrested two or three times during the March 4-11 period, being
each time picked up in daylight from the street. He was questioned
and beaten under the false change of "theft." No news about him
was received since mid-March.
Binding International Agreements on Human Rights
Most Prisoners of Conscience have been and still are imprisoned
or otherwise mistreated in violation of the following binding international covenants.
I.

Article 3.1 of the Treaty of Peace with Romania ("Romania
shall take all measures necessary to secure to all persons
under Romanian jurisdiction, without distinction as to
race, sex, language or religion, the enjoyment of human
rights and of the fundamental freedoms, including freedom
of expression, of press and publications, of religious
worship, of political opinions and of public meeting.")

2. Article 55 of the U.N. Charter (..."the United Nations
shall promote universal respect for, and observance of,
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.")

3. The International CovenantA on Civil and Political Rights
& the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (which the SRR ratified by Decree 212 of
October, 1974).

4.

The 1975 Final Act of the Helsinki Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, para. l(a) Vii ("The Participating States will respect human rights and fundamental freedoms including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion
or belief, for all without distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion.")

Internal Law as Instrument of Repression
Many Prisoners of Conscience--reports A.I.--have been and are
imprisoned under articles of the Criminal Code which made a criminal
offense of any non-violent exercise of Human Rights in ways not
approved by the authorities. Some have been confined to psychiatric
hospitals under procedures for civil or criminal commitment which
facilitate internment for political reasons. Other Prisoners of
Conscience have been confined to forced labor camps in conditions
tantamount to imprisonment, under decrees which enable the authorities
to transfer citizens forcibly from their place of work either because

the subject is regarded as leading a "parasitic" way of life or
simply because of manpower needs of the economy.
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The spirit in which the authorities in SRR implement international and constitutional guarantees of human rights is reflected
with clarity by the nine guidelines for cultural, educational and
political work which "President" Ceausescu announced before the
General Comittee of the Romanian Communist Party on July 6, 1971
(A.I. Report on Romania, pp. 43-44.
To sum up, here is a list of the articles of Laws and Decrees
which most frequently serve as legal covers to the denial of human
rights in the SRR.
(I) Criminal Law - 1968 Criminal Code, art. 166 defines &
punishes (5-15 years imprisonment) "anti-state propaganda;" art. 245 makes it a crime to attempt to leave
the country without official permission (6 months to 3
years imprisonment).
(2) Decree 12/1965 prescribes the civil procedure and the
criminal procedure for forcible confinement in Psychiatric Hospitals.
(3) Article 90 of the 1974 Press Law makes a criminal offense
of any unauthorized writing, production or distribution
of scripts, pictures or tapes for public information.
(4) Decree 24/1976 concerning the recruitment and allocation
of manpower a lows the authorities to forcibly transfer
any citizen to work in another area. The same decree
allows arbitrary resettlement for former political prisoners.
III.

Romanian Independence:

Reality or Myth?

In the last twelve years the communist regime in Romania has
gradually acquired the reputation of a state conducting an increasingly
assertive, independent foreign policy. In maintaining an unexceptionable line of domestic orthodoxy, it is said, and in skillfully exploiting the Sino-Soviet conflict, the SRR has managed to push to the outer
limit of Soviet permissiveness without, however, overstepping it.
The factual arguments adduced in support of this widely held viewpoint are, at first sight, quite impressive. We shall list, describe,
discuss and, whenever warranted, refute them in the order of their
occurence.
1. The SRR is supposed to have thwarted in the early sixties
Soviet plans to establish a supranational economic planning
system and machinery in the framework of the Council of
Economic Assistance (better known under the name of COHCON);
to have successfully resisted Soviet pressures to curtail
its industrialization and to have sought more than any other
East Central European country, to expand trade with the nonconunist world, particularly with the industrialized West.
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The facts cast serious doubt on the soundness of this interpretation.
The failure of the COMECON integration attempts is due primarily
to two insuperable economic obstacles: (a) the adoption in the late
forties of the Soviet pattern of industrial development along autarkic
lines, with a high priority to heavy industry, and (b) the inapplicability of the simplest approach to economic integration--the custom
union or common market. Custom duties in non-market economies are
meaningless, while the arbitrary currency rates and pricing system preclude the resort to any other means than the extremely difficult method
of arbitrary division of specific production tasks.
The important point is that, with the adoption in 1971 of a
Comprehensive Program, the process of economic integration has been
given a new impetus. Instead of opposing the program, the SRR has
become in the last two years the most vocal advocate of increased industrial cooperation and specialization, of the establishment in Romania
of joint COMECON enterprises and organizations, as well as of expanded
intra-COMECON trade.
Far from opposing the Romanian economic plan for 1960-1965, which
provided for the construction of a four million ton capacity steel
complex at Galati, on the lower Danube, the Soviets endorsed it and
supplied for it many installations. In the West the project was described as one designed to bolster Romanian independence by strengthening
its industrial-military underpinning. Few bothered to ask why then was
the complex set up less than three miles from the Soviet border. The
only opposition to the Galati project came from East Germany and
Czechoslovakia. Their reason? Probably the desire to preserve their
position as the principal suppliers of heavy industrial products.
As regards foreign trade, Romania's commercial exchanges with
western countries have gone up from 20 percent in 1959 to 35 percent
in 1965 and 36.6 percent in 1973, while Soviet trade with the same
countries jumped from 25 percent to 36 percent in 1965 and has since
been fluctuating around that figure. To the extent Romanian trade
with non-communists has grown proportionally faster than that of other
communist-ruled states, this could be due to two principal reasons:
(a) Western credits totaling 3.8 billion dollars were extended
in the seventies to SRR in recognition of its "independent"
foreign policy.
(b) Romania has been conducting an increasingly one-way trade
with underdeveloped and developing countries which provide
the only market for the products of Romania's heavy industry.
This market exists only as long as Romanian products can be
obtained on Credit (long and medium term).
No wonder then
that Romania has become a lender to such nations as Egypt,
Brazil, Syria, Iran, Cuba, Algeria, Argentina, Portugal,
to list only nations that owe Romania at least 100 million
dollars. According to the best available figures, the
credits extended by the SRR between 1961 and 1975 aggregate
$1.6 billion.
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In broad outline, the Romanian economy functions as follows:
the only products for which hard currencies can be earned are oil,
grains and other foodstuffs. These are exported with very scant
regard for internal consumption, as shown by the ubiquitous queues
for even such staples as potatoes and bread. The foreign exchange
thus earned is used to purchase machinery for the Romanian heavy
and engineering industries whose products can only be sold on long
credit and at discount prices to developing and under-developed
countries.
2. A Declaration issued in April, 1964, by the Central Committee
of The Romanian Workers' Party (since renamed Romanian Conmunist Party was and Still IS hailed In the West as a
courageous proclamation or independence.
The document is largely a rehash of a Soviet document: the
November, 1960, Declaration adopted by the Conference of Ruling communist parties. The only addition is a greater emphasis on the Sovietendorsed
n
lea (independence, national sovereignty, equal
rights, mutual advantage, non-interference in internal affa
an a
call for postponement of supre-national economic planning until all
Warsaw Treaty states will have attained the same level of industrial
development.
In retrospect, the Declaration appears as an opening shot in a
consistent effort to build up the reputation of the SRR into a living
evidence of the contention that communism and national independence
are perfectly compatible. The fact that this declaration coincided
with the Soviet shift from Khrushchev's intimidation and confrontation,
to Brezhnev's subdued detente--the latter involving a steady effort to
sow complacency in the U.S. and Western Europe--suggeat that the
monistic view.prevalent in the West is, to say the least, questionable.
3. The rulers of the SRR are praised for their neutral and
independent position in the Sino-Soviet ritt.
What are the facts? In early 1964, the SRR undertook, with the
obvious blessing of Moscow and the assent of Peking, the task of a
mediator in the Sino-Soviet quarrel. The Romanian recommendations
were promptly endorsed by the Soviets. After some delay, they were
rejected by Peking. Both on their way to China and on their return
journey, the Romanian delegation called upon and reported to the
Soviet rulers. The presence in all the Romanian delegations visiting
Peking, of Emil Bodnarag, the Romanian Politburo member, since deceased,
is another indication that Moscow wanted to maintain the Romanian
Communist Party in the role of a channel of communication with Peking.
According to Khrushchev (in hislkhrushchev Remembezs," pp. 515-514),
Bodnarag "was a good friend of the Soviet Union, an old Bolshevik...
who enjoyed our absolute confidence and respect."
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In the face of such facts, the most sensible explanation of the
reputation of neutrality toaard the Sino-Soviet conf ict the SRR
gained is to be found in Peking's eagerness to play up the Romanian
connection to cover up, domestically, China's isolation. The fact
is that when Chou-En-lai, on a visit to Romnia, in 1966, tried to
deliver a severe attack against the Soviet leaders, he was made to
desist. The true nature of the Sino-Romanian relationship was revealed a few days later. During the visit of Chou-En-lai to Albania,
the press of that country forcefully castigated "false neutrals"--a
transparent allusion to Nicolas Ceausescu.
The persistent efforts of the Romanian Coumunist Party to
bring about a settlement, or at least a truce, between
Moscow and Peking, tend to cast doubt on the interpretation according to which a Romanian policy of independence
was made possible by and has taken advantage of the SinoSoviet conflict. Should the Romanian C.P. leadership be
anxious--as it is assumed to be--to promote a policy of
independence by exploiting the schism, it should then be
equally anxious that the gulf between Moscow and Peking
be maintained (albeit in a manageable state) not bridged.
it would seek to play up and manipulate their differences,
and not endeavor, as Bucharest has been doing, to compose
and reconcile them. *)
4.

In the area of relations with non-communist states,
several Romanian deviations are usually brought
forward,
(a) Apart from the Soviet Union, Romania was the first
Warsaw Treaty state to establish, in 1967, in
defiance of the Soviet bloc, diplomatic relations
with the Federal Republic of Germany.
In the perspective of the last 12 years, it should
have become by now obvious that, far from representing a defiance of Moscow, the Romanian action
undermined the Halstein Doctrine by virtue of which
West Germany was refusing to enter diplomatic
relations with states recognizing East Germany
(ie., the so-called German Democratic Republic).
And the demise of the Halatein Doctrine directly
led to the Ostopolitik the Soviet Union had so
eagerly sought.
(b) In 1967 Romania was the only communist-ruled country
to maintain diplomatic relations with Israel. This
was greeted as another proof that Romanian independence is a reality. Wouldn't it be more realistic
to ascribe this decision to the need of the communist
bloc to preserve a channel of communication and an
observation post of great importance?

)
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For once Yugoslavia could not render this service to
Moscow. Its close relations with Nasser and the
Third World precluded it. Therefore, Romania, with
its established reputation of a quasi-non-aligned
state, was the natural choice for the role of the
man left behind to carry on a significant mission.
(c) Romania was the only socialist state to join G.A.T.T.,
I.M.F. and the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development. By 1975 the SRR had already drawn
loans amounting to over 700 million dollars rom these
U.N. agencies. The profitability of membership is
likely to attract other applicants from East Central
Europe. In any event, the SSR has demonstrated its
usefulness as pathfinder for the communist bloc.

5.

(d) The 1969 visit of President Nixon and the 1975 visit
of President Ford to Romania are among the indicators
of SRR behavior most often referred to. The visits
are generally depicted as gestures of quasi-defiance
on thlepart of "President Ceausescu. If this were
so , the invitation to the American presidents would
have been gestures of deliberate provocation or an
indication of total misreading, on the part of the
SRR dictator, of American willingness to defend them
if attacked by Soviet Russia. After Czechoslovakia's
experience in 1968, it is difficult to believe any of
these explanations.
The much more plausible explanation would be that the visit had the prior blessing of
Moscow. The Soviet leaders may have found it, indeed,
useful to their campaign of detente; they may have
felt that such visit would vIVdy drive home to
Romanians and Poles that the American Presidents
weren't visiting them but their oppressors; they may
have reasoned that a reinforced image of Romanian
independence may enhance the credibility of the
nationalist and liberal image the West European commumist parties were bout to forge for themselves.
The alleged obstruction by the SRR of the Soviet-proposed
World Conference of Communist parties was viewed from 1964
to 1969. in the West, as a dependable evidence of the
reality of Romanian assertiveness.

For years the Western press was fed with information about such
obstruction. When the conference finally met, in 1969, Ceausescu
signed the Soviet-prepared Declaration on the dotted line. Before
doing so, he entered a rather revealing reservation. He objected,
he said, to certain paragraphs of the Declaration, namely those
dealing with the problem of divergencies among Socialist countries
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and/or parties. He felt that these paragraphs conveyed the impression that such divergencies were the result of imperaist activity.
This, he pointed out, overrated the capability of Imperialism to
divide the "international working class movement" and underrated the
unity of the world coununist movement.
This line of argument lends a new emphasis to one of the favorite
justifications the Romanian C.P. has been offering for its independence stance: Western public opinion and western governments are so
addicted to wishful thinking and so vulnerable to deception that the
surest way to sow complacency and disunity among them is to plug the
idea that the comunist-ruled East European countries have ceased to
be satellites of the Soviet Union.
It was in this spirit that the often quoted 1964 Declaration of the
Central Conittee of the Romanian C.P. pointed out that the new
relationship among coist parties "exerts a strong
appeal
in the
and
peoples
by all
world arena, is watched with the utmost attention
represents a mobilizing factor in the struggle waged by the working
people in the capitalist countries and in the newly independent
states."
In other words, the 1964 statement clearly intimated that the "satellite" image had been a handicap to the expansion of communism, whereas
a new perception of truly independent but voluntarily cooperating and
sometimes diverging parties and states will have a double effect: it
will render comunism more attractive and the Western powers less
keen on preserving their alliance and on maintaining an adequate
defense posture.
6. Romania is purported to have taken the initiative, independently of Moscow for tie suppreson or blocs and rore li
Military bases and For tne withdrawal or armed forces stationed in foreign lands. it is furthermore credited witH
havin,
_~cEssfullyZ resisted Soviet plans for tightening up
E stuc ure or the Warsaw Treaty Organization tW.T.O.3.
Regarding the Warsaw Treaty, it is undeniable that since 1967 there
has been a methodical effort (via leaks to the Western press), on
the part of agents of the Bucharest regime, to represent Romanian
statements for the suppression of military blocs and foreign bases,
as well as for the withdrawal of troops stationed in foreign countries,
as Romanian positions taken in defiance of Moscow.
The fact is that as early as February, 1954, at the Berlin Conference
of the Big Four Foreign Ministers, the Soviet Union had proposed
every one of the measures for which the SRR was claiming credit in
1967. The same proposals were repeatedly reiterated in subsequent
years. What else than deception can explain the false Romanian claims?
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1

Regarding the alleged obstruction by Ceausescu of Soviet plans for
strengthening the W.T.O., suffice it to note that the present structure of its political organs reflects the reluctance of Moscow to
accept majority rule in any international body. The Soviet Union
would have even less to gain from changes in the military command
which Is fully controlled by Moscow on every level and in every
compartment.
Anyone half-familiar with the Soviet policy for the mutual suppression
of military blocs (NATO and W.T.O.), a policy the Soviets pursued
with utmost patience ever since they made W.T.O. in 1955, their
response and exchange-chip for NATO, will easily recognize the'purpose of the SRR proposals. They were attempts to achieve in a roundabout way the long-standing Soviet policy of swapping W.T.O. for
NATO in the sure knowledge that the demise of W.T.O. will not mean the
end of the Soviet bloc, while the suppression of NATO will entail
the end of the Western alliance and the withdrawal of American
military power to the American continent.
It should be noted that the SRR's contribution to the acceptance by
the NATO powers of the European Security Conference Project, the
Soviets revived in 1966 and pushed hard ever since, was not confined
to the preparatory phase of the Helsinki Summit meeting. Since 1966
Romanian diplomacy was diligently and steadfastly courting r-e NATO
countries and the European neutrals to sell them the view that the
proposed European Security system was the only means available to
ease the lot of the East-Central European nations. Within the system
and the partnership it would create, it would be easier to develop.a
European counter-weight to Soviet power.
7.

It is contended in the West that the SRR has once more
demonstrated its emancipation from Soviet control by
the independent line it took at the 1975 Helsinki Conference on security and Cooperation in Europe.

The three main points made by Ceausescu in these meetings were:
(a) individual states and not blocs must be the components
of the proposed European Security System;
(b) the CESC should be institutionalized (i.e., become a
permanent organization);
(c) the Helsinki Conference should be viewed merely as an
initial step in a long-term process of comprehensive
change in the power relationships and political structure of Europe. (This should be read in the context of
the SRR position on the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction talks in Vienna: "Force reductions on the Central
Front should be considered as interim measures toward
the removal of all foreign bases and troops from Europe's
states and toward the disuntling of military alliances.")
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8. Recent "Assertions of Independence"
In the past two years the SRR's reputation for independence was
further nourished by periodic gestures and rhetorics. We have in
mind the widespread belief that the SRR deserves credit
(a) for having helped to bring about the Israel-Egypt
negotiations;
(b) for having refused to take sides in the Sino-Vietnam
and in the Cambodian conflict;.
(c) for having declined to go along with the decision of
the Warsaw Treaty states to increase the military
budget by 3M.
These "deviations" present two ccumon features: the publicity
surrounding them invariably stems from the Romanian side; the purpose of the publicity is to refresh and reinforce the image of a
Romanian foreign policy as independent as can be pursued without
fatal consequences for Romania.
As a matter of fact, the involvement of the SRR in the contacts
which eventually developed into the Israeli-Egyptian negotiation
is a corrolary of the diplomatic relations between Romania and
Israel, relations maintained because of the Soviet need for
listening and liaison posts in Israel. The neutral course followed by the SRR in the Sino-Vietnamese conflict reflects the
continued usefulness of the "independent satellite" image to the
USSR if not to the whole Soviet Bloc. As to the SRR's opposition
to a slight raise in the military budget, contrary to pressanticipations, the Soviet leadership took the matter in stride.
There was no threat and no reprimand. For the man in the Kremlin.
the hysteria of the Western press and the hurried dispatch of the
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury had enhanced, to the benefit of the
Soviet Unio, the credibility of the SRR image. After all, the
Soviets had little need for an increased contribution of the East
European states to the military power of the USSR. Given the strong
anti-Soviet feelings of the Rouaniazs and other East Central European
people, it would not be only counter-productive but also dangerous
for the Soviet Union to develop a strong military force in EastCentral Europe.
One is, therefore, on a much more credible ground
when explaining the international relations of the SRR in terms
of distribution of roles and role playing rather than in terms of
genuine deviation.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The posture of nationalism and independence the Romanian regime
has assumed since 1964 is preponderantly a substitute for
internal reforms, political and economic, which a qualitively
weak comnmist party, like the Romanian, was reluctant to enact.
The carefully orchestrated and amply publicized "assertions of
independence' coincided with a significant shift in the European
political strategy of Soviet Russia, the shift from intimidation
to detente. The quadruple purpose of the policy of detente
wasTIT) detract attention from the huge military SiiIT-up
in the Soviet Union; (2) to foster a false sense of security
and complacency in the West; (3) to secure the formal acquiescence of the West for the Soviet-imposed status quo in EastCentral Europe, and (4) to gain easy and massive access to
Western long-range credits and advanced technology. The means
employed to further these purposes included promoting the view
that Moscow had its hands full with the "Chinese menace" and
feeding Western wishful thinking with "facts" indicating
"irreversible" trends toward "de-satellization" (in Romania)
and "de-Stalinization" (in the other Soviet-dominated states).
As a result, a new perception of communism as an increasingly
loose movement, no longer capable of cohesive action, no longer
dangerous--was born in the West. And this perception has
already contributed to the weakening of Western unity and willingness to maintain a level of military preparedness commensurate
to the ever-growing might confronting them.
2. Romanians disagree with the view that economic relations and
cooperation are conducive to political gains. For them long
and medium-term credits and other forms of economic help enable
the counimst regimes to maintain, for political reasons, inhuman
and economically unworkable systems, such as collectivized agriculture. Without such help the communist regimes might be forced,
by the pressure of necessity , to give priority to economic
considerations, such as mdilving or radically reforming collective farming. Developments along the above lines would be
apt to strengthen the economic independence and hence the
political potential of the staunchly anti-coununist peasantry.
3. The highly favorable publicity the Romanian regime gained throughout the Western world and the entirely new experience of a
modicum of popular acceptance appear to have produced a dizzying
effect in Bucharest. Assertive gestures and statement reached,
indeed, provocative levels in the summer of 1968, in connection
with the Czechoslovak crisis and subsequent Soviet military
intervention. This time, Soviet reaction obviously went beyond
mere irritation. The fact is that within a few days from the
occupation of Czechoslovakia all criticism disappeared from
Romanian statements and from the Romanian press. Moscow had
clamped down.
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RECOMMENDATION
For the many reasons set forth in this statement, The Truth About
Romania Committee can but reiterate the conclusion it has drawn in
previous years:
We hold that the continuation of the MFN status for the SRR is not
in the best interest of either the United States or the freedomloving people of Romania. Accordingly, no further extension should
be granted unless a radical change for the better can be observed
in the policies and conduct of the SRR government in matters of
human rights and national independence.
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ANNEX 1.

Prisoners of Conscience (or Political Prisoners)
in SRR Psychiatric Hospitals
is Ion Vupe interned in Poiana Mare P.H. in January 1975 . Charge
"antl-state propaganda". Evaded in January 1976 - was
caught & beaten unconscious o In one day given to0
mlg Uloleptil. Released in 1977 ; required to visit
regulIy the H.P. in Craiova under art. 113 of
Criminal Code .
2. Virgil Dinculescu arrested in September 1975 for "anti-state
propaganda" and held at Poiana Mare P.H. Had reported
that. medical, personnel was stealing
a
aould have been served to the inmates.
m
Within two days was injected 30 times with Plegomazin
Died within three days of this treatment.
.
and Mazeptil
steel-worker of Bpa#ov, arrested on charge of
3. & 4 Vasile Branou,
and posting wall-s-ogans * Arrested on same charges:
- W" ar
Gheorghe Rusu, night watchman at same Steagul Rosu Steel Plant
Rueu was sentenced to death in a trial
- "
at the plant on 12 May 1975 ; reportedly he was not
executed but held in the Aiud Penitentiary. Prior
to trial he was severely beaten & treated with
neuroleptic & electroshock in order to wrest a
confess ion of guilt, Result : speech difficulties,
loss of memory & other psychosomatic disorders.
Brncu refused to sign self-inculpating statements
& was kept in 1975 and 1976 in solitary confinement
in a basement cell of the Securitate (Calea Rahovei,
Bucharest). Unknown drugs were regularly administered
to him % He is reported to havf, died in his cell .

of Goma appeal, repeatedly
5. Paulina Catanescu (Miss), worker, signerfor
complaining about
interned in P.H. since 1974

working conditions and unpaid "patriotic" work
appeal;
6. Stefan Toia, 61, lawyer-economist from Cluj, signer ofin Goma
P.H.
same charges as Miss Catanescu. Interned
having
July 1977 & is presarablystill confined
in
'
be enn5 cCaRed a case or paranoia
lawyer, former journalist; arrested inabout
7. Haralamb Ionescu, 70, writing
letters to the United Nations
for
jI'1
to
confined
in Romania*
situation
the
psychiatric
regularly
to report
rquied
Nowrights
H..human
PP.eo
.
* tate
Secur
by t e for
rassnen
ow
reo d to
ups,
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8. Stefan Gavrila 38s Romanian Orthodox Priest; dismissed from his
parish for refusal to read in church mess aes of
Communist Party officials and offioiatingthe
liturgy in his home once evicted from his church.
Arrested after applying for emigration a Confined
to a PH.. Present wherabouts unknown
9. Vasile Parasohlye
Orr in pttrochimioal plant. From 1969
?7 sIt8suJecead io harassments, eaten and
confined to Pes As early as 1968 had complained
about compulsory unpaid work on week-ends & then
refused to work on week-ends on constitutional
grounds * Consequently charged with violating
labor discipline and had his salary reduced.
After resigning from the communist party, in
July 1968, was arrested # " deolareg mntally ill
and interned in the Urlati HP,, While confined,
in 1976, in the COfina H.P.he was released subject
to the requirement of regular psychiatric examination , He had earlier been diagnosed as a case
of paranoia * Because of his support of the Goma
appeal, was given in 1977 a passport and was literally forced to leave the country e He returned
to Romania in 1978 without official permission
& was ordered to appear for regular psychiatric
checkups. In March 1979, Parasohiv was once again
arrested as one of the founding members of the
Free Union of the Working People of Romania (SLOMR).

10. Stefan Tudor, arrested in a train, in 1974, for criticizing the
omanien regime, wee
.Petru Ooza HoP.
of the Criminal Code
he was injected with
and was diagnosed as
and ollonhromia.

11. _rona Luca,

tried and confined in the
on the basis of Article 114
of the SRR . While In hospital
varying amounts of- Yezoptil
suffering from alcohoFTs-m

arrested In 1%6 & charged with "anti-state citation";
was sentence 3to 0 years imprisonment. In 1972
was transferred by court order to the psychiatric
clinic of Riducanei . Had earlier been treated
for "political paranoia" at the Polana Harse,
Jebel and G9taia P.H.. In 1973 was assigned to the
Dr. Petru Groza H.P. and reportedly iWtIll there.

12. Marian Neasu, publicly criticized in 1968

the Romanian political
system and restrictions on foreign travel; upon
refusing to recant was severely beaten and confined
in the Sapoca (Buzau) H.P. and is still there
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13. Cezar

Mititelu,

14. Victor Murea,

after earning a Master degree in Philosopy in
1973, was harassed and threatened for not taking
"suitable"i.e. manual work . He also
up
denounced forced labor as practiced in the SRR
For a short while he had a teaching assignment.
a and.tivil rights in Romania was one of
a avestee 8ubje to in clabs e In the summer
of 1977 Mititelu was arrested by Seouritate officers in Bucharest and interrogated at length.
He was assigned for work in the town of Brlad.
Being given permission to leave his forced
residence for a brief period, Cezar Mititelu
did not return to Btrlad but stayed in Bucharest
and continued his criticism of the SRR authorities.
He disappeared on April 12, 1978. Friends later
found out that he had been hrzested by the
Securitate and taken to the psychiatric ward
at Jllava prison where, according to a Romanian
official, he was being examined to test his
capacity to work * No further information about
Nititelu has leaked out *
28, worker from Constants ; was arrested in January
1975 and charged with "anti-state-propaganda"
after allegedly painting anti-comunist slogans
on a waIll subjected to severe beatings by
Security Lieutenant Burlacu , was forced-to
write self-Incriminating statements * He lost
consiousnes8a several tines and had to undergo
medical treatment for serious head injuries
caused by being hit with a truncheon . Result
speech disorder * Muwea was tried at the district
court of Constanta on 4 March 1975 and was found
guilty , His ex-officio counsel asked the court
dically examined before
to allow Huea toas
a sentence was imposed * plea was granted and
defendant was examined by two psychiatrists
who were appointed by the Security Police .
According to the two doctors' diagnosis, Mures
was suffering from "oligoehron". The recommendation was Iimediatecofinment to a psychiatric
hospital * The Dr. Petru Orosa P.H. was chosen.
The Al Report adds that from-1975 to 1977
2-3 times
M4ures was injected with l
a day for periods ranging frmaew weeks to
a few months

,.
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esou, air ight, interned in P.H. In 1974, following
15. luli&P
letters 01 protest against 1971 official ban on her works #
Released after several months of treatment , by
the end of 1974, she has since been ordered to
report as an outpatient at a P.H. in Bucharest.
Was warned by Security Police (Securitate) that
she would be confined to long periods of
psychiatrio treatment if she did not leave
omenia. Her private library was confiscated
in 1978 , No information on her present
whereabouts .

16. Ion Dobre, employee of the National Theatre in Bucharest; twice
caught while attempting to cross Romanian-Yugoslav
frontier without permission ; interned in Dr Petru
Gross PH, and there treated from 1975 to 1977 with
In quantities of up to 800 mlg daily
Pi ejasin
over 1ong periods of time. Was told he suffers from
"paranoic Schizophrenia_

from Bucharest, founding
17. GheorgheBrasoveanu civil engineer
member of the Christian Committee for the

Defense of Freedom or Religion and conscience.
Orthodox pre acher was confined four times
to various hospitals , In 1977 signed the
Goma appeal. In March 1979 founded the
Workers($LOMR)
of Romanian
Trade
Free Sn
. There
r was arrested
reaI Union
OInol-r-t
are indications that he is ee again conf ned
to a Psychiatric Hospital .

18. ......

Tru__a(First name unknown); target of harassment since
1973 when, as a student at the University of Iasi,
he was well known as an outspoken Maoist . Arrested
in 1974 & interned in Socola P.H. Now at the
Raducaneni P.H, (near Iasi) .

19. Genevn A Sfatou, baptist believer. In 1976-1977 actively
helped Neo-Protestant pastors to document
persecution of religious believers in Romania.
Signed the Goma appeal and was subsequently
confined to a PeH.
20. Cornel Illescu, yog worker from Bucharest . Joined a group
of 16 youth in demonstrating in favor of freedom
of movement.&'1upIOest against refusal of
SRR government to allow them to leave the country.
The demonstration took place in Bucharest on
18 April 1978 & The demonstrators were arrested
beatings
wit n minutes., Interrogations &and
Strata Belllman
follOwed at the Calea Rahoveiof the
10 received
seouritate stations . Seven
passports and were asked to leave Romania; some
were sent to forced labor camps while others
were confined to P.H.s. One of the latter group,
Cornel Iliescuis interned in the Jilava P.H.
He is undergoing an Investigatioin of the form
of his mental disease'.
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Annex 2
Sixteen believers at present held in Romania as Prisoners
of Conscience
(List compiled in February 1979 by baptist leader
Pavel Nicolescu) *)
leMircea Dragomir, Seventh Day Adventist, 27, Laborer, Strada
Rocilor 5, Bucharest 7; sentence No. 117 of
May 19, 1978 : four years imprisonment. Earlier
served 3 years for refusal to do military service
on Saturdays.
2, Nicolae Ridoi, Baptist, 39, married - 3 children, Strada
Partitanilor 41, Caransebe# (Timi;), Laborer,
Sentence No. 38, October 24 1978 : 18 months,
for "disturbance of public peace & insulting
behavior. Legal basis of condemnation : Art.
321, par. 1, Art. 239, par. 2, Penal Code
of SRR . Sentenced at Car ansebe; court.to
18 months imprisonment ; held at Timnioara
prison ( Str. Popa Wapca 7 ),
Founding member of the Romanian Christian Committee
for the Defense of Freedom of Religion and Conscience .

3. Petre Coofrteu

,oI
p st,8 8waansebeg,
dental
oz tyren

tochnti1a,.m ie,,mto

trada Tiglarle 133bt;
Same charge and legal basis as Nicolae Radoi.
Savagely beaten by Securitate at suggestion of
the Baptist Union . Charter member of Christian
Committee( see full title under. Radoi ).12
months i1 prison.
4. lonal Pwelban. Baptist, 30,Laborer, Oelul Ropu, StrTineretului,
Bloc 3, apt. 202 , same charge and legal basis
for condemnation as those listed under 1, 2 & 3.
Sentence : 6 months. Savagely beaten. Expelled
f om Batist Theological Seminary.Sentence No.
30, 0Oct 24, 197%- Timloara prison .

5.

Dunitru Abrudan, Baptist, Age unknown, Laborer, married, 2
children, Oradea, Str. lacobinilor, Nr. 33A.
Legal basis of condemnation z Decree 153, Art.
1, par* d.e:Penal Code of SRR.. Charge : Parasitism eto., Real'reason for arrest : request
to emigrate to USA . November 13, 1976 sentenced
to 6 months imprisonment * Satu Mare Prison

*1 For further ldetals see : Victor Rlscol, ed., Romania Re _z,
Society for the Study of Religion and
Communism, pp. 26-41
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6. loan SaM, Pentecostalist, 36, mailman, married, 6 young
children, Strada Hula Veohe 51, Medias;
charge s parasitism ; legal basis of conviction
Deems. 1%3/1970, Penal Code, art.l par. d
sentence No. 2979/6 Nov. 1978 -- 6 months imprisonment . Jan 22. 1979 : following appeal sentence
Real reason for conviction :
extended to 31 yeao:'
leader of Pentecostalist church in ediav ; no defense
counsel *
7. Viorelo1tctug, Penteoostalist, 33, Laborer, married . 7 young
ehildevaStrada Lopeti 478, Comuna Dfrio; (Sibiu);
legal basis of condemnation s Decree 153/1970 &
Penal Code art. 1 d) ; charge: parasitism ;
real reason for arrest : leader of Pentecostalist
church, Medla, functioning without authorization
of Pentecostalist Union and the Department of
Cults * Sentence 1 6 months, Nov. 6, 1978 (tried
in camera ; no defense counsel).
8. Franciec Paris. Penteostalist, 48, Laborer, married, Strada
Sasiml 108, Comuna Dtrlog (Sibiu); charge i
parasitism t real reason for condemnation :
same as Loitu. & Samu ; sentence : 6 months.
imprisonment (Nov. 6, 1978).
9. Dmaitru Mun'esan, Baptist, 41, pensioner, Comuma Aroalia 231,
Bistri a Nislud ; married - 5 children ;
real reason for condemnation i seeking to
emigrate to USA ; broadcasting a memo of
RI" ; charge: parasitism ; legal basis for
condemnation : same as Samu, L&o&tu# Paris
suffering from silicosis as result of his work
in the mines ; declared hunger strike in support
of his request to emigrate I interned in
psychiatric ward of Bistri$a Hohpital from

July 31 to Augpat 26, 1978 ; diagnosis s

Psychopathic paranoia ; sentenced on Jan.

6, 1979

10. Paramon Ga~ea , Pentecostalist, 23, Laborer, strada Lempe; 5,
BistrUs Nastud ; charge: parasitism ; legal
basis of condemnation : Decree 153/1970, Art.
1, par. d, Penal Cote of SRR ; sentence :
months imprisonment, held at Oherla (CluJ)
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ll.Simion Holburl, Pentecostalist, 23, Laborer, Comuno Mijlooenli Bfrgiului, No.24g9 Bistrita Nislud ; legal basis for
condemnation i same as Gages - supra ; charge s
parasitism, etc.; real reason for arrest : seeking
emigration to USA & sending mwmorandum to RFE
on desire to emigrate ; sentence : 4 months
imprisonment ; held at Gherla (CluJ) .
12. Oheorahe Buduman. Orthodox, L6, unemployed, married, 3 children
(1 infant); strada Dornei, No. 4, Bistrita
Nsud I charge : parasitism; legal basis
for condemnation :'same as Gagea & Holburl;
real reason for arrest : seeking to emigrate
to USA ; sentence : 5 months imprisonment
(Jan. 4, 1979); held at Oherla (CluJ).
13. Lucian Bistriceanu Seventh Day Adventist, 21, tailorj Comuna
Perigor (DolJ); legal basis of condemnation
art. 334 (2) Penal Code ; charge : insubordonation ; real reason for arrest : refusal to
work & do military instruction on Sattrday;
sentence No. 110, May 9, 1978 : 3 years
imprisonment ; held in the strict regime
prison of Gherla (CluJ) although has heart
& lung troubles . His father, Mitran Bistriceanu was condemned in 1958 to 15 years
imprisonment for participation in Reform
Movement of Adventist Church of which he anky
completed ki years z-l; because of illness
14. loan SamuPentecostallst, 60, (father of loan Samu - see under 6
supra); strada Hula Veche, No. 51, Sibiu; sentence
6 months imprisonent a
15. Dumitru Luqc , Pentecostalist; sentence : 6 months imprisonment.
Convicted for participating in peaceful courtroom
protest against conviction or loan Samu Jr.,
Viorel Lioltu# , Franciso Paris & unknown Pentecostalist believer
16. Titi Gheorkhe Lctusi, Pentecostalist ; sentence : 6 months
imprisonment .
170 Name unknown, Pentecostalist; sentence
6 months imprisonment
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ANNEX 3

AFL-CIO FREE TRADE UNION NEWS

MaY 1979 issue
The Free Trade Union of
Rumanian Workers
Febnry 1979
Bucharet. Rumania
The followincr are the founding
member. at S.L.oMJL:

From Bucharest:

Dr. I0001 Caua. physicIan-gen.

eral practitioner;
Ghmbeor
3raaoveanu. economist.
MIIe1a. GMVUgs

veteran member

of the Communist Party. former
volunteer in the Spanish Civil
War;

Gaeeghe Fratilao caMeraman

Frm the Cty of TurmaS-verin.

Iuma awlg.

CP. employee

IRls Dlidarus welder;
Cests el ~eas tlnsmlti
Ead

ehar,

thammAh

Reomlus Boudea, riveter

Nicolas Muts, foundry-worker:
Arelfsan Paumorw, foundryworker;

Vasao. OtL fitter;
M aMd. riveter;
Aurol--st
Nfeetae Ralamat, welder;
Slesa Pasmagluso welder;
Victosa IvaneviaL electrician;
rosa Pestoanu. charwoman;
Nhal Ghorghlus electrician:
Potio Papa, welder;
Romisa Radius welder.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES

H.

OZANNE, PRESIDED, NORTH AMERICAN CAR CORP.

Dear Chairman: North American Car Corporation wishes to submit this statement in support of the continuation of the Most Favored Nation status for Romania
as authorized under the Trade Act 1974.
Without commenting on the complicated and important issues regarding Emmigration Policies of the Socialist Republic of Romania, we think it would be appropriate to comment on the economic ties that have been established between North
American Car and Romania, which, in turn are benefiting the United Statee in the
area of additional job opportunities as well as favorably impacting our Balance Of
Parents.
North American Car Corporation has negotiated an agreement with the Romanians for the importation of approximately 3,000 railroad covered hopper car bodies
in Kit form. That is, the sides, roofs, end, slope sbl"ts, etc., are manufactured in
Romania, transported by ocean going vessel to the United States where they are
welded together forming a covered hopper car body. Other components such as
brakes, couplers, wheels and axles, are of U.S. manufacture and are assembled
along with the car body in various U.S. locations, forming a complete covered
hopper car of 4,750 cu. ft.
These cars will be leased to Shippers of grain and grain products, primarily for
export. These Kits are being assembled into covered hopper cars at three locations
in the United States: Wilmington Delaware, where approximately 80 new jobs have
been created; Pascagoula Mississippi, where 700 new jobs will be created; and in
Sheldon Texas (suburban Houston) by a competitor.
As we all realize, there is an extremely serious covered hopper car shortage in
North America. As a matter of fact, the covered hopper car shortage in Canada is
limiting that country's ability to export their grain production.
In the United States, all of the car builders are sold out through mid 1981. North
American Car plans to import about 3,000 Covered Hopper Car Kits during 19791980. Each complete car can transport approximately 3,500 bushels of grain product
per trip. Assuming 10 trips per year, at $3 per bushel, our American farmers can
export an additional 105 million bushels valued at $315 million dollars on an annual
basis with these 3,000 additional cars. The import value of the 3,000 Kits is approximately 48 million dollars, so you can see that even in the first full year of utilization our Balance Of Payments are positively impacted by approximately 267 million
dollars.
Thank you again for your consideration of this important matter.
NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL BuILzRs AsSOCIATION,

McLean, Va., July 10, 1979.
Hon. ABRAAM Rwicow,
Chairman, Subcommittee on InternationalTrade, Senate Finance Comrtittee, Washington, D.C
DEAR MR. CHmRuN: As President of the National Machine Tool Builders'

Association (NMTBA), I want to express our support for a further extension of the
president's authority under the Trade Act of 1974 to waive the freedom of emigration requirements under Section 402 and for the continuation of the waivers applicable to the Socialist Republic of Romania and to the Hungarian People's Re public.
In 1978 the United States exported approximately $98 million in goods to Hungary and another $317 million to Romania. Close to 28% of our imports from Romania
in 1978 were of petroleum and related products.
Moreover, export sales of machine tools to Romania and Hungary totaled some
$21.2 million in 1978 which was a year in which the U.S. machine tool industry
suffered an overall trade deficit of approximately $155 million. These statistics
demonstrate that American industries and their employees have much to gain from
continued Most Favored Nation (MFN) treatment for and extension of Eximbank
credits to Romania and Hungary. Indeed, orders of the magnitude sold to Romania
and Hugary in 1978 would be sufficient to account for the output of some 642 U.S.
machine tool workers for an entire year.
Therefore, the National Machine Tool Builders' Association respectfully suggests
that your distinguished Subcommittee give speedy approval to the further extension
of Eximbank credits and of the President s authority to grant MFN status to
Hungar.y and Romania.
Sincerely,
JAMES A. GRAy, President.
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STATmMENT O MomQuE C. DRAGoi

I respectfully submit a copy of the letter addressed to me by the U.S. Consul in
Bucharest, Romania in which he informs me that my family's request to apply for
immigration to this country has been refused by the Romanian authorities. The
family consists of my mother, 71 years old, and my brother, 52, with his wife, 53.
Neither held nor hold important, sensitive, or professonal positions. As the consul's
letter points out, my brother was even demoted in his job as consequence of his
request to emigrate.
inasmuch as Romania is being considered at this time for an extension of the
MFN trade privileges, I strongly urge the U.S. Senate Finance Committee to refuse
such extension on the grounds that the Bucharest government is not observing its
commitments regarding its emigration policies. I am sure that the Committee
already is aware of yet many other instances, some of which I happen to know,
when the Romanian authorities have consistently refused to permit reunification of
families.
EMBASSY or THz UNrD STATES OF AMECA

Bucharest Romania, March 2, 1979.
Mrs. MoNiqUE DRAoi.
DmAR MADAM: This is to acknowledge receipt of your recent affidavit of support
concerning the emigration of your brother, Aurelian Ciurescu, his wife and your
mother Paraschiva Dumitrache from Romania.
Please read the pargraph(s) checked below for information in the case:
1. 0 The Embassy has no record that your relatives) or friend(s) has (have)
visited this office expressing interest in emigration. If they wish to do so, they are
welcome to come in for a preliminary interview to determine eligibility.
2. 0 In order to see how we can be of assistance in this case, we are inviting your
relative(s) to visit Embassy.
3. 0 As the above person(s) is (are) not qualified or eligible to apply for U.S.
immigrant visa(s), the Embassy cannot intervene on their behalf with appropriate
Romanian authorities. Ii'they obtain Romanian emigration passports on their own,
we will see what can be done to help them in leaving Romania.
4. 0 Your brother visited this office recently to inform us that he was refused
permission to apply for passports and, having expressed interest in emigration was
demoted to a lower job. Unfortunately, the Embassy can not intervene on his behalf
with the appropriate Romanian authorities as there are no fifth preference visa
numbers available for persons with their priority date (Aug. 2, 1978-the date you
filed the visa petition with the Immigration Service). Such visa numbers are not
currently available for persons whose priort date is after July 1, 1978. However,
for your mother, Paraschiva Dumitrache, the Embassy has intervened and will
continue to do so early April.
Sincerely yours,
Lucwro MANoGUco,

Consul of the United States of America
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ROMANIA
AND
MFN

A STATEMENT OF OPINION
IN FAVOR OF MFN STATUS FOR ROMANIA
By Dr. Nicholas A. Bucur, Jr.
of Cleveland, Ohio

OVERVIEW
In ter.ms of the vital interests of the United States
the continuation of MFN status for Romania is a
priority of substantial importance.
Romania's contributions to world peace efforts and
her constantly improving record of compliance with
the Jackson-Vanik Amendment demonstrate her good
will, her desire to be our trading partner on equitable terms and her increasingly important role as a
friend of the United States.
If Romania is spurned on MFN it could result In the
closing of existing channels of communication,' perhaps forever.
The United States cannot risk the endangering of her own vital interests by an ill-advised
act, because of overreaction to problems which are
important also, but not of the same level of priority
dictated by the protection of our vital interests.
The United States, in all fairness, must not engage
in a policy which rewards enemies and slights aspiring friends, without eventually paying the piper.
This monograph presents facts and opinions as to the
treatment of minorities, especially Hungarians, in
Romania, as to reunification of families, and as to
the emigration of Jews and others from Romania, in
the spirit of providing light, not heat, to the subject
of MFN for Romania.
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FOR

QUESTION: SHOULD MFN STATUS
ROMANIA BE CONTINUED?
On June 1, 1979,

President Jimmy Carter sent his

recommendation to Congress that his waiver authority
as to the application of subsection (a)
402,

and (b)

of Section

the Freedom of Emigration provision of the Trade Act

of 1974 (Public Law 93-618), be extended 12 months to July 3,
1980.

The recommendation was based on the president's

determination under section 402 (d)

(5)

of the Trade Act

that such extension of the waiver authority will substantially
promote the objectives of freedom of emigration in general,
and in particular,

in the cases of Romania and Hungary.

According to Senator Abraham Ribicoff,

(D.,

Conn.),

Chairman of the Subcommittee on International Trade of the
Committee on Finance,

The Socialist Republic of Romania and

the Hungarian People's Republic are the only nonmarket economy nations which have been granted nondiscriminatory,
trade status under the Trade Act of 1974,

or MFN

and the granting of

MFN was conditioned on compliance with the freedom of emigration provisions of that law but that the law permits the President of the United States to waive the emigration conditions
subject to Congressional Review.
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OBJECTIONS TO MFN FOR ROMANIA
A resolution was introduced by the Hon.
Schulze,

Richard T.

Congressman from Pennsylvania on June 14,1979

(together with his colleagues Congressmen McDonald and
Dornan) disapproving the President's recommendation to
further extend MFN to Romania,

on the basis of the pro-

visions of law providing that the President may recommend
such an extension but that if either House of Congress
adopt a resolution of approval in a timely manner,
extension is

the

prevented.

Congressman Schulze listed a number of reasons for
his action:

"Providing MFN benefits to a nation is a pri-

vilege which must be jealously guarded and I do not feel
we should reward Romania for being the most repressive
Eastern European satellite i.nterms of their treatment of
minority populations."

The Hon.

Schulze also asserted

that Romania "severely penalizes many of its citizens for
indicating a desire to emigrate"

by erecting barriers to

emigration" and he asserted that "It

is also very distres-

sing to note that emigration to Israel is

still significantly

declining and that the highest monthly levels of emigration
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occur during the times we are considering renewal of
the trade agreement"

and he claimed that these policies

contravene the requirement

of Basket III of the Helsinki

Final Act as well as the emigration criteria established
within the Trade Act of 1974.
A further objection by the Han.

Schulze related to the

balance of trade situation and asserted that Romania now
enjoys a $27.6 million trade surplus and that "the Romian Government

is utilizing its MFN status to proliferate

our market with cheap goods which are costing American
jobs."

Hon.

Schulze also argued,

quite correctly in this

last instance in contrast to the prior assertions in his
resolution,

that "Preservation of American jobs and the

strengthening of our economy must be of utmost importance."
He concluded with the statement that votes in favor of
the disapproval resolution would also favor the American
workers,

the people of Romania,

partners of the U.S.

and the traditional trading

"who are hurt by a continuation of

this waiver."
This writer reluctantly,

most respectfully,

but em-

phatically disagrees with nearly all of the assertions of
the Hon.

Schulze except that which concern the need to
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protect American jobs and our vital interests, and to
seek ways to overcome trade deficits in general.
Considering the fact that America now suffers a
trade deficit in excess of 30 billion
us to seeks ways,
in all nations.

quite urgently,

dollars it behooves

to expand our trade

But expansion of international trade

would also require immense assistance from Congress,
and the Federal government so that our traders can compete on a more equal footing with the Japanese and German
world traders who enjoy benefits and assistance from
their governments that ours do not.
Our portion of the international market also requires
much more salesmanship and entrepreneurship than that
now practiced.

Our academic institutions must create

new Interdisciplinary
higher technology,
languages.

curricula emphasizing marketlg,

cultural heritage,

psychology,

and

Traditional language instruction must be

adapted by experts to fit needs of today and the relevancy
of some languages must be re-examined.

It might well be

that the languages to be accentuated today are Russian,
Japanese,
languages.

Arabic,

mainland Chinese,

Spanish and African

Perhaps Romanian ought to be included,

the light of her record in world peace efforts.

in
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It is this writer's view that people to people programs.
ought to be greatly accelerated because through such ways
new channels of communication are established and new
windows of hope are opened.

Interchange-in all areas,

including commercial and cultural,
nation is
violent,

is needed if this free

to persevere and progress in a rapidly changing,
and increasingly hostile world.

To this writer it is axiomatic that people to people
interchange cannot do other than to create better relations
which in turn are reflected in increased commercial
terchange.
one another.

Truly,

in-

it is better to do business than to shoot

Truly it

to become enemies.

is

better to try to be friends than

Truly it is better to keep friends than

to spurn friends and reward enemies,

and while these appear

to be cliches it may well be that the fundamental truths contained therein escape

our attention from time to time.

Therefore it seems inescapably logical to this writer
that trade with Romania ought be increased.
sell,

The more we

the more they buy means the more jobs we create and

maintain in this nation.

It

is self-evident that to buy one

needs to sell also, and therefore mutual trade also postulates
increased buying ability by the corresponding nation.

In this
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instance,

Romania has rapidly increased its trade with

the United States.

From 200 million of a few years ago

we have reached the present level of around 700 million
and by mutual accord will reach I billion in 1980.
The assertion that in June of 1979 the Romanians
enjoyed a 27.6 million advantage may well have been true
but the picture painted is incomplete because of the fact
that existing contracts will ripen progressively in such
a manner that the United States will soon enjoy a trade
advantage again.

Trade with Romania has consistently

been in equilibrium and has been so structured so as
maintain an approximate future equilibrium.

Would that

our situation be as good with regard to other nations in
the world, particularly Japan and the Middle Eastern oil
nations I
Therefore the argument that trade with Romania
should be curtailed, perhaps eliminated, by the removal
of MFN status,

is not to the best interests of the United

States, especially in the purely business sense.

There

are other considerations, however, which will be raised
later on in this monograph,

relating to our fundamental

vital interests and the pursuit of world peace.
Interchange of professors, lecturers, perfQrming
groups, artists and sports figures, are invaluable in
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the creation and perpetuation of continuing and successful
people to people programs.
It was the pleasure and privilege of this writer to serve
as Chairman of the Mayor's Advisory Council on International
Trade and Relations in Cleveland, thereupon as Manager of
the International Trade and Relations Office of Cleveland,
as well as co-founder and CEO of Cleveland Sister Cities
Programs,

Inc.,

mittee, Inc.,

of the Cleveland World Trade Week Com-

and other organizations of similar purpose.

Cleveland eventually acquired twelve sister cities, among
them, and one of the first, being Brasov,

Romania.

We were privileged to host President Nicolae Ceausescu
on December 6, 1973, Mayor Ralph J.
host at that time,

Perk being the official

at which time the Cleveland-Brasov tie was

officially announced. Our "Singing Angels" under the leadership of Bill Boehm, was invited on the spot to visit Romania,
which they did the following year and were greet-sd with wild
acclaim in Romania. (We have also arranged for the Singing
Angels to'go to Japan, Taiwan, and last'fall we took them to
Israel to visit our sister city of Holon).
Cleveland has been visited by Gov.

0.

Dumitrache and

a delegation, and in turn this writer led a mission to Romania last fall, which will be reviewed a little later herein.
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We also invited a large contingent from Yugoslavia
to our World Trade Show in 1976 and a direct result of
that effort was the stimulus and achievement of millions
of dollars of trade for our area. Again,

the Sister City

vehicle was used, because of our relationship with
Ljubljana,

Yugoslavia.

We were also catalytic in the

visits of trade missions from the Soviet Union as well
as the first high level from mainland China.

Concom-

mitantly we were active in promoting increased trade
with our traditional partners such as Mexico,
Venezuela,

Canada,

Israel, Great Britain and Talwan.

The point is that we believed, and still believe, and
will always believe, that better human relationships mean
better levels of communication, and that commerce i. one
area which can be enhanced as a direct and proximate
result.
This writer will never forget the ecstatic reaction
of Cleveland's citizens when Nadia Comanecl came to
our area In an unexpected and most welcome visit which
was brought about, in spite of obstacles imposed by
non-Romanian sources,

directly and because of our

Sister City ties with Brasov,

Romania.

Cleveland has benefitted in its relations

with

Romania in many ways. This should not be reversed.
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But what has happened with Cleveland can be cited
in many other ways,

with other American cities.

The

first tentative and tenuous attempts to created bonds of
friendship ought not be set back by ill-advised

and overly

brusque methods.
Methods which promulgate boycott,

polarization,

rejection, and the severance of channels of communication
cannot be the road io progress,
The obfuscation of goals,

the muddying of waters for

obscure and undefined purposes,
incipient ties,

it seems to this writer.

and the interruption of

cannot de to the best interests of the United

States in such delicate matters.

And of course,

diatribes,

insults and defamatory assertions cannot do other than to
inflame emotions and impede logical and constructive discourse.

Whose interests are served by such negative

tactics? This question will be asked again,
monograph,

also.

But for now,

later in this

one is moved to ask, how

equitable is it that MFN be denied to Romania,
Soviet domination,

which resists

and which has sought our friendship at

some risk, and yet MFN is advocated for the Soviet Union?
One can envisage a good deal of laughing- up sleeves,
not in Romania,
Lamentably,

nor,

it Is to be hoped,

in the United

but

States.

irony is not confined to the theater of the absurd,

but has its place,

it appears,

also in the international scene.
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RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS RELATING
TO EMIGRATION OF JEWS AND OTHERS FROM ROMANIA
A number bf witnesses testified at the hearing conducted
by the Hon.

Charles Vanik (D.,

Ohio),

Subcommittee on International Trade,

Chairman of the
on June 22,

1979

(and again on July 9th), providing information pro and
con on the questions of:
I) alleged harrassment of Jews who wish to emigrate
from Romania;
2)

harrassment of individuals who wish to leave Romania;

3)

harrassment of Hungarians and other minorities within

Romania,

and in particular in Transylvania.

A Statement was made by the Hon.

Matthew Nimetz,

Counselor of the Department of State on behalf of further
extension of the President's waiver authority.

He asserted

that the waiver has proven to be "a valuable device for
the promotion of our interests including our interest in
freedom of emigration and that it has permitted us to
broaden our relations with Romania and Hungary" and his
testimony included his personal note that he had visited
the capitals of both nations just last

month as the leader

of a delegation from the U.S. which conducted extensive
consultations with both nations on the implementation of
the Helsinki Final Act.
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Counselor Nimetz stated that he personally regards the
development of our relations with Romania and Hungary
as very important to U.S.

interests.

While he couched

this point in terms of a personal judgment this writer
is inclined to believe that It is also U.S. policy.
He did stress the fact that our general policy is to seek
improved relations with those nations of Eastern Europe
who reciprocate a desire from Improved relations and
that better relations lead to the promotion of the goals
of the Helsinki Final Act and thus "contribute to greater
respect for human rights and to better living conditions
for persons In Eastern Europe."
He also underlined the point that the attempt to seek
better relations does not imply approval of the Communist
political systems there.
This point was very much emphasized by Congressman
Derwinski who also testified in that he called for the use
of common sense; that the reality exists as to the nature of
the governmental system in both countries; that one goes
on from there to try to do better.
Counselor Nimetz cited the many open and candid
exchanges which have ensued on many topics, including
human rights, trade, security and other issues and that
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the establishment of MFN with Romania in 1975 was
a watershed in our relations and that continuation of
MFN constitutes "a sound basis for further progress,
and that were this basis to be removed, our relations
would deteriorate ra..dllnds.ifica.tll.

"

Counselor Nimetz noted that President Carter
and President Ceausescu have met (Apr4l, 1978),
and that they agreed to maintain a continuing dialogue
on a variety of bilateral and multilateral issues and
that "our paramount interest in keep..no this close
relationship is based on Romania's considerable inde-

pe~ln
d e

_in~e
_f or~e i_._ .p Llj y."

While Counselor Nimetz does not mention it,

the

role of President Ceausescu as a catalyst in the Middle
East crisis was very much appreciated by President
Carter, who himself did yeoman work in bringing about
the peace.

President Carter, in his toast at the White

House banquet in President Ceausescu's honor,
1978,

said:

in April,

"I believe that more than any other man,

including myself, certainly, this man (Presiden't Ceausescu)
contributed to the decision of President Sadat to go to
Jerusalem, and Israel,

to see Prime Minister Begin."

While President Carter may have been modestly gallant
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in his tribute it is uedeniabl
publicized,

true,

and it has been so

that President C eausescu did suggest to

President Sadat that he "go see Begin,

who is a good man."

What ig not as well known is that President Ceausescu has
attempted to mediate ever since 1972 when he first suggested
to President Sadat that he visit Prime Minister Begin in a
peace visit.
Counselor Nimetz also pointed out some of the "noteworthy developments which occureed over the past year,
since the last MFN hearings:
1) in August of 1978 R'omania hosted Chairman and Prime
Minister Hua Guofeng of China.
clipping of August 16,

1978,

(Attached is a newspaper

describing the visit,

marked

Exhibit One herein).
2) Last November,
ing,

at the Moscow Warsaw Pact Summit Meet-

Romania resisted and opposed Soviet initiatives as to

increased military expenditures,
command,
China.

consolidation of the Pact

and the maintenance of a united front against

(Attached is a clipping,

which quotes Mr.

dated March 20,

1979,

Ceausescu: "Never will we allow any

Romanian soldier or unit to take orders from the outside.")
The clipping is marked Exhibit Two.

It also states that:

"President Ceausescu has shaped an increasingly independent
foreign policy,

the onL..

one in the Warsaw Pact (underlining
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supplied,

to depart from the strict-adherence to Soviet

policy and the same article states that "Where the
Russians have broken relations with Israel and go so
far as to equate its Government with Hitler's,

the Ru-

manians quietly maintain relations with the Israelis,
and with the hard-line Arabs as well."
fact,

Romania,

in

was the only bloc nation to have diplomatic re-

lations with Israel for years,

and may well still be the

only one.
As further evidence of Romania's Independent
role,

he cited her strong condemnation of the invasion

of Kampuchea by Viet Nam.

In fact,

Romania also

lamented the invasion of Viet Tam by China.
Mr.

Nimetz also pointed out that Romania continues

to broaden its ties with the non-Communist world.
He did not mention it,
only within the past year,

because it did not happen
but President Ceausescu

has consistently advocated the abolition of the Warsaw
Pact,

as well as NATO, and has sponsored a resolution

in the United Nations calling for World Disarmament.
Romania,

points out Mr.

Nimetz,

is one of the most

determined supporters of the concept of European
security and cooperation.

As one might imagine,

this

writer has also gathered that he is quite concerned about
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the security and sovereignty of small nations.
He states that discussions were had with the Romanian
officials about the situation of ethnic Hungarians and other
nationalities in Romania,

and about'family reunification.

He emphasizes the spirit of cooperation,
exchange ideas,

willingness to

and attempts to find practical solutions

so as to enlarge the areas of mutual understanding.
states " Overall,

He

our experience convinces us that Romania's

efforts in these fields are serious,

and that together we

have built a solid bilateral relationship in which MFN
plays a very useful and important role.
On the specific question of emigration from Romania,
he reviewed Romania's position: that it

is not a nation which

encourages emigration as a matter of policy,

based both on

national pride and the needs of the nation which require that
Romanian citizens remain and work there,

so as to contribute

to the nations well-being and eventual prosperity.

He says

that the Romanian government has continued to maintain that
it will cooperate in the the reunification of families in a
humanitarian manner.

This writer has seen statements

by officials of Romania in which they identify their nation
as a developing nation, and associate their goals and situation very much with those of the Third World,
of needs.

in terms
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Counselor Nimetz then provided statistics reflecting an increase in emigration, about 50% more
than in the previous period.

He stated that our govern-

ment has expressed our concerns about the need to
simplify emigrant requirements and he is confident
of future positive Romanian actions, 'in this area.
He also discussed emigration to Israel,

pointing

out that there is a decline,

but that remaining Jews

number about 40 to 50,000,

with a high proportion of

aged persons. He does note that of the 450,000 Jews
who survived World II that 90

%

or about 400,000 have

already emigrated to Israel.
When this writer was in Israel last fall he noticed
the countless signs in Romanian,"Gratari';
places featuring charcoal broiled meat,
many residents in Romanian.

being eating

and spoke to

In fact, the head librarian

at the sister city of Holon was a former Romanian national,
a Romanian lady married to a Jewish man.
thing was that she,
difficult language,

a non-Jew, learned to
while he,

This is not surprising.
eign ministry,

a Jew,

The remarkable

speak Hebrew,

a

could not learn it.

When this writer visited the for-

there was a dog in the patio.

something to it In Hebrew,

The guide

and the dog nodded and moved.
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The dog understood the Hebrew words and this writer
did not.

Very embarrassing.

This writer

thereupon vowed

to try to learn Hebrew so as not to be outdone by "man's best
friend."
Following the testimony of Mr.
Mishell George,

Nimetz,

the Hon.

J.

Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of

Commerce for East-West Trade,

appeared,

and for the record

he stated that the Department of Commerce fully endorses the
views on emigration regarding both Romania and Hungary
expressed byMr.

Nimetz.

He attributed the expansion of

our commercial relations in recent years to the efforts of
both governments (Romania and the U.S.) to create a viable
framework and favorable atmosphere for the development
of trade and economic cooperation.

He described the numerous

conference and agreements undertaken by the two nations.

He

agreed with the notion that Romanra is adeveloping country,
saying that by that reason Romania has been eligible for GSP
status since 1976 and has made increasing use of this program.
Mr.
is

George asserted that MFN for both Romania and Hungary
in our national Interest; that the waiver is needed also to

permit the continuance of both Eximbank financing and CCC
credit programs for both Romania and Hungary and that MFN
for those two nations would accelerate
economic and commercial relations.

the development of
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From the testimony given by administration witnesses
both in chief and in the course of answering questions put
to them,

it became quite apparent at the hearing that the

administration

is convinced that the government of Romania

has made substantial efforts to comply with the Jackson-Vanik
The point was also made that this demonstration

Amendment.

of compliance is not made only at the time that MFN is up
for consideration,

but that the effort is constant during the

year and this directly contradicts the argument made by opponents of MFN for Romania who have contended that there is
a surge only at MFN time to put on a show for the benefit of
Congress.
On the contrary from testimony given by opponents of MFN
for Romania appear to surge forward at this time in order to
be able to put pressure on Romania to expedite cases of family
reunification,

etc.,

and perhaps this is as it should be.

But

on the other hand it is not adviseable to shoot off a cannon to
kill a flea and if irrevocable,
are taken,

hard-line and drastic positions

the results can be disastrous to both Romania antl

to the United States in terms of mutual trust and cooperation.
The whole process is
the other hand,

slow,

difficult,

and time-consuming.

one has the example of decades of difficulty

concerning the admission of orientals to the United States.

On
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What would oriental applicants for permanent admission to
the United States in past decades have said about the red
what would eastern europeans,

tape of the United States? Indeed,
the non-Irish,

the non-English,

have

and the non-German,

there

said about immigration quotas and restrictions? Yet,

het, been progress, albeit quite slow and at times quite
difficult.
Although in the example just used the matter related to
immigration into the United StateN,
here,

and not emigration from

the fundamental issue still involves the mobility of

people and the right to leave and enter.

There is

much to be desired about the whole question

still

of free and easy

mobility on this planet.
To return to the testimony of Mr.
comment,

George for one last

he stated that "The United States has become
behind

Romania's second leading trade partner in the West,
West Germany.."

He emphasized that "our overall trade

relationship is healthy and growing."
for one billion,

mutually,

Indeed it is,

reaching

by 1980.

This goal of one billiou was also underlined in a personal
interview which this writer
in the fall of 1978,

had with President Ceausescu

in Bucuresti.

As Romania turns more and

more to the West it should be self-evident that a slap in the
face is the least effective means of stimulating trade.
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IT IS UNTRUE' THAT HUNGARIANS ARE
HARRASSED IN ROMANIA AND SUCH
ARE DEFAMATORY
ALLEGATIONS
This writer visited both Israel and Romania in the
fall of last year.

In Israel an interview was arranged

with a high otficial of the foreign ministry and the question was directly asked: "BASED ON YOUR PERSONAL
EXPERIENCE AND REPORTS YOU HAVE RECEIVED,

IS IT

TRUE THAT HUNGARIANS ARE HARRASSED IN ROMANIA,
EXPECIALLY IN TRANSYLVANIA?"
Gobrin,

The official was Josif

head of the eastern european desk, and he em-

phatically replied in the negative.

A second question was

asked of him as to treatment of the Jews by the Romanlans
which Is treated later herein a full acount of this writer's
testimony about the incident is contained in Exhibit Five
herein.
A thorough investigation of this
Dr.

C.

Michael-TituR

matter was made by

who "wanted to find out the truth"

so he went to Romania too "see for myself without the help
of the Romanian authorities and in no capacity whatsoever."
In aword,

he discovered that not only is there not harassment

but that the national minorities have prospered.

He says,

in his report entitled "In Search of Cultural Genocide" that
"The nationalities there have all survived and developed
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around their church and through their church."
This writer also went to Romania to "see for myself" and
also discovered that the allegations of

Hungarian

harassment

are not only defamatory but that the reverse is true; that they
enjoy the privilege of having Hungarian taught in school to
young children; that this writer saw signs,

ads,

advertising in store windows in Hungarian,

in St.

posters,

and

Gheorge,

a city in Transylvania on a surprise visit, with no prior
notice.
This writer is confident that if anyone is interested in
the truth all he or she has to do is go to Romania and see
the conditions there personally.
would do this,

If enough opinion makers

then no amount of strident and raucous insult

could overcome the truth.
In the report above mentioned Dr.

Michael-Titus presents

facts relating to the multi-level ways that Hungarians speak
their mother tongue and enjoy privileges of language in schools,
theaters,

opera,

schools of drama,

etc.

He made a similar study as. to the German minority and
came to a similar conclusion and states with finality that
" The Romanians allow the Hungarians to be Hungarians and
the Germans to remain German,

and so on."

But no amount of reports and rebuttal can replace personal
experience,

and for this reason this writer urges anyone con-
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cerned to make a personal

inspection,

and unannounced tours and stops.
by Dr.

Michael-Titus,

including surprise

The foregoing report

with evidence of a flourishing re-

ligious and lay cultural lite found in the Hungarian minority,
was published in a prior MFN hearing and included in
Serial 95-33.
In another monograph entitled "Romania Under Pressure"
Dr.

Michael-Titus

states that "Ever since Romania was

propelled into the limelight by her foreign policy and it
was discovered that this Independence of views was not
ignored by the world, the pressure against her started
through the Transylvanian question.

It first started with

the mobilization of the whole Hungarian emigration of the
United States and Europe..."

(Page 10).

On Page 45 of the above report he reproduces a Press
Release with the following points:
(Issued by the American-Romanian Cultural Foundation
of New York,
Mr.
I.

under the signature of its president,

B. Niculescu)

Any political internal weakening of Romania will be

provoked

and exploited by Russia who is waiting for the

opportunity to enter, take over and sever leave Romania,
as it did in Hungary.
2.

,0-437

Czechoslovakia and Poland.

We believe that the majority of the dissidents
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are associated with and are the tools of Russia. As was the
case in Czechoslovakia and Hungary, the purpose is to create
such disorders in Romania that it would legitimize a Soviet
invasion and takeover.
3.

It is the the best interests of the United States of America

to support the Romanian effort to remain independent and even
to encourage her to free herself completely from Soviet influence.

(End of Quote).

This quotation from the foregoing News Release by Mr.
B. Niculescu corresponds very much with a "Scenario" which
has occupied a good deal of time in thought by this writer
concerning the dangerous geographical situation of Romania.
The Scenario has the following basic components:
I) Agitation and accusations of persecution concerning minorikies, especially Hungarians,

in Transylvania;

2) Vociferous accusations in Hungary, Bulgaria and the outside
world;
3) Disorders and uprisings fomented artificially- but requiring
the intervention of Soviet tenks to "restore order" by invading
Romania and deposing its present offialdom;
4) Occupation and pillage of Romania, purges and the inevitable
blood -bath.
Who end up suffering the most? The people.
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The Romanians,

like many other eastern europeans,

have the philosophy that it is not necessary to blow one's
own horn or to respond to defamation because "the truth will
eventually out" or "it

all comes out in the wash,"

This is

not realistic. Other ethnic groups make it a practice to
complain loudly and often on the theory that the grease goes
to the squeaky wheel.

This is realistic but the practice can

be abused.
A good deal of misinformation has been circulated about
Romanians,

and not just in recent times.

This writer has

written a book entitled "Defamation of the Romanians,

or,

The Evolution of a Particular Kind of Prejudice" which delved
into the welisprings of the various kinds of defamation in
question,

including but not limited to newspaper articles,

magazine stories, television quips,

the Dracula syndrome, etc.

It has been only since 1964 that the campaign of vilification
diminished,

almost to a trickle.

The last little episode was

"The Cheap Detective" by Neil Simon,

in which the villain,

once again, was a Romanian.
More recently,

the campaign has taken a different di-

rection and tack and now is centered on the alleged persecution of

Hungarians

in Transylvania and the matter of the

emigration of Jews from Romania.
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As to the Jews of Romania,

the number is now small,

400, 000 have already emigrated, mostly to Israel.
in the Cleveland Jewish News, July 21,

1978,

since

A story

(Exhibit Three herein)

tells of a new Jewish Museum in Bucuresti, which features "a
spectacular and poignant exhibit on the Holocaust years in
Rumania."
in Romania,

The story relates that only 42,000 Jews still remain
more than half being past the age of 60, "but the

new museum is one reflection of their determination to sustain,
and to

memorialize Jewish life here."

The story also states "The government is the only one in
Eastern Europ which maintains diplomatic and every-more-intensively commercial relations with Israel. President Nicolas
Ceausescu was the 'honest broker' in arraing the meetings between Sadat and Begin last winter."
More importantly, the article points out that "Internally, the
regime pursues assiduously the policy of encouraging cultural,
religious and linquistic autonomy among its ethnic minoritiesGermans, Hungarians and Jews."

Remember,

this excerpt is

from a Jewish newspaper.

It is attached hereto,

yourself, Exhibit Three.

•

and read it for

A bulletin was forwarded to the undesigned by a Jewish friend
and it is attached as Exhibit Four.

It states, vie a vie the cel-
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ebration of the 30th anniversary of the service of Rabbi
Moses Rosen as Chief Rabbi of Romania: "This celebration
was evidence that, critical problems notwithstanding,
Romania's Jewish community enjoys greater religious freedom
than any other in the Soviet bloc.
Nicolae Ceausescu,

In addition,

President

who exercises very rigid domestic

controls, is fiercely independent in foreign policy.

His is

the only Eastern bloc country that recognizes Israel, and
maintains cordial diplomatic and commercial relations with
her. "
Yet there are those who only lie about Romania,
spread falsehoods,

and

they would also seek to isolate her and

cripple her in the world scene.
No less a personage than the famous Romanian playright. Eugen lonesco has fallen victim to the Sirens' song
of defamation and he added to the campaign of vilification
his own lyrics when, last he advocated the boycott of Romania
and her cultural and official personalities. This, in spite
of the fact that he should advocate closer ties, and new
channels of communication.
hereto.

See Exhibit Six, attached

Those who seek to cut off MFN are seeking, ana-

lagously to cut channels of communication and are on the
road to boycott themselves.

The solution is not, cutting and

ripping, but binding and healing.
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Thus, it was with some perplexity that this writer
had occasion to hear some representatives of the Jewish
community raise their voices In protest at theMFN hearing
before the Hon.

Vanik on June 22,

1979.

Knowing of the

good relations between Israel and Romania,

knowing of the

statements of Josif Gobrin to this writer, of basic satisfaction with Romania's policy towards Israel (except for
the PLO presence in Buduresti), and knowing of the massive
emigration of 400,000 leaving a core of older and settled
Jews in Romania,

the reaction was of puzzlement. However,

this writer has been given to understand that at a later
hearing Congressman Vanik read a letter from the leaders
of the Jewish community in the United States that they favor
MFN,

but this Is yet to be confirmed by the undersigned.

The point In all of this being, that Romania's picture
has not always been truly painted on this side of the ocean
and the facts have often been the reverse of the allegations,
and zhat only personal investigation by those concerned will
ever clear up their own doubts.

This writer freely admits

that many misconceptions were clarified as a result of his
own visit not only to Israel, but to Romania.

Incidentally,

both are remarkable places to visit, for different reasons.
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No review of the MFN picture would bo complete without
mention of the unusual leader of the Romanian people,

the

Hon. Nicolae Ceausescu. President of the Socialist Republic
This writer is writing a book entitled,

of Romania.

of Romania,

"Ceausescu,

Champion of Pe'ace," based on the

truly dedicated contributions made by this man, and his nation
to world peace efforts.

He and his wife have travelled liter-

ally to the ends of this planet in the search for mutual understanding, collaboration in commercial and cultural programs.
and peace. They have visited 132 nations, most recently
Spain, where they were the guests of King Juan Carlos and
Queen Sophia.

Speaking of monarchs,

they have seen the

Shah Of Iran, the Emperor of Japan, the Emperor of Ethiopia
(when in power), the queen and consort of the Netherlands,
the queen and consort of England, probably uniquely, by
the Pope.

Special mention has been made of the monarchs

because he is, after all, a Communist leader.
Ceausescu received Nixon, then Ford, and urged Nixon
to cultivate the good will approach to China.
Sadat,

more than once,

the last time he did so.
Nobel prize,

to see Begin, and was successful
President Carter and he deserve the

in this writer's view. He as catalyst and Carter

as the actual mediator.
recogntion,

He urged

While the antogonists also deserve

it should have been a a later date, after the fact
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of peace and its realization.
President Ceausescu refused to join in the invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968,

and instead, the Romanians cared

for the refugee Czechs who crashed their borders.
of that,

Speaking

when American pilots fell, in the course of bombing

Ploesti, they were not pilloried and jailed,
Romanian people sought to help them,

but instead, the

hide them,

and aid

them to rejoin their comrades in arms.
Ceausescu was the first, and is the only Communist
leader,

to recognize Israel. The Chief Rabbi, Rosen,

is

quite

free to come and go freely and easily.
Romania,

under Ceausescu,

conflicts of Cyprus,

has offered to mediate the

India-Pakistan,

States, China and Viet Nam,

Viet Nam and the United

and-others.

Ceausescu advocates world disarmament and sponsored
a United Nations Resolution to that end and has also proposed
the abolition of both the Warsaw Pact and NATO.
He has refused to permit Soviet maneuvers on Romania's
soil, refused to permit-Romanian soldiers to be under Soviet
command,

and refused to contribute to the military fund there.

His has promulgated principles which,
world peace,

if adopted,

was insure

including the respect needed for small nations and
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the right of every nation,

large and small,

sovereignty and territorial integrity.

to enjoy its

He has advocated

a system of security for the nations of Europe and enjoys
the respect of both sides,

Israel and the PLO.

He has

consistently moved closer and closer to the West,
trade and interchange with the West,
States,

and

especially the United

has increased dramatically.

A word about the Romanian people.

When Nixon visited

Romania no advance announcement was made,
streets were full of people who,

and yet the

Joyously and whole-heartedly

showed an American president how they feel about America.
Their pro-American feeling is
historical tradition.

undeniable,

and based on

And as to tradition,

the Romanian

nation has been traditionally a nation of peace.
the

It has been

highway for barbarian hordes on their way to Europe,

and has been invaded countless times,
an aggressor.

but has never been

Ceausescu lives in that tradition.

It would be erroneous not to take into account all of the
background and all of the circumstances which have been
recounted here,

in evaluating the issue of MFN for Romania.

The picture must be looked at,

as a whole,

and on the basis of individual,

albeit,

from end to end,

important,

problems.
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In addition, President Ceausescu is becoming an ever
more important spokesman for the Third World, where,
like Tito of Yugoslavia,

he is much appreciated.

much

Ceausescu

considers Romania, as a Socialist nation, to be a developing
one, and it is incumbent upon us, therefore,
account the disparity of size, strength,

to take into

situation, and other

factors in comparing our viewpoint, as a large nation,

with

that of Romania, situated next door to the Soviet Union.
Nodoubt, if Romania pursued

another kind of policy, less

independent- the Soviet Union would reward her in much the
same way that it has favored Hungary and other nations in the
bloc with consumer goods and advantages calculated to demonstrate to the world that, "Look,

we're good guys even though

our tanks are in your streets."

Romania has chosen to work

harder, do with less, but to seek independence at all cost.
Romania,

as a developing nation, cannot have massive

immigration or emigration policy in that five years plans are
made on the basis of what they have and hope to get. Romania
had instituted programs to increase its own population by prohibiting abortion

and encouraging large families by paying

awards for children produced.

Romania has begun at a low rung

on the economic ladder (everything worth taking was taken at
the end of World War II by the Soviet Union), and by dint of hard
work has a high industrial growth rate

in which they have invested
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much effort and planning.

Romania invests much money in

the education of higher level technicians and professionals,
who, If they leave, cause a hole to appear in the five-year plan.
Thus, from the viewpoint of Romania,

which can't afford to make

mistakes or risk too much, being so small, the emigrationof its people is a serious matter since trained cadres cannot
leave in mass with endangering the very survival of the nation.
A weakened Romania,

including the reduction of its population,

is the advantage of the Soviet Union and to its taste.

The

attacks on Romania are a tasty dish to the Russians.
Romania has kept its word on treaties, and this writer has
found that progress is made on a quid pro quo basis. Romania
has shown her good faith in compliance with treaties and enjoys
excellent relations with Israel, West Germany and America.
This year's figures show higher emigration than before,
is a further demonstration of good faith.
laws?

and

What of her own internal

Does not international law require the respect of her own

laws as well as ours?

How far can we go with Jackson-Vanik

without eventually interfering with the internal laws of another
nation?

How much meddling do we permit in our affairs?

If MFN Is denied, there would be no more ability to exchange
views because the vehicle would be gone.

If the dialo g is

interrupted, it might be for good and would be a decisive step
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backwards not only for Romania,

but for us.

Why not increase our ties and bonds?

Why not increase

trade and seek to eradicate our own huge trade deficit by increase
trade efforts?

Why not maintain this zone of interest in Europe

which is friendly to us and not inimical which is the case now
in some many parts of the world?
Why risk another Czechoslovakia, as Congressman Vanik
said so eloquently at the hearing on June 22nd?
MFN should not only be extended, for for two or three years
instead of one. Romania has shown her good faith and good will.
It is time to show ours.

Looking at the background, at the

efforts of President Ceausescu and his people for world peace,
and looking at Romania in the sunlight, and not in the shadows,
ignoring the diatribes and the insults, and finding the facts,
we must come to the conclusion that we in the United States are
not so wealthy in friends that we can afford to be cavalier and
indifferent to the overtures of friendship of a small and gallant
nation whose survival, as welt as ours, is at stake.
Once before, Romania was rendered of its provinces, and
whole portLons of her peoples and lands were taken. The possibfility of it happening again, to a weakened Romania,
remote.

is not that

Looking at the reality, without heat and rancor,

with light and understanding,

but

it is to the best interests of the

United States to continue MFN to Romania,

and to accelerate

the strengthening of our bonds of friendship.
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EXHIBIT

ONE

The Cleveland Press

August 16,

1978

Hua begins Romania visit
BUCHAREST, Roman .(UPI) Chinede Communist Party Chair.
man Hut Kuo-feng arrived by speclal plane toda to ben a fiveday
official visit to Romania. China's
closest European ally.
The visit bring him to the very
backyrd of the Soviet Union.
Has 12-day trip to Romamla, Yugodavia sod Irm - shrewdly timed
to cokwide With the IuIMVe a
ry of the Soviet waslem of Czeeboslovabla - marks the smbolie e-

try of China as a Co.mumlst
alternative In EaSterm Earepea
affairs.
It was Hua's second foreign trip*
dne ho succeeded the late
1soTs.
tung - Hus went to North Kore in
Kay - and was the first European
trip by a Chinese Communist Party
Chief
196'!. since Mao visited Moscow in
7he vists to Comunist Idepen.
dent Yugoslavia and Independently.
minded Ro~mania underilne China's
continuing efforts to counter Soviet
influence In Communis nations
Tie trip io Ira'- which shares a
border with the Soviet Union - is
seen as an attempt to Introduce a
Chinese touch in that fast-develop.
Ing. oU-producing nation.
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Exhibit Four

Vol.

III, No.

4,

Aug.-Sept.

I

ROMANIA'S UNIQUE JEWISH

EdtdFei
[

COMMUNITY

Early in July, about 400 people--among them the Chief Rabbis of Israel,
France, Denmark, Sweden, Ireland and Hungary; prominent rabbis from the
U.S. and other Western countries; a large Israeli delegation including
Interior Minister Josef Burg and Chief Rabbi Shlomo Goren; U.S. Ambassador 0. Rudolf Aggrey; and representatives of most Western Jewish organizations, including Abraham Karlikow, Director of AJC's Paris office,
met in Bucharest for nearly a week to celebrate the 30th anniversary of
Rabbi Moses Rosen's service as Chief Rabbi of Romania. (At the last
moment, the Soviet delegation telegraphed regrets, explaining that Rabbi
Yakoy Fishman was ill.)
This celebration was evidence that, critical problems notwithstanding,
Romania's Jewish community enjoys greater religious freedom than any
other in the Soviet bloc. In addition, President Nicolae Ceausescu, who
exercises very rigid domestic controls, is fiercely independent in foreign
policy: His is the only Eastern bloc country that recognizes Israel, and
maintains cordial diplomatic and commercial relations with her. (But
Romania nevertheless favors full Israeli withdrawal to the 1967 borders
and recognition of the PLO.)
At the end of World War I, 425,000 of Romania's pre-war Jewish population
of about 800,000 remained. But during the past two decades the Government has intermittently relaxed its emigration barriers, and some 300,000
Jews left the country, the overwhelming majority bound for Israel. More
recently, the gates were narrowed once more; only 1,300 Jews emigrated
in 1977; and though the. Government promised to increase the figure in
1978, statistics thus far fail to document any liberalization.
The English-language booklet published by the Government for Rabbi Rosen's
anniversary reports that there are now 40,000 Jews in Romania, half of
them in Bucharest, the rest in outlying communities with Jewish populations
ranging from 30 to 2,500. (If some statistics in the booklet seem questionable, the reason is probably the Government's demonstrable unfamiliarity
with Jewish affairs.) There are 120 synagogues in Romania--a number of
them restored and well preserved- -and daily morning and evening prayers
are conducted in 61 of them. Some 600 children in 24 cities and towns
attend Talmud Torahs (four are large enough to have their own orchestras).
Last year, there were 19 collective Passover seders around the country.
Thanks to generous financial help from the Joint Distribution Committee,
every Jewish community has its burial society. There are 15 mikvoth, and
12 shochtim (ritual slaughterers) provide kosher meat to every group of
Institule of Human R*Uons, 165 East 56 Sroot, Now York N*w Yod4 10022

SO-437 0 - 80 - 31
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ten Jews or more. About 2500 people in various cities eat in kosher
restaurants, often free of charge. There are ten old-age homes servia8
the Jewish sed, and 700 elderly people living at h
ae
are served "meals

on wheels" every day.

Considering that not lons ago it was necessary to convince Romanian
authorities that Judaism embraces more than ritual prayer and perhaps
social service, Jewish cultural activity in Romania today is extraordinary.
A bi-sonthly publication, Rev~sts Cultului Moaic (Mosaic Cultural Review),

copies of which are sent to Ue U.S .S.,

reaureas pages in Romanian,

Yiddish and Hebrew. A Jewish Museum opened last January. At Rabbi
Rosen's anniversary dinner, ueats heard excellent performances, mostly
in Hebrew, by a choir, a string ensemble, even an ear-splitting rock band.
How lonf can all this last? The inspiration for such religious and
cultural activity--indeed the backbone of the whole Jewish communal
structure--is Chief Rabbi Rosen, and no comparably effective successor
is in sight. Intermarriage is frequent, and many more young people than
old are emigratin when they can, leaving behind an ever more agIng Jewish population. In addition, there is a severe shortage of rabb is,
teach
hers and other community functionaries.
Why did the Romanian Government put so much effort into Rabbi Rosen's
anniversary celebration? Some observers suspect the celebration was
"staged" to impress the U.S. Congress, which can grant, or deny, Most
Favored Nation status. At the same time, representatives of East European
Jewish communities would probably not have come to the Israelis' party for
Rabbi Rosen unless they felt their governments would not disapprove--which
raises the possibility tha: Commea LI.e.nat-ions nay 60b'Wady to relax
their anti-Jewish policies a little--and to signalthat Israel is no longer
absolutely patria non grata.
Whatever the international political implications of the celebration may
be, Rabbi Rosen was honored for his leadership in building and holding
together an effective Jewish community structure and a network of social
programs unique in Eastern Europe.
AJC'* Paris Offie

Argentina: Hope for Democracy?
For more than two years after the military coup that toppled Isabel
Per6n's government in March 1976, Argentina was ruled by a three-man
Junta made up of the Comanders-in-Chief of the Army, Navy and Air Force,
with Army General Rafael Videla, the President, as first among
equals.
On August 1 1978 in a significant turn of events General Videla
relinquished his Army command to General Roberto Viola and will henceforth serve as President, separate from the Junta. The present Navy
Commander will be replaced by Admiral Armando Lambruschini and a new Air
Force Commander will also be appointed sdon. Thus, theoretically at
least, Videla will be making his own independent decisions.
The structural change, which moves Argentina away from a purely military
dictatorship, suggests that the moderate forces which have sought to steer
the country toward a more democratic government are gaining ground. And
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NO THE ARCADE
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TKIPHONS 7 -4
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STA'rzNT OF NICHOLAS A. BUCUR, JR., reaidsnt, AmerICa Romeaula
National Instute relating to emraio of MPN to Socialist Republic of Romania:
The extension of MFN to Romnla Is Impoftat lot VaMY re*ons includi8
thodswich follow herein. It Is important to Romanla becas Its leadership sad
people sek to create closer and closer ties to d West, and Is particular, to
the United tates. These attempts are mkt-Iateral in nature and Include cultural
as well as commercial interchange.
TIN overall volume of trade esn e betess lbs United StMe ad Romeals ba
been cited an having Increased almoIt foor times in tho period of 1975 to 1978, ad
that in 1978 it eached 664 million. Aetually do, latter figure would remlt In a trade

deficit as to the United State., but Infact be fgum Iscloser to SM million

since

sow of the contracts are ripening evie as we sit bets, and is soch case, the
trade Isbalace would be wiped out ad ao eqsdbllhium will bave bees rescJod.

h Clevelad, we bave been the benefiries of increased commetrIal sad
cultural esclsp snd in t latter situation, we tave Lad lmimrlee such as
Nadla Combeci, the Wdd.pl Choir, and other notable artists, plebesore and
scholars.
People to People Intercage Is of such vital Imposmas tha It may well overshadow even commercial cowslderations becauuq of the brtde that can be built
for rater ndrsandlg snd peaceful collaboration rtt r thas mere peaceful
In the past, when th question of MP for Romana arose, extraous aad
irrelevant mat te were Injected sad I wol eek in my tesdtmty to focus upon
some Ises which do bear upon the MPN situation ad the w iver Inwolved.
My testimony will relate to the following man points:
I) a mmsary of my conversation with a official of tho Foreign lalstry of the
Stat of Iarel, attack ed o d Easter Ruropema Dok. comcerig his eperinces
with Romania as to
treatment of mselorkits in Tranylsisl, i Romanla, des
em4gatton of Jews Eom Romniato Is trael
aid else ure, ad allied qestloa.
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2) A summary of my own personal experiences as to the treatment 1 minorities
in Transylvanla, based upon my personal observations while in Romania to the
fall of 1978;
3) A summary of of my views as to the perilous geographic situationofRomania
and a scenario which create# a model as to said scenario which concern the
vital Interests of the United States, and Romania, via a vim the Soviet Union;
4) The economic situation, already alluded to, and the trade imbalance which will
likely reverse itself In the very near future, and
S) the contributions made by President Cesusescu to world peace (which is the
subject of a book which has been undertaken by the undersigned).
The above, then, are the general themes which I wish to discuss.
ISRAEL'S VIEW OF ROMANIA
It was my pleasure and privilege to lead a mission to Israel last fall, In order
to particplte in the World Conference ot Sister Cities. We wer accompanied by
Cleveland's famous Singing Angels, under Bill Boehm. who made a smash impression
In Israel since they are Cleveland's finest ambassadors of good will. They bad
also visited the Far East (Japan and Taiwan), and in 1974. visited Brasov, Romanis,
one of Cleveland's first Sister Cities, on the direct invitation of President Ceausescu,
who bad visited Cleveland on December 6, 1973. Agin, it was my privilege to be one
of the catalysts In these endeavors, since one of the hats I wear is that of Cbairmn
of the Sister Cities Programs, Inc. c Cleveland.
In Israel, I was bcnored to also have a personal conversation with President
Itzak Navon and when I expressed my desire to Interview a senior officer of tie Foreign
Ministry, it was arranged Immediately. I met with Mr. 1. Gobr.n, head of the Eastern
European Section of the Ministry and I asked him several questions to be answered from
larsi's point of view and also requested permission to quote him. it was granted.
I asked him whether Israel was satisfied or dissatisfied with Romania's policy as to
Jews who wished to or did emigrate from Romania. He expressed satisfaction with
Romania's policy and conduct, saying that Jews were permitted freely to leave, and that
even that week they were expecting a visit from Rabbi Rosen, who frequently visited
Israel. In fact, I believe that Romania's Jews now number around 2S. 000. which is
probably the bottom figure, being people who want to remain In Romanla for one reason
or another.
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The one concern Mr. Oobrin expressed was that Romania permitted the PLO
to maintain an office in Ducuresti. the capital and asked that I communicate this
concern to authorities In Romanla (where I was going after my visit In Israel). Later ca
I did so, and was Informed that Romania was treating both Israel and the PLO
with even bands and that it was official Romanlan policy to advocate dat the
Palestinians be given recognition and a homeland of their own. It Is interesting to
note that Romania is friendly to and with both Israel and the PLO and vice verse.
It is further remarkable that of all the bloc nations only Romania has diplomatic
relations with Israel, and was the first such to create mcb relations (if indeed
any other bloc nation has since done so). Gobrin manifested gratitude for this
diplomatic recognition.
I also asked whether Mr. Gobrin hI visited Transylvanla and whet his views
were as to whether or not minorities, In particular the Hungarians, were maltrew-*d
there, or whether be bad received any report s of such mnatre. Mr. Gobrta stated
that Indeed not, be bad not observed any ill'tratment of minorities, and in particlar
not of the Hungarians who appeared to enjoy equal, If not better, tresnt than
others. (this view coincides with my personal views, as follows).
PERSONAL OBSERVA7TOMU 34 TRANSYLVANA
From Israel I went to Romania, to discuss the increasing of trade with Cleveland
and Ohio, to invite the Romanmns to send a trade mission to my city. and to invite
future discussions as to making Romanla the focus country in 1960 at our annual
World Trade Week Celebration. I also was privileged to hae a personal visit with
President Ceausescu to discuss these and other matters. I also carried the message
of greetings from Israel with the above contest. I was privileged to meet with the
associates of the Minister of Foreign Trade, the Secretary of the Sster Cities
Program of Romanla, Governor Dim'tracbe of Brasov (our Sister City), with Sec.
Prof. Virgil Candeaof the Asoclatia Romania, Mr. Peter Chelmes of the Trlbma
Romanlel, and many others, to discuss the expansi o of our literchanges, both
commercially and culturally.
While visiting Brasov, I requested a spontaneous. unarranged, and unexpected
visit to Tranovylana, which was done. I visited St. GQeorShe, with only minutes
notice. I took numerous color pictures of the store troms, the signs, the ads and
posters, all of which were in Hungarian. I visited a school of youngsters, also
unexpectedly, and observe classes, in Hungarian, with questions and answers by both
teachers and students, and I taped this. Previously, when I bad been asked whether
I thouglt that Hungarians were oppressed in Romania I bad to reply, "!don't think so,
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based pon my readings, the evide., etc." Now, I can say unequvocally and
categoIcally, "No. The HuOarisme most deflaltely are noatperscuted. On the
country they appar to enjoy rihts that the average
other Romanians do not,
In the eases that If you eoter a store which is rum by Huoprsass, they will not
speak to you in Romanian but is Hungarian. lhey also have there own newspapers,
schools, theaters, etc."
I raised ti question with President Ceausescu and be emphatically stated that
all Romansan citizens enjoyed equal rtgts, and that the Hungarians of Trasylvania
are also Romasnian citizens.
It is my view that those who would foment discord in "Tranvylanla would enjoy
seeing Romania pit at a disadvantage.. One Is compelled to ask, wbo benefit would
it be, to sea Romania degraded, boycotted, polarized and Isolated? It would certainly not be to the best Interests of the U.S. for this to happen. Yet, some of tte
vicious defamation about Romania is promulgated by persons who were permitted
freely to leave Romania, and whose very presence In the West is a deal of their
asertions and yet, they would advocate the boycott of Romania. No tees prominent
Notable dan the ptayrtWt B. lonesco called far such boycott. Rather than en ourqIn
the creation of new and better channels of communcation, they seek discord and
misunderstanding. The path to ww ld peace Is through btides of understanding and
cooperation, and not via discord, defamation and Isolation.
CBAUSBSCU'S CONMTR5U

NS TO WORLD PEACB

President Ceausescu has displayed a singular dedication to world peace. He actually
has pursued peace to the ends of the earth, having made numerous trips to perhaps
130 nations. He advocates the abolition of the Warsaw Fact, buatat the same time, also
the abolition of NATO. His government has sponsored a peace -seeking United Nations
Re solution for World Disarmament.
As previously stated, Romania recognizes Israel; did not cooperate in the Invasion
of Czechoslovakia in 1968; attempted to arbitrate the Cyprus disp te; attempted to
arbitrate the Viet Nam tragedy and has actively pursued peace and collboration with
all nations. Ceausescu invited Nixon to Romania. Nie then went on to China. and
also visited other nations with a. viaew to seek as and Ceausescu was the catalyst.
It was President Ceausescu who suggested that Prime Mnser Begin "go ee Sadat,
who Is a good man," and thus initiated the current successful peace drive In the
Middle East. If anyone deserved the Nobel Peace Prize It was Preskiest Carter and
President Ceauseecu,the catalyst and the mediator. It Is my view that Begin and Sadat
sbould have received it the following year, but then I am not on the Nobel committee.
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There are many other proofs of the basic dedication of Ceausecu and Romania
to peace In the world, and I will have to ask you to read my book, aftr ft Is
published for more details. It will not require a Congrssiomal approprlation
to purchase it. These instances other pursuit of piece, Includtlag an analysis
of the basic princlples of foreign policy of Romanla, with which we arn all familiar
and t ertfor need not be repeated ber, have been presented by me is order to
see the mosaic In Its eutirety and not as a hurried sketch with tersecting sad
mingled lines. Romania, If it Isto be judged meritorious for MPN should be
in the muailgt, in its totality. Is Its overall historical perspective, and as It
reLates to the best interests cf th United States. Romanla bas be a nation of
peac, traditionally, and has ever been exploited by invaders and cosqprors.
Yet it pursues peace tmscloucly and Is an eloquemt spokesman o sad with ds
Third World. .
Th SCENARIO
For some time I have been convinced that the obstlnte and highly voclhwlous
campaign of vilification and dsfamation against Romanialas been directed from
behind the scenes by those who enjoy seeing Romanla put into an unfavorable
situation. It Is more than coinlidce that attack on Romania are made at ome
In the same time In a ,umbwof places as though orchestrated. I hae asked
,myself, what would happen IfCeausecca wer to pass on? Or It Tito dies7 What
are the chances for survival ao only for the valiat peoples of Romania and
Yugoslavia. but of the other small nations of Eastern Europe In such contIngenc es?
To me, It sees the better part of prudence and good nse, to encourage these
small naMoo with stronger and stronger ties o frnlsip. of deeper cooperation
and peace collaboration, not only for their own best Interests, bat more Inaportaty, Mr our@s, for th people of the United States. It is IeIeto seek pea*
then war. Itto better to be friends than enemiss. It Is better to act respossily id
constructively, than negatively. Dasic common sense, and survival can cause to
do no other thin than to encourage more InterchngeW. One immediate way, now,
Is to *xtend the waiver and MPH to Romania. Mhank you.
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The Apeal Issued by "The Committee of !ntelleot@u
for a
Europe of Liberty" subeoribed by Alain Rvennes and aagen
lonesco, and distributed by AP on March 29, 1979.

The subject of Romanian-Amrioan relations is one which is
continually in the foous of our attention at the Ameriean Romanian
National Institute, end in the oourse of our studies and observations
it has become evident that an organisod campaign eiets against
Romania, and Romanians everywhere which is unjust, malicious and
viclus and whieh has been initiated and perpetuated by persons and
group who are at once uninformed and Ill-advised with eommitant
Ill-defined and sinister motives.
In the wee* of the tree world articles have appeared recently
in which spurious allegations have been published, attributed to
so-called dissidents of Romanian origin, slf-appointed and gratuitously
voluntary opposed spokesman for 22 million RomeMans, who in fast have
not appointed them " spokesmen, nor support their otrageos and
false assertions.
The first such instance relates to the attempts of Rev. Obeorgmhe
Caloiu, orthodox priest, former member of the Iron Ouart to mislead
the public by proclaiming f4solst-like Ideas directed to the youth,
which Ideas have been condened by history and hmanity. Reports of
such activities, if unchallenged, might lead same to believe that
other R m'a share his vievs, and this Is not the ease.
Other articles relate to Pavel Nisulescu, a Baptist minister,
who, frustrated In his own ambitions to become the leader of the
Baptist faith in Roma$ formed a so-called "Committee for the
Defense of the Faith", which was in fact a ecitte
of one, with
no followers, but which was accorded, in the world yress, a degree
of attention and oredltility which was undeerved SM unsupported
either by facts or followers.
Furthermore the above kind of defamatory conduct was given
additional ISpetus by one Paul Goma, so-called writer, who, failing
to achieve the degree of notoriety in Romania that he aspired to,
now seeks to create friction, misunderstanding, and the derailment of
the movement toward good will evolving In world public opIniom, part.
lularly vie a via Romanid.
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Insteaddaeting in a responsible and contruetive manor which
would create more underetanding and peace belusn peoples, W. Oems
with the aslstace Of PLado Free AwOe published felte and Paovoeai&ve
statements in order to sure for himself, cking again the reoc0ition
be so avidly seeks, public attention and material Advmneamen,
This conduct on Mr. Oema's part would not be worthy of attention
were it not for the fact that he has been successful in 0onvini
Begn lonesoo
an important and Illustrious personality such a"r.
of his point of views which is lamentably mieguided.
The eonduet to which we refer And which determined us to bring
world focus to bear there so As to cause Oma to desist is the
so-called "Appeal" Issued by the " ComIttee oftntelleetdals for a
surope of Liberty" at Goma's instigation, subscribed by Alain Revennes
and Udgen loneseo, which ppel calls for the boycott of Romana in
cultural and spiritual fields. The so-called appeal seeks to isolate
Romanias from the rest of the world and damande the polariation of
Roaa and its abandoment.
We are convinced that Mr. fgen ronesco did not realpe the full
importance of his act which has monstrous repereussioms and oonsequences.
Did lr. Xonesoo realise, a in fact he was asked in a personal letter,
that no good would com of this boycott end spiritual sequetration of
Romania? Did he ask himself, who is in fact dIstwed by RPlameats
actively independent policy: which continually orients Itself toward
the Vest and so Intensely advocates principle* on the world sene
bich are directed to peace, such ass
1) that there be total disarmament, including the abolition of both
the Warsw Pact, id Natol
2) that a system of boropean security be devised which protects the
integrity of emel nations, to well as large, and would prevent aggression
ainst the mall national
3 that there be no interferenoe with the internal affairs of any
nation or Interference with Its sovereityt, and that all nations,
large or mall, be treated with equal respect
4) that the developing nations be assisted to achieve their own
potentials without exploitatiol
5) and that a durable and equitable peace be established in the world.
Concrete evidence of the Implementation of these prineiples are,
for example, the numrous visits of President Ceaueescu and his colleagues
all over the world, In the pursuit of peace, in the United Nations
Reolution for Disarmament sponsored by Romania, in the role played
by President Ceausesou, a catalyst, in Nixon's visit to Rlnania,
the Soviet Union, and the People's Republic of China, followed by
his role in urging President Sadat to visit Prime Minister Begin, to
make peace in the Middle Zast, In which also, President Carter of the
United States played such an important role.

8v a of the detraotore &adv'ilifte of Umai , amked
thmoeltee the qmotIcm, ibo I the rea beaetoiaay of this dematory
o4sPtm, and Wbo to
s Othe
attpt to 1034"
.mSMIa ald the
v euwm aioepere psrate tae attnpteod boroott mad ompalp
of det IOm. In tPt are net such "" tbhimelves 4 me orfaenO
againet the Nonam people in that the et is to destroy the morale,
and anamsim of the Raia m peoe
to not eWAh wmINet a
ietrppesIft
to the V Aes In idmlob pnotmoc, rpsw siom, sd looltcso wa the
nod or lMt?
We eocme rs Icmesoo of moral molybility and IV rn in the
sene that on the one hand be dvooeatos oamnuIoatim bob*e pepes
(*e* he would not be a playwrijt or miter), and m the other hand
he proposes that the Aanan people be eut off fm cmmeaion and
social and cultural interohuu.. Is this not a betrayal of Uis ow
prizaiplest

a1t it io not only Mr. Ioseeoo wo mist bear the om of culpability
and reespomlbility for error In ti
situation, but all others wbo would
isolate a nation mut lock to their onsoien"s for the oomse no" of
sueh sate.
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i1
1.- Ever' one has the right to freedom of
uOvenent and residence within the bor-

2..
I am AUR,

S

den of each state
veryona has the rieht to leave any
country including his own and to return
to him eountr*

.!ONOTlABT.E OAIRFANIOHORABLE .E'?ATORS,
iECHE R014ANIAN born former POLITICAL.
REFUGE

in the USA
uine JANUARY 27,1i77-now a PFRYAfNWT RESIDENT of this country.
In My native country COTUNIST ROM'ANIA because of my CHINISTIAN and
AlrTI-COY.UIST feelin-gs and actions ' despite the fact that I was a
simple bumdriver( hat mean iA"COPMUIAT IDEOLOGY:-,.ORKER
I wasg%
allowed to attend a FACULTrrand I can't afford to supportCLASS)
a FAMILY with
low Ineoe.l tried hard to'eaeh a FREI country together my fiancee
kV
ANDRAS. 1e lived together she beean pregnant and he gve born to
baby girl-now 7 years old, We acted separately-to otain an EXIT
VISAS

because over thbre if one of spouses sucoed to obtain a passport ,his c'
hebr spouse and children has to be HOSTAGES untill the other one came back
frosi him or her overseas trip, For this reamon we don't got married,
She tried ubsuccesful to 'obtain the EXIT VISAS.I took the desperate de.
iesion to get undergrounds I crossed illegally the ROFANIAN-JUOSTOAVIAN

border in swieeining across the DANUBE river then I walked across all
JUGO.SLAVIA and I crossed

Illegally too the JUGO-SLAVIANAUSTRIAN border
In AUSTRIA I aked and I was granted with POLITICAL ASYLUM by the HIGH
COIISSIONER FOR REFUGEES od UNO of GENEVAThen with GOD's help I reached the USA where I'm enjoing the SAINT FREEDOM and all the opportunitI
e.'of a new life being the owner of a TAXICAB.
But painfully I w~s forced to-leftbehin In COMIIVNST ROI!ANIA as TOSTAM
1.- EVA ANDRASborn on MAY 26,19T,nl'teC.w,
-1IA?'C3E

2.-S1'O'- SErAK' 7, hvr MT::ER(Vn, "in )
TL(Ti N1
P 1.,
oe, I, Ant lo. B'ASOV .RO1'ArIA.
AT! TIER ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN IXIT VISIS FOR HER AND HER DAITTFR? IN ORDIR
r. :T 00301
TO BE RMINITED .NIT11 ME MERE IN THE USA AND TO GET 1IARAIED FOR
OUR FORCED SEPARATED FAMILY REUNIFICATION WERE REJECTED BY'SECURITY.
THE SECURITY INVESTIGATED HER UNDER [ARD PRESSURE AND THREATENP-.D HER 14:1H
CONPINFI*NT IN PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL IF SHI WIT. PERSUADE TO EMIGRATE.
-TWE ROMANIAN COWTJNIST PRESIDENT NICOrAE CEAUSErSCU HO IS BRfZHNEVts
SPY in the FREE WORLD AND THE TRAITOR AND STAIINIST TIRANT OF ROMAIAN
PEOPLE TERROR7SE THE RELATIVES OF AMERICAN CITIZENM- AND PRESIDENT AS MY
FIANCEE AND OUR DAUGHTER 7. In DOING SO I1- VIOLATED:TrIE PARIS T iATy C"
PHCE(l)1t7) Uj!O's UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUyAx fl OTS(1948) THE HEL..
SINKI AGREmF.f'BAS"ET THRE: (IN 14YCASE IN Rr'FERENCE TO 9IIXED MARRIAW.)
AND TTTF EXPRESS CODITION OF EASING THE EMIORATION PROM ROVANIAM A CONDI.
13OI WITH '.MICH HE CLOSE AGREED WITH THE USA UPON THE TRADE AGREE ENT
(1974)AND ME MFN in'1975,1976#1977 and 1978 too..
- I Joined 111E SIXTH SEVENTH AND EIGHTH ROMANIAN HUNGER STRIKES FOR FA19
LY REUNION IN THE USA AND FOR HL7jAN RIGHTS IN COVIUXIST" OEANIA.
-MY FIANCEE EVA ANDRAS AND OUR DAUGHTER 7 STHONA SELARUARE
ENLISTED
* US SENATe- LIST FOR FAITJLIES IIEUNIFICATION AND 17X T,PAPRIAGES HANDLED ON
A FIVE US SENATORS DELEGATION TO NICCLAE CFAUSESCU ON i:V 2o-21,1978 ine
BUCHAREST AND N0 STEFAN ANDREI TE ROMANIAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTER bY
A DET.EGATION1 OF US CosGRESS CONYISSION ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN
EUROPE ON PAY 15-IR 1979, Jn BUCHARIST TOO.
I APPEAL TO IS SENATE TO PERSUADE TIlE ROVANIAN CC01141IST PRESIDENT XICOr
LAE CEAUSEnCai TO ORA}T 7TlE EXIT VISA TO NY PIAFC- AND DAuGHTER 4*STILL
BOSTAG S OVER THERE.
I ASK THAT US SENATE DO NOT GRANT ANY LINGER 'TiHtFN TO COPYUNIST ROMANIA
.UNTIL ALL HOSTAGE RELATIVES OF US CITIZENS AND US RESIDENTS WIlL BE SET
FrEE AND UNTIL TilE VV AN RIGHTS 4IT.1 BE 'EINISTAURATrD OVER THERE THROUGH.
A GENmRAL APhFsTy FOR POLITICAL PRISONP.iS.
GiLD BTJSS AVERICAJ
AVRET. SRECIIj
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STATEMENT OF CYRUS GILBERT ABBE TO THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUIBCOMITTRE
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE, THURSbAY, JULY 19, 1979.

based upon my visits to the Jewish county in Rumania,
extensive discussions with Rumanian Jews who have, after great difficulties
been allowed to emigrate from Rumania, substantial correspondence with
Jews in Rumania and their relatives all over the world, and conferences
with the State Department and the American Embassy in Rumania, I have
the following conclusions
1) Tens of thousands of Jews would like to emigrate to Israel.
2) Although about 4000 Jews.left for Israel each year in 1973 and
1974, only 1200 Jews were allowed to leave for Israel in 1978, and
the number of Jews allowed to-leave for Israel during the first five
months of 1979 is more than 400 below the number allowed to leave
in 1978. At the current rate, less than 700 Jews will leave for
Israel this year. Thus there has been a decline from about 4000 in
1973 and 1974 to less than 700 in 1979, a decline in excess of 80%.
o3) The procedure to apply for an exit visa is extremely difficult and
has become even more tortuous during the past year* The request for
a visa is sometimes denied or it takes years before approval io
granted. The applicant is frequently subject to harassment and
persecution during this long period without any assurance that he
will ever receive the visa, and therefore many Jews are too
frightened to apply.
4) An effective monitoring system is necessary to ameliorate this
situation, and the current monitoring system has failed.
5) An extension of the waiver at this time after the enormous decline
in the number of Jews allowed to leave for Israel in recent years and af°"
teethe further increase this year in difficulties placed in the path
of applicants for exit visas would be contrary to America's
humanitarian policy as expressed in Section 402 of the 1974 Trade
Act which we are considering today and, of course, the letter and
spirit of the Helsinki Accord.
I am an attorney by profession, but I have been active in
Jewish affairs for many years and have worked as a volunteer to help
Jews who seek to emigrate from Rumania. During my trips to Rumania,
many Jews who had applied for an exit visa- told me how they were followed,
how their phones were tapped, how they had been fired from their jobs,
etc. Many of those who had not applied told me they wanted desperately
to leave but knew that if they applied they may immediately be fired
and might have to wait years to receive an exit visa, should it ever be
granted, without any source of income to support them and their children.
They advised me that the census figure.. for the number of Jews in
Rumania was erroneous because many Jews were afraid to tell the census
taker they were Jewish and sonte Census takers discouraged Jews from
calling themselves Jewish. Estimates of the number of Jews rhnnaining
in Rumania ranged from about 50,000 to 100,000 and my best guess of the
total would be around 70,000. As mentioned above, whereas approximately
4000 Jews a year were permitted to emigrate to Israel in 1973 and 1974,
it appears that loss than 700 Jews, which is less than 20% of the
prior number, will be allowed to go to Israel this year. Some of the
older Jews in Rumania receive support, care and aid from the Joint
Distribution Conmittee supported by tho (Init.I Jewi.sh Alppoal and f cal too
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old to emigrate# but the overwhelming proportion of the younger Jews
and some of the older ones are eager to move to Israel and be reunited
with their families there. Although synagogues may exist in Rumania,
everyone is required to work on Saturday so the only Jews able to attend
Sabbath morning servios are those who are retired. Although kosher
food and other religious observances may be maintained, this limited form
of Jewish life does not ooepare with the full Jewish existence available
in Israel, and the Rumanian Jews long to join their families in Israel.
There are now about 300,000 Rumanian Jews living in Israel, most having
left Rumania just after the end of World War II so those left in
Rumania frequently have almost their entire family in Israel.
Although most of the estimated 70,000 Jews in Rumania want
to emigrate, a complex and tortuous application procedure 'for an exit
visa has been instituted by the Rumanian government not only to delay
seriously and unnecessarily the length of time an applicant must wait
for an exit visa but also to intimidate, frighten and discourage Jews
from asking for exit visas. Until a couple of years ago, a person
wishing to emigrate completed a large application form and then would
wait many months or years for a response. A couple of year ago, the
Rumanian government instituted a new procedure whereby the applicant must
first complete a brief preliminary request form. Only if this is
approved does he receive the large application form. (Jews in Bucharest
suspect the reason for the change is so that when a member of Congress
asks about an individual seeking to emigrate, the Rumanian Ambassador
can say he hasn't even applied to leave, when in reality the government
has rejected his preliminary request and refused to give him an
application form.) After the applicant submits the preliminary request,
a delay of several months normally follows and then he is summoned to
a meeting at the People's Council in the area where he works. There he
is frequently humiliated and advised to withdraw his request. If he
refuses, heAs often threatened and told orally that he will not be
permitted t3r-leave. After several months more of waiting, he will usually
.receive a .forn~al written rejection of his request. He then begins to
submitscomplaints with the hope 'that t".e decision will be.reversed.
It may never be reversed, or sometimes after a short or long period of
waiting his complaint is recognized and he is given the application form.
After he completes and submits the application form he continues to
wait with noessurance of approval. Just this year, in spite of
testimony at these hearings last year about this intimidating application
procedure and criticism of this procedure by members of Congress, the
Rumanian government decided, instead of easing the procedure to make it
even worse. Now, before the applicant can even receive the preliminary
request for%he must first place his name on a list. The4 at a later
tinm he will be summoned to a meeting with the authorities who will
determine-if he should be given the preliminary request form. Imagine
now a procedure where 1) an applicant must place his name on a list,
wait and then appear before the authorities to ask for a preliminary
request form, then 2) if, after waiting for a response, he is one of
those who is given the preliminary request form, he will have to wait
again after he has submitted it and then appear before the People's
Council to determine if he should be given the application form, then 3)
if, after waiting for a response, he is one of those who is given the
.application form, he wili, after submitting the application fore) have to
wait once again for the government's response, then 4).if his application
form in approved hp will have to obtain and submit to the goverrouont
dozens of documents regarding his home, his job, etc., then 5) if those
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documents are 11 in order his exit visa will -finally be granted. At
all of these steps, applicants are rejected, but since an applicant has
already announced his desire to emigrate from the beginning of this
tortuous procaling, he is frequently subjected during this long period
of time to harassment and persecution such as being followed, having
his phone tapped and being fired from his job so that he is obliged to
remain in Rumania but with no source of income. Is there any doubt, in
the face of this procedure which gets wore each year. that the Rumanian
government has decided to violate the terms of the Helsinki Accord and
the .provisions of the Jackson-Vanik amendment and to disregard the
repeated requests of members of Congress for an easing of the Rumanian
application procedure? Can anyone doubt that this procedure and the
accompanying persoaution make many Jews who want to leave too frightened
to take the first step and put their names on the list for the exit visa?
The Congress can help to solve the problem of reunLfication
of Rumanian Jews with their families in Israel. The solution lies in
an effective monitoring systems a monitoring system which not only
reviews emigration from Rumania and describes the hardships and
difficulties involved, but also causes a real and substantial improvement
in Rumania's performance. With respect to Jewish emigration from Rumania
to Israel, the present monitoring system has been a failure. This is
obvious from the sharp decline in emigration to Israel by over 80t during
the past five years. as described above.
Your Committee has helped Rumaiian Jews emigrate to Israel
by contacting the Rumanian Ambassador in Washington. However, your
Committee hears of only a small fraction of the number of Jews who want
to leave. Since Rumanian Jews know the Rumanian government opens mail
ad listens to their telephone calls, these Jews are afraid and unwilling
to try and contact your Committee. Also, many Jews in Rumania do not
know If the American govArnment will intervene with the Rumanian
,authorities to help them to be reunited with their families in Israel.
Once they know the American government will help them and will bring
pressure on the 'Rumanian government to grant them an exit visa they will
be less intimidated by the application procedure and will apply for the
visa. I suggest the monitoring system be changed as described below
so that your Committee is informed about all these applicants and the
American government helps each one of them individually.
1. An offftal of the American Embassy in .Bucharest or a staff official
of this Committee assigned to Bucharest should mix in the Jewish
community and advise Jews that the Embassy and your Committee want to
know if they apply to leave for Israel and are prepared to intervene on
their behalf.
2. Jews who apply for exit visas to Israel should be advised they can
notify this American official of each step they take and the Rumanian
government takes in the application procedure.
3. The American officbi should formally intervene with the Rumanian
foreign office on behalf of each applicant and should inquire regularly
(weekly or monthly) with the Rumanian foreign office about progress on
his case to assure the procedure is expedited and to assure there is no
harassment or persecution of the individual such as loss of job or
police interrogation as frcquontly seocurs now.
4. The American official should report back regularly to your Committee
about the progress on each individual case.
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This is a modest proposal. at minimal expense to assist
many people who need your help desperately and is in accordance with the
Administration's statements that America is interested in assuring human
rights around the world.
I am proud as an American of our government's concern for
human rights around the world, for free emigration, for reunification of
families. But how shallow our words must a pear when year after year,
despte the constant expression of concern by this Comittee and other
I" ors of Congress, the Rumanian government decreases the number of
Jews allowed to join their families in Israel and makes the application
procedure even more tortuous than the preceding year. With emigration
of Rumanian Jews to Israel down by-S0% and the application procedure a
terrifying example of Rumania's disregard for the principle of free
emigration, it is time to deny the waiver of the freedom of emd.gration
requirements with respect to Rumania.
It is time to deny most-favorednation trade privileges to Rumania until concrete evidence is provided
by the Rumanian government that the application procedure has been
changed completely'and free emigration will be permitted.
Rumania's
strong desire for trade with America will encourage her to change her
emigration policies quickly, and the Jackson-Vanik Amendment will have
effectively assisted numerous individuals to live free from persecution

and to be reunited with their families.
, J,. 6
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RUMANIAN JEWS SEEKING TO EMIGRATE

1.

Alex and Elisabeth Abramovici
(and their daughter Anda)
Aleia Creatiei 110/12
Timisoara, Rumania
Alex's parents also want to emigrate.
Rudolf and Therese Abramovici
Aleia Creatiei 10/21
Timisoara, Rumania

2.

Rodica Aronescu
Calei Calarasi St. 196
Bucharest, Rumania

3.

Mihai arA Irina Babus
(and her mother Henriette AnghelovicD
23 Blvd. Ion Sulea, sc. 3, 4104
Bucharest, Rumania

4.

Eddy Barash
Alea Lipanesti No. 2
Bl. J21, sc. B, et. 1, ap. 14
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania

5.

Haghes Belinstein
Sos Stefan cel Mare No. 1
BI. 1, sc. 2, ap. 64, Intra A, pt. 5
Bucharest 71216, Rumania

6.

Anna Blum
52 Popa Soare St.
Bucharest, Rumania

7.

Mihaela Cohn
Petre Ionescu 6
Bl. 6B, an. 1
Sector 4
Ducharest, Rumania
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8.

Liviu and Natalia Damian
(and their daughter Doris)
Sperantei St. 21
Sector 2
Bucharest, Rumania
Liviu's parents also want to leave.
Vasile and Cecilia Damian
Costach Negri St. 25
Sector 6
Bucharest, Rumania

.9. Nissim Doru
Suren Spandarian St. nr. 5
Bl. 0 D 21 B., sc. E, ap. 207
Bucharest, Rumania
10.

Manoil and Doina Faibish
111 Dorobanti Road
Bl. 9A, ap. 227
Bucharest, Rumania

11.

Harry and Rodika Flomin
Partizanilor Street 39
Bl. C23, ap. 46
Tiglina 1
Galati 6200, Rumania

12.

Agneta Freudlich
Tirografei S.t. 1, ap.
Cluj-Napoca, Rumania

13.

Eugen Fundulea
St. N. Balcescu 55
Bl. 8, ap. 36
Buzau, Rumania
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14.

Marta Ghoorghiu
Bulevardul Cosbue
Bl. MI, ap. 16
Galati
COD. 6200

Rumania
15.

Beniamin and Musa Goldemberg
(and their daughters Paula and Magda and his mother)
Soseanu Oinac 48
Bl. H3, sc. B, ap. 22
Giurgiu, Judetul Ilfov
Rumania

16.

Sergiu and Mihaela Gorun
Str. Ciucea 8
Bl. L 18
Bucharest 74696, Rumania

17.

Silviu and Monica Grunberg
Cartier Cornisa
Bi. Turn 6, et. 1, ap. 7, sc. B
Bacau, Rumania

18.

Rozalia Helmer
Str. Stefan Furtuna 2
Timisoara, Rumania

19.

Radu and Gherghina Iliescu
.5 N. Grigorescu St.
Arad, Rumania

20., Yosef and Marianna Imnerg
(and their children Arondin and Maura)
Str. Gheorghe Lazar 27
Et. 2, ap. 12
1900 Timisoara, Rumania
Marianna's parents also want to leave.
Burah and Tica Wolf

Str. 7 November 25
B14 3, sc. C, ap. 3
Husi, Rumania
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21.

Adrian IosifescuRomulus Street 75
Et. 1, ap. 6
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania

22.

Viorica Jancu
9 Av. Protopopescu
Bucharest, Rumania

23.

Andrel and Anca Kantar
(Although they are married, their applications
for exit visas giVe the addresses of their parents)
Andrei Kantar
Anca Kantar
Negustori St. 14
Antim St. 12
Sector 4
Sector 6
Bucharedt, Rumania
Bucharest, Rumania

24.

Lili Kovacs
(and her daughter Vera and her son Andrei)
Ferentari St. 72

Bi. 4C, ap. 23
Bucharest, Rumania
25.

Irina Lazaride
Str. Costache Balacesev 24, an. 3
Sector 7
Bucharest, Rumania

26.

Victor Manescu
Sos M. Bravu, 42-62
Bi. P8, ap. 94
Bucharest, Rumania

27.

Sascha and Miriam Masterman
(and their son Dan)
105 Calea Grivitei
Bucharest, Rumania
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28.

Salmon Meier
Calcaina Street 6
lasi, Rumania

29.

Dan and Tania 14iclea-Anculia
75124 Bd. Dimitrie Cantemir No. 35A
Bi. A2, sc. B, et. 5
Sector 5
Bucharest, Rumania

30.

Sorin and Ada-Adelina Moisi
(and their son Marc-Daniel)
Remus Street 10
Et. 2, ap. 3
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania

31.

Alexandru and Liliana Mararu
Poenaru Bordea No. 6
Ap. 9
Sector 5
Bucharest 70502, Rumania

32.

Armand and Cecilia Moscovici
(and their children Silvia and Daniel)
Str. Huedin No. 10
B1. D19, sc. 4, et. 3, ap. 56
Bucharest, Rumania

33.

Anton and Maria Negrea
(and five children)
Bd. Magheru 9
Sc.l, et. 1, ap. 1
Sector 1
Bucharest, Rumania
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34.

Ramono and Marietta Neumann
Splaiul Independentei 193, ap. 30
Sector 7
Bucharest 77201, Rumania
Their daughter and her husband also want to leave.
Marian and Sibyl Patrascu
Bd. Marasti 61
Bucharest 71331, Rumania
Ramono's father also wants to leave.
Nuhim Neumann
Str. Justitiei 29
Bucharest, Rumania

35.

Ileana Olga Raileanu
(and her children Iulia and Barbara)
Str. Bucium No. 32
Iasi, Rumania

36.

Liza Marie Ramniceanu
(and her daughter Florentina)
2A Principatele Unite
Bucharest, Rumania

37.

Sergiu and Ruxandra Ratescu
(and their son Sebastian)
Str. Liviu Rebreanu no. 7
B1. 51, et. 8, ap. 123
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania
Sergiu's mother also wants to emigrate.
Jeana Ratescu
B-dul Muncii no. 94
B1. 1/B, et. 1, ap. 3
Sector 3
Bucharest, Rumania
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38.

Ilio and Ileana Ritter
(and their son Eugene)
Ilie Pintilie Street 11/1/16
2675 Petrosani, Rumania

39.

Mircea and Margareta Ruse
(and their daughter Monica and their son Dorin Ruse,
Dorin's wife Doina, and Dorin's son Christian)
28 Racaci Street
Cluj, Rumania

40.

Iuliu and Veturia Satran
(and their son Robert, aged 9)
Aleea Lipanesti No. 2
Sector 4
Bl. J22, sc. B, ap. 16
Bucharest, Rumania

41.

Mr. and Mrs. Pedro Schein
(and child)
Str. Traian 34, ap. 26
Galati, Rumania

42.

Benjamin and Paula Schwartz
(and thir son Adrian)
Resita
Jud Caras - Severin
COD. 1700
Str. Stefan Col. Mare
Bl. 2, sc. 2
Rumania

43.

Simon and Renee Sfarti
(and their children Adrian and Gabrielle)
Str. Batiste No. 5
Et. 5, ap. 12B
Sector 1
Bucharest 70131, Rumania
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44.

Solomon and Estera Slima
(and their daughter Adriana)
Str. 7 November 25
DI. C, sc. B, et. II, ap. 4
6575 HUSI-jud. Vaslul
Rumania

45. Sesu Sorin
Str. Matei Basarab No. 2A
Gaiesti
Jud. Dimbovita, Rumania
46.

Gheorghe and Ileanu Stefanescu
(and their two sons)
114 Aleea Vergulin St.
Bucharest, Rumania

47.

Morris and Rebecca Terdiman
(and their daughter and son-in-law Lazar and
Angela Sfetcu and their grandson Adrian Sfetcu)
4 Pajurei Street
B1. B3, entrance A, ap. 5
Ploesti, Code 2000
Rumania

48.

Stefan and Manica Varga
Teodosie Rudeanu 3
Bl. I-C, sc. 2, et. 3, ap. 63
Bucharest, Rumania

49.

Leia Weiss
(and her son Nisen and her daughter Dorina, Dorina's
husband, and Dorina's son)Plutasului Street No. 1
Piatra Neamt, Rumania

50.

Andrei and Lilla Wertheimer
(and their daughter-Eva)
13 Decembrie Street nr. 14, ap. 4
1900 Timisoara
Rumania

51.

Viorica Wexler
Bolinteano 2
Sector 4
Bucharest, Rumania
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the 8th Ootober 1978

Dear Sir,
I am writing this letter to you ..ith the Sreatest hopse that you
have the :ossibility and ability to help me,
.I cone to you on behalf of my nephew, the son of my beloved dead
brother, who made many a requests to leave Roumania definitively and
come to Israel. One of his aims is to be with me who am an old man, ill,
and care for me. As I have no children# my deepest wish is to adopt him
in order not to be alone and that someone of my blood be with me,
My nephew is i
RAW.3CU 3,-;I0l1, son of my dead brother David, 32 years old, profession
arhitect. After working as a teacher at the School of Arhitocture,
as a painter at the firm of ANArILM, 3uoharest, and also as
assistant at the Faculty of Arhitecture, he is now - as a result
of his request to emigrate to Israel - emnloyed as an unimportant
architect in a small firm with a very loissalary, barely enough
for z living. He is married to t
aAT2CU RUXANDIA - born Vlad, age 30, profession English and German
teacher. As a result of her request to leave Rowmania, beeine
still a student, she was expelled from the last year of her
university studies. In order to complete her studies, she had to
withdraw her roouest for a passport. dhen she finished her degree,
they applied again for the passport.
They have a son a
.tATX3CU SB)ASTIAN - 5 years old,
and their address is i
Buchareat, Sector 4, Str.Liviu Rebreanu no.7
Bloc 51, floor 8, apart.123
Telephone number 1 47-27-23.
All the above have requested a passport to leave for Israel in 1910.
They have sent numerous reminders, but all the replies were negative.
bne of their reminders no.35294 was sent to the Kinistry on April 6, 1976.
Another one no.2867 dated April 5, 1976, was sent to the Department of
State. In one of the negative replies they received, was stated that they
do not go over requests that have once been turned down.
A year ago, in 1977, they received an announcement from the
Ministry that they have the passports ready. The number of the passports
were a
Sergiu JP802
R=uxan.ra PFC 80527

52.Z38

52

.-

After they hIad completed their preparations and also resigned from
their services, they were informed that .All tho matter concerning their
continued 2.
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passports was a mistake. As a favour he was accepted back to hie
previous job - in that unimportant small firm, - but was also laughed
at that he will finish vorking as a street sweeper if he again applies
for a passport. Iis salary is very low and it is barely enough for a
living. His wife is in the same position. The family is always
threatened not to a].j'l$ again for a passport. They suffer enormously
both economically and emotionally. Xy nephew suffers deeply because
of the emotional strain he is under all the time.
There is also a problem with my sister-in-law, the widow
of my beloved brother and mother of my nephew
RATESCU JEAIIA, age 61, profession pharmacist,
Bucharest, Sector 3,
B-dul Runcii no.94, Bloc 1/B, let
Telephone number 3 21-80-05

Sergiu s
retired.

Address i

floor ap.3
I

She lost her husband,- my brother David - who became very ill and had
an infarotus of which he died, as a result of their sufferings. She
also wants badly to come to leraelg but she cannot and does not want
to migrate v-ithout her son, daughter-in-law and small nephew Sebastian
aged 5-.
I personnaly am an retired pharmacist, 72 years old,
living in detach Tikva, 49465, Rehov Itzhak Sade 34/B, Israel.
My tblephone number is t 92-89-34.
I am a close relative to the aboves.
Besides1 my sister-in-law Ratescu Jeana, has also a sister
ARNON PARRI--'T who lives in Carmiel, with her daughter and family,
address i Carmiel, 16/B Hagalil Street, apart.22.
I beg you to intervene for my relatives, whose only
crime is their longin to come to their hmaland - Israel, to live
here as free people together with their family.
With many thanks,
Yours faithfully
Itahak Sade Street 34/B
49465 1each Tikva
Israel

02
16 March 1979
Bnei Brak
Kiriat Herzog
Neufeld St. 2542
Israel
Dear Sir,
Can you please help my family to emigrate from Rumania.
I am living in Israel for three years. I have got married
here and have a 9 month old daughter. The rest of my family, that
one
brother, a sister, and my parents, remained in Rumania.
is,
My brother has been applying for a passport since October 1974,
In November 1974 he renewed his request
without Retting any answer.
(meanwhile he made his army duty) with the'same result.
After a visit here in Israel last summer my parents decided to
immigrate, too, together with iy sister. My mother and my sister
avolied for a passport in December 1978. Before he could apply for
the passport my father died, leaving the family without his moral
They are living in a building damaged by
and financial support.
the March 1977 .earthquake and which has not been repaired since.
They are really lacking the finances to carry out the necessary
I myself try to help them as
repairs, being not minor damages.
much 9s I can from here. Put now having the baby I onn not go to
I did not find a solution to my problems, expecting my
work.
mother to take care of the baby, but I do not know how long that
could take.
Please, if you can do something for my family and help us to
inite again, we would be really grateful.
Below is personal data of the members of my family.
Looking forward for your helpful intervention,
Very truly yours,
Eva Maier

LIST O PEISOfIAL DATA
Kovacs Lili, mother,

pensioned

Kovacs Vera, sister, born 14 July 1946, diploma of assistant
engineer, working at a design institute
Kovacs Andrei, brother, born 23 October 1952, diploma of
asoistont engineer, working as a teacher
The family is

living together at the following address:

Ferentari St. 72

Bloc 4c, Ap. 23
Bucharest

lR)manla
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751M1. lid. Dimitrie Cantomir 3 A
7IL.AZ So.U et.Y
&ucharoet, Rlomania, eect.V
Mr. Cyrus Abbe
14 vest 90th Street
New York, HowYork

Dear Mr. jbbe,
"!o are appealin& our inbufforable situation to you in the hope that you can,
in some way, help us in our attempt to immigrato from Romania to Ierenl.
My wife and I have been trying unsuceessfully for over a year to receive the
preformular, official petition papers, only after the filing and acceptance of
which the omanian government will issue a second set of petition apors loading
to an immigration passport. Ve began this process in February, 1978. After waiting the pretcribod length of time after which we might have an answer, we wrote
various pemoriu statements to the Office of Passports and the Passport Commission.
We had no response from our actions, except for various interviews to which
we were invited by the Security Police, in which they tried to convince us that it
was foolish to leave Romania.
In the Summer of 19?8, I was the vietem of a freak motorcycle accident involving
a tractor with agriculture equipment. Though there were several witnesses, I was
never satisfied as to the cause of the accident, nor did I find out who the witnesses
were. Due to multiple log fractures, fractured maxillary, adndibular dislocation
and multiple concussions, I was excused from work'to recuperate. When I reported
to work in August, I found that I no longer had a job. No sufficient reason irad
given for this action, and since I hod been legally excused from work following my
accident,-l can only think that it was a case of declared haraarmont, well knoun
among those who are a pro'lem to the state. My wife suffered a sliehtor form of
,
u.the
same technique by,for no apparent reason, being tr'nsferrcd from-her job in
"%ucharest to another outside of Bucharest, causing her to comute more than three
,
hours daily.
Beginnig ongthe 15th of Auguet,we initiated a new series of hearings at the
asspert offices, only to find out at the end of September, that in May of the aims
year they had denied our petition for the papers but had"Somehow"oitted informing
us. We 'ent more written statements and were accepted in a hearing in November,
only to receive cur second official denial of petition in January, 1979. 1 could
continue, but I think you understand our situation. I have requested and received
more hearings and more negative results. V: are desperately caught in a mHe exit"
dilemma . Because we have asked to leave, we cannot find jobs, yet we cannot leave.
\Io turn to you, having heard that you might be able to help us. When we can once
asain breathe easily, without anxiety and fear, we will find a way to Lhow you our
appreciation.
Vi

Vith great hope and gratitudo,
Dan Nicolas Hillo-Anculia.
Tania Miclea-Anculia (wife)

P.8.

My wife was born Mroh 30, 1953,

6, 1948.

a

I was born on Doecmber

We are both arwhiteote.
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Poldi Moscovici
,2-72, AOth r't. Apt.6A

Elmhurst, N.Y. 11373
Phone: (212) 476-097 5

flow York, May 16 1979

'I am written to you hoping to get help for my brother and
his family %.hohnve been trying desperately to leave Rumania

for the United States.
ntember 1975 my brother and his family applied for
In

pacsenorts for Israel, buat the .um3nian authorities have turned down
-,their request reoneatedly.
In January 1979 anybrother's family made application for
nasseiiorts with exit visa for the United States and again,

they viere turned down by the Rumanian authorities.

The Rumanian government is violating the Ihelsinki Accord
and'has instituted a frightening and tortuous application
procedure for an exit visa and has harassed and persecuted applicants.
lay I be narmited to ask you to intervene in behalf of
my brother's family to the Rumnian Ambassador until their
passeoorts and visa exits to the United statess are issued.
I look forward to hear from you
Thank you very much"
Poldy ,oscovici

Armand Moscovici, born in Bacau, Rumania, on March 1, 1946. Chemical
engineer.
Ceoilia Poscovici, nee .milovici, born in Bucharest, Rwiania, Dcc.4,194'/
Electrical engineer.
Silvin I,oscovici, duther, born in Bucharest,Rumania, on May 23, 1975.
naniel Alexa-tder Moscovici, son, born in ljuchajrost, on May 23, 19711.

Their adress: Str. Nuedin No.l0, -1I.D 19, n'c.4, Et.3, Apt.56, fucharent
Poldi 'oscovlri, and m, l:1fr, indgratnd from Rumania and arrived
the Ilnitmul States in Aiirust 1978P unonsnrad by 11TAS. I'm working
-vitn
York, as a dnni gra eng.ineor.
nt."Lnawbd;. hfectronl cu" '.l\- 1 -l.I.
-,) ,0,::'.s-:.
1'.y oe ie,. ,.:i,,,i.: 1)d
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July 10, 1979
Dear Sir,
My friends Sasoha and Miriam Masterman, 105 Oalei Grivitei,
Buoharest, Rumania, requested an emigration visa from the
Rumanian government for themselves and their 10 year old son
Dan to go to America.
Sasoha is a mechanical engineer, a graduate of Bucharest
University, and his wife is a chemical engineer.
He has worked
for 22 years at the "23 August" Plant from Bucharest and was in
charge of maintenance until he submitted an emigration
application in July 1978.
From then on he lost his job, was demoted, and his salary
was halved. The Plant Authority considers his emigration
application a crime and instructed the personnel in suitable
behavior-to him. The atmosphere became so unbearable that he
became ill. He has now a chronic ulcer, is irritable, and his
family, so happy in the past, is on the brink of a break up.
heFrom January when he received his first rejection from
the Rumanian Authorities he has had 3 consecutive rejected
appeals.
Now he is making hie 4th appeal.
" beg of you, if it is possible to help his family to
fulfill their hopes and dreams.
-For further information please contact

.'

Georg Veiss
63-60 98 St
apt D21
Rego Park, NY 11374
Phone No. (212) 275-6953

-'
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June 4, 1979
Dear Sirs
I am a new immigrant in Israel from Romania. My
immigration has influenced my brother and he has decided to emigrate
to Israel, too. But he has got problems.
His name is Stefan Varga. He was born March 22, 1949,
,and lives at Teodosie Rudeanu 3, block I-C, Sec. 2, 3rd floor, apt.
63, Bucharest, Romania. His phone is 582348.
He is married to a woman with no citizenship, Manica
Varga, formerly Iliopoulus, which implies that she can leave Romania
whenever she wishes, without any special problem.
My brother is a systems analyst.
On July 11, 1978, he completed and handed in the socalled "anexa-3", a request for the form for the request for a
passport (please do not smile).
On September 14th, he handed in his
papers requesting a passport. On January 5, 1979, he was refused for
the first time. On January 18th he appealed, and on March 14th was
received for an interview at the governmental commission for visas and
passports in Bucharest, Calea Rahovei 18. He was told to make a new
try during the summer.
On March 25th he received a negative answer, and on
May 18th had a new interview, about which I have no information.
I want, sadly, to inform you that the newest point
added to the Romanian emigration system is to give an applicant who
has received a negative answer, the possibility to apply again only
after half a year.
Respectfully yours,

Ecaterina Cristescu
Ramot 43/23
Jerusalem, Israel
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July.2, 1979
Dear Mr Abbe,
We *rite you personally because you met us in Btoharest in 1977.
We are Jewish people and we have relatives in USA.
In the past some of our relatives were killed because they
were Jews (two grandparents, two cousins, ato), others, including
our parents were persecuted, deported, made forced labor. We
decided last year to go to the USA to our relatives. *In orderto
obtain a passport we sot down at the Passport Office in Bucharest
some biographic data in November 1978. After two months they let
us know that we are not allowed. to make the applications in order
to obtain a passport.- Since now we were refused four times. We
wrote a lot of letters to the Passport Office; two times to Mr.
President of the National Great Assembly (the Parliament), three
times to Mr. President of Roainia, but all was in vain. Therefore,
until now, we were not allowed to make the application in order to
obtain a passport, and our position is not good at all..
Please; Mr. Abbe, help us to obtain the passports.
Sincerely yourS,
Mihaela & Serfiu GorUn
Str. Oucesa 8, Bl. L.18
74696 Bucharest, Romnia

OENBRAL INFORMATION
a.

Claudia-Mihaela Gorun ts born -on "anuary 11, 1951.
Sorgiu-Mircea Gortin i8 born on January 11, 1952.

b.

Mihaela-Claudia Gorun (born Jonas) attended the courses of
the Institute of Architecture "Ion Mincu":in BTioharet during.
the :years 1970-1976, when shq graduated following a diploma
examination.

..

Sergiu-Miroea Oorun has attended the Pourses of the Faculty
of Chemistry of the Buoharest University during the years
1970-1975,, when he graduated following a diploma examination.
0.

Mihaesa-Olaudia Gorun is working since 1976 until now in her
capacity as a designing architect at the Designing Institute
of the Ministry of &tght Industry (Boharest).
Sergia-Miroea Gorun has worked since 1976 at the "Polioolor"
Plant - Bucharest, 309 Ion Shulsa Blvd., till January 10,
1979, when he was disoiplinitry sent to another lower place
of work. At the "Polioolor" I'lant he has worked as a
Scientific chemist.

d.

History of request for emigration visa to the U.S.A.
Applied for first time on November 20, 197e.
After having got a negative answer, presented a memorandum
to the Rumanian Authorities on December 12, 1978.
On January 10, 1979, Sergiu-Miroea Gorun compulsory displaced
from the "Policolor" Plant. to another inferior place of work.
Presented to the above mentioned Authorities 6 memoranda (on
li January, 26 February, 17 March, 20 April, and 21 May 1979),
but ineffectually.

On May 4 or 5 this year we were arrested for one day by the
Security Service and were told not to come any more to the
Passport Authority.
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July 2, 1979
Dear Sir,
My name is Mrs Josefine HersoovioiI living in Haifa, Dereoh
I immigrated to Israel from Rumania on the
Habonim 148/ZIX.
27th of January 1976. All by life I have been living together
with my only sister--who was also with me in the concentration
camp in Trannistria. Since August 1977 my sister and her
family try in vain to emigrate from Rumania to Israel. Four
times the Rumanian Authorities denied their demand without
I've never lived far from my sister,
explaining their refusal.
and I need her now even more than before, because I have a bad
eye sioknoes, and I must be operated on both eyes at the end
of this year. My sister and her family have already sold all
their things, so the situation is really hard for them.
. NowlI include data about my relatives.
I Names and addresses:
l.Therese Abramovici, my sister, 64 years
2.Rudolf Abramovioi, my brother in law, 64 years
Their address is Aloia Oreatiei, 10/21 Timipoara, Rumania
Telephone 43615
3.Alex Abramovioi, my nephew, 34 years
4.Elisabota Abramovioi, my nephew's wife, 35 years
5.Anda Abramovioi, their daughter, 9 years
Their address: Aleia Oreatiei 110/12, Timipoara, Rumania
II Iduoational -background
My sister has finished the pedagogical institute Maxim
Gorki, Bucharest. Her husband, Dr Rudolf Abramovioi, has
finished the university, he has studied chemistry. Alex
Abramovici has finished the university, he has studied
physics. Elisabeta Abramovioi has finished the university,
she has studied physics. Anda Abramovioi a pupil in grade 3.

III Job

My sister Therese Is a retired secondary school teacher.
Her husband Dr Rudolf Abramovioi is Professor of Chemistry
at the Polyteohnical Institute in Timnioara. Their son Alex
. Abreunovioi is assistant at the university in physics. His
wife Elioabeta is a secondary school teaoher.teoaohing physics.

IV

In Rumania in order to be given the permission for registering
for Israel, you're supposed first to demand a register list
from the police. They demanded this register list in DQcomber
1977 and received it in August 1978. After they've registered
to Israel, the Rumanian authorities didn't give them permission
to emigrate. Their demand has been four times denied. My
brother in law went several times to Bohareot to talk to the
authorities, but with no result.

Please in the name of humanity try to fulfill our dearest
wish, to be united again.
Josefino Herboovioi
Doroch Habonim .48/3
Jlaifn, Israel
Tel. 23135
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354 South Arden Blvd

Los Angeles, CA 90020
June 25, 1979
Dear Sirs
I am writing on behalf of Alexandru and Liliana Moraru, who
live at Poenaru Bordea No. 6, apt 9, Sector 5, Buoharest 70502,
Rumania.
They first applied for exit visas to join their relatives
in Israel in January 1977, and have now received their fourth
refusal for no reason.
Is their any help you can furnish? Their human rights are
being denied even though Rumania receives "Most Favored Nation"
Status in our country.
Please advise.
Very sincerely,
Mrs Dorothy S Gould
General Information
1-Alexandru Moraru, age 29 (husband)
Poenaru Bordea No.
apt 9, sect. 5
%.Ducharest 70502, Rumania
-.Liliana Moraru, age 26 (wife)

(same address)

2-Alexandru Moraru is an Electrical Engineer

Liliana Moraru has a Master of Arts (Film)

• 3-Alexandru's current job Engineer at Eleotrotechnic Co, Duoharest
4-Alexandru's first request was January 1977.
Large application was submitted.
Four negative answers received for no reason.

5-Alexandru has had no position advancement as punishment,
though he was eligible for several.

6-Relatives in Israel include:
Sebastian & Joan Negreunu (Liliana'o aunt)

Shlomo a Mclah -- 2819 Haifa, Israel

Josephina Negreanu (Lilisia's aunt)

Hotel Dan, Tel Aviv, Israel
Joshua IIorovitz (Alexandrt' a uncle)
lloruv Str 23,

Ahuza,

huifa, Israel
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Dla~ir ,
I hove lenrnt sboub 7or o': "nization and its aimj through a
-eeent find himdol in lorlol.
friend of mine Loracu Eugenq whl, "
We are a family composod o' leo members. IToiinn Huhimt 01 years
old, ponnioniry, liven in buchornnt, Str.Juotitiei 29;tel, 4l.27.0G,6#
father. ZTeuminn ?.IMriotto, my wire 46 ycnrr:- old, octroei at the.Jeish
Sploiul Inicpendentei,nr.1931;p.3O
Thootro Buchwest, jiveo in fucha.rut,
cod.f7201;oector 7. lM.traeou Sibyl * deu-htor, 22 years o.dc senrctary
ot the Racearch Iotituto for Boil §cicnco and A.roohomistrys 71331 Buchor-st, DdeLIr ,pti, nr.Gl tol.17.2180. Mitrigau Mriin, my con in lea
23 ye.rs old, student ,'/Ahe Feculty of Archito:ture "Ion Mineu",Buchdre:
tly von In low is of Roumanian nitionality but he wglshes to oigrote to
Israel %71thhis wife nnd with all or on.
AnM nyself UTfurnann Romono,. 51 ye.arn old, p'tistolon at: the Cernsvod
900
hospital lives in D.cursrct, Str-.Sploiul In:lopen,]onVoi 193,op.3O,t30
W7ohovo applied for the onri-tion to Israel an ll our neroy
relations (parent, brother gnd oirtern) livo there@
So my wifo's parents live in Israel, UT'zorct Elit,Reh.Hcrmon 1303/
,
17/1C2
:;tnIfni l"h .Ioleh Inn,her rintero Antoineto Paeker, Isrgel,
arael, Hfnifa, RchVerl ".7 Tel.53.67.09.
tel.533,40; I.Inreovici Ant,
Kaplan fipora, 3701 Henry Fludoon Pnrkwny.Ironx flow-Yorl; 10.463; her
brother, Kaspi How, Iro.ol, Affule, Reh.Toashu 69 tol.9 3666 and besider
we have other rlatiins.o
The petition or emigration we presented on 20.VIIIo1970 end after
6 months ve received the onswor that ott petition had not ben epprowvd,
without oxploinin'- us the reason.
Since then wd have pr-sented two memory alsto which we else rocoiv
o negative result*
Our poronts being old and sick, need care as at this ee every do:'
of life is a Gi ft from Qod, but yet we are hindered to fulfil our duty
towards our old porente.
This in. en inhur'nno thine, which moa:e us infinitely oatfor. Thot i
why we Pro arpoolin, to your Good will h.tplngr tht our problem will be
resolved as aoon cc posoiblot co thnt oiir ra.rente should be able to
enjoy our rronenco boinir unitod with the whole family.
Aftror havinz, tried here all we could, we condider you to b4 -our
loat hope.
Dr. Neumann Rumono
Respectfully your
Spl. Independentei 193
Rsetul
at. 7
apt. 30,
'I"
rarest 77201, Romania
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Mshe Schwartz
Kibutz Caluioth 3
Baka

Jerusalem
Israoe.

I wish to ask your help in the name of my brother and his
family who live in Romania;
My brother is a physician and he has informed the Romanian
government on ISOctober 1978 about his intention to emigrate
with his family to Israel, but he hasn't as yet received
a reply from the Romanian authorities.
Here are some details about my brother and his family:
65 years old
Dr. Benjamin Schwartz
Schwartz (wife) 61 years old
Mrs. Paula
Schwartz (son( 25 years old
Mr. Adrian
Their address is,
Resita
Jud Caras - Severin

Cod 1700
Str. Stefan Cel Mare
Bloc 2. Sc 2
Republica SocialistaV

Romania

If you need more information I will try my best to answer
all additional questions.
I sincorly hope that your organization can be ofthelp in
this case.
Your respectfully
Moshe Schwartz.

512
4 Vay 1979
Dear Sirs
I write to you about two friends of mine, Kantar Ama Nihmela
and Kantar Andrei ihai, who applied for a passport to leave Rumania
two years ago so they could Join her brothers in Israel, and until
now didn't receive the exit visa. Here is personal data about then
Kantar Anoa Mihaela - street Antim 12, seotor 6, Buoharest 70668
Kantor Andrei Mihai - street Negustori 14, sector 4, Bucharest
(Though they are married, when they applied for the exit visa they
gave the address of their parents.5
Kantar An6a - born 18 July 1953 - Bucharest - studied computer
science - Polyteohnio Inst of Bucharest - finished July 1977 works as oonputer engineer at I.BI..U.. - Bucharest telephone 312327
Kantar Andrei - born 10 February 1954 - Bucharest - studied eivil
engineering

- Bucharest - finished February 1977 - works at

Construction Trust - Midia-,1avodari - phone (at his parents' home)

552536

History of appliotion
a)Firot step - preformilars 28 July 1977
negative answer 10 February 1978 /N1o. 201969 Passport Servic
b)Second step - negative
formulasanswers
19 June101978
November 1978 /No.201969
25 February 1979

17 March 1979
27 March 1979

Eugen
Maon
Rehov
Ramat
Israel

No.13402
No.201969
Lerescu
lim. Kiriat Gan
Habiluim 47/410
Can
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April 22, 1979
Dear Sir,
May I ask you to help a very good friend of mine, Rodica
Aronescu, 28, living in Bucharest, 196 Calea 3alarasi St. She is
an architecture designer, graduating a two-year technic-al school
for architecture and buildin., after she had graduated high school.
She is working in Bucharest, in an electric power research institute.
In July 1978, a couple of weeks after she returned from her
visit to Israel, she has applied for an exit visa, in order to
emigrate to Israel, where she intends to live and to Join her two
uncles, two aunts, and cousins.
By the lend of July 1978 she received the formulate for the
preliminary application, prior to the application proper. In August
1978 she was summoned in front of a commission, where she had to
explain her reasons for asking for an exit visa. By the end of the
same month, Aupouot, she was invited for a second time to the same
commission, but this time she had to come together with her parents,
although she. is 28. Her parents gave their consent.
In January 1979 she got her first negative answer. She sent a
memorandum, and on M'arch 7, 1979, she was gr:szted an audience to the
Governmental Passport Authorities, where she presented another memorandum.2 On March 26 she obtained another audience, to the municipal
passport commission /Bucharest/ of the Romanian Ministry of Internal
,Affairs.
The Romanian authorities gave her another negative answer,
but they also told her that "after 8 months she would be allowed to
fill
in again the preliminary application."
Thank you in advanoe for trying to help my friend.

Name of author omitted
upon request, as family
is still
in Rumania
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20 Maroh 1979

10 Zeiorberg Street
Tel Aviv
Israel
Dear Sir,
Here is the information you requested.
The-person whose immigration to Israel is asked for is
1.
She lives at Jluj-Napooa, Str.
Misq Agneta Freudlich.
She
Tipografei No. 1 Apt. 16. Her telephone number is 13745.
was born in Cluj-Napooa in 1953. Miss Freudlich is a very
good friend of mine and I am willing to do everything -possible
young, but she feels
She is still
to herly her to come to Israel.
forlorn and hopeless for her future in her present surroundings,
as she -iishes to live a full Jewish life which would be impossible
if she stayed on in Humania. There is no possibility whatever
for her to find there a Jewish young man, and thus she sees for
herself only frustration and an empty and hovel'oas future. It is
therefore her ardent wish to come And live in Israel.
She studied
Miss Freutilich has an acniemic degree in music.
2.
piano an-I other instruments and she is a full-fledged music teacher.
Miss Preudlich works at present as a music teacher at a
3.
technical school.
Miss Freudlich has applied several times for an emigration
4.
visa, so f;#r without success:
refused 1 October 1977
-on 21 April 1977
refused 22 January 1979
on 4 January 1979
Prior to 4 Janwry 1979 she had again applied for a visa on
%12 JAnuary 1978 anI receive. permission to emigrnte, but on
31 Auust 1978 she received a request to unswer several personal
questions. On V Septeabe.7 1978. she supplied all the details
-hich bed been re-juested nnd thereupon the permission was withdrawn
and on 27 Deceuber 978 her above application i.as aSain refused.
On 27 Joixiary 1979 she a'-ain asked for perisission to emigrate.
So far she hi-e not reeived a reply.
• So fur Miss *-re,.llich did not suffer any persecution on ao.ount
5.
of her reqneats to emig.rate.
the particulars of her relatives in Israel:
The following, "r
6.
Her father's brother 1reu.llieh Joel, Ramat Gan,
Sd. Jerusholaira 83, tel. 03/746520
(b) 11er couisin Dr Lsatig Tiberi, Ray Meir Nacar St. 108,
(a)

Talpioth-Jcrusolem,

tel. 02/718489

Her relatives, in the USA are
sister Irene Stroll, Irvington 65
(a) Her ,olr's
Kuma Terrace New Jersey 07L11
(b) Eva Peterzile, Irvington, Oronge Ave. 199
New Jersey 01111.
Yours faithfully,
Zeev Zimroni

BEST Co? AAILA13LE
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14 Aharonovitz Street
Holont Israel
January 2, 1979
MXOyrus Abbe
0/o Center for Russian and East European Jewry
200 West 72nd Street
New York, N. Y., 10023 U. S. A.
Dear Sir,
I apply to you, asking you a personal favour and please
help us as muh.as possible.
After the war, only one brother and!I were left of our big
family. My brother lives in Roumania and I here in Israel.
All those years, our only wish was to live together, but his
only daughter and her husband preferred then to stay there,
and my brother and his wife didn't want to leave them. Now
they too are ready to move to Israel and applied to the
government' for an emigration permit, but are waiting a long
time for a positive answer.
My brother, Morris Terdiman, age 73, a retired lawyer,
his wife Rebeoca nee Finkeletein, age 72,
their daughter Angela Sfetcu, age 45, machine engineer,
her 'husband Lazar Sfetou, age 55, production teohnioint,
and their son Adrian, age 16, high school student.
Their address: 4 Pajurei Street, block B 3, entrance A, Apt.
Ploesti, code 2000, Roumania. Phone No. 23250.
Help us, please, to spend the evening of lives together. I
haven't any relatives beside this brother and his family and
my husband, and I'll
be thankful to you the rest of our life.
My husband Benjamin and I,. both of us retired, thank you in
advance and beg your pardon to have bothered you.
We-wish you all the best and a long life full of MitZves
for our Jewish people.
Yours sincerely,
Bella Herecovioi

5
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NI.8ViU DORU
Buren Bpandaolaen st. nr 5
BI OD 21 . 8o.8 op. 207
Uuohoreot A

Buoherest, 9.1o.1978

Tel. 87.5).87
Rom3nia

Oyrus Abbe
14 West 9oth street
N I W - Y U-R K loo24

-

U8. A.

Dear Mr. Cyrus Abbep
I nMieeim Doru 33 years old. a Roumanien oltisSA of
Jewich nationality, presently living in BuCharest where I vulk
as a mechanical engineer, Through this letter I come to let you
know may 0ases

More than half past one year ago I save in my Papers
requestinS permtion to emigrate to Israel whore I would like
to settle and establish a Cuil.y.
.After all my appeals to the authorities who deal with
emigration I received 5 (five) negatives.
I mention that in ay work I have uo access to secret .o
top secret information, to this effect. I have 'ocertification
from my place of omploymont which I handed in wdth my requoat
for emiGration,
Being this the situation, I appeal to you to help my
settle In Isrel where I would like to live snd work tosethe
with my people in its homeland as soon as possible.
II would like to hope that you will be understanding
with roeuard to my situation end will help got a passport for
Israel.
With many thanks and my high esteem
Yours

ly
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Dear Sir,

z1Tony

Schwartz, residing in San Diego, 6808 Hyde Park Dr.
Apt. A, Calif. 92219 would like to bring to your kind attention
the followings
I have lived in Republica Socialista Rumania until 1965, when I
left the country, having all legal necessary forms.
Prom 1955 to 1965 I was married to Mr. Fundulea Julian from
Buzau N. Balcescu No. 55, Bloc 8.
Due to some personal lack of understanding among the two of us,
we had to divorce in 1963; my ex husband getting immediately
remarried. In the present he has by his second marriage a child
of 11.
prom my marriage to Fundulea Julian I have a child Fundulea Eugen
from Buzau St. N. Balcescu 55, Bloc 8, ap. 36, age 20, graduate
of Buzau public high school.
In agreement with the decision made by the court of Buzau City,
my son has remained with his father.
BeInIg now over 18, and consequently away from his father's tutelage,
my son wishes to enter the United States and stay permanently with m2.
To that efect, he has filed on Sept. 26, 1978, a request of
permanent emigration, in order to immigrate to the U.S.A. the
request # 36329 was filed with the Militia Inspectorat in Buzau.
In order to support and to Justify my son's request I have filed
memoranda, and requested interview which have been accepted with:
a) the request No. 2874 of Sept. 29, 1978, is filed with the State
Consilia(ConSilial de Stat)
b) request No. 561 of October 9, 1978, is filed with the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs
c) The Ministry of Interior Section Vizas and Passports, on 27
Nicolae Tora Str.
d) Conaillary Directorat, on 18 Rahorei Str.
e) Finally on other request with the Police Inspectorat of the
Buzau County.
2/...
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My son's request was submitted to the County Council of Buzau and aproved by it. The following step would have been to
forward the aproved request to the Department of Vizas and
Passports on 27 Nicolae Torga Str.

on 30 October 1978, while being at an interview at the above

department, I was informed that the documents from Buzau are indeed
with the department, and have to pass an additional comity in
order to have the passport aproved.
I would like to underline the faet that my son has all the aprovals
necessary for his entry into the U.S.A.
Those are to be found at the American Embassy in Bucharest.
The American Embassy in Bucharest, has forwarded both to the
Ministry of Interior and of Exterior, lists with the name of the
persons eligible to emigrate to the U.S.A. Among them, my son
was one of three special cases they had.
In fact, it was insisted to have his passport freed the soonest
possible, because I was then in Rumania for a visit of 45 days.
Meanwhile, on Oct. 26, 1978. my son was drafted into the army and
ig now in Rimnicu Vilcea, Judet Vilcea, U.M. 01770, Rumania.
In all the-memoranda, and requests, among, other facts, I have
specified that my son has been registered for the school year
78-79 in the U.S.A. and requested the honorable commity to speed
up the procedures, in order for him not to lose his school year.
In my support, I had Senator Javitz and congressman Ben Rosenthal,
who reassured me of all their support in order to help me reunite
with my on.
Both have had numerous discussions with the American Embassy in
Bucarest, and wrote to the appropriate chanels.
I am confident that the detailed explanations given above, will
show the kind of traumatic experience I had to go through, as a
human being and as a mother desiring to reunite with her son.
I am further convinced that my pleas will be given the proper
attention here in the U.S.A.
In expectance of a positive reply, I remain,
Respectfully yours,
Tony Schwartz
Nov. 7,

1978

619
14160 Red Hill Ave. #61
Tuetin, CA .92680
April 18, 1979
Mr. Cyrus Abbe
14 West 90th Street
New York, NY 10024
Dear Mr. Abbe:
Friends of mine from the USA as from Israel advised me to
They know that you fight for high ideals, for
ask you for help.
the right of people to have their own political religious
beliefs, to choose the country they want to live in freedom.
Here is my story. One year ago, as a chief engineer of a
Rumanian furniture factory, I came to the USA in a business trip
and I refused to come back any more.
I have to point out that
my decision to defect was not taken in haste. I and my wife
decided when my trip to the USA had become a reality that it
.might be the only chance we had to end the shameful life we used
to live in that country and to accomplish something that we were
dreaming for 15 years: to raise our children as- free citizens
of a free country.
My wife used to be a professor at the University of Iasi
where she still
lives. She was not trusted because she was
associated with western friends, relatives and she refused to
repoy't or their conversations to the Security Police. She has
a "shameful, capitalistic" background; she also is Jewish (her
father was a victim of Nazi concentration camps).
-Short"time after my decision I have been granted asylum
I got a nice job, everything is going well here. My problem is
my family that is still
in Rumania. They applied for their
passport for the first time in June 1978. Since then Rumanian
authorities rejected three times their application. Instead
they took imy wife's right to teach and they gave her an inferior
job.
All of us -are suffering a lot for being separated.
I am
a very devoted father and husband and I live for the day when
they will join me here in the United States.
May I ask you to help my drea
Thank you.

come true?
Sincerely yours,
Valeriu Raileanu

The names and aIdressee of my wife and our daughters are
Ileana Olga Railewnu
Tulia Raileunu
Barbara Rail anu

They ar living in Iasi Str. Bciuma Nr. 32 Rumania.
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THE COMMI IEI FOR Tiff DENSEOFTHE ROMANIAN TnANSLVANIA
COMITETuL PENTRU APARAREA TRASILVANIEI ROMANESTI
Bft 34804. Deheb, Mkh~gin

4623

To.
The United State Senate
Committee oR Finance
Vashinton, D.C.
Attn. Mr.Mohael Stern
Chairman

July 25,1979

Dear Mr.
In supporting of the Presidential Recomendation for Nxtension of
Wtver Authoritylaade to the Congress of the United Statee,on Junel,l9?9,
regarding the continuation of the U.S.-Roaanlan Trade Agreeaen of 1975,
the Committee for the Defense of the Rcanian Transilvania resectfully
subait to your attention $he enclosedwStatenento"Prelred by our Committee
in this purpose.
Very truly yours,
President and Spritual Advisor,
I!'!VNAH
IDETR0117,
V.

V.Rev.Fr.Arohpriest Mihal Iancu
222 Vest SavannahoDetroit,Mich.48203
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THE COMMITTEE FOR THE DENSE OF THE ROMANIAN TRANSYLVANIA

COMITETUL PENTRU APARAREA TRASILVANIEI ROMANESTI
Bez 627,,Develt. MIigo, 41-14

July 2, 1979

THS CuOITTSE ON YINAN CB

8UBCOITTET ON INTWAT1iONAL TRAD,
UNITED STATS SENATE 2227 Dirkeen senate Office Bldg.
1r, Ohairman,
Pursuant to the recoreaenda.i(o made by President
the WN
jimmy CARTER on June Iet 1979 in regards to
extension for the next twelve months for Romania the
ransylvarila
Romanian
Committee for the Defense of the
recommenherewith supports President Jimmy CART'.R's MFN
clause
dation, and asks for the extension of the
for xomanla for the next twelve months.
I.Lver since the start of the .7Nolause for Romania
the manifold relations between our two countries improved proressivelly on all sector, proving thusly that
the initiated program waste and is a benefit not only
to our countries; U.S.A. and Ro.mania, but also an insti-.
gation for other countries of the world, to follow suit.
Appreciating your, and your Committe's effective
leasingg you in Christ
>resident

02=7 ==U%

d Spiritual Advis
)r

~*
U.D..

V.Rev.Archpriest Mihai Ianou
O:, : .Savannah, Detroit Mich.
222

*

482-03

'!e7ber of "?.Committee:
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ASSISTANCE

TO

MU03M

UNDER TE~ESPONSORSHIP OF
ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH OF NEW YORK,

(AROAR)

NEW

YORK

TIMOKY OF THE VERY REV. FWLRIA N. GALDAU, HECTOR of THE ST.
UR
ROM IWAN ORTHODOX OHRH OF NEW YORK NEWYORK& and CHAIRMAN 0 THE

AMERICAN

ROMANIAN COaIRIT

FOR ASSISTANCE

TO REKWE

BORE THE FINANCIAL C(OKITTEE OF
THE U&.S. SENATE

(ARCAR)

JMY 17, 1979
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Thank you for the privilege of testifying before you today.
We are very much concerned about present conditions in Romania and the
continued extension of waiver jfO2, insofar as it deals with freedom of
emigration from Romania-sa provided by the Trade Agreement of 29"4
between the United States and Romania.
For the last few years human rights and freedom of emigration policies
of the Romanian Government have woraened,altbough the U. S. A. has shown
nor understanding toward tbelr position.

In the pest, many Romeniens

who wnted to emigrate were fired from their jobs end subjected to all
kinds of oppression and persecution.

Now this system has been changed.

They do not lose their Jobs immediately, but are put under surveillance
and berrassment from the Security Police, living in constant fear.
are demoted to menial jobs which apparently some have refused.

Others

With the

Romanian Government as their only employer, they lack other employment
opportunities, and face starvation.
Believers and religious leaders opposing the Party have also been arrested,
tortured and left to starve.

This bas happened to Fr. Gheorgbe Cloiu-

Dumitreasa, a former professor of the Faculty of Theology, University of
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Bucherest, who in one of his sermons said, that "Marxist Leninist ideology is depressing and anyone believing in Christ should reject it."
month ago be was arrested and condemned to ten years in prison.

A

He bad

been beaten and tortured to the point of being completely disfigured.
When the Patriarch of the Romanien Orthodox Church arrived in New York
leat April 25, with the specific purpose to create deceit and confusion
among U. S. citizens of Romanian origin, he was asked by a Radio Free
Europe reporter about Fr. Calciu-Dumitreasa's and other believers' recent
arrests in Romania. He said, "I don't know about these people. We have
perfect freedom of religion.

If Fr. Calciu-Dumitreass is ready to change

his attitude, we will be happy to offer him the best parish in Bucharest."
During the last year, and more recently, many Orthodox priests and
Christiansof all denominations including Roman Catholics, Protestants,
Moslems and Jews were also persecuted.

The visit here from Romania on

June 3 to 17 of this year of a delegation of religious leaders,on the
beels of the Romanian Patriarch April'25 to May 13, was designed to convince U. S. politicians and religious leaders tbat Romania has human rights
end religious freedom.

We are sorry to report that facts prove otherwise.

President Nicolse Ceausescu, who is solely responsible for these persecutions, bad the audacity to state during his visit to the U. S. lest year
that to "promote human rights and fundamental freedoms is the basic
principle for international security."

When he signed the Helsinki Agree-

ment in 1975 he promised to honor his country's commitment to this cause,
but after he returned home, conditions became more oppressive than ever.
In conclusion, we cannot support extension of the Most-Favored-Nations

52A
treaty this year, or any otber year, unless the Romanian Government intendf
to change completely its attitude towards human rights and freedom of
emigration.

Emigration procedures and red tape should be simplifiedl

starting with the immediate release of those who applied to rejoin their
families abroad years ago, issuing passports and exit visas for visits,
and not causing any problems for citizens upon their return.
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
V respectfully urge you to look olosoly at the faots and suggest to the
President and the STote Department to review U. S.

-

Romanian relations,

initiate new discussions with Romania on poor emigration performance and,
unless Romania gives early solid evidence of improvement, reconsider the
Presidents recommendation.

f

In the mentime, the Romasiin Government's promises must be bald without
foundation without any solid factual backup.

Thank you.

P. 8:

y~

Enolosed is a list of persons who for many years have tried unsuccessfully to emigrate.
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H AMERICAN ROMANIAN COIIITEE FOR ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES (AROAR)
50 West 89tb Street, New York,N.Y. 10024
Phone: (212) 874-0490

NAMES OF PERSONS WHOSE RELEASE IS S(GHT FROM THE
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA

AUSTRIACU Dr. Stefan Dan Radu
50 West 89tb Street
New YorkN.Y. 10024

1. NAME:

, Cond. Entrant

PERSONS
INVOLVED: AUSTRIACU, Maria, wife, 50 yr of age

AUSTRIACU, Carmen Alexandre, daughter 25 yrs.
Austriacu, Octavian Gbeorgbe, son, 23 yr.
No. 79 Blvd. Republicii, Ap. 2, Sector 3, Bucharest

AZAKVIR, Petru, Cond. Entrant
1706 Woodbine Street
RidgewoodN.Y. 11237

2. NAME:

PERSONS
INVOLVED: AZAMFIR, Lucretia, wife, 38 yrs.

Str. Microraion No. 3, Bloc 24, So. BAp. 13
LugoJ, Timis, Roeania

3. NAME:

BILIUS, Marin, Cond. Entrant
833 President Street
BrooklynN.Y. 11215

PERSONS
INVOLVED: BILIUS, Delia, wife, age 30 yrs.
BILIUS, Christian Emanuel, son, 3 yrs.
Str. Brezoianu No. 44, Ap. 1 Sector 7, Bucharest
4. NAME:

BOGDANI Alexandru
37-08 Astoria Blvd.

Long Island City,N.Y. 11103

PERSONS
INVOLVED: DIACONEOU , Sorina, fiancee, 22 yrs.
BOODAN, Mugur Catlin, son, 3 yrs.
BOGDAN, Alexandre Cristina, daughter, 1 yr.
5. NMAE:

BORA, Aurel, Permanent Resident
3724 Fullerton West
Cbicago, Illinois 60647

PERSONS
INVOLVED:

50-437 0 -

80 -

BORA, Ioan? brother, 20 yrs. of age
Str. Iscobinilor no. 24, Oradea, Romania
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5. (Bore Continued)
PERSONS
INVOLVED:

6. NAME:
PERSONS
INVOLVED:

DEZNAN, Maria, sister, 26 yrs.
DEZNAN, Pavel, brother-in-law, 29 yrs.
Str. Cocorilor No. 65, Arad, Romania
MEGLEI, Ilie, 33 yrs. my wife's brother
MEGLEI, Mibei, 25 yrs., my wife's brother
POPOVICI, Mibasele, 15 yrs., my wife's daughter from
a previous marriage
Str. Laclurilor *No. 73 A, Brasov, Romania
BUCICA, Ion (Political Asylum granted, jumped sbip)
50 Uhbl; 89tb Street
New York,N.Y. 10024
BUCICA, Victoria, wife, 36 yrs.
18 yrs.(single)
BUCICA, Ioan I., son
BUCICA, Marcel Adrian, son, 10 yrs.
Str. Mitropolit Venismin Costache No. 1
Constants, Cartierul Vile Noi, Romania

7. NAME:

BUNA, Andrei
47-50 41 Street
Long Island CityN.Y. 11104

PERSONS

INVOLVED: BUNA, Cornelia Dan, wife, 54 yrs;
BUNA, Andrei, son, 36 yrs single )
DAN, Ana, mother-in-law, ?9 yrs.
Calee Victoriei 4850 Ap. 85,60. B, Sector 1
Bucharest
8. NAME:

BUZNEI, Dumitru

Cond. Entant

123 Lewis Street N.W.
Vienna, Virginia 22180

PERSONS
INVOLVED: BUZNEI, Ruxandre, wife
BUZNEI, Nicolete Lavinia, daughter
Cartierul Cribada, Bloc A4, Sc.2, Nr. 9
Turnu SeverinRomanis
9. NAME:

CLADOVAN, Dumitru, Cond. Entrant
50 West 89tb Street
New YorkN.Y. 10024

PERSONS
INVOLVED: CLADOVAN, Ana, wife 22 yrs.
Stir. Aluilor No. 10
Resita, garsa-Severin, Romania 1700
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l0.NAME:

DELIU, Constants
102-16 Corona Avenue
FlusbingN.Y. 11368

PERSON
INVOLVED: DELIU, Francisc Catelin, son, 18 months old
Str. Pavat No. 20, So.C. et.II,Ap. 51
Bucharest 7
11.
11. NAME:

DULGRERU, Magdalena
Hotel Letbam, 4 East 28tb Street
New York,N.Y. 10016

Persons
Involved: DULGHERU, Virgil, son, 26 yrs.
DULGHERU, loans, daughter, 24 yrrs.
12. NAME:

FANOUS, Anca, U.S. Citizen
102-55 77tb Road Apt 3Y
Forest Hills,N.Y. 11375

PERSONS
INVOLVED: STOICESCU, Silvia, mother, 60 yrs.
STOIGESCU, Valentine, sister, 33 yrs.
Str. Calusei No. 4
Bucharest
13. NAME:

PERSONS

FRANGU, Dan U.S. Citizen
89-04 68tb Ave.
Forest Hills,N.Y. 11375

INVOLVED:

FRANGU, Rev. Traian, father
FRANGU, Stela, mother
Str. Mirces eel Batran No. 49
Ploesti, Romania

14. NAME:

GABOR, Cornel M. Cond. Entrant
2B
48-35 43rd Street A
Long Island City 11104,N.Y.

PERSONS
INVOLVED:

15. NAME:
PERSONS
INVOLVED:

GABOR, Vioare, wife, 27 yrs.
GABOR Yvonne Lare, daughter, 2 yin.
Str. Luterens No. 1, Et.II, Ap.11, Sector 7
Bucbarest
Alien Resident
GALDAU, Pandele
1713 Herman Street
Ridgewood,N.Y. 11237
GALDAU,
Galdau,
GALDAU,
GALDAU,

Marin, brother
Dorin I., sister-in-law
5 yrs.
Florian, nephew
Valentin, nephew 3 yrse

Address: Str° Begs No.10
Bucharest,Sect.6

528,
1%, continuodISIM SA0RAU,
Elen sister
SILAC0EAU, Viril, brotber-in-lev
Aleo Duabrvitel No. 3 Bl.TS, Et.5, Ap.67
Drumu. Taberel, Bucbarest
16. NAME:
Persons

Reds , Alien Resident
OBORGEU8,
41-34 43 Street Apt.0-1
Long Island CityX.Y. 11104

Involved: ANDREI, Elen, mother, 68 rs.
DOCUt, Constantin, son, 24 yrs.
Str. Gb. Serban No. 2, Bloc 80, So.2,3t.*,Ap.96
Bucharest
17. NAME:

ISTODOR

Eaterine * Coed

50 W.89tb Strdt

Intrnt

New YorkB.Y. 10024

Persons
Involved: ISTODOR, Valentin, husband 48 yrs.
ISTODOR, Preds before Victor, brother, age 25
Str. Arb. Sterien No. 9, Sector 3
Bucharest
18. NAME%

ZAOVACEE, Nina, U.S. Citizen
1365 York Avenue 17 S.
New York,N.Y. 10021

Persons
Involved: MACEDONSCHI, Stefana, sister, 40 yrs.
19. NAME:

KALADJAN, Ardases, U.S. Citizen
47-09 Skilman Avenue 5K
SunnysideN.Y. f1104

Persons
Involved: ANDRE!, Elena, niece, age 18 yrs.
BI. 18,B.2,Et.Ifl,Ap.47
Bul. Diitrie CantemLr
Sector 5, Buoharest
20. NAME:
Persons
Involved

21. NAME:

LZRZSCU, Romulus, Alien Resident
221 Third Street
Feirview, N.J. 07022
SCU, ivia, daughter, 27 yr. (single)
(ehgle)
LM3CU Constantin sons 3rs.
Str. Fildesului no.8
Bucharest
MAMARA, George, US. citizen
14-36 26tb Avenue
AstoriaN.Y. 11102

Persons
Involved: MARMARA, Alexandru, son
KAMARA, Niculine, daugbtesr-in-Isv
•
MARMARA, Oresti, pandson
Blvd. 1 Mai 148, Ap,41, Seot.8
Bucharest
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22. NAME:

MUCICOCU, Doina
c/o Lilien& Delesnu
1011 Laurel Avenue
Knoxville, TN 37916

PERSONS
INVOLVED: MUICHESCU, Dan, husband, 41 yrs.
MUOICHESCU, Matei, son, 6 yre.
Str. Dr. Alexandru Vitzu No. 23, Sector 6
Bucharest - R76226

23. NAME:
PERSONS

MUNTEANU, Corneliu , Cond. Entrant
102-16 Corona Avenue
Olubing,N.Y. 11368

INVOLVED: HU2-x1XTU, Gbeorghe, father, 56 yr".
KUNTEAU, Marie, mother, 51 Yrs.
Str. Ho-Si-Min no. 13,Bloc C, Sc. D
EtaJ 3, Ao. 48, Sector 7 Bucharest
21. NAME:

MUNTEANU, Ecaterina, cond. entrant
140 West 69tb Street
New !orkN.Y. 10023

PERSONS
INVOLVED: MUNTEAMI Ion, husband, 48 yr.
INVOLVD:
~
Icons, daughter, 18 yrs.
Aleea Terasei No. 10, Bloc R 12-B So. 2
EteJ I, Ap. 47 Sector 5, Bucharest
2 . NAME:
NAOD, Nistor , U.S. Citizen
183 Walnut StreetPatterson, N.J. 07502

PERSONS
INVOLVED: NAOD, Magdalena, wife
Comuna Genei No. 598
Judetil Timis, Romania
26. NAME:

NEAGOE, Cornel, cond. entrant
cA Mr. Joseph Munich
5-28 47tb Avenue
Long Island CityN.Y,. 1101

PERSONS
INVOLVED: NEAGOE, Emilia, wife, 26 yrs.
Str. Beeatel No. 6A, Bloc Y 7,Ap. 125
Sector 4, Bucharest

27. NAME:

NEDIN, Gbeorghe U.S. Citizen
46-24 No. St. Louis Ave.
Cboago,I1. 60625

PERSONS
INVOLVED: NEDIN, Gbeorgbe, father
58 yr.
NEDIN, Pkorica, mother, 52 yr.
28. NA E:

NEDEIU, Margarets.
P.O.Box 19, Greenvale,N.Y. 11548

PERSONS
INVOL
:NEDECU, Valentin, husband, 143 yr.
NEDECU, Tudor, son, 12 yrs.

AddressiBtr.Dostoievski, no. 34, OluJNapoca
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29. NAME:

U.S. Citizen
NIOHIFOR, Stele
89-04 68tb Avenue
Forest Hills,NU. 11375

PMNS
INVOLVED: RADUOANU, Pansit Marian, brother-.

RADUOANU, Marie Elena, sister-in-law
Str. Nicolse Serban no. 12
Sector VII Bucbeaest

30. NAME:

PETRE, Angela Alien Resident
76-10 34tb Avenue Ao. 4 R
Jackson Hts.,N.Y. 11372

Persons
Involved: GUGIU,; Aurelia, sister-3'4-yrs.
GUGIE, Marian, brother-in-law
GUGIU, Cristien Paul, nephew 6 yrs.
Str. Vales lui Mibsi 3, Bloc T.D. 14
Et. VII Ap 47 Sector 7
Prumul Taberei, Bucharest
I0NESCU, Virginia, cousin
IONESCU, Richard Alexandru, cousin's son, 10 yrs.
Str. Auobrului 4 Scare B
Sector 2, Bucharest
31. NAME:

REZNIO, Stefan Alien Resident
P.O.Box 311 AmityvilleN.Y. 11701

PERSONS
INVOLVED: REZNIO, Anton, fatber 58 yr.
44 yre.
REZNIC, Ana Pietraru
REZNICI, Paris Emanuel , step-brotbsr 11 yrs.
REZNI, Carmen Iuinita, step sito; 9 yrs.
17 Solciilor, Tulcee, Romania
32. NAME:

ROGU, Ioanna U.S. Citizen
62-11 79th Street '
Middle VillageN.Y. 11379

PERSONS
INVOLVED: TOPAN, Ghergbina , cousin, 38 yr.
TOPAN, Mircea Leontin, cousin's husband 42 yrs.
TOPAN, Simona, cousin's daughter, 11 yrs.
Stir. Otesanu No- 2, Bloc OD-53 A
Ap. 33, Et.8
Sector 2, Bucharest

33. NAME:

SREDOIEV, Vasile, Alien Resident
691 Tenth Avenue
New York,N.Y. 10019

PERSONS
INVOLVED: SREDIEV, Sofia, wife, 48 yra.
SREDOIEV; Iedrnce, daughter, 20 yrs.
SREDIEV, Gabriel, son, 14 yrs.
Comuna Rudna, Jud. Timis,No. 3
Romania
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34

Teou Elisabota - Cond. entrant
3M134tb Street
AstoriaN.Y.11106

NAME

Relatives:

35 NAME:

36

VOLONIO,IonAlien Resident
50 West 89tb Street
New YorkN.Y.10024

RELATIVES:

VOLONOI,Oristins - wife
Str.Trubedur No. 18,Bloo 2 AApt.47
Timiasoar, Romenis

NAME:

ZELTER, Elena - U.S.A. citizen
47-50 41st Street
Long Island City,N.Y.11104
CZANK, Margaretalesiter - 48 years
OZANK, Carolbrother in Lsw,48 years
OZANK, Carol Jr. nephew, 23 Years
OZANK, Criatina-Elenanoeoe - 14 years
Str.Burdujeni No.3,Bloc 13 A,Soara ?,Apt,81
Buoureati- Sebtorulz 4.-

RELATIVES:

37

Teout lie, busbsnd, 39 years
Cartierul Craiovits-NouaBloo 15,
Soars 1,Apt.14
Crsiov-Romania

NAME:

IOKACU,Maris Carmen:
50 Vest 89tb Street
New YorkeN.Y.10024

RLATIVES:

SALVRTIU, Lucian - brother: 46 years
lulieua-Susana, sister in Jew - 37 Years
L"colen-Marinel, nephew 21 u
16 years
•
Viorel-Tudorel,
14 years
Golu,
,

U.S.Citizen

60 years
KONDAI, ludit, mother in Low
COMUNA :BSeileoll7l - Jud.Ared -Romnle
'8 NAME:
PERSON
INVORD:

9 NAME:
RMAMIS:

Florian M.Galdou - U.S.Citisen
50 West 89tb Street
New York,N.Y. 10024
BUIOAN, Alexsndru - 26 years
Str.Benu Antonsobe No.71,et.I,Apt.1l
BucurestaL

-.

Romania

NICUIESOJ, Genovios, Cond. entrant
45-35 44tb Street
SunnysideN.Y. 11104
NICULECU, Radu Sr. husband
M Tr. son - 13 years
U.Vilyars

RirCentrasifu- ConeVoinesa

-

Jud.Vilees
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NAME:

REATIVI:

41

NAME:

RELATIVUS:

STANESCU Stefen N. U.S.Citiien
6aldwell
13763
DetroitMicbigan 48212
BTANESCUMiabil, brother
STANESCU, Ileanagsister in Law
tr.Lez.r 8eineanu No.3
Buuresti- RomaniaSector 7
WUITRESCU,IILe (M.D.) Conditional Entrant

0/0 MroRudolpb Nyory

32-05 Newton AvenueApt.50
Astoria,N.Y.11102
DUMITRESCU, Alexandra-Susena, daughter
.

14 years

Anoe - daugter : 12 years

0/0 Doanna Josefina Cbetodulo
Str.Drobets Not19 A,et .IV, Apt.15
Bucureati- Boot. 2, Rouanie
42

43

44

NAME:

MARUREANU, Jobn (Rev.) U.S.Citisen
2100 John White Road
Hubbard, Obio

RELATIV:

MA MURRANU, Georgeta M.D. Daugter, 29 years
Comuna.Bblteni, jud. Valui -Romania

NAME:

IOO=SCU Vleicu (Prof.)
15 VermIlyea Avenue
Ne YorkN.Y. 10031

RELATIVES:

EODOREISCU, Tudor -28 years, nepbew
Str.Oenteair No.15
Oluj-Napooa 3400 GOHANIA

NAME:

IONESCU,Elons : U.S.Citizen
171 West 71st StreetApt.PT.
New Yort,N.Y.10023
IRMCU- IARU, Mbeela -3k

W=ATIVS:

U.S.citizen

years

tr.OColaborrii--.No.2,Scre. 3,Apt.6

1900 Tiuisoars - Romania

45

NAMES

GHITLZSCU,Velentinf Conditional .Entrant
39-15 14tb Avenue -. Brook3LnN.Y.11218

BLATIVE:

GHITULEBCU, Mariena - wife - 30-years
I Beatriee- Cristin. - dausbter- 5 years
Str.Verde~ei No.7 - Seot.#, Bqoureoti- Romanie
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46

47

NAME

MARANDIOI, Constantin - Cond. Entrant
6713 West Clinton
Cleveland, Obio 44102

RELATIVE:

MARANDICI, Olivia - wife
Aloes Compozitorilor No.5 ,Bleo G9,et.III,Apt.20
Bucureti- Sect.6,Romanis

NAME:
RELATIVES:

URSU, Gevriil (M.D.) U.B.Citi.en
333 East 30tb Street,apt. 7F
New York,N.Y. 10016
URSULucion-jon - son
Btr.Brediceanu No.4
Timigoar

48

49

- Romania

NAME:

GOLOIMTIA,Dsn - permanent resident
200 Lower Creek Road
R.D. No.7 Apt.12
Itbeo8, N.Y. 14850

RELATIVES:

G0IOPUTIA- EEISCU, Bands - sister -35 years
ERETESCU, Constantin - brother in Law
35 years
Aloes BdiuV No.3, Bloc D 14 , et.IV,Apt.9
Buoureoti 77438, Romania

NAME:

DEWJosepb (Prof.)
U.8.itizen
University of the District of Colombia
929 East Street,N.W.Room 618
Wesbington,D.C. 20004
4OLDOVANVladimir - student
U.S.Dabassy
Bucharest- Romania

PRID:

MOLDOVAN, Cornelia same s abhve

student

The Ver7 Rev. Florian M.Galdau
Cobsirman
July 17,1979, New York N.Y.
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For the pat few years, In one case as ssn

as elt,

the folloviln

U. B. oltitene and residents have been attemptin6 to brinS their "oanisn
relqtiveo to the U. 5. ' to Join theme Many have INS approval for
cntryl none "os able to secoure

omanien Government approval for their

exit papers.
1.

k)r.

AUSTRIAOU, Stefan-Dan-Radu, of 50 -lost 89 Stret, New York, NY 10024

loft Wtomanld In 197.
intrant.

n

arrived In the UJ... Mareh 28, 1979 as Conditional

:Is wife, Karia, 52, daughter, OCasen and son# Ootavian stayed

in ,omanla end applied for pasoports In Ootober 1978. -1r. Austriaoues
wife 'ans called to the People'@ Couoil of asotor 3 In Buoharest In
Usoceber 1978"ond advised to divorce me 3nd renounce leaving Xowemls,"
he said. (The People's COoil is the local soviet oraniation)o "y
daughter Cereen was suz-ooned to the local Party of her Institute and
advised to withdriw hcr passport vtd viss appltoation, "'hen ohe refaseo
thc h-d to return her Communist Youth 1. 3, card.

%11 tsena.crs tnd

students must bolonS to the fouth Organlzntion, rlthouah she hin never
inen she refused, she "as fired.
belonScd to the Cormunist P,-rty,
Senate of the Univcrety of ?Ruoharest called my son last X.aroh
and -.ked him to stay in .Amoni:r. After hc refucod they wanted rils to
pPY 35,000 Icl to reimburse thc 5tetc his three year. at the Paculty of:li-ht now, nolthor I nor ry son cn refund thw this sum,.
Yediolne.
"hc

Thlo

paot A ril 11 my fmvilyl'

application for exit pipers was denied.

ney live :,t Blvd. .epublioii .79,

:pt. 2, 3aoharest, Sector 3%

".y request for a reunion with my fally is based on human right.
and es -eclelly the Kelsinkl Agrcesent and the aeoLfrption or iuman
Ai-hts slined end ratified by the Cownlet Government of 14ouanla."
2.

JVA, 'Airel, of 47-50 4

Streset, Lon, Island City, NY 11104. -!-or six

yeers he tried to brin.3 his wife, Cornetia, 59, here; else his son,

686
Andrei, 25, and motber-in-law, 2,

Anze, 70.

They live at Colea

Victoriei #48-50, Apt. 85, So. B., Bucharest. Mr. Buns baa a good
Job and can take care of them.

Any help from the Committee would

be welcome.

3. BILIU_, Marin, 833 President St., Brooklyn, NY 11215 is a
political asylum reuke.
1978.

INS approved his petition October 20,

He is 32 and works at Standard Brands, 625 Madison Avenue,

New York, NY.

On March 2, 1979 the Romanian Ebassy at Washington

asked him to get in touch as otherwise they won't send him his
request to renounce his Romanian citizenship.

He is trying to bring

his wife, Delia, 30, and son, Cristian Emanuel 3, here.

They live at

Str. Brezoisnu N*, apt. 1, Sect. 7, Bucharest.
4.Rev.FRANGU, Trsien,, and his wife, Stele, of Str. Mircea, Cel-Batran,
#49 Ploesti, Romania, a retired priest has tried to Join his son, Dan
FRANGU, of 89-0 68 Ave. Forest Hills, HY 11375, a U. S. citizen for
years.

Last time their exit papers were refused was March 1979.

5.KAAN, Ardasbes, a U. S. citizen, of 47-09 Skillman Ave. #5K, Sunnyside, NY

11104 is seriously handicapped, a senior citizen with both

legs amputated.

For five years be tries to bring his niece over.

ANE,

Elena, of Blvd. Dixitrie Cantemir, bloc 18, so. 2, et. 47, sec. 5, Bucbarest, even for a short visit.

6.NICHIPOR, Stela, Miss, of 89-04 68 Ave., Forest Hills, NY11375, U. S.
citizen, tries to bring her brother here, RADUCAUNU, Marian Pansit and
wife, Maria Elena, of Str. Nicolas Serban #12 sec. 7, Bucharest.

They

applied.in March 1978 and in September the same year he was dismissed
from the Party when be refused to withdraw his request.

Both are un-

employed since a year and a half. The U. S. Embassy in Bucharest

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

6
gave bin oleerance as a former Party ember on Marcb 1979.
Mistor, of 183 Walnut St., Paterson, NY C7502, a U.S. citizen,
tried to bring his wife, Magdalene bore, of Con. Gmnei #598, Distr.

?.B&OD,

of Timis, Romania.
CRE_ i Stefan, P. 0. Box 311, Amityville, NY 11701, is one of the
few very succoes9?1. Romaniens in this country.
Since three years
hetries to bring hia family over. His father is Anton Resnie, his stopmotber, Ana, nee Pistrsru, bis brother, Paris Emanuel, 11, and sister,
Carmen L., 9, all of Str. Salcillor-Tulce, Romania. He says that
"On July 1978 1 sent my application to renounce my Romanian citizenship
to the Romanian Embassy in Washington and by August 29 of tbe same year
I got confirmation of receipt. The Embassy telephoned me several times
that they wanted to see me but I refused. So far I have not beard
anything from them."
9.Mu° Z

Elena, U. S. citizen, of 96-10 57 Ave. P9B, Rego Park,
NY 11368 has tried for eight years to get bar family bore. They are:
CZANK, Mirgrets and husband, Carol, both 48, nepbw, Carol, 23, eand
niece, Cristina Clare, 14. INS Distr. of New York approved their
application since August 2?, 1976.
Maihil, U. S. citizen, tries since two years to bring his
brother and family bore. They" &": Alexandru Florin and wife, Natalie,

O.3MAgA,

and niece, Julie, 11.

After their application for exit papers was
accepted in August 1978 the bead of the family, a good engineer, was
asked to resign from his job if be was to get their papers. Two weeks
after be resigned in April 1979 be was threatened with arrest on vagrancy cberges. The Government refused to offer bin another job. To avoid
arrest, friends offered bin a designing job at night.

BEST COPy AVAILABLE
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i1.

,

~Lucian,

of 255 Vet 90 Street, ^O, New York, NY 10024 left

Romania with help from the U.S. Embaesy in Bucharest and arrived bre
two years ego.

He bad refused to sign the oath of ellegianoe to the

Party on the basis of the 1975 law, which all citizens bad to sign,
regardless of political affiliations.
relative in Romania.

His father reusined, his only

None of his letters to him were delivered.

He wrote to the RomenijuPost Office, protesting the disappearance&
of his letters.

He got no reply.

he telephoned his father.
the father to stop them,

Every lost Saturday of the montb

The Security tapped the cells and told
They arrested, beat and tortured big.

"After his release from jail my father and I talked again on the pbone.
A Security man arrived.

When be saw him, x7 father suffered a cerebral

homorrbge, got no help, and died.
"My father was a member of the National Peasant Party.
was elected Prefect (Governor) of Dolj District.

In 1964 be

Afterwards be was

arrested four times and sent to prison without trial for seven years.
Even there my father continued his anti-Communist activities.
country bas muob talent, but few cbareaters like my fetber.

Our
He taught

me the history of Romania, and how to be a MAN in the true sense of
the word.
"He was a national hero, among many unknown heroes wbo died for their
struggles against Commism.

When in one of our loat conversations

I invited bin bere,as many children invite their parents, be didn't
went to beer of it.

He said, rYou did not leave Romania of your own

choice and you bave to struggle on against the Communists.

Stay

tbere and figbt as I will stay bore and figbt.. I hope you will not
bring shame to your country or to me.
now I must stay wben it is badr

"My father was 68 when be died,

happy to die for the Romanian people.
I knew. May God rest bis soul."

I stayed here when it was good,
He was one of the bravest men
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12.' GLDA, Merin and wife, Dorine and nephews, Florian, 5 ard Valentin,
3, of Str. Begs #10, Bucharest, Sect. 6. The above is ry nephew
and shouldn't have bad any problems to Join his brother and parents
here.
13.

When he applied for his papers, be was especially barrassed.

SIMjAC

, Mrs. Elena and husband, Virgil, my niece, of Alees

Dumbrevitei #3, Bi. TB, Et. 5, Apt. 67, Drumul Taberei, Bucharest.
Both work at the Institute of Atomic Physics of Bucharest as
scientific research engineers and never intended to leave Romania.
Three years ago the Government began to bring pressure on them to
write and ask me to stop my activities here on behalf of the Romanian refugees.

Since then the Security has barrassed them and

made their lives miserable Their exit papers were twi e denied.
14.

MlG§N, Mrs. Done,

a U. S. citizen, of 10

s11-O*e#oA4.Sparta,

NJ, 078?l,got INS approval June 30, 1978 for bar parents, HABLAS,
Emil end Valerie nee Ionescu, of Str. Toamnei #87-89, Sec. 2,
Bucharest.

Both parents are retired and Mrs. Dragan is able to

take care of tham.
15.

Several applications were refused.

Gevril, a U.S. citizen, of 333 Bast 30 Street, #7F,

DRL.Uti5.

New York, NY 10016, wants to bring his son, Lucian Ion,here, of
Str. Brediceanu #4, Timisoara, Romania.

His son was not permitted

to fill out the passport application forms and asked to give up
emigrating.

When be refused, he was asked to pay 60,000 lei or

about $10,000 as a ransom for his State education.
Since there are many similar cases as the above described, we feel
this is proof onougb of the lack of good will on the part of the
Romanian Government and that's why we request the termination of
the Trade Agreement, between U.S.A. and Romania.
The Very Rev. F. M. Galdau
ChAirman
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June 19, 1979

Statement to the Hearing of Thursday, July 19, 1979
on Waiving of the Jackson-Vanik amendment for
Romania
Myname Is Gabriela Michelle Isac, 'I live In New York State, 819 Route 9W
Wback, New York. I am an American citizen, married, resident of New York
In 1970 1 requested from the Romanian Embassy approval
State since 1970.
to renounce to nw former Romanian citizenship, request which was granted in
1973 by the State Council of the Republic Socialist of Romania, Decree No.
333 of June 1973.
I would like to express nlydeep concern with regard to the freedom of travel
and emigration' in Romania, which seems to be denied to some of those who
wish to join their relatives in West countries. I would like to make particular reference to n) sister, Victoria Gatulescu who for the last two years
has been denied a travel document by the Romanian authorities. She is 28
years old, single, was never involved in classified work and has no'outstandin9 debts. She is entitled to apply for US immigrant visas as soon
as Is issued a passort, however, there have been repeated denials of her
denial,
and no
requests
forrpissport.
There
is nowhich
reasonsheforhasthis
forreasons
the
been
receiving
notices
the rejection
are glvel'n
past two years. I strongly feel that this is an abuse which should be corrected, and I am sure that the Roumanian authorities could be made to understand that freedoK'pf emigration and respect for human rights are indeed
the foundation upon which our country is willing to build economic relations.
There should be freedom of choice for everybody who is eligible to leavefiomanla,
not for a selected few. They must understand that our nation prides itself
in helping to secure the human rights of all men.
Therefore, I respectfully request that the Jackson -Vanik amendment not be
waived until the Roumanian government shows its good faith in allowing
issuance of passports to those who have requested to be allowed to leave.
I am confident that the decision which will be taken here today will be instrumental in securing the best wa, for P' sister and all other Romanian hostages
to achieve their right to freedom.
I would like to ask' you to inquire on my sister's-present status and request.
the REASON for denial of her passport . She is A. P. Victoria Gatulescu.
residing at St. Macaralei No. 6. Bloc M. 27. Sc. .2
Apt 23. Titan. Bucharest.
Perhaps your inquiry will receive an answer - My telegram to the President
Nicolae Ceausescu requesting the reasons for her being denied a passport
has remained unansweredto date...
Would you please make this statement part of the record.
Thank you.
Submitted by Gabriela Michelle Isac
819 Route 9 W
Nyack, New York

On behalf of Victoria Gatulescu
Str. acaralei No. 6
Bl." M.27, Sc. 2, Apt 23
Titan, Bucharest
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